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TO OUR READERS AND COlftlESPONDENTS.

Thb pages of this Journal are impartially open to all communications

upon the subjects of Science, Scientific Literature, and the Arts : it is

requested they may be forwarded to the Editor one month previous J;o

the publication of each number.
^

*

We shall be happy to receive papers from Provincial Scientific

Societies, and to publish them either on the part of the Society, or of

their respective authors.

Papers deemed unfit for this publication, will Jpe immediately returned

to the source whence we received them, with our reasons for their

return.

The letters signed B. andT. R. S. we have thought it prudent to

suppress for the present.

Several books have reached us for notice in this Journal
;
but unless

they are sent earlier in the Quarter, we cannot insure attention to

them.

We have been favoured with communications from Mr. Swainson,

Dr. Littledale, Mr. Rose, and E, Z., which we are obliged to postpone.

A letter from a “ Member of the Zoological Society,” reached us too

late for the purpose it was intended to answer. We fear we shall not
agree with him in opinion, but perhaps his second communication may
clear up the difference.

v 'We presume that “ A Mechanic” will find the information he re-

quimsln Mr. Farey's account ofthe Steam Engine.

“ An old Subscriber” is much in error—the he alludes to

are copiously given in contemporary monthly publications
; if therefore

we followed his advice, our information would be stale. The motives
he alludes to are out of the question.

We cannot give “ A Vapourer” any authentic information respecting
the Steam Carriage, nor do we hear that the Gas Engine has advanced.



ROYAL INSTI'^TION OF GREAT BRITAIN,
Albem^e Str&t, December 1827.

A COURSE OF SIX ELEMENTARY LECTURES ON CHE-
MISTRY, adapted to a Juvenile Audience, will be delivered during the

Christmas Recess, b^ Michael Faraday, F.R. S., Corr. Mem. Roy.

Acad. Sciences, Pans ;
Director of ^e Laboratory, &c. &c.

Tku Lectures mil commence at Three o* Clock,

Lecture I. Saturday,"“December 29. Substances generally—Solids,

Fluids, Gases— Chemical affinity.

Lecture II. .Tuesday, January 1, 1828. AtmospheHc Air and its

Gases.

Lecture III. Thursday, January 3. Water and its Elements.

Lecture IV. Saturday, January 5. Nitric Acid or Aquafortis—Am-
monia or Volatile Alkau—Muriatic Acid or Spirit of Chlorine, See.

Lecture V. Tuesday, January 8. Sulphur, and
their Acids. -

' •*
"

Lecture VI. Thursday, Jahuaty 10. Metals and mebr Oxides

—

Earths, Fixed Alkalies and Salts, &c.

^Ion-Subscribers to the Institution are admitted to the above Course

on payment of One Guinea each
;
Children, 1 (J^ . 6(f.

will commence for th^ensuingSeason, on Friday the 25t^i of January,

1828, at half past Eight o*Clock, and will be conunue^jon each succeed-

ing Friday Evening, at the same hour, till further notice.

The Lectures will commence for the Season on Saturday the 2d of

Februa^, at Three o’Clock, byWm. Thos. Bkande, Esq., F.R,S. Lond.

and Edin., Prof, of Chemistry in the Royal Institution.

The Library of the Royal Institution is open for the use oT the Mem-
bers and Subscribers every day on which the House of the Institution is

opeii : in Winter from Ten till Four, and from Seven till Ten in the

Evening ;
and in Summer from Ten till Five, and firom Seven till Ten in

the Evening.
*

Mr. Brands and Mr. Faraday will commence the Spring Course of
^

their Chemical Lectures and Demonstrations, in the Laboratory of th^,
Royal Institution, on Tuesday, the 12th of February, at Nine in' the ^

morning precisely. A Prospectus may be obtained at the Institution,

or of the respective Lecturers.

In the Press, and nearly ready for publication,

A COLLECTION OF CHEMICAL TABLES, for the usft of
Practical Chemists and Students, in Illustration of the Theory of
Definite Proportionals

;
in Which are shewn the Equivalent Numbers

of the Elementaiy Substances, with the Weights and Volumes in which
thqr combine

; together with the Composition of their most important
CoQlpounds, and the Authorities fdr-lfefeir Analysis.

By William Thomas Brands.



TO OUR READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

We have to acknowledge the arrival ofthefoOowing articles for msarlkm

in this Journal# which will be duly attended to:

—

On the Junction of Granite and Sand^tomeJto iSutheriaod, by Br, Mac
Cullocb.

On the Diluvium in Norfolk, by Mr, Rose.

On the Agency of Caibonic Acid, byDr^ MmhSUSMlj^'

Continuation of the History of Horticulture.

On S^ps.

On the Mr. EetidalL

On the OhuunentB ofAnoSftentiire, ,

' ‘

We ha\e also been obliged to postpone the* reviews and notices of

se\eral scientitic iVoiks*

Our thanks are due to the sugge^ons of A Constant Reader;* who

w ill perceiv e that we hd\ e attended to thhm. ^

< *'

The infeieiices of a correspondent at Manchester are whpl^ incorrect

;

the leiiftth of the communication, which would have occupied at least forty

pages, and llie refusal of the author either to ^^dge or divide it, were the

reasons that induced us to return it We are frequentijfrpbliged to refuse

valuablepapers upon similar grounds,

Dr. Millses letter, from Bogota, has just reached us, and shall appear in

the ensuing number of this Journal.

\

Mr. Johnson's paper on Saline Manures will appear in our next
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lapage S8S. line d2» for rest, road next.

Sc86. tt 99, *• mean „ mere.

987, M 16* »t Russia „ Rrimia*
do., I, do, M Siberia » Silesia.

993, „ 13» », property „ Prosperity.

In tbe Ephemeris of BiipWe Odliet, published in the last number,
the dates at the head are printed 1839 and 1830, instead

of 18^ and 1899$ tlii^4reWrn of the Comet being expected in the

oonrae of the prptmtt year. .7he mietalte was obligingly pointed oat
by 1^. Olbers. y * ' ^
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On the Beauties contained in the Oml, and in the Elliptic

Curves, both simple and combined, generated from the same
Figure or Disk, By li. R. Reinagle, Esq., R. A.

Boing the subject of a Discourse delivercil at the Royal Institution of

Great Britain.

After an a[)posite discourse to introduce the subject, the first

course taken, was to dtunoiist rate the advantages ol‘ understand-

ing the right use of geometrical terms in our descriptions of the

varieties of sliape, both in nature and art.

Every thing deserving the title of beautiful, and every grand

object, assume an outline of delinite character: these are to be

found in the different classes of geometrical figures
;
the former

in undulating lines of elliptic curves, and grandeur in angular

dispositions of figure. All motion assumes a curved direction *.

I'hc primary and leading object of the discourse was to prove

the fact of original beauty : and that a curved line was beautiful

in an abstract point of view, free from all associations. For

this purpose there were designed many diagrams on large black

painted boards,

* A gi-eat number of geometrical diagrams were exhibited, from a
single line, to angles, squai'cs, oblongs, circles, ovals, cones, cylinders,

spiral lines, and various serpentine lines, &c<
JULY—OCTf 1827, B



2 Mr. Reina^le on the Beauties

The explanation ^icommcDced 'vrith six or more parallel lines

at equal distances? and*equal ‘length, in an horizontal position

to the eyq. of tlie audience, 1; and another set of the

same number of lines drawn perpendicular, Fig, 2

:

these were

demonstrated to possess not the slightest character or principle

of beauty in them, either as separate lines, or colleclivcly,

howeMii* many.

The next diagram consisted of six or more radiating lines

from a centre, Fig. 3, and a coiTesponding nnrn))er in an hori-

zontal direction, but of unequal (juantities; they diminished

like a flight of steps, Fig. 4. It was then shown that the lirst

Fig, 3 . Fig, 4 ,

means of combining the six or more lines, which had been first

drawn, so as to please tlie eye, AvithonI cre.ating any geometrical

figure, was the radiating principle. Our eye not only can tole-

rate that union of lines, but receiAe the imjnession as pleasing

in character
;

Avhile all lines parallel to each other, being right



3contained in the Oval and in the Elliptic Curves.

lines, and a iewcd as a flight of stc]>s, or pile of planks, opposite

the observer, are disagreeable. • Dporflhe former principle it

is, that the rays«of the sun, and rays of light gAierally, are so

attractive and beautiful. It is from this circumstance mat right

lines draAvn in an inclined position to the plane of the picture,

d(‘rive an interest from the angles engendered throijgh the

imagination. •

To follow up the principh* by regular steps, and to open a

ckiar view of the laws of beauty in lines, there were traced some
inclined right lines {Eiy. 5), with a regular set 6f right angles

upon it, like tfie shims of leaves on eacli*side. This exhibited

no sort of beauty, nor any other advantage than mere cornbi^

nations of formal angles. The next diagram {Fig. 6) w^as an

inclined line as before, with similar angular projecting stems,

to which were added elliptic curves on the upper side of each

branch, that jiroduced the form of a leaf. Fig. 7 vvas another

inclined line, having oval curves ui)oii it. Jloth these were

shown to i»ossess principles aj)proacliing to beauty, by progres-

sive ad \aiicos ill combination and original structure. Fig. 8

Fix. 5. Fig.^- Fig- 7. Fi^r.8.

was an inclined line with the oval curves upon it; to which a
similar addition of ellijitic curves were ‘adjoined to therms,

• . B i2

‘



4 Mr. Rcinaglc on the Beauties

as in Fiij. 6. This addmon made a new advance towards

beauty. FUj. 9 commtinced a^more perfect principle of beauty,

having an ellijJtic stern with oval branches rising from it, as in

the others. If to tlris, the principle of gradation had been

given, the eye would prefer it
; I mean, by a scale of increase

from th^ top to the bottom of the projecting stems : and if there

had been superi.dded the external contour of a lengthened egg,

like the form of a sage^ k^af, we should, step by step, advance

into the region of beautiful character of exterior shape. Fig^

10 is a retrograde, showing how uncongenial angular forms arc

to curved lines, when"producing ornament
; at least how little

our eye can bear the angular projections from tluj elliptic or

oval turned stem. Fig. 11 was a curve of exactly the same

disk, with the same oval stems, to which a small serpentine

addition was made, (^xprcssiiig a leaf. Of all the last s(wen dia-

grams, this abounded with the greatest portion ot heaulifid

lines, and is indisputably the most agreeable and beaiitilul.

Combinations are like niimericals
;
many of lhes(^ fonns, placed

together with judgment and discretion, will attract us from the

larger proportion of beauty that mec;ts the eye at oiicc‘, like a

head of beautiful hair ; one hair, however gracefnlly bent, can-

not i3j)j)ress us like an entire lock of the hair
;
nor will this



contained in the Oval and in the Elliptic Curves. 5

curl chann us as the whole will pn the Jiuman head. We ow’e

to construction and combination all our pleasurable feelings of

beauty: no person is allured by a single feature of any species

of objects: but a thousand, or a million, arouses our anxious

notice. Thus, the last diagram of the elliptic stem and the

foliage upon it, exhibited, by the continuity of curved lines,

the greatest approach to beauty, of all the ligifres presented to

the notice of the Jiudience.

TJiese preliminary designs opened the way for richer combi-

nations
;
but the subject affording such an immense field of

variety, 1 confined mjsclf to the narrowc'st limits, and to one

o\al disk of seven inches tran‘<verse diiimeter, from which seven

ilitlerent designs \\(^re shown on [)ap(T. The first had a variety

of serpimtinc lines placed at random, all produced by the disk

of tlie oval just named, and the confluent lines of two such»

])laccd side by side, or end to end, Fi(j. 12
;
which oval disk

was put upon the lines to prove the construction. These lines,

without expressing or forming any sort of figure, exhibit a set

of elegant eur\es, of varied ([uautities of convex and concave,

with which our eye will be more pleased than any set of right

lines similarly distributed, as iii Fiy. 13, which follows.
’



Mr. Reindgle on the Beautiei
\

Two other diagrams were placed befort^ the company, each a

circle of 12 ovals, from the same disk, moiA od upon ah axis,

resting upon one end of the transverse <li;;m( <(‘r, ((he

•ways of the^oval,) which llgnre iu iIk‘ skrletou was a duode-

cagon. Fig, 14 is one of the illagraiiis
,
the ovals folding re-

gularly over each other. By suppressing the continuity of the

oVaf^&b, where the lines would traverse, a very pleasing figure



contained in the Chal and in the Elliptic Curves, 7

is created. It may be easily converted into foliage, and can

be amazingly varied in principle, by having fewer ovals, and
making them fevolve upon an arm or continuation of a line

from the transvei'se diameter. Fig, 15 is the same diagram,

Fiff. 16 .

with all the oval linos described, which forms a figure of ele-

gant intricacy
;
each mendior, or curvilinear subdivision, as-

sumes a most agrecab!(^ shape : the whole, at the first sight, does

not carry the evidence of being generated from the same disk.

These agreeable figures may be varied to an extraordinary ex-

tent : the two tliat Avcire jirescnted were mere examples of some

of the numerous clianges tliat any given oval disk may create.

The objects next presented, were three vases of very dis-

similar appearance, all produced from the same diagram

of the oval
;
each iu a separate drawing. The first was like a

Greek vase with handles; its character established by employ-

ing certain proportions of cpiantities, in seven parts. The
body has four parts, the foot or pedestal one

;
the neck two.

Tlie handles were regulated in the position and projection by

lines drawn from the liottora of the vase, through the ovals

which compose the outline of the two sides
; and passing

through the transverse diameter. These bandies were made
from an. oval that was the length of half the line of the

transverse diameter, Fig. 16. The skeleton of angji^ that
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govern the shape of this vase, is a very pretty figure of itself.

The form does not proceed from any caprice of irregularity,

but is consistent with rational organization, and symmetrical

proportions. The figure of the plate sufficiently describes the

mode of making the diagram without entering into the detail.

Ftff. 17 represents a tazza with handles: the same diskis

Ftff. 17.

appattfit, by the dotted lines thatmade the first vase.
^
The ovals
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are placed right and left of a cental perpendicular line, dividing

the cup in two parts
; the transverse diameters xiyeet in one line

parallel to the base ofthe tazza
;
a dotted outline expresses the

angular position of the handles : the concave lip of the tazza is

made by the same oval disk, whose transverse diameter leads to

the under line of the folding edge of the cup. The lej^of tile

tazza is produced by the same small disk th^ served for the

handles of the first vase. The body of the vase and the leg

form hvo equal parts; the whole upper extend ought to be

seven parts, so that it is se\eu and two '*; the width of the

base of the leg measures two parts, and the altitude three, of

the seven parts. These proportions cannot produce any other

than agreeable appearances, ap[)ly them as we may.

The third vase, exhibited anHebe
cup, with a handle, which presented

a totally different appearance in form

to the two [)revious onc^. It was

proportioned by similar principles:

the larger disk made the body, in-

clined right and hfft upon the end of

the o\al. The neck and the leg

were both made from the smaller

oval disk; the dotted lines to the

ovals of the leg siifliciently show the

fact. The handle and concave lip

of the cup were made by an appli-

cation of the same disk. The alti-

tude contained four parts. The body

two parts, the leg one part, and the

neck one other part; the handle

rises one-eighth above : every por-

tion of this figure is created by

the hvo disks previously named.

The foliage rises from below and

descends from al)0vc, onc-fourlh of the whole height of the body

* The whole extent ofthe tazza, including the projection of the handles,

should be seven parts ;
and the height of the \ ase two of such .seven

parts. r.
•*’.

Fig. 18,
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to the commencement^of the concavity of the neck, where the

beading runs round.

I remarked, that by adhering to regular proportional quan-
tities of 1 and 2, 3 and 5, 2 and 5, 7 and 5, 7 and 2, &c.,

and using elliptic disks or curves, very great beauties ai'e

Jerived.

A skeleton 6f the tazza in angles was drawn on a black

painted board, together with oval disks placed upon those lines,

which clearly demonstrated the whole system of the construc-

tion. The explanation of these various diagrams necessarily

Involved a circumstantial description of each created liguro,

which were thoroughly analysed. Quantity and variety were

particularly dwelt upon, as absolutely necessary to the produc-

tion of perfect beauty
;

C(pialities being unlVieuflly to that sym-

metry which accords with nature. Some other tliagrams were

drawn, to show the inelegant appearance of radiating lines from

the conca^ or convex halfofan oval or an ellipse, Fia, 19

;

ly.

but by drawing another convex half ofan oval, and [)lacing those

lines as tarig(nits, greater })eauly was formed l)y the alternate

changes and varieties of inclination of each tangent, 20.

Fifr, 20 .

This was capable of an immediate adaptation to elegant vege-
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iation; a few convex and concave elliptic curves added to

each langciit, produced an car of barley, or an <vir of rye, the

elegant construction of which, is rarely noticed in our remarks

on nature, Fig. 21.

Fiff. 21.

The discussion on these various designs being concluded, some

im[)ortant compositions of three great and renowned painters

wc're ])ro(luced, to corroborate uhat had been advanced in sup-

j)ort of the native beauty of the oval and ellipse. Kaphaers

grand composition of tlie dispute on th(^ Sacrament is in three

grand oval cur\es.

The Doctors of the Church on the ground plan are ranged in

an oval com ex line
;

ajid the heavenly Choirs engage two con-

cave oval sha])es of the same proportion, but ofuiKMjual (puiii-

lities. This is also a proof of a composition of parts, ])caring

two to one.

The facility of ex[)ressing such a coin])Ositioii, by being geo-

in«‘trical, is ('xtrernely easy.

The s(;cond illustration was the A.nrora, by Guido, of the

Aldobraiidlni palace. 'This was pointed onl to depend U})on

an oval curve, and continued curvilinear details : the strikhig

beauty of lliis line conipo.sitioii is owing to its great and simple

elliptic curve, which includes the whole grouj)
;
the attendant

hours have the principle of radiating to a centre of the oval

:

thus harmoni/irig and uniting forms congenial both to i)rinciple

and nature.

The third grand composition was by lluhcns, the Coronation

ceremony of Mary de Medicis, one of the grand Luxemburg,

pictures.

This very fine composition is contained in an oval con-
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cave curve, and theefigure^ in several points radiate to a

centre. Som^ of the group pass the great leading line, but

only to the degree and with the licence that a genius can effect,

which destroys the too great, and the too palpable construction

of the composition. The allegorical figures ofFame and Genius

fioverifjg over the royal personage, establish a centre to the.

oval, which prevents a void that would ha\ e been weak in the

composition,

Three designs were next produced from Etruscan vases, to

carry the evidence further, and to show the original source of

the (iemonstralions of beauty in Grecian art. One was a cha-

rioteer driving a pair of magnificent horses ofthe highest spirit,

Fifj. 22. The composition is elliptic, and serpentine within.

Fig* 22.

The youthful conductor of the steeds is in a crescent or

boat-shaped car, and his form is elegantly bent to meet the

action and motion
;
his mantle flows behind in curved and ser-

pentine folds, expressing the wind occasioned by the velocity of

action. A more graceful or beautiful group and composition

cannot be imagined.

The next design was a female in an elegant and very gentle

serpentine action of the figure. Every portion of the outlines

w^degant, from the varied succession of convexity and con-

ctmty ; not a single angle could be traced throughout the whole
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of tliis beautiful creature. She held in her left arm a very

handsome oval vase
;
and in tlte other a sort of scarf with

ribands, all serpentine in form. By her side is placed a young

man selected from another Etruscan design.

The line of this figure was the oiitllne of an ellipse
;

it is

perfection in every respcict
;
and the grace was shown to de-

pend upon gentle curved lines of convex and concave, alter-

iiatcdy blmule<l, and confluent. The motion of ships at sea is

d(!scribed in gentle ellijitic cunx's
;
the wings and plumage of

birds assume the oval and elliptic curves
;

all the fibres of their

feathers have that form
;
some flattened, others more rounded :

the j)ine-apple and numberless fruits liave all an oval character

of outline.

Many take the character of eggs, pointed at one end,' and

large and blunt at the other extremity. The leaves of trees
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have the oval shape more than any other
;
the bend of the

brandies, and the who^e extetnal form of many trees is oval.

There is no form of cremated things which may not be found

to correspond in all its dependent shapes to ovals and ellipses

of various disks, even objects which at first sight seem to con-

tradict the possibility of meeting tliis system.

The lecture was closed by some extracts and quotations from

Lomazzo, Dryden, Hogarth, Uii Fresnoy, and the Abbe du

Jios
;
the tendency of which was to show that lines had been

mentioned, ami had been w ritten upon without any explanation

given that could lead to certain conclusions. That all these

authors attributed to supreme gcains alone, and something of

the divinely inspired character in artists, the power to produce

those indescribable lines that alftx't the human (ye so strongly.

These lines 1 described as belonging to the oval and the ellipsis,

and the confluent lines by conjunction and combination
;
that

these indescribable lines, w’hich from Plato to Dryden had

never been detected or obtained a name
;

that puzzled all

equally alike, avcj those alone I attempted, and 1 believe

proved in this h'cture, to be the elliptic combinations.

[ stated that the great Greek artists confined themselves to

certain rules and j)riiiciplcs of unerring consequ(nic(',s in the

production of beauty, grace, or grandeur in .their figures
;
that

all their compositions depended upon the same s])ecies of rule

and order. I jiointed out, that fashion is in all countries the

destroyer of taste, that it unfits the mind for fixed principk^s
;

that where it dominates, there taste will b(^ always fluttering

and ne\(ir settle, nor have a sure dominion. 'I'he Gnicks,

having no such vile tormentor to divert thenn fnjin a pure course

in their progress, arrived at the summit of perfection in every

scientific pursuit, by following sure principles as their guides,

and by never abandoning a path traced by nature, and matured

by the most sublime philosophy.
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On the Art of forming Diamonch into single Lenses for

Microscopes.—By Mr. A. Pritclianf.

[Communicated by Dr. Goring.]

Of the various improvements iu Microscopes orit^inaj^d l>jb

Dr. Goring, that which he conceives to be thetoiost iraportfint

is 1he construction of single magnifiers from adamant. The

details relative to this novel class of instruments, I have been

induced to lay before the puldic. Single microscopes natu-

rally aplanatic, or at least sufficiently lo for practical pur-

poses, possess an incontestable superiority over all others, and

must be recognised by the scientific as verging towards the

ultimatum of improvement in magnifying glasses. The ad-

viintages obtained by the most im[)rove(l comj)Ound engi-

Kcopes over single microscopes resolve themselves into the at-

tainment of vision without aberration with considerable angles

of aperture ; but against this must be set the uever-to-be-forgot-

teii fact, that they only show us a j)ictiire of an object instead

of nature itself; now a Diamond J^ns shows us our real

object without any sensible aberration like that produced by

glass lenses; and we arc entitled, I think, to expect new dis-

coveries in iniscrosoj)ic science, even at this late period, from

very deep single lenses of adamant^, I shall not fatigue my

* It seems generally admitted that, within a certain range of power not
excecdiiii; that of a l(‘ns of J^th of an inch focus, tlie beauty and truth of
the vision given by the new compound microscopes cannot bo equalled

by that of any single instrument, at least of glass. It is no less true,

bo\ve\ei% that the p/r/wyv* of the compounds, however perfect, is not

like a real object, will not admit of arnplificaiion be,yoncl a certain

point with advantage. Under the action of very deep eye-glasses, the

image of opaque olijccts esjiecially, tirsi, loses its strong, well-deler-

mined outline - - then grows soft and nebulous, and finally melts away in

shadowy confusion. Let the exporinienl be made of raising the power
of a compound up to that of a inch lens—then try it against the

single microscope of that power (having, of course, th»utmost opening
the nature of the object viewed will permit). The obsei-ver, if open to

conviction, will soon be taught the superior efficacy of the latter—^for it

will show the lines on the dust of Menelaus with such force and viva-

city, that they will always be ap])arent without any partmilar ma7ui^e-

merit of the —-nor can their image be extinguished by causing the

illumination to be directed truly through the axis of the. tens (as it

v:ays may in the. compounds). A due consideration of the teeth and
inequalities on llie surface of a human hair, together with the transvei'se
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readers by describing the difficulties which were encountei^ed

in the prosecution of^the design of making diamond lenses.

Nature does i^ot seem to permit us to prodiwe any thing of

surpassing excellence without proportional effort, and I shall

simply say, that in its infancy the project of grinding and

«polLsl^ing the refractory substance of Adamant was far more

hopeless than t^iat of maldng achromatic glass lenses of 0.2 of

an inch focus. I conceive it just to state that Messrs. Rundell

and Bridge, of Ludgate-hill, had, at the time of the com-
mencement* of my labours, many Dutch diamond cutters at

work, and that the foreman, Mr, Levi, with all his men, assured

me, that it was impossible to work diamonds into spherical

curves ; the same opinion was also expressed by several others

who were considered of standard authority in such matters.

Notwithstanding this discouragement, in the summer of

the year 1824, I was instigated by Dr. Goring (at his ex-

pense) to undertake the task of working a diamond lens

:

(being then under the tuition of Mr. C. Varley, who w^as

however at that time absent.) For this purpose, Dr. G.

forwarded to me a brilliant diamond, which, contrary to the

expectation of many, was at length ground into a spherical

connectingfibres between ike lines on the scales of the curculio imperialism

viewed as opaque objects, will suifice to complete Ihe illustration of the

subject
;
though the last object is not tobe well seen by that laud of light

which is given by silver cups—and a single lens of c^th inch focus can
of course have no other. The etfectiveness and penetrating faculties of

simple magnifiers are invariably increased by an accession of power
however great—that ofcompounds seems to be deteriorated beyond cer-

tain limits. An opinion may be hazarded that the achroinatics and refiec-

tors yet made do ihe effirary of cApiivaloMt single lenses

,

eren ofglass, when their power eiceeds that of a 2,1th lens, from ^’cith to

5^,th the vision may be about equal—but from s^oth upwards infinitely

inferior.

The superior light of the single refraction can need no comment—and
it is evident that there must be a clegi'ec of power at, which that of the

compounds will become too dim and feeble tor vision,—while that of the

single instrument will still retain a due intensity. For these reasons it

is conceived that the close and penetrating scrutiny of lenses of diamond
of perhaps only the ^ijith inch focus, and an equal aperture (which their

yeiylow aberration would easily admit of,) must enable us to see further

into the arcana of nature than we have yetbeen empowered to do. Glass

globules of siinth inch focus and indeed much deeper have been executed

;

but the testimony of lenses of diamond would certainly be far more re-

spectablei and is at least worthy of trial and examination.—C. R. G.



jSgur%,jA^ examined by Mr. Levi, who expressed great

astonisihmemt at it, and added thdt he was not acquainted with

any means by which that figure could have bfcen eflected

:

unfortunately this stone was irrecoverably lost. Mr, Varley

having returned from the country, becoming now thoroughly

heated ,with the project, permitted me to complete aijoiJie«»

diamond, which had been presented t^ .me hf Dr. G. : this

is a plano-convex of about the ^^th of an inch focus : it was

not thought advisable to polish it more than siifliced to enable

us to see objects through it, because several “flaws, before

invisible, made their appearance in the f)rocess of polishing.

In spite of all its imperfections, it plainly coiuinced us of the

s\n)eriority which a perfect diamond lem would possess by its

style of performance, both as a single magnifier and as the

object lens of a compound microscope. After the completion

of my articles with Mr. V., being entirely under my own com-

mand, I devoted some time to the formation of a perfect

diamond lens, and have at length succeeded in completing a

double convex of equal radii of about of an inch focus,

bearing an aperture of -yyli of an inch with distinctness on

opaque objects, and its entire diameter on transparent ones ;

it was finished at the conclusion of last year. The date of its

final completion has by many been considered a remarkable

epoch in the liLstory of the microscope, being the first perfect

one ever made or thought of in any part of the worUl*''. 1 think

it sufficient to say of this adamantine lens that it gives vision

with a trilling chromatic aberration, but in other respects

exceedingly like that of Dr. Amician reflector, but

without its darkness : for it is quite evident that its light

must be superior to that ofany compound microscope whatever,

acting with tlie same power and the same anghi of aperture.

The advantage of seeing an object iviflwut aberration by

* In Dr. Brewster’s treatise on new Philosophical instruments, Book 5,

chap. 2, Pasje 403—Account of a new compound Microscope for objects
of Natural Histojy—is the following passage :

“ We cannot therefore ex-
“ pect any essential improvement in the single microscope, unless from
“ the discovery of some transparent substance, which like the diamond
combines a high refractive with a low dispersive power." From which

it seems certain that the Doctor never contemplated the possibility

working upon the substance of the diamond, though he must have been .;

aware of its valuable properties.

JULY—OCT. J827. C
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the interposition of but a single magnifier, instead of lobbing;

at a picture of it (however perfect) with an eye-glass, must

surely be difly appreciated by every persoft endowed witS

ordinary reason. It requireslittle knowledge of optics to be

convinced that the simple unadulterated view of an object must

us to look farther into its real textiire, tfian we can see

by any artificial arrangement whatever ;
it is like seeing an

action performed instead of a scenic representation of it, or

being informed of its occurrence by the most in4lisputable and

accurate testimony.

Previous to grindiftg a diamond into a spherical fi^re, it is

absolutely necessary that it should be ground flat, and parallel

on both sides (if not a Laske or plate diamond), so that we
may be enabled to see through it, and try it as opticians try a

piece of flint glass : without this pre\)aratory step, it will be ex-

tremely dangerous to commence the process of grinding, for

many diamonds give a double, or even a species oftriple refrac-

tion, forming two or three images of an object; this polariza-

tion of the light, arising from the primitive form of the crystal,

of course totally unfits them for making lenses*. I need not

observe, that it must be chosen of the finest water, and free

from all visible flaws when examined by a deep magnifier. It

was extremely fortunate for diamond lenses that the first made

was free from the defect of double vision, otherwise diamonds

en masse might at once have been abandoned as unfit for opti-

cal purposes. The cause why some stones give single vision,

and others several peculiar refractions, may also arise from

different degrees of density or hardness occurring in the same

stone. Diamond-cutters are in the habit of designating stones

male and female, sometimes a he and she (as they ha^e it)

are united in the same gem,—^Iheir he means merely a hard

stonfe, and their she a soft one. When a diamond which will

give several refractions is ground into a spherical figure and

partially polished, it is seen by the microscope to exhibit a

There are fourteen different cnrstaHine forms of the diamond, and of
this,number, from the laws which govern the polarization of ligjht, the

ootdhedron and truncated cube am pipbahly the only ones that will give
single vision. It is unfortuhwdjr diiSicult to procure rough dia-

' monds in this country, so we .are compelled to use stones alre^y cut,

and ,to subject them to trial in the way mentioned in the text.
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{f&imiiar i^ppearaiice of an aggregation of minute shivery cris-

^
iaUb;ed flaws, sometimes radiatea and sometimes in one direc-

tion, which can*never be polished’^otit : I believS I could dis-

'stinguish with certainty a bad lens ffom a good one by this

phenomenon without looking through it*. Precious stones,

from their crystalized texture, are liable to the same defects ffti*

optical purposes as diamonds. •

Having ascertained the goodness of a stone it must next be pre-

pa red for grinding
;

it will in many cases be advisable to make

diamond lenses plano-convex, both because this ligure gives a

very low aberration, and because it saves flie trouble of grinding

one side of the stone. It must ne\er be forgotten, that it may
be possible to neutralize the naturally low spherical aberration

of a diamonrl lens by giving it an im|)ro])er figure, or by the

injudicious position of its sides in relation to the radiant.

When the lens is to be plano-convex, cause the flat side to be

polished as truly plane as possible, without ribs or scratches

;

for this purpose the diamond should be so set as to possess the

capability of being turned round, (hat the proper direction with

respect to the lamina? may be obtairu'd : when the flat side is

completed, let (he other side be worked against another dia-

mond, so as to be brought into a spherical ligure by the abra-

sion of its surface. When this is accomplished, a concave tool

of cast iron must be formed of the required curve in a lathe,

having a small mandril of about pjths of an inch in diameter,

and a velocity of about f>0 revolutions per second ! The dia-

mond must now be fixed by a strong hard cement (made of

equal parts of the best shell lac and pumice-stone povvder, care-

fully melled (ogelher without burning) to a short handle, and

held by the fingers against the concave tool w’hile revolving,

'^rhis tool must be paved l)y diamond powder, hammered into it

by an liardened steel convex punch : when the lens is uniformly

ground all over, very fine sifted diainond-diist carefully washed

in oil must be ap])lied to another iron concave tool (I may here

remark, that of all the metals which 1 have used for this pur-

pose soft cast iron is decidedly to be preferred) : this tool must

* As ipany amateurs of science itught take an interest in tlie inspection
of the peculiar effect these lenses have on transmitted lights 1 shall be
happy to exhibit them, as also the perfect lens.

C 2
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be supplied with the fiijest washed poAvder till the Ien« is com-
pletely polished. During the process of grinding, the stonfe

should be examined by a magnifying lens, to a^ertain whether

the figure is truly spherical
;
for it sometimes will occur that

the edges are ground quicker than the centre, and hence it Avill

SSkvfflcM the form of a conoid, and thus be rendered unfit for

microscopic pur||)oses.

The spherical aberration of a diamond lens is extremely small,

and when compared with that of a glass lens the difference is

rendered strikingly apparent. This diminution of error in the

diamond arises from the enormous refractive power possessed

by this brilliant substance, and the consequent increase of am-

plification, with very shallow curves. The longitudinal aberra-

tion of a plano-convex diamond lens is only 0.955, while that of

a glass one of the same figure is I.IGO
;

both numbers being

enumerated in terms of their thickness, and their convex surfaces

exposed to parallel rays. But the indistinctness produced by

lenses, arises chiefly from every mathematical point on the sur-

face of an object being spread out into a small circle; these

circles, intermixing with each other, occasion a confused view

of the object. Now this error mu.st necessarily be in the ratio

of the areas of these small circles, which being respectively as

the squares of their diameters, the lateral error produced by

a diamond lens will be 0.912, while that of a glass lens of like

curvature is 2.775 ;
but the magnifying pow(ir of the diamond

lens will be to that of the glass as 8 to 3, their curves being

similar; (or, in other words, the superficial amplification of an

object, Avith the perfect diamond lens b(ifore mentioned, is

22500 times, while a similar magnifier, made of glass, amplifies

only 313(3 times, reckoning 0 inches as the standard of distinct

vision
:)

thus the diamond will enable us to gain more power

than it is possible to procure by lenses of glass, for the focal

distance of the smallest glass lens Avhich can be Avell made is

about the J^th of an inch, Avhile that of a diamond, worked in

the .same tools, would be only the of an inch.

If we Avish to compare the aberrations of the two lenses Avhen

of equal power, the curvature of the glass must be increas(‘d
;

^ and as it is well known the lateral aberration increases itiversely

Pas the square of the radius, (the aperture and position remain-
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ing the same,) the aberration of the dijtmond lens will only be

about ^^th of that produced by the glass one, even w’hen their

thickness is the? same
;
but as the curvature of the diamond is

less, the thickness may be greatly diminished.

The chromatic dispersion of the adamant being nearly as low

as that of Avater, its etfects in small lenses can barely bem'PJTJe-

ciated by the eye, even in the examination of tBat valuable class

of test objects, Avhich reejuire enormous angles of aperture to be

rendered visible, which it is evident must be of easier attainment

by diamond magnifiers than by any other sort of microscope.

A mathematical im estigation of the Spherical aberration of

the diamond when formed into lenses, 1 hope to hiy before the

public at a future opportunity. The comparative numbers

here taken from the longitudinal aberration are, I believe,

sufficiently accurate for practical purposes.

18, Picket- Street, Strand,

Analysis of a newly-discovered Sjrrimj, at Stanley, near

Wakefield,—J5y Mr. ^Villiarn West.

Mtnkrm. springs, dependent for their characteristic properties

on caibonale of soda, appear to have been little noticed by

chemists, and to have been still less attended to as curative

means
;

at least in proportion to the multitiuhi of cases in Avhich

that substance is admin ivStered in various other forms. Indeed

the inference to be drawn from the silence respecting the

modes of analysis adapted to such waters in our best elementary

treatises, is that they have hitherto been very seldom met with.

In one district, however, of Yorkshire, carbonate of soda is of

frequent occurrenci;
;

it is found in the ordinary springs ; often

at the same time Avilh substances Avith Avhich, in artificial solu-

tions, or Avlien concentrated, it would be considered wholly

incompatible
;

Avhilo at other times it is the predominant, or

the only remarkable saline constituent. An analysis ofa Avater

of this kind, knoAv^n by the name of the Holbeck Spa, hs^::

lately been published in the Annals ofPhilosophy, by my friend

E. S. George; similar springs are found, 1 understand, as far
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westward as Bradford ; they are numerous from the borings

in and near Holbeck
;
while eight miles south, a water sh

milar in its character, but differing in contaiiAng about twice

as much alkali in the same measure, has been discovered at

Stanley.

two miles from Wakefield, near the Aberford or York

road, is an ancient mansion called Hatfield Hall
;
near the

park or inclosure of which, in boring for coal, the spring in

question suddenly gushed up, when the workmen had got to

the depth ofeighty yards, and has continued to run spontane-

ously, in all seasons, Utthe rate of six gallons per minute.

The water at the s])ring is limpid and very sparkling
;
the

portion which is allowed to escape, deposits upon the trough

and in the channel through which it runs a quantity of sulphur

;

the smell is that of sulphuretted hydrogen
;

the taste, from the

stimulus of the bubbles of gas modifying the softness of the

alkali, rather pleasant than othenvise.

The apjicarances [)resentcd by re-agents arc,

—

With tincture of soa}), a slight opal(?scence.

Nitrate of silver, an abundant precipitate, partially re-dis-

solved by })ure nitric acid.

Sulphate of silver, a precijiitatc only partially soluble in

nitric or acetic acid.

Muriate of barytes, a slight precipitate.

Lime-water, a precipitate soluble with effervescence in acetic

acid.

Oxalate of ammonia, no precipitate.

On boiling, a slight pellicle appeared, soluble in nitric acid.

Carbonate of aramoniai no precipitate, nor any on the sub-

sequent addition of phosphate of soda.

The water restored the colour of litmus paper slightly

reddened.

With tincture of galls and ferrocyanate of potash, no change.

With muriate of lime, the water remained unchanged until

heated
;
but when boiled, a copious precipitate took place.

When concentrated by boiling, the water reddened turmeric

paper* and effervesced strongly on the addition of an acid.

, Nitromuriate of platina produced no precipitate* however

f^ebneentrated the water might be.
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The results of the previous experijienls indicate the pre-

sence of

Soda, • Lime in small proportion,

Muriatic acid, No magnesia,

Sulphuric acid, No iron,

Carbonic acid. No potash.

A. To ascertain the proportion of sulphftric acid, sixteen

ounces by measure;, previously saturated by acetic acid, were

treated with muriate of barj^tes
;
the precipitate, washed and

dried, weighed one grain
;

this indicates, in the imperial gallon,

3.2 grains of sulphuric acid, equivalent tb 5.8 sulphate of soda,

dry, or 13 grains crystallized.

B. For the muriatic acid
;
nitrate of silver, added to six-

teen ounces of the water boiled, and the alkali previously satu-

rated, gave a precipitate weighing 2.8 grains; reduced to the

proportion in the imperial gallon, this amounts to 26.9 grains

chloride of silver, equivalent to 1 1 grains chloride of sodium

(murialc of soda.)

C. The crystalline pellicle separated from a pint of sixteen

ounces, on boiling, weighed 0.2 grains.

This was carbonate of lime
;
but in the water the lime would

be combined with muriatic acid, forming 0.22 ;
or, in the impe-

rial gallon, 2.1 diy chloride, or 3.75 crystallized muriate of

lime.

D. The precipitate formed on boiling with muriate of lime,

weighed from the pint, 3.6 grains
;
from the imperial gallon, 34.6

grains; showing the wat(;r to contain in that quantity a car-

bonated alkali equivalent to 53 grains of dry, or 59.5 crystal-

lized bi-carbonate of soda.

E. Muriate of barytes, added to the water left on evapo-

rating sixteen ounces to two, gave a precipitate weighing 8.2

grains ;
deducting one grain for sulj)hate of barytes, as found

in experiment A, we have 7.2 carbonate of barytes
;

this indi-

cates in the gallon 53 grains of dry, and 59.5 of crystallized

carbonate of soda, os in the last experiment.

Lastly, a pint of sixteen ounces of the water, evaporated to

dryness, furnished in three trials of saline residuum, weighed

after short exposure to a dull red heat, six grains, or 57.6 from^
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the imperial gallon. Npw wc have seen that this would con-

sist of

5 .^8 Dry sulphate of soda (^p. A),

11. Chloride of sodium ( — B).

1 . 9 Carbonate of lime (
— C).

18,7
38.9"

57.6

The remainder, 38.9, having been converted by the heat into

proto-carbonate of soda, is equivalent to 54.5 dry, 61 grains

crystallized bi-carbonatc, agreeing nearly with the quantities

found from experiments D and E.

Following, as I do, that doctrine which supposes the bases

to be distributed among the acids in a mineral water in the

combinations v/hich possess the greatest solubility, we must

suppose the lime to be in the state of muriate
; we shall then

have to diminish the muriate, and increase the carbonate of

soda: so that on this view, the saline constituents of an imperial

gallon, in the state in which they exist in the whaler, are,

—

Soda in combination with carbonic acid, equivalent to

Bi-carbonate or super-car-
'i

bonateofsodu gr. dry. 62.5 crystallized

Sulphate of soda 5.8 ditto 13 ditto

Muriate of soda (chloride

of sodium) . J

L 8.75
1

ditto 8.75 ditto

Muriate of lime . 2.1 ditto 3.75 ditto

The gaseous contents of the water consist of variable pro-

portions of carbonic acid^ sulphuretted hydrogen, and carburet-

ted hydrogen
;
the latter gas is continually emitted from the

spring, in greater quantity than the water can absorb
; and a

portion of the other two ^.Iso escapes from its surface. I have

made many experiments on the gas, separated by boiling; but

find the results, as I might anticipate, altogether inconclusive

and uncertain. In waters containing, as at Harrogate, these

gases with muriates or sulphates, boiling may be expected

almc^t wholly to disengage them; hut in this case the affinity

of the soda in dilute solution, is likely to retain the carbonic
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acid, and even to cause a cleQomj)oskion of the sulphuretted

hydrogen, so as to prevent our obtaining, in a gaseous form, the

quantity really existing in the water, and imparting to it sen-

sible or medicinal properties.

On the subject of medicinal qualities I am at all times

cautious of giving an opinion ; but I may observe, firstf^3mt as

this spring is dissimilar to any of those whicli have already at-

tained celebrity, so none of them can form a substitute for

this ; it is not Harrogate, or Cheltenham, or Buxton, or Tun-

bridge water : the alkaline springs of the West Riding, of which

this is by far the strongest, stand as medicinal waters hitherto

alone
;

the active ingredient, the bi-carbonaU; of soda, being

spoken of in chemical works, as “ rarely found in mineral

waters.’*

Secondly, from the known properties of this substance, car-

bonate of soda, and the frequency of its administration in a

long train of arthritic, calculous and dyspeptic complaints, the

Avater must be highly useful as an anti-acid and as a diuretic

;

and as the advantages which native mineral waters possess

over artificial solutions of the substances, in the great degree

of dilution, and the impregnation Avith gases, and still more in

the adjuncts of leisure, exercise, pure air, regulated diet and

early rising, are of especial consequence in the latter very nu-

merous class of diseases, those called stomach and nervous

complaints
;

Ave may fairly suppose that such a spring will be

found to be a valuable addition to those previously known,

applying, as it does, to cases of such frequent occurrence.

Observations on the State of Naval Construction in this

Country,^

It appears that there is at present a tendency to improvement

in every branch of science
;
monopoly in intellect may now

be said to be vanishing
;
and empiricism is obliged'to seek dark

corners, to escape the light which is penetrating into regions

from which it had but very lately been excluded. The admi-
nistration, too, encourages advance of knoAvledge

;
yctnotwith-i

standing these favourable circumstances, there still exists, itt?
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some minds, an inaptitude of scientific perception, which induces

unwillingness to acknowledge the advantage that results from

the application of the exact sciences to the usefuf arts.

This neglect of scientific
,

principles is nowhere more manifest

than in the affairs of naval architecture, and it is not confined

to ffle*Hoyal Navy, but extends also to our mercantile shipping

;

and hence it is tna.t,our commercial marine is in some respects

behind foreign nations, especially the Americans, in the forma-

tion of its ships : our merchantmen are, almost without excep-

tion, the most unsafe* and slowest ships in the world. The

sSip-owners, therefore, Vould do well to consider this circum-

stance, and endeavour to'devise means of introducing science

into the merchant yards. The establishment of the new

university in the metropolis affords an opportunity of doing

it at a comparatively small expense, by the foundation of

Lectures on the theory of Naval Architecture
; and the

support even of a separate institution in the vicinity of the

merchant yards of this great port, for the education of ship

surveyors, would soon be repaid by the improved character of

our merchant shipping.

If the science of Naval Architecture depend on certain

physico-mathematical laws, as no doubt it does, it is monstrous

to imagine for a moment that such laws can be developed by

a flight of fancy, or that a man is born with an intuitive optical

perception of the. lines of least resistance, &c., or, in the jargon

of the craniologists, that he has a naval-architectural bump on

his skull
;
yet one would think that such was the case, when

we see men, we cannot say philosophers, start up and loudly

assert that they are in possession of the secret of construction

;

and they are believed because their hypotheses are never sub-

mitted to the examination of those who are capable of detecting

their fallacy.

The Experimental Squadrons have, with a multitude of per-

plexing results, elicited, it must be confessed, at least an

interesting fact, viz. that there has been an establishment

seventeen years in this country, in Portsmouth dockyard, for

the scientific education of naval architects, for the Royal

. By refening to Lloyd's List, it will a^ppear, upon a moderate average,

three EngUsh merchant vessels are lost every two days

!
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Navy.* ' From the plan of edacatiop, as laid down by the

Commissioners pf Naval Revision in 1810, it appears that, to a

requisite knoiilledge of the practice of their •profession, the

gentlemen composing this body of naval constructors unite a

sound and competent one of its thb6ry\.

It can only be from such a source that we can lookrfaMli^

improvement of our men of war, and it is to*be regretted that

every means should not be taken to avail ourselves of it : but

unhappily such is the force of prejudice that, unless some alter-

ation should be adopted in this institution, it will be in vain to

expect advantage from it. .

The objection urged against this establishment, namely, that

the scientific education it gives to its members precludes them

from the attainment of a due knowledge of the practical con-

struction of our ships, is so absurd, that none but weak or

jealous minds could ever have brought it forward. Shall it be

laid down, in the present age, as an axiom, that a profound

ignorance of the principles of his art is the one thing essential

to the formation of what is generally meant by the term prac-

tical man P” Wc contend that, having made, in vain^X a long

and most indulgent trial of a system without science, if we may
use such an expression, we must extend to one in alliance with

il, a like patronage, before we can be allowed to pronounce a

fair and legitimate judgment upon its efficiency.

But even in the peculiar path in which the naval architects

educated at Portsmouth might be supposed to excel, we do not

find that any opportunity is allowed them to come forward, nor

shall we see this until some effort is made by the heads of our

naval departments, to allow a broad and open competition to

take place. It may be urged, that the learned Professor at

Portsmouth (Dr. Inmftn) in himself includes all that can have

* See No. II. of the Naval and Military Magazine, published in June
last.

+ This will be readily acknowledged by those who will chpose to read
the “ Papers on Naval Architecture," and the “ Essays and Gleanings
on Naval Architecture," two periodical works proceeding from the mem-
bers of this institution.

J See the Third Report of the Commissioners of Naval Revision, and
the Resolutions of the Society for the Improvement of Naval Architec-
ture, in which the old system of providing ship-builders for the Royal
Navy b condemned in the most unqualifi^ terms.
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possibly been taught or^ understood in the establishment over

which he presides, and that tfierefore he is the representative '

of it in the latcfand present trials for the palm fif excellence ;

but we cannot by any means assent to this : many cf the

students must have left his tuition seven, eight, and nine years,

be between thirty and forty years of age
;
and it

would be Strang^ indeed, if during such a period, and in the

prime of life and intellect, some of these, if not all, had not

cultivated the science after their own bent of mind, and formed

original ideas on the subject: we say, therefore, that Dr.*

Inman's constructions tannot be called the proiiut\lou>CLf the

establishment^—^they are merely the etfort of one whose

attention it appears is distracted by a multiplicity ofoccupations,

and can only, along with the vessels of Capts. Symonds, Hayes,

and Sir R. Seppings, be deemed criterions of the particular

views jpf an individual.

Mysticism^ and ignorance always accompany each other

;

and we may reckon that in proportion as the latter disap-

pears from amongst our ship-builders, so will the absurd

vagaries of the former recede, and the subject be placed

at last on the true principles of philosophical induction,

.instead of the caprices of imaginalion. We look forward,

therefore, to this new body of naval architects for the expulsion

of all quackery from their profession, and for the exposition

not only ofwhat we really do know, but also of what we do not

know about it ; this is the only way to arrive at truth, which

• should be the sole object of all investigation
;
but which we

are afraid has hitherto been sadly garbled and perverted

wherever it has had to do with naval architecture in this

country*

But we repeat that we do not see that the nation is at all

likely to benefit from the science or exertions of those gentle-

men so long as they are placed in situations where a suj)erior

education can have no other effect than producing disgust and

chagrin in the mind of the possessor; 'and if the institution at

Portsmouth be designed for no better purpose than that of

supplying house-carpenters, joiners, and still more inferior

with foremen, it had better be abolished. Some would

regard it, as at present used, as a gross mockery on the public
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at who^se expense it is supportejji
;

it i« certainly a cmel one

of those virho have been induced, by the fair and brilliant pros-

pects held out fo them of support and encourage’ment, to devote

their lives to this branch of the public service.

’'But to return to the Experimental Squadron: it is with regret
^

that vve conclude, upon a careful consideratiowf fifat*'^

although the v^xperiments are carried on witR so much vigour

and interest, they are evidently founded on imaginative views,

and thai 'here cannot exist any thing like legitimate data where

so many failures and anornalous results obtain. Who can read

the accTpiiii^ oi the first Experimental Squadron^', without im-

mediately* perceiving that the constructors of the contending

vessels, however sanguine each might have been of the success

of his particular fancy, met with nothing but the* most perplex-

ing results ? We see sometimes one and sometimes the other

vessel claim the palm ofexcellence, and finally leaving |he sub-

ject as much in the dark as ever. This is the natural conse-

quence of the non -application of inductive philosophy to the

question before us, and the most important conclusmn that can

be gathered from the experiment is, that w(j have ‘Begun at the

wrong end, and that it is high time to employ analysis instead

of synthesis to effect the desired objects : for in tlie present

state of the theory of naval construction in this country, there

are yet no data existing to effect with precision and confidence

the synthetical composition of a ship.

We cannot refrain here from noticing the paucity of informa-

tion contained in the reports hitherto made on the first Experi-
mental Squadron. The best one*" is but little removed fi’om a
ship’s log book, and in some respects is inferior to it : it is of

such a scanty nature, that we can scarcely inform ourselves on
any point, and that only in a relative degree, of the qualities of

the vessels composing it: we cannot find out any mention of

their absolute velocities on the different points of sailing, which
is a most important omission. We are neither informed in what
way the observ^ations were conducted, whether they were miide

simultaneously or not : unless Uie foritfer, any attempt at com-
parison must be very doubtful, if not entirely fallacious. Cir-

cumstances of wind and Aveather may very Avidely dltor in the

Vide No. 1 of the Papers on Naval Architecture.
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coarse of short time,«and ev^ry endeavour at legitimate ana-

log be destroyed by such variatioii* We strongly suspect that

this is otie cause of perplexity
; and another prolific one is the

vague idea given of the strength of winds by nautical language.

Nothing but the determinations of the anemometer should ever

bd^iSywed to appem' in an account of such experiments. Every

circumstance atmndant on the quantity and trim of sail, the

heeling, the ‘rolling and pitching of the sliip, position of the

rudder, &c. should be accurately ascertained and tabulated

;

for it is next to an impossibility and a wilful waste of time to

attempt to institute comparisons without pursuing a system of

tabulated results, which should be kept in the same form on

board each ship.

We must also express our regret that the scientific professor

at Portsmouth does not appear,to have ascertained the position

of the .|;entre of gravity of any of his ships, with regard to

height, by the simple and easy experiment long known in prin-

ciple, and described lately with geometrical rigidity in two or

three publications by some of his pupils*. The knowledge of

the position of this j)oint would have placed him so far above

bis competitors, in so many important particulars, that we are

surprised he should have thrown away his advantage, and de-

scended to a level with his less scientific opponents. We are

afraid that, here again,^imaginative views have stepped in, and

taken the sober mathematician from the only path by w^hich

excellence can be attained. We are at a loss to conceive how

the stabilities of his ships can be said to.be ascertained without^

the knowledge of the position of this point.

' Some of
,
the obscurity which pervades this difficult subject

may be overcome, as to broad and general principles, by atten-

tively and coolly observing the progress of marine architecture,

since the introduction of cannon into naval warfare, and more

particularly during the last century and a half. We shall then

clearly perceive [that the French, who, as early as the beginning

of the reign of Louis 3C1V., employed men of first-rate talent

in their naval arsenals,%nd neglected no opportunity for the

* Vide Annals of Philosophy, for November, IS26
;
No. 1 of ffie

Papers bn Naval Architecture, and No. 11 of the Essays and Glean-

ings on Natfll Architecture.
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advancement of science in them, ^increas^d and kept increasing

the dimensions of their ships, more especially the length, the

ratio of which td the breadth has been augraenterf by them from

about 3^.1, to 4.1 within the last century. While this princi-

ple was acted on, the improvement of their ships was gradual

;

and by referring to our own progress in the art, in tardy

tion of the practice of the French, we shall likewise conclude

that our navy has derived precisely similar advantages from the

same causes. Here we have at once two grand but concurring re-

sults derived from an experiment, not made onone dr halfa dozen

different vessels, but on the whole navies*of the two most pow-
erful maritime states in the world : and if to these we choose to

add the result of the practice of the same means on the Spa-

nish and other navies, we might surety be warranted in saying,

from this broad but certain analysis of facts, that, in relation

to the hull, the general increase of dimensions, ivith a greater

relative length, is one cause of the improvements that have

been made in the sea-going qualities of the ships composing

the fleets of the present maritime powers : the question there-

fore that remains to be decided on im relation to this principle

is, whether we have arrived at its utmost practicable limits, or

rather, whether we have arrived at the maximum of improve-

ment it is capable of producing.

This brings us again to the experimental squadrons, as far as

they are connected with, and illustrative of, our observations

;

and the first question naturally put forw^ard about them is,

^whether there be any tiling very peculiar in the formation or

dimensions of the rival vessels ? We suspect that the answer

cannot othenvi.se than disclose, that neither in principle, dimen-

sions, nor ill the formation, can they be said to differ very ma-
terially from each other, or from ships of the common construc-

tion : indeed we perceive in some a retrogression of ideas and

a violation of the principle, that the increase of the ratio of the

length to the breadth, in conjunction with a general increase of

dimensionf|^ has been a predominant cause of improvement.

The fact also of so immaterial a difference necessarily includes

a system of masting and sails equally confined, and totally ina-

dequate to produce any great superiority of sailing, over ships

to which they are so nearly equal in principal dimensions.
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After so many years^of trial with the present nearly invaria-

ble set of principal dimensions, during which period it may be

said, that every possible contour of hull has befn experimented

on with them^ we are inclined to think that almost all has been

done that could be done under such restrictions, and that some

gis^step must be made in one or other of the principal dimen-

sions themselvefe, with correspondent alterations in the masting,

before we can expect to see a decided and great improvement

in the sailing of our ships. The depth is an element which has

arrived at its limit from very apparent external causes ; but the

length and breadth remain to the skilful constructor without any

sijLC^ck^' to his endeavours
;
and he has only to accommodate

to each other in the manner most conducive to ve-

locity, wbietf'in our opinion is the very capital object of naval

construction, Iboth in ships of war and of commerce. That it is so

in the fonner, no one will, we apprehend, on due reflection deny;

but there will be many who will assert that it cannot be ob-

tained, in the latter, without a sacrifice of capacity,*which will

defeat the object of carrying large cargoes: to this we may
reply, that if ia vessel with an expense of one quarter the capa-

city can make three voyages instead of two^ will not the mer-

chant be still a considerable gainer in capacity, and still more

so by a ready return^ofJiis^capital* ?

All observations on wcll-conducted experiments concur in

proving that velocity is gained by increasing the length, to a

much greater degree in relation to the breadth, than has ever yet

lieen done in ships ;
and that the increase of the same element

contributes to their weathering powers is too obvious to need in-

sisting upon : it is also generally advantageous, when not carried

to an e^j;tent which would seriously retard the manoeuvring of the

ship. This limit has not yet by any means been determined

;

for it niust be recollected, that although the additional length

increases the resistance to rotation about a vertical axis, yet

the power of the sails tp give rotation about the same is also

increased, although not m so high a ratio. The power of the

rudder to produce rotation is also greater in a long snip than in

Foreign nations, and more particularly the Americans, find their

advantage iwhaving swift merchant ships, and therefore our assertion is

warranted by facts.
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a short one, not only on account of ijie greater distance it is from

tlie axis of rotatioi^ but also on account of the greater velocity,

and the more direct impulse of the water on it.

'The increase of the ratio of the length to the breadth to pro-

duce velocity should not interfere with the increase of breadth

necessary to produce stability or capacity
;

for both these qiJa-''

litics, varying as higher pov/ers of the breadth, a very small in-

crease of breadth may bt) attended with a considerable increase

of length. If we compare the Caledon i»/s (120 guns) dimen-

sions with those of the Royal George and (Juecn Charlotte"^,

of i.788 anti L780, we shall find, that 13 or 14 time&a^ much
length as breadth has been added to the first rates of our navjrrf

J f wo refer to the dimensions of the Comznerce de MarsOilJpffi"

and those of the next preceding three-decker of the French

navy (for instance, the Viile de Parisf, taken in Lord Rodney^s

action), we shall find that the I'rench naval architects gave in

lier 21 timo^u« much increase to the length as to the breadth.

Jf this could be done with safety in a three-decked ship, with

such a vast top weight, much more could it be carried advan-

tageously into efiect in ships of two decks, and frigates
;
but we do

not find, in the latter classes of the ships of the French navy, the

increase of length to go beyond six times that of the breadth.

If we n'fer to the Old Bellerophon, built in 1772, and the New
Bellerophon, built in 1819, we shall find an increase of 24 feet

in lengtli, to 1.58 feet increase of breadth
;
or the former more

tluiii 15 times the latterJ.

To those who oppose the objection that a greater length than

at present used would make the manoeuvring of a ship too

slow, we aiiswei, that as the Caledonia and the present first

rates of our navy, although from 10 to 15 fee.t longer than

our two-deckers, are found to be capital ships in this respect,

there is a sure ground to believe, that the addition of 20 feet in

length to the present two-deckers would not render theil* cele-

* Ciilvdonia, lencjtb 205 fvvl, breadth 53.5
;
Royal George, length 187

feet, breadth 52.33 feet ;
Queen Cliariotte, length 190 feet, breadth 52.33

feet.

t Viile de Paris, length 185.62 feet ;
breadth 52.7 feet; Commerce de

Marseilles, length 208.33 feel, breadth .i4.79 feet.

J Old Bellerophon, length 163 feet, breadth 47,33 feet; New Bellerq^

phon, length 192 feet, breadth 49 feet.

JULY—OCT. IS27. D
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rity of evolution les3*than tljiai of the three-decker; and aiiice,

from the reduction of weight aloft, the centna of gravity would

be lowered,*aiid the displacement required to be less, a some-

what smaller breadth might be allowed to a two-decked ship of

206 feet long, than to one of 196 feet (especially since the

TJifttntiiy of sail, remaining the same, is lo\vi?red by one whole

depth between deck), a smaller midship section would be, cceteria

paribus^ required
;
the velocity of this sliip might be consider-

ably increased. Nothing however can be precisely determined

on, with such a complication of circumstances, beyond a general

idea. Calculation *and a strict analysis of .sliij)s must be re-

sorted to, in order to fdl up the outline of our reasoning.

Jput for the same reason that we imagine that an addition of

20 or perhaps 40 feet would not sensibly injure tlie celerity of

manoeuvring of our two-deckers, we should think that the same

increase of this dimension might be tried without much risk to

our first rates, with an increase of breadth not exceeding ^^^th

part that is given to the length.

We repeat that the very capital object of the science of

Naval Construction is velociit/^ and we are decidedly of opinion

that it is attainable in a mucli higher degree than at present,

without compromising other necessary qualities, for which we
have the concurrence of facts as far as they go.

The Anglo-Americans, in the last war, took every possible

advantage suggested by views similar to those we have been

adverting to, in the construe! ion of their large frigates. They
had, it may be said, to create a martial navy, and they had to

oppose it against fearful odds
;
but, free from the prejudices

and errors so blindly cherished by their opponents, and which

constantly oppose reform by always declaring the present prac-

tice to be the best, they did not retread the old path, but began

at its last step, and boldly advanced on this principle into all

the branches of the art. They built vessels upon the most en-

larged dimensions, and of a superior weight of metal, and gave

an increased ratio of length to the breadth. The result of such

a procedure, justified the confidence of the American naval

architects in only one maxim, founded upon the scientific ob-

servation of facts, and may give us a faint idea of what might

be effected by a still more enlarged and mathematical analysis*^
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Our frigates were so inferior to theirs itio every way, that they

brought nothing but (iisaster-i uj)on us, exeepliiig in the action

between the Shannon and Chesapeake, and one or two others,

where, assured by their previous successes, our gallant oppo-

nents threw away the advantages ))Ossesaed by their ships, by

corning to close quarters at once, and deciding the contest hUiid

to hand.—Our sliips of the line could newer bring these frigates

to action, and owing rdoiu; to th(‘ir extraordinary sailing, did

they evade and mock a large Britisii tleet. Wi.‘ were linally

obliged to build (JO-gim frigates afier their jnelhod, but when
it was too Into for the (‘xigency of the period; and thus it has

<iV('r been our fate, for want of science in llu^ eoiistructors of

our navy, to Ibiknv the stiqis of our eiu‘niies al a humble dis-

tance, and to be only thmi driven out of the old (rack by a

terrible ex))erience <jf its itudlicimicy.

Nor have tlie Americans stopp(‘,d here ;—Mr. Huskisson

plainly tolls us that “America is, V'

t

after year, augmenting

its military marine, by building ships of war of the largest

class*/’ According to Capl Brenlon, they have Imilt a first-

rate f of 215 f('et on the gim deck, and 5() feet broadJ,

to carry 42~])oinKlers on tlie lower deck, and 32-pounders on
.

the other decks.

Our small clas.s of Td-guii ships lately converted into frigates

carrying 32-pounder guns, we are fearful can only produce

disappointment if over brought against the American frigates

(not byconversion, but by rnnslrnf:ti(ni), which carry sixty-two

guns of the saints calibre*, and are ISO feet long on the gun

deck.

V\^o must not forgi‘1 also that, our active neighbours the

French have now a.do[)(ed a most formidable description of

* Vide this i^onllornau’s sjioech on the Shipping InliTests in the
House of Comnnnu'., ^lay

t Called by Ciipt. Hrenton.ihe Ohio; but it a]'pear« from Lieut. De
Uoos’ personal narrative, just puldished, that the Ohio is a two-decker
of 102 guns. It is to he supposed, therefore, tlu; three-decker of 135
guns, called the PennsylvaTiia by the latter; % tlie shi]) alUide<l to by the

ftmner. It is a matter of great regret that Lieut, de Roos has not pre-
sented us with the preelse dimensions of these ships.

t These dimensions carry the ratio of the length to breadth above <

4i1o 1.

D2
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frigates, with curvilmear stQms*, and many other important

improvements. They mount 60 guns and carrpnades

—

\vi. 24-

pounders on gun deck, and 36-pounder carronades on the

flush deck.—The former calibre is equivalent very nearly to

26, and the latter to 391bs. avoirdupois.

When we reflect on tliese circumstances, we cannot but feel

surprised that so many frigates of inferior Ib.xe ?nid dimensions

should be building in our flockyardb. In liirie of emergency

they will only bring on us a repetition former disasters and

delicicncy. We contend that, instead of building shij)s of only

equal force to those of our rivals, and tlnis waiting for the

developement of their designs before we can venture on a single

step, we should build beyond them in c\ery respect. It must

and ought to be recollected, that peace in these matters [)ro-

duces a contest of intellect, and those will liave the advantage

in it who attack instead of standing on the defensive. Wo
ought to lead the way, and to be at the la^ad of the maritime

world, not in number alone, hut also in the individual force

and qualities of our ships.

Having expatiated on the advantages of an increased ratio

of length to breadth in relation to the hull of a ship, we >vill

just glance at some of the principal ellbcts it would have upon

the masting Aud sails; and heie again we conceive that Pro-

fessor Inman has, in common with many others, relinquished

the many good effects resulting from it, for the inadequate one,

of being able to carry a somewhat greater quantity of sail,

which must necessarily be lofty, and which, (setting aside this

detracting circumstance,) as the velocity of a ship varies ojily

as a/mciioutt? power of the surface of canvas spread, cannot

produce the degree of fast sailing to be wished for, but at an

immense and impracticable quantity of sail|.

A greater proof of tlie inadequacy of the present system of

The French Admiral AVillaumcz, in his “ Dictionnaire de Marine,”
published in 1 820, says under the article Fri^atr, that as far back as

J 804, he had proposed apian for a frigate oft the largest size, wiili a
round stern, wherein the quarter galleries uere suppressed: the first

frigate upon his plan was built at Brest about 1821.

f^As the square root, so that to get twice tlie velocity, times as
^ much canvas must be spread

;
and tliis is the most favourable estimate

that can be made.
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lofty sail caunot be cited than the fact of its not procuring,

under tlie most favourable circumstances, a rate of sailing

rarely exceeding one-fourth the velocity of the ^viiid.

As the number of masts should be so regulated as to create

facility in managing the canvas, which is Avell knoAvn to be at

present hardly manageable in a gale of Avind, on boartl large

shij)s, from the enormous size of each individual course and

topsail, we iJumld not hesitate, therefore, to have /b?/r ver-

tical masts, as iccommended by Bouguer, instead of three, in

ships built in accordance Avith the principles Ave have been dis-

cussing.' I'liis would, creieris pnrihvs^ require shorter masting

and smaller yards, and the sailsi>eing much less, individually,

Avould be more easily managed and not so liable to accidents.

From Avhiit has been said, and ihe actual experiments now
pending, it is <'ippareut that the theoretic construction of ships

is at a \ery low ebb in this coiintiy
;
yet a fine opportunity now

presents itself, if avc choose to aA^ail ourselves of it, for rescu-

ing the nation from this generally acknoAvledged oilium. Let

a proper use be made of the corps of Naval Architects Ave

have, somehoAv or other, at last got, and let their exertions, under

a degree of encouragement equal to that bestoAved on the old

ship-builders in vain for so long a period, be directed towards

the improvement of tbeir art. If they fail, they cannot claim

the excuse of having their endeavours repressed
;

if they suc-

ceed, as no doubt they Avill, in advancing their profession to

somcLhing lieyond mere carpentry, A\e shall be elrabled to bid

adieu to the old and ruinous method of blundering, under the

reign of which nothing but disappointment can er\^er be reason^

ably expected.

We have seen and do still see the immense advantages de-

rived by our country frarn the encouragement of those branches

of science connected with its manufactures and agriculture
;

and if Ave Avish to keiq) our present superiority, Ave must folloAV

up vigorously this principle in all its universality. To the cavils

of ignorance and hlj^otry against ^such a mode of proceeding

Ave Avould ansAver, in the Avords of one of the most enlightened

members of the present administration, “ This countiy can^

not stand still, Avhilst others arc advancing in science, in in-
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dtistry, in every thing which contributes to increase the power

of empires, and to multiydy the mfeoiis of contort and enjoy-

ment to civilized man/**’®

Jt is to be hoj)ed, therefore, that His Royal Highness the

Lord High Admiral will extend to this most important national

institution, the S^;hool of Naval Avchiteetiire, the same vigilant

atid iScrntinizing eye that every otlier branch of oiir njivaJ sys-

tem is at this momcmt experiencing from him, and that he will

extend to it that fair play and cnconrageinent which has

hitherto been denied to it. As a seaman, he can fully ap})re-

,, ciate and understand how much the had (pialities of a. ship

may neutralize the* best exertions of the most exp(?rienced and
skilful sailor

; and, on the conirarv, what a degree of confidence

maybe insured in navaf operations with excellent ships. We
feel persuaded^ therefore, that he will not allow others to think

for him in a matter of* so much national importance, and thus

allow private ends to intery)oso to the disadvantage of ]:>ublic

vimvs
;

b\it that he ^vill investigate and judge for himself. We
would humbly suggest to His Royal Highness to inquire into the

individual Requirements and productions, both of a fheorptical

and practical nature, of those w’ho have been educated in this

e.stablishnient, and he woidd soon ho abb* to decide whether

they be fitting or not for the important task of constructing

our ships, and for the conlldencci and j)rotection which w*e

think we have show n has hitlu^rto been ill-advisedly withheld

from them. Such a line of chndncl wvjuld very soon carry

our naval architecture to a pitch ofexcollcMice worthy of imita-

tion, and instead of being indebted to foreigners for models, we
should be able, with just pride, to ])oiiit to tln^ productions of

British science and intellect in this noble art.

* Vide Mr. Huskisson's speech on the Sliipping Interests.
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On Malaria. No. 11.

[Communicaied by J. Mac CSflloch, M.IJ., F. U.S., &c. &c.]

HaveNv? |)ointe<i put, in the former paper on this subject, the

nature of "^he jyj'.ls or places, of whatever description, by which

malaria is it remains to notice a few other circum-

stances conii.c-* (i with its natural history, a knowledge of

which IS issenoal for the purposes of prevention
;
and finally to

describe such modes of prevention, applicable to these several

circumstances, as have bee'n found usefiif in guarding agsiinst>

the attack of diseases from this cause. Under the firfet head,

there remain to be considered, the efTects of climate and season ;
^

the changes which occur in the production and propagation of

malaria, from various natural and artificial causes
;
and also,

the various modes in which it is propagated.

Ft has already been remarked, that a certain elevation of

temperature was necessary to the production of this poison,

though what the precise degree is, has not been ascertained;

and as this is, chiefly, what distinguishes the regions or periods

of the year which generate malaria, f need not make two divi-

sions of season and climate. If, however, this temperature is

tiot fixed, it will perhaps suffice for our present purj>osPS to say

that the greater part of Scotland, wdiether as to climate or

season, seems incapable of generating the disease from this

cause; though there are exceptions of a permanent nature, or

exceptions of climate, as was |)erenniaJly true of the Carse of

Gowrie before its drainage; while there arc others which happen

when, as in th(! last year, there has been a peculiarly hot

summer, and which are exceptions of season.

And thus* it is as to more northern n’gions; where a hot

summer becomes more than an ecpiivalent for an average low

temperature
;
as an example of wdiich, there is no place where

intermittent s are more severe and abundant than at vStockholm.

-But the t'Xtreine of e^il from this cause occurs, as is well

known, in the tropical climates; appearing almost })ropor(io»ied

to the heat of the climate, and what is important to observe

to the moisture also. The destructive eft’ects of certain parts of

Africa, India, America, and so forth, are familiarly known; and
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it is in these couiitri^vs especially, that the diseases Irom this

source constitute nearly the entire mortality of the human race.

And thus, f<yf Europe, it is in Spain, Italy, ^aiid Greece, and

chiefly on their Mediterranean shores, tiiat the activity of mal-

aria scarcely yields to that of the intertropical climaU^s; while

in France, Holland, Germany, liungju^, and nith us, in a I‘ar

less degree, the production will be found regulated by the heat

of the summers, all other circumstances beiug the same.

And if we thus account for the variations in the (puintity anrl

virulence of diseases in any given country, for noted seasons of

epidemic in the couitcries wdiich I liave just named, and for the

great prevalence of fevers among oursehes during the last few

years, and particularly in the last summer, there is another

point of scarcely inferior importance to he taken into the con-

sideration, indepeiuleiitly of that which relates to peculiar

winds as connected with the propagxition of this poison ;—and

this is, moisture,

I need not re[)eat that water in some form is luicessary to

the production of that peculiar vcgctahic decomposition which

is the source of this poison ; ajid so true Is this, that e\eu in

the tropical regions, the diseases from this cause are nearly

unknown' in districts of peculiar dryness, as they are in the

drier seasons of those countries. Thus, for extunplc, Egypt is

free from such feuers, exce[)t at the period of the subsidence of

the Nile, unless where, as at Damietta, the ciiltivation of rice

is pursued; and tlie same is true of Mesopotamia very remark-

ably: and if £ dare not extend tliese illustrations, J must

remark that in all these cases, the action of moisture is two-

fold, ijiasmucb as it not only accelerates vegetable decempo-

sition, but renders the almosphcre a litter conductor of tliis

poison.

Taking these two causers of the increase in the (piantity and

in the action of malaria., w'c can explain many particulars which

relate to its power in jnoducing diseases: and as the knowledge

of these is important as far as relates to tl^i main object of this

paper, prevention, it becomes necessary to explain them at a

liUle more lenglh.

; . As to season, the simplest case is that of the intertropical

climates ;
and Africa offers the plainest instance among the
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whole, lliere, the malaria aiid^ the ft^cr commence at the

moment the rain falls; diminishing as the ground becomes

thoroughly wetted, and recommencing as it driesf The expla-

iiatioii of all ihi.s ought to be obvious; and the same analogy

governs all ihc hotter climates, as, though less conspicuously,

it dotis our oavu J lence we explain, both as to our spring and

onr autumn, the cHects of heat following rail?, or the reverse,

and the diseas(;s which are consequent on those changes: and

thus it is, though more rennirkably, in Italy, that a rainy

auturiiu increases the number and severity of levers; or, if the

summer has been unusually dry, diat the^ olhm do not appear

till the coinnK'iicemcmt of the autumnal, or e\ eu the winter rains.

And hence, also, even with us, the occurrence of a single rainy

day or week, ill the midst of the Jieats, v\ill ])roduce fevers;

while the effeet of this iiidueiice is such, that shoidd there <wcii

])e an entire rainy sumiuer, and tlie subsequent one be hot and

dry, this will be attended by an unusual production of malaria

and diseas(^

And if I cannot detail all the various modes in which

these circumstances may be uioddied, and how their efiects

may vary, it v^ill be useful to make one remark on an error as

relaling to it which is universal among us, and into which even

liind has i’alleii. The error i.s, to think that the rain, the moisture,

or the cold is itself tlie cause of the diseases which follow this

slate of things; while it is obviously a case analogous to that

of Africa, if less severe, and the malaria is produced by these

cin iimstances on soils vvhicli J formerly pointed out, and which

land, like (ivery one else, had ne»:lected. Jiut if f must jiass

over many interesting and useful conelusioiis to be drawn fi*om

these general principles, there is one fact which f must notice,

and it is this:

—

III spring, the combination of heat and moisture, easily ex-

plained, generates, most comnionly, interinittcnls; or the effect

of the malaria at this season differs from what it does in

autumn : while as the heat ad\ances and the ground dries, this

kind of fcjvcr ceases to b(^ produced, a new species, or the sum-

mer remittent, taking its place •when the heat and the moisture

of autumn begin to act. But under peculiar seasons of heat

and moisture with us, it sometimes occurs, as it has done
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within the last years, tJiat the,intermittent season runs into the

remittent one, or there is no midsummer intej^al of freedom

from disease while it has also happened, and in some parts of

England in this last year, that what would have been intermit-

tent fever in other years has been remittent; or the common
fever has occupied the whole summer, continuously, even from

March to Vo\ ember, as is the case in the worst regions of

southern Ihiropc.

Now, uiuhn' these exceptions, which f was bound to explain,

the commencement of intermittent, or of vernal ague, may be

fixed about the mi<hlle or end of March, and its termination

similarly in May; while that of remittent may bo placed in the

beginning of August, and its termination with the middle or

end of Oclolxir. ttow these periods may othenvise be affected

by the more or less insalubrious nature of tlic district or place,

will easily be judged of by those who Avill reflect for them-

selves on what I dare not explain, lest I should infringe loo far

on my limits. All else that I can venhire on, as to this part of

the question in band, relates to tlie effects of the different

times of the day on the production, propagation, or influence

of malaria,, and it is one which is of no small importance in a

practical view.

Whet her th(^ changes as to temperature* and moisture whicli

occur within the space of twenty-four hours, aflcct the ])roduc-

tion or propagation of malaria, 1 will not here inquire minutely,

from the fear of prolonging tliis \ery limited paper; but the

general facts, as to its effects, are tliesc : Jf we commence with

the sun on the meridian, there apj)ears, even in the worst cli-

mates, very little hazanl of fever; while in llaly, it is believed that

there is, generally, little or no hazard, except in some peculiarly

pestilential places, and under jjarticular kinds of inattention or

neglect. Either the malaria is decomposed or destroyed by

the heat, or else the air from its dryness ceases to bo a con-

ductor; but as evening a[)proaches, its influence becomes pow-

erful and dangerous, being supposwl most generally to extend

all through the night; while in some parts of that country it is

a popular belief that it terminates before midnight, or with the

precipitation of the atmospheric moisture. Whether this last

opinion is true or not, the general fact explains the popular
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belief, and truth, respecting the poisonoms effects of dew in the

hot climates; tl^e supposed pernicious cpiality of tliis depending

evidently on the malaria by which its formation is iiccompa-

nied. And in this case it is probable that the evil arises, not

from a fresh or peculiar general ion of malaria, but from the

mere fact that the moist atmosph(»re is a bettqf conductor lhan

a dry one.

Not to be unnecessarily minuh*, wo thus also explain the*

danger of exposure to the morning air in similar situations
;

the facts, as they relate to the conducting of malaria, being the

same, though the meteorological circumstances are somewhat

diflercnl. J fence, also, we see why the grey mists which hang-

over wet grounds in the evening in onr own climate, are

esteemed pernicious; the* truth, however, lieing, that they are

])crfectly innocent at certain seasons and in certain [ibices—as

in the greater [lart of Scotland, for cxaTn[)le, or in those [ilaees

and at those periods where malaria is not ]>ro(iuced. 'I'he dis-

tinction is valuable, because of the inconvenience of restric-

tions on this subject, and because to know wJien^ the h»azard

really lies is to reduce those, and also to prevent the infraction

of rules by not extending them beyond what is necessary; and

tiius also by seeing what are the real dangers of what is called

night air, we more easily avoid them. Night air is avoidt'd

now, under a false philosophy, because it is cold or damp, or

for some other \ague reason; while the dangers from mere
damjiuess or cold are as nolhing compared to tliose lu'ie jioiiited

out; which also occur precisely where they are least feared,

namely, in warm summer evenings, after refreshing sliowers,

and so forth. Hence it is that levers are produced in summer,

in rural situations, and esiiecially perliaps amid the most

engaging scenery, by iwening walks and exjiosurc to what is

naturally considered, as it is felt to Ik*, a balmy and refreshing

serpiel to a hot day. bet this be t'n joyed when^ it can witli

safety, and as it oft(*n may; but such evening walks will not be

safe in any of those situations which I need not rc'peat here,

after having detailed them as 1 have done in the former paper.

And lest I should hi) accusi'd of wishing to excite unnecessary

alarm, I consider, on the contrary, that it ought to be dimi-

nished by these remarks; because, if we take the whole of
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England, tln^re is perhaps not one acre in a hundred thousand

where tliere is danger from night air, or from^malaria in any

mode; so IhatHo distinguish where that lies, is to have relieved

from useless fears all those who may learn to make the distinc-

tions under re\iew.

To pass from what relates to climate and season, and to pro-

ceed to tile j)ropagation, simply, of malaria, it is almost super-

fluous to say, <]).*it its ijiilucuce, as to the produclion of disease,

is much regidaled by proximity, which irn[)lies a stale of con-

centration or accumnlatiou. Hence the danger arising from

vicinity; while, as 1 formerly remarked, where the generating

source is small, this bc'conu's necessary to its elfect, since dilu-

tion may be expected to destroy the power of the poison.

For analogous reasons, its elfect in the production of disease

is increased by concentration or condensation
;
and such a

stale of things trdvcs place in narrow and confined valleys, or

in places surrounded by woods, or in woods themselves; in

any situation, in shod, where the poison is produced, and is

so sheltered from winds that ventilation becomes diflicult. And
if it is probable that ibis is one chief reason of the j)eculiarly

insalubrious nature of woods and jungles in hot climates, so is

it an universal remark in Italy, that llie short valleys in whieJi

the air cannot cin ulati^ arc among the most ])estilential spots.

And if this explains, also, in some measure, llu' bad eflects of

calm weather, so does it account for tlu^ unnsnally pestiferous

nature of rivers and Jakes confined within wood, as are those

of the tropical climates, and as there are many also in different

parts of hhirojie. That we ourselves are not exempt from

these additional causes of th(‘ influence of malaria, would be

easily shown liy many references, were it not for the reason

which has caused me to exclude them.

It is another important (piestion for practice, how far and in

what manner malaria can be conveyed by the winds to places

where it is not produced, so as to act iu exciting disease.

That it is conveyed to ccTtain distances by winds is amply

proved fiy an abundant experience, and [ may first detail a

few of the most useful jiarticulars as to this facl. In Italy and

Greece^ it is observed, that where long valleys terminate on sea

shores, on which the exits of the rivers are swampy, it is an
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effect of the sea hreeze, by cros.^ing sucji marshy ground, to

convey the malaria up into the interior country, to considerable

distances, and to places which are in themselves not insalu-

brious. Thus, also, does such a breeze, especially when it is a

warm wind, convey the poison up the acclivities of hills, even

to a considemble range of distance or elevation; a process

facilitated b^ the natural tendency of such winds to ascend.

And as a striking jiroof of this migration of malaria, it appears

from Capt. Smyth’s statistical account of the insahd)rioLis vil-

lages in Sicily, that out of more than stiventy, about one-half

are not seated near or on lands producing this substance, but

on acclivities, at varying distances—tints rciceiving it through

migration. Tlie same is remarked by Mont falcon of many
towns in France; wdiile in some, the place at a distance is even

more imliealthy than that which is immedialely situated in the

marsh itself: and in our own country, this is ecjually said to be
true of the backwater at Weymouth, and of the marshes of St.

lilasey in Cornwall, acting inonj powerfully at some distance

than in the immediate spot.

With respect to tlie absolute distance to which the malaria
can he conveyed, it is yet an obscure circumstance, or at k^ast

the maximum has not becai fixed; but it is at least ascertained

that the coruent. ot (kimaldoli receives it from the Lake
Agnano, at a distance of tliree miles; while from certain

naval reports, a di^^taiicc ol live miles lias l)ecn [)ro\cd to

permit its transiuission,—and from an evidence that cannot he
doubted, imisiiuich as it w'as the sudden lireaking out of fever
in a healthy ship, anchored at tiiat distance from the shore, on
the coming off of the land wind, atieniled by its peculiar and
^vell-kuowu smell.

These facts are satisfactory thus far, and it would he abund-
antly easy to add to them

;
but there is reason to suspect that

it can be conveyed to far greater di,staiic(\s, in certain fa\onr-
able circumstances: those reasons, in the first place, being
derived from certain meteorological analogies and considera-

tions, and in the next confirmed by experience. It is notorious

that the ague appears on our eastern coasts with the first east
winds ot spring; and while this circumstance is most common
on those of England, as for example, in Kent, Essex, Norfolk,
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Suffolk, and Lincolnshire, it is not thus limited, since it is

known to haj)pen further north, and even in Scotland, where

malaria is noli indij^enons to the soil. It is ve/y true that if we
lake any inland position in the places thus noted, the natural

solution is, that the malaria is generated in the very soil itself

of England, and merely propagated, perhaps even to very

moderate distaifces, through those winds. But the occurrence

ot disease cannot he e\[)hiined thus, when tlie place in (pies-

tiou is so situated that tliero is no land to the eastward, or

wlaai the breeze is, most literally and rigidly, a sea breeze

;

while, when ague thus occurs on the east coast of Scotland,

uhere it is not produced hy the soil, it must be imported by

the cast wind.

These* are tlie facts; while* as malaria is not produced hy tlie

sea itself in any known circumstance, though a xegc^tating seja

beacli may gi\e rise to it, we must se^ek the cause in lands far

distant, and considm* this as a case of ])ropagation of the

poison IVom the shores of Holland; and those shores are un-

qucslionahly competent to that efiect : so that the only epiestion

that remains, the fact being aelmitieel, is, whether, a priori^ or

theoretically, such a view is probable, or whether it is con-

sistent with thosi^ pliysical principles that are concerned in the

pro[)agation of null aria.

1 am aware tliat such a view will excite tlu? incredulity of

those who have not attended to this subject; though it appears

to me that it comprises nothing erse to our know ledge of the

philosophical circumstances concerni‘d. In the first place, let

us remark tliat the east wind, and pailicularly the east w inds

of spring, are notorious for their moisture, and that a moist air

is the best conductor of malaria, as moisture in the air, under

the foriri of (‘veiling mists, or in other inodes, appears even to

be its prcjper vehicle, or residence, if I may use such a term

;

and though J have not as yt't separated the case of a fog, 1

may now remark, that the effect in question, or the production

of agues hy fogs arriving from the sea, is even more notorious

than their gtmeration by an ordinary clear w^ind. So notorious

and popular, indeed, is tills fact, that the fog itself is deemed
the source of thc^ disease, as the east wind under any form is,

other circumstances; while 1 hope it will even now appear,
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that the real cause lies in the malaria tfansported or conveyed

by those winds or fogs, and of*which they are the true and
best repository tind vehicle.

And these are the reasons for thinking that the malaria, with

the Avind, may be transported to a distance as great as tliat

which the present view rc‘(piires; most easily ^lerhaps in a fog,

but without difhculty even in a clear wind. It is remarkable

that the east wind, as it is the most persevering, is that one

also which preserves the most stt'ady horizontal and linear

course. 1 have also shown, in a formi^r work, that it is a pro-

perty ot Avinds to travel in distinct liift^s tlirough a tranquil

atinosphcne, and ollen in streams ot* a \ery liiriiled hreaxJtli
;
that

opposing streams Avill also move, in absolnie contact; and that

even rapid streams of Avind will cross c‘acb other s courses with-

out difliculty. This proves that, in any such stri'ara, there is

a. principle of self-preservation or inlegril^, and rcniders it pro-

bable that the several portions retain the same relative places

to each other, at any distance, during the earcin* of the Avhole:

and there is a proof of this afforded in the fact of tliose

columns or streams of insects Avhich are brought over by such

Avinds, and \ery frequently from those Aery countries, or from

Holland and Flanders, in the most regular order, or Avithout

disturbance or dispersion.

Hence it may be argued, tJiat if a malaria, gcimr’iitod any
Avhere and conveyed by the wimF, can l)e transported to a dis-

tance of three miles, as lias been [iroAc'd, tlurxi is no reason

Avhy it should not traAel mucli fartluT, or to any distance that

can be a.ssumed: and if this be true of a clear Avind, the case

of a log is e\i*n a much stronger one; since there is little

reason to doubt that (lie iiidn idual jiarts oi* such fog, in any

assumed mass, Avill retain Iheir relati\e places to each other, as

perfectly after a journey of any given number of miles, as they

did at the point ofqiroduction ; and if a portion of malaria has

been united to a portion of fog, in the marsh Avhich ])rodiiC(;d

both, or Avhence both have come, tliiuHi is every apparent

reason why it should be found in that same portion at any

farther or assumed distance, because there is no cause for

either its dispersion or its decomposition.

A fog is a cloud, simply; and it is notorious that a single
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cloud, and often of vejy smal^ dimensions, will remain at rest

in the atmosphere, or travel Very many miles without the loss

of its integrity^, however we may imagine it assailed by the

various meteorological causes of destruction, as well as by me-

chanical violence. This in itself proves the consistency with

which a current of wind preserves the relative positions of its

integral parts; because it is plain that a disturbance among

these must disturb or destroy the cloud wdiich, in reality, forms

a port ion of that current, as a gaseous body; and since that

cloud is a mist, since it might have been the very evening mist

enil)odying a malaria, and since it is its real vehicle and repo-

sitory, it is plain that had it, or any individual cloud, contained

such a portion of malaria, it must have haid the j)owcr of trans-

mitting that, and w'ould actually have transported it to any

distance to which itself might travel. Thus, it is evident, may
a fog, generated in Holland, carry without difficulty to the

limits of its range, or to the coast of lingland, that malaria

whicli became entangled with it at its birth-place or in its

passfige; and thus, I have little doubt, is the fact of thOrtC

agues ex})lained, and this transportation to such distances

established.

1 cannot, at least, conceive any demonstration as to facts of

this nature more convincing, nor anything, wanting to tlic ])roor;

while I may preceded to make some remarks on the east Avind,

and on fogs, simply, l)ecause they concern this (|nestioii.

The proof that it is a malaria in the fog, and not the fog

itself, which is the cause of disease, is evinced by the following

fact; w’hile it ought surely to be unnecessary to say, that if

fog alone could produce such fever, water itself must be th(;

poison ; since a log is a cloud, and its constituents, w'hen pure,

are only atmospheric air and Avatcr. No intermittent s are ever

produced on tlu; wcKtern or northern shores by the sea fogs,

and for the plain reason, that there is norland whence they

arrive. The clouds of mountatnou# regions do not produce

fevers, though these also are fogs j
and what forms a most

absolute proof of this is, that in Flanders, it is the fogs which

come with a southwest wind, or the southerly winds themselves,

which transport and propagate malaria and disease; while, as

I'llbon as the winds shift, and blow from the sea, the fevers dis-
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appear, though those particular winds a^e so charged with fog,

sfe to darken the whole country for days : and it will be found

an invariable ruV 4ill over the world, that when a fog is the

apparent cause of disease, or when an east wind is such, it is

because these have been generated in a land of marshes, or

h«T,ve traversed one; and that, under other circumstances, or

where no pernicious laiul lies in the way, they are as innocent

as any other fogs and winds, and that the hazard and the suf-

fering will arise from those, be they whatever they may, which

traverse pestilential lands.

But 1 must defer this particular and ihteresting subject to

another occasion, lest I make this article too long; and proceed

to examine some other circumstances connected with the

transportation of malaria.

First, however, T must notice one fact as to this transporta-

tion from Holland, partly because it is a necessary fact in the

history of malaria, and partly because it might be used as aii

argument against the view whicli I have just given. The east

winds of autumn are not supposed to bring remittents, as those

of spring bring agues, though 1 cannot assert that this is abso-

lutely true. Being assumccl, the solution is easy. If the winds

of this nature in spring are notedly moist, and thus vehicles of

malaria, the case is exactly the reverse with the east winds of

summer and autumn; or as tlie cast wind may be the most

moist of winds, so may it be the most dry; while it is a conse-

quence of its extreme dryness, in fact, that it is always the

very cause of our burning summers. This is the history of our

last summers, and it is invariable, whether as it relates to sea-

sons or single days; and it is plainly owing to its permitting

the more ready transmission of the sun’s rays. That it is the

very harmattau of Africa, it is almost unnecessary to say ;
and

as dry wind is not a conductor of malaria, as that poison is in

fact decomposed or destroyed hi these circumstances, daily and

invariably, it is easy to #ee why the >emitlents of Holland

.should not be transported, like its intermitten ts, though even

this may possibly happen under particular circumstances.

To proceed; and to the next remarkable facts connected

with the propagation of malaria.—^The most singular of the^ is

its limitation, or that yet unexplained property by which it is

JULY—OCT. 4827. • E
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determined in a particyilar direction, or confined to a particular'

^spot, while it is a piece of knowledge of some practical value.

There is an appearance of incredibility about many of these

facts, and, accordingly, they have not only been disbelieved

but ridiculed, although nothing in the Avhole history of this

substance is better established.

With respect^o diretiiun, in the first place, it is remarked in

Italy, currently, that this poison will enter the lower stories of

houses, particularly with open windows, when the luixt above

escape; and hence, in many places, no one ventures to sleep

on ground floors: and the truth of this was confinned in the

barracks at Jamaica hy Dr. Hunter; as the cases of fever

occluding among the men in the lower rooms much exceeded-

those which hH[)pcned in the upper ones. But 1 am also in-

formed, that in some places in Norfolk this peculiarity is

reversed
;
or that tlierc are houses v here it is remarked that

the ground-floors arc safe, while no one can /sleep in the upper

stories without hazard.

That malaria may in some manner be attached to the soil

is also well known by its ellects, and especially in Italy. There

it is remarked that it is extremely hazardous to cut down cer-

tain bushy plants which appear to tuilangle it, and that fevers

are a Irerpient consequence of such carelessness. Thus, also,

does fever seize on the* labourer's who may incautiously sit down

on the ground, while they would escape in the erect posture;

being thus, indeed, sonietiines suddenly struck wdth apoplexy,

which is one of the effects of this poison, or even wrth death.

It has similarly been observed that it is ofhri retained in the

shelter of drains, or in the ditches of fortifications; whence

frequent fevt;rs among the sentries on particular guards, when
die other soldiers escape. And thus was it even proved at

Malta, that it was transported, from the sca-shore, and thus

lodged in a dry dit^h of the works at Valetta; all these facts

being possibly to lie explained, by supposing it ])ossossed of ri

greater specific gravity than the atmosphere, or else attached

to vapour thus weighty, exhibiting effects analogous to those

which carbonic acid displays in the Solfatara.

But the cireumstance most difficult of oxjilanation is, that in

Borne, and numerous places in Italy, .and even where it is
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transported from a distance by tbe winds, not generated on the

spot, it is founc^ perennially, and through the whole course of

successive years, to occupy certain places, anft to avoid, as

constantly, others quite near, and, as, far as the eye can judge,

equally exposed, and in all respects similar. Thus, one side

of a small garden, one side of a street, or on^ house, will be

for ever exposed to disease, or uninhabitable, when, at a few

feet or yards distant, the very same places are as constantly

free of danger : and thus it was found at. the village of Faro,

in Sicily, that all the troops of our army quartered on one side

of the single street which formed it, were affected by fevers,

and suffered great mortality, while those on the other remained
in health.

But the most remarkable case of this nature known to me,
is a domestic one, and which rests on the? testimony of thou-

sands of persons, or of tlie whole country, however incredible

it may a.jipear. is, (hat between Chatham and Brighton,

including every town and single house, and Sittingbourne

among the rest, the ague affects the left hand side of the turn-

pike road, or the northern side, and does not touch the right

side, though the road itself forms the only line of separation.

We cannot as yet conjecture the cause of this very singular

circumstance or projicrty, at Insist in cases of this nature;

though, under certain events of this kind, there are some facts

in meteorology that may offer a solution. These are the

notorious ones, that a Jioar frost, or a dew, will sometimes be
found most accurately limited, both vertically and horizontally,

by a definite lino; stopjiing, for exanqde, at a particular hedge,

ami reacliing to a certain altitude on a tree: but for the other

cases, ive must yet wait for a period of more accurate know-
ledge as to this singular substance.

There is now one circumstance of importance, relating to

the destruction or decomposition of malaria, which must not
be passed over, from the interest of the facts depending on it:

this is, that its propagation is checked by the streets of a
crowded town, and apparetitly owing to this very cause, decom-
position. Thus it is obser\'tid, that the fever never appears in

the Judaicum of Rome, and, similarly, that the crowded streets

and the poor people escape, when the opulent houses and open
• E 2
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streets are attacked ;• and kpnce the Villa Borghese, among

many other palaces and opulent houses in has been

abandoned, While such desertion, being limited exclusively to

houses where tlie air is most open and free, naturally excites

wonder : the cause, however, is now plain
;
and thus it now

appears why it yas that the Penitentiary in Westminster suf-^

fered formerly from dysenteiy, originating in this cause, when

no such disease appeared among the neighbouring inhabitants.

And if this fact^ia,pf value as it may relate to the erection of

open streets in ai^ place of this nature, it is most important

to point out what has been the continuous effect at Rome, as

the ultimate consequences threaten to be extremely serious.

, It appears that from cutting down some forests which many

years ago occupied the declivities of the hills to the southward

of Rome, the malaria was let in upon that city from the Pon-

tine marshes; and, further, that the extirpation of a similar

wood to the eastward had let in the same poijon upon another

quarter. Thus it has been found to enter the city tlirough the

Porta del Popolo, while, for many years past, it has been gra-

dually extending its influence tlirough the streets; leading

annually and successively to the abandonment of many houses

and palaces, and still annually increasing and extending its

ravages; so as, at length, as I understand, to have even become

sensible at the Vatican. And the* lines which it follows are

distinctly traced out by the inhabitants; while, as I have

already said, it is only the houses of the opulent which suffer,

further than as the abandonment of these may also influence

the inferior ones in their neighbourhood.

Whatever the original cause may be, and however the direc-

tion, abstractedly, may be regulated by the winds and the

forms of the streets, or by local and fixed circumstances, it is

plain that the annual extension is the consequence of deser-

tion, and that as the inhabitants retire from before it, it

^quires the means of making At new step and a further pro-

cess; because thus they withdraw those fires and smoke, or

whnttaver else it be, dependent on human crowds, which decom-

poses and destroys this substance. And hence it must follow,

that as Rome shall become still further abandoned and depo-

pulated, from want of industry, or from political feebleness
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added to this cause, the effects must bef expected to increase

in a sort of geqjnetrical ratio
;
almost leading to the fear that

the whole city itself may, in time, fall a victim to it, or be-

come abandoned to the wolves and mosquitoes.

If I dare not inquire more minutely into the remaining cir-

cumstances connected with the propagation of malaria, lest 1

should extend this article to an inconvenient length, it is

necessary now to offer some remarks on prevention, and espe-

cially as it relates to this circumstance—^the^^propagation of the

poison
;
since the rules for prevention, as far as this relates to

production, may be deduced from what was said in a former

paper on this subject, and relate chiefly to the drainage of

lands, and to other practices, more or less obvious, which a

little reflection will, without much difliculty, deduce from what

was there said.

It is plain, in the first place, that as far as the winds are

concerned, it is opposing obstacles to their course that we
must attempt to counteract or divert their influence

;
and that,

in this case, it is through the use of trees alone that we possess

any power. Thus reversely, as in the case just stated, the

cutting down of trees and forests has often been a serious

cause of diseases in certain countries, by admitting a malaria

to particular spots; though it is easy to see that where any

given spot suffers from malaria, through condensation or con-

finement, the clearing away of these would be the remedy, by
attaining a free ventilation. To detail the particular modes in

which remedies may be applied through this species of aid, is

obviously unnecessary, and not easy, as it must depend on

local circumstances, differing for each place; but I may re-

mark, as an example in illustration of my meaning, that where,

as in many of the narrow and prolonged valleys of Greece, the

sea shore is a marsh, the remedy would be to plant a screen of

trees beyond it, and thus to prevent the sea winds from passing

into the interior. And thus did the ancient Romans compel

the planting of trees on the shores of Latium, to check the

current from the Pontine marshes ; rendering groves sacred,

under heavy penalties, and enacting other laws with the same

intentions.

With respect to such temporary precautions in these ciisba
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that they wi^ depend on attention to the couj^es and seasons

of tile winds} fchile it would be abundantly easy to accumulate,

from the histories of campaigns, the most fearful examples of

mortality produced by neglect of these and similar precautions,

and even clown Jp almost the very date at which I am writing

:

and there can be no hesiralion in saying, that an intimate and

accurate knowledge of every thing which concerns the produc-

tion and propagati<|n of malaria, forms a most important branch

in that information necessary to a soldier, and above all to the

qiiarter-master-general’s department and the medical staff:

while, did I dare to record but a very small portion of the

mortality experienced, not only in our own armies, but in those

of Europe at large, during even the last war, from ignorance

or neglect on this subject,^ it would, I believe, be found that

it almost equalled the mortlility produced by the actual colli-

sion of war itself. Walcheren will not soon be forgotten
;

if

we have ceased to think of our mortal Havannah expedition

;

and if a French army at Najdes was diminished by twenty

thousand men, out of twenty-four, in four days, from this

cause ;
if Orlolf lost nearly his entire army in Paros

;
if Hun-

gary has more than once destroyed ten times the number of

men by fever that it did by the sword,—these are but trifles in

the mass of reasons for saying, that no subject can well be

more important, and no knowledge much more necessary to

the commander of an army.

Some other points relating to prevention may deserve a few

words of notice, before I pass from this subject; if here, also, 1

roust be brief. Not to repeat the cautions founded on what

relates to the power of *evening and morning, it has been

asserted that the use of a gauze veil ’^11 prevent the effect of

malaria; and it is not improbable that the air accumulated

within that, may have the power of decomposing the poison:

it is an opinion, at least, which is universal among the people

in Malta, and very general in Spain and Portugal. It is also

found that fires and smoke are useful, and especially on military

service; the exjieriment having been tried on a very large

scale by Napoleon before Mantua, and on a smaller one in

Africa^ with the most perfect success. With respect to per-
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fional precautions, it is universayy recommended to use wino

and a good diet^ and especially never to leave the house in the

evening in situations peculiarly insalubrious, without the pre-

vious use of wine or spirits; whence the universal practice of

Holland in this respect. Thus, also, narcotics prevent its

influence; whence the wide use of tobacco, oi^which the salur

tary effects appear to be most amply established.

As to the tropical countries, there is hero also one important

remark, which, from the great neglect of th^ fact, and its ruin-

ous consequences, appear particularly to demand a statement

in this place. It is the universal experience of the inhabitants,

that the attack of malaria, or the production of fevers, is aided

by the use of a lull or animal diet; by the use of some parti-

cular articles of food, such butter; by excess in eating, gene-

rally; and, above all, by eating iu the heat of the day. This is

not merely well known to the negl^es, but the fact is distinctly

stated to travellers, and the caution urged, however often it has

been neglected, and especially by our own countiymen. Of
this, in particular, Major Denham is a strong testimony; while

he attrilmtes his own exclusive preservation to his having

rigidly followed the recommendations of the natives, which

were always urged with the greatest earnestness. And if wc

examine the causes of death, in most cases, of our African

travellers especiidly, I think there will be strong reasons for

believing that their lives have often been sacrificed to this veiy

negligence or obstinacy; while it is most evident tlint Niebuhr’s

party, in particular, owed the loss of their lives to what may be

safely called gluttony: and it is to be suspected that this will

also explain the loss of Captain Tuckey’s party; while, with

respect to nations, it has long been known that the English,

the Dutch, and the nofiliern voracious people in general, who
habitually indulge themselves in the customs of their original

countiy as tropical colonists, have always bedn greater sufferers

from the. effects of' those climates than the French and the

Spaniards, and apparently from this very difference. And
there seems little doubt, generally, that the yegetable diet of

Africa and Hindostan is the best security against the evil

influence of those climates, and tliat the chief sufferings of our
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own colonists situations their

ancient habits and free living.

As I must^not prolong* this subject much ^further, I shall

now pass to a few remarks, but very brief ones, on the

geography of malaria as' it relates to those parts of the conti-

nent of Euiop^ most frequented by English travellers; not

daring to take room foi 'iOtual and useful information on that

head, but wishing to poiiil out merely the importance of such

geographical knowledge to those persons, on account of the

hazards which they so universally incur from that ignorance or

neglect, and of the great mass of suffering, and also of mor-
tality, which has been the lot of persons who had resorted to

those climates Jis travellers, or migrating residents, from various

motives, and not uiifrecjuently with views to health. How
often health has been lost aj^^re it was sought, will be but too

appafent to any one who 1^^[dianccd to possess an extensive

acquaintance of this nature.

Of Italy I can but afford to say generally, that except at a

very few points where the Alps or Apennines reach the sea,

the whole of its shores are pestilential, and often to such a

degree as to lead to their entire desertion, more frequently to

their abandonment in summer. And to avoid wet lands, or

low lands, is not always a sufficient precaution
;
since the most

pestilential parts of the maremma of Tuscany are dry, and

since the annual mortality of Sienna from fevers, even without

epidemics, is one in ten. In the north of Italy, the great plaiu

is similarly insalubrious
;
though the more unhealthy district

does not commence until we arrive at Mantua, extending thence

to the sea. Of the MeditciTteioan islands, I can only afford

room to say, that the same Fufe hal<4l*good as to the sea coasts,

while the entire of Greece in the sattitJ (sircumstances is simi-

larly unhealthy, and subject to autumnal fevers in as great a
degree as the worst parts of Italy. The lame is true of Spain
and Portugal, and the same rule also Avill be a guide

; namely,

that malaria is to be expected in all tha flat grounds^ even
wh^ under cultivation, and at all the exits of rivers on the

sea, even though no marshes should be present: and if I were

desirous to name any tract of land in Spain peculiarly insalu-
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brious, it would be the province of-V^fei^ia^ while Carthagena

is almost invariably fatal even to whi(>, as labourers, are

compelled to resort to it for the needl^l work o6 its port, even

during a few days.

Of France, little as it has hitherto been suspected by those

who, associating the term malaria with Italy, have been accus-

tomed to consider it as peculiar that country, it would

scarcely be untrue to say that it contains as large a portion of

insalubrious territory as Italy itself, and produces fever and

disease of as great severity and extent, not merely on its sea

coasts, but over very extensive tracts in !ts interior. And this

insalubrity may be conjectured, when there are entire districts

in which the average of life does not exceed twenty, and in

which the entire people are diseased Irom their births to their

graves. Such tracts are found.scbiefly on the course of the

Loire, and some other of the ggi^ai^rivers; and among ^them,

Bresse in the Lyonnais, the plain of Forez, and Sologne in the

Orleannais, are of the most notorious; while the coasts of

Normandy, and the whole of low Britanny, are similarly sub-

ject to eternal intermittents, or to epidemic seasons of autumnal

fevers, amounting to absolute pestilences. And how English

families have suffered in this country from the incautious

choice of residences in such places, will be easily ascertained

by whoever shall be at the trouble of making the necessary

inquiries.

But as I dare not pursue this extensive subject, I can only

suggest to our countrymen the utility of making themselves

acquainted Avith this matter, and with this dangerous geo-

graphy, before encountering the hazards which await them;

while to physicians 1 $till lets nan>e the necessity of that

knowledge, since it i# s# ^ften their duty to choose and recom-

mend for their patieilts, afnd since no man can feel much at his

case Avho finds tbai he 'has sent into a laiul of malaria the

patient avIio has already been suffering from its diseases, or

that where he speculates on the cure of a consumption, that

cure is attained through the death of the patient, at Avignon,

or at Poitiers, or Nantes, or in some or other of the numerous

places subject to this most fearful poison.

It remains only to give a brief enumeration of the diseases
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which are the produCQ of malaria, and of the general condition

of the inhabitants in the countries subject to it. With respect

to this latter^ the most remarkable general lact is the con^

tracted duration of life. In England, the average may, if not

very accurately, and indeed considerably under the mark, be

taken at 50; and when in Holland it is but 25, it follows that

the half of human life is at once cut off by this destructive

agent. In the j)arts of France io which I have alluded, it

becomes as low as 22 and 20, and Condorcet, indeed, has cal-

culated it as low as 18. With this, very few attain the age of

50 ;
and in appearance and strength, this term is ecpiivalent to

80 in ordinary climates; while 40 forms the general limit of

extreme and rare old ag(\ The period of age, ftideed, com-

mences after 20; and it is remarkeil, in particular, that the

females become old in appearance immediately after 17, and

have, even at 20, the aspe^ pf old Avomen. In many places,

even the children are diseased from their birth; Avhile the life

which is dragged on by the whole population, is a life of per-

petual disease, and most frecpiently of inveterate and incurable

interrnitlents, or of a constant febrile state, with debility, aflec-

tions of the stomach, dropsy, and far more than I need here

enumerate.

W^iile the countenances of the people in those countries are

sallow or yellow, and often livid, they are fretpiently so ema-

ciated as to appear like Avalkiiig s|)ectrcs, though llie abdomen

is generally enlarged, in consecpience either of visceral alTec-

iions or dro])sy. With these, ricke^t, varices, herniaj and, in

females, chlorosis, togetlier with scorbutic diseases, ulcers, and

so forlli, are common
;
and it is to be suspected that the

cretinage may depend on this cinse,' since goitre is also one

of the results of malaria, and since, in the Maremma of

Tuscany, idiotisin in a noted consequence
.
of this pestilential

influence.

The general mental condition is no less remarkable
;
since

it consists in an universal apathy, recklessness, indolence, and

melancholy, added to a fatalism Avhich prevents them from

desiring to better their condition, or to* avoid such portion

of. tile evils around them as care and attention might diminish:

aiul while it is asserted that even the moral character becomes
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similarly depraved, I prefer a reference, to Montfalcon for a

picture which it would not be very agreeable to transcribe.

As to the absolute or positive diseases, beside^ those which

I have already named, I need scarcely say that remittent and

intermittent fevers, under endless varieties and types, form the^

great mass; and next in order to them, may be placed dysen-r

tery and cholera, together with diarrhoea, 'to these I must

also add, those painful diseases of the ncr\cs, of which sciatica

stands foremost, and the remainder of which may be ranked

under the general term of neuralgia
;
and further, a consider-

able number of inflammatory diseases of^i more or less remit-

tent typcT among which rheumatism under ^arious forms is

the most g^eral, and the intermilLent ophthalmia the most

remarkable. Lastly, I must include the various paralytic

affections
;
since apoplexy is one of the primary and direct

consequences of malaria, as various paralytic afleclions arc the

produce of intermittent, or the consequences of the diseases of

the nerves which are associated wntli it.

ft is still a curious and interesting fact, that this poison

affects, in an analogous manner, many diflerent animals, and

appears, in reality, to be the cause of all the noted endemics

and remarkable epidemics ^vhich occur in Ibe agricultural

animals in [)articular. This has been noticed even by l^ivy:

and in Fiance and Italy it is equally familiar that the severe

seasons of fever among I he peo[)le are similarly seasons of

epidemics to hlack-cattlc and sheep, while the symptoms are

as nearly the same as they could Ixi in the circumstances, and

the appearances on dissection also corrcsjiond. Thus also

does it appear probable, tlmt^the .rot in slioe[) is actually the

produce of malaria, as is indeed the received opinion among
French veterinarians; while Mr. Royston has observed that

the animals of this class are subject to distinct intermitten Is.

And while it is not less familiar in the AVest Indies, and iu

Dominica particularly, that dogs suffer from a mortal fever in

the same seasons and periods as tlie peo|)le, the epidemic

always breaking out in them first, I have the most unexcep-

tionable medical evidence of the occurrence of a regular and.

well-marked tertian in a dog; tliat evidence consisting in the

concurring decision' of many surgeons, by whom the case was.
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frequently examined, during a very long period. But it is

time to terminate a paper, which, if it is but a sketch of an
important subject, will at least convey to those to whom mal-

aria has not hitherto been an object of attention, a general

notion of the leading particulars which appertain to its natural

history.
^

J, M.

Elements of Chemistry^ including the recent Discoveries and
Doctrines of the ^Science. By Edward Turner, M.D.,
F.R.S.E., &c., &c. Edinburgh^ 1827.

This is a closely. printed octavo of 700 pages, ind presents

US with something more original, clear, and accurate than

we have lately met with in modern chemistry. It compre-
hends a perspicuous view <of the present state of chemical

science ; and, as far as itslitnits admit, the theoretical parts

are, with some exceptions, well and distinctly worked out

;

nor are the practical details of manipulation neglected,

though they evidently occupy a secondary place in our
author’s estimation, fo the arrangement w^e must at once
decidedly object—it is indeed evident that Dr. Turner has

pitched upon Dr. Thomas Thomson as his magnus Apollo^

and here apd elsewhere the book is tainted accordingly.

This work is divided into four principal parts;—the first

relates to what Dr. Turner, following his prototype. Dr.

Thomson, calls imponderables^ and a definition of them fol-

lows, which leads us to suggest the term inexpr^kles^ as

equally appropriate. But, waivingithis objectiontlnO details

relating to them are well and clearly given. Thus, after

some prefatory remarks upon the subject of caloric or heat,

(we prefer the latter term, and epnnot allow its ambiguity,)

its modes of communication
.
are considered, first, as being

conducted through bodies, and then as radiating through

free space. In regard to the theories affecting the latter,

our author wisely, as we think, prefers that of Prevost to

that of Pictet. The effects of heat are next discussed, such

M. expansion^ including an account of the thermometeiv

aiid of the relative capacities of bodies for heat; lique-

factionf vaporisation^ ebullition^ evaporation^ and the con^

siitution of gases

;

and lastly, the sources of heat are

mfptionedi but the details are referred to other parts of the
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Light is next treated of, but think too hastily, and toa

much in the abstract.

Now the subjects of heat and light are obviously of the

utmost importance to the chemical philosopher, and they are

very extensive, and intricate and difficult to treat of, inasmuch

as the writer is necessarily upon the confines of chemical and
mechanical philosophy

,
and should be expert i» both. When

^

therefore, elementary works on chemistry are so written and
arranged as to serve as text-books for lectures, and indexes

of reference to more accurate information, we can make due
allowance for brevity ; but when the subject is intended ta

be formally and completely developed to the student, inde-

pendent other ocular and oral aids, much more extensive

description ^d detailed explanation is required, than is to

be found either in our author’s “ Elements,’’ or in any other
analogous condensation of chemistry. Dr. Henry under-
stands the requisite mode of conveying information in these

cases better than most writers ; and when he takes pains,

and speaks for himself, has the talent' of being brief, and at

the same time minute, deep, and clear. Dr. Ure, as his

dictionary shows, is an eminent example of such a writer—
he of coarse is neglected, where, as with our author, Dr.
Thomson is in the ascendant; but the article caloric, in his

dictionary, will at once explain and illustrate our meaning,
and would furnish an admirable foundation for a detailed

essay or treatise upon the subject. So extensive, indeed,

are the precincts of chemistry now becoming, that either

our systems must become very voluminous, or we must
adopt the plan, which to us appears preferable, of distinct

treatises different branches of the science. Thus, a
separate work on heat and light ; another on electricity and
magnetism ; another on attraction and the theory of combi-
nation ; a fourth on the constitution and properties of the

unmetallic elementary bodie#; a fifth on the metals and their

compounds; a sixth on vegetable, and a seventh on animal
chemistry and physiology ; an eighth on the chepaistry of the

arts ; and lastly, a treatise on chemical manipulation in ge-
neral, would include all that appears essentially requisite

;

and as no one is supposed to be equally well versed in all

branches of the science, or in ali^^details of the art, an
opportunity of selection would thus be afforded, so that each
writer might choose that particular department which he is

most accurately acquainted with, or which has formed his

favourite study. Mr. Faraday has already, as may be toid,.

led the way in such a plan, by the'publication of his Cherjfii-'
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ml Manipulation^ a work^hithferto ekceedirlgly wailted 5n

the laboratory^ equally useful to the proficient and to the

student^ andk eminently creditable to the industry and skill

of the amhoi% and to the school whence it emanates. We
shall of .cburse take an early opportunity of introducing this

book in a more formal way to the attention of our chemical
readers. <

In looking over Dr. Turner’s first and second sections on
caloric and light, in the Elements now before us, we find

little but brevity to complain of;—there are, however, one
or two trifling historical inaccuracies : thus, at page 14, the

discovery of invisMe heating rays is ascribed to Saussure
and Pictet ; but it is, in fact, of much more remot#origin

—

it "Was well knoum to the Florentine academicians, and we
may even trace the idea in Lucretius, (De Rerum Naturd,
lib. V. 1. 609.)

V Forsitan et rosea Sol alte lampade lucens
Possideat multum cacisfervoribus ignem
Circum se, 7iullo qui sit fulgore iiotatus^

At page 31 we have an account of Wedgwood’s pyrome-
ter, which is said to be ** little employed at present, because

its indications cannot be relied on;'’—the fact is, that it is

never used, and that wo owe to Sir James Hall ample rea-

sons for placing no confidence in it.

The subject of specific heat is clearly explained, and so are

the phenomena of liquefaction and evaporation. In regard

to tlje co38«feitution of gases, the author remarks, that the ex-

periglents'of Sir H. Davy and Mr. Faraday on the liquefac-

tion of gaseous substances, appear to justify the o^ion that

gases are merely the vapours of extremely volajH^ liquids.

Mr. Faraday has proved this in regard to several of the gases,

and analogy leads us to apply it to the rest ;—but what share

Sir H. Davy had in the discovery, we know not ; for Mr. Fa-

raday actually condensed chlorino-into a liquid before SirH.
had heard or thought about the matter. Lights and its

phenomenons connected with chemistry^jp is superficially

passed ove/ in the second section, and the third brings us

to the important article Electricity.”

We are willing to admit that the subject of electricity Is

d.'^el*y diflicult one for -the chemist to deal with—he must
Ufefiafssarily say much u^on it, and is equally obliged to omit

abstract details which are often necessary to its explanation,

aud yet too prolix and bulky for an elementary chemical

W6rrk. So that it requires considerable acquaintance with

ftei subject tb give a perspicuous and yet concise abstract;
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such as Tuay be useful to the stydent* Dr. Turner has not

been very successful in effecting this desidemtumf and has

unnecessarily infroduced two sections, the one on electricity#

the other on galvanism. He also talks of the science of

galvanism,” which is in bad toste, and erroneously asserts

that the energy of the pile is proportional to the degree of

chemical action which takes place ; a statement by no means
correct, inasmuch as the enex’gy ofDe Luc’s column is directly

proportional to the number ofalternations, and appears entirely

independent of chemical action ; and again,.a series of 2000
plates, arranged in the usual Voltaic apparatus, when per-

fectly bright and clean, and the cells hlled with distilled

water only, give a much more powerful shock, and cause

a greater divergence of the leaves of the electrometer than

when the apparatus is charged with diluted acids. Here,
those very singular phenomena, which electricians distin-

guish by the terms quantity and intensity^ appear perfectly

distinct ; and between these our author does not sufficiently

discriminate, but jumbles the whole under the term activity.

In describing the chemical energies, too, of the pile, or its

decomposing powers, the Doctor entirely overlooks the im-

portant and curious influence of water. He says- that acid^

and salts are all decomposed, without exception, one of their

elements appearing at one side of the battery, and the other
at ics opposite extremity

; (?.. we presume, at its positive

and negative poles.) But the fact is, that, excepting where it

merely acts as a source of heat, nothing is decom^^osable by
electricity without the intervention of water ; the hydrogen
and oxygen of which respectively accompany the elements of
the other^l^mpounds. Not an atom of potassium can be
obtained tftiless the potassa be moistened ; nor can any salt

be decomposed except water be present. Sir Humphry
says, it is required, to render the substance a conductor

;

but its operation is more recondite, and ihor^ is something
mysterious and still unexplained in the uniform appearance of
hydrogen and oxygen at the opposite poles, w]b||%f^i' apart
in water, and in au other cases of true polar electfb-chemical

decomposition. At page 86, the .unfortunate protectors of
ships'* bottoms are introduced—a subject about which the less

is said the better ;—and, as to electro-magnetism, it is merely
mentioned as to its leading phenomena, in the space of three

or four pages; nor is anything new suggested upon the
“ Theory of the Pile,” as it is called, which concludes the

subject, and which is dismissed in the brief limit of a page,

^nd a half. ’

*

'
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The second part of Dr. ^urner’^ work is^s^id to cc§soqpji?ise

Inorgamc Cnemistry,” and therefore embra^ a very^eJH
tensive To the amughneht we nave
alr^dy objected; and many of the typographical«and verbal

errota that occur^ have been noticed in a contemporary
Journal, so that we shall chiefly attend to the details of the

sections. < .

Under the head Affinity,’* some of the leading facts

and doctrines of chemical attraction are perspicuously set

forth; bui we qpuld have wished that a variety .of exploded
opinions and «t^|^^eous notions had been altogether passed

over, as they ic^ciipy space which might have been better

employed, and can never prove of any other use o the stu-

dent than to sho^him the errors and rallacies to which acute

philosophers are sometimes liable. Of this kind, espe-

cially^ are Berlliollet’s notions upon the subject of affinity.

The^doctrine of definite proportion is, on the whole, well and
clearly explained ; but it would have been much better

and t:learer, had Dr« Turner confined himself to facts, and
meddled less with opinions concerning their cause ; he is

moreover, in many respects, historically inaccurate
.
He

ascribes much to Dalton that honestly belongs to Higgins ;

—

k much too merciful to Berzelius and his Canons ; and
lenient beyond all endurance to the plagiarisms of ‘‘ DiT
Thomsou's admirable Treatise on the first Principles of Che-
mist^

and following sections, the'simple non-metallic

subsUmbes ^are described in an order of arrangement which
must be very perplexing to the student ; otherwise the details

are well given, except that here and there the li^ between
theory and fact is not sufficiently marked. Thus we are

told that “ hydrogen is exactly 16 times lighter than oxygen,
and therefore that 100 cubic inches 7nust weigh 115^, or

2.118. Its specific gravity is consequently 0.0694, as stated

some yearO^o by Dr. Prout.'**' Now this is a theoretical

deductiotnwnded upon the specific gravity and constitution

ofammod^^nd not upon the composition of water,) and
probably correct as applied to ^ure hydrogen but if we
.wei^h the gas, as usuaUy obtained, even with' the utmost
caution, and of the utmost parity, we shall never procui^ it

imlight as here stated,^l^withstauding all the learning and
argument that our wor^iy^friend, Di\ Thomas Thomson,.has
issued upon the subject ilt|his various essays in the Annals,

and in liis magnum also object to the stress

k often laid updi.^ whims of individttalB, and upon
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opinions; instances gf which will occur to the
reaider under the subject of the composition of nitrogen,

and the constitution of the atmosphere. We further caution

our author against admitting hints, allusions, and inuepdos
as to the possibility ,of future inventions and discoveries,

as claims upon the in^its of such discoveries, when they are

actually made. Berzelius has talked a valt deal of non-
sense about the composition of nitrogen ; and should that

discovery ever be made, he will doubtlessly assume the credit

of having suggested the steps which led to it. 8bme foolish

persons are apt to think that the Marquis Worcester was
the inventor of Watt’s steam-engine, •becsCuse he said he
had means of raising water by steam, in Ins Century of
Inventions; and we have heard that an eminent chemist of
the present day considers himself entitled to all the merit
that may belong to Mr. Brunei’s carbonic acid engine, be-
cause he had previously stated the possibility of such an
application of Mr. Fai*aday’s important discoveries. Tho
fact is, that these are woeful days for science ; all the good
feeling and free communication that used to exist among its

active cultivators in this country, has given way to petty

jealousies and quibbling scandal ; one person is exalted for the

purpose of depreciating another ; and those causes of disgust,

which some years ago induced one of our most apniable and
able men of science to quit the field, and even leave the coun-
try, are becoming daily more prevalent. Were it not an invi-

dious task, we could easily explain and unfold the sources of
all this mischief, and shall indeed feel it our duty so to do,
should not matters in due time take a more favourable turn;
but the^sk is at once serious and disagreeable, and we
therefore postpone it, in tho hope of more favourable events.

We really believe that, had it not been for the scientific con-
versationes held during the last seasonat the houses of a few
private gentlemen connected with the learned societies, and
more especially the weekly meetings at the Roy^lnstitution,
which kept up a friendlv intercourse ^mong who were
willing to profit by it, tliat the whole tciefitiii^^Brld wohld
have been at loggerheads, and iu that state of anarchy of
which the evils may be learned by a short residence at a
northern seat of learning.”

The main objecti.of this digression is to deprecate party in

science ; and we were led to it by observing, or thinking
that we observe, something of such a tendency in the writer
whose book is before us—^we hope we are mistaken.
The next section comprises the compounds of thesimplc^
jutYr-ocr. ft27. F
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non-n^talUo acidifiable co^bustiblea irTith eac3i oIJmb?** :lt

.iiiclu4e8 tha important subject of ammonia^ of tbs varietieB
of carburett«4 hydrogen, sulphuretted an^ phosphurett^
hydrogenif and cyanogen and its compounds. The metals are
tneh treated oi, and to these succeed their salts; and
though the escecution of this part of the work betrays some
•haste, it shows also considerable readings and some origint

ality ; the general views are well and clearly sktetchedi but
there are many points upon which we are entirely at variance
with our author ; and we more especially object to his ao*-

count of the action of chlorides upon water, and to his notions
concerning the nsuriates of oxides,*^ a class of compounds
of which, with one or two exceptions, we are disinclined to
admit the existence. If common salt be a chloride of sodium^
and experiment obliges us so to regard it, what is there in

its a<^ueouB solution that should lead us to consider it as

containing a muriate of soda; what evidence of any new
arrangement of elements ? Dr. T. is certainly in mistake,
when he says, ** for all practical purposes, therefore, the
solution of a metallic chloride in water may be viewed as

the muriate of an oxide, and on this account I shall always
regard it as such in the present treatise,” This inconside-
r’ate dogma taints much of the reasoning upon the chlo-
rides, &c., and is manifestly culled in the Thomsonian school,
though we have indeed heard that a Professor at Edinburgh
thus addresses his pupils upon the above subject : The
elaborate researches of the illustrious Davy have taught us
that common salt is a binary compound of chlorine and
sodium, a chloride, therefore, or a cnlorurct of sodium. But
it is only chloride of sodium whilst quiescent ih^^the salt-

cellar ; for no sooner does it come into contact with the
salivary humidity of the fauces, than, by the play of affini-

ties, which I have elsewhere explained, the sodium becomes
soda, and the chlorine generates muriatic acid;-—that,
therefore, which upon the table is chloride of sodium, is

muriate ofj^isL in the mouth
; and this again, when desic-^

cated or dej^riyed of humidity, retrogrades into its former
state,”

Dr. Turner again falls into error, as we humbly conceive

j

in calling certain salts, such, for instance, as those of the per-^

oxide of iron, seSquisatts^ ^ term properly applied in those
cases only where one propc^ional of a protoxide unites with
one and a half of an acid, such for instance as the ses(fuicQ/r^

jhnate oj^. soda^ &c., but in the sesquisulphate of iron, one
proporttonai of the peroxide oontains 1,^ of oxygon^ and ne-
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isessarilyjth^fol:^, (accdfdingtoBerzeKus’ canon, if thfe Doc-
tor pleasesj) quires l.i5 of acid to convert it into a salt

;
just

as the commonly constituted peroxides (containing two pro-
portionals of oxygen) require two of acid-^ Dr. Thomson,
with all his nomenclatural pretensions, has fallen into the same
error. - -

The part of our author’s work which treats of the che-

mistry of organic bodies is, upon the whole, an unexception-
able and accurate epitome of that complicated branch of the
science. It has its inaccuracies, but they apparently arise out
of the difficulty of condensing into the space of a few pages,
matter which, as we have elsewhere remarked, would require

an ample volume for its extended and perspicuous details.

In our hasty account of this work, we have rather dwelt
upon its defects than its merits, in the hope of seeing another
and more extended edition, free from what we consider as
serious obstacles to the success and usefulness of the present
production. We hope that Dr. Turner will not feel offended
at the freedom with which our remarks are offered.' We ate
anxious that a writer of such good information should be in-

duced to think for himself; at least, that lie should accurately

weigh the pretensions, and inquire Into the originality of those
views and researches upon which he bestows such unquali-

fied and, in our opinion, undeserved praise, and to which he
assents with a facility unbecoming one who evidently possesses

the means of testing their merits.

Experiments on Audition.

[Communicated by Mr. C. Wheatstone.]

The recent valuable exjieriinents of SavarL * and of Dr. Wollas-

ton have added to our stock’ of information several important

and hitherto unnoticed phenomena relating to audition; but,

notwithstanding the investigations of these <listii^ished experi-

mentalists, and though the phy^olOgy of the ear has been an

object of unceasing attention for many centuries, yet \vc are far

from possessing a perfect knowledge of the functions of the

various parts of this organ. The description of new facts illus*

trative of this subject cannot, therefore, be devoid of interest;

’ * Recherches sur les usages de la membrane du tympan et de Toreillf

'exfetne^ pff Felix Sav$irt. Annales de Chimie^ tom. xxvi. p. 1.
“ ' •

' p 2
* '
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and though I do not anticipate,that the observatw^ contained

in this communication will lead to any imjwrtapt results, their

novelty may chBtm for them some attention from the readers of

your Journal.

If the hand bp placed so as to cover the ear, or if the en-

trance of the meatus auditorius be closed by the finger without

pressure, the perception of external sounds will be considerably

diminished, but the sounds of the voice produced internally will

be greatly augmented : the pronunciation of those vowels in

which the cavity of the mouth is the most closed, as e ou, &c,,

produce the strongest effect
; on articulating smartly the sylla-

bles te and Aren?, the sound will be painfully loud.

Placing the conducting stem of a sounding tuning-fork’*^ on

any part of the head, when the ears are closed as above de-

scribed, a similar augmentation of sound will be observed.

When one ear remains open, the sound will always be referred

to thfe closed car, but whim both ears are closed, the sound will

appear louder in that car the nearer to which it is produced.

If, therefore, the tuning-fork be applied above the temporal

bone near either ear, it will be apparently heard by that ear

to which it is adjacent
;
but on removing the hand from this ear

(although the fork remains in the same situation) the sound

will appear to be referred immediately to the opposite ear.

In the^case of the vocal articulations, the augmentation is

accompanied by a reedy sound, occasioned by the strong agita-

tions of the tympanum. When the air in the meatus is com-

pressed against this membrane by prfUfjpg the hand close to the

ear, or when the eustachian tube i»4|^)iausted by the means

«

indicated by I)r. Wollaston, the reedy sound is no longer heard,

and the augTij|ti|ation is considerably diminished. The ringing

The tuning-fork consists of a four-sided metallic rod, bent so as to

form two equal and parallel branches, having a stem connected with the

lower curv^ part of the rod, qpd contained within the plane of the two
branches. The branches are caused to vibrate by striking one end

aj^nst a hard body, whilst tiie stem is held in the hand, ^e sound
pre^ueed by this instrument wlien insulatedis very weak» and can only

be distinctly heard when its branches are brought close to the ear ; but

instantly its stem is connected with any surface capable of vibrating, a
gmt augmentation of sound ensues from the communicated vibrations.

faoitity of its insulation and communication renders it very conye.'^

niexit instiument for a variety of acoustical cxperimehfs;^.'
"
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nmde which simultaneously accompanies a very intense sounds

proceeds from tlje same cause, and may be prevented by the

same means* This ringing may be produced bjf applying the

stem of a sounding tuning-fork to the hand when covering the

ear, or by whistling when a hearing trumpet is placed to the ear*

As a proof that the resulting augmentation, which, when great,

excites the vibrations of the tympanum, is owing to the recipro-

cation of the vibrations by the air contained within the closed

cavity, it may be mentioned, that when the entrance of the

meatus is closed by a fibrous substance, as wool, &c., no in-

crease is obtained.

If the meatus and the concha of one ear be filled with water^

the sounds above-mentioned will be referred to the cavity con-

taining the water in the same way as when it contained air, and

was closed by the hand
;

it will be indifferent whether any par-

tition be interposed between the cavity and the external air, as

the water is equally well insulated by a surface of air as by a
solid body*

§

The preceding experiments have shown, that sounds immedi-

ately communicated to the closed meatus externus are very

greatly augmented
;
and it is an obvious inference, that if

ternal sounds can be communicated, so as to act on the cavity

in a similar manner, they must receive a corresponding aug-

mentation. The great intensity with which sound is trans-

mitted by solid rods, at the same time that its diffusion is pre-

vented, affords a ready means of effecting this purpose, and of

constructing an instruiiMMit which, from its rendering audible

the weakest sounds, may^ifti pfopriety be named aMicrophone.

Procure two flat pieces of plated metal, each sufficiently large

to cover the external ear, to the form also ofW^h they may
be adapted

;
on the outside of each plate dirOCtl^pposite the

meatus, rivet a rod of iron or brass wire about 16 inches in

length, and onc-eighth of an inch in diameter, and fasten the

two rods together at their unfixed extremities, so as to meet in

a single point* The rods must be so curved, that when the

plates are applied to the ears, each rod may at one end be per-

pendicularly inserted into its corresponding plate, and at t£ie

otherend maymeet before the head in the plane of the mesial
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to each rod near its insertion in the plate, and be tied behind

the head.

A more simple instrument may be constructed to be applied

to one ear only, by inserting a straight rod perpendicularly into

a similar plate to those described above.

. The Microphone is calculated only, for hearing sounds when

it is in immediate contact with sonorous bodies
;
when, they^

are diffused by their transmission through the air, this instru-

ment will not aflbiTl the slightest assistance.

It is not my intention in this ])lace to detail all the various^

experiments which may be made with this instrument, a few

will suffice to enable the experimenter to vary them at his

pleasure,

. 1, Tf a bell be rung in a vessel of water, and the point ofthe

microphone be ])laced in the water at different distances from

the bell, the differences of intensity will be very sensible. 2. If

the point of the microi)honc be aj:>plied to the sides of a vessel

containing a boiling liquid, or if it be placed in the liquid itself,

the various sounds which are rendered*may be heard very dis-

tinctly. 3. The instrument affords a means of ascertaining,

with considi^ble accuracy, the points of a sonorous body

at which the intensity of vibration is the greatest or least

;

thus, placing its point on different parts of the sounding board

oila violin or guitar, whilst one of its strings is in vibration, the

of greatest and least vibration are easily distinguished,

the stem of a sounding tuning-fork be brought in contact

^i^th any part of the microptmnei add at the name time a inusi-*

tseSL aQiiii4>9 produced by
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irUl be Hbfe to perceive die consonance or dissonance of the'

two sounds ; th^ roughness of discords, and the beatings of ini;;

perfect consonances, are thereby rendered so extremely dis-

agreeable, and form so evident a contrast to the agreeable har-

mony and smoothness of two perfectly consonant sounds, that

it is impossible that they can be confounded. «

‘ § 3.

Apply the broad sides oftwo sounding tuning-forks, both being

unisons^ to the same ear
;
on removing one fork to the opposite

ear, allowing tjie other to remain, the seijpation will be consi-

derably augmented.

It is well known, that when two consonant sounds are heard

together, a third sound results from the coincidences of their

vibrations ;
and that this third sound, which is called the grave

harmonic, is always equal to unity, when the two primitive

sounds are represented by the lowest integral numbers. This

being premised, select two tuning-forks, the sounds of which

differ by any consonant interval excepting the octave
;
place the

broad sides of their branches, while in vibration, close to one

ear, in such a manner that they shall nearly touch at the acoustic

axis, the resulting grave harmonic will then be strongly audible,

combined with the two other sounds
;

place, afterwards one

fork to each ear, and the consonance will be heard mucli richer

in volume, but no audible indications whatever of the third

sound will be perceived.

§
4.

Very acute sounds, such as the chirping of the gryllus cam-

pestris, &c., are rendered inaudible by exhausting the air from

the Eustachian tubei, and thereby producing a tension of the

membrane of the tympanum ; the different thicknesses or ten-

sions of this membrane may therefore occasion ^t diversity of

the limits of audibility, with regard? to the acute sounds Avhich

Dr. Wollaston has pointed out as existing in different indivi-

duals ; if so, it would be desirable to ascertain this limit in in-

dividuals in whom the tympanum is perforated, or destroyed.

?; § 5.

< is brought forward, all ocufe sounds <ura

itpderai tOMa^mteBse, but no ses^ble difference . is



ceived. with regard to the grai^ sounds. The higher

gjass staccados^ or of an octave flute, the ticking of a watch, all-

kinds of sibilant sounds, &g. are thus greatly augmented : the

experiment is easily tried, by whistling very shrill notes. A
stm ^eater augmen^tion of the acute sounds is obtained, by

placing the han(/s formed into a concave behind the esms».and

by bending downwards the upper part of the auricula, S(X*as^to

pbtaiu a more complete c^-vity.

.

. ^

. §
6. ...

.

' '

’

,

I wfll conclude with the following observation : 1 had, in con-

sequence of a cold, a very i^light pain in my left ear ; on sound**

ipg the regular notes of the piano-lbrte, C* and C* were much

louder than the others, and the loudness was much increased,

by placing the hand in the manner above described to the left

ear.. When it was pressed close, or when the Eustachian tube

wap^to^l, the intensities of all the notes were equalized. 1

attribute this affectign to the diminished tension of the mem-
brana tympani, \^hich was again increased by the operation

described.

” ^ On ike Petrom^o^ Mtriliiis.

On entering the |iarbour of Dublin a few we^s ago, wc were

becalmed off the m^&f41o\^h, and to pass the tedious time

until a breeze sprung# up, eve found some lines on board, and

began to fishffrpm the quarter-^ck. caught a number of

grey gurnet ^ but our attentiw wM^anlicularly attracted by a
pull of uncommon^forqe op one lines. Having rendered

assistance to the person who^htfld it, tve were all astonished to

see rise out of th'6 water fish, wlfh apparently a double

body, which,Iftfler floun^ring on the surface of the water, we
pulled on deck. On eiif^ning this phenomenon for a short

time, .we were again surprtzed to see it separate into two parts

;

add then found that were two large fish^taken up on the

saipe hook, the hefii ofone having been h^ied under the throat

of the^ other, to which it had firmly attacli^d itsdf. When se-

i^^ted by fi>rce, it wriggled pbout pathe^l^with extram^i-*

strpii^ and agility, and agaia daited cm



Urndhered firmly> that it required very considerable exertion

to detach it ; it suffered itself to be raised up by the tailr

Mid shaken, still holding the other fish suspended^from its jaws*

When finally separated, it showed great ferocity, darting at every

thing near it, and at last seizing the deck^ which it held very

fast* writhing with its tail and body as ifin the^ct of tearing it

to pieces* .When detached, its teeth left a deep circular im-

pression on the wood> the fibres of which were drawn into the

cavity of its jaws, so as to be raised up in the form of a cone.

1 now direet^d, that it should be put into a bucket of sea water,

in the hope of preserving it alive until we arrived in Dublin, but

it died in a shorter time than could be expected, from the energj^

and activity it had displayed, long after the other fish was dead.

We had handled it very roughly, #Lnd so perhaps had mortally

hurt an animal otherwise very tenacious of life.

On examining the fishes, I found that which had tahen the

hook, ifr^^e gadSlj^otcwhit^f or whiting Pollack. It was about
ttvo feet It^is j^robabte its active enemy had fastened



ISt Qnihe Petron̂ ^
<m it flftser'St had been hookigd; iShefofe^M woiddmdiceteiMl

toctreordiiiaiy insensibility to pun in an anynal that gouM
attend to tbe^allsof appetite, whilst another was preying^on
its .vitals» The fish which had fastened pn the poUacfc, was tilp

petromfzon rAormue# orsea lamprey. . It was nearly three feet

long, and resembled a large eel in shape. Its genend- cdkidr

was a dull brownish olive validated,with Uuish blptjlpH^J^
.hack darker, afidt,the^^beU]j[ inclining to yellow. ^The eyes

were small, and the meuth Itfge and ov^ ; but when distended,

circular. The ipside^^of the jawe was deeply cbhcaVe^ and

studded with circular sharp trian^lar teeth, that issued

from: corresponding orange-coloured papular protuberances,

which formed the gumii ; ;die tongue >;^raLs short and crescent-

shaped, fui^nished wi,th a ro^ ef very small |^eth round the

edge. On the toj^bf the head wasp'small orifice, or spout-hole,^

from whence' ij; (Uncharged the superfluous water taken at the

.mouth.
,
But q^cumstaace that^more. particularly distin-

guished it, was tflat which gavd rise to th^vulgar error that it

had sixteen eyes. On either neck, commencingjust

below the real ayes, was a row of sosren equidistant spiracles

exactly resembling eye^ thoy are, hoti^ver, holes lined with a

red membrane^ ^d^^all^emnc into t]^ ^outh, an apparatus

to supply the place^/bf^igiils, functi^s are to extract

oxygen frorh^tl^ perform w^)ifice Of lungs in

aquatic animals. ]^id%o dprsfiL fins, cueoh the lower part of

the back,iiaWow, rowiidish outline
; ft(|o|Eher commencing

where theJirSt l^^piii^ted. Th^^n^^ah^artilaginous, without

processes. ltiepj^rii^(lium,'^ra^|W heart, was a re-

markably strong t|iw|wj|r |(^as^s green as grass.

This fish il nqt uncq^hfd|||p the^North though it most

abounds in Uie whw^e, f^in times, it was

esteemed filxurioif^d^fc" Fish-pis||i we^ fptirposely con-

structed to preserve itf idJiTour coast, xen|iant*observes, that it

found most* fr^qUV^tfy at the mouth to the Severn, which river

it sometimes* ascetffll# where it is pccasionSlly taken, firmly

attached to a stone Its mouth, while tail ai^ body are

waviujg freely to the current., ll^ adhesicm at such times is so

it may be li^d^ with . a stoi|#||f twelve pounds

ap|ira(^d to its moiitb. This to Us



01^^ whiter thef d^instance of ite circular jami

^coming in dosa Contact with the surface of the body excludib

jthe external air within the cavity of the mouthy^nd so adheres ^

the hand placed on the cup of an air*pump. It is from

diis remarkable property, that its scientific mfme has been im-^

Its vulgar name, lamprey, ficom lam^etra, has a simi*

.

lalae^^on* ^ By the fiomans.it was named murmna. As
this fish waswell known and highly pirked by the ancients, there

is noiie has beeh so frequefitly described and. alluded to*

Aristotle, Hiny, Tacitus, Coknnella, ^ISlian, Sepeca, and Oppian,

have mentioned its properties aiii^hijibits, which correspond

exactly with those Iiave described above. Pliny says, in the

northern parts of France, and corjSequen|Iy contiguous to the

British. Isles, the lampteys scven^spots ki the jaws, re-,

sembling the constellation ofrthe plough, evidently the,same as

the eyes, which Vulgan opinion assigns to Their ex-

treme voracity Wtia such, that criminals ^|iverC thrown among
them to be devour^* Seuecn relatc^s, that^'Vedius PolHo, a

fioman knigh^ ordered his ^iyan%^Hvho had broken tsk crystal

vase, to be thrown into aJargC^pond of lampcpysj; and Colu-

mella writes, that they^ere somet^eS^ seizes! with a rabid fury;

that resembled canhic^adne^ f in the acq^s& of which, they

seized upon other^sb, so ^afit wfis iinj^ssiblc to keep them

in the same pond§ ;
and to account for t^is e^ftrabrdinary fero-

city, Oppian and Others ass^ that tie latl^ireyas impregnatefl

by a serpent
;

issuing fronsiS.he4fife, tho^other rush-

ing down tQ the^roclfe, ^ith madness^t^ consummate

the impregnatio]:|;‘|Un(i||ild^m^ tb^>:extj!:aordhi^ intercourse

was effected by tfiegaj(ppiiy sfez^g^the^?igefpeaPs head in its

* Petromjrzod; a and ,/

t In Gallia $eptentrion4^hr«uis omi^usAxtifa iiz:milxilla septenae

maculsB ad formain septenVionis aureowdore^lgent.

^ 'X
Nat Hb. ix. cap. 39.

X Fregeratunus^x'servirfciystalliniim ejui*; r&pi^um Vedius jussit,

nec vulgar! qu^daiii.inprte pcrituijiiih, muramhy^objichjubebatiur quas

ingens piscina continebat.-r-pENECA de /r^, cap. 40.

$ Ooilimisberi eas Itihm alterius notse.piscilTus nUn placet, quasi rabie

vexantur quod huic.^iieri Velut eaniho sniet. acciderck .Saeyitia perse-

quuntur squamosoa {uunmosque mand^pdo cbnsumunt.
' C04TJMBLL4&’J*cj8z*S^»cd|^ib^



*tQi O%ih0 jtfbtiftuf’.

WOttUt*; %is siiigalar c<^l«ition' wa& the reason 'Tvhy t1^

Stoibans^ who Were immoderately fond of lampreys, did net

wish to eat thtat^ when impregnated by the supposed serpentl

Hcnrace,' dtearefore, makes Nasidienus, among the blunders ^
his siq^mr; serve* it in that state f .

^

• Zitnapreys wei^ a favourite dish with our own early moni|ji|!ji.

Hairy II. died by eating them to excess. The celebrated

idko owed his death^to aifprfeit of them. Doctor Johnson fe>

marks in his life of therpoet,<^at.he^a^in the habit of cook>

ing them himself in ft‘ silver sauot^n. . The Corporation of

Oxford still make a pe^Odicals p]^ qf this fish for the king,

in' compliance with anqient usage. But lampreys have lost

their rmik at corporation fOasts, in consequence of the more de-

licious and' wholesoiqe tdrtle hffeing hitroduq|d into modem
cookery.

1 have .qever ^Qjficed lampreys in 'iSiet. Dublin fish-marka;

and though they^ i^quently ute^iq, the.Bouth of Ireland, 1

do not know have ever bben.jmnde^ article of food in

Dublin, or the ntilth, whei^they rarely metwitb.
C*

,

ObtervaUqnk ufovt ^ MotwftW of the Mimosa
* ^Pudica,’ SI'

TTo t9e*^tor«f Quarterly Journal officience.}

Dear Sir, *
>,

'

Towards m^lattcr part OTlhis*^ummer,.Bln Burnett

and myself several exj^tbnentd^with a view to ascertain

the nature of tl^j|^’e1ttPiifi"g^hi1fcteff byl^hle sehsW^

We afterwartfc'lbund greater j^rt of the facts which

we had observed^Jiad heefe g^iohsly fjescribfd by Mr. Lind-

^Ot ftif JrA Sfxirtei

HratS ftiv riioatfAtv^i %Mf Xwj»
^

Vitunvat J6«< %y^9i SxrUs

- Itutpos HuUeUit* lib* i. \^^554w«

fM Adfertur sq^uiUf9 inter mursena natant^s, ^

Zn padnd porr^ta; haec gravida/'

<5i9?ta est,>-Ho^ ii. Sat* 8.



On the lies6i» 4)f.ike-SmsiHve Plant. 7t

81^ sad Dr» Dtttroehet. Mr. liedsa/s observations are to be

gpiet \ritb in a,MS. jtreserved in &e library of the Royal

Society, vrhich is dated July 1790 : this essay is alluded to by

})l‘. Smith in his “ Introduction to Botany.” Dr. Dutrochet’s

e]^8riments were published in his “ Recher(^es anatomiques

e^il^siologiques sur la Structure intime de^Animaux et des

"Vi^tattx,” which appeared in 1624. ‘ With the latter author

the reputation of originality is likely^ rest : not undeservedly,

indeed, as there is np reason to suppose that his experiments

were suggested by a knowl^ge of those performed by Lindsay.

It is, however, an act ofliteraiy justice to secure to Mr. Lindsay

the credit of undoubte<l priority in describing the phenomena

which he noticed in common with Dutrochet. I have drawn

up the followingremarks partfy for this p.urpose—partly to have

an opportunity of mentioning some circumstances which escaped

the observation 6f both ^perimentalists.

The leaves of the Minlbsa Pudica cmisist either of one or

two or three pairs of leaflets, ‘afid oceasionall^^erminate by an

odd one. Each leaflet bear% ffem»fwentyit<fsixty subleaflets,

which are disposed in ptUfs. The pctio|c or stalk of each leaf,

at the extremity which*4s attached to the braricTi or stem of the

peant, sAvells -into ans,ii^mesccBCC varying from three to five

in length. A sim|lar intiihi^cenoS, of proportionate dimen-

sions, is seen upqn each subpetiole, where it jj'articulated with

the petiole, and up(m the of tl^ st^lrof each snbleaflet;

the intumescence is the part in which mblion takes place.

During the day-timeythe pgtfples are obsfhfod to have a

direction upwards, lor rathe^ to form an acjc^ angle with the

upper part of the st^p^r brandh^ tOjwhfch they are attached

:

the subpetioles are divergent; thesub^flets are spread out, so

as to lie nearly in oneplape; (Fifil,) „
During the night the^etioleS|^e found to be depressed

;

the subpetioles to b^drawn togefter; spbleaflets folded,

the upper or solar suriice||,of each 'pbir being brought into

contact {Fig. 2.) » .

"
*

*
^

»

The leaves rise,"the leaflets* diverge, 'and open by throwing

down their subleafldts, at daybreak
: ^ opposite changes occur

about stinset experiments th^.are to bf! described, are'

supposed to be peifoniaed in the day-*^^.
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If a tennlij«4^subleaflet be pinched

with forceps, or^^cut with scissors, it,

rises, together with its fellow
;
then the

next pair rise ;
then the next

;
and so

on in succession, tilV^all the pairs of.

£ubleailet&^ upon the same subpetible

are folded. In ajittle time afterwards,

fhe petiole is bent downwards ^ its

intumescence; and ih a few seconds

more the remllning leaflets npon the

same petiole foliL their subleaflets in

pairs, from tlie. tase towards the pointy

of the leaflet, - .

If a sublcaflet be burnt, instead of '

^

briing cut or pinched, the phenome||U

above d^ribed oqcUf more rapidly: ^

and after they hav^' taken plac^thc9(

adjoining leaves upon the same^braich^

ard^bent doWn in sUccession/their InaF-'

lets Sxbught together, and their sub-*

leaflefe folded.. If the plant be very

vigorous and Uvely,
. an imiwresrioft

Fig. 2.
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ia84e Qpon one leaf afifects the in succession. It is well

l^udwn that the sjem, branches, flowers, and roots of the sens!*'

^ve plant have no motion. But M. Desfontajnes observed

tl^ oa touching the roots with sulphuric acid, the leaves

become folded ; and M. Dutrochet obtained a ^ilar result on

buro^ either die flower or the stepi. i

Jf^e plant be shaken, all the leaves are simultaneously

thrown down, and their leaflets folded. « Mr. Lindsay attempted

to elucidate the action of the intumescence in raising and

depressing the petiole, in the following manner. He cut out

a portion from the upper or solar surface of the intumescence

;

after which he found
,
that the petiole, upon recovering, rose

higher than before, (Fig. 3;) From another leaf he removed

the inferior portion of the intumescence : he found, upon thU

injury, that the leaf declined more than before, and did not

again rise, (Fig. 4i) noticed that a thin slice, pared from

Fig, 3 . 4 . Ffgf 6.

either surface of the intumescence, has a like effect, but in a

less degree than a deep excision.: and he found that when

similar experiments are made, upon the intumescence of the

subpetiole, there is no essential difference in the result.

ihus Mr. Lindsay discovered, that the forpe whi£h raises

the petiole exists in the loweFpart of the intumescence, and

that which depressds*k, in the upper. He seems to have con-*,

sidered the teq^pmrary excess of force in either part is.

produbfd by-ait impidsion of the sap from the vessels of thf

yit^ding pentitm .intoi^ol^ 9^ the portbi). ... j



Dr. Sutfocfiet viewed tfagse pl^enomene. in nome mpedfcs^^

more justljr* He remarked, in addition to yhAt Lindsay

observed, thad if, instead of the upper and under surface,

lateral part of the intumescence he removed, the petiole be-

comes not rai^Bd or deflected, but inclined towards the side

on which ft is injured (Fig. 5) ;
and that if longitudinal

^
slices

of the upper, or under, or lateral portions of the intumeScehce

are immersed in water, these separate slices immediatdy

become incurvated, that edge being concave which looks to-

wards the axis of the intumescence. From these facts Dutro-

chet inferred that the texture of the intumescence possesses

aome modification of irritability; that, when excited, each

length of the intumescence (to use a very imperfect expression)

forcibly assumes an incurvated figure, like a curved spring

returning from a state of temporary extension
;
that the petiole

is raised, when the action of the lower part of the intumescence

predominates ; is depressed, when the upper porfion acts with

increased enefgy.

Mr. Burnett and myself had arrived at very similar conclu-

sions respecting the agency of the intumescence, before we

became acquainted with the inquiries of Lindsay and Dutrochet.

In Dutrochet’ s able researches, a more exact analysis, how-

ever, was obtained of the functions' of this part. He discovered

that the cortexof the intumescence is the seat of its irritability:

for upon wholly removing the bjurk, so as to expose the ligneous

substance, the petiole was found to have been rendered motion-*

less. Nevertheless, the intumescence, thus mutilated, remains

capable of transmitting an impression made upon its leaflets to

the leaves adjoining, Dutrochet furlher ascertained, that the

ligneotis substance alone is fitted to convey the peculiar stimu-

lus, which spreads, from o, point of the plant that has been

irritate^^ tp the juljoining, leaves. >

The ^periments already mentioned appear to explain the

mode inVhich the elevation anj| depression of the petiole, and

thp divergence and approximation of the sulqietioles are pro-

dweri* It is probable that the contrivance for folding and

expieiiiding the subleaflets is of a similar Mature. Mr. Burnett

andmyss^ conjectured that «aeh subleaflet is tt^sed by the

tmdkr part bf^the intumescence that deists at its boiiei Und dei



of ^SenriUveJPJhnt

,|)r«sged by some action of tb<? ujjper portion of the same intu-

ip^ence* In ^ing the soundness of this hypothesis, we met
jfith the following evidence in its favour :— g

, Mr. Lindsay had observed, that at . the moment when the

petiole is depressed, the under part of its intun^scencc assumes

a.deeper colour, Hut the under part of the intumescence of

the jfetiole is the portion which is shortened during its dej)res-^

sion, and which is overcome on this occasion by the superior

force of the upper portion.

Now it is to be remarked that in the subleaflets the upper

part of the little intumescence belonging To each corresponds,

in one respect alluded to, with the lower portion of the jntu**

mescence of the petiole
;

it is the iwrtion shortened ivhen the

leaf isfolded. And we found, upon examination, that it like-

wise distinctly changes colour at the moment when the sub-

leaflet rises, while the under surface of the intumescence of the

subleaflet does not change its hue.

in pursuing this inquiry, another point of correspondence

between the mechanism which depresses the petiole, and that

which raises the subleaflets, was stated, which has yet additional

interest.

When the plant is not in its most lively state, the under sur-

face of the intumescence of the subleaflet (6, Fig. 2,) and the

upper surface of the intumescence of the petiole (a, Fig, 6,)

Fig. 6 . Fig, 7, Fig, 8 ,

may be pricked with a needle, without producing action.

But if the opposite surfaces, those namely, which change colour

and are shortened when the petiole is*' depressed and the

subleaf|eti|^olded, ^ are touched with the point of the needle

these aetkiha are mst&taneously produced. Here the sub^

JULY—OCT. iwr. ’ G
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leaflet is mo$t delicately s^sible
;
a slight touch mth thf

point of a needle upon the tippier surface ^of the intume^

sconce of thcj Subleaflet (c, Fig. i,) causes the single sub*

leaflet stimulated to rise
;
and in this manner all the sub*

leafiets upon ony side of a leaflet may be raised, their fello'Vtrs

remaining expanded . if the touch be something sharper, the

felloMI subleaflet rises at the same time; if ruder still, the ipxt

pair of leaflets fold directly afterwards, and the irritation then

pfoceeds entirely througii the leaflet. But the most satisfactory

and curious results are obtained on stimulating the extension

surface of the intumescence of the petiole. The needle may
be applied to every point upon the upper or solar half of the

intumescence of the j)etiole (o, Fig. G,) without producing any

visible eflect
;
but if the irritation be applied upon the under

half, (cZ, Fig. (>,) either quite below or laterally, the petiole is

immediately depressed. The transition is abrupt from the sur-

face against which the needle may be made to prick, without

exciting action, to one which, when the needle reaches it, causes

the petiole to be instantaneously thrown down.

It appears, therefore, that each intumescence has a surface

especially a^iapted to receive mechanical impressions
;
which

surface is placed on the side of the intumescence opposite to

that, by which the consc({uent motion is produced. A curious

but vague analogy may be traced between these surfaces of the

sensitive plant and the organs of sense in animals.

We painted with a tliick layer of lamp-black in oil the intu-

mescence of different petioles in diflerent ways
;
the upper sur-

face of one, the under surface of another, the side of a third.

The experiment was followed by no sensible effect. After a

few minutes the petioles, which had been thrown down by the

operation, rose again in each case, and fell again as readily as

before upon being stimulated afresh.

We tfled what result would ensxie upon slitting the intume-

scence of the petiole horizontally. The petiole, after this in-

jury, did not recover its usual direction
;
the intumescence ap-

peared to have wholly loi^: its properties
;
the leaf seemed to

depress the petiole by its weight alone, yet the leaflets ex-

.panded, exhibited their usual irritabili^, upon depend-

ing stalk. The some effect, however^liras observe^ when the
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intumescence was divided by a longitudinal incision, made ver-

tically instead of horizontally.

I have already mentioned that Du<rochet discovered that the

ligneous fibre is the channel, along which ^ impression is

conveyed from one part to another. Mr. Bur|ett and myself

hS4 made one or two experiments upon the course which the

irriibition follows when spreading from leaflet to leaflet, whe^re

several are placed upon the same petiole. ^
If the upper third of a petiole bearing four leaflets be ^

vided longitudinally, the irritability of the leaflets remains for

many days unimpaired
;
upon cutting with scissors one sub-^

leaflet after the plant has recovered itself, the irritation is ob-

served to descend the wounded leaflet, anrl then to pass to that

adjoining upon the same side of the petiole; afterwards the

petiole falls, but there the eflect stops
;

it does not extend to

the two other leaflets
;
the direct route is cut through, and the

irritation seems to find no circuitous way, as might have been

expected, ])erhaps through the intumescence of the petiole back

again to the leaflets, on its summit. Jf on a petiole, bearing

four leafl(^ts, a lateral incision be made, cutting the petiole half

through it at a point between the two leaflets which are situated

on one side, upon irritating either of the leaflets, between which

the incision has been made, it folds its subkiaflets
;
then the

two opposite leaflets fold their subleaflcts
;
and last of all, the

leaflet next adjoining ihat first irritated, but isolated from it

by the incision, becomes folded.

In the few remarks which I have thus put together, I have

quoted landsay and Dntrochet only as far as their researches

anticipated my own : I leave unnoticed many experiments, in

several of which these authors are again found to have acci-

dentally coincided. The experiments to which I allude do

not, however, serve to illustrate the nature of the motion ex-

hibited by the sensitive plant, to the examinatioo of which sub*

ject alone my attention was, in the present instance, directed,

ill the expectation that it might throw light upon the obscure

and interesting subjecl of muscular action.

I Remain, my dear Sir, Your’s truly,

,
Herbert Mayo.

1

9

, George Hanovef^qmre,
Augusib29^ 1827 .
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Experiments on the Nature of Labarraque^s disinfecting Soda

Liquid. !l3y M. Faraday, F.R.S., Corr. Mem. R. Acad,

Sciences, Pa\jis, &c. &c.

k

1. The following experimental investigations relate to ^6
P|5.uii of that medicinal preparation which M. Labarraque lilis

lately introduced to the world, and named Chloride of oxide of

Sodium. They were occasioned by the accounts which were

given of this and other substances of similar power, to the

members of the Royal Institution, at two of their Friday even-

ing meetings*
;
the value of the preparation, the uncertainty

of its nature, and the inaccuracy of its name, all urging the

inquiry.

2. In the first instance the inquiry was directed to the na-

ture of the action exerted by chlorine gas upon a solution of

carbonate of soda, questions having arisen in the minds of

many, whether it was or was not identical with the action ex-

erted by, the same gas on a solution of the caustic alkali, and

whether carbonic acid was evolved during the operation or not.

Chlorine was therefore carefully prepared, and after being

washed was sent into a solution of carbonate of soda, in the

proportions directed by M. Labarraque
;
u e. 2800 grains of

crystallized carbonate of soda were dissolved in 1.28 pints of

water; and being put into a Woulfe’s apparatus, tw^o-thirds of

the chlorine evolved from a mixture of 967 grains of salt with

750 grains of oxide of manganese, when acted upon by 967

grains of oil of vitriol, previously diluted Avith 750 grains ofwater,

were passed into it
;
the remaining third being partly dissolved

in the washing water, and partly retained in the open space of

the retort and washing vess^. The operation was conducted

filowlyythat as little muriatic acid as possible might be carried

over into the alkali, ^he Common air ejected from the bottle

l^ntaining the solution was collectecl and examined
;
but from

beginning to the end of the operation not a particle of car-

bonic acid was disengage4 from the solution, although the chlo-

rine was readily absorbed. Ultimately a liquid of a A^ery pale

V See the last volume of this JouAal, pp. 211 ,'4^0.
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yellow colour was obtained, being,the same as M. Labarraque’s

Spda liquor, an(\ with which the investigations were made that

will hereafter be described. ^

' ^3. An experiment was then instituted, in wMch the effect of

excess of chlorine, upon a solution of carbon alfe of soda of the

^aline strength as the former, was rendered evicront* The solu*

t}on was put into two Woulfe’s bottles, the chlorine well lyashed

and passed through, until ultimately it bubbled through both

portions without absorption of any appreciable quantity. As
soon as the commoii air was expelled, the absorption of the

chlorine was so complete in the first bottle, that no air or gas

of any kind [massed into the second, a proof that carbonic acid

was not liberated in that stage of the exjieriment. Continuing

the introduction of the chlorine, the solution in the first bottle

gradually became yellow', the gas not being yet visible by its

colour in the atmosphere above the solution, although chlorine

could be detected there by litmus paper, U]) to this time no car-

bonic acid gas had been e\ olved
;
but the first alkaline solution

soon acquired a brighter colour, and now carbonic acid gas

began to separate from all parts of it, and passing over into the

s()cond bottle, carried a little chlorine w ith it. Thj^soda solu-

tion in the first bottle still continued to absorb chlorine, whilst

the evolution of carbonic acid increased, and the colour became

heightened. After some time the evolution of carbonic acid

diminished, smaller (juantilies of the chlorine were absorbed

by the solution, inid the rest ])assiiig into the atmosphere in the

bottle, went from thence into (he second vessel, and there

caused the same series of changes and actions that had occurred

in the first. Tlie solution in the first bottle was nbw of a

bright chlorine yellow colour, and the gas bubbled up through

it as it would through satufated water.

4. When the clilorine had saturated the Soda solution in the

second bottle, and an excess of gas suffi(aent to fill several large

jars had been passed thrpugh the w^hole apparatus, the latter

Avas dismounted, the solutions put into bottles and distinguished

as the saturated solutions of carbonated soda
;
they were of a

bright greenish-yellow colour, and had an insupportable odour

of chlorine.

5. The aaturated solution (4) was then examined as to the
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change which had been occasipned the action of the chlo-r

line. It bleached powerfully, and apparently contained nQ
carbonated al\tali : but when a glass rod was dipj^d into i^r

and dried in a warm current of air, the saline mj^r le% whett;

applied to moisl^ifened turmeric paper, reddened^ considerab^Jf

at; first, and theil* bleached it; and this piece^of paper bejii^

dried tod afterwards moistened upon the bleached part, gav0

indications of alkali to fresh turmeric paper.

6. A portion of the saturated solution (4) being wanted, in^

stantly evolved chlorine gas, then assumed a dingy app^rance^

and ultimately became nearly colourless
;
afij^^^which it had an

astnngent and saline taste. Jleing evaporated to dryness at a

very moderate temperature, it left a saline mass, consisting of

mu^h common salt, a considerable quantify of chlorate of soda,

and a trace of carbonate of soda. This mixtur(>! had no bleach-

ing powers. The dingy appearance, assumed in the first in-

stance, was found to be occasioned by a little manganese which

had passed Over into the solutions, notwithstanding the care

taken in evolving and washing the gas.

7. From these experiments it was evident that when chlorine

was passed^/i excess into a solution of carbonate of soda (3)

,

the carbonic acid was expelled, and. the soda acted upon as if

it were caustic, a mixture of chloride of sodium and chlorate of

soda being produced: wiih ilie exc(!plion of the small portion

of carbonate of sodji which, it appear may icmain for some time

in the solution in contact with the excess of chlorine at com-

mon temperatures, without undergoing this change. The quan-

titles of chloride of sodium and chlorate of soda were not ascer-

tained, no doubt being entertained that they were in the well-

known proportions which occur wfien caustic ’soda is used.

8. The Labarraque’s soda liquor %hich had been prepared

as described (2), now^iilbnined relative to the part the

chlorine played jn it, ^ the change the alkali had undergone,

tod was soon fouijd to be v^y different to that which has been

,4j@6cribed, as' indeed the expeigmtots I had seen made by

Phillips^ led me to expect. , The solution had but little

odioUf^of chlorine, its taste was at first sharp, saline, scarcely at

'
, £iaa,^j^^L aftwi Journal, p. 461 ; and Phil. Mog, N, S„ 1, 376.
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all alkaline, but Y/itfi a pei^ting^astringent biting eifect upon

the tongue. WJben applied to turmeric paper, it first reddened

and then hlqfehed it. g

, 9. Aj}6iti^ of the solution (2) being boij^d, gave out no

l^lorine ;
it but little changed by the ^leration, having

ttre same peculiar taste; and nearly the same ideaching power

as before, Ulis is a sufficient proof that the chlorine, though

in a state ready tp bleach or disinfect, must not l)e considered

as in thfe ordinary state of solution, eUlier in water or a saline

fluid
; ^r ebullition will freely carry off the chlorine .under tlie

latter Oircumstal^es.

10. A portion- evaporated on the sandbath rather hastily,'

gave a dry saline mass, quite unlike that Ic'fl by the saturated

already describol (6); and whicJi, when dissolved,^‘had

the same astringent taste as belbro, and bleachvid solution of

indigo very powerfully : when compared with an equal portion of

the unevaporated solution, whicli had been pUiced in the mean
time in the dark, its bleaching power upon diluted sulphate of

indigo was 30, that of the former being 70. Another portion,

evaporated in a still more careful manner, gave a moss of damp

crystals, which, when dissolved, had the taste, smell, find bleach-

ing power of the original solution, with almost equal strength.

11. These experiments shewed sulliciently that the whole of

the chlorine had not acted upon the carbonate of soda to pro-

duce chloride of sodium, and chlorate of soda ; tliat much was

in a peculiar state of solution or union which enabled it to

withstand ebullition, and yet to act freely as a bleaching or dis-

infecting agent; and that probably little or none had combined

with the sodium, or been converted into chloric acid. ^ To put

these ideas to the test, t^jgO ^tiqual portions of the Labarraque

solution were taken
;
one was j^Tut^nto a large tube, closed at

one extremity, diluted sulphurii^cid waslidded till in excess,

and then air blown through the i^ixtiftc by a long small Open

tube, proceeding from thp.mouth, for the purpose of carrying

off the chlorine
;
the contend of the tube were then heated

nearly to the boiling*"point, air being ccfntinually passed through.

In this way all the chlorine wtiich had combined with the car-

bonated alkali without decomposing it, was set free by the sul-^

phuric acid, and carried off by the current of air and vapour,

whilst any whi^ had acted chemically upon the alkali would.
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ttfterthe action of the sulphuric acid, be contained in solution aa

muriatic and chloric acids, and from the diluted state of tho'

whole, would fiot be removed by the after-process, but remain

to be rendered ^videut by tests. The
,
other portion being dijr

luted, had sulphji ric acid added also in excess, ))ut no attempt

was made to remove the chlorine. Equal quantities of thejso

two portions in the samq state of dilution were then examined

by nitrate of silver for the quantities ofchlorin|^ sensible in them,

and it was found that the latter portion, or that which retained

the whole of the chlorine thrown into it, co^fg^BL^cd aboVS sixty

times as much as the former. '

12. NowSlthough it may be supposed in the former

portion that part of the chlorine, which, iii acting energetically,

had produced chloric acid, could not be detected by the nitrate

of silver, j^et more than a sixth of the small portion which re-

mains cannot be thus hidden
;
and even that quantity is dimi-

nished by the sulphuric acid present in excess, which tends- to

make the chlorine in the chlorate sensible to nitrate of silver

:

so that the experiment shews that nearly 59 parts out of 60 of

the chlorine in M. Labarraqiie’s liquid are in a state of weak

combination with the carbonated alkali, and may be separated

by acids in its original condition ; that this quantity is probably

wholly available in the liquid when used as a bleaching or disin-

fecting agent
;
that little, if any, of the chlorine forms chloride

of sodium and chlorate of soda with the alkali of the solution

;

and that the portion of chlorine used in preparing the sub-

stance which is brought into an inactive state, is almo|^ insen-

sible in quantity.

13. The peculiar nature of this compound or solution, with

the results Mr. Phillips had shewn m(^(8), obtained by evapo-

ration of a similar preparatipn to dryness, induced me to try the

effects pf slow evap<jSratioD, cr^ltallization, heat, and air upon it.

Tn the first place five d^ual portions of the solution prepared

by myself w^ere. measured out: two(.^ere put into stoppered

bbttles, two Were put into basins fud covered over with bibulous

pl|ier, and one was put into a |>asin which was left open ; all

were aside in an obscure place, and remained from July

1^'t^August 28th. Being then examined, the portions in

were found crystallized . and dry ; the crystals were

large and flat^ striated and imperfect, resemblii^those formed
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in a similar way from carbonate of soda. They were not small

and aciciilar, were nearly alike in the three basins, and had

effloresced only on a few minute points. A part pf one portion,

when dissolved, gave a solution, having an alkaline taste, with-

^t any of the, pungency of *Labarraque*s liq|nd; and which,

when tested by turmeric paper, reddened, but did not bleach it.

14. One of these portions that had effloresced least was

selected, and being dissolved, was compared in bleaching power

upon diluted sulphate of indigo, with one ofthe portions of solu-

tion tiiat had 'been preserved in bottles. The fornter had

scarcely any vii^^ effect, though sulphuric acid was added to

assist the actiott^f*^ single measure ofthe indigo liquor coloured

the solution permanently blue, whereas seventy-seven such

measures were bleached by the portion from the bottle. Hence

the process of slow crystallization had either almost entirely

expelled the chlorine, or else had caused it to react upon the

alkali, and by entering into strong chemical combination as

chloride and chlorate, had rendered it inert as a bleaching or

disinfecting agent.

15. From the appearance of the crystals there was no reason

to expect the latter elfecl
,
but to put the (juestion to the proof,

one of the evaporated portions, and one of the fluid portions

contained in the bottles, were acted upon by sulphuric acid,

heat, and a current of air, in the manner already described (11),

to separate the chlorine that had not combined as chloride or

chlorate. They were then compared with an cqiial portion of

the solution, which retained all its chlorine, nitrate of silver being

used as before : the quantity of chloride indicated for the latter

portion was 60 parts
;

whilst that of the fluid portion deprived

of as much free clilorinej^.as could be, by sulphuric acid and

blowing, was 6 parts ;
and for the evaporated and crystallized

portion, similarly cleared of fre#chlorine, ’bnly 1.5 parts.

16. This result, as compared with l!he fornfer experiment of

a similar kind (11), shewed, that though reaction of the chlo-

rine on the carbonate had tak^n place in the evaporated portion,

it was only to a very slight extent, since the chlorine was

almost as much separated from it by the process altogether, as

it had been from the recent preparation by sulphuric acid,

blowing, and heat The experiment shewed also that tbet^
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nifBs a gradual reaction of th^ chlorine and alkali in the fluid

preparation, proceeding to a greater extent than in the evapo^

rated portion
;
,for chlorine, equal to five parts, was found by the

nitrate of silver to remain. Hence this preparation is one

which deteriorattys even in the small space of forty-three days,-

Whether the effect will proceed to any great extent, prolonged

experiments only can shew.

17. From an experiment made upon larger quantities of the

Labarraque liquor, it would appear that the force of crystalliza-

tion alone is sufiicient to exclude the chlorine. A q^ntity

was put into an evaporating basin, and left q|>vered over with

paper from ^ly lOth to August 28th. Beihg then examined,

a few large crystals were found covered over with a dense

solution
;
the whole had the innocuous odour of Labarraque’s

fluid, and the fluid the usual acrid, biting taste. The crystals

being separated, one of the largest and most perfect was chosen,

and being well wiped on the exterior, and [)ressed between folds

of bibulous paper, was rubbed down in water, so as to make a

saturated solution. This had no astringent taste like that of

Labarraque’s fluid, or the mother-liquor, but one purely alka-

line; and when applied to turmeric paper, reddened, but did

not bleach it. Kcpial portions of this saturated solution and

of the mother-liquor were then compared’ in bleaching power,

acid being added to the former to assist the effect : it was found,

notwithstanding that portions of motlier-liquor must have

adhered to the crystal, that its solution liad not ^i-th part the

power of the mother-liquor. This, in conjunction with the

other experimtmts, is a striking instance of the manner in which

the carbonate of soda acts, as a simple substance, with the

chlorine in the solution. The ciyst^d itself had never been in

contact with the air : but whether it should be considered as

the excess of carbonate of soda only which ciystallized
;
or

whether it is essential to the formation of these crystals that

chlorine should simultaneously be given off into the air
;
or

what would take place, if the wat^r wc^re abstracted without the

ev^oJution of chlorine, I have not determined.

, . 111*; Notwithstanding the perfect manner in which the chlo-

be thus separated by crystallization and slow evapo-

lidiai tb dryness, yet it is certain that by quiqk evaporation a
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substance apparently quite dry^ may be obtained, which yet

possesses strong bleaching power. In one experiment, where,

of two equal portions, one had been evaporated in the course

twenty-four hours to dryness upon the warnL part of a sand-

^th, when compared with the former, it hiw not lost more

than one-thinl of its bleaching power. ^

19. With the desire of Itnowing what eftbct carbonic acid

would have on Labarrat[ue’s fluid, and whether it possessed

in a greater or smaller dt'greo the power of ordinary acids

to expfel the chlorine, portions of the solution were put into

two Woulfe’s bQt|les, and a currtmt ol* caft)onic acid gas passed

through them. The gas was obtained from sriphuric acid

and whitening in a soda-waler a|)paratus, and was well washed

in water. The stream o(‘ gas brought away small portions

^f chlorine with it, but th(‘y were not sensible to the smell,

and could only be detected by putting litmus puper into

the current. An immense quantity of gas, equal to nearly

1300 times the volume of the fluid, was sent tluough; but yet

very little chlorine was removed, and the bleaching powers of

the fluid were but little diminished, though it no longer appeared

alkaline to turmeric paper. Air was then passed through the

solution in large quantity; it also removed chlorine, but appa-

rently not quite so much as carbonic acid.

20. One other experiment was made u])oii the degree in

which the carbonate of soda in Labiirraque’s liquor resisted

decomposition by the chlorine, even at high teinperatui'e. Two
equal,portions of the fluid were taken, and one of them boiled

rapidly for fifteen minutes; both were then acted upon by

sulphuric acid, blowing, and heat, as described (11), and the

two were then t(?sted by nitrate of silver, to ascertain the quan-

tity of chlorine remaining : it was nearly tlircc times as much
in the boiled as in the unboiled portion

;
and by comparing

this with the results before obtained (ll), it will be seen that,

after boiling for a quarter of an hour, not more than a twentieth

part ofthe chlorine had acted upon the alkali, to form chloride

and chlorate.

21. It would seem as if I were unacquainted with Dr. Gran-

ville’s paper upon this subject, published in the last volume of

this Jour^, p* 371, were I to close my remarks without takiog
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•

any notice of it. Unfortunajely, Dr. Granville has mistaken

M. Labarraque’s direction, and by passing chlorine, to “ com-
plete saturation,” through the carbonate, instead of vising the

quantities direc^d, has failed in obtaining Labarraque’s really^

curious and verv^ important liquid
; to which, in consequence^

not one of his observations or experiments applies, although

the latter are quite correct in themselves.

Boyal Institution^ Sept. 3 , 1827.

HlEROGLYPiyCAL FRAGMENTS
;
Wllh SOlilP RemttrJcS Oft EnGLISH

Grammar, In a Letter to the Baron William Von Hum-
boldt. By a Correspondent.

My dear Sir, •

I AM happy to tell you that our prospects of new documents

from Egypt are very rapidly increasing : Mr. Burton has had

the good fortune to discover at length, in a mosque, the triple

inscription for which ho has been some years in search
;
and he

has been negociating with the Paclia for its removal. From its

magnitude and state of presiTvation, there is every reason to

believe that it will rival the pillar of Rosetta in its importance,

and I sincerely hope that it will tend to ch.eck the wildness of

conjecture, which has been rioting without bounds in the regions

of Egyptian literature. Mr. Tattam is printing a Coptic

grammar, and I am preparing an Ai)pendix, which is to contain

the rudiments of an Enchorial Lexicon : I ardently wish that

Mr. Burton’s inscriptions may come to my assistance before 1

complete it. I have received notliing from France or from

Germany for these four years past: even what is published

seems by some fatality to have been withheld from me;

and the booksellers send no answers to my commissions. I

ti*ust your brother will not forget his kind promise to think of

me at Berlin.

^
I have to thank him and you for your obliging present of

yqijj Letter to Abel Remusat on the Genius of the Chinese

I^^agCf which has greatly interested me : the best return

qau make will be to give you some remarks which have

me on the language of hieroglyphics in general^
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and on the character of the Enghsh language, which seems to

approach, in its simplicity, as you have yourself observed, to

the natural structure of the oldest language^ immediately

related to the hieroglyphical form of represe^tioii. I fear,

however, that I must apologize to you for the ^want of method
with which I shall be obliged at present to throw my fragments

together: but it may be allowable to make some difference

between a letter and a finished essay.

Hieroglyphics, in their primitive form, are scarcely to be

considered in any case as simply a mode of expressing an oral

language: they may be a direct and independent representation

of our thoughts, that is, of recollections, or sentiments, or

intentions, collateral to the rejirescntation of the same thoughts

by the language of sounds. We find, in many of the Egyptian

«noniiments, a (loul)le expression of the same sense : first, a
simple picture, for instance, of a votary presenting a vase to a
sitting deity

;
each characterized by somti peculiarity of form,

and each distinguishejd jilso by a name written over him
; and

this may be called a pure hieroglyphical representation, though
it scarcely amounts to a language, any more than the look of
loAX‘ is a language of a lover. Bui wr^ universally find that

the tablet is accompanied by a greater variety of characters

which certainly do constitute a language, although we know
little or nothing of the sounds of that language

;
but its import

is, that “ such a king offers a vase to the deity;’’ and on the

other side, that “ the deity grants to the king health and
strength, and beauty and riches, and dominion and power.” It

is common to see, in these inscriptions, a number of characters

introduced, which are evidently identical with some of those

in the tablets: and however some of them may occasion-

ally have been employed phonetically, there can be no question

of the nature of the changes which their employment must
have gone through before they assumed the character of sounds

:

but this is altogether a separate consideration, and foreign to

the present purpose.

Now it is obvious that objects, delineated with tife intention

of representing the originals to the eye by their form, must
necessarily be nouns substantive ; and that the picture, con-

taining no veib whatever, can scsurcely be said to constitute
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either a positive or a negative assertion. At the same time, it

must be allowed that a picture of King George the Fourth’s

coronation, the date 19 July 1821, could scarcely be con-

sidered otherwii^ than as asserting a historical truth ;
and if

any emblem of 'yuth were attached to it, or if it were deposited

among the recorfis of other historical facts, it would be equiva^

lent to the expression, George IV. crowned in July 1821,’*

which svaredy wants the verb 7vus to convert it into a positive

assertion of a fact.

Strictly speaking, however, there seems to be no direct mode

of supplying the want of the* verb is or was in pure hierogly*

phicai WTiling; and if any such sign was employed in the

Egyptian or the old Chinese hieroglyphics, its introduction

must have been arbitrary or conventional
;
like the employment

of a postulate in mathematics. Ji\ery oilier part of a language

appears capaVjle of being reduced, with more or less circumlo-

cution, to the form of a noun substantive
;
and the English

language ap[)ears to approach to the Chinese in the facility

with which all the forms of grammar may be shaken off.

There is, however, often occasion, in such cases, for a certain

degree of metaphor approaching to ])oetical latitude ; and hence

it may happen that the least literary nations are sometimes the

most poetical. It is, in fact, impossible to exclude metaphor

altogether from the most prosaic language ; and it is frequently

difficult to say where nietufdior cuds and strict logical prose

begins; but by degrees the metaphor drops, and the simple

figurative sense is retained. Thus we may say liquid ruby

with the same exact meaning as crimson ivine

;

and yet ruby

would never be called an adjective, though employed merely to

express the colour : in coral lips, however, the coral, first used

metaphorically, is converted by habit into an adjective, and the

expression is considered as synonymous with labri corallini.

The general custom in English is to place the figurative

substantive, usedms an adjective by coinpsirison, or by abstrac-^

tioa, before the name which retains its proper sense ; thus a

che$lnut horse is a chestnut .like or chestnut coloured horse

:

a hoi^ chestnut is a coarse kind of chestnut: and in this

manner we are enabled to use almost every English noun sub-

stantive as an , adjective, hy^an ellipsis of the word like^ wbich^
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if inserted entire or abridged, wpuld make a real adjective of

the word, as warlike, friendZ^. But this omission of the term^

nation, like other figures of speech, is easily forgotten in the ordi’^

nary forms oflanguage
;
and theGermans, as welJTas the English^

make use of almost all their substantives in the; place of adjec-

tives, though they are more in the habit of continuing them

into single long words. When, however, the substtptives are so

used, they generally become by abstraction real a^ectives : for

we seldom think of a chestnut, in speaking of the colour of a

horse
;
but the idea of a light brown coat, with an ngly pale-

red mane and tail, and a fidgety temper, is very likely to occur

to us : and in a horse cbeshmt the idea of a horse out of the

question
;
we only think of a coarse fruit which a man cannot

eat: so that the true sense, in both these instances, is that of a

quality; but coral Ups and imry hands are rather elliptical

expressions, composed of tw’o substaulives, which might fairly

be represented hieroglyph ically by tluj assistance of a branch

of coral and an (dephant’s tusk. .But to describe an abstract

quality by any hieroglyphic character, I’eprosentative of form

only, w'ould be generally impossible ; colours might be imitated,

if we supposed coloured figures to be employed
;
hut other

simple ideas, such as those of sound or touch, could never be

immediately presented to the eye ; and^ some circuitous inven-

tion would always be re(|uived for their reiiresentalion.

Horne Tooke has shewn, with considerable felicity of illus-

tration, that all the parts of speech may be resolved into the

noun and the verb
;
but he has not pointed out so clearly that

every verb may be resolv(h1 into a noun and the single primi-'

tive verb is or was, which, in this sense, may be said to be the

only essential verb in any language ; as we find, indeed, in the

Coptic, that almost every noun becomes a verb, either by the

addition of pe, or sometimes even without it. Thus, the morn-

ing BLUSHES is synonymous with the morning is red; he loves

justice, with he is a lover ofjustice ; and I AsTan Engiyhman,
with the person now speaking is an Englishman. But this must

be understood of is, was, or will be, in all its tenses'^ the idea

of time, if expressed, being an essential part §f the verbal sense.

I confess ^at some of these reflections have occurred to me
hi looking over e very singular work^which I htul the curiosity



to see what kind of infoirm?itio!| epuld be

a ,person notoriously and frofessedly ignorant of

Ijfolations of the langua^ which" he attempts to

teapfa t.'hnd^ jimsiiQr.t^ wj^i^at kind of light could be diffused by^

an. apostle of dai^iesS. Blunders^ and some of them ridiculous

enoiigh^ must» ofcourse, be found ia the works of such a person,

but most oOhem are" such as every sehoolboy might correct;

and there iillly is so much of sagacity in some of Mr.

bett’s remarlfs on the errors ofothers, that they well deserve the

attention of such as are ambitious to write or speak with perfect

accuracy.

1 shall not attempt to enter into a regular criticism of this

Grammar

;

I shall merely make a few miscellaneous observa-

tions; as they have occurred to me in reading it, several of

whiro would be ecj^ually applicable to the best of" the existing

works of a similar nature.

In I^etter 111 we are told that long and short, though adjec-

tives, do not express qualities, but merely dimension or dura-

tion ;
from a singular misconcc])tion of the proper sense of the

word quality. We find, in Letter i V, the rule given by most

grammarians, though not by all, that the article A becomes

AN, when it is followed by any word beginning with a vowel

;

but it is surely more na^ral to follow the sound than the spell-

ing, and, as we sliould never think of saying an youthful bride,

it seems equally incorrect to say an useful piece of furniture

;

for the initial sound is precisely the same. In the same manner

A unit and a European, seems to sound more agreeable than

AN ;
and the best speakers appear to adopt this custom.

Letter VIII gives us a rule for doubling the last letter„of a

verb in the participle if an accent is on the last syllable; but it

should be observed that the 1* is doubled^ whether accented or

pot, as in caballing, travelled, levelled, cavilled, controlled^

The same • letter contains a List of verbs, which, by some

persons, are erroneously;deemed irregular,” and which have

been so deemed from tfae of our German and Saxon an-

<:p^rs, though Mr* Cobbett thinks it would be more philoso-

to conjugate them regularly-
.

Thus we may see at once

u^fr^eexe may us'well give usfrozen, asfrier^ gives the Ger-

vms ge/form; that hangmay make hung Qtjkmgedi accord,^
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iiii'g 'io its sensife/as in German weiiavc hienge from

hdngte from Mngen, t0 execute. For sling and slung^'^^Ua^^

, authority in schtingea^ geschlwQgen, for spring and sprung

^springen and gesprungen; for swollen, swamfor swum, and

swung, in geschwollen, geschwommen, and geschwungen. And
it is quite clear from, these examples that the bad practice

of jabbreviating, or shortening,” has nothing to^o with the

mitter.
^

In Letter XIV we have a very distinct examination of a rule

in punctuation which has been commonly .adopted by good

printers, without so distinct a description of its foundation,

“ Commas are made use of, when phrases, that is to say ‘ por-

tions’ of words, are ‘ throwed’ into a sentence, and which are

not absolutely necessary to assist in its grammatical construe-*

tion.” In a word, two commas are very nearly equivalent to

the old fashioned parenthesis. Again, “ the apostrophe ought to

be called the mark not of elision, but of laziness and vulgarity

a remark made in truly classical taste, which might have been

extended with perfect propriety to the subject of the next para-

praph, the Hyphen, the insertion of which is, to make it uncer-

tain whether the words united by it are one word or two. He
goes on admirably in the next page. Notes, like parentheses,

are interrupters, and much more ^ublcsome interrupters,

because they generally tell a much longer story. The em-
ploying of them arises, in almost all cases, from confusion in

the mind of the writer. He finds the matter too much for Aim*

He has not the talent to work it all up into one lucid whole;

and, therefore, he puts part of it into Notes'' “ Instead of

the word and, you often see people put For what reason I

should like to know. But to this 4“ is sometimes added a c ;

thus, And is, in Latin, et, and c is the first letter of the

Latin word caetera, which means the like, or so on. This

abbreviation of a foreign word is a most convenient thing for

such writers as have too much inddle^cc or too little sense to

say fully and clearly what they ou^ te>- say. If you mean to

say and the like, or, emd so on, why'not say it ? . ^ , Tfie abbrevi-

ation is very frequently made -nse of without the writer having

any idea of its import.” But k is surely a mischievous maxim,

never to /‘ think of mending what you write. ' Let it go. No
JULY—OCT. 1927.
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after puintingP Ott the otiieir bfttid he is

|t» i^iMliiing f< against the use of what, by some^ is called the

Who k to know what is intended^ by the use of these

doehee f * . .

.

Ifeis a cover for ignorance as to the use of points {

,

ted it can answer no other purpose.’’

In Letter XV, there is a singular conceit with regard to die

hteping up|||distinction between a and an, where it is insisted

that we mu^not say “ a dog, cat, owl, and sparrow;” becattiie

Owl requires an ; “ and that it should be, a dog, a cat, an owl,

and a sparrow whiyh is certainly better, and would be so, even

if there were no owl in the question.

Letter XVII. The criticism on Milton’s “ than itjhofn none

higher sat,” is perfectly correct. T'han is never a preposition,

and^i^ simply a variation from the older then, both in English

and in German. John is better than James means simply

John is good first, then James : er is eher or e’er. Who would

sound awkwardly, but would be more grammatical.

Letter XIX gives a definition of the ellipsis, which would be

a lesson to Apollonius himself : the compasses, it seems, do

not take their sweep all round, but leave out parts of the area

or surface.” Tlie objection to Blackstone’s language is very

questionable. “ The yery scheme and models was settled,”

may, perhaps,T)e defended, because scheme and model are con-

sidered as one thing, the words being intended to illustrate each

bther, but not to point out different attributes of the adminis-^

tration ofjustice
;
and both %vords may be admitted, as a col*-

lective tejm, to go\ern a singular rather than a plural verb.

It seems also to be an error to make with a conjunction rather

than a preposition, and to say “ The bag, with the guineas and

dollars in it were stolen,” oi* zeal, with discretion, do much.”
^ I expected to have seen,” is justly noticed ns a common
drror for I expected* to see.” The meaning of an active verb

is erroneously confounded with that of a transitive verb^ ki the

tenarks on the word elope, which means to go off, or to run

0% and w^^should naturally say was gone oft‘, but had run bffi

nature of the subjunctive mood is dismissed in the same
without better success than haa been obtained by foimev

gtteimftrians. An essay was published about, thirty yearn ago

iiMk periodiesl'worjk, which brings the subject into a smldl ctelH
^
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piaft ;
soggeatmg that the subjunotive mood ought always to he

confiadered as a eondiiiimal future. The examples given aiWr

If the Elbe is now open, we shall soon have die mails,

ihm^ ifthere be any news from the army, I willeend it you im««

mediately.” If Catiline was generous, it was in order to

serve his ambition.” The subjunctive past, if I were, becomes

paresent, by being the future of the past
;
going ba^ to the time

when the present was future, and therefore contingent ;
and

this conditional sense involves no difficulty, except when a mis-

taken adherence to the fancied rules of^rammar forces it in

where it has no business : thus the rules of some grammarians

would lead us to say, if Catiline were ambitious
;
which is to-

tally contrary to the true sense of the subjunctive. Mr. Cob-

bett seems to have some such distinctions in view when he says

that ” if has nothing at all to do with the government of the

verb. It is the sense which governs.” By this he means that

i/* does not require a subjunctive unless is relates to a future

contingency. He is right in saying “ Though her chastity

is becoming, it gives her no claim to praise” : but most decid-

edly wrong in adding she would be criminal if she was not

chaste ”
;

for was is here used as relating to the present cir-^

cumstances, wl^ich are the future of the past, and therefore re-

quire the subjunctive were to denote the condition intended.

He has, however, done signal justice to the cause of this injured

verb, by introducing it for was, in his sixth lesson, where he saya

it should have been ** Your Lordship were apprized of every

impoilant circumstance.”
^

Such errors as this, however, are easily corrected, and many
6f the acute remarks which have been here copied are well

worthy the attention of practical grammarians
; at the same

time enough has been said, without any disparagement of

Cobbett*s talents, to show that a man cannot be well qualified

to< teach that which he has not had the means of properly learn-

ing. For although the English language appears at first sight

to be extremely simple and philosophical in its structure, it

has, in fact, been derived from a variety of heterogeneous,

sources
; it has undergone a variety of vicissitudes, and h«ui

seirved for the exp>!es$ion ofa multiplicity of discussions on

most refined subjects mliterature.and history and science,

H 2
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the feelings oforatory, and the passions of poetry, and it has been

worn a^y by degrees, as the crystal in the stream is worn to a
pebble, till it has returned to a simplicity which wears the aspect'

of the immediate offspring of the Chinese or Egyptian or Mexi-

can Hieroglyphics. But with all this, it has still some spots, some
idioms, which invariable custom obliges us to retain

;
and which

can only be ^stinguished from corruptions and vulgarisms by
tracing their history through the different stages of its progress,

including, of necessity, the corresponding idioms in the parent

languages out of whicji it has arisen.

Believe me always, my dear Sir,

Your’s very sincerely,

31^ # 4c «

Malaria : an Essay on the Produciio7i and Propagation of
this Poison, and of the Nature and Localities of the Places

by which it is produced, with an Enumeration of the Dis^

eases caused by it, and of the Means of diminishing and
preventing them, both at Home and in the Naval and
Military Service. By J. Mac Ciilloch, M.D., P.R.S,,
&c. &c. Longman and Co. 1827.

Though we have given a place in our Journal to two
articles on Malaria from Dr. Mac Culloch, we have thought it

expedient to take some notice of his book under the form of

a review ;
particularly as some matters have come under

our cognizance, which may add some illustrations to this

subject where the author appears to have been in a state of
deficient information, or to have shunned the question for

reasons Which appear to us somewhat over refined.

We allude principally here to the localities and the facts,

as they are now before us ; circumstances and events which
seem to us of the greatest importance, as enforcing the value

of the details which he has collected, and as holding out
warnings to the people respecting the preservation of their

healths, in addition to those which the work before us has

f
iven in describing the soils or characters of ground in

Ingland from which this destructive poison is generated.

Am before we proceed to the analysis of his book, we shall

state what those are, or at .least a few of them, while won-
dering that he should have overlooked them, or regretting

tbst any fancies should liave prevented him from stating

wouldf have been of so much utility.
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It is notorious that, in the Jast autumn, the rertifttent

fevers in various parts of the country amounted to a species

of pestilence, such as has scarcely been known in England
from this cause, or we might almost indeedfsay, from any
other disease since the days of Sydenham. Wherever ague
had 'ever existed, or even been supposed possible, in those

places was this fever found : so that in all the well-knowu
tracts in Lincolnshire, Norfolk, Suffolk, Kent,£^sex, Sussex,

Hampshire, and so forth, there was scarcely a house without
one or more inhabitants under fever, while the event, as might
be suspected, was a considerable mortality. In the parish

of Marston, in Lincolnshire, for example^ it amounted to 25 in

300 inhabitants ; in some other places, it reached one in

sixteen, one in thirteen, one in nine. And so extensive was
its range, that even Hastings did not escape ; while it should
be almost superfluous to say that every other town on the

sea-coast was so much infested by it, that they who resorted
to them for bathing, as usual, found themselves most awk-
wardly situated, and also suffered in considerable num-
bers.

To come nearer home, and to what must interest us of the
metropolis more, the same fevers were extremely abundant
in various parts of the outskirts of London, as also in the
viPages or towns which are connected with it, within a range
of from six to. ten miles. Not to enumerate all these, this

was the case throughout the range of streets or houses which
extends from Buckingham Gate to Chelsea ; in which long
line, it is said, that almost every house had a patient or more
under this fever : though, as the author has truly observed,

these were mistaken for tvphus, or at least thus misnamed.
Thus it was also about Vauxhall and Lambeth ; and to a
great extent among all that scattered mixture of town and
country which follows from Whitechapel, from Bishopsgate,

and so forth, and very particularly along Ratcliffe Highway,
and so on, to an indefinite range along the river, not only on
this side but on the opposite one, so as to include Rother-
hithe, and then proceeding onward to Deptford, Greenwich,
Woolwich, Plumstead, so as to carry us beyond the boundary
which we proposed to notice.

And in addition to the towns or villages which we have
just named, we may enumerate il^wisham, in which we knew
one house in which there were nine patients under this fever,

which proved mortal to one.^ Dulwich, especially subject

to this disorder, Fulham, Ealing, and the several other viL
lages along the Thames, as far ste Chertsey ; and even Ricti-
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ttond^ as at Lewisham* there was one house huown
to us* inasmuch as being intimate friends* where ten indivi-

duals at one time were suffering under this disease.

We iboi^ j(^t prolong this enumeration* since we might
easil]^ a doaen of our pages with similar detaUs* rang-
ing* in fact* all over England ; but we must still observe* that

whatever was the pestilence last year, it promises to be much
greater in present one. This is easily judged from
manner in which the season has set in ; but still more deci^^

edly from the extraordinary prevalence ofague in the spring;

since that which is intermittent fever then, will be remittent

in the autumn, or rather, as the author has justly remarked,
there will scarcely be a definite season of vernal intermittent,

but the remittent will commence immediately, increasing in

extent and severity as the summer advances, and promising
to become, in the autumn, the greatest season of disease that

England has known for this century.

As an example of this, it must suffice to enumerate two or

three facts, while these are as satisfactory for our purpose as

a thousand would be. The most general of these is, that

ague is at this moment extremely abundant where it was for-

merly so little known as not to be noticed, and that where
single cases used to occur, there are now hundreds. Thus
has it prevailed at Fulham and Ealing, and in the out-

skirts of London, and even in the town itself ; and thus does
it BO prevail at Greenwich, Deptford, and* in the associated

vicinity, that a medical friend informs us, that it comprises

more than two-thirds of his entire practice* which is very
extensive ; whereas a few years ago he had rarely a patient

in a year. Thus also in the Military Hospital at Woolwich,
there were in the spring three hundred pfli^entB with this

disease ; while in former times, we are assured, that an ague
was scarcely known once in five or six years.

These are a few of the facts within our knowledge, but not
one in a thousand* which evince the necessity of the publica-
tion before us ; a book which seems to have been singularly

well-timed, in as far as its purpose is, by a dissection of the
sources of malaria, to diminish the ravages of both these

kinds of fevers. And in this view we consider it a work of
Vi^y considerable utility, inasmuch as it points out all the

heedful circumstances, as to prevention, in great detail; while
these seemed particularly called for in England, from the

-entire and not less singular neglect which this subject has

«k|)en«QCed, not only from the people at large, but JGnnn the

JhMiGsI profession. Beyond tai% all that we need nyreif
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the character of the work is, that it contains the only r^nlair
complete attempt at the natural history of Malaria that

has been executed ; since the several foreign writings on this

subject are mrtial, or imperfect, or their investi-

^tions; and naving said thuemuch» shallpi|^ed to give
a brief analysis of its form and matter. And; this analysis

may be truly brief, witlsut inconvenience y since the two
Sssays from the pen of the author, to which we have given

a phlce in our Journal, will supersede the necessity of mak-
ing that useful and practical abstract which we should others

’Wise have felt ourselves bound to give.

To pass over an introductory chapter of the usual neces-

sity, the author commences by pointing out the several dis-

orders, in a general way, which are produced by malaria, for

the purpose of proving the sources of this poison ; and as we
are of those who take the facts as already proved, we need
not notice it further.

The third chapter details the characters of those soils or
situations which are most commonly or generally admitted to

produce this noison : and though it contains some facts not

very universally known, we shall also pass it over as of less

moment than that which follows.

This is the fourth chapter, containing the details of the

circumstances producing malaria, which have been either

denied or overlooked ; and it is one of the most important

practical chapters in the book, inasmuch as it is to the po-

pular ignorance of these that we must attribute a large pro-

?
ortion of the cases of fever occurring in common life.

'hese, therefore, we shall mark briefly ; and even the briefest

notice will be^ of use in the way of precaution, while we
must refer tdffehe book itself for those proofs of the truth of
the several views which we could not take room to give.

Generally, however, we may state this leading argument of

the author, because it is brief, and, to us, appears satisfac-

tory. It is this : that as the quantity of the poison which
any person can inspire is necessarily small, and as this small

quantity can be produced by a small marshy spot as well as

a large one, it is the same, as to the production of disease,

whether the marsh is a foot square or a mile, provided the

exposure be complete : while also, any piece of ground where
vegetables decompose under the action of water, is virtually

a marsh, or must produce malaria.

This enumeration, therefore, under that view, comprises,

in addition to marshes, whether fresh or salt, all the oases

where.water is presentin such a manner as to act upon
* and the chief are the fpllo^ing*
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It is shown, and by facts^that the rushy swamps of high
moorlands, however small the extent, do produce this dis-

ease ; and we must not here forget to name what, however,
belongs to the\^receding chapter, woods and coppices, little

suspec^ in England, yet shown to be the cause of fevers in

Wales^and also in Sussex; very probably, every where else.

It is also shown that meadows ajfll moist pastures, whether
in flat lands or on elevations, generate fevers ; and very par-
ticularly, should they have been affected by inundation or
unusual moisture, and if that should be followed by heat.

And while it is also specifically shown how, in all cases, it is

the produce of the drains or ditches required in meadow
lands, it is distinctly proved that, even without these, ma-
laria is produced, or that it is generated by the meadow or

moist pasture itself.

It is also shown that this poison is produced by rivers, by
all flat rivers at least, or those of which the progress is slow
and through meadow lands ; while this is pointed out as one
of the causes, especially, which is not suspected or not be-

lieved in England. And here We can add a fact to our
author’s statement, which is decisive : this is the case of the

barracks at Mornc Bruce, in Dominica, situated on a steep

and rocky hill, perfectly dry, and free from all other causes

of suspicion, while eternally subject to the most severe fevers.

And the cause is, a mountain stream, about 300 yards be-

low this building, in the valley, always, covered by a mist

in the evenings, and ascertained, by direct experience, to be
the very cause of the dis€?ases in question.

Our author also notices canals, mill-ponds, ornamental
waters, and all other pools and ponds, ©v^^o so small a
dimension as those formed in gravel-pits

;
polipng out those,

in particular, as common causes of fever about London, and
apparently much inclined to pass a very severe judgment on
the canal in St. James’s Park, and also on the pond in St.

James's Square, while apparently restrained by his pruden-
tial reasons, which appear to us sufficiently misplaced, or, as

"We should fairly call them, somewhat absurd. But as we
must not affront a'**writer whose papers we have admitted,
we shall say no more on this matter. In noticing drains, he
aho speaks of moats and modern fortifications; attempting
to jihow that the fevers so common in the sieges of ancient

castles were produced by their moats, and noticing the fami-j

fabt of the frequency of fevers in fortified towns. Lakes
alfib are pointed out as situations generating this poison : and
iilis here especially notioed' that if, in those and other cases,

malaria is produced by the vegetable growth and decompo-
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sition, so is it the consequence of the exposure of the mud of

such receptacles of water
;
a cause which is again treated of

at greater length in the subsequent chapter.

This chapter relates to what the author cal^ obscure and
disputed cases. We shall pass over these, which, as not
implying precautionary measures, are of the least interest,

and commence by noticing the case of vegetable putrefaction.

It is attempted to show, that the vegetable need not be living

to produce malaria, but that, even if utterly decomposed, its

elements, acting on water, can generate this poison. Among
the cases under this head, are flax and hemp ponds, common
sewers and drains, dunghills, and tide» harbours ; and the

evidences under each are sufficient to make good the asser^

tion. But the most important of all, in our view at least,

is bilge-water : since our author has pretty clearly shown that

all the fevers of ships (excepting, of course, a few casual in-

stances of contagion) arise from this cause, and that if ships

were kept clean, fever or sickness would be nearly unknown
at sea. This we do indeed conceive one of the most import-

ant points in the work before us
;
and if the author has re-

ferred to Sir Henry Baynton, as a stranger, we can quote
him, as a friend, that warrants for all that is here asserted,

and for far more
;
since his collection of facts on this subject

is most important, and we think him almost culpable in not

having long ago given them to the public. If the Leviathan

was ^ways the healthiest ship in the navy ; if she even left

the West Indies, after a long anchorage and service, with a
crew of 500 men, and not one sick, it is a case in the navy
which never occurred before, nor since, and which arose

entirely from'^^ knowledge of this able and careful officer

respecting th'^mbject that we are discussing.

A sixth chapter explains, under the head of revolutions in

the production of malaria, a variety of circumstances not

easily admitting of abridgment. The chief of these are, the

effects produced by drainages, and reversely, those which
arise from inundations or other incidental causes affecting

the state of the soil. But the most important view which it

contains is that which relates to the effect <of embankment in

rivers, and to the geological changes produced by the distri-

bution of alluvia. As, however, we cannot well state this in

a small space, we ^hall pass to the chapter on the Propaga-

tion of Malaria.

This is the largest, and, as it strikes us, the most interests

ing of the whole ; while the author has made it the dep^
sitory of a variety of remarks and recommendations on thie
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Bubject^ Tery particularly a%it relates to the army* Jf' bo 19

correct,--r-and we see no reason to doubt it, from the uature
of the statements,—the ignorance of this subject, even among
the medical department of the army* has been most extraor-

dinary and most unaccountable ; while if.Walcheren is proof

enough of this, the writer before us has pointed out fiicts

enough to showtfaatit was not a solitary case, while evidently

resti^ined^ by fear of some sort—^w# are ^almost inclined to

call it eo#ardice—from telling all that he might have told*

And we"do think it wrong to retain or suppress that which
IB important to the public safety, under a fear that the feel-

ings of Individuals onay be hurt; since the business of a
writer is'with juBtice aoH utility, and the security or welfare

of thousands is of infinitely greater moment than the comforts

of a few, and those also culpable.

Under this head, propagation, the author describes how
this poison, is conveyed by the winds, while the facts add
much to the number and variety of the precautionary mea-
sures. And here also we find a speculation of no small

curiosity, respecting the East wind, attempting to prove that

wherever this is insalubrious or pernicious, it arises from its

being the vehicle of malaria ; while attempting also to prove
that this substance can be conveyed from Holland to the

coasts of England in that wind. We shall not pretend to

give an opinion on this subject ; and, since the author himself

has noticed it in the paper printed in our present number,
we shall suffer our readers to form their own judgments
respecting it.

One also of the most curious facts mentioned in this chap-

ter, is the singular limitation of malaria
; a^jUjye must admit

that the instance quoted as to the ChathdiH|cad is so re-

markable as to be almost incredible ; though, as we find that

alii the people agree in it, we cannot pretend to say it is not

a fact. Indeed the facts of this nature, so familiar at Rome,
are fully as inexplicable

;
so that all we can conclude is, that

we are ignorant of the philosophy of this subject : no very
^reat cause of surprise, unless it were proved that we could
explain every thiag else which belong to meteorology.
. in theeignth chapter W'e have an explanation of the effects

climate and seasons in the production of malaria; and
wbUc we need not analyse the facts which it contains, we
may introduce in 14^ of this, the explanations which its

4(ta^eaQiaits afford as to that recent increase of the diseases

.j^f which we noticed at the commencement of thiB

SlbB last fiew years have been distinguished for an
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unoommon prevalence of East xvinds, and to such a degree

indeed, that we can find no meteorological records at all to

be compared with the history of these years. And while the

history of the intermittent and remittent, in London at least,

from the time of Morton and Sydenham downwards, shows
that all its periods of such diseases have been periods of
East winds, it is not difficult to see how it acts as to both

classes of marsh fever.^ To London, in particular, it is the

best conductor, propagating the malaria from all the moist

lands to the eastward. To the East coast, if our author^s

theory is valid, it brings the malaria from Holland ; and,

moreover, as it forms our hottest summoi's, it causes our own
climate to approximate more to th^southern ones, and thus

enables our lands to produce a greater quantity of malaria

than in ordinary summers.
To pass from the eighth chapter, the ninth is a partial

sketch of the geography of malaria ; a chapter for which the

author apologises, but which is nevertheless a very interest-

ing collection of facts on a subject where a volume is, doubt-

less, a desideratum. And it would require a volume ; while,

in spite of our author^s fears, we can really see no reason

why such a statistical account of health should not be drawn
up for England, when the utility of it is unquestionable. It

is true that people cannot abandon their homes or change
their residences, because their lots happen to be cast in an
insalubrious country. But it is not less important to know
what and where taese dangers are ; because, though the

inhabitants may be compelled to abide, they can still correct

much of the evil by the various modes pointed out, or avoid

much of the-^^rd by resorting to the obvious precautions.

To be ignorm||f*is to be exposed - to the full evil : to know
where it lies, is to know how and where to avoid it in nume-
rous ways ; since it will be found that by far the greater

number of diseases occurring, were not necessary or una-

voidable, but have been the result of ignorance as to the

precise fact or spot which did produce the effect in question.

And this we conceive to be the great use of the book before

us ; and that if ever it, or a code of rules founded on it,

ehall become popular, or form a vade meevm^ particularly

in the country, tn# effect will be to reduce most materially

the quantity of disease, and very particularly ‘that which is

by far the most serious, the summer^dtid autunmal fevers.

. On this ground, we should be glad to see* a geography of
malaria for England ; and we do hope that it will he under-*

taken by some person of sufficient industry^ and of moise
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courage than onr author ; while we cannot doubt that who-
ever attempts it would at least find it a profitable specula-

tion. With these remarks we must pass over this chapter,

as we could t4ke no statement from it which would serve

any useful purpose; though, as far as it goes, it will form
a very useful guide to travellers on the continent of Europe,
or to those who, as emigrants, are m search of a residence

abroad. ^
The tenth chapter examines the inquiries which have been

instituted into the chemical nature of malaria, leaving the

question just where it was. In fact t^e, as chemists, do not
believe that this sdlengs is yet in possession of the means
required for analyses or this delicate nature ; but we see no
reason whatever why it sliould be despaired of, when che-

mistry has already, within a very few years, effected things

which seemed far more impracticable and hopeless.

The eleventh and last chapter contains an enumeration of

the diseases produced by malaria, presenting a most formid-

able list, and absolutely making us shudder in some of the

details which relate to the worst parts of France and Italy.

The representation here given of the average of life in these

districts is particularly striking
;
while of the truth of all

the facts, we can speak from personal knowledge. Our
author has also noticed tjie effect of this poison on animals ;

showing that it is the cause of the noted epidemics in cattle,

and also of the rot in sheep. If he will look into Livy, he

will find a confirmation, which he appear® to have passed by
when quoting that author for epidemic seasons : this being,

that in the same years in which epidemic ‘‘ pestilences’’ ap-

peared among the people, there was also ajj^gcat mortality

among the cattle.

We do not know what his own profession will say of his

attempt, or rather proposal, to prove that the celebrated

disease of the nerves called Tic Douloureux is the produce of

malaria and a mode of interaaittent fever ;
nor how they will

receive his proposal^to arrange Sciatica and Rheumatic pains,

with many other local diseases, under this head. But this is

not our affair : and as he has promised us two other volumes,

on all the diseases which are produced by^ malaria, including

these, we must wait with patience ; knowing at least that he

is a dealer in facts and not in hypotheses, and expecting,

that even if he should fail to establish his point, he will try

to do as he has been used to do in the other sciences

which he has attempted, through the road of facts and
evidence.
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An Account of a new Germs of Plants called Reevesia. By
John Lindley, Esq^ F.L.S., &c. &c.

In a collection of dried specimens of plants sent to the Hor-

ticultural Society from China, by Mr. Reeves, are a few

branches, with flowers, dft a remarkable genus which is at pre-

sent undescribed, but which is of so curious a nature, and of

such importance Avith reference to the determination of some

natural affinities, that I have thought it deserving immediate

record
;

es})ecially as drawings of the; fruit, which have been

subsequently obtained from the same indefatigable correspon-

dent of the Society, render its history tolerably complete.

The branches appear to be fragments of an evergreen tree
;

they are slender, rounded, and smooth. The nascent gemnue

are covered with a dense rufous pubescence. The leaves are

alternate, becoming, towards the extremities of the branches,

opposite by approximation; their form is ovate-lanceolate

acuminate, and in size they vaiy from three inches to nearly six

in length
;
the surface, even of the youngest, is perfectly smooth

on each side
;

their veins are inconancuous, the lowest pair of

vena primarim being divergent at aff angle of about 40°, while

the others spread outwards at an angle of55° or 60
°

;
the venm

arcuatae and extenise are obscurely seen, but form together a

number of rhomboidal spaces, equal in diameter to nearly one

third of each side of the leaf
;
the proportion borne by the pe-

tiole to the lai3^a is variable, sometimes equalling one-fourth

of the length 6i the latter, and not un frequently being less than

one-sixth of its length : this proportion not depending upon the

station of the leaves
;
the petiole is smooth, half-round, and

thickened at the extremity, whone it unites with the lamina.

Stipulce are none. The flowers are greenish-white, in terminal

thyrsoid compound racemes ;
the upper part of the rachis, and

of its branches, is slightly protected by stellate pubescence;

the pedicies are closely covered with pubescence of the same

nature, and have one subulate downy deciduous bracteola at the

base, and . another towards the apex. The calyx is inferior,

campanulate, tapering a little towards the base, densely clothed

Avith stellate pubescence, bursting irregularly at the apex inta
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four or five ovate teeth, which are somewhat imbricated^uriog

aestivation, but which are separated by the growth of the petak
long before the expansion of the flower ; the veins of the calyx

are remarkably reticulated, and wheh cut, a considerable quan-

tity of mucilaginous viscid fluid is exuded. The petals are

whitish-green, hypogynous, with a convolute mstivation ; their

ungues are spatulate, and as long as#he calyx
;

their lamines

oblong, spreading flat, and then overlapping each other at the

base ;
at the point of separation of thg, unguis and lamina is a

small callus, and on each side a notchi'upon the margin. The
stamens are seated upon a long, filiform, subclavate, smooth

torus
;
the^^amen^s are consolidated into a capitate five^toothed

cup, nearly closed at the orifice, and on the outside of this cup

are placed the antherce, three to each tooth
;
the latter are two-

cell^, with divaricating cells, whic]|]i^ open longitudinally, and

are so entangled with each other that the whole surface of the

cup appears, when the antherm have burst, to consist of a single

mauy-celled anthera. The pollen is spherical and smooth. he

ovarium is seated within the cup of stamens, and is so entirely

concealed that it cannot be discovered till some part ofthe cup

is removed by violence
;
iUs ovate, smootn, and formed of five

insejiarable cells, each of^ich has two ovula placed one above

the other, and attached to their placenta by their inner margin

;

the stigma is sessile, with five radiating lobes. From the

Chinese drawing, the half-ripe fruit appears tg be fleshy, with

live deep angles, and five cells, without any remains of calyx,

and with a slight appearaii^of separation b^jj^en the lobes.

The ripe limit is an obovate, five-angled, n^-celled, five-

valved, retuse, woody capsule, with a loculicidal dehiscence,

and no separable axis. The seeds are attached one to each

side of the valves, and are es^anded at their lower end into a
wing.

.

From this description it is obvious that, with the single ex-

ception of the contents of the seed, we are in possesion of all

that it is essential to know of the structure pf this plant. The

next subject of consideration is its affinity.

The stellate pul>escence, the thickening of the petiole at the

point ^irhere it expands into the lamina, the station of the sta*^

meas upoa a long filiform torus, ihe external position of ther
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and the union of the filaments by threes into a cup

satroiinding the ovarium, are all characters that forcibly call to

recollection the genus Sterculia. The calyx, indeed, in that

genus is generally divided i^uch more deeply than in the plant

nOw under consideration, and the antherm are usually seated at

the base ofthe ovarium; but, on the other hand, in Sterculia

oolorata of Roxburgh, wIAh^ ifa distinct genus, (Erythropsis)

as I am inclined to believe, is nevertheless next of kin to Ster-

culia, the calyx is of tl^e same figure and divided in the same

degree, and the antheraeS are also combined in a capitate cup
inclosing the ovarium. If, however, we pursue this’ cdmpa-
rison fui*ther we find that, with the characters now adverted to,

the similarity ceases
;

in Sterculia there are no petals, the

calyx has a valvular not imbricate aestivation, the cells of the

fruit separate into distinct folliculi, and do not combine into a

solid woody capsule, and the seeds are destitute of wings.

The fruit suggests so obviously some affinity with Ptero-

spermum, that it is next necessaiy to institute a comparison

with that genus. Stellate pubescence, a calyx divided into five

portions, five hypogj^^ous unguiculate petals, and fifteen fertile

stamens united into a cup, seated qp a stipitiform torus, and

surrounding the ovarium, five-celled ovarium, a woody five-

c^elled capsule, with a loculicidal dehiscence, no axis, and

winged seeds
;

all these characters are common to Pterosper-

mum and our plant; but on the other hand the points in which

they differ areofmuch importance. The spstivation of Pterosper-

tnumis valvata||curved not imbrioftte
;
its calyx is five-parted,

not four—^five-toothed
;
its anthers have parallel not divaricating

cells, and are seated upon long distinct filaments, not sessile,

upon the outside of a capituliform cup
;
and finallythe petioles

of the leaves are not^connected wdtfe the lamina by a thickened

space. The seeds are also winged at the apex, not at the

base, but upon this point it is not my wish to insist.

If the^comparison thus instituted with Pterospermum and

Sterculia be attdtftifrely considered, we cannot fail to remark

that the subject of these observations is nearly equally related

to bodi; to Pterospermum in its petals and fruit, tO" Sterculia

in its calyx and stamens. It must, therefore, be stationed be-

tween two genera, thfis confirming^e propriety ofM«
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Kunth’s combination of the Sterculiacese of Ventenat with thie

Bytttieriacem ofMr. Brown
; and, in fact, breaking down every

barrier between them.

There are many other points thaf will suggest themselves to

the Botanist, in which this plant is highly worthy of considera-

tion, but for the present it will be enough to give the botanical

characters with which »t may stand recorded. It is named in

honour ofJohn Kecves, Esq., now resident at Canton, towhom
we are indebted for our knowledge of it, from whose unwearied

exertions iiv the cause of science the bbtany of China has re-

ceived tSateiiat assistance, and to whom our gardens are in-

debted for many of the fairest ornaments they contain.

HEEVESIA.

Ord. Nat, BvIPTNERiACEjfs ;
Bterculiam {Erythropsin) inter et

Pierospermurn,

' Calyx campaniilatus, 5-dentatus, festivatione imbricate, pube stellate

tomentosus, bracteolatus. Petala 5, hypogyna, unguiculata, ®stivatione

conyoluta, callo inter iingiiem et laminam. Stamina in toro longo fili-

formi insidentia. Anllierio 1 5, .sessilcs, in cyatlio capiluliformi, apice

tantum pervio, obsolete 5-dentalo coniiatae, extiwsae, biloculares, loculis

divaricatis intricatis, longitiirluialiter deliiscentibus. Pollen sphsericum

glabruni. Ovarivun sessile, intra cyathum aiilherifcrum, ovatum,

glabnun, 5-augulare, 5-lociilare, loculis dispermis. Ovula margini locu-

lomm unum* super alteriim afiixa, superiore basi concavo in inferiorem

incumbente. Stigma 5-lol)iun, simplicissiinnni. sessile, Capsula stipi-

lignosa, obovata, 5-aiigidans, 5-looiilaris, loculicidd 5-valvis, axi

nuUo. Semina cuique loculo basi alata. (Chinae) folUa

alternis exst^platis, racemis terminalibus CQxiippsitii9$;jloiibiis albis.

1. Reevesia thyrsoidca. / ,

Habitat in China (v. s. sp. io Plerb. ct iconei^lh Bibliotlieca Soc.
Hort.) ^
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ASTRONOMICAL AND NAUTICAL
COLLECTIONS.

i. Elementary View of the Undulatort The^ of Light.

By Mr. Fresnel.
[Continued from the last Nunib^.J ^

1 sHAi<L not undertake to explain Jiere 1n .detalk the reasons

and the calculations which lead to the general forjmul^ that

I have employed to determine the petition of tifie frizes and

the intensity of the inflected rays : but I think it fight to

give at least a distinct idea of the principles on which this

theory rests, and particularly of the principle of interference^

which explains the mutual action of the rays of light on each

other. The name of interference was givfetfby Dr. Young
to the law which he discovered, and of which he has made so

many ingenious applications.

This singular phenomenon, so difficult to be satisfactorily

explained in the system of emanation, is on the contrary so

natural a consequence of the theory of undulation, that it

might have been predicted from a general consideration of

the principles of that theory. Every body must have ob-

served, in throwing stones into a pond, that, when two groups

of waves cross each other on its surface, there are points at

which the water, remains immoveable, when tlie two systeips

are nearly of t^ satoemagnitude,|piile there are otKiaV places

in which the fdi^ of the waves i^ augmented bj^lheir con-

currence. The reason of this is easily understood. The
undulatory mofiql|^df the surface of the water consists of ver-

tical motions, whieh^lternately rv^ and depress the particles

of the fluid. Now, m consequence of th^intersection of the

waves, it happens, that at certain points of their meeting,

one of the two waves has an ascending motion belQnging to

it, while the other tends at the same instant to depress the

surface of the liquid : consequently, when the two opposite *

.impulses are equal,Jt can neither be actuated by one nor the

other, but must remain at I’est. On the fcontrary, at the

points in which the motions agree in the^' direction, and con-

spire with each other, the liquid, urged iQ the same direction

JULY—OCT. 1B2Z. . I
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by each of the forces, is raised or depressed with a velocity

equal to the sum of the efiects of the two separate*impul^,

dr to the double of either of them taken singly, since they

are now supposed to be equal. Between these points of per-

fect agreement' and complete opposition, which exhibit, one

the total absence of motion, the other the maximum of oscil*

lation, there are an infinity of intermediate points, at which

the alternate motion4akes place with more or less of energy*

accordinjgly asM they approach more gr less to the places of

perfect^gre0inelit,i«*fer of complete opposition of the two

systems of r^dtion ivbiclfare thus combined, or superinduced

on each.other. .

'The waves whi^jh are j^ropagated in the interior of an

elastic fluid,* though very different in their nature from those

of a liquid like" water, produce mechanical effects by their

interference, which are exactly of the same kind, since they

consist in alternate oscillatory motions of the particles of the

fluid. In fact, it is sufficient that these motions should be

oscillatory, that is, that the particles should be carried

by them alternately in opposite directions, in order that

the effects of one series of waves^ay be destroyed by those

of another series of equal intensity ; for, provided that the

difference of the route of the two groups of waves [derived

from the %ame origin] be such, that for each point of the

fluid the motions in one direction, belonging to the first series,

correspcmd to the motioqil^ belonging to the second, in the

opposite dii;^ction, they lii^st perfectly nei^ralise each oth^r,

if their intensity is equal: and the particles .of the fluid must

remain in repose. This result will a^lwayi^gld good, what-

ever may happen to be di^e direction i^^^^scillatory mo-

tion, with regard tp that iA which the undulations are propa-

gated
;
provided tilat the direction of the. oscillatory motion

,
be the same in the two series to be combined. In the waves

which are formed on the surface of a li(^d, for ex&mple, the

direction of the oscillation is [principaljj^ vertical* while the

waves are propagated horizontally, and^^sequently in a di-

rection perpendicular to the former jvih the undulations of

sound, on the contrary, the psg^latory motion is. parallel to

direclmn of the propagation of the soundt [or rather is
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identioal with it] ; and these un&ulations, as well as the waves

of water, are subject to the laws of interference.

The undulations formed in the interior of a fluid have he're

been mentioned in a general manner : in order to form a dis-

tinct idea of this mode of propagation, it must be remarked,

that when the fluid has the same density and the same elas-

ticity in every direction, the agitation produced in any point

must be propagated on all sides with the same velocity ; for

this velocity of propagation, which must not be confounded

with the absolute velocity of the particles^ d<‘pen<j(^ only on

the density and elasticity of the fluid. It follows thence that

all the points, agitated at the same instant in a similar man-
ner, must be found in a spherical surface, having for its centre

the point which is the origin of the agitation t so that these

undulations are spherical, while the waves, which are seen on

the surface of a liquid, are simply circular.

We give the name of rays to the right lines drawn from the

centre of agitation to the diflerent points of this spherical

surface ; and these rays are the directions in which the motion

is propagated. This is the meaning of the term sonorous

rays in aCustics, and of luminous rays or rays of light in the

system which attributes the phenomena of light to the vibra-

tions of a universal fluid, to which the name of ether has been

given.

The nature of the different elementary motions, of which

each wave is composed, depends on the nature of the diflerent

motions which Constitute the primitive agitation. The sim-

plest hypothesis that can be entertained concerning the form-

ation of the lun^nous undulations, is, that the small oscilla-

tions of the particles of the bodies, which produce them, are

analogous to those of a pendulum removed but little from its

point of rest ; for we must conceive thc particles of bodies,

not as iinmoveably fixed in the positions which they occupy,
^ but as su8pended;>by forces which form an equilibrium in all

directions. Noni^ Ivhatever the nature of such forces may be,

as long as the 4|^i^lacement of the particles is but small in

proportion to th^%3Etent of their sphere of action, the accele-

rating force which tends to restore thepi to their natural po-

sition, andwhich thus causesthem to oscillate on each side of it,

may idways^ without sensible errors be considered as propor«^
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tional to the magnitude of that displacement : so that the lajsi''

of their motion must be the same as that of the motion of th^

pendulum, and of all small oscillations in general. This

hypothesis^ which is suggested by the analogy with other

natural phenomena, and which is the simplest that can W
formed "respecting the vibrations of the luminous particlcfa^

may be considered as experimentally confirmed by the obser-

vation, that the optical properties of light are all indepen-

dent of any circumstances which cause the greatest difference

in the intensity of thte vibrations : so that the law of their

motion must be presuifted to be the same for the greatest as

for the smallest.

It follows from this hypothesis respecting the small oscil-

lations^ that the velocity of the vibrating particle at each

instant is proportional to the sine of an arc, represent-

ing the time elapsed from the beginning of the motion,

taking the circumference for the whole time required for

the return of the particle to the same point, that is,

the time occupied by two oscillations, the one forwards

and the other backwards. Such is the law according to

virhich I have calculated the formulas which serve to deter-

mine tlie effect of any number of systems of waves of whj^h

the intensities and the relative positions are given. These

formulas will be found in the Annals of Chemistry, vol. xi.,

page 254
:
[they may be applied with security to the pheno-

mena there considered, though the perfect accuracy of the

hypothesis in all possible cases may be questioned, upon the

grounds of the microscopical observations on the motions of

vibrating chords, published by Dr. Young the Philosophi-

cal Transactions for 1800. ,Tii.] Without entering into the

details of the calculations, I think it necessary to show in what
manner the nature of the undulation depends on the kind of

motion of the vibrating particles.

Let us suppose, in the fluid, a plane which is

removed from its primitive position, tow^^i^which it is urged

by a force proportional to the distance,
'

the beginning of

its mbtion, the accelerative force produces in it an infinitely

small velocity only
;
but its action continuing, the effects

become accumulated, and the velocity of the solid plane goes

on continually to increase, until the moment of its arrival at
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tte position of equilibrium, in which it would remain, but

for the velocity which it has acquired ; and it is by this velo-

city only, that it is carried beyond the point of equilibrium.

The same force which tends towards this point, and which

ikw begins to act in a contrary direction, continually di-

minishes the velocity, until it is completely annihilated ; and

then the force continuing its action produces a velocity in the

contrary direction, which brings tlie plane back to its place

of equilibrium. This velocity again is very small at the com-

mencement of the return of the particle, or plane, and in-

creases by the same degrees as it had before diminished, until

the instant of the arrival of the particle at the neutral point,

which it passes with the velocity previously acquiied: but

when It has passed this point, the motion is diminished more
and more by the effect of the force tending towards it, and

its velocity is reduced to nothing when it arrives at the place

of the commencement of the motion. It then recommences,

at similar periods, the series of motions which have been de-

scribed, and would continue to oscillate for ever, but for the

effect of the resistance of the surrounding fluid, the inertia

of which continually diminishes the amplitude of its oscilla-

tibns, and finally extinguishes them at tlie end of a longer or

shorter time, according to circumstances. [It must not be

inferred from this explanation, that the particles of a fluid

transmitting an undulation have any tendency to vibrate for

ever : on the contrary it has been admitted by the best writers

on the theory of sound, that all the motions which constitute

it, as considered in a fluid, are completely transitory in their

nature, and have no disposition to be repeated after having

been once transmitted to a remoter part of the fluid. Tii.],

Let us now consider in what manner the fluid is agitated

by these oscillations of tlie solid plane. The stratum imme-

diately in contact with It, being urged by the plane, receives

from it at each velocity of its motion, and com-

municates it to ^^P^neighbouring stratum, which it forces

forwards in its turn, and from which the motion is com-

municated successively to the other strata of the fluid ; but

this transmission of the motion is not instantaneous, and it is

only at the end of a certain time that it arrives at a deter*
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minate distance from the centre of agitation. This time is

shorter, as the fluid is less dense, and more elastic ; that ki

composed of particles which possess a greater repulsive force.

This being granted, let us assume, in order to facilitate the

explanation, the moment when the moveable plane is returned'^

to the initial situation, after having performed two complefte

CRBCl^latioiis in opposite directions ; at this moment, the nascent

velocity, which it had at first, is transmitted to a stratum of

the fluid removed from the centre of agitatioii by a distance

which we may repi^sent by d. In^ediately afterwards, the

velocity of the moveable plane, which has a little augmented^

has been communicated to the stratum in contact with it

:

“ Hence it has passed successively through all the following-

strata and at the moment when the first agitation arrives

at the stratum of which the distance is the second has

arrived at the stratum immediately before it. Continuing

thus to divide, in our imagination, the duration of the two

oscillations of the moveable plane into an infinity of small

intervals of time, and the fluid comprehended in the length d,

into an equal number of infinitely thin strata, it is easy to

perceive, by the same reasoning, that the diflerent velocities

of the moveable plane, at each of these instants, are now dH-

tributed among the corresponding strata ; and that thus, for

example, the velocity which tlie plane possessed at the middle

of the first oscillations in the direction of the motion, must

have arrived, at tlie instant in question, at the distance ^ d :

80 that it is the stratum at this distance which possesses at

the moment the greatest direct velocity ; and in the same

manner when the plane arrived at the limit.;pf its first direct

oscillation, its velocity was extinguished, and the same absence

of motion will be found at the distance J d.

It is always supposed, that the oscillations of the plane are

80 minute in comparison with the lengl^ d, that their extent

may be neglected in this calculation : afajJLthis hypothesis is

actually consistent with the fact, since.tlppe is every reason

tdT suppose that the excursions of the incandescent particles

are very small in comparison with the extent of an undula-

tion, which, though ah extremely minute space, is still an ap-

preciable quantity, and may be actually measured. Besidei^
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citen if the amplitude of these ostillations were not in the first

imtance so wholly inconsiderable, it would be sufficient to

consider an undulation at a greater distance from the centre

of agitation, in order that their extent might be diminished in

required proportion.

^ in the second, or retrograde oscillation, the plane, return-

ing through the same space, must Communicate to the stratum

of fluid in contact with it, and to the rest in succession, a mo-

tion in a direction contrary to that of the first oscillation ;

for when the plane recedes, the stratuiQ in contact with it,

urged against the plane by the elasticity or the expansive

force of the fluid, necessarily follows it, {ind fills up the vacuum
which its retrograde motion tends to produce. For the same

reason, the second stratum is urged against the first, the third

against the second, and so forth. It is thus that the retro-

grade motion is communicated, step by step, to the most dis-

tant strata : its propagation is effected according to the same

law that governs the direct motion ; the only difference is in

the direction of the motions, or, in the language of mathe-

matics, in the sign of the velocities which are imparted to the

molecules of the fluid. We see then that the different velo-

c*^s which have existed in the solid plane, during its second

oscillation, must exist at the moment which Wje arc considering,

in the different strata comprehended in the other half of rf, but

with contrary signs. Thus the velocity, for example, which

the plane had in the middle of the second oscillation, which

is its maximum of retrograde velocity, must now be found in

the fluid stratum situated at the distance \ d from the centre

of agitation, while the maximum of direct velocity is found,

at the same instant, in the stratum which is at the distance ^ d
from the centre of agitation.

The extent of the fluid, agitated by the two opposite oscil-

lations of the solid plane, is what we call the breadth of

an entire undulatiph^ and we may consequently give the

name of semiuncli^tipn to eacli of the parts actuated by the

opposite undulations,? the whole constituting a complete oscil'-

lation^ since it comprehends the return of the vibrating plane

to the initial situation. It is obvipiis, that the .two semiunda^

latiousy which .compose the complete undulation, exhibit^i in
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tlie fluid strata which they contain, velocities absolutely equal

in magnitude, but with contrary signs, t]^af is to say, carry*

ing the particles of the fluid in opposite directions. These

velocities are the greatest in the middle of each of the

s^miundulations, and decrease gradually towards their extre-

where they entirely vanish : so that the points of rest,

ahd^fHhe greatest velocities positive and negative, are sepa*

ra^ted from each other by intervals of one fourth of an undu-

lation.

*^The length of an undulation, depends" on two things;

first, on the promptitude with which the motion is propa-

gated in the fluid ; and secondly, tlie duration of the complete

oscillation of the vibrating piano ; for the longer this dura-

tion, and the more rapid the propagation of the motion, the

greater will bo the distance to which the first agitation has

been extended at the instant of the return of the solid plane

to its initial situation. If the oscillations are all perfprmcd

in the same medium, the velocity of propagation remaining

the same, the length of the undulations will be simply pro-

portional to the duration of the oscillations of the vibrating

particles from which they originate. As long as the vibrating

paVticles continue to be subjected to the same forces,^t

follows from the principles of mechanics that each of their

minute oscillations will occupy the same time, whatever their

extent may be ;
so that the corresponding undulations of the

fluid wdll continue to be of the same length
; they will only

differ from each other in the greater or less extent of the ele-

mentary vibrations of the particles, which will be proper*

tional to the extent of the luminous particles ; for it appears

from what has already been stated, that eac)i stratum of the

fluid repeats exactly all the motions of the vibrating particle.

The greater or less amplitude of the oscillations of the strata

-of the fluid determines the degree of absolute velocity with

; which they move, and consequently energy, but not the

. nature of the sensation which they excite, ^hich must depend,

j^tCOOi'ding to every analogy, upon the duration of the oscilla-

tione^ It is thus that the nature of the sounds, transmitted by
air,« to.our ears, depends entirely on the duration of each

:^o£lthe. oscillations executed by the air, or by the sonorous
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body which puts it in motion ; "and that the greater or lesfi^

amplitude or energy of the oscillations only augments or di-

minishes the in^nsity of the sounds without changing its

nature, that is, its tone, or pitch.

• The intensity of the light must depend then on the inteiv

slty of the vibration^ of the ether ; and Its nature, that is to

sa}% the sensation of colour that it produces, will depend 6n

the duration of,each oscillation, or on the length of theun-

dulation, the one of these being proportional to the othefr.

[We find, however, nothing in light of^he same colour that

is at all analogous to the different register, quality, ov timbre

of a sound, by which, for instance, the sound of a violin differs

from that of a flute in unison with it: the subordinate, or

harmonic tones of the sound having nothing in light to cor^

respond with them. Tii.]

The duration of the elementary oscillation remaining the

same^ the absolute velocity of the ethereal particles, at the

corresponding periods of the oscillatory motions, is, as we have

seen, proportional to its extent. It is the square of this velo-

city, multiplied by the density of the fluid, tJiat represents

what is called the living force in mechanics, or otherwise the

^rgy or impetus of the particles, which is to be taken as

the measure of the sensation produced, or of the intensity of

the light: thus, for example, if in the same medium, the

amplitude of the oscillation is doubled, the absolute velo-

cities will also be doubled, and the living force, or the inten-

sity of the light, will be quadrupled.

We must, however, take care not to confound this abso-

lute velocity of the particles of the fluid with the velocity of

the propagation of the agitation. The first varies according to

the amplitude of the oscillations ; the second, which is nothing

but the promptitude with which the motion is communicated

from one stratum to the other, is independent of the inten-

sity of the vibrations. It is for this reason, that a weak sound

is transmitted by^tlie air with the same velocity as a stronger

one; and that the least intense light is propagated with the

same rapidity as the brightest. When we speak of the velo-

city of light, we always speak of the velocity of its propaga-

tion. Thus, when we say that light passes through 200 thou-
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sand milea 'm d secoftd^ we* do not mean, according to the

undulatol^eystem, that such is the absolu^ velocity of the

ethereal ijparticles ; but that the motion communicated to

the ether employs only a second to pass to a stratum at the,

dkllmoe of 200 thousand miles from its origin.

proportion as the undulation becomes more distant from

t^oeritre of agitation, the motion, spreading over a greater

distance, must be weakened in every part oC the wave. It

is shown by calculation, that the amplitude o^^the oscillatory

motion, or the absoltgce Velocity of the particles concerned in

it, is inversely proportional to the distance from the centre

of agitation. Consequently, the square of this velocity is

inversely proportional to the square of the distance, and the

intensity of the light must be inversely as the square of the

distance from the luminous^oint. It must be remarked, that,

for the same reasons, the sum of the living forces of the whole

undulation remains unaltered ; for, on one side the length of

the undulation d, which may also be called its thickness, is

invariable, and its extent of surface augmenting in propor^

tion to the square of the distance from the centre, the quan-

tity, or mass of the fluid agitated, is proportional to the same

square : and since the squares of the absolute velocities agn

diminished in the same proportion as the masses have aug-

mented, it follows that the sum of the products of the masses

by the squares of the velocities, that is to say, the sum of the

living forces, remains unaltered. It is a general principle of

the motion of elastic fluids, that however the motion may be

extended or subdivided, the total sum of the living forces re-,

ihaius constant ; and this is the principal reason why the living

force must be considered as the measure of light, of which the

total quantity always remains very nearly the same, at least

Jae long as it continues to pass through perfectly transparent

aaediums. 4̂

, r it may be remarked, that black substances, and even the

most^briUiant metallic surfaces, by no means reflect the whole

of;the light which falls on them ; bodies which are imperf-

fectljr transparent, and even the most transparent, when of

great tfaidkness, absorb also, to use a common expression, a

oojQfliderahle ..portion of the light that is pacing through^
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th^ : but it mii^t not be inferrtSd that theprincipk of livings

£t>rees is inappli(^bl<e to these phenomena ; it follows, on the*

conttarjy from the most probable idea that can be formed of
(he mechanical constitution of bodies, that the sum of the

living force must remain always the same, as long as thoi

accelerating forces tending to bring the particles to their na-

tural positions remain unchanged, and that the quantity of

living force which disappears in the state of light, instead of

being annihilated, is reproduced in the form of heat.

In order to obtain a correct idea of ^ manner in which

the oscillation of a small solid body occasions undulatidpa iti

an elastic fluid, it has been only necessary to con»der a

complete oscillation of the solid plane, which produces an

entire undulation. Ifwe suppose the oscillations of the plane

to be continually repeated, we shall have a series of undula-*

tions instead of a single one : and they will follow each other

without intermission, provided that the vibrations of the par-^

tide first agitated have been regular. Such a series of re-

gular and uninterrupted luminous motions I call a system of
undulations.

It is natural to suppose, on account of the prodigious ra-

pidity of the vibrations of light, that the luminous particles

may perform a great number of regular oscillations in each

of the diflerent mechanical situations in which they are placed

during the combustion or the incandescence of the luminous

body, although these circumstances may still succeed each

other in extremely short periods ; for the millionth part of a

second is sufficient to exhibit, for example, 545 millic^.^ of

undulations of yellow light ; so that the mechanical distuiv

bances, which derange the regular succession of the vibra-

tions of the luminous particles, or which even change their

nature) might be repeated a million times in a second without

preventing the regular succession' of more than 500 millions

of consecutive undulations in each state of the particle. We
shall soon have occasion to apply this observation to the de-

termination of the circumstances in which the interference^

of luminous waves^is capable of producing sensible efiects«s<
-

We have seen that each undulation produced by an Oscilt

latory motion was composed of two semiundulationS) which
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occasioned the particles of {he fluids velocities exactly equal

in their TOtensity, though opposite in the|®direction of the

inbtibti8.li^?^ £let us at first suppose ttiat two whole iundula-

tionsv having in the same line and in the same direction,

diji|rr half an undulation in their progress : they will then be

sUij^^induced on each other through one half of their length,

their breadth, as we should say in speaking of the waves

df a liquid : but I here use in preference the term length as

applied to the interval between the two points which arc

similarly affected by Jthe motions of two consecutive undnla-

tionsf?*': In the supposed case of the coincidence of one half of

ea^h'o^the undulations, the interference will only take place

with respect to the parts so coinciding: that is, to the latter

half of the first undulation, and the preceding half of the

seepnd : and if these two semiundulations are of equal inten-

sity, since they tend to give, tc the same points of the ether,

impulses directly opposite, they will wholly neutralise each

other, and the motion will be destroyed in this part of the

fluid, while it will subsist without alteration in the two other

halves of the undulations. In such a case, therefore, half of

the motion only w'ould be destroyed.

If now We suppose that each of these undulations, differ-

ing in their progress by half the whole length of each, is

preceded and followed by a great number of other similar un-

dulations; then, instead of the interference of two detached

undulations, we must consider the interference of two sys-

tems of waves, which may be supposed equal in their number
and ^ their intensity. Since, by the hypothesis, they diffei*^

half an undulation in their progress, tie semiundulations of

the one, which tend to cause in the pai^ticles of ether a mo-
tidn in one direction, coincide with the semiundulations of

" other, which urge them ill the opposite direction, and

these two forces hold*' each^bther in equilibrium, so that the

Ai^idn is wholly destroyed in the whole extent of these two
of waves, except the two' extreme semiundulations,

which escape from the interference. But these semiundu-

ll^ions Will always constitute a very small part of the whole

s^ies ttf tie considered.

This reasoning is obviously applicable to such systems only
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as ai'e composed of undulations 1t>f the same length; fqr-if

the waves were l^ngei one than the othei\ however small

iheir difference might be, it would happen at last xhat their

relative position would not be the^ same throughoyt the

tent of the groups ; and while the first destroyed each other,

almost completely, the following ones would be l^s in oppo»«

sition> and would ultimately agree completely with each

Ot.ier: hence there would arise a succession of weak; and

strong vibrations analogous to the beatings which are pro-

duced by the coincidence oftwo sounds differing but little from

each other in their tone ; but these alternations of weak^ and

stronger liglit, succeeding each other with prodigiogs rapU
dity, would produce in the eye a continuous sensatio^only*.

It is very probable tliat the impulse of a single luminous

semiundulation, or even of an entire undulation, would be

too weak to agitate the particles of the optic nerve, as we
find that a single undulation of sound is incapable of causing

motion in a body susceptible of a sympathetic vibration.

It is the succession of the impulse, which, by the accumu-

lation of the single effects, at last causes the sonorous body
to oscillate in a sensible manner ; in the same manner as the

regular succession of the single efforts of a ringer is at last

capable of raising the heaviest churcli bell into full swing.

Applying l)\is mechanical idea to vision, supported as it is

by so many analogies, we may easily conceive that it is

itripossible for the two reinaining semiundiilatlons, whjich

have been mentioned, to produce any sensible effect on the

retina ; and that the result of such a combination^ of the

two systems must be.vthe production of total darkness.

If again we suppose tlie second system of undulations ^to

be again retarded half an undulation more, so as to make
the difference of the progress an entire undulation, the coinr

cidence in the motions of the wo groups will be again

restored, and the velocities of oscillation^will conspire and

be augmented in the points of superposition ; the intensity

of the light being then at^ts maximum.

Adding another semiundulation to the difference in,

progress of the two systems, so as to make.it an interval
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ft it obrious that ilfe semiandulattons^ «upermdta;ad

on^:^udi wilji now possess opposite itKi the

•case half intervaLhrst supposed: and that all the

^si^litiohs must 'in this mannet be iientralised> except

.im: tSlee semiundulations on each side, which will

f^m interference* Thus aiSmost the whole 6f the

'sio^n Will again be destroyed, and the combination of the

iwp ]^encils of light must produce darkness, as in tl^ case first

'Considered*

< "Oont|nuing to increase the supposed difference by the

leng& of a semiundulation at each step, we shall have alter-

*hats^^^mplete darkness and a maximum of light, accord-

inglja^tha difference amounts#) an odd or an even number

tlf semiundulations : that is, supposing always that the sys-

ieins of undulations are of equal intensity: for if the one

^sefiis were less vivid than the other, they would be inca-

of destroying them altogether: the velocities of the

one seriea would be subtracted from those of the other, since

-they would tend to move the particles of the ether in con-

trary directions, but the remainders would still constitute

'light, though feebler than that of the strongest single pencil.

Thus the second pencil would still occasion a diminution of

".thi, light : but the diminution%ould be the less sensible as

I tl^jj^encil is supposed to be weaker.

Such are the consequences of the principle of the inter-

fetencft of undulations, which agree perfectly, as we have

:aeen, with the law of the mutual influence of the luminous

^rays which is deduced from experiment : for the results are

expressed precisely in the same words, if we give the name

'of length (>f
%^dulation to the difference 6f routes which had

%beeU represented by the symbol d. Admitting, therefore,

ftS there Is every reason to believe, th^^t light consists in the

/undulations of a subtile ^id, the period after which the

ieame efiVeta of ilq;erference are repeated, must be the length

undulation*

It appear# from the table almdy given for the seven

^pnnoipfti^ kinds of colotfred rays, that this period or the

the undulationy varies greatly, according to the
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^«i0jbp^V tbe lights and that for the extrenwl red rays; ^for

it ie [owre thap}:halCas great again as for theviptet .

rays i^tijMMied at the other extreinity of the spectrunik

It-^uia^. easily be imagined that the number of diffei^^ '

undirlation^ is not limited to the seven pri^ipal ones wmm
are indicated in the table, and that there must be a ihulti*

tude of ititermedsite magnitudes,^and others beyohd the red

and the violet rays : for the ponderable pai^ticles, of whfoh the

oscillations give rise to them, must be sj^bjected to forces that

are infinitely varied, in the combustion^or the incandealbnce

of the bodies which excite the motions of the etlier: am »
pn the energy of these forces that the duration of eac]h|%cil}a^

tion depends, and consequ>^ntly th length of the

produced by it. It is found tuat all the undulations .com*

prehended [in the air] lie^ween the lengths .0000167 I.

and .0000244, are visible ; that is, are capable of exciting

vibrations in the optic nerve : the. rest are only sensible by

their heat, or by the chemical effects which they produce. •

It has been remarked, that when two systems of waves

differ half an undulation in their progress, two of the 'semt

undulations must escape from interference ; that six must be

exempt when the difference amounts to three se^iundula*

tions; and that, in general, the number of undulation^ exempt

from interference is equal to the number of lengths ofa ^ema*-

undulation separating the corresponding points of the two

systems. While this number is very small in proportioi\,.j^

that of the waves contained in each system, the mqtion'fi^t

be nearly destroyed, as in the case of the exemption of a

jingle undulation, .^ut it may be imagined that, as we ^in-

crease the difference of the progress of the two* pencils^ (he

.undulations exempted from interference m^ become

rial ppi^ion of each group, and that it may finally t)ecome so

great as to separate the groups^ entirely from each other;

And in this case the phenomena of interference ivould no

longer be observable. If, for example, the groups of undu-^

lations consisted but of a^fhousand each, a difference of one-

twentieth of an inch in their rou|e.s would be much imsfe

than sufficient to prevent the interference of the rays of^liU

kinds.*
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>!,' Sut ^Hsre n another much more powerful reas^ '\^hiidih

|Hrei^l|i$;our perraiving the effects of the mutual influence of

the of waves whhn the difference of their routes is

"^^able
;
^ich is the impossibility of rendering the

E5ient*^homogeneous : for the most simple light

» ca^ obtain consists still of ah infinity of heteroge-

mfk, whic^have not exactly the sanie length of uhdu-

,

and however slight the difference may be, when it is

Ited a great number of times, it produces of necessity,

as. wjh have already ^en, an opposition between the modes of

iatei^il^rejice of the various rays, which then compensates for

Ithning of some by the strengthening of others;

Se shades of colour ar^ not sufficiently distinct to

ffe eye to remark the difference.] This is without

the principal reason why the effects of the mutual

erence of the rays of light become insensible when the

nee O^ l^^e routes is very considerable, so as to amount
Forbft^times the length of an undulation,

has ^*eady been laid down as one of the conditions

ftfy.Mif'the appearance of the phenomena of interfer-

enpf, thsft %e rays which are combined should have issued

al^^rst fr|im a common source : and it k easy to account for

thil"ji^cessi^ of this condition ^ the theory which has now
ikplaAed.

Svfery system of waves, which meets another, always exer-

cises on it the same influence when their relative positions

arii flie same, whether it originates from the same source or

cK^rent sources ; for it is clear that the reasoxis, by

}
. their mutual influence has bee^^xplained, would be

^y^appli^ble to either case. But it is not sufficient

pis iAfluen(^ should exist, in order that it may become
Me ' our eyes : and for this pu^ose the effect in'ust

a certain degree of^ermanience. Nbw this caiinot

Igin'^hen the^wo systems of waives which interfere' are

from separate sources. For it is obvious that the
'

tif Iftminous bodie«,.‘Jof ^^ch the vibratiohs agitate

tit# ^her^ lirid produc#;,]|ght?^^ust be liable to very frequent

.iSst^rbatiees in their osoiUatiolk^' in eonseijuence of the rapid

wlich are taking place around them^ which may
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be perfectly reconeiled, ae we Have"

tl^e regular contjauauce of a great number of osciliaticib^^

^laub of the series separated by these perturbatipni^. .

bping admitted,, it . is impossible to supposg ythat, th^e'p^
t^ir&itions should take place simultaneousl^nd in

manner in |he vibrations of separate and indeQ^ndei^.fi^^

tides ; so that it^will happen, for example that^fhl m^ona
of the one will be retarded by an entire semioscillationj^fdiile

those of the other will be continued without interra^on»
or will be retarded by a complete l^cillation^ a c||nge

which will completely invert the whol^effects of th^iijter^

ference of the two systems of undulations which

from them ; since if they bad agreed on the first supl^ijUont

they would totally disagree on the second. Now th«eop(^-
site eflFects, succeeding each other with extreme rapidity^ill

produce in the eye a continuous sensation only, whicl^i|^
be a mean between the more or less lively sensation^ that

they excite, and will remain constant, whatever may Be'the

difference of the routes described. -.v' ,

But the case is different %vhen the two lumi^pus ^Sdls
originate from a common source : for then the l^vo sys^^s
of waves, having originated from the same centre of vibra-

tion, undergoing these perturbations in the same manner S|iid

at the same instant, undergo no changes in their llelati^ef;!^

sitions : so that if they disagreed in the first instance at

given point, they would continue to disagree at all, pth&
times ; ktid if their motions cooperated at first, they

continue to agree as long as the centre of vibration c^&tmuj^
to be luminous : so ^at in this case, the effects mu>t

constant, and musttherefore be sensible t^^the bye,

is therefore a general principle, applicable to^^lJi'^tilt^

produced by luminous undulations ; that in oraer lo

i^nsible, they must be permanenU * '

We have hitherto supposed that the two systems "of wpyes

l^were moving exactly in the same directioiif .and that cons^

quently their elementar;|^ motions, to be. combined

each other, were precisely limite^.to one singlo line:

thp simplest case, of ,
interference, ai^ the only one.in .w|||^

the oije motion can be completely destroyed by
JULY—OCX. 1827. ’

-
^ K'

'



for in ofdff that this effect may be^ produced, not only

must be equal and in contrary directions, but tBey

^ct in the same right line, or be 4ii*ectly opposed'

'%:es|ier.
"

' enomeffen of coloured rings, and that of the colours'

W polarised light in crystallised plates, present a

Ifukf ^se o^aterference, in which th^ undulations are

want^ parallel. But in the phenomena of diffraction, or in'

the experiment with the two mirrors, which has been already

descx;j]^d, the rays' which interfere always form sensible

though very small angles with each other. In these cases

the itiMises to be combined with each other at the same

points, as belonging to the two systems of undulations, will also

act in ’directions forming sensible angles with each other

:

but^n account of the smallness of these angles, the result of

theWo impulses is almost exactly equal to their sum, when

the ^pulses act in the same direction, and to their differ-

ence/ when they are in contrary directions. Thus, in the

points, of agreement or disagreement, the intensity of the

light l^rill be the same as if the directions agreed more per-

fectly ; at least the nicest eye will not be able to discover*

any difference in them. But althoughjij^with respect to the

in^nsity of the light, this case of interference resembles that

whi6h. hadfelready been considered, there are other differ-

en^$ which modify the phenomenon very greatly, both with

i*espect -to its general form, and to the circumstances neces-

sary for producing it.

. We may take, as a convenient example, the case of dw
verging rays originating from the sijpe luminous point,

and reflected by two mirrors slightly inclined to each other,

SO ^ to produce two pencils meeting each other in a sen-

bangle: the two systems of waves will then meet each

with a slight inclination ; and it follows from this

j^uity, that if a semiundulation of the first system coin-

perfectly in one point with a semiundulation of then
tud, urging the fluid in the sajge direction, it must sepa^

it to the right au^ lejFt of the point of inlejrseetiou#

i^incid^ a liUlja Jmthe** ^ one side with the

semiundulatiou y(lu^ is iu a contrary diar^iQM^
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bn the other side with the following semimidiilatS^,

and then be separated from this again, and at a dtstanbe

twice as great as the ^first, mast coincide with the second

sendundulation before hand behind it, of ^hich theadio^
'

will coincide with its own : whence there will arise, on
the surface of this undulation, a scries of lin^, at equals

distances from each other, in which the motion is destroyed-

and doubled alternately by the action of the second series.

Thus if we receive this luminous undulation on a white card,

we shall observe on it a series of dark^nd bright stripy, if

the light employed is homogeneous ; or coloured fringes of

different tints,, if we employ white light for the experiment.

This will be more easily understood by the inspection of a

figure’, which represents a section of the ta;o mirrors and of

the reflected undulations, formed by a plane draWn from the

luminous point perpendicularly" to the mirrors represented ,

by DE and DP. The luminous point is Supposed to be'

Sj and "A 'and B are the geometrical positions of its tw^^ .

imSsgei, which are determined*by the jperpendiculars SA
SB S<m the nairrci^, thkkig in them

K 2



QB ,=^SQ. The points^'A and B, thus found, are thftf

divergence of the rays reflect^ from the respectWiP

DdirrQ]^, according to the well hi^^n law of reflection.

Thut, in'^rder to have the direction of the ray reflected at

abyjmmt Q of the mirror DF, for example, it is sufficient

to i^aw a ^ight line through B and G, which will be the

directfen of the reflected ray. Now it must be remarked,

that, according to the construction by which the position of

B is found, the distances BG and SG will be equal, aild

thus the whole route^^of the ray coming from S and arriving

at 6, is the same as if it had come from B. This geometrical

truth'being equally applicable to all the rays reflected by
the same mirror, it is obvious that they will arrive at the

same instant at all the points of the circumference nbm^ de-

scried on the point B as a centre, with a radius equal to

B b ; consequently this surface will represent the surface of

the reflected undulation when it arrives at b, or, more cor-

rectly speaking, its intersection with the plane of the figure

:

the surface of the undulation being understood as relating to

the points which are similarly agitated at the same instant

:

the points being all, at the commencement of the whole oscil-

lation, for example, or at the middle the end, completely

at .test ; and in the middle of each semioscillation, possessed

pf the maximum of velocity.

In order to represent the two systems of reflected undu-

lations, there are drawn, with the points A and B for their

centres, two different series ofequidistant arcs, sepaf^ted from

each other by an interval which is supposed equal to the length

of a seipiunduiation. In order to distinguish the motions in

opposite directions, the arcs on which the motions of the ethe-

real particle]jj|re supposed to be direct, are represented by full

«lhies, and the maximum of the retrograde motions are indi-

.^ated bydotted lines. It follows that the intersections of the

:<toted lines witlf the full lines are points of complete dis-

Meoii^nce, and of course show the middle of the dark stripes

;

^ on the contrary, the intersections of similar arcs show the

of perfect agreement, or the middle of the bright

atripe#.' The intersections df »the arcs of the same kindvare

dotted lines and thp8e>^f a^es^pf
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different kinds by the full lines.nV, these latter

representing the successive positions or the trajectories df

the middle points of the dark stripes, and the former t£t^

trajec^tories of the bri^^ bands.
^

It has been necessary to magnify very greatly in this

figure, the real length of the luminous undulations, and to

exaggerate the mutual inclination of the two mirrors^jo that

we must not expect an exact representation of the pheno-

menon, but merely a mode of illustrating the distribution of

the interferences, in undulations which cross each other with

a slight inclination.
*

It is easy to deduce from geometrical considerations, tha^

the length of these fringes is in the inverse ratio of the mag-
nitude of the angle made by the two pencils which interfere,

and that the interval, comprehended between the middle

points of two consecutive dark or bright bands, is as much
greater than the length of the undulation, as the radius is

greater than the sine of the angle bf intersection.

In fact the triangle bni^ formed by the right line it, and

the two circular arcs ni and ni, may be considered as recti-

linear and isosceles, on account of the smallness of the arcs ;

and the sine of the angle in t, considered as very small, may

be called — : so that in being the radius, ib will represent
in

the sine of the angle int, which has its legs perpendicular

to those of the angle Ai B : consequently, these angles being

equal, one of them may be substituted for the other ; and

representing by i the angle A i B, formed by the reflected

rays, we have in = 4̂ ; consequently nn, which is twice
sin z a.

2ib .
^

in, will be equal to —... But nn is the di^^nce between
^ sin t

the middle points of two consecutive dark stripes, and is

the distance which has been called the breadth of a fringe

;

and ib being the breadth of a semiundulation, according to

th^ construction of the figure, 2ti will be that of a whole*

undulation; consequently the breadth of a fringe may

said (to be equal to the length an undulation divided

the [humeancal] sine of the a^gle made by the rdSect^ rii^ys
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with each other, which ia akp the fu:igle under which thf

interval AB wmild appear to an eye placed at 6. ftod

another equivalent formula, by remarking that the two tri«>

anglfMj and A i B, are similar,, vij^nce we have the pro-

"poti&otioni bi =: and bn z=: ov%b'n =
AB

^^^A^
* which implies that we may find the numerical

breadth of a fringe by multiplying the length of an undula«

tion by the distance of the images A and B from the plane

on which the fringes^re measured, and dividing the product

bj the distance of the two images.

It is sufficient to inspect the figure, in order to be con^

vinced of the necessity of having the two mirrors nearly in

the same plane, if we wish to obtain fringes of tolerably large

dimensions ; for in the little triangle b n 2, the side b 2, which

xepreseuts the length of a semiundulation, being little more

than the hundred thousandth of an inch for the yellow rays,

"^for example, the side bn^ which measures the half breadth of

a fringe, can only become sensible when bn is very little

inclined to in^ so that their intersection may be remote from

ib ; and the inclination of 622 to in depends on the distance

AB, which is the measure of the inclination of the mirrors.

If A and B, instead of being the images of the luminous

point, were’ the projections of two very fine slits cut in a

screen RN, through which the rays of light were admitted

from a luminous point placed behind the screen in the conti-

nuation of the line Z>DC, the two paths described between

the point and the slits A and B being equal, it would be suf-

ficient to compute the paths described by the rays, beginning

from A and B,^in order to have the differences of their

^ lengths ; and it is obvious in this case, that the calculations

>hich we have been making of the breadth of the fringes^

produced by the two mirrors, would remain equally appli-

^ble, at least as long as each slit remained narrow enough

*tp be considered as a single centre of undulation, relatively

to tfee inflected rays which it transmits. It may therefore
' l^said the breadth of the fringes, produced by twp very

fi^^ slits;^ is equal to the iSigthpf m undulatiqp
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to be multiplied by the intenr^l between the two slits, and
divided bv thf distance of the screen fi-om the wires of tlie

.1

micrometer employed for measuring the fringes.

This formula is all^’ applicable to the dark ^j^d bright

8tripear?which are observed in the shadow of a narrow sub-

stance) substituting the breadth of this substance for the

interval which separates the two slits, as long as the^ripes

are far enough from the edges of the shadow: for when
they approach very near to the edges, it is shown, both by
theory and by experiment, that this calculation does not repre-

sent the facts with sufficient accuracy; hnd it is not perfectly

correct in all cases, either for the fringes within the shadow,

or for those of the two slits, but only for the fringes prb-

dqced by the mirrors, which exhibit the simplest case of the

interference of rays slightly inclined to each other. In order

to obtain from the theory a rigorous determination of the

situation of the dark and light stripes in the two former

cases, it is not sufficient to calculate the effect of two systems

of undulations, but those of an infinite number of similar

groups must be combined, according to a principle which

will shortly be explained, in treating of the general theory

of diffraction.

ii. Rulefor the Correction of a Lunar Observation,

Mr. William Wiseman,

Rule.

Add together the reserved logarithm (found as directed,

page 111 and 112 of the Appendix to the third edition of the

Requisite Tables) the log. sines of half the sum, and half the

difference of the apparent distance, and diffef'ence of apparent

altitudes, and 0.3010300, the log. of 2. Then, to the natural

number corresponding to the sum of these four logarithms,

add the natural verse sine of the difference of true altitudes,

and the sum will be the natural verse sine of the true distance.

Or, having obtained the natural number, as directed

above, subtract it'from the natural cosine of the difference of

fh&Une altitudes, and the remainder will be the natural

xosine of l^e true distance. ^
^



m.
ExiMPLB.

(I^rom page 112, Appendix to Requite Tables.)

ftom' Tables (Req.)dth and 11th . . 9.9988860

Log; siiiil9i3° 23' 6" ss J sum of app. disb and diff.

npp..nUitudes 9.8368895

Log, sin. 6° 45' 36" := J diff. ditto ditto 9.0708157

1^^2_ 0^3010300

Kab num. to sum of 4 logarithms . . .1594468 9.2026212

Nat.vers.37° 13' 12"= diff. true altitudes .2036812
•Cr

^
-

NaU vera. 50° 26' 2S''<c; true distance
*
.8631300

> Or, Nat. cos. 37° 13' 12" = diff. true altitudes .7963188

Nat. number found above 1594488

Nat. cosin. 50° 26' 28" true distance . .6368700

. Demonstration of the Rule.

Let M\ jD', d* and Jkf, S, D, d, respectively denote the true

and jsipparent altitudes, distances, and differences of true and appa«*

re^taltitudes of the moon and sun (or a star); then will the theorem

answering to the above rule be expressed by

vers. D = ^ — sm— (D+d)sm—(D— d)+ver8.d ,

cosilf COS S 2 2

. By Bonnycastle’s Trig. p. 175, the cosine of the angle contained

bytheco.aIUtudesisE2!j®Z!i^€^ = ogs D^-sin M' sin S
'

cos ilf cos cos M' cos S'

consequently the verse sine of the same angle

^ - cos D — sinM sin
,

cos /)'—sin M'sin S .

trs 1— —
, =1—

; that IS,

cos cos iS cos M' cos S'

cosilfcosS+ sinMsin3—cosD^cosJlf cosS'+ sin.^i' sin S'—cosD'

cosM cds 8 cos cos S'

Substituting*cos d and cos (( for cosM cos S + sin M sin S .and

cos M'cos S' + sin j'lT sin S'. (Bon. Trig. p. 282), we have

cos d— cos D cosd'— cosZy ,

^.jposMcos 8 cos M' cos, S^
; whence

co^!D' == cosd'— (cosd— cosD); or, which is the' same,
cosincoso^

c^jy^GQs d - ^^M .y^aO^versd); or,(Bott.T^^p4?960i
. i , ,

cosJtfcoaS' j
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Cos cos fg\ • ^ 1 n * 9 ^ j X xV- j.
*

tos iys= cos dr— (2 sin*— D — 2 sm*— rf;) that is.
' Cos AT cos ^ 'X 2 2

cos D'irs cos d'— sinifD+d) sin 1 (D— cQ
•,
whence

cos McosS 2 2 ^

also vers D*= versci' + cos S 1 sin 1(D— cT),

cos JIf COS 5 2'' 2

It may be observed, that Requisite Tables 9—11, answer" loga-

rithmically to
^

^ ; and the verse sines, and the cosines
COS M cos 8

can be very readily taken otit of the tables, in the Appendix. Also

no ambiguity can arise from the application of the rule before given :

for all the arcs concerned in the operation will always be (each of

them) less than a quadrant, except the resulting true distance, which

cannot cause any ambiguity ; and the verse sines are given in the

Appendix, to 126^.

Example.

{Example 2ndf p. 39, Requisite Tables.)

Reserved log. from Tables 9 and 10 • . . . 9 . 995307

Log. sin 62° 45' 56" = J sum app.dis. and diff. app. alts. 9.948971

Log. sin 40 43 31 =; ^ diff. ditto ditto 9.814536

Log. 2 . 0.301030

Nat. num. corres 1 . 147741 0.059844

Nat. vers. 22° 48' 16" =: diff. true alts. 0.078167

Nat. vers. 103 3 23 = true distance 1 . 225908

De rInfluence des Agens Physiques sur la Vie. Par W. P.
Edwards, D.M., Membre associc de TAcademic royalede
MMicine de Paris, Membre de la Societe Philomatique,

' de la Soci^td de Medicine de Dublin, &c.

The researches of science among the phenomena of the phy-
sical world have long obtained a high degree of estimation

and interest in general society; but it is of late yeal's only

that their application to living functions has attracted much
of the attention of the literary world.
The laws which govern the action of animal organs (the

proper, department of PhysiologJ^ |^ave usually been inv^ti-

gated by the medical profeimon> to which they especially



reff^r. Now we" find that public ti^ke some pains» and
Wifb reason^ to inform themselves upon subjects connoted
with, pj^ysiological knowledge,^ A well-educated {)erson,

to philosophical inquiries, is not merely contented

wiTO tlft^consciousness of living, and the common information

he^ derives of its means by experience, but he seeks also to

comprehend the relations subsisting between his own organi-

riatjou and the matters with whicm he is surrounded, and
Vhich at once ftfrnish him with nutrition, life, and support,

and assail him witli disease and annihilation. His own
instincts and observation^ joined to the more learned expe-

rience of his medicsLadvisers, help him through the preca-

rious stages of life, and these may perhaps be sufficient for all

its purposes ; and under this impression many will seek to

know no more of the secrets of nature.

But we live in an inquiring and scrutinising age, when the
demand fbr scientific principles is very generally urgent.

All, therefore, relating to organisation seems of equal interest

with that Appertaining to what is termed the physical crea-

tion or inert matter.

Under this impression we have perused the book before us

with great satisfaction, and propose to present our readers

with an analysis of the valuable materials which it contains.

We have some knowledge of Dr. Edwards, a countryman
domiciliated irt France, and long resident in Paris. We have
confidence in^is reports, and highly estimate his philosophi-

cal skill, extensive acquirements, and accuracy of observation,

Tfanking him among the first physiologists of the age.

The work, now under consideration, contains an elaborate

account of a long series of experiments, instituted for the

purpose of ascertaining the influence of the physical agents

upon animal life. ' These agents comprehend the atmospheric

air, water, and temperature ; the two first constituting the

media in which all animals exist, and the last influencing in

common the inhabitants of both media. It is true, this is a
Subject by no means new, for it has engaged the attention

of experimenters from the earliest days of science. But Dr.
‘Edwards has diligently and patiently sought to investigate

the subject himself, to correct previous errors, and to embody
the facts which he has accumulated into a more^ complete
and regular system than heretofore adopted^ In this attempt
he has been eminently successful, and has effected more
'perhaps than all who preceded him, availing himself^ taever-

xl^eless, of the experience qjF former inquiries.

The of his book, and the number of the eaperimeate



.are indeed scHnewh^.! appellingt but his clear and distinct

method of arrangement greatly facilitates the reader’s en$lea*

voura to master the extensive subjects of his pages. As^a
b6o]j[ of reference it should find a place in the library of
every scientific society, and no individual devoted to philo-

so^y should omit the possession of it.

The agency of the air aro|j|ind us, water, and heat and
cojd, have often been the objects of chemical inquiry, from
their known great influence upon the animal economy. The
changes efiected by the phenomena of animal life upon these

agents have been accurately examined, and partly reduced
to a mathematical preci^on of calculation.

Spallanzani and otliers have viewed the subject as it

regards physiolog
3^ results as left the field

open to subsequent investigation. Dr. Edwards seems to

have seized upon the deficiencies of his predecessors, and,

by going over tlicir ground, and extending his own in-

quiries, he has arrived at most interesting and important
results. These he has divided into four parts, as4liey relate

to the different orders of the animal creation. The first part

includes some of the lower animals, particularly tenacious of
life, and of cold blood, such as frogs, toads, ana salamanders.

The second part is devoted to other animals of cold blood,

and of the vertebrated order, as fish, and those reptiles which
include lizards, snakes, and turtles. The third part refers to

warm-blooded animals ; and the fourth part ot' the work is

dedicated to the influence of the physical agents upon the

human race and vertebrated animals. To these the author
has added the discoveries of modern times, relative to elec-

tricity on the animal economy, in an Appendix. A collection

of tables is appended to the work, exhibiting the principal

series of his experiments, as they regard the relative influence

of physical agents on the duration of life, and the phenomena
resulting from their mutual action.

The great importance of the four grand divisions of the

work forbids our hastily reviewing them, and we will endea-
your to condense so much of the, information they contain as

may forward the objects of our analysis. Dr. Edwards thus

unnounces the arrangement of his work ;

—

Ces rccherches auront done rapport a I’air dans les conditions

de quantit<i, de mouvement et de repos, de densitu et de rartTac^

tioxi: aTeauHquide h la vapeur aqueuse,; a la temperature,

dans ses mpdidcations de degre et de duree; a la liimiere eti
I’dlectricitd. Ces causes agissent k la fqis sur I’econoniie aniitialei

qrd||ii|ir!Sis^st d’mie n^i^resQurdpi^t imperceptible ; et foijaurs
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Pimpression qiPon re^it eat le jr<isultat de toqtes ces actions €oi|aff,.

bintJcs/S .

'

‘V Lo^ pifeioo que, par Pintensitd de Pune d^elles, il nous arrive

de dlstinj^uer la cause qiai nous affecte, 1'observation de Peffet se
borne le I^lua souvent k la sensation, et les autres changemens qui

Pa^ihpaghent nous dchappent. On con9oit par Ik que Pobser-
vaudn la plus attentive des pht^i^mknes tels que la nature nous
les prdsente, ne saurait dem^ler^ans cette combinaison d'actions

PeJFet propre a ch^^que cause, ni reconnaitre des effets qui ne
seraient pas reveles par la sensation.

' ** II est une mdthc^e qui regie les conditions ext^rieures, qui

fkit varier celle dont on veut apprdcier Paction, et qui fait juger,

par la correspondancelentre ce ebangement et celui qui survient

dans IVconomie, du rapport de cause et d’efFet : e’est la mdthode
experimentale ; e’est celle que j’ai suivie. Pour en tirer parti il

fallait, d’une part, determiner Pintensite de la cause, d^autre part

celle de r^ffet."^ La physique noiis fournit ordinairement les

moyens de remplir la premiere indication.’*

In the true spirit of philosophical investigation, Dr.
Edwards, in the first place, proceeds to examine the action

of physical agents upon the simplest forms, and least elabo-

rately developed organised beings, extending his inquiries

upwards, in the scale of the animal world, to man, the roost

perfect creature, and the ultimate object of all physiological

rmarches.
peculiarity of constitution belonging to cold-blooded

ri^tiles, amoilg which there is so little mutual dependance
of organs, renders these the best tests of the relative and
proportionate influence of the different agents, the intense

action of which is liable to destroy the more perfect animals

;

and the great development of the nervous system in the

higher.orders gives them a wider and more acute range of
* sensibility. It is difficult, at all times, and often impossible,

tOi.:insulate corporeal functions among the \varm-bloodea

classes, so as to ascertain the amount and limits of physical

agency. The four classes of vertebrated animals, or such as

are furnished with true spines, afford ample means of com-
parative illustrations ; and these departments hav engaged
die author’s attention, in order to display the result of the

action, of the same agent exercising a uniform influence upon
constitutions very differently constructed. The air, for

example, exercises its influence uniformly upon he four

menlKoned classes of vertebratse, and their different famili^

ture fflfnii^rly exposed to the action of the atmosphere by

and interesting as is tli^ subj^t, it is
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tKlat^ nir&ile it .was among the first to be noticed, it has been
the latest in producing satisfactory results. Among the

opposing causes of the advancement of knowledge in this

department, . the . ignorance of our ancestors in chemical

science seems to be the principal. Without chemical aid it

imperfectly useless to attempt the investigation,. The com-
position of the air respired rimst be well understood ; the

different gases must be carefully examined, or the physiolo-

gical inquiry will be darkened and obscured.
^

Dr. Priestley laid the foundation of CHir chemical know-
ledge of gases in their relation to respiration ; but some time

elapsed before it %as understood m wfiat manner the air

was connected with animal organisation. Oxygen gas, one
of the known constituents ofatmospheric air, was Priestley’s

discovery, in its effect upon the blood, of converting this

fluid from a dark purple to a bright crimson. Lavoisier

founded a chemical theory upon this discovery of the agency
of air, which was subsequently applied by Goodwin to phy-
siology. The latter author demonstrated, by a series of
excellent and correct experiments, that the exclusion of

atmospheric air produces death in animals, in coitsequence of
the dark-coloui*ed blood usually circulating in the veins being

pr^ented from becoming crimsoned. The state in which
any animal may be thus placed, is known by the term
ASPHYXY, and by which is to be understood a deficient '”op

suspended aerification of the blood, from whatever cause it

may proceed that the atmospheric air is prevented from
access to the blood as it circulates through tlie lungs.

The great French anatomist, Bichat, pursued this subject

still farther, and published a treatise on Asphyxy.
^
He

sought, by numerous experiments, to determine the threefold

relation <n the air to the nervous system, respiration, and the
circulation ; and he arrived at this great and important

conclusion, that the venous or dark blood circulatino
THROUGH THE BRAIN, CREATES A CESSATION OF THE FUNC-
TIONS OF THAT ORGAN, AND THAT IN CONSEaUENCB THE
HEART LOSES ITS ACTION. This discovcry shows us at

once the direct cause of asphyxy in all its different degrees,

according, in, effect, to the vitiated state of the blood from
its deficient or suspended aerification.

^

Le Gallois also investigated the subject of asphyxy ; and
ne Found that, when dark blood circulated through the spinal

tnarroWy the motions of the heart ceased

;

and thus he not
only d^ermined the relations of the nervous system to. atmos^

phelio but also thosep^ttempHnttiob and the cinhlila'*
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^

liji this inquiry warm-blooded animals were almost excltf*^

siveiy referred to.
,

Spallanzani Certainly investigated the action of the air Od'

anid^k of'cold blood, but less in relation to the three grand
objects or Mchat and Le GaUbis ; and Spallanzani had the

misfortune to live in an age when neither chemistry nor
physiology had made such advances as the present age has
producecb '*

Messrs. Hjumboldt and Provengal have, indeed, supplied

much of this deficiency, by their researclfes into the inspira-

tory functions of fishes. Nevertheless, the ground was still

open^ and our author has justly appreciated the extent of

former inquiry, and observed t}|at the phenomena of cold-

blooded a#imaTs were too extraordinary to be noticed lightly,

and required much more extensive observation than was
previously bestowed upon them._ With this impression, he
proceeded to form an estimate ol^the comparative influence

of the air and water upon the nervous and muscular systems

of cold-bkk)ded animals, which the singular modifications of
life among reptiles in pai'ticular aiibrd ample means^of
ascertaining. ^
We know that ttiese animals possess the extraordinary

ptfiperty of existing a considerable time after^he removal of
the heart, with the free exercise of their senses and of volun-

tary motion, notwithstanding the suppression of the circula*

tion. Dr. Edwards accordingly selected salamanders for hi*

first investigations, and removed the heart, with the bulb of
the aorta. Two of these were exposed to the free action of

the air, and the other two were submersed in water previously

deprived of air by boiling; a similar temperature being
maintained in each medium. In four or five hours those^

submersed in the noii-areated water ceased to be active,

unless irritated, when they still appeared to retain voluntary
power. One died in eight, and the othei* in nine hours*

The salamanders in air lived from twenty to twenty-six hour*

and upwards. These- comparisons were frequently rep^ated^

aitd. upon frogs and toads, with the same results, snowing
th^ experiments in atr to be far more favourable to their

exhiitence than with the animals submersed in the water.

Eigh^hours were about'the maximum of the duration of Hfe

among tbe^^ animals submeixed iir the. water, and twenty-nine

amo^ .thw exposed to the air i so that, mdepend(ptly of

reqpmiieiii the air it. thua pt^i^ to be mest ^proi^r
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Ipr thiB^aGtkknof tfa^irnervoiiBaiid muscular syst^ns/

in their insulated state^ the respiration and the circulation xd
Ae yood being both suspended. As a^further corroboration

of the superior vivifying property of the air over simple

ll^ater^ when the same animals were plunged into unaerated

during a certain time, as soon as they were removed
into the atmosphere, they instlfctly revived; an#' their ner-

vous and muscular systems were acted on according as they'

were placed in either medium. Dr. Edwards also confirmed

the observation of Goodwin relative to the effect produced
on the colour of the blood. Properl3f speakingjjihe asphyxy
comes on the instant the air is excluded) the shades of dif-

ference in the colour of the blood being referribler^to the air
left in the lungs after cessation of respiration. ^
The next point to deternpne was the influence of the air

upon the same animals cfxercising the respiratory;/unction,

and retaining their circulation, compared with those deprived
of these functions. a

The difference of time the two cases developes the

influence which the general circulation of the blood, free

fromi aerial contact, exercises upon the nervous s}^tem.

T^ascertain this point, an equal number of frogs, deprived
of &e power to exercise their respiratory and circulating

functions, together witli othersfjeft entirdS were respectively

plunged into 4jsaerated water. At times the difference in

favour of the untouched animals was twenty-four hours in

favour of the duration of life. Similar trials with toads and
salamanders produced the same results. In each case asphyxy
came on ; but the existence of the animals which lived with-
out the respiration and circulation was much shortened*
Thus the relative powers of life between the sole and ihsu->

lated action of the nervous system, and its action combined^
with the circulation of dark bipod, '4vefe estimated. The
inference^ to be deduced, therefore, is, that although disae-

rated blood furnishes but an ephemeral sort of existence^ it

nevertheless exertises a comparatively favourable infktence

upon the nervous and muscular systems, since it tends to the

prolon^tion of the action of these animal functions.

Dr^ Edwards next proceeds to investigate the phenomena
of produced by strangulatiok, or the mechanicaL
obstruction to the access of air to the lungs, and consequently
to the blood. The same animals were empWed. V^hen\
the windpipe was rendered*^ impervious by ligature, thee,

musclea^pf the.animals seemed to be paralysed directly; and''

akiK^ttgfii their ijo^tions becaj^subsequently revived M.tinMHy
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they never altogether rei^vered their perfect frised<^»

a comparative illustration, an equal number of fro^
submersed in water, ajl of which died in about ten or elev^
hofxH, while, tho;e which were strangled lived from one to.

dye days. Salamanders continued active longest, and one^

did not cease to exist till the eleventh day, although duriiijf

thia tkne h#^as in a complet|^state of asphyxy from perfkst

strangulation.
.

Dumc|il once fdfind that a salamander lived a long time
after deo^pitation^^even w^en the cicatrix of the Wbond was
healed so a^o stop all^access of air to the lungs.

In comparing the effects of strangulation with those of
sabmersio|f or drowning, it is to be supposed either tllht these

anin^ls exist a lindted period without the necessity of
the nervous s|gtem being in cQ^et with atmospheric air, or
that the^ irauences their blora through the integuments
of the body. Accordingly Dr. Edwards put this to the test

by making exgieriments upon cvMneous respiration.

Spallanzaji^i found that the ^^osure of cold-blooded ani-

mals to the air was attended 'Inth exudation of carbon^ a
phenomen<m similar to that of respiration. Chere appears,

however, to be some source of error in these experimci^^^pr
Spallanzani removed the lungs, and this operation lircqilip^

the animal liable ti|Nthe absoi|ption of air and loss df^l^pod.

Dr. Edwards sought to effect the same purple by a different

and more successful measure. He also confin* frogs in vessels

of atmospheric air, and fastened bladders round the head and
neck, tight enough to stop the entrance of- air to the lungs*

At the expiration of two nours the air was examined in

bladder, and it^was found to contain an excess of carbonic

acid. The same result was obtained from salamanders. It

appears, therefore, th^ while air is in contact with the skin,

carbon is given out ; Mr wither this be the effect ofexhala-
tion merely, or thatJ^g^Tzis actually absorbed, ai^ carbon

transpired, is a qus^^^n which led to further inquiries. Dr.
Edwards, therefore,<^closed cold-blooded afstnals in spUd mb*
stances^ in order to determine the influence of dark-coloured
blood, free of all external agency, in the production of clie-

/mical changes, and to|pbserve its sensible effect upon the

pcryous system. #
, : In the year 1779 three toads were confined in a box Herme-
ticfl^ sealed, and so de^Hosited in the Academy of Sciem^es.

Eig%^a months after, the booc 'viras opened, and one toad
dead. These animals have oeen found alive in

Uoekq (B Cb«l after an impdijon^ient of some^tiars,^ hav«
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ring similar periods without perishix^ff.

[ossibly^ sorae hole or crevice might have admitted a little

But, in JHevissant’s experiment of 79, care seems io

.have been taken to obviate this suspicion.
^

, Dr. Edwards, however, determined to put the question to

Jle test. He enclosed ten out of fifteen frogs in thick wooden
^xes, and filled the interstices^ith plaster, coverfaig them over
with the same substance, the toads lying each in a central

hole or bed. The other five toads were at the same time

submersed In water, and at the expiratioji of eigjit iSours they

were found to be dead. In sixteen hours more, one toad was
takei^from a box gyid found to be lively^ and wH reconsigned

Wits prison. On the sixteenth day the toads in the boxes
were discovered alive, and thus the fa^t was established.that

these animals can live far ^ger in a state asphyxy con-
fined in solid substances,^nan when subm|^sed in water.
This was confirmed by repeated trials on salarnantlers, frogs,

and toads. Tlie frogs perished quickest.

Thus an extraordinary i^ct is establishet^ as regarding
reptiles, since ^t^ifFords ai^xception to the general rule that

allfb^imals re^mre a constant supply of fresh (lir for tho

of their existence.

trialsAvere repeated in sand, and with the same

xmik: ' ^ ^ .

Dr. Edwards found that arHiough a m’tain quantity of air

enters the boxfe and sand, yet that it is far too little to main-
taiu life. His conclusion, therefore, stands, that animals of
the hind employed can live longer in solid substances than in

a limited <juantity of dry air.

It remains, however, to be considered in what manner these
animals have their lives extended beyond "those expos^ to
the action of a body of air. .Dr. Edwards supposes the
moisture of the sand to be one eaut^g since in the dry air the

uuimals become desiccated^ the%bta^^s transpiration being
lost in one case, and retained in the otWM:, by the exclusion of
air, ;A I'apid abundant transpi^qation from the body,
upited with denciency of air, seems to be a greater cause pf

dissolution than confinement in solid substances wh^'ein there

Is no waste by transpiration. ^
The author’s inquiries are next dn^^ed to the influence of

t^mpi^Tature upon animals of cold bipod, and two and forty

.experiments are practised up<^ ibjn^ subject, from the jnunth

of Jiily tp September following, during whicK perioifi&’Ctf

8

were,submersed in aerated water, with a view' of settling .the

dw^^^^on'pf^life, ucte4 on by varieties of temperature* ,

julV-^ct. 1827. '

;

'
li
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centinuance of life, generall];, in these experiments, yasied

from one to two hoursan4 twenty-seven minutes* ThemeaB
term of life was one hour and thirty-seven minutesi as ave^

ragj^d in July, and- in September one hour and forty-five

minlijites, the two extremes of the seasons approximating the

effects. The duration of the frog’s existence was greatest in

the greatest depression of tem^rature. Thus at ten degrees
the duration oflife was more than double what occurred at

rixteen or seventeendegrees, and at zero it was about triple^

As the h<llt ^as ];|^reased|l the duration of life 'vfea dimi-

nished ; at f^ty-two the wogs died, and in the lowest tem-
perature thewlived longest.

It appeared that at zero the frogs did not become stiffened $

but retained their mo^on, and their resistance to the frozen

state is the cai^e of the cQntlnua
|j

|ee of their existence at a
low temperatii|!?. The cause resistance is to be found
in their pOTuliarity of constitution. Toads product similar

results. gL

It may be ^eged that, frogs .:j|atnrally live in climates at

from forty to Torty-two ; but, it 10 to be obwved, that they

are then placed in a sitration of liberty to <^me to th^;|^r-

Tace of the water to respire when they please ; whei|^^
these experiments their respiration is limited, from the&Slil
bility to reach the s^face. ^
Taking a wider range of teix^erature, Dr. IMwards

to ascertain the influence of the seasons. In#uly and Sep-

tember frogs were found to live from one to two hours and
twenty-seven minutes in ai^rated water at fifteen and seventeen

degrees. In November they died at the end of more than

doable this period, under the same temperature, and all other

circumstances being similar excepting the season. As the

autumn advanced life was prolonged.

. To what are we to asc^ib^^^e modifications of the seasons ?

Probably to circuinst^ces a|^ertaining to the intensity of

light,"to electricity, to temperature, to the pressure or the

atmosphere, to dryness and moisture, &c. Such existing

causes naturally suggest themselves. But it appears that little

or no account can be rendered as to pressure, since its varia-

tious were too triflinff^^uring the two seasons. Moisture

could not effect an because the experiments were
performed in water. ^Phe motion of the air was also obvi-

atedyjgOf all the suggested ^dificaribns temperature alone
this, as it related to the surrounding air, was ren-

dered iq^Sbctual by artificial temperature. The animals,'

tWeforo^lould only be affected jas to the temperature, of^tho'
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i$ea6oiiisr dy that which preceded . the experirtients. The znodi-^

floatioitis of the seasons, therefore, appeared to influence the
i^d-blooded animals used in the experiments in this point of

only. Accordingly we have this remarkable result,

that the animals lived twice as long in autumn as in the
summer preceding, when plunged in water of equal tempe-
!ralture. The seasons evidently influence their constitutions,

SO as to extend the duration of life independently of other

Causes, that is, from summer to autumn. Dr. Egwards en-

deavoni^d to ascertain if it proceeds fron|«tniospbej*ic tempe-
rature, and he found that frogs lived in at^ratecLwater at ten

degrees, during November, from five w ten To eleven, and
even to forty hours, in some instances, the last term being
about double the duration of life in Winter of the same degree
in summer. This prove;^^^ remarkable dependence of the

frog’s life under water, iP^the tem]3eraturfe of^he month
preceding. Two curious facts are thus developed by ex-

periments instituted at different seasons. Pifftt, the influence

of the temperature of the %ater in which the animals were
placed ; and secondly, the%ifluence of the temperature of the

air^pring certain periods preceding the experiments, for

i^^igumn the duration of life was about double that of

SHnger,xand in winter ho found the term to equal autumn,
i^^pbhperature of the air bejpg in eacb comparative expe-

artificially raised to the same degree.

It appears ^rom the foregoing experiments that frogs,

toads, and salamanders, exist in water according to its low-

ness of temperature^ and that their lives are prolonged iy
the temperature which precedes the experiment being lowered.

It then becomes a question, what are the limits of this influ-

ence ? This is to be ascertained by observing the greatest

duration of life among animab^deprived of external air by
submersion in water

;
and noti^*^ a% the same time all the

favourable circumstances depOT&ent bn "the concurrent tem-
perature in prolonging life among the cold-blooded animals.

A point rdat^ to the natural history of frogs first pre-

sents Itself to our notice. Spallanzani is of opinion that frogs

do not pass the winter under water, but retire in October
froin their native rivers into moist which they make
openings to breathe the air throug^pcalled by the Italian

fishermen tl respiro della rand,

M. Bose, and other Frenchusnattiralists, found that/rogil

retire from October to spring into water

^

but they give us ntt

direct proof that they constantly remain submerscsd-. ,
The

preseiioe of the observer may alarm the frogs, and tblD^

L 2
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vent their putting their head^ above the water, so t^t the

assertion is but a negative kind of proof that .they remain sp

long under the water without coming up to respire, as some
affirm* M. Bose declares he watched frogs approach the

surface at regular periods every day during the winter sea--

son. Under the most favourable circumstances Dr. Edwards
found that frogs could not remain submersed, in winter, more
than two days and a half. Frogs are less active during
winter than at the other seasons, but they never lose their

motion. Were it ti'^e, as Spallanzani thinks it is, that they

remained so long under water, it is probable that they would
become frozen in winter and die. Spallanzani derives his

opinion from what occurs with fish, forgetting that frogs ai'e

amphibious, and live ap well on land as in water ; whereas
fish are limited to a watery medig^ and can, therefore, fur-

nish no example.
Dr. Edvi^ards found that frogs, placed in certain quantities

of aerated and ©on-aerated water of an equal temperature,

lived longest in the former ; but that the difference was not

ccmstant in its results, being often twice as long in one case

as in the other, as to the duration of life.

“The next inquiry regarded stagnant water renewM
iervals, and in this the duration of life was prolonged bey®d
the term of the last experiments, and even to eight

During winter when the temperature was lowest the frbgs

remained active, though less so than in sprin^J

The conclusions to be drawn from these experiments are, that

frogs pass the winter in an animated state.in water

^

not be-

coming stiffened as in ice, and that they need not to approach
the surface of the water in order to respire, provided the
water they inhabit be renewed at intervals; but if the water
be not renewed, or if disacrated water be employed, the frogs

perish.

Considering that these aniim% are truly amphibious, these

results are very curious ; and it is interesting in a physio-

logical point of view, to know that frogs age able to respire

the air contained in the dense medium of water for an inde-

finite period, and just as easily as they breathe the finer

medium on land. ^
Respecting the aoKn of aijrated water on the skin, the

c^[]fe|usion drawn se^ffl^to be correct, that it must be from
absorption that the air contained in the water

ptoiPIp^ the continuance of life in Dr. Edw^ards’s experi-

this point, since the animals were in a state of

respiration by the lungs; and thafr.tiQ
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air entered in combination witb water was shewn from Dr.
£ldwards nether having seen water in the lungs. Therefore,

unless the air acted on the blood through some other organ,

the lives of these animals would be definite and shortened,

even though the water be renewed from time to time, and
their asphyxy would be complete and continued. And since

the skin is the only organ in contact with the air, it is fair to

conclude that it is the medium of aerial absorption.

When the webs were examined under water, these mem-
branes indicated the action of air upon their blood-vessels, by
the bright tint of the blood.

Spallanzani imagined that frogs perish sooner in running
than in stagnant water ; but Dr. Edwards having secured
some of these animals in feet of the Seine, whilst others

were simultaneously pla^^p unrenewed stagnant water^ he
found the latter did not ^^vive many hours, and the former
lived a long time.

In order to fix the limits of this kind of existence, frogs

were placed in renewed al^rated water

^

and with a tempera-
ture never forced beyond ten degrees they were found to

live.m all seasons of the year ; but when the temperature
elevated from twelve to fourteen, they died in a few

^

In running streams they lived longest, and at twelve

degrees they were thus more favourably placed than in stag-

nant water, at a lower temperahirc eiwn^ and taking the pre-

caution to renew the water daily ; and at seventeen degrees

in running water they died prematurely. Toads exhibited

the same comparative results, but they lived the longest.

It appears, therefore, that water contained in vessels is less

favourable to the lives of these animals than running streams,

although the water and the temperature were identical.

Probably the great advantage ^bf running water is Its co»-

stant and unceasing m?6'«ra^^The separate and comparative
influence of air, water, and temperature, being thus investi-

gated, the combined action of the three physical agents was
next inquired into, and it is demonstrated that frogs sub-

mersed in water are influenced by ^liree circumstances,— 1.

the presence of air in water ; 2. the quantity of its renewal

;

3. the temperature of the medium.' tlie manners of frogs

be closely examined, they ajipear td^we in water under very
considerable influence from the atmosphere. -

^

From circumstances developed in the foregoinffi^^p^jri-

ments, cutaneous respiration to be pretty widefitly fe-

dicated, A chapter is, therefore, devotedto this igipe

that is not well anown, although pulmonary respu'aliloit is
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generalljr understood. In frogs, the function ef |iuliu0Ba^
respiration is united with^that of deglutition, and the air

enters only by the nostrils, the mouth being closed during
respiration. While the mouth remains open, the action of
deglutition is stopped, and, therefore, the animal does not
then breathe. Dr. Edwards availed himself of this circunL«

stance by gagging the mouth so as to keep it open, and thus

.
prevent the air from entering the lungs. The frogs were
sufficiently exposed to moisture and renewal of air to thdir

bodies : the results Were, that, at twenty-four degrees, five

frogs so placed died next day, and one lived a week.
Dr. Edwards immersed some frogs in wet sand, and adopted

an improved method of excluding air from the lungs, and
some of them lived twenty days. Hence it evidently appears
that air influences the skin counterbalances

the asphyxious state induced b^m^ructing the air’s passage
^ to the lungs. By adopting other methods, the existence of
frogs was prolonged to thirty or forty days. It is, therefore,

sufficiently proved that the blood undergoes its necessary

changes from atmospheric influence through the medium of
the ^in, although in a minor degree eompai*ed with those

which it passes through from pulmonary respiration. Fr^oap

are thus shewn to possess a double source of respiratjon.^
By substituting oil for water, frogs immersed in Ais fluid

died in a few hours, being at liberty to breath the air on its

surface. And, when plunged into oil, with the means of
breathing by the lungs arrested, they lived an equal time

with frogs simultaneously placed in water without power to
respire. A comparison was instituted with frogs in oil and
in water, being allowed to breathe air, when the difier-

ence was found to be very considerable in favour of the

aquatic bath. These circun^ances shew, that, even with
the feeble succour of the airjMbugh the skin, absorbed from
the water, the respiratory funSion was far more proloi^ed,

than in the case of the obstruction afforded by the oil. Thus
we have abundant evidence of the double function by which
frogs are maintained, frt>m the action of the air on the skin

radT the lungs ; and this appears to be the means of existence

am'j^ibious anir^h generally*

^l^ay be asked whyUese animals die in deep watsr when
from approacning the surface? It appears that*

njaf.^H|KBelled. the respired air from their lungs, which is

from the water, they become specifically

he^f^m^Phe water, and unable to rise from the bottom
duration of their lives ;49pend8
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offered by their constitutions to the deprossiilg

effects of a state of asphyxy while remaining submersed.

Or, Edwards next proceeds to inquire into the effects qf
TRANSPIRATION. A liquid transfusion from the skin of
animals is constantly going on, either in the form of vapour
or of fluid in a denser state.

* The latter constitutes sweat. This phenomenon exhibits

great variaticns, and it is important to know what diminu-

tion of weight the body suffers in different circumstances.

In the course of an hour remarkable fluctuations occur.

Dr, Edwards suspended frogs, toads, and salamanders, in

a calm air9 weighed them, and noted tlie results, which,

though very changeable in an hour, were generally uniform

in three, and in nine hour^ they^averaged an equal result.

The successive diminutioB^|\he mass of fluids was evident.

The results were modil^r by the alternate position of the

animals in a body of air in repose, or agitated by a draft.

And these results do not appear to depend upon any prin-

ciple of vitality, for they take place equally in death and in

life, and indeed among unorganized bodies, as, for example,
lumps of charcoal soaked in water. Therefore the cause of

the phenomenon of transpiration seems to be referrible

e^lffely to physical agents. The motion of the air seems to

be its exciting cause ; for even when, to all appearance, it is

calm, it is in reality agitated more or less, and produces a
sensible evaporation from the skin. But the diflerence

between the effect of calm and agitated air is remarkable

;

for in a draft, the animals exposed to it sweated away double
the quantity of liquid compared with tliose confined in a
room shut up. The amount lost was proportioned to the
intensity of the wind^ and reached a triple amount over those
animals in stagnant air ; and thiis fnct explains the variations

noticed from hour to hour aid||^ animals exposed to currents
of air.

The transpiration which occurs in very moist air, always
amounts to a diminution of weight ; but in dry air it is five

or ten times greater ; and when the influence of a moist state

of the atmosphere is compared with that of a dry state, the

amount of evaporation is equal to thqt of a dry and calm air.

Transpiration may, therefore, be inferred to the agitation

ofihe atmosphere for its exciting cause, beyond any|piQ4ifi4>

cations of its density. And, although an elevated
ture be favourable to transpiration, its modifyihg^

is less than that of other causes. ;

la eompuring the effects of (^sorption and.
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mwfer and in air, frogs were found to gdn an i^ditum
their weight according to the term of their continuance^ in

the former medium* An absorption of water was rendered

evident by the loss of bulk it had sustained, when measured
after the experiment. i

Thus, when the comparative influence of wa^r and air If

estimated, the former appears to be absorbed, and adds to

^ the weight of the body ; and the latter tends to diminish the
' weight, by different and fluctuating degrees of evaporaticai

taking place, and dependent much more on the degreo of
motion in the air, than on its dryness or humidity : these last

conditions modify evaporation in a minor degree, when com**

pared with the influence of a current of air.

VfThe celerity of ahs(yi''pti%n exQi^ds that of transpiration six

times, in the most rapid cases. ;M‘therefore results, that the

losses by transpiration in air sUbuM be repaid by absorption

of water in a much less time than the expenditure occurs.

But the decrease of weight is not prolonged ; it is sudden,

and not continuous, alternating with augmentation of weight,

by absorption of liquid going on in a ratio superior to the

loss ; and thus nature’s provision is manifested for the nutri*

ment of the body.
With this last inquiry Dr. Edwards concludes the 'firet

part of Ins work ; and it is observed, that, with regard to

transpiration, the losses of weight have been considered with-

out reference to the existence of any other influence than
water. The losses by transpiration have been examined
generally without regard to tlie matters lost. What relates

to water differs essentially in one respect from that which
regards the air. The losses sustained by the body ought to

be more particularly examined. Temperature and loss of

time require estimation. An^xcretlon of solid matter evi-

dently takes place ; for t^iH|ater, in which animals are

submersed, becomes turbid, ^Pecially in hot weather, and it

sensibly contains animal matters, afiecting the weight of the
body in water.

When animals are sifbmcrscd in water, their skins exercise

two functions, acting inversely in determining their weight;
it results, from

.
comparative experiments, that the

a^^ption at zero exc^ds the loss in water ; while at thirty

d^mMthe loss exceeds the increase by weight from absorp-

the higher the temperature, the greater is the

excen|^^^discharge of animal matters. We may therefore

presum^^^t the agency of temperature produces analogdus

aerial transpiration to those* before obsei^ed
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in tithed in<][uiries ; and the effects of dryness and mmsture
in the air produce a minor degree of influence also, wheli
conmared with temperature

^

on the losses ofanimal substances.
We have been thus minute in our analysis, because the

subject of it is new to science in its present shape, and of a
high degree of interest. Dr. Edwards’s researches among
the difierent classes of animals have tended more to the

illustration of the influence of johysical agents upon life than

any previous authorities ; and the persevering industiy,

accuracy of observation, and patient inquiry which he has
evinced in his investigations among c^d-bloodcd animals,

have placed this department of the cfeation in a point of
view at once curious, interesting, and valuable to science.

We attach the greater importance to this part of the author'd

work, as it is a ground on jjvhich he may be consulted, and
quoted as indisputable authority, until equal inquiries have
shewn him to be fallacious.

Our limits will not at present permit us to proceed farther

in our analysis, and we must refer the remainder of the book
to a future opportunity. The subjects of the three other
parts, though greatly extended, will not probably require

such minute analysis as those novel experiments which form
thC'feubject of the first part ; but we imagine that the appli-

cation of the principles laid down, in the previous inquiries,

to human physiology, will be found not less interesting than

those which relate to the natural history of the lower orders

of the animal creation.

An Account of Professor CarlinVs Pendulum Experiments on
Mont Cenis,

We believe that no account ^|^'ofessor Carlini’s pendulum

experiments on Mont Cenis hasliltherto appeared in the peri-

odical scientific publications of this country : the experiments

are, however, well deserving of such notice, having been con-

ducted with great care, and having had a specific object in

view, which object seems to have been satisfactorily accom-

plished. The following brief account of them, taken from the

original memoir published in the Appendix to the “Eph^^ride
di Milano ” for 1824, may not be unacceptable to those%^:OUf

readers who interest, themselves in subjects of this class. .

The length of the simple pendulum vibrating seconds is k
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loeasum of the iateo^ty of gravitation ; i, e* pF the 'exceB9 of

the force of gravity overthe centrifugal force. In consequence

of the ellipticity of thev earth, and of the difference in the'

direction of the two forces, the intensity of gravitation varies

according to the different latitndes. It also varies, in the same

tatitude, according to the greater or less elevation of the pen^

dulura above the level of the sea ;
i, e. according to its greater

or less distance from the centre of the attracting force.

Had the earth a perfectly level surface, such, for instance,

as it would have if^ were everywhere covered by a fluid, the

force of gravity, in receding from the surface, would diminish

iia the duplicate proportion of the distance from the earth’s

centre. In the actual state of globe, however, its conti-

nents and its islands are raised above the general level of the

sea by which it is only partially covered ; and if a pendulum

be raised, on the surface of the land, to a known elevation

above the sea, the diminution of gravity will not be, as in the

more simple case, proportioned to the squares of the respective

distances from the earth’s centre, but that proportion will

I'equire to be modified, by taking into account the attradtidin of

the elevated materials, interposed between the general surface

and the pkice of observation.

When pendulums are employed in diflerent latitudes, to

obtain the ratio of gravitation between the equator and the pole,

for the purj)Ose of deducing the ellipticity of the earth, all the

places of observation, being on land, are more or less elevated

above the sea ;
inland stations, in particular, are sometimes at

* considerable elevations: tOjiender these results comparable

one with another, it is necpaH^ to reduce each result to what

it would have been, had it bl^^nado at some level common to

all the experiments ; and the surface of the sea has hitherto

been taken as that common level. Previous to the publication

of a paper of Dr. Young’s in the Philosophical Transactions

fpr X819, the consideration which we have mentioned, that of

attraction of the matter interposed between the place of

oi^ei^tion and the level of the sea, was generally unheeded

in allowance to be made for the reduction of
diffei^hi.4^hts to the common level : in that paper, however^

occasion to point out the probable effect of
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interposed matter in modifyir^ considerably the usual

aUowapce ;
that, supposing its density to be about half the mean,

density of the earth, the effect of an hemispherical hill of such

matter, on the summit of which the pendulum should be placed,

would be to diminish the correction, deduced from the dupli-*

cate proportion from the earth’s centre, about <^th
;

that, in

manner^ a tract of table-land, considered as an extensive

flat surface, of the same relative density, would diminish the

conection about 4^hs; and that, accordingly^ in almost any

country that could be chosen for the experiment, the proper

correction for the height would vary, according to the fomg^

and density of the interposed materials, from rather more tha^

a half to rather less than thi^-quarters of the usual allowance^

This view has been subsequently acted upon by the English

pendulum experimenters, in reducing their observations
;
but

it has not been yet adopted by the French. The experiments

of Professor Carlini were calculated to afford a practical illus-

tration of the correctness of Dr. Young’s reasoning.

Professor Carlini was engaged, in the summer of 1821, in

cor^rt with Professor Plana, in determining the amplitude of

the celestial arc between the Hospice on Mont Cenis and the

Observatory at Milan, by means of lire-signals made on the

Roche Melon, and observed simultaneously at Milan and at a

temporary observatory established at the Hospice. Wliilst

thus engaged. Professor Carlini, being stationary for several

days on Mont Cenis, and obliged to have time very accurately

determined, for the purpose of comparing with the observatory

at Milan, availed himself of the m)portunity to employ a pen-

dulum apparatus of the same S^riil nature as that used by

M. Biot at Paris, which had^^^ prepared at Milan some

years before, under the direction of a commission of weights

and measures, with the view of determining the value of the

divisions of the national linear scale. As this apparatus dif-

fered in some few particulars from the original employed in

France, we shall briefly notice the differences, presuming ouf

readers to be acquainted with the apparatus of MM. Borda

and Biot. ^

!• In the Milan apparatus, by means of two microscopesi

farqisJlied with wire micrometers^ the length of the penduluQi
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maylbe measured without; tbuching it; without approachmg

it; without even opening the case which contains it. The

measure is obtained by bringing the wires in contact with the

images of the knife-edge suspension, and of the upper and

lower borders alternately of the platinum disk suspended to

the thread : thus preventing the risk of deranging the equi-

librium, and avoiding the effect which the heat of the b^y
might have on the very dilatable metallic thread.

2. The half sum of the distances taken between the sus-

pension, and the upjj^r and lower edges of the disk, gives the

distance of the centre of the disk itself, without measuring its

diameter with a compass, an operation exceedingly difficult to

execute with the necessary precision. By this apparatus of

microscopes the length may be measured at pleasure, even

during the time of oscillation
;
and being attached to the wall,

instead of supported by the floor, the risk of derangement by

the tread of the observer is avoided.

3. The pendulum, and the clock by which its oscillations

are measured, w^ere not, as usually, near together and resting

on the same base, but were perfectly separated. The coinci-

dences of the oscillations w ere obserx etl, by bringing the image

of the pendulum of the clock, reflected by means of an oblique

mirror, in contact with the image of the sim[>le pendulum seen

direct through a telescope. By this modification the risk of

the mutual influence of the pendulum and the clock is avoided.

4. The disk was attached to the thread by means of knots

in the thread itself; avoiding the correction for the small cup

usually employed for that P^®9se.

5. An alteration was msu^in the weight and shape of the

knife-edge suspension
;
redirahg its weight to about 10 grains,

'and giving it the shape of a rotclla, instead of that of a triangu-

lar prism.

' The simple pendulum and microscopes were attached to a

^TOng wall, in a room on the ground floor, contiguous to the

t
paporary observatory, and well sheltered from the sun end wea-

er. The clock with which the pendulum was compared, was

sup^ttedhy a pyramid of masonry resting on the ground, and

occupyiiSg; the middle of the room. The experimental length

betwe^we ihicroscopes was referred to three standard metres^
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in perfect agrepmqint with each other : one received from Paris

by ,the Commission of Weights and TVIeasures at Milan
;
a

second brought more recently from Paris by Conte Moscati

;

and a third in the possession of the Royal Academy of

Turin,

The experiments were commenced on the 3rd of September,

and terminated on tlie 27tli, being interrupted by M. Carlini’s

absence at Chambery from the 7th to the 12th. The distance

between the microscopes, and the oscillations and length of the

pendulum, were measured alternately. Thirteen independent

results were thus obtained, of which the •greatest discordance

from the mean was not more than ^ British inch.

The mean result was 39.0992 British inches, the length of the

pendulum vibrating seconds in a vacuum, at the place of obser-

vation on Mont Cenis, 1943 metres, or 6374 feet atiSve the

sea, in the latitude of diV 14' 10". To compare with this

determination, we may obtain a tolerably fair approximation

to the pendulum at the level of the sea in the latitude of

45° 14' 10", such as its length might have been found, if the

mountain could have been removed and the pendulum placed

on its site, by deduction from the lengths actually measured

with a similar apparatus, on the arc between Formentera and

llunkirk, at stations not far removed from the level of the sea,

in the adjacent parallels to Mont Cenis, and in the countries

adjoining. Of these there are five, not including the station at

Clermont, in consequence of its great elevation : they are as

follows :

—

Dunkirk . . 51 02 10; its penduliu^t the level of the sea = 39.13771

Paris ... 48 50 14 ;

Bordeaux . 44 50 26

;

Figeac ... 44 36 45

;

Formentera 38 39 56;

The mean length of the seconds pendulum at the level of the

sea, in the latitude of 45° 14' 10", deduced from these deter-

minations, is 39.1154 ;
and it is so equally, whether an ellip-

ticity of ^4^th, or of ^y^tli, or any intermediate ellipti^ity, be

assumed in the reduction.

We have, then, 39.1154 - 39.0992 =: -0162 inch., as the

39.12894

39.11295

39.11212

39.09176
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measure of the diffeienOe ixx, the intensity oC gravitation at the

place of observation ilevated 1943 metres, and at the level

of the sea. The radius of the earth being 6,376,478 metres,

this taeasur^ according to the duplicate pibportion of >the

distances from the earth’s centre, should be ’0^8 inch,. Thfe

attraction of the mountain is, then, equal to *0238 — *01^ =s:

r0076 Inch. Whence it appears that, in thii||narticular instance^

the correction for the elevation is reduced, oy the attraction bf

the interposed matter, to -^ths, or to about -^ths of the

amount immediately deducible from the squares of the dis<*

taUces. •

It is obvious that, if we possessed a correct knowledge of the

density and arrangement of the materials of which Mont Cenis

is composed# so as to enable a coAiputation of the sum of all

the attilbtions which they exercise on the place of observation,

this result might furnish, as well as Dr. Maskelyne’s experi-

ments on the deviation of the plumb-line produced by the

attraction of Mount Schehallien, a certain determination of the

mean density of the earth. Professor Carlini considers that

the form of the eminence may be sufficiently represented by a

^aegment of a sphere, a geographical mile in height, having as

its base a circle of 11 miles diameter, the distance from Susa

to Lansleburgo
; the attractive force, on a i)oint placed on the

summit, would, in such case, be equal to 2 •jr i (1—
or in numbers to 5*020 J, 5 being the density of the mountain,

and 2 v the ratio of the circumference to radius. *The

attractive force of the earth, on a point at its surface, is ^ 9r r

a= 14394 A 9 r being the radius of the earth = 3437 geogra-

phical miles, and A its meai^density. Now these two quan-

tities, 14394 A and 5 • 02Q5^hould be, to each other, in the

proportion of 39.1154,—the’ pendulum at the level of the.sea^

representing gravitation at the surface of the earth,—^-to *0076,

the, portion of gravitation at the summit of the mountain due

tb^the attraction of the mountain. By the observations of

dfc, 3aussure and other geologists, Mont Cenis is chiefly com-

posed pf sebistus, marble, and gypsum
;
the specific gravities

pf w|uch substances were ascertained, from, nl^merous speci-

mens^ in dbe possession of M. Carlini, to^ be respectively as

foUowsr;-^
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, The schistUB * . 2*81.

. The marble . . . 2-86.

, . The gypsum . . . 2.32.

Ifl thfe' absence ef a precise knowledge of the quantity and

position of each of these three component parts, we may take

t^e mean, 2.66, of tlicir several densities as approximatively

the density of the^^untain, = S. We have then

^ _ 6.02 5x39.1154 __
“ 14394 X *0076^

‘ '

• ^
a result differing little from that of Cavendish as recen^ cor-

rected by Dr. Hutton, and still less from that of the Schehallien

experiments.

The most hypothetical element of this calcufatioit is the

width assigned to the base of the mountain ;
but by flie very

nature of the question, it has but little influence on the final

result
;
since, by even doubling the assigned diameter, the total

attraction would not be altered a twentieth. In regard to the

mean density of the mountain, if it were taken at 2.75, instead

of 2.66, that of the earth would result 4.94, instead of 4.77, as

given above.

E. S.

Transactions of the Horticultural Society, Vol. vii. Part U
4to. London, 1827. pp. 208.
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I. Observations upon the Growth ^ Early and Late Grapes under
Glass. By Mr. Janies Aeon.

Fatv gardens are to be found in which bunches of fresh ripe

grapes Can be gathered every day in the year : notwith-
standing the importance of the fruit to the luxurious, and
the facility with which the vine submits to the artificial cli-

mate of the foi^ing^house. Nothing is easier than to secure
crops of grapes in a vinery during the spring and sdnimer
months ; but it is '^^r more difficult' to obtain them in thp .

last and eofliest seasons of the year, when the plants would



naturally be in a state af torgidity.* It, is well known that

this denrabk purp^ is att^ib^i^ in thb

g;arden cif the Ean of Surrey^ lit Worksop Manoi^; arid'the

management there practised is the 'subject of this paper.

The commou methods of forcing early grapes are' to train

the virifes under the roof near the glass, or on small frames

against flued walls ; but to both these practices Mr, Aeon
finds great objections : to the former bemuse it renders the

house too dark, and exposes the young aM tender branched
to 'the pernicious effect of blasts of cold air rushing through
the interstices of the panes ; and to the latter, because"the
h^at of the flues is apt to scorch the branches, and in conse-

quence to destroy the crop,—excessive h^at in the one case

prodoeh^ the same injurious effects as excessive cold in the

other. The following are the two modes by wHch Mr, Aeon
obtains his sirry early and his very late grapes. For the early

crops aihouse is used, of which the back wall is 9.6 feet in

height, and the front wall 3 feet, the roof forming an angle

of about 30 degrees. It is heated, from the absolute neces-

sity of employing an atmosphere of unusually high tem-
perature, with two flues that pass along the middle of the

Wuse, and return in the back wall ; a fire-place being

built at each end of the house. Forcing begins on the first

of September, and the fruit begins to ripen the first week
in March. The vines are trained upon a trellis, fixed over

the flues, in the centre of the house, and also upon the back
wall ; but none are allowed to obstruct the light by occu-

pying the roof, until about six weeks after the forcing has

commenced, when some new shoots are inti^duced and
trained to the rafters. The form of this house gives it a

peculiar advantage, in presenting a greater surface for the

S
owth of vines than can be derived from any other plan ;

e trellis which is placed oyer the flues is nearly equal to

the whole roof, without in any degree injurious to the

plants trained upon the bara wall. The vines are planted

m the inside of the house, but in such a manner that the

lUbuld in which they grow is not heated by the fire-places of

Sither flue. The usual mode of exposing the main stem of

a forced vine to an extremely low temperature in the exter-

nal air, whife the branches are stimulated by a very high

t^perature in an entirely different atmosphere, is very pro-
objected to. Nothing, in fact, can injudicious

thal^Sflcb a practice, in cases where very^^rly forcing is

.reqdimd ; for it shouldbe borne in mind; that although the
1 ‘

^ 2..: - »
Juices a
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plant are elaborated, ^andtWonght into the state under ^bicb
they.appeaHn the fruit, andjn the secretions of the plant, is

carriea od by the leaves ailone, yet that all these juices havej

in the first instance, to pass alon^ the vessels > of the stem
before they reach the leaves ; and that the whole of the bark
of a . tree is, rightly considered, a leaf of a particular -de-

scription, forme^^f the same kind of tissue, and exercising

the same functiom, and undoubtedly producing a powerful

effect upon the motion of the fluids of the branches, with the

vessels of which it is elaborately an^Ji intimately entangled,

from the core to the circumference. No argument can be
necessary to show, that an equal actio^i of the vessels of a
plant is indispensable to the due maintenance of the vegetable
functions in a healthy state, and that this is not to be main-
tained by exposing tlie main stem and the extr^ities to an
atmosphere and temperature entirely different. Si^ch irre-

gularities do not exist in free Nature, and she will not sub-
mit to them when in fetters.

In pruning vines for early forcing, as little wood
^
should

be employed as possible. Mr. Aeon stops the shoots one
joint above each cluster, and has no joint without a bunch.
When the crop is over, and the wood perfectly matured,
the branches should be laid near the ground, and shaded
till the recommencement of forcing. In short, they should

be placed in a condition as nearly as possible resembling

the glqom and cold of winter. If this process be well ma-
naged, the vines will alter their natural habits, and instead

of budding ^yith the spring, their vegetation will naturally

commence at the period at which they have been accus-

tomed to be stimulated.

For late grapes, a house of a different construction is emt*

ployed. The back wall is 12 feet high, the front wall 1|
foot, and the roof lies at an angle of 45 degrees. The heat

is supplied by a single flue passmg along the middle of the

house. The sorts best adapted for late forcing are the Mus«>

cat of Alexandria, the St. Peter’s, and the Black Damascus;
all other kinds wither prematurely. This house is getSerally

shut about the middle or end of May, as soon as the bunches

become visible. The vines are trained on a tflbllis near the

glass. Till they are out of blossom the air is kept very

warm, a poinUtpjj^hich much importance attaches, because

it is during thw ]^riod that all the branches that are to bear

fruit in the sncc^^ng season are produced. In a high
temperature, the ^ach^s will grpw JfiQVO corppactly,,?^
JULY—ocv, 1827.
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regularly matured tliian in a low temperature^

in ^)ucH the wo^isapt to become excessively luxuriant, and
not to rip^n well. Great attention must be paid to this

S
oint.

,
Aa'inuch air as possible is introduced into the vinery

tiring the summer ; but as the autumn advances, more
caution in this respect is observed. The fruit should be
perfectly coloured at the approach of .^||ie dark season

;

for if the colouring be deferred too lofag, the berries will

never acquire their proper flavour. Great care must be ob-
served to remove daily^uch berries as are inclining to damp,
or the whole crop will soon be spoiled. This should be par-

ticularly attended to f for the contagion of what gardeners

call damp^ arises from the growth^f minute fungi which
vegetate upon the epidermis, and spread during the autumn
with^alarnoiag rapidity from bunch to bunch.
The pruning of vines for late forcing is the same as has

been already explained. When the crop is gathered, the

house is unroofed for a short time, in oi-der to expose the

branches to a low temperature, and to the degree of humi-
dity necessary to replenish their vessels, which have been
drained by the dryness of the climate in which, when forced,

th^ wer# necessarily kept.

By the means above described, a regular supply of grapes
is secured through the year. The late-house crop lasts

from the middle of January to the end of March ; it is suc-

ceeded by the first crop in the early-house, which carries on
the supply into May, and it is continued by the grapes on
the rafters in the same house until the vin^ in the pine

stoves, which are forced early in January and February,
produce their crops. These continue bearing through the

spmmer, when a vinery, of which the forcing commences
' about the end of March, furnishes the supply till the late-

house fruit is ready in January.
Upon the whole this may^be considered a most instructive

and valuable communication.

XL On the Varieties of Cardoon, and the Methods of cultivating them*

By Mr. A. MatheWs,

Who does nA; wish to read of the cardoon ; of that prince

of vegetables, whose praises have been sung or said by all

cooks and gourmands, from the fastidious^^drigords and
CaV^^lis of the l^rench cuisine^ down to tne more homely

' ItundoUs fthd Glasses of our English ki|d^e^^ » whose virtues

cre^ble u]^ no less authority
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t\\m that of the sage gaatrophiliats aforesaid.^ To' test&t^

unwonted vigour to old age, and new elasticity to yoiithry

are the most modest of its attributes ; the magical broth with
which the veins of JEson were replenished bv the cunning
Medea, was doubtless prepared from the cardbon; and the
story itself is probably a sort of figurative record of the skill

of the fair encl^itress in cooking this delicious vegetable,

which was well known to the Grecian gastronomes under

the name of kolktqs ; but this we throw out merely
as a suggestion. Upon preparing herbs thus potent for

the table, cookery has exhausted all its^skill ; to dress a car-

doon is declared, by the highest authority in the art, to be
the surest test of a skilful cook ; and one of those invaluable

acquirements which, to borrow the words of a writer not
less celebmted for his powers of composition than of cook**

ing, raises cookery to the rank of the sciences, and its

professors to the title of artists.’* Our good forefathers,

indeed, could not find the true manner of dressing car-

doons,” and were content to eat them raw “ with vinegar

and oyl, pepper and salt, all of them, or some, as every one
liketh for their delight;” which, considering that this vege-

table is both bitter and astringent in a high degrefe, does not

argue much for the delicacy of palate of our ancestors ; little

did they dream of the savoury preparations that modern art

has devised by the aid of Espagnole, consommd, blancs, tam-
mies, marking, masking, and all the mysteries of the stew-

pan.

Four varieties are here described, of which the Spanish
cardoon is the most common, and the cardon de Tours
the best.

They are cultivated, like celery, in deep broad trenches,

well manured and watered. When the plants are nearly

full-grown, which will be about the end of October, a dry
day is to be chosen for performiftg the operation of blanching

them, which is thus eflected :

—

“ The leaves of each plant are carefully and lightly tied

together with strong matting, keeping the whole upright,

and the ribs of the leaves together. The planjj. is then bound
closely round with twisted haybands, about an inch and a
half in diameter, beginning at the root, and continuing to

about two-thi^ of its height. If the plants are intended for

winter store, imey 'must be earthed up like celery ; but if to
,

be consumed h^hsi^^he frosts set in, the operation ofearthing

up may be omitt^l^ .
"

*

^
' M2
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UI. AceomiUmd Deicrijptims cf the eeveralPlmts belmgif^ to fite

genus which are cultivated in the garden of the Horticultural
Society at Chiswick. By Mr. James Tr^.

The beaaty of one species of Hoya, viz., H. carnoea^ has

long caused it to be a favourite with Collectors. The object

of the writer of this paper is to call attention to such others

pA are known to exist in gardens, or as are preserved in the

records of the botanist.
*

The following species form the subject of the paper, viz.t

1 Hoya caruosa, if. Brown. 2 Hoya crassifolia, Hu--

worth. 3 Hoya pallida, Lindley. 4 HoyaPottsii, (Tab. I.)

5 Hoya trinervis.

. These five are all the species at present cultivated in gar*

dens ; others are known to exist in the warmer regions of

Asia, where they should be assiduously sought for by tra-

vellers, as they are not only very ornamental, but also easily

%0 be transported to Europe.
. From such materials as he has been able to procure, the

•i^riter enumerates the following as completing the genus

jloya, as far as at present ascertained :

6 Hoya chinensis. 7 Hoya viridiflora, R. Brown. 8
Hoya la^^olata, D. Don. 9 Hoya linearis, D. Don.
JO Hoya australis, R.Brown^ MSS. 11 Hoya nicobarica,

R. Brown, MSS. 12 Hoya auguslifolia.

. The paper concludes with a detailed explanation of the

best manner of cultivating Hoyas.

JV. On acclimatizing Plants at Biel,in East Lothian. ,vBy Mr. John
Street, gwdener to the Honourable Mrs. Iliimilton Nesbitt.

Perhaps there is no point whatever, connected with Horti-

culture, of greater interest than that which forms the subject

of this paper ; it is the distant goal towards which we all are

striving, but of which, alas J we have not as yet even caught

a glimpse. The gardener is'in possession of the powers by
which he can bend the seasons to his will ; he can dispel the

frozen gloom of winter with the rich warm glow of the vin-

tage ; at his call the flowers of spring and summer start up be^

jieath his feet, and his hothouses are filled with the luscious

frifits of the torrid zone. All this he knows how to effect

an artificial climate ; but he has no influence over the

climate of his country, nor can he. to the

ye^etation of warmer latitudes the least addinbnal power of

renting cold, for which they have not? been prepared by
Aflj4^t^^tizing is still a secret to4^ discoverod^ Tp
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this day tlot fk single instance chn be adduced of any exotid

plant whatever possessing greater povvei*s of withstanding

cold, than it had when first introduced. It has been hoped
that if the seeds of given plant could be procured, for

many generations, in % climate severer than its own, the
offspring so obtained would gradually accommodate them-
selves to theii new country ; but no such result has followed

from the experimefrts that have been tried. Let us take a
few fanuliar examples:—the common nasturtium, (Tropaj-

lum majus,^ a native of Peru, is said to have been intro-

duced about the year 1686. At the tjme at which w^ are

writing, it must have descended through about 140 genera-
tions; and yet it lias not become in the smallest degree
capable of resisting cold. Of the mignonette (Reseda odo-
rata), the date of introduction is not well ascertained; it

has probably been a favourite border annual for sixty or
seventy years, and yet it has in no degree shaken off its annual
character, which is unnatural to it, and resumed the suffru-

tescent habit which it possesses in its own milder climate.

The potato, too, which has for two centuries and a half

been increased in every conceivable manner, by seeds as

well as by offsets, bears cold in no degree mire readily

than it did. in the sixteenth century. Nor does it appear to

us probable, that acclimatizing, if practicable, is to be
brought about by sowing seeds in northern latitudes through
successive generations. We do not believe that plants will

bear their seeds at all in a temperature much lower than
that in which they have been located by the hand of Nature.
The heat of a northern summer sufficiently approximates to

that of the tropics, to be considered, with reference to vege-
tation, as the same, and it is during that season that the

seeds of all plants are ripened ; the conditions, therefore,

under which the seeds of Tropaeolum, for example, are pro-

duced in England, do not materially differ from those under
which the same seeds are producea in Peru ; if the season

proves unpropitious in any considerable degree, they are not

produced at all. How then can it be expected that seeds

ripened under similar circumstances, but in different lati-

tudes, should give birth to a progeny differing in any re-

markable particular from their parents ? In fact, in power of

resisting cold, they do not differ at all. If such a capability

were to be obtained, it would be by inducing plants to ripen

their seeds in winter.

But if it is certain that nothing is ta be gained in acclititti^

tissing, by raising plants from seed through successive gene<*
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:{ations, it is no less truo thair xnai^ trees, which have been
supposea to be incapable of surviving a northern winter, are
now ascerUined to be perfectly hardy, and that the power
of enduring cold maf^ee increased in others, by a judiciotis

ipanagenqient of soil and situation. #
, The phenomenon of vegetable life being destroyed by
cold, probably arises from the vessels, through which the
Circulation and secretion of the fluids o#plants take place,
being ruptured by the expansion, from cola, of tlie fl.pia they
contain. In proportion, therefore, to the tenuitv ofthe ves-
sels, ^.and the abundance of their fluid, will be tlie danger to
which they are exposed from frost ; and to the strength of the
vessels, and the paucity of their fluid, the power of resisting

cold. Thus vigorous shoots of the oak, walnut, and many
other trees, which are formed with rabidity, imperfectly ma-
tured, and highly charged with flui(i, are extremely impa-
tient of cold, and are even destroyed by a few degrees of
frost ; while the twigs and branches of the same trees, which
are formed slowly, fully matured, and incompletely filled

with fluid, bear unharmed the utmost rigour of our winters.
In acclimatizing, therefore, this law should be carefully

rememberi^, and the situations in which tender plants ai-e

stationed, should be those in which their growth is re-
strained, and an excessive absorption of fluid prevented.

This appears to have been the true secret of the success
that has attended the attempts at acclimatizing, which form
'the subject of Mr. Street’s communication. . By planting in

situations well drained from superfluous moisture, under cir-

cumstances where rapid growth was rentlered impracticable,
and, as we understand, in a garden admirably adapted to
the object, from its position, he has succeeded in natura-
lizing, it latitude 56° N.t plants which have not yet been
known to endure the winters even of the parallel of London.

V. Upon the Cukure of Celery, By Thomas Andrew Knight, Esq.,

F.K.S., President.

That which can be very easily done, without the exertion

pf much skill or ingenuity, is,” Mr. Knight observes, very
:^jgly found to be well done, the excitement to excellence

l^nig in such cases necessarily very feeble.” This remark
is in the present case applied to the cultivation of celery,

which, being a native of the sides of wet Sitches, might
natui;ally be expected to demand an abundant supply of
yirater when cultivated. Accordingly, Mr. Knight found that

by keejprng the ground, in which celery was planted^ con-
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^tarttly it grew hy the middle of September to the

height of five feet, and its quality was ill proportion to its

size. Mr^ Knight also recommends planting at greater disr

tances than is usually the .case, and covering the beds, into

which the young seedl||igs are first removed, with half-rotten

dung, overspread to the depth of about two inches with
mould ; under which circumstances, whenever the plants are

removed, the dun|| will adhere tenaciously to their roots,

and it will not be necessary to deprive the plants of any part

of their leaves.

VI. Report upon the Neu' or Rare Plante which flowered in the Qfxrden

of the Horticultural Society at Chiswick, l^iween March, 1 825, amd
JuarcA, 1826. Parti. Tender Plants. By John Lindley, Esq.

The subject of this paper consisting of botanical details which
do not bear curtailing, wo shall only extract the names of
the new species described in it, as a guide to our botanical

readers. In the whole, thirty-three species are noticed J

of which the following are published for the first time :

—

2 Passiflora obscura. 7 Solanum dealbatum. 10 Taber-
naemontana gratissima. IBTephrosia? Chinensis. 15 Hel-
lenia abnormis. 16 Gesneria Douglassii. 21 Gynandropsis
pulchella. 23 Rodriguezia planifolia. 26 BrassaWsla nodosa.

ti3 Phycella corusca.

VII. Account of a Protecting Frame for Fruit-Trees on Walls. By
Mr. John Dick.

In order to protect the fruit upon walls from the ravages of
bees, wasps, flies, and other winged enemies, a frame is con-,

trived fitting close to the face of the wall, and having a move-
able sliding canvass front, which can be readily removed when
the fruit is to be gathered, and replaced again aftefwards.

A plan of the frame accompanies che paper. From^hat we
have seen of this contrivance, we know that it is well adapted
to its purpose, and that no garden in whiclj^Jine fruit is re-

quired, should be without one or more of sufen frames. For
the inode of making them, we must refer to the paper itself.

VIII. On the Fjsculmt Egg-Plants. By Mr. Andrew Mathews.

In this country, the egg-plant, brinjal, or aubergine, is

chiefly cultivated as a curiosity ; but in warmer climates,

where its growth i^ attended with less trouble, it is a fa-

vourite article of the kitchen-gardeU. ^In the form of fritters,

or farces, or in soups, it is frequently brought to tabl6 in

all the southern parts of Europe
; ana forms a pleasant 'ya-
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tiety of ieseulent. This, |lap^r desctibos the <M»ly two kiodtf.

that are worth cultivation in England.

IX. Natkes ofCommunteation$ to the Horticulturai 'Societu, hetmen
Jmuaanf 1 , 1824 , and January 182$, Ewtracted /ram the Minuta.'

JJoohe^aif^ Papers of the Society.

A iiov€l lEind of pine pit is desci*ibed, which is said to answer
every purpose tnat can be desired. It is heated by flues

passing through a chamber, formed by b4|nis exteQc^ipg from
the back to the front wall, and so becoming a soift Q|.\floor,

updn which is first placed a layer of turf; and theftithe tan

in which the pine-plants are plunged. The warmer air is

convisyed into the upper part of the pit by means of small

apertures contrived in the walls, at four inches and a half

apart, both in the back and front of the pit, and also through
iron pipes resting on the beams and passing through the tan.

The ventilation is effected by air-holes in the front wall, and
sliding shutters in the back walls. An explanatory figure

accompanies the statement.

The famous rhubarb, which has of late acquired so much
celebrity under the name of Buck’s rhubarb, is mentioned as

e;iccellent when forced. It is not generally known, that this

sort is the genuine Rheum undulatum of botanists unconta-

minated by mixture with the common garden kinds. The
plant generally called Rheum undulatum, is a half-bred, pos-

sessing none of the good qualities of the native species.

George Toilet, Esq., of Betley Hall, in Staffordshire, re-

commends the preservation of apples for winter store, packed

in banks or^oas of earth like potatoes. The method is said

to be effectual and economical.

Thomas Bond, Esq., of East Looe, in Cornwall, describes

his mq^le of cultivating strawberries. He does not adopt

. the conpion practice of cutting off the runners, but they are

confinea to the bed by being turned back among the plants

from which they spring. In the autumn, the beds are

covered to the s^pth of two inches with fresh earth, through
which the strawberry-plants shoot in the spring with great

Vigour-

. A kind of wicker ]|;)asket is described, which is cheap and
well adapted for screening half hardy plants during the

winter. It is fixed in the earth by means of the points of

th® ribs of the wicker work, which are allowed to project a
few inches for the purpose.

It is stated by Joh» Wedgewood, Esq., that good celery

tnay teadil;^ obtained by transplanting seedling plants

that have renamed in the seed bed, till they bad acquired a
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cdttsideraW^ Mi:e. They grow* more vigorously than the
younger plants that are transplanted in the usual way.

' William Cotton, Esq., of Wellwood-house, describes the

good effects of painting an old garden wall with seal oil and
anticorrosion paint. The wall in question was covered with
trees, which were every year attacked by blight. Since the
operation the trees have borne good fruit, made healthy

wood, and^been frditfrom the bad consequences of blight.

Mr. jphh Mearns states, that the red and white Antwerp
raspberries may be brought to bear abundantly in August,
long after the usual crop of raspberries is past, by the follow-

ing management. In May he removes the young fruit, bear-

ing shoots, from the canes, leaving in some cases one or two
eyes, in others, cutting them clean off. Under either plan,

they soon produce an abundance of vigorous new shoots^

which blossom freely in July.

Mr. Elias Hildyard, gardener to Sir ThomasFrankland, kills

the grub which infests his onion beds by trenching the b^s in

winter, digging in manure at the same time, and leaving them
exposed to the frost in a rough state till the time of sowing.
A mode of inducing fertility in a barren SwanVegg pear-

tree trained upon a wall, is described by the Jlev. John
Fisher, of Wavenden, in Buckinghamshire. It consists in

twisting and breaking down the side shoots of the main
branches in such a way, as to make them pendulous without
separating them wholly from the parent limb. In a short

time a grumous formation takes place where the fracture has

occurred, the wound heals, the flow of the sap is moderated,
and fruit buds are formed instead of sterile shoots.

Mr. William Mowbray, gardener to the Earl of Mount-
norris, states, that the different species of eatable Passifloras

which do not generally produce fruit, may be induq|4 to do
so abundantly, if the pollen of other species is applied to

their stigmas.

Currants are preserved in perfection In the |&rden of James
Webster, Esq., of Westham, by being covered with bunting
when the fruit is fully ripe, care being had to unloose the

bunting occasionally from the bottom ot the bushes, in order
to remove the decaying fallen leaves.

X. Report on the Instrummts employed in, and on the Plan of a Jour-

nal of Meteorological Observations, kept in the garden of the Horti-

cultural Society at Chiswick, f

This and the following paper we propose to notice: m
detail on a future occasion
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Jourtiol qfMeteorological Observations made in the garden of th$^
Horticultural Society at Chismck, during the year 1826. By Mr,
William Beattie Booth.

XII. On Orache^ its Varieties and Cultivation, By Mr. WiUiani
Townshend.

Tbe lieirb orache was formerly cultivated as a kind of sum-
mer spinach ; but in this country it has long been expelled
firom the kitchen garden by other kinds, gj^t is, however, stil}

seen in the gardens of. France, where it is commpnly called

Arfoche des jardins, being used in that country, bbth by
itself as a spinach, and mixed with sorrel, the acidity of which
it corrects. Seven vaa'ieties are described, which do not differ

in their qualities, but are distinguished by the colour of their

foliage.

XIII. On planting the moist Alluvial Banks ofRivers with Fruit-Trees,

By Mr. John liobertson.

The object of this writer is to show that the low grounds
that form the banks of rivers are, of all others, the best

adapted for the growth of fruit trees ; the alluvial soil

of which they are composed, being an intermixture of the

richest and most soluble parts of the neighbouring lands,

^ith a portion of animal and vegetable matter, affording an
inexhaustible fund of nourishment. In such situations, how-
ever, the trees are liable to injury from floods in the winter,

unless some means are used of draining off the stagnant water.

This is to be effected by digging deep trenches between the

rows of trees, casting up the earth from the trendies around
the trees ori either side, so as to form elevated banks. Such
is the practice in Holland, where the western slopes of the

dykes are generally covered with fruit-trees, chiefly apples and
pears." Mr. Robertson is of opinion, that the banks should be

' raised, if possible, at least three or four feet above the highest

water-mark, and be made eighteen feet broad at the base, and
twelve at top ; the trenches should be fifteen or sixteen feet

’^ide, admitting the soil to be three or four feet deep.

Upon this plan, it is probable that abundant crops would
be obtained ; but with regard to the quality of the produce,

we suspect it will be quite as indifferent as the apples and

S
ears of the Dutch, which are notorious for their want of

avour.
XIV. On Dahlias. By Mr. William Smith.

This is an attempt to (distinguish by words the best varieties

of the Dahlia* and to fix the names of those which are the

most worthy ol<cultivation. Sixty kinds are well described*
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aminged in divisions depending lipon the size of the plants

and the colour of their flowers. We do not propose to analyze

this paper, which is far too extensive for our limits; but iQ*^

stead, to throw, together a few remarks which are suggested

by the subject.

The first fact to which we would call attention has reference

to acclimatization. The Dahlia has now b^en cultivated in.

Eurom with the utAst assiduity for nearly thirty years. Du-
ring that period millions of plants have been raised from seeds,

and under almost every possible variation of climate; and ano-
malies the most singular, not only in colour, but in general

constitution and physiological structure,*have been obtained.

The colour of the flower has been altered from pale yellow,,

or lilac, to every hue of red, purple, or yellow, to pure
scarlet and to deepest morone, or has even been wholly dis^

charged from the radial florets in the white varieties; the

period of flowering has been accelerated nearly two months
the tall rank weed, exceeding the human standard in height,

has been reduced to a trim bush, emulating the paeony in

dwarfishness; the yellow inconspicuous florets of the disk

have been expelled to make room for the showy deep-coloured

florets of the ray ; what is more remarkable still, the samo^

yellow inconspicuous florets of the disk have been enlarged,

and stained with ricli morone, so as to rival the colours of the

ray without losing their own peculiarity of form ; and finally,

the whole foliage and bearing of the plant has been altered

by the substitution of simple leaves for compound ones. But
notwithstanding all this proneness to change, notwithstand-

ing the multitude of varieties which have been thus procured

by seed, ?/oc one individual has yet been discovered^ in any
degree whatever

^
more hardy than its ancestors. The earliest

frosts destroyed the Dahlias as certainly in 1826, as th^ could
have done in 1789.

But, however strong may be the disposition of the Dahlia

to vary from its original structure, it is curious to observe

how strictly it conforms to the laws by which such variations

are controlled by nature. In altered structure all the changes

take place from circumference to centre. The florets of "the

ray displace those of the disk,.but the latter never attempt

to occupy the ray ;
when a change occurs among the florets

of the disk, they merely dilate and assume the colour of the

ray, without changing their position or theii^.peculiar form.

So with the leaves ; by a reduction of the lateral leaflet, till

the terminal one only remains, simple foliage is substituted

for that which was compound ; but no case has been found in
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which the suppression of tlio terminal leaflet has taken plae#
and the lateral ones have been'preservecl. In change of Coloiirf

tooi there is a circumstance which demands consideration, and
of which no explanation has yet been offered* It is not se-»

nerally known^ although long ago noticed by M* De Candolle,
that among flowers, yellows will not produce blues, nor
•blues yellows, although both these primitive colours wdll

sport into almost every other hue. Thtfe the liya^inth, the

natural colour of which is blue, will not proBude ^a^ellow,

for the dull, half-green flowers called yellow hyacii%s|' are,

in our judgment, whites approaching green ; the blue crocus

will not vary into ydlow, nor the yellow into blue ; and the

ranunculus and tlie dahlia, the natural colour of both which,
notwithstanding the popular belief to the contrary, with
respect to the dahlia, is, we believe, yellow, although they

are the inost sportive of all the flowers of the gardens, vary-
ing from pink to scarlet, and deepest shades of purple, have
never yet been seen to exhibit any disposition to become blue.

This subject offers a most amusing field for investigation,

and would well repay the attentive consideration of the phi-

losopher.

XV. On the Cultivation of Camellias in an open Border, By Mr,
Joseph Harrison,

Mr*H . finds that the double red camellia, the doublewhite, and
the double striped, will bear an English winter if planted out
when about two feet high, having been previously stunted in

their growth by repeatedly stopping their leading shoots.

For two winters the young plants are to be protected by a
wooden screen fixed round them, and covered by a hand-glass,

the whole being enveloped in mats
;
afterwards they require

• no other protection than to be guarded from heavy snow-
storms, and to be assisted by a thick^covering of old tan upon
the ground in which they grow^ to the distance of two or

three feet from their stems. If tins success has been met with
Yorkshire, what may not be expected in our more southern

counties! On the 12th df March of the present year, these

oamdlias were not injured by a frost which did considerable

damage to the commdif laurel.

A Method cfgrowing Crops of Melons on open Borders* By Mr#
mlliam Greenshields.

The sorts fitted for this purpose are the black rock, scarlet

rock, gSeen-fljpshed, netted and early Cantaloup melons. The
^ method: qoosista of forming a hidf by half filling a shalloir
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trencK with decays vegetables,«Dd covering tlietn Tvith the
exhausted linings of cucumber beds. The young plants am
reared for some time under handlights. For full particulate

of this practice, we must refer to the paper itself, which is

clearly written, and, coming as it does from one of our most
skilful gardeners, well worthy of attention-

Xyil. Notice ofFive Varieties ofPears receivedfrom Jersey in the year

/ . . M 1826 * By John LincUey, Esq.

The fruits here described are of the highest excelltoce. They
are, 1. the Marie Louise; 2. the Duchessed’Angouleme; o.

the Doyenne gris ; 4. the Doyenn6 panache ; 5. the Beurrd
d’Aremberg ; and 6. the Gloux morceaux. The second, the

fifth, and the sixth kinds are represented In two very beau-
tiful coloured plates ; and are, perhaps, the most exquisitely

flavoured of all the varieties of the pear. Th^ Beurre
d*Aremberg and Gloux morceauxs. are long keepers ; the

others are autumnal kinds. Of the former it is said, the
flesh is whitish, firm, very juicy, dissolves in the mouth, and
is wholly destitute of grittiness; it is sweet, rich, and so pe-

culiarly high flavoured, that I know no pear that can be com-
pared with it in that respect.'*

XVIII. Upon the Culture of the Prunits Pseudo-cerasus, or Chinese
Cherry. By Thorny Andrew Knight, Esq.

f’

This species of cherry is expected to become an acquisition

of considerable value, for the purpose of forcing; and also

as an early fruit, when trained upon an open wall. Mr.
Knight recommends its propagation by cuttings, which root
freely, and that it be abundantly supplied with liquid manure^
From its highly excitable habits, he suspects it to be a native
of a cold climate, probably of Tartary.

XIX. On the Culture of %e Pine-Apple. By Mr. James Dali

XX. On forcing .^)aragus. By the same.

These two papers were communicated by the Cambridge
Horticultural Society, having gained one of the annual t^ilver

medals presented by the London to Provincial Societies.

They con^in good practical directions for the cultivation

upon which they treat.

XXI. Observations upon forcing Garden Rhubarb. By Mr. William
Stothard.

This plan is perhaps the best that can be followed, as it is at

once the most certain and the^ost sknple. You sow rhu:-

barb seed on a rich moist border^in the beginning of
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Tlie yofenj^ pltftfts are well^thiitined during fhesu^fner; iti

the end of October they kre very carefully transplanted intd

foreing-pOtSi five or si^in each pot. They are placed in

north aspect) to recover the effect of their removal from the

St^*bedr, and in a month they are fit for forcing. We can

safely recommend this method.

Account ofsome remarkable Holly Hedges and Trees in Scotland*
By Joseph Sabine, Esq. « ^

This is aUijflaborate account of some extraordinar^llecimens

of hollies, and appears to have been written with a view to

induce the more geiierat cultivation in this country of that

very valuable tree. At Tynningham, the residence of the

Earl of HarringtOT, are hedges extending to no less a dis*

tance than 2952 yards, in some cases thirteen feet broad, and
twenty-five^et h%h. " The age of these hedges is something

more thi|h s^eiitury. At the same place are individual trees

of a size qime unkno\ra in these southern districts. One
tree measqreA^five feet three inches in circumference at three

feet from the gi^nd ; the stem is clear pf branches to the

height of fourteen feet, and th^tf^lal height of the tree is

fifty-four fpet. The dlher placed at which the hollies arc of
unusual siie, are Colin|^n-house, the seat of Sir William
Forbes*; Moredun, the seat ,

of David Anderson, Esq.:
Hopetoun-hous^5 the seat of'\he Earl of Hopetoun, and
Gordon-castle, where are several large groups of hollies,

apparently planted by the hand of Nature.

XXIII. An Account ofa Plan ofHeating Stoves by means ofHot Water,
employed, in the Garden of Anthony Bacon, Esq.

We conceive that a new sera in horticulture will commence
with the publication of this paper. We already possessed

eoptrivanc^ o^a sufficiently good kind for all purposes con-

nected wim artificial climate, e^ept the power of com-
manding heat; fur wj^iclr the tw^ptethods hilWrto employed
have been either too clumsy or ^o costly, and in either case

liable to numerous^objec^ns. The old mode of introducing

into a stove, by mffins of brick %ies, has long been
cotfeidered so bad, th^ every scheme that promis^^o super-

SftjSe such flues has been hailed with joy ; the uncmainty of

quantity of heat given out by a brick flue, its continual

liainlity to explonen, the impossibility of preventing the

escai^ of smo^' from b^tveen the joints of the bricks, are

all ev^iiifhat require a remedy. For this purpose steam was
introduS^, and with great advantage in extensive ranges of

Eothooses. But the enormous expense of erecting a steam
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lippavatua/ the danger attending its use in the charge
unskilful or careless gardener, aud also the rapid Joss of

heat from the pipes upon any neglect of the boiler^ have .a}!

contributed to prevent the use of steam becoming ^irery ge-
neral. The plan now described has the great merit of poa«
sessing all the good qualities of steam, without any of its

objectionable accompaniments ; its cost cannot in any con-

siderable degree exceed that of flues, and its effects aVe so

Qertaini^l^ durable, that a house so heated niay be almost

said t6 be" beyond the power of neglect on the'j^rt of the

gardener." f
Without entering into the details of 'this plan, for which

we must refer to the paper itself, we sl^ll content ourselves

with explaining its principle. Suppose^ two iron reservoirs,

A and B, of- equal capacity, placed tw^y feet apart, and
connected at the top and the bottom by^on I%)efe the level

of both reservoirs being the sam%; it is obvious fliat water
poured into one of these reservoirs will flow^nto the other
through the connecting pipes, and that censtequehtly

stand at the samelheightJn both. Let the reservoirs be thus
filled above the level of^^ie uppermost pipe, and heat be
appKed to the bottom of one resejvmr, A ; thQ;|{rater in this

will presently be forced throug^the upper pipe^into the

reservoir, B, of water not^i heated; in proportion as the

healed water flows out of A, through the upper pipe, the

cold water will flow out of B through the lower pipe ; and
by this means a circulation of water heated and water to be
heated will be formed, which will continue as long as the

application of fire to the bottom of one reservoir i#conti^,ued.

When it is discontinue, the temperature of the two^ reser-

voirs and of the intermediate pipes M’ill be the same within

thi'ee or four degrees. As it is the propertj^gofieated water
to part with its heat v<^y^«lowly, it follows mat heaf will

continue to be diseiigagdo^om th^resjprvolrs and pipes longf

after the application of fire has ceased. In fact, when *the

two reservoirs are once heated, ga^jdener may make up
his fires and relii^ to rest, cerwm that his house is«&3pfl5-

ciently i^pyided with heat for the niclg. ^ ''""r

The ^3erls accompanied with a p^^Df a vinery warmed
upon this principle.
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thes the researchas'

have a^cei^faed^ihht^'th^T^ng^^ of anciefit

]|^fpt*S=^e1angi^ the hieix)glyphicaljnsci^ti6^ engraven

ancient temples and mormments, an^bf^tlfe' existi

ilfUnlfecripta of the same period,—differs frbm.^|h|^^(;^em

ifej^Tptian or Coptic, only4n the miKliure in the

txrcjgk an<!%rabian and a smaller portion of Lal^^^ras^ fe-

troduced during the sucllbssive dominion of the %rteksi the

Rohidhs, and the Arabs, and occasionally substitute^for -the

corresponding nativlIWords. The grammatical cons|^ti6n of

the language has remain*^ the same at all periods^,|||<^^ldy-

ment: an^ i||fii^al]^ceased to be a spoken laiigul^e‘'t&wards

the ')(nid(^ o%the seventqiinth century, ^Yhcn it was re{ilaced

by^e Arabia)^ ' f

'

wiiti% thent. language, the ancient Snrptiftns employed

three different kinds of characters. J^st, ; or repre-

sentations <^the object^ijpiemselvef^ oecond, symbolic

;

orre-

pif^S^’fttations of certain p^sical or material objects, expressing

ineJsphOTlcslly ,
or conventionally|^ertain ideas

;
such as, apeople

‘lent tomeir iJhig, figured, metaphorically, by a bee
;
the uni^

% conventionally, by a beetle. Third, phonetic^ or represen-

bfsounds; that is to say, strictly alphabetical characters.

TK^^ou^c signs were also portraits of physical and mate-

rlaln^cts
;
and each stood for the in^al sound of the word in

the E^ptian language which expressed the object pourtrayed

:

th% a lion i^u||||ie sound L, because a lion was called Labo
;

hander, because a called Tot. The form

m^^hich these objeq|ts jyere pmBlfited, when employed as

pbori^tic characters, was c^ventidnal, and definite to distin-

^ ^fthem from tile sai^ objects- used either figuratively

vibolically
;

thus, the conventional%orm of the pho-

T the ijiiM and outstretched? m^y other

the hand womd either be a figurative, -pr a Symbolic sijgii.

huihber of idi^fiact cl^acters employed as phonetic sighs

bay^Deen^a^lt 120; consequently many were

iek, orhaying the same signification. The three kinds

l^rt^ere ukd indiscriminately in the same writing»
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taxi occasioniiUy in the compoai^on of the .saifle vtqrI.
.
^^e

formal Egyptiar^ )ivrmhg, therefore,* such as we see it still

existiiig on the monuments of the country, was a series df

traits of phyaic^l and material ejects, of which a. small

-proportion hai^a symbpli^ meaning, a still smaller proportioi^r

a hgurotiye. n^auing, but the great body were phonetic or

alphabe^Osd ^ni: and to these portraits, sculptured or painted

witii su^^Rt fidelity to laave no doubt of the object repre-

sented'^ of hieroglyphics, or sacred charsiicters, has

been attached from their earliest hist^ic notice.
^

The manuscripts of the same ancient period make us ac-

quainted \^ith two other forms of writing pmctiscd by the an-

cient Egyptians, both apparently distinct from the hieroglyphic,

but which, oh'careful examination, are ibnuffto be 4s immediate

derivatives; every hieroglyphic having, its correspmding sign in

the hieratic^ or writing of the priests, in which the funeral

rituals, forming a laige portion of the manusmpts, are prih’ci-
,

pally composed
;
add in t^e demotic, called also the enchorial,

which was employed for M Ignore ordii||ry and popular usages.

The characters of the hienitic are the most pirt obvious

running imitations, or abridgments of the corresponding hi^o-

glyphics
;
but in the demotic, ^vhich is stil4/urth€ff^ removed

from the original type, the derivation is less frequently and

less obviously traceable. In the hieratic, fev,’er figurative or

symbolic signs are employed Ilian in the hieroglyphic
;
their

absence being supplied by means of the phonetic ^lir al|>ha-«

bctical characters, the words being spelt instead of figured

;

and this is still more the case in the demotic, ^ich is, in coiw

sequence, almost entirely alp^betlcal. ^ ^ ’

After the conversion Egyptians to Christianity, the

ancient mode of writing thOT language mil into disuse
; and

an alphabet was adopted, in sub^tution|j consisting of the *

twenty-five . CJreek letters, with six aaditional si^ns expi^e^ig

articulatio]^,§nd aspirations unknown j^e jSreek?, the cna-»

racters for^ which were retained from th% demotic. This

is the Coptic alphabet, in which the Egyptian appears as a
written language in the Coptic bq||ts anil i^nuscripts

served in our libraries
;
and in which, consequIhUy, the lan^

guage of the inscriptions on the monumente may be studied*

,
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origifiol mode in language was written having

.thU^ fallen inta disuse, itha))|ieni4« htlength,thatthe signification

of the characters, atd even..the nature of- the system of writ-

ing’ which they formed,^oame entirely lost
;
such notices

on the, subject as existed in the early historians being either

too. imperfect, or appearing too vague, to furnish a clue,

.although frequently and carefully studied for. the purpose.

The repossession of this knowledge will form, in Jitemry history,

one of the most remarkable distinctioi]^, if not the principal, of

the age in which we live^ It is due primarily to the discovery

by the French, during their possession of Egypt, of the since

well-known monument called the Rosetta Stone, which, on

their defeat and expulsion by the British troops, remained in

the hands of the victors, was conveyed to England, and depo-

sited in. the British Musj^um. On this monument the same

inscription is repeated in the Greek and in the Egyptian lan-

guage, being written in the latter both in hieroglyphics and in

the demotic or enchorial character The words Ptolemy and

Cleopatra., written in hieroglyphics, and recognized by means of

,
the corresponding Greek of the Rosetta inscription, and by a

Greek inscription on the base of an obelisk at Phil®, gave the

phonetic charaoters of the letters which form those words

:

by their means the
^
names Were discovered, in hieroglyphic

writingfit qn other monuments of ail the Grecian kings and

Grecian qtieeiis of Egypt, and of fou^lben of the Roman empe-

rors ending with Commodus
;

an^ by the comparison of

these names one with ^another, the Value of all the phonetic

characters was finally ^certained.

The hieroglyphic alphabet thjijs made out has been subse-

quently applied to Ae elucids^dh of the earlier periods of

,Eg)q)tian history, ^rticularly iii tracing the reigns and the

,,^.siiccession of the I’harao^s, those |^ative princes who governed
' at the^eri^ of its splendour

;
when its monarchy was

. tfee most powerful the nation'l" of the earth
f

its people

,
most advoncdl irt learning, and in the cultivation of the

\Uifi9 and sciences
; and which has left, as its memorials, con-

stifhctions mor^ nearly appro^hing to imperishable, than any

other of t^ works of man, which have been the wonder of

^every,- isuccee^ng people, and which are now serving to re-

, establi5b,*^at the expiration of above 3000 years^ the details of
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its long^fof^tten histoi^.> tmee the^ Htupeodous' imlm*-

mehts of art to foUAdei^s^ and thus to fljf,

approximatively, at leaiti ,th€^ epoch of their first existence, is

a Consequence •of the restoration^tof the kniimledge of the

alphabet and the language of the inscriptions engraven on
tlietn. • We propose to review, briefly as our Jimits require,

the principal and most important facts that have thus re-

cently b€|^ known in regard to those early times
; and

shall deem ourselves nsost fortunate if we am impart to our

readers but a small portion of the interest which we have our-

selves derived in watching their progressive discovery.

The following are the authors to whdm we are chiefly in-

debted fof the few particulars we know of early l^j^tian his-

tory. Herodotus and Diodorus Siculus, Grecians, and foreign-

ers in Egypt. Manetho^,' a native
;
and Eratosthenes, by birth a

Gyrenean, a province bordering on Egypt; tioth residents.

Josephus, a Jew, and Africanus, Eusebius^ and iSyncellus,

Christians, Greek aathoyrs. Herodotus visited Egypt four

centuries and a half before Christ, fed within a century after

its conquest by the Persians. In his relation of the affairs of

the Greeks and Persians, he has introduced incidentally a

sketch of the early history of Egypt, such as he learnt it fiom

popular tradition, and from information obtained from the

priests. It is, howev^, merely a sketch, particufcilly of the

earlier times; and isTurthcr reconled by Josephus to have

been censured by Manetho for its incorrectness. Diodorus is

also uiidei^tood to have ^visited Egypt about half a century

before Christ
;
and from him we have a similar sketch to that

of Herodotus; a record of the names of the most distinguished

kings, and for what they were distinguished
;
but with inter-

vals, of many generations and of uncertain duration, passed

without notice. Maneth4|was a priest of Heliopolis in LpWer

Egypt, a city of the first rank amongst the fy^ed cities of

ancient Egypt, and long the resort of foreigners a§ the Seat of

learning eimI knowledge. He lived in the reign of Ptolemy

Philadelphus, two centuries und,p half before Christ, and wiote,

by order of that prince, the history of his ovfn country in tfeu

Greek language, translatingIt, as he states himself, out of the -

sacred records^ His work is, most unfortunately, lost •, but

the fragments which have been preserved to us, by the writings

N 2
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of Joi^ephus in the first century, of the Christian sera, and by

the Greek authors above of the third and fourth cen-

turies, contain matter, which, if entitle^,to confidence, is of the

highest historicial value, viz., a chronological list of the succes-

sive rulers of Egypt, from the first foundation of monarchy, to

Alexander o^Maccdon, who succeeded the Persians. This

list is divided into thirty dynasties, not all of separate families;

a memorable reign appearing !n some ins^c^ to^commence

a new dynasty, although happening i%the regular succession.

It originally contained the length of reign as well as the name

of every king
;
but in consequence of successive transcriptions,

variations have crept^in, and some few omissions also occur in

the record, M it has reached us through the medium of different

authors. The chronology of Manetho, adopted with confi-

dence by some, and rejected with equakfconfidence by others,—

his name and ms information not being even noticed by some

of the modern systematic writers on Egyptian history,—has

received the most unquestionable and decisive testimony of its

general fidelity by the interpretation of the hieroglyphic inscrip-

tions on the existing monuments: so much so, that by tlie

accordance of the facts attested by these monuments with the

record of the historian, we have reason to expect the entire

restoration of the annals of the Egyptian monarchy antece-

dent to Persian conquest, and wj^ch, • indeed, is already

accomplished in part.

Before we pursue this part of our subject, wc must conclude

our brief review of the^riginal au%)riiies in earfy Egyptian

history, by a notice of Eratosthepes. lie was keeper of the

Alexandrian library in the reign of Ptolemy Evergetes, the

successor to Ptolemy Philadelphusy under whose reign Manetho

wrote. Amongst the few fragments of his works, which have

reached us transrq^itted through the ^reek historians, is a cata-

logue of thirty^i^it kings of Thebes, commencing with Menes,

(who is mentioiipdv by^ the other authorities also as the first

monarch of Egypt,) and occupying by their successive reigns

1055 years. These names ai^ stated to have been compiled

from original records existing at Thebes, which city Eratos-

thenes visited expressly to consult them. The names of the

two first kings in his catalogue are the same with the names
of the two first kings of the first dynasty of Manetho ; but the
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remainder of the catalogue no further accordance,

either in the names or in the dtq!lQLtion of the reigns.

To return to Manet^t—amiBngst the moiiarchs of the ori-

ginal Egyptian race there was one named by him Amenophis*

(the eighth king of the eighteen^ dynasty, of whom it is

stated, in a note of Manetho’s pre^ftved by' Syncellus, that he
.was the Egyptian king wliom.^the Greeks called Memnon.
The statue of Meiftnon at Thebes, celebrated through all anti-

quity for the melddiou# sounds whibh it was said to render at

sunrise, is identified in the present day by a multitude ofGreek
inscriptions

;
one of which, in particular, records the attestation

of Publius Balbinus, who visited the ruins of Thebes in the

suite of the empress the wife of Adrian, to his hSving himself

heard the divine sounds of Memnon or Phamenoph -which

latter name is Amenophis, with the Egyptian masculine article

<p prefixed, and omitting the Greek termination. The hiero-

glyphics carved on the statue, and coeval with its data, had
been veiy carcfully^copied by the French whilst in possession

of Egypt, ^and were engraved in the splendid work,, the

Description cle VEgypte, to which their researches had given

rise. These hieroglyphics contain the alphabetic characters

Amnf (being the initial vowel and all the consonants of the

name Amenof) inclosed within a ring; a distinction which had

been previously observg^ to take place witli the nam^s of the

Roman emperors, and of the Grecian kings and queens ;
and

as the rings have hitherto been found to occur in no otlier

instance whatsoever thaiilwhen containing the names and titles

of sovereigns, they^re regarded as characteristic signs. It

should be remarked, that in the hierogj^yphic writings as in the

languages of other eastern nations most nearly connected with

Egypt, the vowels are often omitted, and when expressed, haj(^

not always a fixed sound# The coincidence *,of the reading»^f

,
the hieroglyphic naitie with that recorded by Mai^etho, and with

the Greek inscription on the statue

(oryofManetho’s authority ;
it was

evidence it afibrded of the employment of the same hierogly-

phic alphabet/ that was in after use in the times of the Ptole-

mies and the Cjcsars, even in the very early periods of the

Egyptian monarchy
;

for the reign of Amenophis was in the

dynasty preceding that of Sesosb;is: it also indicated the further

itself, wa^o far confirma-

alsoliighly interesting in the
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advantage to be gained by the application of the alphabet in

decyphering other proper names, distinguished by being in-^

closed in rings, existing on other staitdes, and in the more
ancient temples generally. Considerable progress had been

made in reading these, ^vhich in several instances hs^l been

found to correspond with names of the kings of the same

and of subsequent dynasties to Amenophis, as given by Ma-
netho, when a most importantlliscoverywaa^t^ of the exist*

ence of a genealogical record, in hierogtyphids, of the titles of

thirty-nine kings anterior to Sesostris, chronologically arranged.

We ha^ already noticed that the names and titles of kings

were disti^^shed by being inclosed in rings
;
the ring con-

taining the^pfoper name being accompanied usually by a se-

cond, inclosing certain other hieroglyphics, expressing the title

by which that particular king was designated
;
and it appears

probable that me kings of Egypt were distinguished by their

titles rather than by their names, since the same name recurs

frequently in different individuals, but the ^titles are all dissi-

milar
| with a single exception amongst the very^any that

have come ^nder observation, and in which the same title is

common to two brothers. The signification of the titles is yet

obscure, except that they are of the same general nature as is

frequent in the East, such as Sun of the Universe,*' &c.
;
but

for the p&rjfose of individualizing, the ^n is to us of the same

value as the thing signified; and as other monuments furnish

the names in connexion with the titles, we are enabled to com-

pare the succession evidis^ced by the*§|itle| with the' record of

the historian, and thus to test the fidelity'^bf the record. The
discovery of'* this hier^lyphic table was made by Mr, Wil-

liam Banks in 1^18, in excavating for the purpose of obtain-

teg an accurate ground-plan of the ruins of Abydus, near

Thebes. On a si^ wall of one of Be innermost apartments,

hiero^yphics were sculptured inclosed in rihgs, ranged symme-*

trically in three J|iorizo|ital rows, each row having originally

contained twenty rings, of which twelve of the upper row^

eighteen of the middle, and foufteen of the lower row were still

remaining, the others having been destroyed by the breaking

down of the wall. The hieroglyphtcs having been copied and

lithographed,> it was spee<lily recognised that the rings in the two

Upper rows consisted of titles only
;
with the exception of one
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proper, the last of the ^epo^d row, since known to be tbe.

naiue of the king whose title is the last in the succession, and.

who .was the fourth in jreign and generation before Sesostria*

The third row was recognised to consist of one proper name,

and one title, each repeated ten times, and alternating with

each other : these are since known% bo th§ name and title of

Sesostris, . whose reign the construction of the table is with

much probability,ascribed. The titles in the same row with

that of the ancestor of Sesostris and preceding it, have been

identified on other monuinents» coupled with names which are

those of the predecessors ofthe same kingm the list ofManetho.

It would exceed our limits, and it is not our purpose, to

trace in detail the successive steps by which the existence of

each of the kings of Manetho’s list, from the expulsion of the

Phoenician she])herds from Lower Egypt, and the consequent

union of Upper and l,ower Egypt in a single monarchy, to

the reign of Sesostris, has been attested by the monuments.

Suffice it to say, that the same number of individuals as.

stated by Manetho, namely, eighteen, filling a space of four

centuries, are shown, by the monuments, to have reigned ia

that interval, and to have borne the same relationship, as well

as succession, to each other, as is expressed by the historian

:

that, of the eighteen names, eight in different parts of the list

are read on the monqpieiits identically as in the historical

record
;
and that in rc^rd to the names that are not identical,,

we have the testimony of Manetho that some amongst Uie

kings, Sesostris, for example, were kqowii by two and even by

more names. The table of Abydus appears to have been,

strictly a genealogical record
; a record of generations, in which

view it is strictly accordant >|^'ith the historian.

The period of the Egyptian annals on which this light has

been thrown, is pVecisely^liat which might have been selected

in the whole history of Egypt as the most desirable for such

purpose. Independently of its very high antiquity, it w^as the

period of the greatest splendour and power of %he native Egyp-

tian monarchy, and of the highest (Egyptian) cultivation of

the arts. The greater part of the more ancient, and by far th^

most admirable in execution, of the temples, palaces, and

tues, which still attest by their ruins their former magnificence,

are the work qf that age ;
and the hieroglyphic inscriptions stpl
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extant on tliein, and which, wrhen not deEsiced by wanton injury,

are almost as perfect as when first executed, make knowu the.

reigns in whiOh they were respectively constructed, and fre**

quently the purposes for which they were designed. This is in

itself no small achievement, when we reflect that these extraor-

dinary remains of ancient art were equally the objects, ofvague

ilvonderment in the times of the Roman empenorsi^ at they were

in those ofthe generation preceding ourselv^; but that they a|:e

become to us objects ofa more enUghtrll^ed i^o^tyv which they

promise amply to repay, when the study that has aheady made
known their founders, shall reveal the signification of the hie-

roglyphic histories, with which the walls of the palaces and

temples are covered. Already have we gained some very im-

portant facts in regard to the condition, political and other-

wise, of the countries adjoining to Egypt at that early period.

The monuments of Nubia are covered with hieroglyphics, per-

fectly similar both in form and disposition to those on the

edifices at Thebes
;
the same elements, the same formulas, the

same language
;
and the iiames of the kings who elevated the

most ancient amongst them, are those of the princes who con-

structed the most ancient parts of the palace of Karnac at

Thebes. As far as Soleb on the Nile, 100 leagues to the

south of Philm the extreme frontier of Egypt, are found con-

structions bearing the inscriptions of an Egyptian king
; evi-

dencing tbat, during the period of which we have been treating,

Nubia was inhabited by a people having the same language,

the same belief, and the same kings as Egypt. To the south

of Soleb, and for more than 100 leagues in ascending the Nile,

in ancient Ethiopia, very recent travellers have discovered

the remains of temples, of the same general style of architec-

ture as those of Nubia and Egypt, decorated in the same

manner with hieroglyphics representing the *same mythology,

and ^alogous to those of Egypt in the titles, and in the

mode of representing the names and titles, of the sovereigns.

But the proper names of the kings inscribed on the edifices

of Bdiidpia in phonetic characters, have nothing in common
with ^ pitoper uames of the Egyptian kings in the dynasties

of no|t||i-one of the Ethiopian names found cither

on the Nubia or of Egypt. Thus there was a

time vwheii;'ibeei\%ZBd part of Ethiopia,^—Meroe^ and the banks
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of tho Nile between Dongola and Meroe,-—-were inhabited by a
people having language, writing, religion, and arts similar to

Egypt ; but, in political dominion, independent of that country,

and ruled by kings of whom it does not appear that any his<*

torical record whatsoever has come down to us.

The dat^s.^ the expulsion of the Phoenicon shepherds from

Egypt, and^of the reign of Sesostris, in years of the aera of

o\\T computation', have been favourite subjects of discussion

with chront^dgistSv^s 'Aiihbishop Usher^ fixed the former of

these events in the year^B; C. 1825; which would make the

commencement of the reign of Sesostris about B, C. 1483«

The reign of Sesostris is connected with the early Grecian

chronology by the migration of Danaus, brother of Sesostris,

who, according to the Parian marbles, arrived in Greece in

1485, which is a very few years earlier than the dales of Usher

w^ould assign to that event. M. Champollion Figeac, brother

of the M. Champollion to whom the greater part of the disco-

veries made by the interpretation of hieroglyphics are owing,

himself a distinguished chronologist, has assigned the year B.C,

1822 to the expulsion of the Phoenicians, which Usher had

placed in 1825 : the date of M. Champollion being derived

from Manetho’s statement, that the Phoenician invasion took

place in the 700th year of the Sothiacal period, viz., B.C.2082,

and that their dominion in Egypt continued 260 years. His-

torical accuracy may make it desirable, that the exact year of

the most ancient as well as of more modern events should

be determined, if it be possible: but for purposes of general

interest, and especially for comparison with the chronology of

cotemporary nations, which at that early period is in every case

more unsettled than the Egyptian, the period seems sufficiently

determined. The date before Christ 1^2, pursued downwards

through the dynasties of Manetho, conducts with very close

approximation to the known period B.C. 525 of the cqy^quest

of Egypt by the Persians; and intermediately, accords very

satisfactorily with the dates, according to the Bible chronology,

of the conquest of Jerusalem in the reign of Jllreboam by

Shishak, king of Egypt, and of Tirhakab, Etliid|)ia and

Egypt, who made war against SennaehM^ tbim are the

Sesonchis of Manetho, and Sh.sh.n.k of iiiil|0jf^yphic inscrip-

tions on a temple at Bubaste^ pnd on obei^f the courts of tte
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ofhieroglyphicinscriptions existing in Ethiopia and in Egypt^^?

In respect to the connexion of the events of the Jewish and
Egyptian histories, the period between the expulsion of the

Phoenicians and the reign of Sesostris possesses a peculiar in-f

terest, as being that of the residence of the Israeli's in Egypt,

and of the Exodus, In the history of Jos^>bui^.>1v^ have an
extract from Manetho> in which this lid^^OVe^t ilH expressly

stated to have taken fisds under the a king

whose name, in Manetho'a list, is Arn^nophis, (thi^ third of that

name,) and on the monuments Ramses. The date which chro-t

nolo^sts are generally agreed in assigning ^to the Exodus is

1491 ;
thaft of the termination of the reign of Amenophis, ac-

cording to Champollion, is 1473, or, if the correction of his

chronology which we have suggested iu a note be just, 1478 :

it is singular that the difference of thirteen years (between 1491

and 1478) should be precisely the duration of a very suspicious

interval which Manetho states to have taken place, after Ame-
nophis had gone with his anny in pursuit of the Israelites; and

during which interval neither the king nor his army returned to

• It appears to us that a slight inaccuracy has crept into the deduc-
tion of all the dates in M. Champollion's Chronology subsequent to the
expulsion of the shepherds. The date of that cveht is the foundation of
the subsequent dates, and is supposed to have taken place B.C. 1822;
after which, according to the extract of Manetho in Josephus cited by
M. Champollion^ Thoutmosis, the king by whom they had been expelled,

reimed 25 years and 4 months, followed by the other kings of the

eighteenth dynasty, making altogether 342 years and 9 months
:

(in-

cluding the 2 years and 2 months additional of Horus, in compliance
with tlie version of the passage in the Armenian text of the Chronicle of
Eusebius.) This number, 342 years and 9 months, falling short of

the 348 years attributed to the eighteenth dynasty in Eusebius and
Syncellus, M. Champollion has suggested that Thoutmosis may have
reined the five years which constitute the difference, before the ex-

pulsion of the shepherds, since, according to the record, he did reign,

some years before that event, over all the parts of Egypt not pbs-
sessed^y the shepherds. So far, so well : but in such case, 11 le year
B.C. 1822, being the epoch of the expulsion of the shepherds, and not of
the commencement of the eighteenth dynasty, must surelk correspond to

the fifth yeaxof the reign of Thoutmosis, and not to the first, as M.
champollion makes it. We have hesitated to venture this remark on a
mMkt to which M. Champollion must have given so much attention,

bclievtiig that mistake in us is much more probable than an accidental

in^y^ei^ in him; but we have returned frequently to the consider-

ktioWwitliouf having been able to satisfy ourselves ; and the rectiflca-

hf omriwtaka, « it U ones may prevent othere fUhng into the same*
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but stated to have been absent in !l^tt|iopia. ][f the

Pxodua occurred during die reign of any ijif jtbe kings of Jbp

eighteenth dynasty, it oould only Jhave been iit the reign of the

immediate predeceasor of Sesostris;^ since his conquests in

Pboenioia, and his expeditions against the Assyrians and Medea,

must have bought him in contact with the Israelites, had they

been then /lading 4n the Holy Land, so as at least to have

caused some mentiue to have been mad$ W their history of the

passages i^|^.great ft Cinqueror. JBftt presuming Amenpphis,

father and predecessor of S^sostris, to have been the Pharaoh of

the Exodus^ the wandering of the Israelites in the desert for

forty of the fifty-fiye years ascribed to the reign of Sesostris, is a

sufficient explanation of his being unnoticed in the Jewish his<*

tory
; whilst the fact of that nation having been subject to the

Egyptians during the reign of Ousirei, commencing .li24 years

before the death of Amenophis, is attested by the paintings on
the wall of one of the chambers of the tomb of that king, dis:^

cftvered by Belzoni, and with which we are so well acquainted

by means of the model exhibited in England,

Whilst recalling to recollection the peculiar physiognomy of

the Jews pourtrayed in that tomb,-—and which is as character-^

istic of their present physiognomy as if it had been painted in

the present age, instead of above 3000 years ago,—the equally

well chameterized, but very different physiognomy of the Phoe-

nician shepherds, represented on the monuments of the same
period, is decisive of the error of Josephus, who imagined the

Jews and the Shepherds to be the same people. The Phoenn
cian shepherds, long the inveterate enemy of the Egyptians, form

a leading feature as captives, in the representations of the ex-r

ploits of the monarchs who conducted the wariare against them.

These people are always painted with blue eyes and light hair

;

and it is not a little curious to see assembled on the wall of the

same apartment, different raced, so distinctly characterised as

the Jew, the Phoenician, the Egyptian, and the Negrd
;
the

latter in colour, and in the outline of the features, in painting

and in sculpture, precisely as at present; all, moreover, inhabit

tants of countries hot very distant from each other, and at a
period when not more than twelve or thirteen centuries had

passed since all these races had defended from a single ^arejat.

In the writings which attempt p ^{dain frcm
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the diversity^of race amongst mankind, much power has been

ascribed to the effects of time and climate : but the facts with

which we ate now becoming better acquainted than before, do
not appear to admit of'^explanation from those circumstances.

It is worthy of notice that the negro, and the light-haired and

blue-eyed people, the two races who might be deemed at the

greatest distance apart amongst the varietiesof equally

with the iiitermediat^ti^gyptians, the desce^fA^taiSf'Ham.

Of the successieU^ Kings in Mkn^h^’s^bhiJ^plogy from

Sesostris to the Persian conquest, sf^ace of ninef TOnturies and

a half, about one halt* the names have b^n already identified

on different monuments : four of the Persian monarchs, subse-

quent to the conquest, have also been traced in inscriptions in

phonetic characters
;
their names are written, as nearly as can

be spelt with our letters, Kamboth, (Cambyses)
;
Ntariousch,

(Darius)
;
Khschearscha, (Xerxes)

;
and Artakschessch, (Ar-

taxerxes.)

The ascent by monumental evidence to yet more remote an-

tiquity than the expulsion of the Phoenician shepherds, (B.C.

1822), is not altogether without hope, notwithstanding the

general demolition of the temples of the gods, which took

place according to Manetho, during the long dominion of the

Phoenicians in Egypt. AVe learn from the Description de

VEgypte that even the most ancient structures at Thebes are

themselves composed of the debris of still more ancient build-

ings, used as simple materials, on which previously sculptured

and painted hieroglyphics are still existing
;

these are doubtless

the remains of the demolished temples, but the inscriptions will

require to be studied on the spot. There is also reason to be-

lieve, that there exists amongst the ruins ofthe palace of Karnac,

a portion of still more ancient construction than the palace itself

;

which, having escaped demolition, was incorporated with the

more recent building. The inscriptions on this apparently very

ancient ruin present the name and title of a king, which form a

very interesting subject for future elucidation. The title does

not accord with my one now extant on the table of Abydus, but

pos^Kymay have been one of those which were destroyed w’ith

a of the wall, and which are of kings of earlier date than

tht efxj^ulsibii ofthe shepherds. The name is Mandouei, which

name occurs in the dynasty anterior to Sesostris,. but coupled
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-with a difieicnt title, an effectual distinction \ nor docs the

name recur^in any subsequent dynasty. M. Champollion

Figeac has, with much ingenuity, shown the probability of the

identity of the Mandouei,of the ancient ruin with the Osyman-

dyas, Ousi-Mandouei, mentioned by Diodorus Siculus as an

Egyptian king greatly distinguished by his conquests, •whose

reign M. ChfpipoUion infers, from the historical passages re-

lating to hm^.tp )\fi^Vie commenced l^i^ars before the Phoe-

nician or 2272 years
51

antiquity,

and of the Very highest interest should it be established, sinqe

there exist of. this individual no less than three istatues in

European collections, distinguished by the same name and

title : two of these are colossal, one at Turin, and a second at

Rome : a third is in the British Museum
;
and as all particu-

lars must interest which relate to a statue, of which there is

at least probability that it is the most ancient existing in the

world,—the date attributed to it being earlier than the birth of

Abraham,—‘We copy from Burckhardt the following short de-

scription of its discovery : “ Within the inclosure of the inte-

rior part of the temple at Kamac, Belzoni found a statue of a

hard, large-grained sandstone : a whole length naked figure

sitting upon a chair with a ram’s head upon the knees : the

face and body entire
;
with plaited hair falling down to the

shoulders. This is one of the first, 1 should say, the first

Egyptian statue I have seen : the expression of the face is ex-

quisite, and I believe it to be a portrait.”—(J. L, Burckhardt,
T'ravels in Nubia^ Ixxvii. Letter to Mr. JV. Hamilton^ 20th

February^ 1817.)—^This statue is in^the farthest corner on the

right hand side after entering the gallery of the Egyptian anti-

quities in the Bntish Museum
; and compared witli other

statues in the same gallery, which are of kings of eighteenth

dynasty, the dissimilarity of t^ features from the "very charac-

teristic ones of the latter family is too striking to be questioned.

The problem of the age of this king Mandouei is, at all events,

highly curious one ;
and will probably receive its solution

amongst the many other valuable discoveries liyhich cannot fail

to result from M. Champollion’s projected ^visit to Eg}'pt, in

which he will be accompanied by the sincere good wishes of

every one in every country, who feels ai;L interest in the Fe^toi:a-

tion of authentic history. . E* S*
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* Proceedinga. of the HorHculiurci Smiefy,

June I9th,

At Uiis meeting a paper was read from the Presideilt
.

ii||^.uight,

Esq., upon ftie culture of the mango and eherimuyer* ^"bjcct

was to suggest some improvements in the management of these

itnd other trees cultivated in stoves, deduced from an apxdicaiion

of^Dutrochet*s electritMHl i^ory of vegetation id < firabtice. It has

now become generalljAitiOWn that tliiii db$erV6r is df ' opinion that

the motion of the fluids in plants de][)end9 upon two currents 'Of

electricity, with very unequal force between the denser fluid

of the tree ana the lighter flnid of the soil in which the tree is

planted; the more powerful current setting from the latter to the

former, ahd so producing absoijition, by conveying aqueoin par-

ticles into the roots, through the vegetable membrane Oi ue epi-

dermis. In applying this theory to practical purposes, Mr* Knight

l^commends thatHhe pot in which the cherimoyer ot mango is

planted, should itself be surrounded by a medium tl\rough which

an equable and regular supply of fluid may be conveyed to the

roots, and that the naked surface of the pot should by no means be

exposed to the free action of the atmosphere. Without entering

upon any question of the accuracy of the French philosopher’s

observations, it is quite certain that such a mode of cultivation is

th|jkt which is most congenial to plants, and which is indispensable

to those bf a habit at all delicate. The common ]>ractice of

plunging pots into a tan-bed, or among sand, if in glass-houses,

or in the earth if in open borders, is a proof of the necessity that

gardeners have found, of securing as regular a temperature aird

degree of humidity as is possible for the outside of their flower-

pots ; through the pores in which, moisture is chiefly conveyed to the

roots, which always cling to the inside surface%f the pot.

Specimens of roses produced by branches budded upon the Rosa
indica, were Exhibited by Alexander Evelyn, Esq. We notice these

not only on account of their extr^rdinary beauty, but also for the

sake of recommending most strongly the adoption of the practice

where delicate roses are found difficult of cultivation per se* Ifwe
consijiier^what happens when the operation of budding, or grafting

has AQficeedcd, the reason of the advantage derived from such an
openUimi will be apparent. When a bud.of one variety is inserted

under the bark of another variety, d^ union takes place between the

t^Uular ettbstance of the two ; the bud is then placed in the .same
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Situation regard to the stock, as the seed when sown is with

regard to the earth. ) t immediately derives its nutriment from the

ascending sap of the tree, and begins to form its wood and

branches, ^ iid to secrete its proper juices in proportion to the sup-*

ply of food it new receives. If a plant from any cause produces

roots with difficulty, its whole habit will be delicate, and its flowers

if formed, \ ill, ^is in the case of that most lovely of flowers, the

double yellow rose, probably fall off without expanding, from the

want of an ltdequate supply of nutriment from its roots ; but, as in all

trees, every bud is, when fully formed, in itself a perfect and distinct

individual, if such an individual be removed from its own root, and

placed where it will be supported by the healthy vigorous roots of

another species of variety, which happens in bi^Tdding, it will no

longer have to depend upon a source, the supplies from which are

imperfect, but on the contrary, like a seed renfoved from barren to

fertile ground, it Will flourish in a degree before unknown. The
contrary effect takes place when a vigorous plant is transferred to

one less vigorous. And hence, the whole effect of stocks upon tha

scions, or buds inserted upon them.

There was also a great variety of fruit and flowers upon the table,

and seeds of several useful vegetables were distributed.

Jvlp Srd.

Seven medals were awarded to different individuals for fruit sent

by them to the Society’s ffite on the 23rd of June ; and one to

Capt. Drummond, for his “ successful exertions in bringing living

plants of the mangosteeii from the East Indies.” A paper by the

president was read upon an improvement in the mode of construct-

ing hotbeds, but we despair of explaining it successfully without

reference to figures. Among the display of fruits and flowers,

which were exceedingly numerous, we were particularly struck by
a collection of twenty-two varieties of strawberries from the Society’s

garden.

Upon this occasion, thirty-nine new members were either bal-

lotted for, or proposed, a striking proof of the estimation in which

the Society is held by the public,

July 17tk.

Upon this occasion, an enormous pine-cone from the River Co-

lumbia was exhibited. It measured inches in length, Mi was

stated to have been procured by the Society’s collector, Mr. David

Douglas. ^ Its seeds were represented to be as barge as those of the

stone-pine, and eatable.^ The tree is of the family of Pinus strobiis,
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and will be an invaluable acquisition to our forests, if it should

prove to succeed ‘'as well in this climate as in its own. We have
already gpven some account of this plant in the last number of the

old series of this Journal. The usual display was made of the finest

fruit and flowers of the season.

August 1th,

ijh. complete coloured set of the costly Flora danica was placed

upon Jibe table, havmgjiccn presented by His the King of
Denmark. An improved apparatus for iumi^tmg!i:Jcdi|^uses was
exhibited by its inventor, Mr. John Read : it consists of a brass

cylinder, attached to tlite orifice of a pair of bellows, and fitted up
with a chimney ond drafl*hole closed by a valve. The tobacco is put

into the cylinder and ignited, and the blast from the bellows expels

the smoke. The contrivance is ingenious enough, but while a hot-

house fifty feet long, may be filled with smoke in ten minutes by

means of a flower-pot, with a hole in its bottom, and a common
pair of bellows, we cannot recommend any more expensive, and
certainly less efticient apparatus. *

The table was covered with a profusion of fruits and flowers.

August 2lst.

The meeting-room this day exhibited a gratifying proof of the

excellence of the productions of our English gardens. Offlowers,
there were dahlias of the richest colours, and the most varied hues

;

some produced by plants that retain all their ancient stature, and

others by dwarfs which seem to have lost nearly every character of

the dahlia but its beauty. Of fruits, there were endless varieties

of apricots, apples, pears, peaches, nectarines, grapes, pine-apples,

and melons ; one of the latter, from the garden ofJohn Fuller, Esq.,

weighed thirteen pounds. The best apricot was the Moorpark ; the

best apple, the Duchess of Oldenburg, than which no princess has a

fairer bloom, the best pear the Jargonelle, the best peach the Bour-

dine (forced), the best pine apple the Black Jamaica. We mention
these as a guide to our readers, their purchases of fruit-trees

;

for it is certain, that no greater service can be rendered to the public,

than to point out the means by which they may avoid encumbering

themselves with the polyonymous trash with which every nursery

abounds.
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I. Mechanical Science., ^

^

1. On the bombined Action ofa Current of Air and the "Bresmt^

of the Atmosphere,—^The phenomena observed by M. Clement
D«Ssormes*, when a flat plate is opposed to air or vapour passing

into the atmosphere from an aperture in a plane surface, have been

rented of production by M. Haehem, as to be^
. the

cominanil;M|j&y person in any situationi^ft^M. Hachette has also

accompatiiea^e descripiiou of his instruments witlfsc^ucldatioa^

experiments, and philosophical reasonings. *

The first simpliflcatioii by M. Hachette was to make the nozzl'^

of a pair of double chamber-bellows terminate in the middle of a
flat plate

;
he found that when the bellt>vvs #brc worked, effects were

produced opposite the jet of air of the kind described by M'.*

Clement, disks of card and other substances being drawn towards'

the aperture against the direction of the current. At the same
time that he described this experiment, he also announced his hav-
ing produced the s^^me elfects by using a stream of water instead

of a stream of air.

The apparatus was still further simplified, so as to make the

stream of air from the mouth sufficient to produce the effccl, A

tin tube, A, Fig, lyVras soldered to the middle of a round tin plate,

in the centre of which was a small orifice, E ; three or four small

projections of the tin, were left at the edges of the plate, to pre-

vent the disks of paper, card, or metal, from slipping off sideways.

The figure is on a scale of one-half. Instead of the tjn plate, a pie<^e

* See the l|«tVolume ortJii^Joumab p. 475. s

JULY—OCT. 1827. " O
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of smooth cork may be used» and for the tin tube, a glass tube, or
one made by rolling up a piece of paper.

If the tube be held horizontally, or inclining a little upward,
and a disk of card or paper be placed loosely against the aperture

in the plate, it^will be found that, on applying the mouth to the

end of the tube, and blowing air through, that the disk will not be

driven away, but actually mgde to apply closely to the surface of

the plate ; and if turned towards the ground it will be found to re-

main opposite the^ole, and not to fall until the current of air is

Igt^pped. Even sQilate of tin may in this way hjd ffti^pended by a
current of air ; whicl^ at first would be supposed'^^^njoin with

gravity in forcing it to the ground. When the disk is flexible and
.slightly elastic, a heavy sound, and sometimes even a shrill tone,

,is produced by Jhe vibrations of the plate.

In explanation of this experiment, M. Hachette says, “ The air

is pushed from the numth A of the tube, towards the orifice E of

the plate ; it strikes the part of the disk opposed to this orifice, and
the mean pressure on that part is greater than the pressure of the

atuioaphere. The blown air then takes place of that between the

plate and the disk opposed to it ; it moves in this interval with a
velocity decreasing from the edges of the aperture: the elastic force

of this air decreases at the same time, so that its mean pressure

between the plate and the inner face of* the disk becomes less than

the atmospheric pressure ; and as this last pressure is exerted on
the whole external face of the disk II, I, this disk, subject at the

same time to the two contrary pressures on its opposing faces,

obeys llie greater, and is pushed towards the plate C I).

It is not necessary that the disk, C D, should be near the orifice

E, of the tube A E. Let Fig, 2 be an instrument composed of

a hollow cylinder, C D P G, and a flat border of the dimensions

C" P, or G D". Let a tube, A E, fixed to the bottom of the

cylinder, the orifice E liaving a diameter of about three millimeters

(0.12 of inch). If air be blown in at A, against the disk, H I,

in the neighbourhood of the flat border, the disk will be urged to-

wards the orifice E. This instrument is also delineated on a scale
* of one half. The disk, with the attached weight, weighs about

12 grammes (184.87 grains), being 54 millimeters in diameter;

the pressure of the atmosphere upon it equals 23 kilogrammes

:

from which it follows that, in this experiment, the pressure of the

,
air blown upon the inner surface of the disk, and the atmospheric

,

pressure exerted on the exterior of the same dtek, only differs from
each other by about one two-thousandth part of the latter.

—

Atmales de Ckimie^ xxxv. 34.

,

' 2. Consideratiom relative to Capillary Action^ by M. Poisson.

—

H. Duirochet, whilst explaining his views relative to the cause of
viti|l,ippvemcnt in plants and animals, stated that if an animal or

..yegetf^l^e membrane weroi^ formed into a bag, having a tube of
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glass attached tp its aperture, and were then filled with a liquid

substance, having a strong affinity for another liquid, into which
the bag was to be immersed, it would not only have the power of
absorbing the latter liquid into its pores, but also, in certain cases,

of forcing it up to the top, and even out of the glass tube held in

a vertical position. On this point, a difference of opinion with

regard to the' force of capillarity took place : M. Amptjre maii\tain«

ing that capillary action would raise the fluid to the top of the

tube, but not cause its expulsion
; while M. jPoissbn maintained

that, in .cases, the latter effect could be produced. The
latter has |thl^ then published a note, which we transcribe in part,

from the AfiMies de Chiviie, xxxv. 98.

SuppoSfe that two different fluids. A, B, are contained in a
vessel, and separated the one from the other by a vertical division

;

the heights being in an inverse ratio to the deii-

sities, so that the points, a and b, in the two faces

of the division, and situated in the same horizontal

plane, shall support equal and opposite jiressures

:

suppose also that the division is pierced with one
or more holes of small diameter, or, in other words,

that it is traversed by several very narrow canals,

as a, 6, perpendicular to the two faces, and which
may be regarded at first as filled with air, or any
other fluid.

If the substance of the division exerts upon each of the two
liquids an action superior to th^ half of that which the liquid has

upon itself, each liiiuid will enter into the canal a, 6, just as it

would rise above its ordinary level in a capillary tube of the same
size and substance. It would also be urged, Ijy the excess of
pressure which it would exert at the extremity of the canal, against

the elasticity of the includ®! air. When the two fluids have pene-
trated the interior of //, b, the air will be pushed on both sides in

different directions by forces each of which is equal to the primitive

pressure augmented by the corresponding capillary force, i, e, aug-
mented by forces proportional, according to the known theory of
M. Laplace, to double the action of the tube on the liquid, less

the proper action of the liquid itself. It will only be in the case

when the capillary Ibrce shall be the same on both sides, that the

air, after being compressed to a certain degree, will remain at rest

:

for whenever this ^rcc preponderates at one end of the canal, the

air will be driven out at the opposite end, and the liquid with the

strongest capillary attraction will entirely fill the canal.

Suppose this liquid to be A, then let us consider the forces which
will act on the portion a, b, of this liquid. At the extremity

it will be submitted to the attraction of the exterior fluid A ; at

the extremity b, it will be attracted in the opposite direction by the

liquid B. Now the two liquids being diflerent^ their attractions

will be unequali and we will suppose t)iat that of B» on the matter
" 0 2
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of A, is greater than that of A for itself. As^ to the action of the

can^ on the portion a, 6, that will be equal, an^ exerted in con-
trary directions at its two extremities; it will not, therefore, he
either adverse or favourable to the movement of the fluid in the

canal : and the same will be the case with respect to the pressures

exerted at a and &, by the external liquids, as long as , they are

equal i nevertheless, the action of the canal, and the external

||^essure*s, will prevent the thread of fluid from being broken;'jBD

&at it will move without interruption in the dirqctio^ in which it

|i|/arawn by the greatest attraction, or from a ^>;>^ence will

result an elevation of the level of B, and, consequei^^'^ increase

of pressure at the extremity 6, of the passage, ana. elevation

will proceed until th^ difference of pressure in a h shall be
equal to that of the attractions exerted by the two fluids A and B,
on the thread a 6 ; this^ effect will be produced the more rapidly

the division is pierced with a greater number of passages similar

that which has been considered.

Now let us examine what would occur if the division were formed
of two others different in their nature, and exactly superposed; ex-

erting no action on one of the liquids, B for example, and one only

aating on the other liquid. The liquid B will then retain its ori-

ginal position undisturbed
;

in consequence of the action it exerts

upon itself it cannot penetrate the canal a 6, just as mercury can-

not escape by a capillary aperture made in a barometer-tube. It

will be the same with A, when that face of the division which exerts

no action upon the liquid is iur||pd towards it ; so that how nu-
merous soever the apertures, the two liquids would, under such
circumstances, remain separate and preserve their original level.

But if the division be turned so that the face which acts upon A
shall be in contact with that liquid, it will penetrate the canal a h

by means of capillary attraction ; ^and^c velocity which the liquid

urged by this force may acc^uire, may make it pass that point in the

canal where the division changes its nature, and even make it reach
the extremity in the liquid B, so that it is possible that the liquid A
ehould entirely fill the canal a b, as in the case which has already

been examined. Then if we always suppose the attraction of B for

A to be superior to that which A has for itself, the thread a b will

flow into B until the level of the latter is so fur altered that the

•excess of pressure at b can balance the diflerence of attractions ex-

erted by the two liquids at a and b. ^
M. Poisson then observes that, without pretending to assign a

j^qause, exclusive of all others, for the phenomena of absorption by
^'gii^table and animal membranes observed by M. Dutrochet, his

is to show that effects which %avG at least a great resem-
blance to these important phenomena, may be produced by capil-

],aey^acti6n conjoined with the diflerence pf affinity existing between
hetmgeneous substances without the assistance of electricity, either

moving or quiescent. It appears that M. Dutrochet afterwards
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found mineral substances, as a piece of slate, might be substittited

for the organized tissues ; this being the case, the opinion which
refers such effects ta a general cause, as capillary attraction, ac-

quires more probability.

3. Novd Use ofthe Plough,—^Mr. Bruckmann states that he has
I6ng thought the plough might be used in levelling roads and
pleating the foundations for fortifications. In 1834 he had an
opportunity df implying it in the construction of a canal required to

hirnish a mo|^e force for the service of the rock-salt works of Fried-
richshall. '' bed was to have a section of 700 square feet, and it

had been, ^Iculated that the excavations would require 200 men for

two years, wliereas the king of Wurtemburg wished it to be done
in one year from the spring of 1824.

Three ploughs were employed; the first had two handles, a
coulter, and a share, the latter being in the form of a wedge. Thjs
plough was preferred in the beds and gravelly grounds ;

and it was
found advantageous to give it an oscillatory movement by the

handles during its progress. Drawn by eight horses, it could turn

up 25,000 cubic feet of an argillaceous soil, in three hours ; with
ten horses it turned up 19,800 cubic feet of a gravelly soil, in the

same time. This plough was tried in 1815, against fifteen others

of the ordinary kind, in the construction of a watercourse for a
mill ;

all the fifteen were quickly broken by the work.
The second plough had two handles and a coulter, but the share

had only one cutting edge, whic#was rounded and with an ear. It

was made five times as strong as an ordinai’y plough, and suc-

ceeded well in compact and argillaceous soils, where, with eight

horses and four men, it moved 48,000 cubic feet of earth in three

hours. In case of fracti^e ten minutes sufficed to change the

coulter and share, and, during the work, 2,300,000 cubic feet of
earth were loosened by it.

The third plough was smaller and lighter, it had two handles, a
coulter, an car, and a share, the lattei;. lance-shaped. It was used
for excavating the sides of the canal, on which the horses attached

to the first plough found it difficult to walk because of the inclina-

tion. It was worked by ten or twelve men.
To establish an accurate comparison between the work of these

ploughs and that done by the pickaxe and spade, a piece of ^outid
was wrought solcl§tin the latter manner by six strong working men*
The result of a long trial was the breaking of 150 cubic feet of

ground by each man in nine hours. Comparing this result with
the work of the ploughs, t^e following are the results:—The fii’St

plough did the work of 477 men, the second of 960 meni and tlie

third that of 50 or 69^men. The canal was finished on April 30tli,

1825, the ploughs Saving saved 32,000 days, according to tlm
work-day of a labourer.-—BzeZ/. Univ, D. vii. 343.
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4* afRocks ufidertke SnrfAc^. of the Sc«.—The fishei^
of the Mediterratiean use au appairatHis for the discovery of rocks
beneath the surface in those places where they Wish to cast their
nets, which supplies, in a great measure, the insufficiencies of the
ordinary means of taking soundings. The method consists in
carrying a long and thin cord over the bottom to be examined, and
V^diich, when it meets with an obstacle, is stopped by it and becomes
iblded in the place where it occurs. It will easily be' understood,
that when a cord has been carried over a certafn, ^ace without
meeting with any resistance, that proof is obtained qjf^0jaon-exist-
tfence of rocks or other obstacles, at a depth less thairfeai to which
the cord has been sun|^

; and as the examination can.easily be car-
ried on to 100 feet below the surface, it may be said that, wherever
such an apparatus has passed unimpeded, the navigation is free.

Ifi on the contrary, some isolated rocks are found during the exa-
mination, the place where the cord becomes doubled points out the
locality, which may then be determined more accurately by other
trials, and the summit and neighbourhood of the submersed rocks be
accurately examined by means of soundings.— MariL;
Bull, Utiiv, P. viii. 44.

5, Paper to resist Humidity,—This process, which is due to

M. Etigle, consists in plunging unsized paper once or twice into a
clear solution of mastic in oil of turpentine, and drying it by a
gentle heat. The paper, witliout becoming transparent, has all the

properties of WTiting-paper, and nfey be used for the same purposes.
It is especially recommended for passports, workmen’s books, legal

pajDcrs, &c. When preserved for years it is free from injury, either

by humidity, mice, or insects. It is further added, that a solutiou

of caoutchouc will produce even a still better effect.

—

Kimst und
GeWerbe-blatte.

6. Professor AmieVs Microscopes,—^This distinguished personage
has lately exhibited to the savans of this country two microscopes
of bis own workmanship,—an achromatic refractor, and a reflector

of his own particular invention. The object-glass of his refractor

IB of a very complicated construction, -and is composed of three

4bUt>lc-ohjcct glasses combined together in the space of about an
itich. The flint-glass from which his concaves formed is of the

fhanufacture of Frauenhofer
; his convoxes Jfji of Dutch plate,

E
a-glass, and French plate, separately. Each object-glass

bed has but a small aperture, and is of long focus ; but when
hr^e ate combined together, tifi angle of aperture is very
derablc, and the focus short. By this ingenious arrangement

titer trouble and difficulty of manipulating deep single-object-glasses

m large aperture is avoided ; but advantages gained one way, in

practical optics, are generalj[]jr Tost in another, and the twelve sur-

faces of the objective produce a kind of softness and muddincss in
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the ima^o strongly eontrasted by the effect of a good single triple-

glass of equivalent power. When, however, only two of the object-

glasses are combined, the efiect Ls very fine. Between the object-glass

and eye-glasses is placed one of those prisms originally invented by

"

Sir I. Newton to act as an eye-piece of his telescope, and of which
a description may be seen in his correspondence at the end of Dr.
Gregory's Optics. The utility of the introduction of this device

appears very questionable in an instrument already so complicated.

The diversion ol the rays into a course at a right angle to their

original process (merely to give an horizontal instead of a vertical

position to tne body) is surely no warrant for the employment of

two extra refracting surfaces and one reflexion, which cannot fail to

have a pernicious influence on the formation of the image. An
horizontal position of the body is attained with the utmost facility

by a proper construction of the mounting, &o. Setting aside the

dulness of the image produced by the numerous refractions, the

performance of the instrument on test-objects was highly respect-

able and satisfactory.

The reflector is a modifleation of the original construction reepm-
mended by the Professor, who seems to have profited by the school-

ing he received from Dr. Goring, and now sails much closer to the

wind than he did. His objective metal is now two inches focus,

with an aperture of H inch
; but half an inch is cut off for the

purpose of preventing the bad effect of the marginal rays, so that

only 1 inch of the central portion of the metal is employed ;—the

diameter of the diagonal mirror is also reduced to its proper stand-

ard, by which means the blot in the centre of the visual pencil is

rendered as small as possible. It may be asserted of this instru-

ment, that it does as much as can possibly be expected from an
objective part of 2 inches focus, showing many test-objects faintly,

and with much effort; but it is totally unable to compete with
deeper ones equally perfect and of the same angular opening.
The Professor has, in some of his instruments, reduced the focus of
the elliptic metal to Irj- inch, and will, no doubt, gradually slide

into the adoption of that radical reform in his instrument, so hap-
pily carried into effect in this country by Dr. Goring, in conjunc-

tion with Mr. Cuthbert,—at least if the figuration of elliptic metals

of iuch focus with inch of aperture shall not surpass his

powers of execution. During the Professor's stay in this country

there was a gra|||| field-day at his hotel, at which both his micros

scopes were tried against the Goringian modijication of the reflector^

the superior weight of metal of which completely beat every thing

opposed to it. For the ho^ur of the Professor it must be stated,

that he admitted this defeat with great candour and good sense,

and even had some difficulty in believing in the identity of some of
the objects used, so differently was the qirdinary apparent structure

developed by the English improvements on his instnimcut. It

may with safety be averred that no refractor, at least, will "ever be
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^at no other reflector will ever be invented

capable of the ^me &cili|te6 of application to the examination of
both opaque and transparent oJ>jects. If Professor Amici has been
beaten, it has beenndqno' with his own weapons,^he copy has sur-

passed the 4)riginat»-^ihe child, by virtue of foreign nursing and
tuilioiif has exceeded the stature and strength of the father.

IT. Chemical Science.

1. On the Specific Heat of GmeSy hy MM. de la Riv% and Mar-
cet,—The principle on which these philosophers proceeded in their

researches,^was, to expV)se equal volumes of different gases to an

equal source of heat during equal times, and to judge, by the aug-

mentation of elastic force in each gas, the temperature which it had
acquired. The apparatus was a kind of manometer, and consisted

of a glass balloon to retain the gas, and a bent tube attached to it,

which, descending into a vessel of mercury, served to show.’^by the

coljiinn of metal within it, what was the elasticity of the gas.

This method was adopted, because, i. The gas was not altered in

volume by the change of temperature, its elasticity only changing

:

ii. The temperature was indicated by the gas itself, and not by a

thermometer : iii. Water was easily separated previously from the

gases, and excluded from the apparatus : iv. All the gases were

placed in exactly the same circumstances, so us to render it unne-

cessary to refer to any calculation for the purpose of comparison.

* 5[Vo methods of applying heat were resorted to : in one the bal-

Idbh, containing the gas at a certain temperature, was placed in

water at a higher but constant degree, for a certain time (generally

4^^),’ and the elevation of temperature noticed : m the other, the bal-

loon with the gas was inclosed in a larger copper balloon, blacken-

ed inside, and the space between the two exhausted as much as

possible of air ;
the ap]}aratus being then immersed in warm water,

the heat gained access slowly to the gas, and the time] of each

experiment was increased, at the same time that certain sources

ojf error were avoided.

T^e gases experimented with were, atmospheric air, oxygen,

azQ^rhydrpgen, carbonic acid, olefiant gas, oxide of carbon, ni-

trous oxide, nitrous gas, sulphuretted hydrogen, ammonia, sul-

phurous acid, muriatic acid, and cyanogen. Qj|||||k care was taken

ih'their preparation. The result of the experih^m was very unex-

pefcfedt for, during the five minutes allotted for each, all had ac-

4^cd the, same temperature,—a cirq^stance which proves that

they all have the mme heat, xne equal volume^s of gas at

the pressure of 65 centimeters (15.59 inches) and the temperature

of 20® C., bdng exposed a source of heat at 60® C., acquired a

mean temjperature of 6.32 degrees in* fife minutes, the extreme dif-

m any of the .experiments, not being more than 0.04 of a
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d6gr€e. One gas only forms an exception to the ;^EdK>ve stateiniin^i

namely, hydrogen, which was always heated mpiijs than the othem^;
namely, to 6.6 degrees ip the five miaptes. ^ Thia effect is con-
sidered as doe not to any difference in specific hept, but to a differ^

ence in conducting power.

Experiments were then made with dilated gases |o ascertain

whether dilatation caused any change in capacity, and it was found,

to diminish^lowly but regularly with the diminution of pressure.

These resultis, with a third which is also interesting, have been thus

generally e^resscd by the authors at the end of their memoir.

1. All gas^ in equal volumes, and at the same pressure, have
the same specific heat.

ii. Other circumstances being the same, the specific heat pfgases
diminishes with diminution of pressure, and e(;[ually Ibr all the.

gases : the progression converges slightly and in a ratio much less

than that of the pressures.

iii. Each gas has a different conducting power, 2 .6., all the gases

have nt)t the same power of communicating or receiving heat.

—

Ann. de Chimicy xxxv. 5.

2. On the Incandescence and Light of Lime.—The experiments
made by lieutenant Drummond upon the light of lime and other

earths when highly ignited, with the highly interesting application

which he has made of that emitted from lime, to the purpose of
geodesical surveys, 1ms induced'M. Pleischel to repeat ^nd vary the

results. He states that the utmost light is given by lime ; the earth

being pulverised and exposed on burning charcoal to t^^ heat ex-

cited by a jet of oxygen falling upon it. He endeavours to account
for the effect, by supposing a kind of pulveruleqt atmosphere disen-

gaged from the lime at the high temperature used, and considers

that the substances which are competent to emit molecules only in
the gaseous state, cannot produce this intense light.

—

Zeitschrift

fur Physilc^ &c.

3. Evolution of Heat during the Compression of Water. May
14, 1827.—M. Arago announced to the Academy of Sciences, that

M. Despretz had ascertained experimentally, that the compression

of water by a force equal to 20 atmospheres, caused the disengage-

ment of one sixty-sixth part of a degree of heat. ^

4. On Electr^Hl^Excitation.—M, Waicker affirms positively from
experiments made with great care, that thr^e bodies of different

exciting power are necessary in every case of excitation of electri-

city by contact, and that alMhe phenomena of this kind are subject

to this condition. If, for instance, two portions of the sam6 metal

being put in content; electricity is produced,, jit is because there are

three difiereiit states of temperature brought into play, one being

tlie result pf the other two, and a mean between &em. Qnefaqt
which more than any other sanctioned this idea, was, that the elec-
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currents the more'^pparent as this third state of tempera-

ture was made more 8ensible.-^Su^. Univ,, A. vii, 374.

•5« Magnetic llipulsion.^^A very remarkable result has been ob-
tained by M. Beoquercl, from the use of an extremely delicate

magnetic arrangement, which he has for the present called a sidero-

icepe. Its use is exactly the same in principle as that of the

magnetic needle, indicating iron, for instance, by the attraction

manifested ; but it is so delicate that it will show i% in the most mi-
nute quantify possible, as, for instance, in gold, sill^y or copper
money, innumerable minerals, &c. This instrument.shows no mag-
netic power or attraction in gold, silver, copper, palladium, tin,

lead* zinc, pr brass, when chemically pure, and a great many vege-
table and mineral substances have no action on it : but the most
curious result is, that very pure bismutli and even that of commerce
has a repulsive power, which, if it be found ultimately to be inde-

pendent of any magnetic polarity^ is the first fact of the kind that

has been *made known. Antimony also presents the same'^pheno-

menon.

6. Diminished Solubility of Substances by Heat.—Mr. Graham
has added one to the few facts of this kind with which we were
acquainted, and has accompanied its description with some very

interesting considerations, which may be found at length in the

Philosophieal Magazine, N. S., ii. 20. The salt experimented

with by Mr, Graham is the phosphate of magnesia
;
which may be

prepared <i)y mixing a solution of 21 parts of phosphate of soda

with one of 15.375 parts of sulphate of magnesia : within 24 hours

the phosphate of iiuignesia precipitates in acicular crystals ; they

should be agitated with repeated portions of water, then thrown
upon a filter with more water, and left to dry.

. Solutions were obtained by occasionally agitating this salt with

water in tli^ proportion of 2 ounces to a pint of the fluid, for four

days ; being then decanted and filtered, they had a sweetish taste.

A quantity of this fluid being heated in a water-bath, became turbid

before the temperature had attained 120® F. ; at 212® a cloudy

precipitate slowly subsided, and the supernatant fluid became nearly

transparentj^ The precipitate was found to be anhydrous phosphate

of magnesia ; and, by further experiment, the difference in solubility

was found to be such, that water at 45®, disso]|p(ig ^ l^th part its

weight of the anhyd|pus salt, water at 212® only dissolved

part; When in the state of crystals, or as hydrate, the proportions

of' sajj were and to 1 of watej^
Mere continuance of the heat had no effect in increasing the

precipitate either of this salt, or from aqueous solution of lime,

provided no part of 4|ie solution was at any time converted into

vapour
;
but if the solption only occupied a small part of the vessel,

and ebullition caine pn, then, although all tlie water might be re-

turned to the soluti^, yet the precipitation went on, and might be
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incrensecf ad Hhitumy particularly in the case of lime water. The
cause of the precipitate appears to be the same in all these cases.

The moment a drop of the solution is converted into vapour, it de-
posits the quantity of lime or salt which it held in solution

; and in
the case of bodies which dissolve so sparingly and with so much
difficulty, although the water be returned again to the solution, it

is incapable of re-dissolviiig what it has deposited. We know that
it would bo a hopeless task to form a saturated solution of lime by
agitating with the water no more than the few grains which it is

capable of dissolving; and in the case of ebullition, when the lime
is once deposited, there should be the same difficulty in taking it up.

Mr. Graham states that he has observed this effect not only in

lime-water and in solution of phosphate of magnesia, but to a cer-

tain extent in all bodies of difficult solubility, in the sulphate of
lime, for instance, even when greatly diluted ; and he believes that

the deposite from slight boiling observed in many mineral waters,

and generally attributed to the dissipation of carbonic acid gas,

depends, in some instances, upon this cause. However weak the
solution may be, it is evident that a portion of the salt may be de-
posited in this way.

7. On the ComposUion of Cyanic Acid.—M. Wohler some time

since announced the production of cyanic acid, and cyanates, corre-

sponding in composition to the substance presumed to exist in the

fulminating compounds of silver, mercury, &c., the nature of which
was made out by MM. Liebig and Gay Lussac. M. Liebig, upon
repeating M. Wohler’s experiments upon his cyanate of*isilver, ob-
tained only 71.012 per cent, of oxide of silver, instead of 77.23,

which was the quantity present according to M. Wohler’s analysis,

and concluded that the acid was the cyanoiis, and not the cyanic.

TJie latter philosopher was consequently induced to repeat his ex-

periments: one of his methods of decomposing the cyanate of silver

was by muriatic acid gas ; at first liquid cynnic acid forms, which is

very soon transformed into a white crystalline mass; but, on con-

tinuing the operation, and applying a higher heat, a large quantity

of muriate of ammonia and cyanic acid is evolved. This process

indicated 77.5 per cent, of oxide of silver in the salt. Another
process consisted in dissolving the cyanate in nitric acid, and pre-

cipitating the silver by muriatic acid, the result was 77.05 of oxide

per cent. A thirlpinalysis, made by reducing the silver of the salt,

gave a result of 77.35 per cent, oxide. The mean of these is 77.3,

and the theoretical number obtained by calculation is 77.23, so

that the acid appears to b^4ruly the cyanic; and the curious fact of

its being the same in composition with that in the fulniiiiating com-

pounds of silver and mercury, but very wnlike iu i>roperties, still

remains undisturbed.

—

Bull. Univ.^ A. viii.4P8.

8. lodous Acid.

—

^According to M, Wohlefi tho iodous acid of
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M. Setnentini is nothing' niore than a mixture of chloride of iodine

and iodine. .When saturated with carbonate of soda, the iodine iii

solution is precipitated, and on evaporating the solution to dryness,

and heating it strongly, the residue fuses, and by proper tests is

found to be a mixture of chloride and iodide of sodium.
‘

These statements apply only to the iodous acid : as to the oxide

of iodine, no source of chlorine exists in the process l^t described

by M. Sementini. -

" 91 On Man^aneftic Acid, hy M. Unverdorben.-^-WMen manga-
nesate of potash is distilled with a little anhydrou$\8ui]phuric acid^

manganesic acid is evolved in the form of a red tT^nsparent gas^

which dissolves in wattir, forming a red solution^ The gas ire-

qiiently decomposes spontaneously in the retort, with explosion,

producing oxide of manganese and oxygen.

Manganesate of potash was analysed by distilling it with excess

of sulphuric acid, collecting the oxygen disengaged, and estimating

the proportion of protoxide of manganese and salts of potash re-

maining in the retort. According to these experiments the acid

cohsistsof Manganese • 58.74
Oxygen • 41.26

100.00

And the manganesate of potash of

Potash . . 25.63
Manganese acid • 52.44

W^ter . • 21.93

Or being calcined

32.75

67.25

100.00

100.00

Ann. des Mines, 1827, p. 145,
'

10; Heavy Muriatic Ether, and Hydrocarhuret of Chlorine or

CMoric Ether,—Some comparative experiments have been made on
these two substances by M. Vogel. He prepared the former ^f
them by passing chlorine gas into alcohol. The muriatic acid was
tfa^n separated by distilling the fluid from off chalk, in which opera-

tion the muriatic ether and alcohol passed over together, and these

were divided by the addition of water, which dissolved the latter,

and left the former. The chloric ether was made as usual from
chlorine and olefiant gases. The results that^ere obtained by
aCtii^ on these substances by a high temperafflnre, potash, pbos-
pbotils, Ac., induced M. Vogel to Consider them as identical in

composition, notwithstanding some differences in their physical

properties ; the specific gravity of the Muriatic ether was 1.134,

thfitm the chloric ether 1.214, and the odour of the latter is more
and the ta^tMuore sweet than of the former.

Whilst passing^the |pbrine into the alcohol, M. Vogel observed

* See tlie last volume oC this Jouraal, p* 477,
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t^at if sun shone upon the substances < when the action was
nearly complete, each bubble of chlorine as it entered the alcohol

produced a bright purple flame, a dense white vapour, and caused

violent concussions in the liquid; another curious instance, in addi-

tion to the many that are known, of the power of solar light oyer

chemical action.

—

Journ. de Pharm, 1826, p, 627.

11. Testfar the Presence of Nitric Acid,—^The following method
is one devised by Dr. Liebig, for the detection of this substance,

which it ^iU^effect, he says, when there is not more than a four-

hui;idredth part of the acid present. The liquid to be examined
must be m^xed with suilicicni sulphuric solution of indigo to acquire

a distinct Uue colour, a few drops of sulphuric acid added, and the

whqle boiled. If the liquid contains a nitrate, it will be bleached,

or, if the quantity is very small, rendered yellow. By adding a
little muriate of soda to the liquid before a})plying heat, a five-

hundredth of nitric acid may easily be discovered.

—

Ann* de Chimie^

XXXV. 80.

12. Peculiar Formation of Nitre,—^Thc leaves, and stems of beet
root contain oxalate and malate of potash. Some leaves were tied

together and hung up in a warm and slightly-humid place, where
tliere was but little light, to dry. Being examined at the end of

several months, they were found penetrated with, and covered by,

an immense number of minute crystals of nitre. The oxalic and
malic acids had been replaced by nitric acid ; but whether from
animalized matter naturally in the leaves of the plant, or from the

action of the air, or in what manner, is not known,—5VI. Henri
Braconnot, Ann, de Chimie, xxxv. 260. »

13. Experiments on Fluoric Add and Fluates, hy M. Kuhlman.
—These experiments were made with dry sulpliuric acid and fluor

s])ar, with the intention of proving that fluor spar is truly a com-
pound of fluorine and calcium, and not of fluoric acid and oxide

of calcium. A quantity of anhydrous sulphuric acid was prepared

with great care, and collected in a glass tube ; the latter was then

connected with a platina tube charged wil;h fluor spar, which bad
previously been calcined in a platina crucible, and a glass tube was
connected with the other end of the platina tube for the purpose of

conducting and focilitatiiig the collection of the gas evolved over

mercury. The Mor spar was heated to redness, and then tlie tem-

perature, of the sulphuric acid raised so as to cause a stream of it

in vapour to pass over the fluor spar; but there was not the slightest

reaction, the sulphuric acid recondensed in part in the farthest tube,

and no trace of huoric acid was produced. Dry sulpbutlc acid was
then put, in the liquid state, in contact jfUh. dryHuor spar,,but

tliere was no decomposition, and no porjtm of the spar was eon-
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verted into eulpliaie of lime. The first experiment was then re-

peated, with the difference of using hydrated sulphuric acid of

specific gravity 1,842, and there was instantly much fluoric acid

produced, which acted upon the glass.

As Berzelius found 100 parts of fluor spar, when acted upon by
sulphuric acid, to yield 175 parts of sulphate of lime, equal to

73.553 parts of lime, or 52.810 of calcium, it follows that 100
parts of fluoride of calcium should contain 47.181 of fluorine and
52.819 of calcium. By the assistance of this result, and further

experiments, M. Kuhlinan proceeded to ascertain the composition of
hydro-fluoric acid. Dry muriatic acid gas was pas^?d over cal-

cined fliior spar heated to redness in a tube of platina ; the fluoride

of calcium was decomposed, free hydro-fluoric aotd was evolved,

and chloride of lime remained in the tube. The hydro-fluoric acid

acted upon the glass tubes, but being received in water was entirely

dissolved, with the exception of the silica it had separated from
the glass : no trace of hydrogen appeared. One hundred parts of
fluoride of calcium thus treated became 143.417 parts of chloride

6f calcium, the 52.819 parts of calcium having united to 90.598
parts of chlorine. But this latter quantity must have liberated

2.511 parts of hydrogen, which must, therefore, have combined with

the 47,181 parts of fluorine in the spar, to form 49.692 parts of

hydro-fluoric acid. This latter body, therefore, consists of 94.941

fluorine, and 5.059 of hydrogen per cent. A small quantity of

chlorine was set at liberty during the experiment, the author thinks,

from a little manganese in the fluor spar.

M. Kuhlinan found that all the chlorides, when subjected to the

action of anhydrous sulphuric acid in vapour, resisted decomposi-
tion, exc^t the chloride of sodium, which gave a small quantity

of sulphate of soda, and a double salt of soda and platiiia, crys-

tallizing in fine needles of a yellow colour. No doubt is enter-

tained that, in the latter case, the common salt and sulphuric acid

were not perfectly dry.

—

Bull. Univ.

14. Crystallization of Phonphoriis ,—By the fusion and careful

refHgeration of a large quantity of phosphorus, M. Frantweeii has

obt^ned • very fine crystals of an octoedral form, qpd as large in

size as a cherry-stone.

15. SoluMonn of Phosphorus in Oils,—^The splutions of phos-

phorus in fixed oils are so luminous as often toibe resorted to for

’exhibition of this peculiar property of phosphorus
;
but M,

Walcker has remarked, that the power which they ordinarily possess

is instantaneously destroyed by the addition of small quantities

only of ceitain other substances, as the essential oils. The rectified

oils of turpentine anj^amber, the oils of rosemary, bergamottc,

lemon, camomilcj) aiig^ca root, juniper berries, and parsley seed,
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t}ie oil obtained by tho distillation of the nutmeg, all produce thie

effect when their quantity is not more than one-fiftieth part of the

luminous oily solution of phosphorus. The same effect is pro-

duced by adding about a fifth of the oils of anniseed, cajeput,

lavender, rue, sassafras, fern, cascarilla, mint, orange flowers, fen-

nel, valerian, chen-y laurel, or bitter almonds, or balsam of copaiba

;

but the oil of cinnamon, rectified petroleum, balsam of Peru, and
camphor, have no such effect.—AnnaU der Phys, 1826, p. 125.

16. On the^ Inflammation of Powder when struck hy Brass^

—Iron has been excluded from powder-works as subject to cause

sparks by a blow, and brass and copper have been recommended
in its place* ^ ]!i|« le Col. Aubert has remarked, that brass on brass

can inflame powder, and has made experiments on the subject

before a committee, the result of which is as follows:—Inflamma-
tion of the powder takes place when the blow is given by iron

against iron
;
iron against brass ; brass against brass

;
iron against

marble
;
lead against lead, or against wood, when the blow is pro-

duced by a leaden ball shot from a fire-arm. As yet the powder
has not been inflamed by the blow of an iron hammer against lead

or wood.

—

Bull, de la Soc. d^Encouragejnent; Bull. IJniv,

17. Cementation of Iron hy Cast Iron .—^Piire iron, when sur-

rounded by, and in contact with, cast iron turnings, and heated^

is carbonised very rapidly, so as to harden, to temper, and, in fact^

to exhibit all the properties of steel. M. Gautier finds this a very

advantageous process in numerous cases, especially where the arti-

cles to be case-hardened, or converted into steel, are small, as iron

wire, or wire gauze. The temperature required is not so high as

that necessary in tlie ordinary process of cementation, and the

pieces to be carbonised are not injured in form. The kind of cast

iron used should be the gray metal, and the more nuiiutely ft is

divided the more rapid and complete is the operation. By cover-

ing the mass of cast metal, in which the iron to be carbonised is

enveloped, w'ith sand, oxidation, from contact of the air, is prevented,

and the cast metal may be used many times. Plumbago experi-

mented with in the same manner does not produce the efie<st.—

four, de PhanKade^ 1827, p. 18.

18. On the Preparation of Ferro-prussiate ofr. Potash, by M*
Gautier.—Numeraus investigations Induced M. Gautier to conclude,

that, i. When animal matter is calcined alone it yields but little

cyanogen, ii. That when mixed with potash it gives more, but the

cyanuret is not ferruretted. iii. That ammonia is then produced in

large quantity, iv. That the substitution of nitre for potash, and
the addition of iron or scales of iron, augmented the production

of cyanogen, and gave a * ferro-prussiate. ^he following is the

process of manufacture to which M. Gautier has ultimately arrived.
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and which he has practised for some years. The proportions of

the materials are

—

Bipod, considered as in the dry state, 3 parts

Nitre 1 part

Iron scales blood employed.
The blood is first to be coagulated in a large copper cauldron, and
the serum being separated by means of a press, the coagulum is

to bp returned to the cauldron with the nitre and iron. The quan-
tity of water contained in the blood is sufficient to liquify the salt,

so as to allow of an uniform mixture being effected* ^,The mixture

is then removed, and exposed in an airy situation to diry,' the putre-

faction of the blood being prevented by the nitre. ^ When the de-
siccation is complete, ihe mixture is charged into .past iron cylin-

ders, which are fixed in a reverberatory furnace, and iifi^ things

resemble those used in the preparation of animal charcoal. ^ Imese
are to be raised to a brown red heat, until no more vapour is dis-

engaged, and then left until nearly cold, aflcr which the contents

are to be withdrawn and ])ut into a wooden vat, with twelve or, fif-

teen times their weight of water, for an hour. The fiuid is, then

to be filtered through a cloth, and evaporated until of 32® of Beams
(specific gravity 1.284.) Being then left to cool, a large , quantity

of well-crystallized bi-carbonate of potash is obtained. Gautier

says he has not. as yet, been able to explain how it is that this

bi-carbouate ha^becn formed at so high a temperature ; a portion

^so appears to be decomposed during the evaporation of the solu-

tion, which, at first but slightly alkaline, becomes sensibly so by a
prolonged evaporation.

As the same product is not obtained when potash is used in place

of nitre, it is probably that the elements of the nitric acid perform

a particular part in the operation.

The solution which has given the crystals of carbonate of potash

contains a little carbonate of potash, and much ferro-prussiate of

potash. It is to be concentrated to 34® (specific gravity 1 .306},and

placed in wooden vessels lined with lead. In the course of some
days a greenish crystalline mass is obtained, which being redis-

silved in a fresh quantity s>f pure water, and evaporated to 32° or

33^1 specific, gravity 1*29^, is to be recrysiallizcd^

S^etimes, when using^otash, M. Gautier has mixed nitre with

it, ikd has always obtained a richer product than when potash alone

had been employed.

—

Jour, de Phar. 1827, p. 11.

19. SvlphocyWfilde of Potassium in Saliva.—MM. Tiedemann

and Gmelin have. observed the existence of this peculiar compound

in saliva, in two cases ; the one when the fluid was secreted during

smoking, and the other When no such stimulus was applied.

—

Ann^

de XXXV. 266. ^

' 20. Df^pmpositioji of Sulphate of Copper by Tartaric Acid*-^
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M* Plafiche has observed, that when siilpliatc of copper is dis-

solved in wine vinegar, for the purpose of preparing a corrosive

liquid to be applied to corns on the feet, that the tartaric acid pre-

sent in the vinegar displaces the sulphuric acid from a part of the

salt, and an insoluble acid tartrate of copper is produced.

21. Separation ofArsenic from Nickel or Cohall.—The following

process by M. Woehler seems among the best of those intended
for freeing nickel or ’cobalt from arsenic in the dry way. It is

founded upon the circumstances that many alloys, when heated with

sulphuret of potash, become changed into a mixture of sulphurets,

and that sulphuret of arsenic is very soluble in sulphuret of potash.

One part of kupfcrnickle, fused and reduced to fine powder, is to be
mix^d wil^ 3 parts ofcarbonate ofpotash, and 3 parts ofsulphur, in a
covered Hfessian crucible. The heat is to be gradually raised to

redness, and until the mass is just entering into fusion, and by no
means so highly as to fuse the sulphuret of nickel which is formed.

When cold, water is to he added, which will dissolve the sulphuret

of potash, and leave a yellow crystalline powder, which is sulphuret

of nickel, retaining, j)erhaps, a little copper or cobalt, but no arsenic,

if the operation has been well performed. When, however, the

object is to liave the nickel perfectly pure, it should he fused a
second time with sulphur and potash.

The method of freeing cobalt from arsenic, the same as for

nickel
; but it is then necessary to perform the operation a second

time. The cobalt (that of Tunaberg) has never been perfectly freed

from arsenic by one operation, but has never retained any after the

second.

—

Archiv filr Bergbau, 1820, p. 18f).

?V“

22. Compounds of Gold.—^According to late experiments of Dr.
Thomson, peroxide of gold consists of

1 atom gold 25

3 „ oxygen 3

28
and is consequently a teroxide. Muriate of gold consists of

atoms muriatic acid . , ,
^

, . . 9.25 -

1 „ per oxide of gold . . . .

5 „ water ^.(>25

112.876.

Edin. Journal, p. 182.

23. Chemical Researches relative to certain Ancient Substances.

—

M. Vaiiquelin has analyzed, i. A poignard blade formed of copper

only; ii. A mirror, which was found to consist of 85 parts of copper,

14 of tin, and 1 of iron per cent.; iii. A blue colour found in a tomb:

JUNE—OCT. 1827. P
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it was composed of silica 7Q parts ; Ikne 9 ; oxide of copper 1&;
oxide of iron 1 ; soda mixed with potash 4. A blue identical with

this, both^in coloui^' and composition, was found in the bottom of a
furnace ill which copper had been fused at llomilly.

M. D’AvOet has examined a bone from the fore part of an ox,

which had been placed as an offering’ to the divinity in an Egyptian
tomb, and foyi||d that it contained as much gelatine as recent bone,

although rathtf less is obtained hf muriatic acid, (20 per cent,

instead of 27) because of a deterioration of the bone. JVhen burnt,

it gave an animal black as deej) in colour as that from recent bone.

M. Le ]3aillif has examined some grains of corn* whipUj^ were so

well preserved, that when put into boiling water iodine produced

the blue colour dependent upon starch. He also ihade some ex-

periments on a gummy substance, and on two cords from a musi^
cal instrument

;
the latter were of animal substance.

M. llas])ail examined some grain which was supposed to be

wheat, but found it to be torrified barley ; it was covered with a

substance conmiimicatcd probably by the oil and incense with which
the grains were bathed when consecrated. Similar grains were ob-

tained by roasting common barley.

The account of most of these researches is given in the Catalogue

raisonne ct histori(iue dcs Antiquites decouvertes en Egypte, by
M. Passalacqua.

—

Bull, Vnh, A. vii. 264.

24. On the Bitter Subatance produced by the action of Nitric

Acid on hidigo. Silk, and Aloes, by M. .Just Liebeg.—^The process

by which M. Liebeg obtains a pure and uniform substance from the

action of nitric acid on indigo, is as follows :—A portion of the best

indigo is to be brokei^^to small fragmeiils, and moderately heated

with eight or ten time^ts weight of nitric acid ofmoderate strength.

It will dissolve, evolving an abundance of nitrous vapours and
swelling up in the vessel. After the scum has fallen, the liquid is

to be boiled, tuid nitric acid added, whilst any disengagement of red

vapours is occasioned by it. When the liquid has become cold, a

. large quantity of semi-transparent yellow crystals will l)e formed,

and if the operation has been well conducted, no artificial tannin or

resin will be obtained. The crystals are to be wsi^shed with cold

water, and then boiled in water sufficient to dissolve them. If any
oily drops of bi^in form on the surface of the solution, they must
be carefully removed by touching them with filtering paper. Then
filtering the fluid^nd allowing it cool, yellow brilliant crystalline

plates will be obSined, which will not lose their lustre by washing.

To obtain the substance perfectly pure, the crystals must be re-

dissolved in boiling water, and neutralized by carbonate of potash.

Upon cooling, a salt of potash will crystallize, which should be

purified by repeated crystallizations.

On mixipg the first mother liquor with water, a considerable

;
brown precipitate will be obtained, which being dissolved in boilhig
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water, and neutralized by carbonate of potash, will furnish a large

quantity of the potash salt. All the potash salt obtained in these

operations is to be re-dissolved in boiling water, and nitric, muriatic,

or sulphuric acid added ; as the solution cools, the peculiar sub-

stance will be observed to form very brilliant plates ofa clear yellow

colour, generally in equilateral triangular forms.

Sometimes crystals are not formed after the actioii of the nitric

acid on the indigo, in which case tlie liquor must be evaporated,

and water abided, whtm the substance will precipitate, and must be
purified as already described. Four parts of indigo yield one of the

pure substance.

When the substance is heated, it Rises, and is volatilized without

decomposition ; when subjected to a suddeh strong heat, it inflames

without e^tplosiori, its vapours burning with a yellow flame, and a
carbonaceous residue remaining. It is })ut little soluble in cold

water, but much more in boiling water ; the solution has a bright

yellow colour, reddens litmus, has an extremely bitter taste, and
acts like a strong acid on metallic oxides, dissolving them, and form-

ing peculiar crystallizable salts.—Ether and alcohol dissolve the

substance readily.

When fused in chlorine or with iodine, it is not decomposed, nor
does solution of chlorine affect it. Cold su]j)huric acid has no
action on it

; when hot, it dissolves it, but water separates the sub-

staucG without alteration. Boiling muriatic acicl^does not affect it,

and nitro-miiriatic acid only with great dilliculty.

These results show that uo nitric acid is present in the substance,

and other experiments prove that no oxide of nitrogen exists in it

;

ii contains no oxalic or other organic acid, for when its salt is boiled

with chloride of gold, the latter is not redu^^.
When heated to redness with oxide of copper, it gave a mixture

of nitrogen and carbonic acid, in the exact proportion of 1 volume
of the former, to 5 of the latter. This aviis a constant result, and
in no case was any sulphuric or muriatic acid lell in the copper.
0.0625 grammes of the substance thus dcc()rrq)osed, gave 45 cubic
centimeters of the mixed gases, estimated at 0^ C. (32° F.) and the
pressure of 28 inches of mercury, according to which the acid would
be composed o€carboii 32.392 ; nitrogen 15.2144 ; oxygen 52.393^
per cent. From the mean of several experiments, it appeared that

the following might represent the composition cojjrectly.

—

12^ atoms of carbon . . 93.75 or 31.5128

2| „ azote . . . . 43.75 - 14.7060
16 „ oxygen . , . 160.00 „ 53.7812

297.5 100.

100 parts of the acid neutralize a quantity of base equivalent to
3.26 of oxygen, which is to the oxygen of the acid, as 1 : 16 ; the

equivalent number of the acid derived from th$ analysis of the
P 2
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baryiic salt was 306.3 ;
by adding only per cent, to the quantity

of baryta obtaine4 in the experiment, 297.5, or the number ex-

pressed l^ the abcHfe formula, would be obtained.

When^ salt of potash or baryta was decomposed by oxide of

copper andSUeat, the quantity of carbonic acid produced was a little

short of five ^toes the quantity of nitrogen ; but, upon adding that

'retained by^^^^alkali or earth, the proportion became exactly the

same as in tlm lormer cziscs.

Welter*s hitter principle was prepared by acting on silk with ten

or twelve times its weight of nitric acid. The liquid, slightly co-

loured at first, acquired a deep yellow upon adding .water. It was
neutralized by carbonate of potash whilst hot, and left to cool, and
the salt of potash thus obtained, decomposed by muriatic, nitric, or

sulphuric acid. This acid, crystallized like that from indigo, formed

the same salts, and was composed in the same manner. Silk fiir-

nishes much less of the substance than indigo. Dr. Liebeg has

called this substance carbazolic acid. The most important salts

formed by it have the following- properties :

—

Carhazotate of Potash—crystallizes in long yellow quadrilateral

needles, semi-transparent and very brilliant; it dissolves in 260
parts of water at 59° F., and in much less, boiling water : a satu-

turated boiling solution becomes a yellow mass of needles, from
which scarcely any fluid will run. Strong acids decompose it

;
yet

when an alcoholic solution of carbazotic acid is added to a solution

of nitre, crystallized carhazotate of potash, after some time, preci-

pitates.—Alcohol does not dissolve it. When a little is gradually

heated in a glass tube, it first fuses, and then suddenly explodes,

breaking the tube to atoms ; traces of charcoal are observed on the

fragments. This saltafaecipitates a solution of the i)rotonitrate of

mercury, but not salts^oiitaiiiing the peroxide, or those of copper,

lead, cobalt, iron, lime, baryta, stroiitia, or magnesia. The slight

solubility of tbis'^alt supplies an easy method of testing and sepa-

rating potash in a fluid, Even the potash in tincture of litmus may
be discovered by it; for, on adding a few drops of carbazotic acid,

dissolved in alcohol, to infusion oflitmiis, crystals of the salt gra-

dually separated. The saturated solution of the salt at 50° F., is

not troubled by muriate platina. The salt contains no water of

crystallization. It was analyzed by converting a portion of it into

chloride of potas^um by muriatic acid: its composition is,

—

Carbazotic acid . . . 83.79
Potash 16.21

100.00

Carhazotate of 5oda—crystalf^s in fine silky yellow needles,

having tlfe general properties of the salt of potash, but soluble in

from 20 to 24 parts of wat(?r, at 59° F.

Carhazotate. of Ammonia forms very long, flattened, brilliant,
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yellow crystals, very soluble in water. Heated carefully in a glass

tube, it fuses, and is volatilized without dec^posilion
; heated

suddenly, it inflames without explosion, and leaves muctearbona-
ccous residue.

,

Carhazotale of Baryta^ obtained by heating carbonate of baryta,

and carbazotic acid with water. It crystallizes ijjL. quadrangular
^

prisms of a deep colour, and dissolves easily in watef^^hen heated,
‘

it fuses, and is decomposed with very powcrTnl explosion, producing

a vivid yellow flame. The explosion is as powerful as that of ful-

?ninating silver; a solution of chloride of potassium to which car-

bazotatc of baryta has been added, produces a precipitate of the

potash salt, and not more than 1 per cent, of potash remains in

solution. 100 parts of the crystallized salt contain,

—

Carbazotic acid . * 69.16 oxygen of the acid . 16

llaryta .... 21.60 „ earth . 1

Water 9.24 „ water ,

100.00

Carbazotaic of Lime, obtained like the salt of baryta, forms flai-

ieiicd quadrangular prisms, very soluble in water, and detonating

like the salt of potash.

Carbazotaic of Magnesia forms very long indistinct needles, of a
clear yellow colour ; is very soluble, and detonates violently.

Carbazotate of Copper, prepared by clccc)mj)osing sulphate of cop-
per by enrbazotate of baryta: it crystallizes with difliculty, the

crystals being of a fine green colour; it is deliquescent; when heated,

it is decomposed without cxj)losion, and eve|^rithoiit inflammation.

Carbazotaic of Silver.—Carbazotic dissolves oxide
of silver, wlien heated with it and water; and the solution, gradually
evaporated, yields starry groups of fine aciculajj^. crystals of the
colour and lustre of gold

;
the salt dissolves rcadify in water; when

heated to a certain degree, it docs not detonate, but fuses like gun-
powder.

Proto-Carbazotate ofMercury, obtained in small yellow triangu-
lar crystals, by mixing boiling solutions a|,ihc carbazotate ofpotash
or soda, and pvdfto-nitrate ofmercury. It requires more than 1200
parts of water for its solution: for its perfect purification, it should
be heated with a solution of chloride of potassium, the insoluble
portion separated whilst the Huuid is lost, and the .peculiar salt

allowed to deposit as the temp^tiire faiis. When heated, it be-
haves like the salt of silver. t

All these salts detonate, much more powerfully when heated in
close vessels, than when heated ^ tlffe air: anti it was a curious
thing to observe, that those with bases yielmng oxygen most rea-
dily, were those which exploded with least force. Uy heating some

,

of the salts previously mixed with chloride of potassium, &c., to
retard the action, it appeared that no carbonic oxide, but only car-
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bonic • acid and azote were evolved during their decomposition bjf

heat.

On % Bitter Principle from Aloes.—Upon distilling B parts of

nitric acid from 1 part of the extract of aloes, and adding water to

the remaining fluid, a resinous reddish yellow substance precipi-

tated, which, by washing, became pulverulent—it was discovered
* by M* Braconnot. Upon evaporati^ the liquid separated from the

precipitate, it gave laffe yellow rhomboiclal crystals, not transpa-

rent, and but, slightly soluble. These crystals, at first mistaken for

a particular substance, were soon found to b^ vii combination of

oxalic acid with the bitter of aloes. The bitter substances of aloes

dissolved in 800 parts of water, at 59^ F., but in a smaller (luantity

of boiling water. ThlTs solution has a superb purple colour. Silk

boiled in it acquired a very fine purple colour, on which neither

soap nor acids eltccted any change, except nitric acid ;
this changed

the colour to yellow, but it was restored simply by washing in water.

All shades may be given to this colour by proj)er mordants. Wool
is dyed black in a peculiarly beautiful manner, by the same process,

and light has no iuliueiice on the colour. Leather acquires a pur-

ple colour; cotton, a rose colour; but the latter will not resist soap.

Dr. Licbeg thinks that this is the only substance from which a perma-
nent rose dye for silk may be ex])ected.

—

Ann* de ChbniCy xxxv. 72,

25. On the Existence of Crystals of Oxalate ofLime in Plants,-^

M. Raspail has read a memoir to the Academy of Sciences, to prove

the analogy which exists in arrangement between the crystals of

silica, which are found in sponges, and those of oxalate of lime oc-

curring in the tissue phanerogamous plants.

The latter crystaliM observed, for the first lime, by Rafn and
Jurine, who regardeoihem as organs of which 'they knew not the

use. They wegf then observed by M. de Candolle, who called

them raphides. Slid gave a figure of them, which, however, is inac-

curate. These crystals are really very regular tetraedrons. Jn
many plants, as orchis, jxtndamis, ornitho^ahm, jacinthus, phy-
tolaca decandria, mesembryanthnnum deltoidrs, &c. they are very

small, not being more thjp -gj,,, of a millimetre ( . 0002 of an inch) in

width, and ( .004 of mi inch) in length. But, in the tubercles of

the Florence iris, they are as much as (-0008 of an inch) in

widtli, andr^ ^.01312 of an inch) in length, so as to be easily ca-

pable of examination.

—

Bull. xi. 376.

26. Fallacy^ of Infusion of Litmus as a Test, by M. Magnus.—i

When pure water is he§tj|^d fSr a sullicient time with infusion of

litmus, reddened by an acill, il|||store^tlie blue colour. It is sup-

posed th^at the heat gradually causes the free sulphuric acid, which

had ooeasionecl Hhe rpddening, to combine with the excess of alkali

,
contained in the infusion, and thus to cause the restoration of the

ikC blue colour.^ < Hence this preparation cannot be used to test the
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presence' of ammonia in a solution, as water alone produced the

effect anticipated from the alkali. The earthy salts contained in

ordinary water also produce this effect.

—

Jour, efe Plianna^ie.
27.

' Tests for the Natural Colouring Matter of Wine.— A.
Chevalier states,—i. That potash may be employed as a re-agent,

to ascertain the natural colony of wines, which it changes from red*

to a bottle green, or brownish green—ii. Tliat the change of colour

produced by tliis substance upon wine is different for wine of diffe-

rent ages—'•iii. That no precipitation of the colouring matter takes

place, the latter remaining dissolved by the potash—iv. Tliat the

acetate of lead should not be employed as a test of the colour of

wines, because it is capable ofproducing vJfrious colours with wines
of a natural colour only—v. That the same is the case with lime-

water, witli muriate of tin mixed with ammonia, and with subace-

tate of lead—vi. That ammonia may be emj)Ioyed for this purpose,

the changes of colour whicli it ])mduces »iot perceptibly varying—

-

vii. That the same is the case with a solution of alum to which a

certain quantity of potash has been added, and which may, there-

fore, be used for the purpose.

—

Amtales dc Industrie.

28. Test of the Presence of Opium.—Dr. Hare says he can detect

opium in solution, when the ((uantity is not more than that giveft,

by adding ten drops of laudanum to lialf a gallon of water. The
following is the process :—a few drops of solution of acetate of lead

is to be added to the solution containing the drug
; after some time

an observable quantity of mecoiiiate oflead will fall down: from six to

twelve hours may sometimes be recpiircd, and the precipitation is best

effected in a conical glass vessel, for then, Mpentlc stirring now and
then to liberate tliat which adheres to the sio^ the iiisoluI)lc salt may
be collecteck together at tlie bottom. About thirty drops of sulphuric

acid are then to be poured on to the mecoiiiate means of a glass

tube, after which as much of a solution of red sulphate of iron Ls to

be added in the same nuiiuier. The sulphuric acid will liberate the

moconic acid, ajid thus enable it to produce with the iron the ap-

propriate colour, which demonstrates presence of that acid, and
consequently of opium.

—

HillimatCs Jo^naly xii, 290.

29. Denarcotized haudanum.—^Thinking it impefrtant to ascertain

whether, by the removal of narcotine from opium, the unpleasant

effects which, according to thc^iiiiions at present entertained upon
that subject, are produced by that drug would bp removed. Dr.

Hare prepared some opium with edicr,guided by Robiquet^s state-

ment that narcotine was solu^ \tt unit fluid: the opiupi was
shaved by rubbing it on the face of a jack-plane, and subjected four

times successively to as much ether of the specific gravity 0.735 as

would cover it, the operation being performed in a small Papin's

digester, at a temperature near the boiling point i)f ether, and each
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portion of the fluid bcinpr allowed twenty-four hours for its action..

A crystalline deposition was soon observed in the ether which had
been removed from the opium, and, allowing the stopper of the
vessel to remain out, nearly the whole of the liquid evaporated in*a
few days, and left much coloured crystalline matter. This, Dr. Hare
has no doubt, was narcotine in an impure state. The opium was
afterwards subjected to as much alcohol as would ha^e been re-
quired to convert it into laudanum, had it been in the ordinary
stote

; and this being administered medicinally, was found to occa-
sion none of those uneasy and unpleasant sensations which ofteii

follow the use ofordinary opium.

—

Silliman^s JoumalyXii, 291.

30. Extraction of Morphia from Dry Poppy Heads, by M.
Tilloy.—Make an aqueous extract of the heads, add alcohol to the ex-
tract, separate the alcoholic solution, and distil it; by this means the
gummy matter is separated. An extract like syrup will be obtained
by the distillation, which, being heated to make it thinner, and of
the consistency of treacle, is to be again treated with alcohol ; a se-

paration of more gum, with much nitrate of potash, will be effected.

The solution being withdrawn, is to be distilled, and the extract
which will remain is to be acted upon by a sufhcicnt quantity of
water, and filtered, to separate the resinous matter present. The
morphia may then be separated from this liquid, either by am-
xnonia, carbonate of soda, or magnesia. Ammonia does not preci-
pitate all the morphia

; carbonate of soda precipitates a large quan-
tity, but it separates resinous matter also, which is found mingled
with the morphia. Magnesia is preferable ; but as the liquid con-
tains much free acetic acid, it is expensive to employ the necessary
quantity of pure niaj[rt||sia : the liquid may, therefore, be partly

saturated, whilst hot, fly*carbonate of magnesia, or even by carbo-
nate of lime. A judgment, when no more must be added, must be
formed from the effervescence; then pure magnesia is to be added,
which will cause the liberation df ammonia ; the whole is to be left

for twenty-four hours to cool : being then filtered, the precipitate is

to be washed, and, when dry, acted upon by alcohol. Operating in
this manner, morphia mav be obtained from all kinds of poppies.

—

Bull, Univ, E, viii. 10. w .

31.. Preparation of Morphia.—Some curious experiments have
been described to the Academic de Mt^decine, by M. llobinet, re-
lative to the preparation > of morphia. Having operated on the
residue of iq>ium by muriatic acid, and precipitated the morphia
from the muriaflc^solution by l^e, he wished to ascertain whether
the mother liquor contained any.morphijgk that had escaped j)reci-

pi^tipB. He, therefore, passe^h current of carbonic acid gas
t^bugh^ihe solution, to precipitate the lime in excess: this pre-
cjfMtate being washed, dried, and acted upon by alcohol, was
fpuod. mixed with a very large proportion of morphia, which could
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be thus separated. The washings ofthe precipitate being; examined,

were found free from morphia.

M. Henry observed, at the same time, that, from* experiments

made at La Pharmacie Centrale, it appeared tliat much more
morphia was obtained in those {processes in which lime had been

used to precipitate the morphia, than in those in which mag;nesia

had been used.

—

BuU. Univ. C. xi. 235.

32. Easy Method of obtaining Mecojiic Acid, by Dr. Hare.

—

if to an aqueous infusion of opium we add subacetate of lead, a co-

pious precipitation of meconiate of lead ensues: this being; collected

by .1 tiltcr, and exposed to sulphuretted hydrog“en, meconic acid is

liberated : the solution is of a reddish amber colour, and furnishes,

by evaporation, crystals of the same hue. A very small quantity

produces a very striking effect in reddening solution of peroxide of
iron. Instead ot sulphuretted hydrogen, sulphuric acid may be
used to liberate the meconic acid ; the presence of the former in

excess does not seem to interfere with the power of reddening fer-

ruginous soluti«)ns, but any excess of sulphuric acid may be removed
by whitening, which is not acted upon sensibly by meconic acid.

Yet, the acid procured in this wjiy did not crystallize so hand-
somely, or with so much facility, as that obtained by sulphuretted

hydrogen.

33. On a New Vegetable Acid.—This acid is crystallizable, but
the forms have not as yet been detcrniined : it is less soluble in

Cold water than tartaric acid ; its a([ueous solution precipitates lime

water in white lloculi, just like tartaric acid, Imt the precipitate, if

dissolved iu muriatic acid, re-appears ou ^|King ammonia, whilst

that produced by tartaric acid does not p^uce this effect. The
new acid has a greater affinity for lime than muriatic or nitric acids,

for it precipitates the muriate and nitrate of this earth in the

manner of oxalic acid, hut it differs from the latter in not preci-

pitating a solution of sulphate of lime. Witli potash it forms an
acid salt, slightly soluble in cold water : it precipitates acetate of
lead, and the precipitate holds much w.'iter in combination : the

tartrate of lead, on the contrary, is anlff^droiis. Notwithstanding

these circumstances, the equivalent number of this acid is within a
few thousandths of that of tartaric acid : when distilled, it is decom-
posed, and produces an acid yellow liquid like tartaric acid, leaving

a light charcoal liurning without residuum. M. Gay Lussac is en-

gaged in developing the chemical history of this substance.

—

Bull.

Univ. A. vii. 327. '

^ ^ \

34. Altheine^ a new Vegetable Pnnciple.—M, Bacon gives the foI-‘

lowing directions for the preparation of this substance, whicfi he has

discovered in the Althea officinalis.^. An extract of the roots of the

plalit is to be made by means of cold water, and, when concentratetl.
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acted upon by boiling alcohol : the latter will dlss6lve the acid nuH
late ofaltheine, oil, &c. : the diftcrent alcoholic, decoctions are to be

put toother and will throw down a crystalline deposite as they cool

;

the latter is to be separated sipid dissolved in water, and the solutioiii

when filtercki, is to be evaporated by a moderate heat» until like a

syrvtpy and then set aside to cryst^lize. The crystals procured are

to be Washed with a small .quantity of pure water, to separate the

yellow matter from them, and then dried upon paper. These crys-

tals appear, to the nuked eye, like-grains, needles, and feathery, but

under the microscope present a hexaedral form. They are of a fine

hmerald gretSh colour, transparent, brilliant, inodorous*; unaltered

in the air ; they redden litmus paper, are soluble in water, and

insoluble in alcohol. Tiie aqueous solution of these crystals, acted

upon by cold magnesia and filtered, then restores the colour of

reddened litmus paper ; renders syrup of viedets green ; , and when
evaporated furnishes the altheine free from malic acid. When thus

pure> the substance crystallizes in regular hexaedral tbrms or in

rhomboidul octoedrons ; it afiecis litmus and violets as just described:

it is transparent, of an emerald green colour, brilliant^ inodorous^

slightly sapid, unaltered by air, very soluble In water, not soluble in

alcohol, soluble in acetic acid, with which it forms a crystalline

salt*

—

Ann. da Chimie^ xxxiv. 201.

35. Rheine^ a new Substance from Rhubarb.—By acting upon
one part of Chinese rhubarb with 8 parts of nitric acid, s. g. 1.32,

at a moderate temperature, reducing the whole to the consistence

of syrup, and then difiusing it through water, M. Vaudin obtained

a precipitate which possessed peculiar characters, and to which he
gave the name of Rhl^e, When dry, it is of an orange yellow

cq}our, without any palticular odour, and slightly bitter, it dis^

solves in water as well as in alcohol and ether : the solutions be-

come yellow* by acids, and rose red by alkalis. It burns nearly in

the maimer of amadou. Rhubarb acted uj)ou by ether only gave
a similar substance, a circumstance which proves that llheine exists

ready formed in rhubarb, and that it is not acted upon by nitric

acid,

—

Ann. de Chimie, i^xxiv. 192.

36. On Dragon^s Bloody and a new Suhsta^ice which it contains^

by M. Melandri.—Pure dragon’s^ blood is, according to M. Me-
landri, a scarce substance ; the drops in which it occurs are rarely

transparent, generally opaque, and with a rough fracture : its colour

is blood red^ .Besides being soluble in alcohol it is entirely soluUe
in oil and also i^k hot water, though a large quantity of the latter

fl^idis reijfiired fdt* the purpose. The aqueous solution is bitter,

asj^^ent, and of a fine purple cplduir ; by cooling, it becomes milky
andT^^. Gelatine does not alter its appearance

; a proof that the sub-
stance contains no tunnini Sq^lphate of iron forms a pale reddish
precipitatCi co that no evidence of gallic acid is afibrded.
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Supposing that this substance might contain a principle analo-

gous to that latterly observed by M. Pelletier in logwood, &c. a

portion of it was dissolved in strong alcohol, the solution evapo*

rated until very concentrated, and then poured into cold water, ail

agglomerated spongy substance jwas precipitated, which, after being

washed with cold water and filtered, was triturated with water
containing jth of sulphuric add, and exhibited traces of chemi-

cal action at a temj^erature of 22° (61°. 6 F.) It then deposited

a substance upon the sides of the vessel, and the liquid became
yellow an<J very acid. The sediment, being carefully washed with

water, was of a fine red colour, varying siccording tb the state of

aggregation ; it had no taste or smell ; was flexible between the

fingers, and was quite fluid at 55° (131^ F.). This substance,

which the author has called Dracine, has some analogy with the

vcgeio-alkalis, althoi%li its affinity for acids is but slight. The sul-

phate ’may he obtained, he says, by adding sulphuric acid diluted

with alcohol to an alcoholic solution of drarine^ precipitating the

mixture by cold water, and then apjdying a little heat; the sulphate

of dracine collects at the bottom, is to be washed with cold water
until the latter no longer reddens litmus paper, and then dissolved

ill hot water. This solution becomes red by the smallest quantity

of alkalis, and may be used as a very sensible test of their presence.

Dracine is also a good test for acids, assuming a yellow colour with

them. The small quantity of carbonate of lime in filtering paper
may be detected by sulphate of dracine, the yellow solution in-

stantly becoming red from its action, and thus showing its presence.—Bull, Unic. C. xi. p. 157.

37. Pvrijficaiioii of Madder, by the S^aratioii of its Yellow

Colouring Maitei\—^Thc experiments ofMM. Kuhlman, Colin,* 'And

Robiquet*, have induced M. G. II. de Kurrer to publish the means
which he has resorted to for the purification of madder, by the
separation of the yellow colourin£*4matter from it; and thus render-

ing it more fit to su])ply the various red, lilac, violet, and brown
colours which are required upon wool, silk, cotton and linen. Three
tubs or vessels ale placed by the side ofeach other : in summer they

may be in the open air under shelter, but in the winter should be
placed in an airy cellar where the temperature may be retained at

18° or 20° R. (73° to 77° F.). The first is that in which the soaking

and fermentation is to be effected : it should be 2 feet 8 inohes deej),

and 2 feet 6 inches in diameter, for from fifty to fifty-five pounds of

madder. The second, or washing Vessel, should be 5|Tcet deep,

and 3 feet in diameter; it should have threewoodFbn co^ks fixed into

it, the first 2 feet, the second 3 feet, and the fliird 4 feet from the

bottom. The third tub is for deposition ; its height should be 4-|

feet, and it should have ti cock at 1-^ foot from the bottom.

* See pa^c 239 of the last volume,
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On cammenciiif^ the oper&tion, 50 or 55 lb. of pulverised madder
are to be put into the first vessel, water is to be added, and stirred

intO'the mass until it stands 1-^ inch above the madder. The whole
is then to be led until fermentation comes on and has formed a
coat of madder at the surface ; this usually takes place in 36 hours,

and at latest in 48 hours, according to the temperature. The mass
should now be transferred into the second vessel, which is then to

be filled with water, and being left for two hours, the madder will

fall to the bottom. The upper cock is then to be opened, after that

the second, and then the third ; and the water which runs from the

two latter is to be put into the third vessel, that the rest of the madder
may separate from it. The madder in the second vessel is then to

be washed a second, thiad, or fourth lime until the washing water is

colourless. Thus purified, the madder may be used in the processes

of dyeing, according to the known methods ; ^ut it is important in

summer that it should be used immediately, that a new (the vinous)

fermentation may be avoided. The madder deposited in the third

vessel, when washed and deposited, may be used like the rest. The
liquid first separated after the fermentation may be used in the

preparation of hot indigo baths, &c. instead of madder.

—

Bull.

Univ. P. vii. 352.

38. On Indigo and hidigogene^ hy M. Liebeg.—1 part of pure

indigo, 2 parts of proto-sulphate of iron, 2-^ parts of hydrate of

lime, and from 50 to 60 parts of water, were digested together for

24 hours in a close vessel, which had previously been filled with

hydrogen. The clear licpior over the sulphate of lime and oxide of

iron, had a yellowish red colour, and was separated by a syphon

filled with hydrogen, and mixed with diluted muriatic acid, contain-

ing* some sulphite of ammonia dissolved ; a dense white j>recipi-

tate was formed, becoming blue in the air. This was gathered in a

filter without contact of air, and washed with boiled water contain-

ing sulphite of ammonia in solution, and dried at 212°, in close

vessels, through which a current of hydrogen was continually passed.

The upper surface of the mass became of a blue colour, but the

lower remained of a dull while.

This white substance was called Indigogene. It did not change

colour in dry air, but under water became of a deep blue, which

by drying, assumed a coppery appearance. The blue substance vola-

tilized by.heat without leaving any residue, forming purple vapours,

which condensed, when cold, into crystals differing in nothing from

sublimed indigo. Indigogene dissolves in alkalis without neutral-

i 2dng them : k is^valso soluble in aJcohol, but insoluble in water

or acids.

A^giycn quantity of this indigogene was acted upon by ammonia,

and the weight of the undissolved blue portion ascertained, it

appeared that the weight of the pure portion dissolved was 0.404

grammes (6.224 grains.) The solution was put into an inverted
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jar, oyer mercury, and oxygen gas gradually passed in until absorp-

tion ceased, and then the liquid containing the precipitated indigo

was evaporated to dryness at 212^. The weight of the substance

was increased to 0.047, *. e. 11.5 per cent.

Not having obtained iiidigogene perfectly pure, M. Liebegdid not

attempt to analyze it for the ultimate composition. He remarks,

that indigo is, perhaps, Jlie only organic body from which one of

its constituent parts may be taken without total decomposition ; and
which, by oxidation, passes to the state of an indifferent body, having

much analogy with peroxides.

—

Ann, de. Chimie^ xxxv. 269,

39. On the mutual Action ofEthers, and other Substances,—^From

experiments made by M. Henry, he concKides that when metals

easily oxidizable, or oxides which unite with acetic acid, are put

into sulphuric ether, they produce larger or smaller cpiautities of

acetates, probably, not ])y decomposing the sulphuric ether, but the

acetic ether which is always mixed with it
;
and that it is in conse-

quence of the saturation of the acetic acid set free from, the ether

by this decomposition, that sulphunc ether does not redden litmus

paper when evaporated, whereas it acts differently when being,

slightly heated, the quantity of acetic ether contained in it is allowed

to (lecompo.se by the action of the air.

Nitric and acetic ethers are described as being easily dccom-
po.sed by the action of many bodies without the assistance of heat,

if aided by time. Amongst the products of the action are the acids

of the ethers, acetates, and alcohol which dissolves the .salts formed.—Jour, dc Chimic Med.

40. Faraday's Chemical Manipulation,—Tlie l\indnes.s of a
friend at Bristol ha.s pointed out to me an error in the directions

relative to alkalimetry, which I have given in tlie above work : this 1
am desirous of correcting, and, by permission of Mr, Braude, have
the opportunity of doing so in the Quarterly Journal ofScience,
The mistake, which arose from using the wrong s[)ccitic gravity of

two that were required in oalculation, occurs in the paragraphs

(599, 600,) but fortunately is prevented from occasioning any expe-

rimental error by the directions given in (602). The acid of spe-

cific gravity, 1.141, directed to be Used, is too strong for the quan-
tities marked upon the tube. The .substitution of one of specific

gravity 1.127, will correct the error, and may be obtained very

nearly by mixing 19 parts, by weight, of strong oil of vitriol, with

81 parts of water. '

The alterations required may' be made in the volume with a pen,

as for errors of the press, by reading “ 1.127*’ for ** l.l4l** in line.s

25 and 30 of page 276, and lines 2 and 13 of page 277; and
“ nineteen” for “ one*’ in line 27, and ciglity-one’* for “ four” itt

line 28 of page 276.—M. F.
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III. Natural History^

1, On the Supposed Injimnee of the Moon, by M. Arago.

—

Thjpre is an impression very general with gardeners, that the moon
\ms a particular effect on plants, especially in certain months. The
gardeners near Paris gave the name of the lufie rousse to tlie moon,
wbich, beginning in April, becomes full either at the end of the

month, or more generally in May. According to them thejlight of

the moon, in the months of April and May, injures the shoo'ts of

plants, and that, when the sky is clear, the leaves and buds exposed

to this light become red or brown, and are killed, though the ther-

mometer in the atmosphere is several degrees above the freezing

point ; they confirm this observation, by remarking that, when the

rays of the moon are stopped in consequence of the existence of

clouds in the air, that then the plants are not injured, although the

temperature and other circufnstances are the same.

M. Arago explains this observation of practical men, by a refer-

ence to the facts and principles established by Dr. Wells, lie has

shown tliat, in a clear night, exposed bodies may frequently have
their temperatures reduced below that of the surrounding atmos-

phere, solely by the effect of radiation, the difference being as

mueb as 6, 7, 10, or more degrees, but that it does not take

place when the heavens arc obscured. M. Arago then observes,

that the temperature is often not more than 4, 5, or 6 degrees

above the freezing point during the nights of Apnl and May,
and that when the night is clear, consequently when the moon is

bright, the temperature of the leaves and buds may often be brought

by radiation below the freezing point, whilst the air remains above

it, and consequently an effect be produced, which, thougii not de-

pendent upon, accompanies the brilliant uiiobscurcd state of the

moon—the absence of these injurious effects, when the moon is ob-

scured, being also as perfectly accounted for by these principles,

from the knowledge that the same clouds which obscure the moon
will prevent the rad^tion of heat fr|||;u the plants. Hence, as M.
Arago observes, the observation of the gardener is correct as far as

it goes, though the interpretation of the eftect which-he generally

gives is incori*ect.~iI du Bureau des Long. 1827, p. 162.

2. Luminous Appeardnees in the Atmosphere.—^An account is

given at page 242 of our last volume, from Sillimau’s Journal, of

certain -spots in the air near the horizon, which have been seen

highly luminous in Ohio, United States, by Mr. Atwater, and
lyhich often induce the supposition that fires exist in their direction.

Mr. Webster says— have observed similar phenomena in New
Eligl^d : I recollect one instance, when I resided at Amherst, in

Bsunpshire County, Mass., a bright light in the north-cast, near
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the horizon, appeared as the light of a building on fire appears at

night, at the distance of several miles. 1 expected, in that instance^

every hour to hear that some building in Shutesbury, or New
Salem, had been burnt, and, so strong was my belief of it, that I

repeatedly asked my neighbours whether they had heard of any

such event. At last, I met a gentleman who had just come from

one of those towns, who told me he had heard of no tire from that

quarter, which convinced me the phenomenon was merely atmos-

pheric.**

—

SiUiman*s Journal, xii. 380.

3. On the Determination of^ie Mean Temperature ofthe Air,-^
This subject has been investigated by M. O. O. Ilallstroem, who
gives the following algebraic formula, which t*orrectly represents the

mean temperature for all Europe.
V = I- (xf + .r e) — 0.33 + 0.41 sin. [(w •— 1) 30° + 194^801

V = mean temperature.

n sr the ordinal number of the month for which the temperature is

to be calculated (thus, for March, n = 3).

i + X e) ==: the mean temperature taken as the mean of ob-

servations taken at ten o’clock in the morning and evening.

In winter
-J

(j? / + a; e) = v very nearly ; whilst, in summer, this

quantity is | of a degree greater than v at Paris, Halle, and Abo.—

*

Annul, der Phys, und Chc7}i, 1825, p. 373.

4. Indelible Writing,—As the art of man can unmake whatever
the art of man can' make, we have no right to expect an indelible

ink: however, a sort of approximation to it may be made as fol-

lows :—Let a saturjited solution of indigo and madder in boiling

water be made, in such proportions as give a purple lint
;
add to

it from one sixth to one eighth of its weight of sulphuric acid, ac-

cording to the thickness and streiigyi of the paper to be used : this

makes an ink which (lows pretty frt^ely from the pen, and when
writing, which has been executed with it, is exj)osed to a consi-

derable, but gradual, heat from the fire, it becomes completely
black, the letters being burii^ln and charred^y the action of the

sulphuric acid. Ifjhc acid has not been used in sufficient quantity

to destroy the texture of thiK.papcr, and reduce it to the state of
tinder, the colour may he discharged hj the oxymuriati<i and oxalic

acids, and their compounds, though notwithout great difficulty.

When the full proportion of acid has been employed^ a little crump-
ling and rubbing of the paper reduces thb carbonaceous matter of

the letters to powder ; but by putting a black ground behind them,

dicy may be preserved, and thus a species of indelible writing is

procured, (for the letters are, in a manner, stamped out of the paper,)

which might be useful for some purposes, perhaps for the signature

of bank-notes.

5. Peatliar Crystals of Quartz,—Mr. W. Phillips has met with

some remarkable crystals of quartz, which occurred imbeddediA the
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limestone of the Black-iroch, near Cork, They are from the fourth

to the half of an inch in length, and about half their length in width :

they are smooth, externally, for the most part, and sometimes con-
siderably 'bHght

; they arc of the colour termed smoky, or brown
quartz, externally, and may easily be separated from the limestone,

leaving a cavity of their exact form. On trying to cleave them, they

yte!de<^ parallel to one or other of the planes of the pyramid, like

common quartz, but at such fractures appeared to consist of alter-

nate and concentric prisms of smoky transparent quartz, and of gray

dpaque, and som^hat granular limestone. On applying muriatic

acid to the surfaff, effervescence occurred along the gray parts,

proving the presence of limestone, but soon ceased : after an action

continued for some weeks, the gray parts became cellular, and so

soft, as to admit of being scrapecl by a knife. Mr. Phillips says, it

seems reasonable to conclude that such part of the gfhy substance

as does not yield to thc%cdon of the acid is siliceous or quartzose

;

mid that the prime difference between iymd the smoky quartz sur-

rounding it consists in the clifibrent circimslances of crystalline ag-

gregation under which they are deposited. ^^Thc crystals, with the

somewhat analogous case of the Fontainebleau sandstone, may
serve to assist in the illustration ofsome points relative to the laws
of affinity, as operating in the formation of crystals ,—PhiL Mag,
N, S., ii. 123. .

6. Native Iron not Meteoric,—^The following notice is by Mr.
C. A. Lee. Native^ron, on Canaan mouiitairif a mile and a half

from the South Meetinghouse (Conn. U. S.).^ This is particularly

interesting, as k is thb first instance; in which native iron, not me-
teoric, has been found in America. Tt was discovered by Major
Barrall, of Canaan, while employed in surveying, many years ago.

It formed a thin stratum, or pliUe, in a mass of mica slate, which
seemed to have been broken from an adjoining ledge. It presents

the usual characters of native iron, and is easily malleable. For
some distance around tbe place where it was founds the needle will

not traverse, and a gteat proportio4| of the tallest trees have been

struck with lightning. Whether these phenomena are .connected

with the existence of a large mass of native iro^, I Icfave for others

to determine : the facts, however, may be rclied^on.

The specimen has bee^ examined chemically, by Mr. Shepherd,

at Yale College, It is invested with highly crystalline plumbago,

and splits by the intervention of plates of plumbago into pyramidal

and tetrahedral masses. It is not equal to meteoric iron in inal-

leabllity, toughness, and flexibility, and has not the silvery white

appearance of that iron. Its specific gravity is from 5.95 to 6.72.

ItH^/native steel intermingled in it^but contains no nickel, or any
other nllpy.

MajoyBarrall has only been to the place where this iron occurred

ottd5, and other person has ever been to the place, or knows
where it iH^^^SiUiman's Journal^ xii, 154.
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7. Native Arffenti/erous Gold.—^M. Boussing^ault,whahashadthe

opportunity of examining numerous specimens of argentiferous

native gold from the Columbian mines, thinks that they are atomic;

ne has found 1 atom of silver united to 2, 3, 5, 6, and 8 atoms of
gold^ and considers it probable that the other combinations tp com-
plete the series may occur. He has assumed 24.86 as the number
for gold, and 27.03 as the number for silver. The following are

some of the experimental results :

—

Native Gold ofMarmato .—Pale yellow octoedral crystals; ^

Gold . . 73.^.^ 3 atoms ^ . 73.40

Silver . . 26.18 1 „ . 26.60
Loss . . 00.07

^
Native Gold ofTitiribi: ^

Gold# • . 74.00 3 atoms . 73.40

Silver . . . 26.00 1 . 26.60
Native Gold ofMalpaso .—Yellow irregular flattened grains :

Gold . . ;^8.24 S atoms • 88.04
Silver . . 11.76 1 „ . 11.96

Native Gold of Rio-Sucio.—Deep-coloured large irregular grains

;

Gold ‘
, . 87.94 8 atoms . 88.04

Silver . . 12.06 I „ . 11.96
Native Gold of the. Otra Mina.—Pale yellow octoedral crystals

:

Gold . . 73.4 3 atoms . 73.40

Silver . . 26.6 1 „ . 26.60
Native Gold of Guamo.—Bru‘^s-yellow indeterminate crystals:

Gold . . 73.68 3 atoms • 73.40

Silver . . 26.32 1 „ fc.
26.60

Native Gold of Llano,—Small flattened grains—rcdJlish:

Gold . . ;,8S.5vS 8 atoms 88.04
Silver . 11.12 1 .. . 11.96

Native Gold ofBaja..—Porous ;

Gold . S8.15 8 atom'! , 88.04
Silver , 11.85 1 .. . 11.96

Native Gold of Ojas-.

Gold .

yellowish red plate.s :

. 84.,T 6 atoms 84.71
Silver . 15.5 1 .. , 15.29

Native Gold of Trinidad^ neat Santa Rosa dc Osos.—A solid piece
of 50 grains: ^

Gold . . 82.4 4 atdms * 82.14
Silver . . 17.6 1 ^

• 17.86
Native Gold ofTransylvania (Europe).—^Pale yellow cubic crystals;

Gold . , 64.52 2 atoms • 64.77
Silver . . 35.48 1 „ , 35.23

Native Gold of Santa Rosa de Osos.—

A

mass weighing 710 grains

;

Gold , • 64.93 2 atoms • 64.77
Silver . , 35.07 1 „ , 35.23

M# Boussingault has remarked a singlar deficiency in the

JULY—OCT. 18274 Q
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^iqpeeiiic gravi^ of the oettive alloys of gold and silver wheft edtn-

with dalculation, of with the results obtained from an allO;^

eimilnr in composition prepared by fusion ; thus the native gold

^ Marmato has a specihe gravity of 12.666, whereas, by calcu-

lation,, it ougl^ to be 16.931. The gold of Malpaso, by experU

ment^ is 14.74o, by calculation, 18.223, and by fusion, 18.1. The
geld Santa Rosa, by experiment, is 14.149, and by calculation,

1-6.‘1T5. This difference, M. Boussingault says, is not due to

porosity, in the native gold, as he has observed it in the granular

fthd fine varietiesyaut a peculiar character of the metal in this state.

. Such an enormbiKiliffereiice, however, is one that can be admitted

only upon repeated experimental proofs, made in the most unex-

oeptionahlc manner ;
and, considering it is only in some of the

metals that , any permanent- dillcrence in specific gravity can be

established, ana even with them to but a small extent, would be a

^t so important as to '^be,worth extreme trouble in the verifica-

- t^n.—Annalcs de Chi?nie, xxxiv. 408.

8. Prothieiie—a new Mineral ,—This mineral' was discovered in

1826, at Rothenkoph, in the valley of Zillerthal, Tyrol. It occurs

in rectangular prisms, generally without" distinct summits, and
TOtifgh at both ends. The angles are very seldom truncated, the

, faces-are striated longitudinally. The crystals are of various sizes,

sooic being very small, but they have occurred 5 inches in length,

and tWQ^in width; the longitudinal iracture is lamellar, the cross-

fracture conchoidal; The substance is usually fissured, nearly

opaque in large specimens, translucent or.vdiaphanous in small

masses. Its ce^louf is crysolito green or white, or between the

two.; its lustre between that of glass and tlic diamond ; it is heavy;
^ a good conductor of heat ; hard enough to scratch glass ; in-

fusible before the blowpipe ; highly electric by friction. The white

crystals.have a fibrous texture, wbicb, as well as the colour, seems
the result of decomposition. When cut and polished, the mineral

assumes a great variety of aspects ; the green parts then resemble

. the finest crysolitcs, but the fibrous 4rhite parts, when cut of a round
form, present one or two reflections on a transparent ground which

move as the stone is moved, just like those from the ekt*s eye ; these

rcifiections are very brilliant, and are accompanied by numerous iris

colours, wSich move likje those the opal. This phenomenon is

often observed in the rough stone, which, when exposed to light,

exhibit certain deep red tints of a cupreous colour, and metallic

lustre on all the faces.

—

BuU, Univ^ B. xi. 42.

9. Voifimiic Bimlphuret of Copper,—M. N. Covelli, during his-

jfeXauilfiations of Mount Vesuvius, has observed some particular

;actki|>s. going on, especially in the fnmeroles on the eastern side

.;jOf ibe mountain, and within the crater. Speaking of the former,

Here there are fumbles ia whieh pure chloride ofl^d
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^snblimes. into white and y^low crystallizations/ which fusing Ih

Ihe hotter placesdbrm nacres, gum, and stalactites. In many parts
the sulphuretted hydrogen, evolved within the fnmeroles, reacts On
the chloride, and forms sulphiirct of lead, dispersed in small scales

through the scoria. Other fumeroles produce thin scales of
the black oxide of copper; these are very brillilht, metalloidal,

and flexible, and are produced by the action of the vapour of Water
at a red heat on the chloride of copper, which may be observed
on disturbing the fumeroles. Here and there the reaction of
aqueous vapour on the perchloride of iron induces metalloidal

scales of the peroxide of iron ; whilst further on, the same vapour,
acting on mixtures of the two chlorides, produces oligiste iron in

small crystals, aggregated on the scoria. The muriatic acid re-

sulting from these actions, and the sulphuric acid which is formed
by the decomposition of hydrosnlphurets and sulphates, attack the
iron, lime, copper, alumine, potash, &c., in the lavas and scoria,

and hence result a nun^r of other productions which line |he
passages of the fiunerolel^

M. Covelli descended into the crater, until within 306 feetof

the edge of the large
.
eastern opening, from which the great' cur-

rent of lava flowed in fB22. Here the fumeroles presented the most
beautiful crystallizations of sulphate of lime and sulphur. On
examining the scoria they were found incrusted and covered with

a substance, having all the shades of colour belonging to blue,

green, and black. Sometimes it resembled a spider s MTcb in ap-
pearance, sometimes soot deposited in the cavities of the scoria.

Many specimens were collected, and also a portion of water con-

densed from the vapours which issued forth, aiid which evidently

contained sulphuretted hydrogen and muriatic acid. The tempera-

ture of the vapour was as high as 85° C., in some plac^es, and even
updo 90°, at half a foot beneath the surface.

The water being examined was found to contain only a little

sulphuretted hydrogen, and a little muriatic acid. The black sub-

stance was soon ascertained to be a pure sulphuret of copper.

Being analyzed, 100 parts yidded 32 parts of sulphur, and 66 of
copper, a loss of two parts being incurred, which accords very

nearly with the composition of the bi-sulphuret of copper. The
blue and bluish-green substances were found to be mixtures of this

sulphuret with sulphate and hyUro-sulphuret of coppeR
M. Covelli concludes that this substance has been formed by the

action of sulphuretted hydrogen on the sulphate and muriate of

copper evolved by these fumeroles ; and observes, that ks compo-
sition accords with such an opinion, the deutoxide being that which

forms the Vesuvian cupreous salts.

—

Ann^ de (Jhimity xxxv. 105.

10.. FaM of the.Lake Souwando in Rttssta ,—^This lake, situated

in the parish of Sakkola, in the Russian government of Wiboui^,

and surrounded by tba lands of the.Rarons Friedrichs, wts Mor
Q 2
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4f) versU in fength^ and had the form of a F, or Greek O. Before

the year 1818, it was separated from the lake of Ladoga by an
interval about a verst in. width, called Taipale, on which was a
sandy hill; its waters flowed into the * river Wuoxa, which united

the lakes of S^na and Ladoga. On the 14th May, 1816, the

waters of the 1|ffe Souwando, increased by the thaw and the tem»-

pests, Overcame the natural dyke at the foot of the lake, threw down
the hill of sand, rapidly flowed into the lower lake, carrying away
all the surrounding grounds, and for ever destroyed the barrier which
had previously seouated them.. A chapel and a countryman’s

house were carrieoRRray with the pastures and meadows ; the waters

of the lower lake ‘were much disturbed, and the surface covered
with Mns. The level®of the lake Souwandp fell 124 archines, and
its l^^h is now only 15 versts. Its waters no longer flow off by
the 'Wuoxa, but pass into the lower Lake by several falls through a
d^p canal. The land which has been uncovered by the water is

als^idy cultivated, and the beauty of tl^surrounding country said

to he ij
5
|creased.T-i?w/^. Unii\y F. x. 133.

Xl^ yegdable Torpor observed in the RooU of the Black Mulberry^
ireeJ^K very old mulberry-tree was brokelS into four quarters by
the ^ind^in 1790. Two of the quarters were destroyed, the other

twOc^rtfmained growing for a few years, but the last of them was
temoved in 1802. An elder-tree grew in the i)lace of the mulberry-

tree, .without doubt from berries which had fallen into the middle
of this' old trunk of the latter. This elder-tree died in 1826, and
at the 'time of its languishing about a dozen of quilberry shoots

started forth to flie day. M. Diireau de la Malle ascertained that

^ihese did hot spring from seeds, but fi‘oiiy,he roots of the old mul-
bej^-tree, which had thus lain in the groWid in an apparently inac-

tive state, for 24 years, to send forth shoots aj last.

—

Amu de

Science Nat ix. 33S.

12. Method of increasing the Odour of Roses,—For this purpose,

aocDjT^ing to the author of the method, a large onion is to be
planted by the side of the rose tree in such a manner that it shall

touch the foot of the latter. The roses which will be produced

will have an odour much stronger and more agreeable than such

as have no^been thus treated, an#Hhe water distilled from these

vos<^i» equally superior to that prepared by means of ordinary

rose leaves.— NeuigLi—Bult Univ,

Apples
.

^at improvement may be made in keep-

iil#piae apples by twisting off their crowns, which are generally

. aul^red to remain and to live upon the fruit till they have sucked

goodness. It will be very easy for fruiterers to keep a
erbww them in water, which can be pe^ed or stuck on

8how». wheu^the &uit is served up^ or artificial ones
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nitty be made. A pine apple will keep for* a long^ time when its

erown is removed, and will also be greatly improved in flavour, for

the more aqueous parts of the fruit gradually evaporate, and leave

it much more saccharine and vinous in its flavour ; which' natural

process is totally destroyed by the vegetation u^he crown, just

upon the same principle that an onion or carrorwses its flavour

when it begins to sprout in the spring.

14. Mode of Condeiising and Preserving Vegetable Subsimees for
Ships^ Provision, —^The quantity of liqui^^l^atter which enters

into the constitution of vegetables is very gl^t; when they are

deprived of it their bulk is very trifling. That preparation of
animal food called pemmican, in which six pounds of meat ai^ con-

densed into the space of one, is mainly effected by abstracting all

the fluid from it. Vegetables may be treated in the same way

:

let them undergo the process of boiling over a fierce wood fire, so
as to preserve their coloiji^ when completely cooked

;
grind them

into a complete pulp by 'some such means as are used to crush

apples for cider, &c. ; then let them be subjected to the action of
the press, (Keing first put into hair hags, or treated as grapes are

in wine countries,) tilf'all the fluid matter is separated from them

;

the remainder of their substance becomes wonderfully condensed*
and as hard as the marc from the wine press. Then let it be
rammed hard into carefully glazed air-tight jars, (or tin cases, if

preferred,) and subjected to tlio Appertiaii process for preserving

animal and vegetable matters, (well known, by-the-by, to our

grandmothers, who preserved gooseberries in this way from time

immemorial.)
.
If jars are used, they may he sufflciently secured by

having two pieces of bladder tied successively over them ; when
the air within is absorb^ by heating the inclosed substance, their

surface becomes concave by the pressure of the atmosphere, and
as long as it remains in this stale the matter within is safe.. If it

should be thought requisite to preserve the flavour of the veg^bles
entire,, an extract should be made from the expressed liquid, and
added to the marc. But s])inage, cabbage, and many othern, have
abundance of flavour in them in their dry state without this aTOition.

Tile preparation of the vegetable matter for use is accomplished by
adding a sufficient quantity of milk, water, gravy, lime juice, &c.,

to the marc, and warming it up. Let the governiAent, and the

dealers in ships’ provision, look to this; a sufficient quantity^ this

vegetable pemmican would be the greatest luxury to a ehip^tt crew,

and render the scurvy utterly obsolete. It is worthy of ^remark,

that the most irritable stomach is not oiTended by vegetable treated

in this way. t

15. Mewards fir the Discovery of QuinUii and for^Lithotrityiv^

Tlie Academic des Sciences, has adjudged a prize ..of 10,000 francs

.to MM* Pelletier and Caventov* fottt^ discovery



I^t&ttsc^of.sulpbate of quinia; fund Brother priz^ of. I0»00Q fraim
SI* Civialet. for* having- been the first to prdseiise lithotrity on

body* and fbf j^vihglBuccessfully opetated by hh method
on. 0 groat nhrnber ofperdms afflidted with the stone in the bladder.

\ ^ ill0bct9eam ExhcUatiom cf the Skin.—M« Coilard de
MarUgay, having experimented on this subject, has obtained results

which 'tqnd to reconcile the difierences existing between previous

obs^^qrs. The Count de Milly first announced, in the year 1777,

jtbalt^ a&riibrm il^ escapes in great quantity from the surface of

the and he cfliidered the gas as carbonic acid. Cruikshank,

<^ureha,i$^"^Abernethy participated in this opinion. Ingenhouz, on
the otherhand, maintakied that the air so secreted was azqte.

j^VoQStft adopted the opinion of Ingenhouz, and endeavoured to

COU&tti^W by experiments. Lastly, Priestley and Fontana ques-

tipned'thb reality of a. gaseous exhalation from the skin ; and Four-

drw^dsitively denied it.

the experiments of M. Coilard '^dc Martigny, he deduces,

i. That a gaseous exhalation really takes place from the skin.

ii» ei^alation is not morbid ; it is observable in health,

iii, It is composed of carbonic acid and '%zote, in very variable

|lropQrtiol^8• The following experiment was frequently made. The
bubblqi of air which are ^sengaged from the skin were received

Into a fiioneb the top of which was closed : they Were then passed
into a. graduated tube, aud agitated with a solution of potash. The
height to which the solution rose in the tube indicated the quantities

o^f caj$onie acid that had been absorbed. All these operations

wera.^We at the^fsame temperature and pressure. Neither hydro-

gaa.|i4a Oxygen gas were discovered in this air^

It does occur continually ; but vcr|®often we may vainly at-

temj^.to discover it, which has been the cause of error in the re^

suits o£ Priestley, Fontaha and Fourcroy. It is especially suspended

after ^CiCise long continued in the middle of the day, or imme-
diately after taking an abundant meal. Sometimes it is suspended

without any apparent cause.

V. .The quantity also is very variable ; but it was observed to be

eonsel&ndy in an inverse ratio to the cutaneous absorption.

. vir The proportions of the two gases vary very much, and some-
times,the exhaled gas consists almost entirely of azote: in other

i^tauipes the predominance of carbonic acid is so great that it ap-

pi^sjb Jbe the only .product.~Afed. 12ep.,N. S. v; 75.

• “
'

*».*

. , of Galwnim in ofAsphyxia by mki^swn.—
I^Xeio^ d’iEtioles has addressed a letter to the Acadtfod^ de Md-
deeu)^, iOThply to cm assertion made M. Thillaye respwtin^ the

gwanrani jb «ues ^{ihyxia. The fdiiudr Mys; that

jainsMed in the sides of the bedy
hetiwen tte' wgliih. wd niiii^ribs. so> as to come in contaet sritfe



ofJbe diaphriigm, and then idie ciii!fc*em of eltcti^lty

fi^m 25t or 30 |»ir of inch plates passed through thenut that the

diaphragm ipmedisdely contracts,* and an inapiration is effectei^

tTpoii breatjhg the communicatbn. and again coiopleting it, ^
second inspiration is occasioned, and by continui|yy these means, a
j^egular respiration may ultimately be occasioned. ^jPhis ppwer thus

applied has always succeeded with him iu experiments on drowned
animals .—BulL fjniv.^ C. xi. 213.

18. Rec^ycery from Drowning-—^M. Bourge^had occasion acci-

dentaUy to give assistance in a case where, person' tod been
twentyminutes under water, he was taken out, and by a v^tj^dainmou
but serious mistake, carried with his head downwards. The Usual

means ^ere tried unremittingly, but iinsuceessfully, for a whole
hour, but at the end of that time a little blood flowed from a vein
that had been opened, and a ligature being placed on the a!tn, ten
ounces of blood were withdrawn : the circulation and resjitrailon

were then gradually reestablished, horrible convulsions, and a
frightful state of tetanus coming on at the same time ; copious
bleeding was again effected, after which a propensity to sleeps came
on:, a third bleeding the following morning was followed by the

recovery of the patient. Hence M. Bourgeois concludes that the
queans of recovering a drowned person should never be abandoned
until the decomposition of the body has commenced.

—

BtM* Univ:^

C. xi. 213.

19. Preservatipn of Cantharides,—It is stated by M* JParines

that the active parti of caiitharides exists only in the soft organs of
the insect ; that these are the parts which are attacked by a species

of acarus, and that in this way tlie cantharides are injured. ‘ Catnr
phor has no power of preventing the attacks of the acarus ; btit

M. Farines tolieves that pyroligneous acid will be found effectual,

and proposes to prepare cantharides with it, and even to liffl them
at the time v^hen tliey are collected by submersion in it*

‘v^
.

..
V

20. Chloride of Lime in cmee of Burns,—^The good effect of
chloride of lime in cases of burns is confirmed by the expenefnee
of IVf. Lisfranc. He has applied it in many cases of that kind,
sometimes immediately after the accident, sometimes ater the ap-
plication of emollient cataplasms. X^int is moistened in a solution

more or less strong of chloride of limey and then appli^ to ^he
place, being covered over with waxed cloth.. The cure has been
singularly hastened, under its influence ; and in one ee^ where
almost the^ whole of the lower limbs, the arms and face, had been
bmrnt^ the use of the chloriffe recovered the patient from; Qie stupor
into which he had fallen at the, end of four daysi and a p^eet
ccw^^y wan effeoted two months afto



SI • Vuf^ ofNoMol PohfpU—jyr^ Primus ofBabeuhauseu assert^,
tbi^ the saffiromsed tincture of opium (of Ihe Prussian Pharmaco-
poeia) possesses the property,df gradually destroying nasal polypi
nrheu applied to them. Certain cures, which have been thus ef-

fected, have l^^®n published, and a striking one occurred in
January, I896|Fa man, 46 years of age, had one in each nostril.

The t^etpre was applied several times a day to the bases of the

^

polypi^ )>y means of a small hair-brush or lint roll. In eight days
the tumours had assumed a paler appearance, and lost a little in
volun^; a serous a^crietion from the pose, which had existed for a
long was diminished, and the pituitary membrane bad ac-
.qdired/Wmbre lively tint, as if in a sub-inflammatory state. The
application was contin(|||^d, the tumours continued to decrease, and
at theend of three weeks had entirely disappeared.

—

Meaiz» ChU
rurg. 1826, p. 13.

^ Bikofihe Viper.—M. Jacopo Sa^hi, ofBarzio in Yalsasina,
baiiling»had occasion tp take charge of some cases in which injury
had beeuj inflicted by tjie bite of a viper (Coluber Berus), trans-
ferred bil obseqpitions upon them into the hands of Professor
Palet^

,
From these it appears that ammonia, recommended by

JDr. •bjangilf, in 1813, although an excellent remedy in many cases,

is by pb m^^ns sufficient iu all, but must occasionally be seconded
by possible means. Although sometimes nature alone has
pow^T.eufficient to overcome the bite of a viper, yet, at other
times, ;ihe .injury is so great and sudden as to resemble the effects

of hyilmbyanic acid. In these cases lie recommends that the
patient^should be put into a hot bed covered with woollen clothes,

andi^lmi'ihost powerful siidoriiics with some tonics administered
int^s^ly;"' Friction should be applied all over the body, and at

the same time the wounds are to be enlarged, cupping-glasses
applied, and tow, dipped in ammonia, applied to the spot.

•r
23. Skperiments on the Poison ofthe Viper.—M. Desaulx confirms

tbe fact that dogs can swallow with impunity even large quantities
of the poison of vipers. He observed also that when this poison
lyaa wi&drawn from the vesicles i^oon lost in power, and after a
cerUdja tiihe became inert ; a portion ten days old being introduced

wound of a living animal, only paused sli^t tumefaction
pn Mangili, on the contrary, found it^ wlmn hermetically

sealed^p, to retain its virulence for many months. The species of
viper fimn which H. Desaulx obtained hi^ poison is not menfioned.

C.. XU 142.
-S'’!.

. i.

‘4 *3^ lok^mcUcn of Mpfer.—The following* method of" destroying
ie^.as^fted, by^ Co}|at de Boisseulh, to be excellent.

Grounds,much infested 1% theie janimals; have been perfectly freed

th4ha>Jh}^Wan8.qf it IjA'iiudsd^er of worms must be procured,
. Jdtbdt andl^owdcted with pulverised vomica-nut; the whole is to



Natural Hhtory. " S3$

Jbe for twenty-four hours* The ihole-tracks nte then
to be opened^ and two or three of these worms placed in each hole.

If the. meadow is large^ they cannot be placed in every hole ; but by
multiplying' them.as^mucli as pbssible^ a good result is' sure to b^
obtained.

—

Am* de AgricuL de la Chareate.
r 'av ^

25. Ori' growing Sedad-herhs at Sea.-^On luug sca-voyages^

whatever ei^culent roots, or fruit, or whatever vegetable essences
may be s.toWed in the steward’s stores, whether for the we of the

officer' 6r 6rew, nothing can be a greater tr^atg^ the fbi^er; espe-

ci^ly within the tropics, than a dish of fresh salubrious {^lad«>herbs»

The want of such an addition to the ordinary fare on bfiltrd a ship

has ofteh been a cause of disease, and mis$5rtune, and even death!
—it is needless, therefore, to- insist on the Usefulness, br to state

the antiscorbutic, and consequently sanatory qualities^ of fresh

vegetables in such situations ; and however limited the M^ns to

supply such a want ns is described below, yet» as it may be highly

useAil to convalescents, and in individifal cases, the publication may
not be deemed altogether valueless. t I'"' “I

Provide one, two, or three deal boards, mad^of welfiseasoned
inch stud; sixteen inches s(iuare, with a ledge all round, rising one
inch above the smooth surface of the board ; and as it iS' intended
to hold water, the ledges must be closely and neatly fittbdj; at each
corner a nail, or small hook, should be placed, with strihigs tied into

a loop above, by which tlic board may be slung in the ni^cessary

horizontal position ; a thin covering-board, made of, the same
material and dimensions, is also necessary, and which will ifiterve for

all the boards.

Pieces of the thickest daTiiicl must be had for each boia'rd,''cut so
as to fit exactly within tlie ledgcs^T These flannels requii^ to be
well soaked, and repeatedly washed in boiling water, befoi^ they
can be used, to discharge from them whatever is perniciou^ to Vege-*

talion as they come from«the manufacturer’s hands. 5
The board and flannel thus prepared, dip the flannel .w^ter,

and place ^on the boards; sow the seeds pretty thick and rC^larly;
sprinkle them lightly' with thc^and, till all are moistened,and the

flannel completely saturated ; m which state it should, Mwaya
kept during the growth of the j^ants. Too much Wat^'floats the

se^s when fitst put on,' and are thereby shifted from th!eij^places

by the motion of the ship. The cover-boCrd must now be put on*

and the whole hung up in its place. The' use of tbia board is to

assist the vegetationof the seeds, which it will do aaillC\^tty^m the

course of \wenty-four hours ; after which it may tm laid aside*

The board must be frequently examined, and when the moisture

thereon is’ diminisiicdfby evaporation, or imbtb^ bjf the crop, a
supply must be given, just enodgh to.keep^he flaiui^i th the prap^
saturated state

. la six or seven days the crop wifl^be (If the wea^^ has bcM
favcmrable) two inches high»-^it ia 4heli fit for use. Thepfbdtee



abdttl b0 mtich as will^ iiio^fe^fsied sct^
bowl, iMid when dressed up, with the usual eondiuieuts of omdfi,

sail, viaegar, add
d>iuo8tvaeeepUi.Ue tq* the gue^ti dt me <^plaiitii^fiCtable.

It is well as the flaD4i|^-be scalded,

Well*waBMi#and1roed in the sun, before it can.be li^dragain ;

—

aifid one prop per week, tWo, %wen three

at the same time,^ in.order, to se^a a r^uiar
wi^pljf;|v^afget' boardft are not ^o pi^venieht,.)^^

-oiilf bl^Mg in some*t>y-comer of a cabih, quarter-galls^ or stl^
4toora». dwe they may not oply be oi& of the way, buCijnilt ff 'the

. '*®hL frf- air* -
» |

actable t%be ra^ed in this way are^ radish,,imistard,

and gaMeif-cress. The S#o first answer best within the

4to]^d^^^^^last does not, being too, delicate and diminutive

^is' when the ship is no nearer file equator t^hh

thirty’d^l^ea^h^atitude. One peck of radish another of aiushiid,

and two^quartii of cress, will be sufficient for an India.a^ .Obfna

,

-bestow^^

'ilioet^^^^

fiieir'cl^P

natioHfi^^

of which may^e had in China,

^elmihod of fattening Fish .—^The Chinese a^ cdei-

l&eir coidmercial acumen, indefatigable industry* and
^tness,—in making the most of every^ gift of tiature

^ their fertile country. Useful as ornamental
. Engross thefr every care ; and an|mals whieb Jlte ,

the

|ply rqsred, and which yield the greatest qua^iftf of

proury food, are preferred by them for sUppljpl^ fiidr

l-stcws. Their hortiis dietetica would foi^ It i^nuder^

though they do not use such -a variety of^^htcher’s

bwt as European^ dfo, yet in the articles Of pbf^vgeese,
'

they' surpass, in the use of fish they equal, U^,ratid iii

sUeation aiid management of thein they escm.all other

. A fev^mrvations on their piscinas^ or fish-steirs, Hia de$|^
of thiaS|(aper; not merely as an historicaldescri^tfojlf^i^

otject^^inijtotion in this or any otb«r country, ‘

^
"5 ^ ?

v; JBqri&irty or thirjy miles rounerCanton, and as^^^r.'f^the^a
side of the riy#r on whi(^ ahat my

the country appears nearly a^ level

httle nl^^bn of smrjfh^e. . The level is, towey^ rtelil#ipi^ed
WW<5h^diversify.tK§laa^ap^^^^

,80'c iforup%y tha^Uiey^form the |i|Mlir€isqae

ifh^fiia mf^;|itea8ing combinations* ibuK of

ppj^^^ruvial eartk of grealimdity and

JUtfies^H
withjp'
out of%1i
^otures^

1 n
t><ii4ic^

Uiat
ya foe

he in
H
toH

rciAiviMA t«s
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» tfnd 46tr a]mb$t amphibioan
hii^its domu!ila$» are still further proofs that the couiiti^’

ms, «more now U. Hbtice the facilhw

of l^^*-roads (as %hee^e^rriage|l;^

and beasts are too eipeosNl i^pbjldaf the sys*.

temetic eeofiiiM^"^ €r““*' iat:.

whibh a piSiii^haay.be^

taelcst or are g^nectdli* m marh
whei^th^gAm thi^ of a ^g^oirj
reeriaif^a^jhtteiihigi'iish/

liV^it %\^Rd.is;n^ for ^ts purpoi^, and filled i

ownc^ gpes to market, andtbuys as many ^oung^i
pond Wn conveniently hold; this' he. can Easily ^
their fish are brought 'to tnarltit alive. Placed ii

are re^!arly«ifed morning ari(L evening, or as .ofl

finds it necessa^; th^r fooa is chiefly boiled4
ad^d, ;the blood .ofi^^ny animals they^ may kill,

atsM^ihg-pots and dishes, &c., indeed any animal o|
maHiiitr U^fish will eat. Il^is said, they aj

cepus m^oalnpt in the food, to make the fishiMH vbf
order accelerate their fattening; but of thifiT^
obtain #0 authentic pecobnt.

""

Pish jso j|i^ treated, advance in size rapidly, L
any great a:^ the kind (a species of perc|^
under p^ty^ipn, never arri\;e at much m^e tlian '^

dupwj^^ ’butffiFOin length of three or fourjoci
put ]n^n^ey.i0^W‘t6 eight w nine in a few monthsl^^a^
marifict^lpi jPfafts from the

,

off, and conveyed in. l_.,

of widji^^ if sold, well ; if%Qt, they are hr
replacild^^ thcf^w, until they can be^disposed of,*

.

’ of fish^feeding is so managed that
all fatt^m^^^flr^bouvthe^time the water is mpst wand
gardeii^^^ yhe p<md is then cleaned .out, the
aa^^, <'0f^|||^l^{^niwnre,—again filled with .#ater, ^

jmng fi^Vrabd iM as before.

«

\n4d^tj|^nt Chin^an, from trhom the^prriter
.

shdw|d[%liiin as much of the proee
' >tteo of three montlra, dl^lare^mi

coiil&iiii^ fkom

wen )c«Sii|^lj|tt'aP4]Mv^i^i

• the«!t«fMW,
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Oil the Means generally used wUh the Intention of curing

a Stoop,*

When the chest and the head fall forward, the most common
method of trying to correct the stoop is co put on some instru-

ment by which the shouWers and the head are held back. To
operate upon the shoulders, the common jjack-collar is applied,

and to hold back the head, a riband is brought over the fore-

head and fastened to"the collar.

While these instruments are kept on, the figure looks

straight, though stiff and constrained
; but the moment they

are taken .off, both the head and the shoulders fall more for-

ward, than before their application. Many examples of the

bad effect "of artificially supporting »'lic: l,ea<] might be.offered.

The following, although observed in the figure of a horse, is

very demonstrative! When the rein (called the bejrring-rein),

by which the heaxl of a carriage-iiOf.se reared up, with the

intention of giving hj^pi a shOwy figure, is loot^ened, thejiead

immediately fidls forward, and the neck/ instead of presjerving

the fine arch that h so much admired, droops between the

shoulders;* looking to this effect; we should .At
^
first be

inclined to condemn the practice followed by horse-dealers, of

reining up the head of a young horse iiSr the stable, by means

of the apparatus called a dumb-jockey. But on examining

* For this, and some other communications upon the same subject, we
are chiefly indebted to our much-lamenteil fnend and correspondent, the
late Mr. I^haw, Surgeon to the Middlesex Hospital,

OCT,—DEC. 1827,
’ R



238 * On the Means generally used

into this mode of fixing the head, it will be found to operate

on a different principle from the bearing-rein. Instead of a

simple bit, such as the horse in harness can lean his head

upon, without suffering pain, a bit, calcidated to tense and

fret, is.put into the young horse’s mouth. To relieve himself

from the irritation produced by tliis, and which is increased by

the constant pull of llie clastic piece of iron to which the rein

is fastened, he curls up his neck, and thus brings all the

muscles of the back of the neck into strong action, instead

of allowing their poAver to be superseded by the artificial sup-

port afforded by the bearing-rein. to the horse in harness *.

Many different contrivances, but all acting nearly on the

same principle as the heariiuj-rein, have been proposed as

means for obliging a girl to keep her head erect.

There is one mode which, to a |)erson ignorant of anatomy,

seems to be particularly well adapted for this purpose; but it

is, in fact, more objectionable than the |)lan of tying the head

back with a riband. A piece of lead, of some pounds weight,

* ‘When the Russians wish to give a horse high action in trotting,

they accustom him, while young, to wear heavy shoes on the fore feet.

The resistance to be overcome necessarily increases the strenafth of cer-

tain muscles; and hence< wtjen shoes of the common size are put on,

the horse lifts his feet higher than one which has not been subjected to

this discipline. Some opera dancers practise with lead weights on
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Js slung over tlio back in such a way lluit it must be supported

by a riband put around tlic head.

Although tills contrivance prevents the hiiad for a time from

falling forwards, its bad eflects may be demonstrated. Wlieu
llKi weight is on, the muscles of t)io back oftlu) spine arc pas-

sive, while llit.se on ihe fore-part of llui neck arc necessarily

brought into action to prevent the head from bihig pulled too

tar back ; this is easily proved; for if we jnit the fingers on
the sternal portions of tlie sti'nio-clt‘ido muscle, vvliicli, with

the small muscles on the fore-pnvt of ihe^liroat, pull the head

(orwards, we shall feel them tmist' and in anion. 1"lie iiicreasi'd

activity of tlie musclt's on the tort' ]):irt, and thf‘ passive condi-

tion of those of the back, may be furtlier (‘vemplilied by raising

the wtnglit vvlicii tlie girl is not aware of our doing so
;
the

head will then be immediately jinkod Ibrwards,

A'Ve have many opportunities of obser\ing the incorrectness

of the principle on which all similar plans for the cure of a
stoop liavc been foiind('d. J^br instance, porters who carry

hurt hens on the hack, I>y the a-,sistanc‘(? of a band round the

forehead, always stoop ;
v\hilo iho^-e who carry baskets before

them siLspeuded hy a baml round the back of the neck, are

peculiarly erect. Ibit the most remarkahle example of the

(dfect of th(‘. head Ixfmg jiulled hack by a wiiight hung hchiiul,

is tlie condition of the women who carry salt in the streets of

Edinburgh, for they may he recognised as much by their mise-

rable Sardonic grin, uliicb is (ansrd by the' constant excite-

ment of the platysma myoides muscle, as bytlieir stoop.

Very annoying and even distressing cv)nsc([nences nuiy ensue

from any sj stein of treatment where a constant resistance to

the muscles of the fore-part of the neck is kept ^ip. A gentle-

man had for many years worn one of iln^ collars invented by

Mr. Che.sher
;
after.some time, the muscles of the back became

so weak, as to be iiicai>able of sup[}ortlng the column, while

tliose on the fore-part of the neck were so disproportion-

ately iiicrciased in strength, by the constant resistance opposed

to thorn hy the strap passing from the suspending rod under

llu; ( hill, that whenever the strap was loosened, the chin was

Ibrcibly drawn towards the chest. As the muscles of the back

part of the neck did not offer any counteracting resistance, the

Ra
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windpipe was now pressed down, or almost doubled on itself.

As soon as this took place (and it was almost immediate on

the attempt to sit up without the collar,) the patient was seized

witli such a sense of suffocation, as to be obliged to throw

himself on his back. As he was able to breathe with ease as

he lay on his back, his advisers were led to believe that it was

the weight of the head wliich pressed down the windpipe. To
counteract this pressure, various contrivances had been pro-

posed to support the head. Indeed, the patient himself

was so convinced, frpm what he had heard, that it was the

weight of the head which pressed down the windpipe, and^so

alarmed had he become from the certainty of having a fit of

suffocation when the h^d was left unsupported, that there was

much difficulty in persuading him to believe that if the head

could be made heavier^ the sense of suftbcation would be re-

lieved. He was at length induced, although with great dread

of the consequence, to allow about fourteen pounds of shot to

be placed on the top of his head. He was very much alarmed,

but it was highly gratifying to witness his surprise and plea-

sure in finding that, instead of his head being weighed dow^n,

he could support it, and could breathe with ease while in the

upright posture. The following is the principle on which this

plan was proposed:—the muscles of the back ])art of the

neck had been brouglit into such a state,* that their ordinary

stimulus was not sufficient to excite them to the action neces-

sary to counteract the efforts of tliose on the fore-part of the

neck, which h^td been evidently increased in strength. The
placing a weight on a certain .spot on the head formed an addi-

tional stimulus to the muscles of the back part of the neck
;
a

fact which the reader may prove by an experiment on himself.

. 13 y proceeding on this principle, by combining a variety of

exercises, and by gradually diminishing the weight carried on

the head, this gentleman was soon able to walk and sit in a

state of great comfort, without being obliged to use any arti-

ficial support.

It is well known, that the neck-collars support almost the

whole weight of the head and shoulders by the strap which

passes under the chin. It must also have been observed, that

the wearer very frequently pushes down the head against the
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chin strap. In this way, the muscles on the fore-part neces-

sarily become stronger, while those of the back, being deprived

of their natural stimulus to action, in consequence of the rod

superseding their office, become diminished in power. Even
were there no change in the degree of strength in the muscles

on the fore-part, the head would naturally fall, if the support

afforded by the chin strap were removed
;
but as these muscles

are increased in power, while those of the back are diminished,

the head must not only fall, but even be pulled down.

However, although the collars and the lead weight, as they

are generally used, are not only incflicacioiis, but even hurtful,

they may occasionally be useful in keeping the head in a cer-

taiii position, after it has been brought (o it by such exer-

cises as tend to strengthen those muscles of the back which

support the shoulders and head. 13ut the opinions commonly
entertained, as to the means of counteracting an habitual

stoop, arc so erroneous, that even the position of a tailor sitting

on his sliopboard is better than the plans generally recom-

mended. This at first appears ridiculous
;
but the manner

a tailor holds his body when he walks, proves that there is

something in his habits which tends lo the correction of a

stoop ; for he is quite a caricature of a strutting erect figure,

especially in the way he bends in his loins and carries his head.

The peculiarity of tJic tailor’s gait proceeds, in a certain degree,

from the bent position in which lie sits : but this explanation

is not at first satisfactory, since it may be observed that other

tradesmen, who also stoop while at work, generally have their

head inclined forwards, and have also a distinct and habitual

bend in the neck
;
such, especially, is the' condition of persons

who sit at a table and sloop forwards, as watchmakers, engrav-

ers, &c. Jt is not difficult to explain the cause of the differ-

ence, and the inquiry will assist in directing us to the prin-

ciples which we ought to recollect in our operations upon the

spine.

Ill the sitting position of the tailor, the head hangs se> loiv,

and so complete an arch is formed between it and the pelvis,

that the muscles of the spine are called into strong action to

support the head
;
the necessary consequeHte of this is, that

these muscles become even unnaturally strong, or at least so

strong as to predominate over those by whicli the spine
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pulled forward. l?ut the bent position is not the only cause

of increase in the strength of the muscles, for it depends also

on the exercise given by frccpicnily jerking the head back-

wards. In those who stoop from the middle of the body, as in

writing or working at a table, the muscles of the spine are not

called into action ; for, while the head is in this position, it

rests or is £U])])orted by the ligament of the neck. The liga-

ment, being thus kept constantly on the stretch, becomes

lengthened, instead of being made more contractile, as muscles

would be
;
and hengc the stoop is increased. AV'^hen this is

combined with the consecpiences of the waiit of muscular

action, the deeper ligaments, which hind the upper vertel)rje,

gradually yield
;

if the operation of these, causes continues for

a certain time, the bones and cartilages themsehes become

altered in .shape, and consecpiently an almost irremediable

stoop is produced

This view derh'es confirmation, fioin what may be ob-

served in the shape of the tailors in some parts of Germany,

who, instead of having the erect figures of London tailors, are

quite bent. On inquiring into the cause, we find that, instead

of sitting as tailors do in this country, a hole is cut in the

table, and a seat is [ilaccd within it; so that their position,

while working, becomes nearly the same as that of jiersoiis who

stoop while sitting at tabic.

It may, perhaps, he objected, that laliourers, and especially

the vine-dressens in France, are remarkal^le for the complete

arch which their body forms, although they bend while at

woi’k as much as the tailor does. This may also he explained ;

for in the labourer the bend is produced by the pelvis rolling on

the head of the thigh liones, while in a person silting as a

tailor the pc*l\’is continues nearly fixed, and the bend is in the

vertehne on the [)elvis.

The eii’ect figure of the Turk perhaps comes from the manner

of sitting which is common among Fastern nations
;
hut the

heavy turban, and the spice box slung from the hack of the

neck, may account in a great measure for the fine figures of

the Turkish Jews who Trequent the streets of London.

Elderly persons may recollect how often the girls who worked at

tambouring were crooked : the present fashionalile ainusement of em-
broidering seems to havQ, in some iustance.s, the same cfiect.
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V*e may even take tke shoemaker as an example of the

effect of a particular manner of sitting, and of frequently using

the muscles of the shoulders. He is also a little in caricature,

bat he carries himself better than the tailor, and the cause is

obvious. The tailor’s figure is very erect, but the right shoulder

is ;i:euerally a little higher or larger than the left, from the

constant exercise given to the right tirui, while the left rests

upon the knee : this inequality of the shoulders is not observed

in the shoemaker, because he not only uses both arms equally,

but the muscles by vvliich the scapuhe are supported, become

so strong by the habit of jerking bafk his elbows wliilc he

works, that his shoulders ahvays appear more braced back than

those of any other class of persons : indeed, so characteristic

are the figures of tailors and shoemakers, that they may be

easily dist.inguislied in a crowd.

These circumstances are mentioned, as they afford familiar

examples of the principles on whicl) we ought to proceed, in

endeavouring to correct deformities; but it would be ridiculous

to prot)Ose the position either of the tailor or of the shoemaker,

as the best adapted to correct a stoop or falling fonvard of the

shoulders.

The preceding observations apply also to the contrivances

usually employed to keep the shoulders back, and particularly

to the question of the propriety of usiiig the common back*

collar. The effect which this instrument produces in ordinary

cases may be easily comprehended by the following diagram.
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The part of the back formed by the fibs is not a flat; but

rather a round surface; and as the shoulder-blades rest on

this, they would fall forwards were they not prevented by the

collar-bones
;
but as these bones are united to the breast-bone

by a moveable joint, and as the weight of the arms openites

principally on the anterior angles of the scapulae, both the

collar-bones and the shoulders would fall forwards, were it not

for the action of several strong muscles which pass from the

spine to the scapulse. But these muscles may he destroyed by

any contrivance which supersedes their use. For example, let

A A be the shoulder-blades, and B B the muscles which sup-

port |hem. If the scapulai be brought close to the spine by the

strajis of the collar, and kept constantly so, tliere can be no

use for the muscles B B. They must consequently waste and

become nearly useless, while those on the fore-part of the

chest, being excited to resist the straps, will become increased

in power
;
and hence, when the collar is taken oflF, not only

will the shoulders fall forward as in a delicate person, but the

muscles on the fore-part of the chest will predominate over

those by which the scapulae should be held back, and pull the

shoulders forwards.

The spine and the ribs are occasionally bent so as to have

some resemblance to the back of a spoon. In such cases, the

shoulders not only appear high and round, but the lower angles

of the scapulae project in an extraordinary manner, because the

upper and anterior angle is not only unsupported by the ribs,

but is dragged forwards by the clavicles which arc carried in

the same direction with the sternum. When this is to a consi-

derable extent, it constitutes the contracted chest or the chicken

breast. This, in a slight degree, is common in London, and

especially among young lads
;

it may be discovered by the

coat having the appearance of being more worn opposite the

lower angle of the scapula than at^any other part. Such a

condition of the chest can only be completely remedied by

appropriate exercises
;
but a collar is here necessary for a time,

to keep Jke bones in the improved condition into which they

ske brouglit by the exercises.

These arguments will probably appeafe * sufficiently well

fot^ded to prove that a girl, under oixlinary circqmstances,
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cannot hold her head or shoulders hack, unless the muscles by

which they are naturally supported are in a proper condition.

Various contrivances have been proposed to strengthen these

muscles. Dumb bells, if managed in a particular manner, are

good; skipping, when the arms are thrown backwards and

over the head, is still better; the exercises, called Spanish

exercises, performed with two long poles, are also useful, but

to each of these there may be objections, as they all operate

more or less on thi? spine or ribs, which, in case of a bad

stoop, are generally affected.

The following anecdote Avill, perhaps, set the question of the

propriety of wearing the back collar in a correct point of view.

A surgeon was consulted by a ’‘gentleman, who is now one of

our first tragedians, as to the best mode of correcting a stoop

which he had acquired. The surgeon told him that neither

stays nor stra])s would do him any essential good, and that the

only metliod of succeeding was to recollect to keep his shoul-

ders braced back by a volimtaiy effort. But the tragedian

replied, that this he could not do, as his mind was otherwise

occupied. The surgeon then told him that he could give him

no further assistance. Shortly after this conversation, the

actor ordered his tailor to make a coat of the finest kerseymere,

so as to lit him very tightly, when his shoulders were thrown

back. Whenever his shoulders fell forward he was reminded

by a pinch under the arms, that his coat cost him six guineas,

and that it w’as made of very fragile materials
; being thus

forced, for the sake of his fine coat, to keep his shoulders back,

he soon cured himself of the stoop. The surgeon was much
obliged to him for the hint, and afterwards, when consulted

whether young ladies should wear shoulder straps, permitted

them, on condition that they were made of fine muslin, or

valuable silk, for tearing which there should be a forfeit.

An iiupiiry into the manner a girl should sit, may appear

trifling to those who have not been in the habit of seeing many

cases of distortion of the spine, but it is intinfiately connected

with the present subject, and is really of considerabfe import-

ance. The question has been disputed
;
one party insisting

that girls should al#l;ys sit erect, while others are advocates for

a lounging position. It is not difficult to show that both are
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wrong ;—-vvheti a delicately formed girl is supposed to be sitting

eroct, she is generally sitting crooked : to a superficial observer

she may appear quite straight
;
but any one who will sit on a

music stool, and endeavour to kce]) his body in a perpendicular

line for ten minutes, will be convinced that it is diflBcult for

even a strong man to sit as long as a delicate girl is expected

to do, without allowing the spine to sink to one side or to fall

forwards.

The attempt to sit erect beyond a certain time is injurious,

for although biuidirig tlu^ spine occasionally is useful rather

than hurtful, yet whefi it is done involuntarily, and Avhen the

bend is attempted to be concealed by an endeavour to keep the

head straight, there is danger of I be spine becoming twisted.

Indeed, a double curve is generally the consequence
;
there is

first a bend to one side, to give ease to ihe fatigued muscles
;

and then, to conceal this, then'o is a second cnrvt* that is neces-r

sarily accompanied by a slight twist in the vertical line of the

whole column.

The proposal to allow children to sit in a crooked or lounging

position'seems to have been foimded on the idea that all the

muscles are more relaxed in this way than even when the child

lies at full length on its hack. This nolion is certainly incor-

rect, and such a mode of sitting is injurious
;

for even were the

muscles more relaxed by i(, the bones and ligaments acquire

sucli a shape as necessarily jiroduces distortion.

It may natnially be asked liow' a girl should sit, since it

would appear, that whether she is in an erect or stooping pos-

ture, she is equally in danger of becoming crooked. As sitting,

in the manner generally recommended, alfords little or no sup-

port to one who is weak, the safest answer would be, that a

delicate girl should not sit for e\cii more than five or ten mi-

nutes without having some support to her back, and when she

is fatigued, that she should lie tlowii or recline on a couch.

But as it would bo*very annoying to a girl not to be allowed to

sit up except for so short a time, and as a couch is not always

at hwd, we must endeavour to sIioav how a delicate girl may
remMu upright posture for a reasonable time Avithout

i|icurriflg|||^ risk of becoming crooked. This leads to an

inquiry info TOaluerits of the chairs which are at present gene-

rally used by children.
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Young ladies are often obliged, while at tlieir music lessons,

to sit upon those chairs, which have high backs, long legs, and

small seats. These chairs are said to ha\e been invemed by a

very eminent surgeon, and arc intended, either to prevent dis-

tortion, by some supposed opcraliou on the spine, or as the

most effectual means of su[)porting the body. It is difficult to

imagine how a chair of tliis description can effect the first

purpose
;
and to discover how lar it is calculated for the second,

the reader sliould make tlie cxj)erimcnt on a chair of the slun(^

proportion to liis figure, as the chair in^qucstioii is to that of a

little girl. He will find that if the seat or surface on which he

rests is small in j)roportion to liis body, the chest will, after a

lime, either fall forward or to oiu^ side, unless he evert liimself

to a degree that is very faiiguirig. Inrlccd, If the seat be at the

same time so high, that the feet do not rest fairly on the ground,

but dangle under the chair, a forward ]>ositiou of the head is

almost necessary to preserve the balance of the figure"^.

'I'lic objections to such chairs have been met with the asser-

tion, that girls leel remarkably comlbrtablc in them. This is

no argument in favour of their use, for it is not uncommon for

a girl vvlio has seven or eiglit pounds of iron strapped upon her

body and iK'xt to her skin, to say the machine annoys her so

little, that she does not care how long she wears it.

But whether this chair is agreeable or not, it is easy to show

that it is not calculated to give much proper support to the

l)ody, and that it is almost im[)ossi])le for a delicate girl to sit

long ill a natural or easy [losition upon it.

It may be allowed, that the chair which vve consider the most

comforlable, that is, the chair which affords the most support

to the body, sliould, if made in propi'r proiiortions, be the best

for a delicate girl. In such a chair, IhcATa^ should be scarcely

higher than the knees (thus permitting the whole of the foot to

rest on the flooi), and of such a size, that on sitting back, the

upper part of the calves nearly touch it. This form of seat is

very different from that of the chair alluded' to, the AacA' of

which is also equally objectionable, for, instead ojF^.bcing in

* It, must be almost unnecessary to roSnihd the re^j^ Ihat if the

knees are bent in standing or vvaUdng, there is a the spine at

tlie same time.
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some degree shaped to the natural curves of the spine, it is

made nearly straight, and projects so as to push the head for-

wards. A delicate girl should always sit so as to rest against

the back of the chair, and, if the lower part of her spine is

>veak, a small cushion will afford great relief. As it is quite a

mistake to suppose that the shoulders, if raised in any other

\vay than by the action of the muscles, or by the curvature of

the spine and ribs, will continue high, there is no real objection

to a girl who is delicate being supported 6y an arm-chair
;

for,

by occasionally resting on the elbows, ;a considerable weight is

taken off from that part of the spine which is the most likely

to yield.

These observations refer only to the manner in which delicate

girls, whose spines arc still straight, should sit : when the spine

is actually distorted, it will be necessary to use other means.

A Critique on the Aplanatic Object-Glasses
^
for divergintj

Rays^ 0/ Vincent Chevalier, ainc et fils. By C. R. Goring,

M.D.

The curiosity of many will doubtless be excited, as to what our

neighbours, the French, ever foremost in the pursuit of glory,

both in arts and arms, have been doing in the affair ofachroma-

tic object-glasses for microscopes. With the highest satisfac-

tion 1 find myself enabled to state, that Messieurs Chevalier,

.(aine ct fils,) No. 09, Quai de THorlogo, Paris, have rivalled

our own artists, in this bi*anch of the manufacture of optical

instruments.

Mr. J, Lister, actuated by a most laudable zeal for the pro-

secution and advancement of optical science, as it concerns

microscopes, caused me to order for him one of Messrs. Che-

valier’s instruments, in Mr. IV. Tullcy's name

;

for, as Mr. L.

wished that Messrs. C.’s pretensions should be fairly and tho-

roughly scriitinbed, it was but fair that the latter gentlemen

should be stimulated to do their utmost, by a consideration of

the science of their customer. A critical examination of the

object-glasses ofthis instrument (for making which every facility

was afforded me byMr, L.) , forms the subjectofthe presentpaper.
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I here, then, enter upon the discussion of the merits and

demerits of the objectives of the said instrument*, these

being much more perfected than those of another, of previous

make, which I saw in the possession of Mr. Howship, of Great

George-street, Hanover-square, to whom I received a letter of

lecommendation from Mr. Spilsbury, of Ball-Haye. To the

signal politeness of these gentlemen, in furthering my views, I

am greatly indebted.

Four object-glasselS accompany Messrs. Chevaliers’ instru-

ments (at least those marked perfcctionnes,) usually rated at

the following foci : 14 French lines, 10 ditto, 4 and 4 : the two

latter combine together at will, and give a focus of two lines.

14.) Focus about 1.42 of an English inch, clear aperture

0.31, original aperture as reduced by a stop, O.IO.

It is perfectly achromatic with its clear aperture, and may
be used without a stop on most transparent objects

;
requires

to be cut off to 0.23, to give the necessary distinctness for

opaque ones.—(When I speak of the apertures which C.’s lenses

will bear, 1 must be understood, here and elsewhere, only with

regard to the middle of the field ofview ^
or rather that part of

it where the distinctness is greatest +, for double object-glasses

give the central rays only correct, and confuse the oblique ones

very much, for which reason, conjoined with the small aper-

tures they admit of, they were abandoned by Mr. Tulley,

for the triple construction, the true and regular form for the

microscope.)—There is an excess of spherical aberration in

convex lenses
;
neither are the glasses well ground, or centered,

or duly adjusted. The concave of this object-glass is tar-

nished, and there are traces of seediness in the cement, which

is, indeed, to be seen more or less in the whole of them.

10.) Focus about 0.91, clear aperture 0.23, original stop

0.09.

* The objects employed by me in looking into the defects and excel-

lencies of these glasses, were an artificial star, and a piece of enamelled

dial-plate, the phenomena presented by which, wkmput out offocuSy

incontestably warrant the judgment I have pronounced upon them, as

any true optician will admit.

•V When an object-glass is out of adjustment, itsraaximiim of distinct-

ness is not in the centre of the field of view, but somewhere else, accord-

ing to circumstances.
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This object-glass is under corrected in point of colour, and

wants to be made longer in the focus to be achromatic. The
excess of uucorrected spherical aberration is in the convex lens;

the glasses are not well ground, centered, or adjusted
;
the same

appearance of tarnish us in 14 ;
bears its clear aj)orture for the

middle of the field on most transparent objects, but must be

cut off to 0.2 for opaque ones.

Both of these object-glasses arc ineffective upon test objects,

from want of snflicient power and a})erture.

4.) Focus about 0.^3, clear aperture 0.23, original stop

0.00, perfectly achromatic. The uncorrected spherical aber-

ration is ill the concave; centering and grinding very fine, but

in very bad adjustment
;
shows some transpfireiit test-objects

pretty well Avith its clear aperture, and, cut off to about O.lfi,

performs avcU ou many 0])aque ones.

2.) Focus about 4.7, clear aperture 0.21, no stop, perfectly

achromatic, surplius of s])berica! aberration in the concaAc as

liefore
;
centering and grindingvery fine

;
adjustment tolerable ;

ill other respects very similar to 4. This object-glass being

adjusted, does more singly on test-objects than any other, and

carries an aperture of O.tG well on opacpie bodies, shoAviug the

lines ou the diamond-beetle’s scales strong and well cut out.

Combination of 4 and 2— (quadruple.)

I am happy to be able to sjieak in terms of almost unquali-

fied approbation of this composition. It, of course, surpasses

the performance of any single triple-glass, on those test-objects

tvhicfi require extravayant angles of aperture. The field also

is good all over, or at least Avould be, if the glasses Avere in

adjustment, Avhich is Kthe only draAvback upon it. The focus

of the combination is only 0.2(>, yet it performs admirably on

transparent test-objects Avith its naked aperture of 0.23, and is

very fine on opaijue ones Avith 0.1(5, and doubtless AA-ould carry

0.2, if the adjustment Avas duly carried into effect.

Messrs. C. have, I think, most assuredly here hit upon one

of the very best romposUions for the object-glass of a micro-

scope f
all tlie iinperfi'ctions of double object-glasses, taken

sinyli/y are here done away, Avhilc their thinness and agghilina-

tion into one mass allows of their combining together almost

as if they Avere simple plano-convex lenses, leaving moreover

abundance of space for the illuminatioii of opaque bodies.
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I must here state, thfit Messrs. C.’s object-glasses are all

stuck together, 1 believe, with luscd gum-mastic, or, perhaps,

wuth very thick mastic varnish. This practice seems, in tlieory,

to be bad, most especially if tlie curves united together are not

of the same radius
;

nevertheless, practically speaking, the

process of soldering seems to me to do more good, by the obli-

teration of two surfaces, and by keeping the glasses imniov-^

ably adjustecl, tlian harm in any other way. I cannot, in fact,

discover any very sensible diflcrence in the optical performance

of these small achromatics, whether stuck together or not. I

fancy that they have a little more light and clearness wlieii

cemented, (as they certainly should have,) but cannot be very

positive. 1 hold it us a maxim in practical optics, as in our

common law^ “ de rebus non apparentibus etnon existentibua

cadeni est ratio.’’’

1 may observe, that Mr. Lister has combined that marked

10, with 4, and finds the performance proportional to that of

4 and 2.

It will be remarked that Messrs. C., from an apparent igno-

rance of the value of aperture, and perhaps impressed with the

loo common and jirevalcnt idea, that, having once obtained

distinctness and achromatism in their object-glasses, every

thing else might be accomplished by a condensation of artilicial

light, liave reduced their apertures to such a degree, as to

render tlieir instrument as inelfective upon test-ol)jec(s as a

common compound
;
lor when (he opening of an aphinalic glass

is cut olf to the same duimcler as a common one, it shows

liutliiiKj more, though it will certainly exhibit objects far more

satisfactorily. Upon the apertures of micioscopic lenses their

elTecls entirely depend, as was remarked a long time ago by the

great Huygens. An achromatic glass is more valiiable than

tniothcr, merely on account of tlic larger aperture it will bear,

without causing aberration, and coiiserpient indistinctness.

Those w ho are in possession of Messrs. C.’s microscopes should

get llie stop behind the object-glasses turned out, and procure

others to Ixi used ad libitum, according to what the goodness

of the object-glasses Avill permit.

I feel myself called upon, however, to state, that, since the

completion of Mr. L.’s microscope, Messrs. C. have enlarged the
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apertures of their object-glasses to the requisite angle^ and have

moreover arrived at the true method of adjusting them^ so that

they are now free from those objections which applied to Mr.

Lister’s, and are in all respects iinexceptionably finished.

I know not ifany dispute will ever arise hereafter, as to who
is to be considered as the original maker of effective aplanatic

object-glasses for microscopes*. It is ofvery little consequence

in the present instance, for it so happens that Mr. Tulley and

Messrs. Chevalier have been so totally unconnected with each

other, and have worked upon such totally diflerent princii)les,

that it must be evident, on the most superficial consideration,

that both are entitled to the honour
;
nevertheless I apprehend

it can be proved that Mr. Tulley made an effective one belbre

the Chevaliers, having completed his in March 1824. The
date affixed by Chevalier to his first instrument is 1825t.

It requires moreover a stretch of complaisance, not to be ex-

pected on this side tlrg Channel, to be enabled to admit that the

best double object-ghtss is {taken singly) effective
;
or that, in

consequence, Chevalier made an effective one until he had en-

larged his apertures
y and combined two together\y which combi-

nation is not to be met with in his | primitive instruments. Mr.

Lister, (to whom the public is mainly indebted for the pre-

sent eclaircissemeiit concerning Chevaliei^ instrument,) has,

by a peculiar method of his own discovery, measured the

* The question must naturally resolve itself into this point, for achro-
Biatics for microscopes, (as they are called,) were made by Dollond,

Martin, and Pollard^many years ago
;
the only objection to them was,

that they were not ejff^ive, consequently, wom/Via/ onh/, and useless. I

defy , any man to produce an effective object-glass, which can satisfac-

torily he proved to have been made before 1824.

+ See the/r«/ instruction published by Messrs.^, C. along with their

microscopes^ “ Microscope Achromatique selon Euler," &c. I appre-
liend there is a misdate in Messrs. C.’s letter at the end of this j)aper,

where they state they have made the achromatics ^ce 1824, with four
objectives, wliich implies that they also made thein before that period,

but in another way.

J Mr. C. Tulley recommended the combination of two achromatics
together from nearly the beginning of his son W.'s labours upon them,
who rejected the idea, together with myself, as giving rise to too great a
complication, always supjjosing that triple glasses must be used. I

myself<iombined two triple achromatics together, for experiment sake, in

» very early stage of our proceedings, but liked not the result, though
effects were certainly produced by tne composition, which could not be
obtained from best individual triple one.
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c lines, thicknesses, and diameter, &c. of lliat marked 14, which

1 here give (unfortunately one of the least effective of the set,)

however, in all probability, the rest are constructed on the same
])rinciple

;
the annexed drawing by Mr. J-.. will sufficiently

explain itself. Nothing can surpass the beautiful simplicity of

DiaifL o •

Chevalier’s, or rather Euler’s, curves, whicli, it will be ob-

served, arc allalike* **^. The production of deep acliromatics

must ever be a task # some difficidly, evcui to those who
thoroughly understand ^-ir humours and punctilios

; and un-

scientific artists will, T K^k, he much more likcdy to succeed

on the French jjlaii, fhairthe English one. Two double object-

glasses, by themselves, are very poor things
;
but, wlien com-

bined, perform admirably, and will, I ))elievc, (if the three

curves are of equal radii,) be far more easily exc^ciited than

one of the triple Tutleian construction. The dense flint-glass

of Gueiiard, or Frauenhofer, however, will he an indispensable

requisite, from llic nature of the curvatures. A triple Tulleiaii

object-glass, auda thin double one of Chevalier, i n composition

first conceived and adopted by Mr. Lister,) form an excellent

combination, and give a very vivid lighjfct witliout softness,

diihiess, or nebulosity. This, I think, is the extreme nurnbiir

of glasses which onght to be tolerated. Let it never be for-

gotten, that a ynod triple glass ivill bear an aperinre

quite sufficient far ninety-nine objects out of a hundred. I

myself denounce^thc practice of combining glasses together,

in all those eases where they are capable, of doiiiy their worJc

(done, 1 shall always consulcr it as a clumsy, bungling, and

unworkmanlike method of obtaining a short focus, coiiibiued

* The theory on which these object-irlasses are constructed is con-
lained in a paper of Euler’s, published a!t St. Petersburuh, in 1774.

Messrs. Chevalier have caused it to be inserted entire in the “ llulietin

de la Societe d’Encourageinent de Paris,” No. CCLIV.,.. for Aug. 1825.

OCT.—DEC. 1827. '
.
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with a large angle of aperture. If a man aims at perfection,

and wishes to distinguish himself in this branch of optics, let

it be done by working perfect triple glasses of 0.2 and 0.3 inch

focus, with 0.1 and 0.15 of perfect aperture, like those of

Mr. W. Tulley and Mr. Dollond, or deeper still, if he is able ;

and it is with the most cordial satisfaction that I am enabled

to inform my readers, that Messrs. Chevalier (duly appre-

ciating the regular triple construction as the true form for

the microscope) have applied themselves diligently to the

manufacture of this species of objective, from which they have

already had excellent results. It is a fundamental principle, that

all superfluous refractions and reflections are to be avoided in

the construction of optical instruments. As a radical reformer of

microscopes, I can tolerate no abuses in them, or show any

quarter to their abettors. Messrs. Chevalier have also under-

taken the manufacture of achromatic and catadioptric micro-

scopes, after the fashion of those made by Professor Amici, of

Modena, which were so much and so justly admired by the

cognoscenti of this country.

It only remains for me to observe, that though two double-

cemented object-glasses form the most perfect eomhination

from the fewness of their surfaces, and consequent brightness

of their image, yet a fusion between the Tulleian and Eulcriau

constructions seems to be the most convenient for general use
;

by this, of course, t mean a triple glass with a double one,

to apply before it occasionally, a la Lister. Mr. Dollond and

Messrs. C. have demonstrated that two object-glasses may be

combined with the best effect, which are both good, and work

well separately ; but Mr. Tulley has constructed a double

one, which, useless by itself, when applied over a triple one,

(made to act singly,) corrects that excess d^npherical aberra-

tion in the concave lens, (by its own excess in the convex,)

which, when the aperture is large, is the eterfihl vice of idl the

best single and compound object-glasses for diverging rays

which I ever saw. ITiis is perhaps the ultimatum of improve-

ment, though a quadinplc one, on the same plan, might have

the advantage in greater light and clearness, from its simpli-

city, and the paucity of its surfaces.

The quadruple or quintuple object-glasses are those which
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are best adapte<I for the solar microscope, for they give a fall-

sized field ofview to this instrument, good to the edges, which

no single object-glass will do, as I have had occasion to remark
in my paper on Mr. Tulley’s aplanatics, unless converted into

a compound, by means of eye-glasses, &c. This popular and
highly amusing instrument \\\\l now receive the utmost refor-

mation and improvement of which it is capable, and become
truly scientific in its construction : hitherto it has been a mere

toy, but one degree removed from a magic lantern,

1 shall now allow Messrs. C. to say Avhat they can for them-

selves^ and to detail the various modifications which they have

introduced into their instruments, since they executed Mr#
Lister’s order, by giving a translation of a letter I have received

from them on the subject, and shall conclude by expressing a

hope that no national or illiberal feeling has entered into the

composition of this critique, and that 1 have used my oil,

vinegar, and pepper in correct proportions.

Paris, Oct. 15,

“Sir,

“ Accept our thanks for your extreme complaisance in ofier-

ing to publish the results obtained by us in the construction of

microscopes. Since the order executed for Mr. Lister, 'vve have

improved those instruments last completed, by greatly enlarg-

ing the diameter of the illuminating mirror, in order to obtain

still greater light. The prism for opacpie bodies is diminished

about one half, and by a small modification in its mounting

is rendered more serviceable : the diminution of the length of

the body has enabled us to augment the magnifying powers by

diUcrent eye-glasses, and the four double object-glasses placed

in a better mounting can be used separately or in super-

position, according to the pleasure of the observer, either to

form quadruple objectives, or even to combine in a mass toge-

ther. This last arrangement produces a great accession of

magnifying power, without injuring the clearness of the image

or arresting much light.

“ You see, Sir, that we have the pleasure of coinciding per-

fectly in your opinions about improvements, for w^e adopt the

quadruple object-glass as the best, and we give three changes

S 2



of cyc-{)ieces. The double motion given to the body of :i

microscope is, in our idea, the defect of all those hitherto con-

structed
;
for, as the optical part should remain perfectly centred

with the mirror and the diaphragms, it is evident that the

least derangement of it from this j)osition must destroy the

perfection of the image : the sta^e then only should move*
without affecting tlic diaphragms or the mirror, and in this we

* This is the theoretical view of the case, the practical one is different,

as frccpiently happens. (^}aque nhjects are not aff*ectecl at all by the
eccentricity of the axis of the body : nor can 1 recollect that 1 ever felt

any particular inconvenience from the motion of the optical pfirl , even
with transparent subjects, unless it was thrown very much indeed out
of the axis of the illuminatinf^ mirror. On the other hand, it is notorious
that living acpiatic insects jand animalcules are the most popular and
e7itertaimn^ objects which "Inicroscopes can show. These are, for the

most part, abundantly restless
;
and if the stage on which they are placed

lias any motion, their natural unquietness is so miieli e?iasperaled, that
it becomes almost impossible to get a good observation of them at all. I

once set to work at making some drawings of a variety of new and ori-

ginal objects of this class (which, 1 trust, will one day be published) with
a microscope having all the requisite motions appli(*d toils stage, and am
ciuifulent that I had thrice, the labour fairly approjiriate to the execution
of my task from this oversight. The very tremor produced by the transi-

tion of a caniage in the street, is frequently sufficient to imseltle live

objects when disposed to be still and (puct, aiul put them in a fidget for

a (jnarter of an hour. It is very unfodimate that the mountings of
optical instruments are nnule in geiieriil by men* mechanics, who seldom
or never observe with them, and consequently know not the exigencies
which occur in practice. It is still more, unforliinate, that in the science
of fitting up microscopes, an ounce of a man’s own v\it is worth about a

Ion of his neighbour s. Was it not that 1

dislike to verify this adage myself, I should
recommend the following motion to he ap-

plied to the body :—let the socket of the

arm which canies it have a smooth rotatory

motion on the head of the bar in the usual

way, conjoined with another horizontal one
produced by rackw ork attached to the said

socket. Let the pinion which belongs to the

latter movement be made very strong, so

that a lever about three inches long may
project from its centre: this is to be held

in the hand, the thumb and index linger ojie-

rating on the rackwork, while the two little

fingers give a rotatory motion by working the lever end. This rapid

double 7iU)tion is here completely under the command of one hand, tchile

the other is at liberty to at^ust thefocus, I know of nothing better

for general purposes, or in pailicular for following the motions of lise

insects, &c. ;
but when only inanimate ones are to be the subject of mi-

croscopical study, I prefer the motion of the stage, for the reasons stated

by Mons. C.
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liavc well succeeded in the construction of the microscope of

kSig. Amici. But all these arrangements much uiigmont the

price, and an observer ever so little practised will ahvajs find

the object easily enough by means of his hands.

The i)rices of our achromatic microscopes are as follows:—

-

“ Achromatic microscope, like Mr. leister’s—300 francs.

“The same, with the latest improvements, three eyc-piccc^s,

and camera lucida for drawing the magnified oljjocts—400

francs.

“ Amician Microscope^ one horizontal achvomatie, the stage

gh'ing all the motions to the obj(‘Ct, wiflu a micrometer screw',

five cye>-pieces, two camera liicidas, liand magnifier, frog

Irongl], accessary ap})aratiis, &c. One vntadiaptric microsho2K',

mounted on the same stand, and adapting itself to the same

ap[niratus; tlie two instruments inclos(‘.d in a mahogany case

—

1000 francs,

“ AVe trust that the very moderate prices of these instruments,

tog(‘.ther wlili the cart' which v/e bestow on Ihoir construction,

will procure ns orders for them. Their superiority has been

duly recognized by the jury of the E-xIuhitioii of the Products

of Industry, which has been pleased to decree to us a silver

medal.

“ The Amician achromatic microscope is comp6sedof a tube

.sc\ ('n inchc's long, at the extremity of which is placed a j)risTn,

which re.llccts at a right angle the rays w^hicli come from the

objc'ct -glass, composed (as in our mirroscopirs crccutcd since

182*1) of four double object-glasses, which ]iiay ])e used sepa-

rately, or tw'o, three, or four at a time. The stand is a square

bar, which has a rackwork, carrying a nioveable stage,

w’liich, by riK’ans of adjusting screw%s ingeniously dispos(’(l,

permits an olyect to traverse the field of view’ in every direction.

This disposition gives the pOAver of determining the real dimen-

sions of objects submitted to obsciTation by means of tlu*

micrometer screw, which is placed at the side, while the camera

lucida affords the means of drawing their outline, and conse-

quently of measuring the magnifying power.

The rays proceeding from the object \Yhich hav^ passed the

object-glass, and have been rendered horizontal by^lhe prism, are

received by dilfercnt eye-picces disposed after the manner of
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Kamsden. Their power can be varied. Each instmment

carries six, five of which can be attached at pleasure either to

the catadioptric or the achromatic. The deepest belonging to

the reflector is a single lens of half a Erench line focus, and the

most powerful of the achromatic is a line and a half.

“ 8ach, we think, are th^^ details which you required: we

wish that they may prove agreeable to you.

We beg you to accept the a.^si*iance of the high considera*-

tion with which we are, Sir,

^ “Your v* / devoted Sen- ants,

'' iNCisNT CitEVAtitfK, ’ain6 et fils,”

^* 69, Q^ai (k t^IIorhqe"

On the Exisfencp of €!hlorhiP tii the Chide of

Mamjatme, liy John McMullen, Esq.

In the paper relating to this siil)je<‘t, whirJi tlie cdiioi of ibe

Quarterly Journal of Science ohligingiy iusen'ted in the forty-

fourth number of that work, 1 <iescril)c;u some exp(n inients

which 1 had made, to sliow llial rhlore';* is liforndy (‘\ol\ed

from tlie Native Black Oxide ofManga nese by the action of sul-

phuric acid, under certain cirrunistanccs, which 1 ende avoured

to detail with strict accuracy, so as to prevent any mistake or

failure in the event of the experiment being repeated.

Upon this paper Mr, Richard Phillips has made some obser-

vations in the Philosophical Magazine and Annals of Philoso-

phy for April last, to which 1 am desirous of brieily adverting.

He. says, “ Mr. McMullen having observed, when sulphuric

acid is added to peroxide of manganese, that chlorine is evohed,

he^onceived it mightdie derived fyom an admixture ofmuriate

of manganese, iron, or copper
;
but having washed some of the

peroxide of manganese with w’ater, he did not find that any

chloride of silver was precipitable from it; he, therefore, con-

cluded that the peroxide in question contained no muriatic

salt.” If Mr. Phillips will take tli^ trouble to refer to

pap^t, he will find that this is by no means the statement w
it contains* I observed that, in order to separate any soluble
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muriates which the ox^le used might, ia the first instance, have

contained, “I washed it every day, for three weeks successively*

using sometimes hot and sometimes cold water : at the end~ of
that time, I tested the water, w^hich was then decanted from the

washed manganese, by the nitrate of silver, but without finding

the slightest appearance of precipitated chloride. I then poured

upon the manganese four times its weight of dilute sulphuric

acid
;
allowed the mixture to stand /or about four weeksy occa-

sionally agitating it, and at end of thut time, found, when
the dilute acid, now of a • criiiu. ''olour, looi removed

from the subsidvrvt mantjatirni ^ ^hc tatter agitated, that the

nrost decisive evidence of the nie.st>ra t .f cluoriiie was exhibited

in the vapour evolved fiou> it/' i suited further, that I hi^d

carefully preset ve l this particuhu mixture, and that after

a l. jp' i Of uiore i(iau tsvelvc months, the residuary man^iiese,

when the s'li-ernalrue acid wn‘ removed, continued to evolve

chlorine/'

lu this experiment my x.bj^Tt was effectually to purify tho

maijjL'anese from any soluble muriate which might by

possilhlily have been x!axed with it: I did not, however, test,

tlie wat‘^»* Jini used m wasiung it, but merely that which was

la^t removed it.

Jlr. Phillips proceed f j observe that he had prepared some
obscrvalioijs, and at considerable length, to prove

^

that the

author ofth(? above paper has been completely misled by “forced

analogies” and ‘^erroneous experiments;” but that it afterwards

oevuned to hini, that it would be better to show, in a few words,

the rcai s-uirce of the chlorine iu question, the evolution of

v\hich iVoiu peloxide of manganese he had noticed some time

precious to thepublication of my papersn That with this view

be liad procured various specimens of the peroxide of manga-

nese, (one ofthem in the cry|tallized st^,) which vvere reduced

to powder, and on the addition of sulphuric acid, chlorine was

evolved from each. That he then washed separate portions of

them with distilled water, and on the addition of^nitrate of

silver to the washings, chloride of silver was immediately preci-

pitated : sulphuric acid huing poured upon the washed peroxide,

no chlorine whatever was evolved. That be further added

sulphuric acid to an unwashed portion^ and to one which ha4
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been washed, and referred both to a bystnndcrj who immedi-

ately detected the odour of chlorine in the former, but not in

the latter. He then proceeds to show that the specimens of

manganese which he had made the subject of this experiment

contained a portion of lime, and he infers that the black oxide

of mtinganese consequently contains muriate of lime.

Mr. Phillips asserts that I have been misled by erroneous

experiments. My reply is, that the experiment to wdiicli he

refers, and which I have recapitulated, was carefully made,

and is truly and faithfully dctailiMl fn what, then, is it erro-

neous ? It is not incodipatiblewith that whiqh he has produced

as a refutation of it, inasmuch as he did not wait the result for

which the perusal of my statement should have ])repared him,

and which he cfearly should not have anticipalcd. lie states

that chlorine was not evolved firom washed manganese at llie

instant when .sul[)hnric acid was allhsed upon it. This is not

a contradict ion of my statement : I atfirmcid that, after washed

manganese had been exposed to the action of sulphuric acid

f(»r a \ ory considerable period, J distinctly obscTved the evolu-

tion of chlorine, and tliat for twelve monllis afterwards, under

the nrnumsfances detailed, this continued to be the case. :—all

thfs T deliberately re-asserl. 1 have fnupiently met with spe -

cimens of mafiganese which, upon the first alliision of sulphuric

acid, gave off chlorine
;
hut in general, as far as my cxperienc(i

goes, this is not (he case

:

were it of uniform occurrence, and

that the mixture of sulphuric acid and oxide of manganese

rendered chlorine evident to the smell, the fact cordd not have

remained unnoticed till now.

The obseiTations of Mr. Phillips, to which I now refer, did

not come into my hands till about three weeks ago. It fortu-

nately happened that I had still preserved the specimen of

W’ashed manganese upoh which sulphuric acid had been aflused,

under the civcurastuiices already recapitulated, and it occurred

to me that this w^ould afford occasion, as decisive as I could

desire, to |mt the accuracy of ray original experiment, and the

coninusions drawn from it, to farther proof. I am bound to

premise that this specimen of manganese, after having been in

the first instance washed and subjected to the action of sul-

phuric acid, as already mentioned, has ever since remained in
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the A’cssel in which the experiment was at first made, covered

with dilute sul[)huric acid,—a period of more than eighteen

months ;
and it will scarcely be doubted that, in the course of

that long interval, any muriate of lime which it might have

originally contained must have been thoroughly decomposed.

Upon removing the supernatant acid, the residuary manganese

gave sensible evidence of the presence of chlorine; paper

staiiuid with the solution of indigo in sulphuric acid was readily

bleached by it, &c. 1 now proceeded to wash the manganese

in j)nre water, and continued to do S'' until the acid was no

longer percej)tible to the taste. I then washed it three times

snccessively with distilled Abater, and after decanting off the

fluid of the last Avashing as closely as possible, added pure sul-

])hurie acid in considerable quantity, and stirred the mixture

Ihoroughly, after it had cooled, Avith a glass rod. At this time

no vapour of chlorine Avas evident either to the smell or to the

usual tests. The mixture Avas then set aside, and alloAvcd to

sUind undistnrhed for ten days : at the end of that time, Avheii

the acid Avas [)Oured ofl‘, and the subsident manganese agitated,

Ihe vapour of chlorine Avas as distinctly manifest as Avhen it

was first subjccU'd lo experiment more than a year and a half

ago.

Dublin, June 11 , 1827 .

Modern Improvements of Horticulture,

That gardening has always been one of the most natural, as

Avcll as the most useful occupations of mankind, isobsious:

that it has advanced—been retarded—or flourished, according

as general taste or Avants, or peculiar political, momi, or local

circumstances, Avere favouraWe or adverse, is also sufficiently

cvitlcnt from all historical testimony ;—but in no age has it

advanced Avith such rajiid strides tOAvards perfection as it has

done within the last fifty years. To bring the modern improve-

ments in array before the reader,—to estimate their advantages

in a public and private point of vicAv,—to loolc fonvard from
our present elevated station to the probable results ofcontinued

and extended application,

—

may be an amusing, if not an
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useful inquiry ; it may tend to remove barriers which are only

imaginary, and by freeing the thinking powers of practitioners

from the trammels of custom, lead them forward into that

expanse of operative freedom, where much remains for the

exercise of the inquiring mind, and experimental hand, in

exploring the yet untrodden field of practicability, and calling

forth the still latent powers and susceptibilities of pregnant

nature.

When we turn to the history of the first ages, we hear of

a garden 83 soon as we hear of man ; and though, from the

paucity of description, we can only form ideas of such a place

from the effusions of the poet, rather than from the detail of

the, historian, yet, in judging from what still appears of abori-

ginal scenery, we may conclude with Milton that a garden was

a place,

** A happy rural seat of various views

;

Groves whose rich trees wept odorous gums and balm
;

Others whose fruit, burnished with golden rind,

Hung amiable, and of delicious taste

:

Betwixt them lawns—or the flow’ry lap

Of some irriguous valley spread her store,”

—

Par, Lost,

If such a place, it required care to rear the tender—to check

the luxuriant—correct the irregular—to support the burdened

—extirpate the noisome weed—and re])ulse the browsing ani-

mal. Such was the only occupation of the. first gardeners : for

in those highly-lavoured spots, those natural paradises, (some

of which still remain in India,) where the groves which formed

the habitations also supplied the simple food of the inhabitants

;

where the cocoa-nut with its various liquors, abounded

;

* The cocoa palm is rather a gigantic herb than a tree : the stem rises

to a great height, of a strongly tough fibrous substance, but never so

indurated as timber, though it is used in the construction of houses. It

has no branches
;
but is crpwned with from five to seven ample compound

leaves, forming an umbralla-like head. The spatha issues from the

centre, and soon falls pendent between and below the footstalks of tlie

leaves, where it flowers and ripens the fruit. The nut is enveloped in a

thkik brown fibrous husk, which opens to shed it when fully ripe. The
nut, when opeped, yields two liquids, which are nutritious, and accounted

de&^ies ; tlie first is tJie milk which runs out
;
the next is the cream

whiph is procured by being scooped off the kernel with a spoon : this is

of&ick consistence, and much resembles the cream of milk. After these

remains tfie peifr^tly-formed layer of k^jmel attached to the shell, and
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where the date, the mango, tamarind, and lime dropped in

profusion into the hand
;
where the melon tribe upon, and the

nutritious yam beneath the surface of the bountiful soil, were

all spontaneously supplied without care, and without toil :—in

such circumstances, neither sagacity to contrive, nor ability to

perform, were necessary, further than collecting and preserving

those spontaneous gifts of nature.

But popnladon increased; and wlien mankind became

translocated to regions less favourable to vegetation, and where

the spontaneous productions of the earth were insufficient for

their subsistence, then the business of the planter and cultivator

became a necessary occupation
;
and hence gardening would

begin to assume a systematic form.

As improvements, and the times in which they took place,

have descended together in continuous and collateral streams,

the narration may be divided into three periods, viz. :—From
the earliest ages to the beginning of the sixteenth cen-

tury ;—from the beginning of the sixteenth century to the end

of the seventeenth;—and from that period to the present

time.

We have already hinted at what wore probably natural, or

aboriginal gardens; the account is so far feasible from the

fact, that such places and productions may be met with on

the peninsula of India, at the present day; true it is, they

cultivate rice, and some few inferior plants, where they have

opportunity, and use them along with their wild fruits
;
but

when they cannot procure these cultivated necessaries, (which

sometimes happens,) they must rely on the natural productions.

It is necessary to add, that some of the castes, from religious

principle, abhor the use of almost any kind of animal food;

and, therefore, vegetables are their sole support.

From Egyptian and Jewish history, wc learn that gardens

which is used along with the liquict as an article of food. But another
most pleasant beverage, called toady, is obtained from this palm, and
which constitutes the chief value of the plant. The fruit is sacrificed to

procure this : soon as the frond becomes pendent, the extremity is cut

off, and a narrow- necked vessel is slung thereto to receive th0 streaming
sap. This, both before and atter beiqg fermented, is an agreeable and
refreshing drink. It also yields an ardent- spirit by distillation, but of
which tlie natives deny themselves the use.
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were an appendage of the palaces of tlieir princes, and other

great men, for personal solace and gratification ;
but how far

the art Avas systematized, either in knowledge or practice, history

is silent. Throughout the Assyrian, Babylonian, Persian, and

Macedonian empires, we learn but little more than that orna-

mental gardening was carried to an extravagant height in their

artificial formation
;
insomuch that one ofthe Babylonian princes

built what Avere called hanging gardens,** that is, a vast and

lofty pyramidal structure on arches, arcades Avith terraces

surmourite^, by other arcades, and carried up in gradations to

a great heij^ht. The terraces being planted with the choicest

trees, presented to the distant spectator a verdant hill of foliage?

in the midst of a large city, and lifted the sovereign proprietor

far above the noise and intrusive notice of his vtissals below
;
at

the same time, yielding him all the sweets, seclusion, and (piict

of the country, even in the purlieu of his palace ! The idea of

such an ornamented and elevated structure for a mighty sove-

reign was certainly sublime, and far surpassing all that has

been yet done (though it has been suggested by Mr. Loudon)

in the Avesterii Avorld; and though only a monument of wcialth

and personal pride, prompted by conjugal regard, and entirely

artificial, Avas certainly proper for the place Avhere it stood,

Avorthy of the prince Avho erected, and the extensive empire to

which it belonged.

Throughout a long-following period, and up to the time of

the Romans, Ave learn nothing particular respecting gardens,

only, that among the Jews, they had gardens for herbs, vine-

yards, and even gardens for cucumbers : but as frequent allu-

sions are made to them, it is probable that gardening had then

become a distinct calling, as Ave find it Avas among the Romans,

as soon as their extensive conquests were secured.

As the arts and arms of the Romans went together, no

doubt a very Avide circ.nlation of all that was knoAvn of garden-

ing in Italy, was transferred thgnce. Their Avriters on rural

affairs preferred agri to Aorficulture ;
but their sound know-

ledge of the former shews no inconsiderable share of acquain-

tance with the principles of the latter; and as their practice,

as.Avell as the seeds of their products, would be introduced

Avherever tlie climate permitted, it is more than probable they
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laid the foundation of British gardening. The rules and ex-

amples left by them, were probably continued, with occasional

accessions to the stock both ofpractice and production, through-

out the Heptarchy, the domination of the Saxons, Danes, and

Normans : but these troublous times were not favourable to

the prosecution of the arts of peace
;
and it is not likely much

advancement in the art took place until the Norman power

was fully established
;
and even then their castellated mansions

precluded any extensive adaptation of garden, from the neces-

sity of forming the glacis, for the greater security of the baro-

nial hall : and though it is probable that, at this time, not n

dwelling, from the regal palate to the cottage, but had a gar-

den of some size or other, yet the best practice was confined to

th(i monasteries, and other religious corporations of those days,

all over Christendom. Their education and leisure, their foreign

intercourse, their interest in the tithes, and their love of superior

vegetables and condiments, on the many days they were restricted

from indulging in the consumption of animal food, all contributed

to incline the monks to prosecute gardening on the rnostap[)roved

j)hins. Thus, Italy, Spain, and Germany became famous for

their superior culinary vegetables, as France was for improved

fruits
;
indeed, when war depopulated or devastated a country,

and when the gardens of the chateau became a sacrifice to

offensive or defensive operations, and when the potagorics of

the hamlets were trodden under foot and destroyed by a licen-

tious soldiery, the gardens of the religious houses were often

s])are(l, and, consequently, many roots and fruits found there

an asylum, which was denied them in less privileged places.

In looking over the lists of plants cultivated in those days,

we find the names of a great majority of the common sorts

now in use, as well culinary, as for the table or the press, with

a great addition of physical plants, it being then ja prevalent

supposition that remedies for all the ailments of the human

frame were existent in the vegetable kingdom, if they could be

detected
;
the cultivation and gathering pf simples, therefore,

was a business which employed many heads and many hands :

even the Corinthian pillars of the noble profession of physic

were not entirely free from that malaria, which was generated

in the fumes of the hei:bali$t’s shop

!
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Ornamental gardening had hardly showed its graceful head

;

the little that had been done of this in England, was only in

imitation of the Italian school, though without their accompa-

niments of splendid architecture, classical sculpture, and costly

fountains. Such a style, in the near neighbourhood of a

palace or mansion, is imposing and suitable, but the outskirts

of^such gardens, which should have been gradually blended

with and into the free and beautiful forms of nature, were

bounded and deforihed by tortuous labyrinths, by complicated

folds of mcariy-clipped hedges, involving each other for no pur-

pose than aiTording seclusiorr?from the “ licentious eye,” or a

“ maze to the intruding foot,’’

It may be observed as somewhat unaccountable, the excel-

lent taste of their lanc&cape painters was never transferred from

the canvass to their style of ornamental gardening. But so it

was : the people who had all kinds of assistance from artists

of the first order, and from classical and picturesque associa-

tion within their own territory, long remained blind to what

was so natural and so manifestly within their reach

!

In useful and profitable gardening, the fine climate of Italy

gave great facility fbr sticcessful cultivation of a profusion of

the finest fruits, and being an advanced post for the reception

of all valuable plants from boih Asia and Africa, it much
sooner than other Euro|Hian countries possessed culinary vege-

tables in great variety, and ofsalad-herbs a niimeit>us list

From the commencement of the sixteenth c^tiiry the im-

provements in u:jirdening began to take the form of a system.

The increasing splendour of the English court, during the reigns

of the virgin queen and her father, ahd the princely establisli-

ments of some of her courtiers, called the art of gardening into

notice and repute, and gave an imj)ulse to the yet dormant

powers of horticultural practicability. Continental artists were

generally employed in laying out the greater works. The sum
of their prdfessionlil ability was chiefly geometrical, an exact

knowledge of straight lines, Squares, and curves
;
they could

line out a polygonal basin to a hair’s breadth, and construct a

many-tiered jet d’eaU in the midst. Such, however, were the

principal features admitted into, and which constituted the style

of those days, and continued through tliat and the succeeding
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century. In the latter (the. seventeenth), and during the

domestic broils which then convulsed the kingdoms, gardening

appears to have been, as to style, almost stationary. In the

mean time, however, the Reformation had been silently working

salutary effects, not only in the deliverance of men from a

servile religious thraldom, but also from the dogmas of prece-

dential custom, and by imbuing them with a spirit of inde-

pendence with respect to others, gave, what was better, a self-

dependence in exertion, whether of mind or action
;
and, after

a few years of revolutionary excess, and abuse of ihis inesti««

mable acquisition of mental freedom, at last, in 1688, settled

down into that rational state of composure, which, with few

interruptions, has happily remained to the present day.

Then it was that gardening, in all its branches, was patro-

nised and encouraged. Tournefort in France, and Ray in

England, enlightened the public by their description, enumera-

tion^ and classification of plants. Evelyn called attention to

the usefulness and national value of forest trees
; several

authors developed the mysteries of kitchen-garden and orchard

management; collections exotic plants were made, and

glass-cases built for their reception
; floriculture receded a

share of the gardener’s attention ; and in short, there seemed

to be, about this time, a gener^ movement by united exertion

to gain what had been previously neglected, and complete

what had been only feebly attempted.

The accession of William and Mary to thOf British throne

very naturally introduced Dutch gardening and architecture.

The old Italian and French styles received very little, if any,

amendment. The avemi^ the canal, the rectangular clumps

and borders, the shelves and slopes, the terrace, witli its .stairs,

were all maintained and extended, the whole surroimded by

exactly-clipped hedges, and bedotted with fanciful and unna-

turally cut trees. This expensive and rijjiculous ^hion had

its admirers for a time, but at last fell into cHsreputlf^, not by a

bull or anathema, but chiefly by tliei^ceen sarcasm of a Pope !

Kitchen-gardens were improved by additional bnck-walls

for the more delicate kinds of fruit, as vines, figs, peaches,

nectarins, apricots, 8cCi Hot-beds were in general use, and

many hot-houses were erected for different kinds ofthe above
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as well as for the, pine^applc. In those days our frnit-lists

contained twenty sorts, of'iwhich there were many varieties. Of
culinary vegetables there were, of roots eighteen, of shoots

.four, of leaves fourteen, of flowers three, of seeds three, of pods

two, and of herbs lor all purposes twenty-five.

From that period, the commencement of the eighteenth

century, every succeeding year brought forth new objects of

flie gardener’s care, and improve^^ operations for his imitation.

The acf|uirements of natural science, radiating from such a

charactef^jBi^ Sir Hans Sloane, w^ose theories were imbibed

and S^^fimed by the pratptical abilities of Philip Miller,

were, at that tiqi^, like the orb of dayj^ursting from behind

a cloud ! Scientific light and practical ‘"^ife were shed on all

around, and the ^thidation was then laid, by their united

means, ou^which^as been raise(||aImost Althe varied structure

ofmodern hoE^cultur^il improvement. It would be impossible,

aa needlhss, to give the names df the authors, who, from this

period, showeebthemselves in print on the subject of gardening,

for, were the tesppetive merits ofIheirriiferary labours noticecl,

and the successive|^di|goveries ^nd ad^nces chronicled, the

amoun| woti|d Be vi^uniinous indeed. But the following cele-

brated names cannot, in justice to their nitcmories^ be omitted,

jgreat Ifiimaiius w& dperve^ly at the head of t^e botanical

of gar|^ning ;
M iller, with his satellites,^ordon, Lf?e,

and Aiton were at ttat of practical botmi’y, a^'wfell as. of all

the oth^r pn.rbj^of (^erative gardeni^; and^ as a leading

orchardist, Kennedy, and many others on mi^ellaneous sub-

jects, produced resp^table directories and kalendars.*

The improvement of ornamentali||^rdening kept pace witli

that of the more useful. ^ Soon as the old style of rigid forniii-

lity had been exposed, it was exploded; mere refined.* prin-

ciples of taste prevailed f^its outlipes became better defined;

itSvas fo^d that,th|M*e are certain fixed principles in nature,

on which'He eleiftents of true taste are naturally (not taprici-

olisly) founded that deli|;lA' and gratification to the eye, or

mind, can pnly aris&from the.^iarmony and fitness of the com-

.binationl of art or Resign f.thaUi^e sensations of beauty and

subtimity can ^bnly be conveyed by congruous associations of

parts to jthe tvhole
; and that ^thc incidents found in conjunc-
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tion in nature should be the. objects of imitation of the gJir-

dener's, as they had long been that of the painter’s art, with

this exception, that in the immediate vicinity of the mansion

as much of the old style should l>e retained as will harmonize

with the necessary artificial facade of the architecture; but

soon as departed from these creations of' art, let then appear

the varied flow of nature’s devious garb.

The art of painting had, in the best schools, proceeded on

such principles, and the formation ofreal sceneryi was im})roved

from what was so prominent in the fictiUous. Sppie painters,

even Claude Lorraine himself, iiavc occasionally from

what may be called exuberance of desis^iy in producing extreme

elfecl, by introducing lights which never can be seen by day

or night, at daAvn or twilight
;
by trees which hover existed,

and by forms* wliich had only an imaginary existence. Land-

scape gardeners, too, in the transition from the tame to the

more natural style, have^run into error, by imitating admirable

incidents frequently seen in natare”s works, forgettingHhal their

Aaluc springs entirely from their having happened by chance,

but, as works ofart^ lose all^their int^esl, and become insigni-

ficant. ?

'

Wc are now arrived on the confines o6 our own times, of

which we w’ill take a general^dew, -and which will sufficiently

show the accumulated assemWage of horticultural objects, pro-

ductions, and"knowledge ; and which wfll also give,'what was

proposed, a comparative surveyof the extent^of our, improve-

ments. ^

And first, as to the hij^hest department, BotSiiy. Before the

sexual system of Linnf#is was fairly established, (though^ it

spread far and wide by the litcraiy labours of Hudson, Ve,
^

("urtis,^ and several other able conterfiporary wtit^S-s, both in

Jingland and on the contiftont,) defects were “found in it, and

not only as to the terras of distinction, ‘«bMt afsli) |)ringing

together, in the classification, plants which appconif, 'frofn their

^

» In Martin's painting of the Paigy^B,awer,,^ough a fine composi-

tion, theVoots of the tree, on the left of the fca-egi'ound, are too mueU

out of the ground. The accidtntal exposure of roots on the r)ahlcjf a

stream, or high-road, and their buttressrlike depart,lire fromllKj.frank,

are legitimate^objects for the pencil ;
but; their -ramiftcation.s pourtrayed

on the surface of the groundi is as ridicidous as unnatural.
^

OCT.—DISC. 1S27. T
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exterior habit and qualities, to have no natural affinity to each

other. This Linnaeus was aware of himself, and left some

fragments of a natural arrangement, but which he did not live

to complete. This, or the idea of it, however, was taken up

by Jussieu, a French botanist, and completed as far, perhaps,

as it can be
;

Jind though, in our present botanical publications,

both systems arc continued, yet it is likely that Jussieifs sim-

plified system will, in time, supersede the other, though the

curious fact on which that of Linnaeus was founded will never

be forgotten,^ because qf its practical use in the amelioration of

fruits. Hotauical publications, under the various names of

Hortuses, Floras, Monographs, and of every country and dis-

trict under the skies, and since the promulgation of Jussieu’s

system, monographs, under the titles of Geraniacem, Cistineae,

&c., flow in periodical floods from the press, crowd the book-

seller’s shelves, and thence find their way to every elegant

drawing-room in the kingdom.

This additional call on the business of the press, as well as

upon the talent of the artist, arises from the fashionable' and

refined bias of the public taste fai* this rational and delightful

study. To extend botanical collections, and the desire to pos-

sess every vegetable beauty, pervaded the whole community

:

hence expeditions to distant laqds by collectors
;
hence the

extension and encouragement of nursery business
;
hence have

sprung up chartered societies and associations for the encou-

ragement of botany and gardening all oyer the r^lm ;
so that

vegetable beauties and curiosities are now to be deen in British

collections, from every region of the known world.

Neither has the occult subject of botanical physiology been

neglected; many curious facts connected with the organisation,

structure, functions, an0i qualities of plants, have been ascer-

tained : but still there remains much' for the employment of the

naturalist’ypind ou this difficult subject.

Landsctpl gardening is nojt so much the rage” as it was

twenty or thirty years agq : National circumstances, perhaps,

may be the cause
; but its priftciples are much better under-

stood. The errors of Kent and Brown, and their followers,

h^ been corrected by the works and writings of Repton, and

the critiques of Kbight and Price, whose theories have been
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carried into practice by Loudon and others
;
and nothing will

pnn cut the universal adoption of their principles, but the di(E-

culty of giving the foreground, from home ival/cs the extreme

degree of ruggedness so much admired, and even indispensable

to the painter. Fern, (unless we can introduce some uncommon
foreign variet}^,) burdock, kexes, cannot be admitted into dressed

ground
;
nor have wc any plants in cultivation which would well

answer the purpose
;
true, we have the rhubarb, one or two sorts

of tliistles, cryngiiuns, palma Christi, and gourds with their ample

leaves : but these would only appear intiaiders, and misplaced:

but much may be done by a judicious disposition of our com-
mon shrubs, so as to conceal the traces of the spade and line,

and give all our combinations of land, wood, and water that

flowing character, which is so true to nature, and so pleasing

to the refined eye of taste.

J^'loricuUurc, which has been imported from France and

Holland, is also intensely followed about London, as well as in

our manufacturing provinces. Authors have creditably ap-

peared ill this line too
;
and our annual blows of flowers, both

home-cultivated and imjiorlcd, are at once rich and costly.

Tulips, hyacinths, narcissuses, rami iiculuses, and anemones, are

tlie principal bed flowers : but roses, stocks, dahlias, chrysan-

Ibemums, and even jioppies, <ftre out of number. Flowering

shrubs, both within and without doors, are eminently ricli and

various, and astonish as much by the splendour of their colours

as by their elegant forms and number.

Orcharding has declined during the last fifty years ; first,

because of tlie gradual deterioration of the trees, and preca-

riousness of the crops
;
next, from the? improved way of agri-

cultural labourers’ manner of living. This change renders

use of small cider and perry less necessary in a farm-house,

causing an increased consumption of malt liquor; and this

again, occasioning a greater demand for barley, at Ace pleases

both the farmer and the ChanceHor of the Exchequer. Thus

tlie cultivation of orchard fruit (except cherries ) has greatly

fallen off; and the decayed state of the old, and difficulty of

• It is said that many of the Caroon cherries brought to Covent-
garden market, are bought up for the purpose of colquihig wine on tho

Continent.

T 2
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raising new orchards, has given; a check to such exertion, ex-

cept in places at a distance from th6 metropolis, where orchards

have suffered less from decay, and where the habits of the

cider drinkers are more inveterate. Mr. Knight, the President

of the Horticultural Society, has written copiously on this sub-

ject, and very properly considers the cultivation of orchard

fruit as a national object
;
and by his example has done as

much, nay, much more, than any other gentleman in the king-

dom, to restore our orchards to what they used to be, and what

they may be,—and it is hoped his excellent instructions will

not be thrown away.

Kitchen-gardening, the most important and useful branch

of the subject, next demands attention
;
and here we arc grati-

fied w’ith a fine display of the efficacy of perseverance, the

success of experience, and the triumphs of skill. In every

month of the year, in spite of the winter’s frost or summer’s

sun, our tables are supplied with wholesome and agreeable

vegetables:—ofroots we have fourteen sorts ;
of stems, shoots,

and leaf-stalks, seven
;
of leaves, eight

;
of flowers, four : of

culinary fruits we have sixteen
;
of seeds and pods, six

;
of

condimental herbs we have twenty-nine
;
and of herbs and

seeds for confections there are seven, besides various fruit : of

roots, leaves, flowers, and fruit, for sals^, there are in cultiva-

tion twenty-two kinds
;
and various sorts of plants for rae<iicine

and distillation.

Of table-fruit there are above twenty different species, and

of these numberless varieties, extending to several hundreds,

or even thousands, of various excellency and value.

A few tropical and- foreign fruits, not included in the abow,

hiwe

*these

tard apple, mangdsteen, and mango, &c. ;
and there is no

doubt, if tl|ese fruits could be worked on some hardier kindred

sftock, and ^ suitable place formed for them in a stove, they

might be cultivated with the same success as the anana.

In the forcing department of gardening, wonders have been

accomplished. By this application of art, we appropriate to

odrselves an almdst perfect imitation of any of the warmer cli-

be^ cultivated in tolerable perfection in Europe within

few years, viz. the Chinese loquat and litchee, the cus-
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jTUites : heat, that powerful agept in the development of vegeta-

lion, wc can have in any degree, by sto\;es, by fermenting sub-

stances, and from the steam of boiling water : light, a no less

necessary agent in the maturation of fruits, we combine with

the former, by glazed houses and frames.

The various expedients for obtaining the necessary degree of

heat, are, first, the most simple method of a stove, with its Hue

passing through or round the floor of the house, and this for

warming the air within.; but in this case, as the roots of the

plants do not sufficiently, it is supposed, receive the proper

degree of heat, various fermenting substances, as recent stable-

yard dung, tanners’ bark, oak and other leaves of trees, &c. are

I’onned into beds, on which the compost of earth is placed, as

in hot-l)ed frames, or in which the pots containing the plants

are placed, or plunged, tis in a hot-house. To obtain the same
eflect, borders within houses are formed for the roots, having

an excavated heat-chamber beneath, supplied by simple stove

flues, or from the fermenting substances above named, or from

steam admitted for the purpose. Tins mode of supplying au

ecpial degree of lieat to the roots, as well as to the leaves and

branches of a plant, is plausible, and caunot be far wrong,

because it has been attended with success : but there is,

perliaps, more attribij^d to it than it deserves, because the

region or stratum of me soil, which is naturally occupied by

roots, differs, in respect of temperature, much less over the

whole surface,of our globe, than is commonly imagined. The

lieat of the air in difierent latitudes rang(?s from several degrees

below zero to 110 degrees of Fahrenheit’s scale
;
but the tem-

perature of the eartli eighteen inches bejpw the surface, it is

probable, does not vary more than ten or fifteen. In England

spring water varies only two degrees, viz. from 42 degrees in '

summer to 40 degrees in winter
;
and the effects of our hardest

frosts veiy rarely penetrate deeper than nine inches
;
but it is

necessary to observe, that, in such cases,. as well as in hotbeds,

we force as well as defend ;
and probably by siich mode of

applying heat and moisture, nutritious gases may be commu-

nicated, which may be no small advantage. Besides, the

atmosphere of the house can (as is done) be impregnated

with the same cpialities and degrees of heat and humidity (a

.
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most necessary accompaniment ,) which may be generated

below.

Light is a most potent agent in the maturation of vegetables

:

united Avith a moderate degree of cold, it is much more effectual

in progressive vegetation, than the necessary degree of heat

with darkness. Exposure to light is indispensable to plants

:

and, therefore, our glass cases are formed to admit as much as

possible. Within these few years, the endeavour to gain an

accession of light by reducing the dimensions of the wooden

scantling of hot houses, suggested the idea of metallic frames

;

and for the concentration of the sun’s rays, horizontal as well

as vertical cui*vil inear roofs have been Constructed. Lightness

to the eye, durability, imperceptible expansion, and glazed with

panes, cut like segments ofcircles, to facilitate the [)assing off of

condensed water, with complete command of ventilation, arc an

assemblage of properties, always as desirable as neccsstiry
;
and

as they may be cast in the most elegant forms, and protected

by paint, they add greatly to the ornament of the garden.

Beautiful as these buildings ai|e, some little disaj)pointnient has

taken place resp(‘cting them : it has been ex[)crienccd, that

the intensity of the sun’s light, or heat, has been found detri-

mental to the tender inmates, and that shading is as necessary

in bright, as light is in cloudy Avealher. Certain it is, that in the

winter season, Avhcii light and heat ar^mbst desirable, no feur

need be entertained from this circumstance
; and it ought to

be considered, that in our summer, avc have at le$i.st, daily, /owr

hours more sun than iiUertropical plants have at home: of

course, they have less tim€r for their evening’s repose, (Avhicli

all plants more of*' lejs resquirc)
;
besides, it should be thought

of, that all plants are not equally formed to sustain siicli a

blaze of light; ‘‘some affect the sun and some the shade;”

such as the pine-apple and orange, Avhich require “ a Avarm

• Tlie admission of humidity into forcing-houses is attended by the
most salut^ consequences : it counteracts the bad effects of fire-heat,

and is inimical to many insects. For this piirposCj a stcam-siii)plying

apparatus is added to the best-constnicted liot-liouses, productive of the

greatest advantages.

t It has long been observed by gardeners, that the pine-apple* always
does best in forcing-pits, merely from the circumstance of there being

more shade*
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shade;’’ and perhaps all plants which present a large reflecting

surface of foliage to the sun, are content with a smaller share

of his direct rays. These observations attended to, sun-shades

may be applied for occasional use, and with the plants at a

proper distance fram the glass, will certainly secure them from

all the inconvenience of such buildings, while none of the

advantages ure lost.

The kitcheii-garden range of buildings includes pine-stoves,

vineries, houses for pteaches, and nectarines, figs, and cherries,

hot-walls, pits for succession pines, melons, cucumbers
;
besides

store pits for roots, tender vegetables, salading, &o., as well as

frames for many purposes of cultuation. Mushrooms arc

usually raised in sheds behind the houses. The hot-houses are

also used for growing early culinary vegetables, and small fruits

in pols.

[To be continued.]

Chemical Maydpulation^ bein§ Insiructibns to Students in

Chemistry^ on the Methods ofperforming Experiments of
Dejnonstraiiony of of Research^ with accuracy and success

By Michael Faraday, F.R.S., &c.

We will not positivj^ assert that no one except Mr, Faraday
could have written ^is book, but we are of opinion that

there are very few chemists adequate to such a task, which
has manifestly required a considerable share of practical

skill, much jleep and theoretical knowledge, and no small

degree of patience and perseveiwce, more especially shown
in the cleai’ness of the details, an^ the perspicuous manner
in which he has managed to d^crib^’ prolix and difficult

E
rocesses. The work moreover fills up a^hasm in chemical

terature, by embodying almost all that is important relating

to chemical manipulation scattered throughThe writings of

others ;
while the author’s extensive experience has enabled

him to correct thjir faults, and to present the atudent and
operator with many new and important,, facts and pi’ocesses,

by which the researches of the laboratory are njost essen-

tially facilitated.

Such is our general opinion of the treatise before us, and
we are persuaded that those who are capable of appreciating

its merits will agree in our decision^ but it is not so easy to
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substantiate our judgment by quotations, in consequence of
the ^a0ral* didactic character of the book, and the mutual

depfndencO'.and.eonnexion of its difierent parts. We shall

attempt, howev,elcj to give the general reader an outline of its

contents, ;and point out such parts to the chemist as we con-

ceive particularly useful and worthy attenfion.

The importance of readiness and dexterity in the perform-
ance of experiments has been duly estimated for more than

a century. The writings of Black, Cavendish, Priestley, and
especially Scheele, as opposed to those 6f their predecessors,

show that they had acquired considerable facility in attaining,

by simple and economical means, those ends wliich had before

consumed much tirne and much expense in their accomplish-

ment: but it is only of late years that the refinements of
manipulation have been carried towards perfection ; and the

researches carried on in the laboratory of the Royal Institu-

tion have been not a little conducive to this improvement

:

to no one, however, is this part of the science more indebted

than to Dr. Wollaston, whose skill in what may be called

microscopic chemistry is consummate, and who has a host of

humble but industrious imitators. So^essential, Indeed, is

the attainment of correct methods of manipulation to the

progress of chemical science, that many entire trains of
research are exclusively dependent upon it for success. It is

true that it must always be subordinate to genius and inven-

tion
;
yet the person who could only d^ise, without knowing

how to perform, would comparatively^e able to lend little

aid to the extension aiul usefulness of knowledge : and were it

not ail invidious task, we might be able to show that some of

the greatest discoveries and improvements of the science

have originated in dexter^^of experiment, rather than in

profundity of design, therefore, in manipulation, a
considerable advantage is^ained, independent of tnat result-

ing from an acquaintance with the principles of the science ;

and this is so considerable, that, of two persons of equal
talent and information in other respects, he who is the best

manipulator will soon bo in adva^^ce of the other ; the one
wiU draw just inferences with accuracy and rapidity, while

the other will be lost in doubt, and often led into error.

Mr. Faraday has, pointed out several other cases of prominent
advantage, arising from skilful manipulation^ especially when
very ,^all quantities of matter are to be operated upon, and
where accurate conclusiona are of more than ordinary import-

ance, as in testing for ^rsenic and other poisons on judicial

occasions. When tl^e substance under examination is rare,
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as often happens, the facility of workings with small quantities

is also of much importance, as otherwise the topportunity of
gaining information may be lost, or only retained at great
expense. There existed,” says our authorit in the British

Museum a small fragment of a black stone, the source and
history of which ufks unknown : it was unique, no other spe-

cimeu/being in the Museum, or known to be in existence
; yet

as it presented some peculiar characters, Mr. Hatchett was
induced to examine it, and, working with a portion ofthe stone

weighing not more than two hundred grains, he was enabled
to discover in it a new metal, which he distinguished, by its

various characters, from all those previously known, and
which he named Columbium. Ekeberg' afterwards disco-

vered a metal, which he named Tanlalium, conceiving it to

have been observed and distinguished for the first time by
himself ; but Dr. Wollaston, who examined it, and compared
it with coliiinbium, was able to identify it with that metal,

although he had not more than five grains of tHe stone from
tlie British Museum upon which to make his expeinments.” •

In short, there can be but one opinion respecting the first-

rate importance of expertness in manipulation, and neatness,

dexterity, and efficacy of experimenting. These are the sub-

jects to which the present volume is directed, and which will,

therefore, form a valuable accompaniment to the more gene-
ral and systematic works. They are discussed under the

following general heads :

—

The conveniences and requisites ofa laboratory

»

Chemical apparhtus, and its uses,

2'he methods ofperformiitsr chemical operations.

Thefacilities acquired by practice ; andy
The causes which make cjcpcrinfiej^fail or succeed.

The description of a laboratdry^ followed by two long
and well-written sections on the arts of weighing and mea-
suring, in which the account of the methods of determining
specific gravities, and of the general management ofa delicate

balance, are well deserving the student’s attentive perusal

;

indeed, there are no operations which are more frequently per-

formed in a slovenly and careless manner, than those in wtiich

scales and weights are concerned ; and we should advise the

tyro to sit down with his balance and this book before him,

and practise the manipulations which it explains.

The fourth section, on the sources and management of heat,

is devoted to the construction and managedrent of difierent

kinds of furnaces, lamps, blowpipes, thermometers; and py-
rometers, and abounds in useful and in the details of
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practical information ; and the same remark applies to the
succeeding sections on comminution and solution—indeed, we
were surprised ^t finding so much to be taught in regard to

these very sii]i|J^le operations. I'he seventh, eighth, and
ninth sections treat of distillation and sublimation, precipita-

tion, and filtration. Here, and indeed throughout the work,
the wood-cuts are particularly distinct and well executed.

In the section on crystallization, the uses of that process are
enumerated ;

and to this succeeds an account of evaporation.

All these operations are extremely well investigated and de-
scribed, both as to their principles and as to the most proper
means of effecting th^n ; a number of curious circumstances

are pointed out, by which their results are influenced, and
by which certainty and success may be insured.

The uses of coloured tests are explained and illustrated in

the twelfth section. Of coloured liquids the author chiefly

recommends the infusion of red cabbage ; and as it is not only

a very good test for private experiments but of excellent

service to the public lecturer in rendering certain changes of
composition visible to an audience, it may be worth while

extracting the directions for preparing it.

583. The only substance of the kind, perhaps, worth
keeping in solution, is an acid infusion of red cabbage. For
its preparation, one or more red cabbages should be cut into

strips, and boiling water poured upon the pieces ; a little

dilute sulphuric acid is to be added, and the whole well

stirred : it is then to be covered and kept hot as long as

possible, or, if convenient, should be heated nearly to boiling,

for an hour or two, in a copper or earthen vessel. The
quantity of water to be added at first should be sufficient to

cover the cabbage, and the sulphuric acid should be in the

proportion of about halfan -bounce of strong oil of vitriol by
measure to each good-sized plant. This being done, the

fluid should be separated and drained ofi', and as much more
hot water poured on as will cover the solid residue, adding

a very little sulphuric acid. The whole is to be closed up,

and suffered to stand until cold, and then the liquid poured

off and added to the former infusion. The cabbage may
now be thrown away. The infusion is to be evaporated to

one half or one third its first bulk, poured into a jar, allowed

to settle, and the clear red fluid decanted and preserved in

bottles. The residue may have water added to it, the solid

part be allowed to subsiae, the clear liquor drawn off, eva-

porated and added to the former, or it may be dismissed

altogether, This solution will keep for a year. When re-
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quired for the acid of a small portion of it should be
neutralized by caustic potash, or soda, (not by ammonia,)

when it will assume an intensely deep blue colour, and will,

in most cases, require dilution with tw^elve cjlhfourteen parts

of water. The red liquor of pickle cabbage will, occa-

sionally, answer the uses of the solution, and is, when re-

quired for service, to be neutralized in a similar manner.”
For test-papers, litmus and turmeric are the most essential,

and several precautions in preparing and using them ai*e here

pointed out, which, though apparently trivial, are, in fact,

extremely important in insuring correct conclusions. We
transcribe a part of the account of tlu^* applications of these

coloured papers, as a specimen of the clear minuteness with
whicli the details of the work are given, and as a sample of

the author’s general method and style, where subjects of

much greater intricacy are to be explained.

591. In using these test papers with a fluid suspected to

contain free acid or alkali, or knowing that one of these

substances is predominant, to ascertain which is so, all that

is necessary is to moisten them with the liquid, and observe
the change : if the fluid be acid, the blue colour of the litmus

will immediately become red ; if alkaline, the ytdlow colour
of the turmeric will be changed to a brown. The moisten-

ing may be effected by dipping the paper into the liquid

;

but a better method is to touch llie edge of the slip with a
rod dipped in the fluid. In the latter case there is no risk

of contamination to the fluid from the paper, and only a
very minute quantity of the liquid is u^ed at once.

“592. These trials must be made by daydight ; artificial

light not permitting that just estimation of the changes by
which the presence of a small excess of acid or alkali is to be
determined. As the proportion of free acid or alkali di-

minishes, the intensity of the new tint produced upon the

paper is also diminished ; and when in very small quantity, it

retpiires considerable attention before a decision can bo
arrived at. The test paper should occasionally be touched
with pure water in the immediate neighbourhood of the part

where tlie solution has been applied, for any change in

appearance that may have occurred, not due to mere moist-

ening, is then readily perceived.
“ 593. Although acid is generally tested for by litmus

paper, and alkali by turmeric paper, yet the former is some-
times used advantageously for the latter purpose, being first

slightly reddened, either by exposuire to the air, or' by
momentary contact with acid fumes. When ther
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paper thus modified is used to detect a free alkali, instead

of turmeric paper, that substance is indicated by the restora*

tion of the original blue colour. Litmus paper is best

slightly redden^ for this use, by putting a drop or two of

muriatic acid into a large jar, allowing it to stand a. few
minutes, and then bringing the paper towards the mouth of

the jar, or carefully placing it within : so soon as the blue

tint has become slightly reddened, the paper should be re-

moved for use. If too much acid be imparted to the paper,

the delicacy of its indications is injured, because of the

greater quantity of alkali required to neutralize the acid,

and restore the blue? colour. For the same reason a paper

free from alkali or carbonate of lime has been recommended
for the preparation of these tests: for these impurities,

combining with a minute portion of acid, neutralize it, and

thus prevent that delicacy of indication which the test paper
ought and may be made to possess.”

The mode of determining the value of alcaline substances,

or « alcalimetry,” is described at length in this section. Our
readers, however, will here recollect that there is an error

respecting the specific gravity of the acid, which Mr. Faraday

has corrected at page 221 of the present volume of this Jour-

nal. The thirteenth section is allotted to crucible operations,

and the fourteenth to furnace tube operations. They are

full of minute and admirable instructions, evidently deduced

from long experience, and detailed with the same precision

and clearneffi which we have already eulogised. The fifteenth

section, which occupies nearly a hundred pages, relates to

‘‘ pneumatic manipulation, or management of gases.” Every
paragraph of the instructions here given will be found to

contain something of importance to the student ; it is, indeed,

a valuable essay upon a difficult and nice department of

chemical research.

Under the head Tube Chemistry,” in the sixteenth sec-

tion, a variety of means are pointed out, of working with and

employing glass^tubes, as suDstitutes for more expensive and

formal apparatus. Indeed, the young chemist cannot do

better than practise ,theart of bending, drawing out, and

sealing tubes, as here directed, (and in the nineteenth section,)

by wliich he will soon gain the requisite dexterity in forming

them into test tubes, retorts,.and so on, and be enabled to

furnish his laboratory vrith atquantity of very useful vessels

and apparatus, at a very moderate expense.

The a|miicatioiiof eWtricii^^ to chemical purposes forms

the subject the 8eveateenth:icction> in which the manage*
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ment of electrical machines and apparatus is described, and
the circumstances necessary to facilitate investigation and
insure success are pointed out. To this succe^ the ma-
nagement and composition of lutes, and a chapter on bending

blowing, and cutting glass.

Cleanliness, order, and regularity are of the utmost import-

ance in the laboratory
;
and though the appearance of the

chemist himself is often such that he appears ^Hodoat upon
dirt,” the strictest nicety must generally be observed in the

state of his utensils and apparatus. These matters must,

indeed, generally engage his personal attention ; and it is not

sufficient that glasses and other vessels be merely washed and
wiped in the usual way, but they are generally required to

be free from the minutest portions of adhering matter. A
section is accordingly appropriated to the subject of cleanli-

ness and cleansing, in which, and in that which follows it,

entitled “ General Rules for young Experimenters,” much
information is conveyed that will prove useful to those who
are commencing the practice of experimental inquiries in

chemistry, and also to such as, having made some progress,

have indulged themselves in slovenly habits. Macquer's ob-
servations on this subject, as quoted by our author, are so

much to the purpose, and so well deserving the serious atten-

tion of the young chemist, that we shall stand excused for

inserting them in this place. He says, A persuasion

must exist that arrangement, order, and cleanliness, arc

essentially necessary in a chemical laboratory. ^Every vessel

and utensil ought to be well cleanse^ as often it is used,

and pift again into its place ; labels ought to be attached

to all the substances, mixtures, and products of operations

which are preserved in bottles or otherwise ; these should
be examined and cleansed from time to time, and the labels

renewed when required. These cares, although they seem
to be trifling, are, notwithstanding, the moat fatiguing

and tedious, but the most important, and often the least ob-
served. When a person is keenly engaged, experiments
succeed each other quickly ; some seem nearly to decide the

matter, and others suggest new ideas; he cannot but proceed
to them immediately, and he is led from ontl to another ; he

thinks he shall easily know again the products of his first

experiments, and therefore he does ifot take time to put them
in order; he prosecutes with eagerness the experiments
which he has last thought of, and in the mean time the ves-

sels employed, the glasses and bottles filled, so accumulate
tha( he cannot any Ipnger distmgini|i'them

j or at least he is
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uncertain concerning many of his former products. This evil

is increased, if a new series of operations succeed, and occupy
all the laboratory ; or if he be obliged to quit the place tor

some time, every thing then goes into confusion. Hence it

frequently happens that he loses the fruits of much labour,

and that he must throw away almost all the products of his

experiments.

The only method of avoiding these inconveniences is to

employ the cares and attentions above mentioned. It is

indeed unpleasant and very difficult continually to stop in the

midst of the most interesting researches, and to employ much
valuable time in cleaning and arranging vessels and attaching

labels. These employments are capable of cooling and re-

tarding the progress of genius, and are tedious and disgust-

ing
;
but they are nevertheless necessary. Those persons

whose fortunes enable them to have an assistant operator,

on whose accuracy and intelligence they can depend, avoid
many of these disagreeable circumstances ; but they ought
nevertheless to attend to the execution of these things. We
cannot depend too much on ourselves in these matters, how-
ever minute, on- account of their consequences. This be-

comes even indispensable when the experiments are to be
kept secret, at least for a time, which is very common and
often necessary in chemistry.

When new researches aud inquiries are made, the mix-
tures, results, and products of all the operations ought to be
kept a long- time well ticketed and noted. It frequently

happens that at the end of some time these things gpresent

very singular phenomena, which would never have been sus-

pected. There are many beautiful discoveries in chemistry

which were made in this manner, and certainly a much
greater number which have been lost, because the products

have been thrown away too hastily, or because they could"

not be recogtiised after the changes which happened to

them.”

The uses of equivalents, and the method of employing Dr.
Wollaston’s scale, form the subject of the twenty-second

section pf Mr. Faraday’s book
;
and of the concluding sec-

tions," the twenty-third contains a quantity of miscellaneous

remarks, and the twertt^fourth is appropriated to a course

of inductive and instru^ive practices that is, to a selection

of minute instructions respecting the use of instruments, and
the performance of operations#
' Such isen outline of the contents of this volume, of which
v^e have felt ourselves obliged to speak in terms unequivocally
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fiivourable ; 5n fact, It contains, strictly speaking, notking to
criticise. It is miniit.e3 laborious, anil very unpretending,
atid contains a body of instructions for the performance of
experiments, and of descriptions of the modes of managing
and applying apparatus, which is not to be had elsewhere,
being manifestly derived from diligent research, extensive
experience, and correct judgment. It is not a book for
amateurs, for they will presently learn from it that there is

no royal road to the science of which it treats ; but the real
student, who will seriously follow its laborious details, will
discover in them an acceptable and sure guide through the
crooked and intricate, as well as the stfaight paths of che-
mistry. Those, however, and those only, who are well versed
in the business of the laboratory, both as experimentalists
and teachers, can duly appreciate the weighty service which
Mr. Faraday has here performed.

Statistical Notices suggested by the actual State of the British

Empire^ as exhibited in the last Population Census, Com-
municated by Mr. Merritt.

[Read before the Literary and Philosophical Society of Liverpool.]

The population returns of the decennial lustrum^ or period of

ten years, which ended in 1821, were delayed for a considerable

time, on account of the difficulties which have always occurred

in taking the population of Ireland. They have now, however,

been some time completed, and from the data they afford, a
few reflections naturally psesent themselves, which though
sufficiently obvious, yet, from the extreme interest of the sub-
ject, may be thought deserving of being brought together, and
exhibited in a connected form. Theyj>oint ou^some pecu-

liarities in the situation of this country, which distinguish it

from almost every other nation that has yet*exi|ted in ancient
or modern times.

From the notices which have been published respecting the

different districts, it may be inferred, that the portion which
may be termed the Urban populatiot, has augmented in a
much greater degree than the RuraL Th^geiieral ratio of

increase has, however, been very great, and, in the opinion of
Mr. Malthas, still continues at tRe same rate* That eminent
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economist}!^ lately given it os his opinion, ^before the Emi-
gration Committee, that the present iahabitants of the^Bciji^

Islands do not amount to less than twenty-two millions

half. This estimate is perhaps a little exaggerated ;
but as

it may be assumed sufficiently near the truth for all the objects

of general speculation, I shall proceed to point out a few of

those leading peculiarities, to which I have just alluded. In

the first place we may assert, 1 apprehend, on sufRcient

grounds, t^t Great Britain is the most populous nation which

has existea since the Christian era. No other instance has

occurred in which an extent of continuous surface of 93,000

square miles has sustained a population of twenty-two millions.

Italy, which is not of much greater extent, has sometimes

been rated at nearly the same amount, but this estimate has

been formed in the absence of all actual enumeration, and is

now ascertained to be a considerable exaggeration. No'^bthor

part of the world can entei^into the competition, unless it be

certain districts of China and Japan, but which, as our know-

ledge of them in this respect is quite uncertain, I shall leave

wholly out of the question. How far some nations of the

ancient world may have approached or gone beyond us in the

race of population, is perhaps equally lost in uncertainty.

There is reason to believe, as I have endeavoured to demon-

strate on another occasion, that some districts of the old world

exceeded, in this respect, any country of modern ages. Amongst

them, perhaps, may be reckoned Egypt, Mesopotamia, the lesser

.Asia, and some parts of Persia : certainly, neither in ancient

nprmodern jtinms do we find any instance of a single, compact,

distinct ethpire, Ujitactly defined, identically* governed, and

peopled by t\jpnty-two millions of souls on the same extent of

soil
;
this is undoubteAy a peculiarity the most striking whicli

can exist among ixations.
^

In the second place, we may, I think, affirm with tolerable

certainty, that no nation ;ever contained so many large cities.

On this point Great ^Britain exhibits a splendid superiority.

We have two cities off^ first class, London and Dublin
;
the

one with a population ofvmpre than a million, the other with

little less than three handled thousand. Of cities of the second

class; ^or ihoa^ which rc^h^oneliundrcd thousand inhabitants,
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orabove that nti[inber» ixe have seven, viz.^ four m England^

Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham, Bristol
;
two in Scotland,

Edinburgh and Glasgow ; undone in Ireland, the city of Cork.

These seven average considerably more than one hundred

thousand each. We have fourteen towns of the third class,

or those containing from thirty to fifty thousand or upwards of

inhabitants, 'm., ten in England: Portsmouth, Plymouth,

Norwich, Leeds, Sheffield, Nottingham, Bath, Newcastle,

Coventry, and Hull. Two in Scotland,T?aisley a;|j^ Dundee,

and two in Ireland, Belfast and Limerick. Of towns of the

fourth class, in which are usuaMy reckoned those offrom fifteen

to thirty thousand inhabitants, we have at least thirty, and pro-

bably more. A slight glance at the principal nations of Eu-
rope, with this view, will show at once their immense inferiority.

To begin with France, the most populous of the great sove-

reignties. That empire possesses only one city of the first

class, vis, Paris, which is inferior ^London by one third. She
has five of the second class, vis., Lyons, Bourdeaux, Marseilles,

Lisle and Rouen
;
but, according to the latest infornration w’hich

I have been able to obtain, they will not reach, by a very con-

siderable proportion, the average number of the seven English

cities of the same class. France has also eight towns of the

third class, vis., Amiens, Caen, Nantes, Brest, Toulouse,

Toulon, Mentz, and Versailles. I am not quite sure, as no

census has lately been taken, whether two or three of the follow-

ing towns ought not to be included in this class, though I am
inelined, on the whole, tq|^ contrary opinion, vis., Meluh,

Montpelier, Nanci, Dijon, Tours, Rennes, and Troyes; they

will not, however, 1 am persuaded, come near the average of

the British thir(l-;-ate towns. The same remark|^will hold as

to the number and size of the inferior t^wns.

With respect to the rest in rank of tlie great monarchies,

the Austrian Empire, a very few. words will suffice as it can-

not pretend to come into any competition^ith ns, on the point

in question. Austria possesses only one. city of the first class,

and throe of the second, viz.y Vienna,^Prague, Milan, Venice.

The towns of the third rank are proportion|ft)Iy few. With

Spain, Russia, and Prussia, it would be idle to enter into any

comparison.

OCT.—DEC. 1827. U
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It must be confessed, however, that the present kingdom

of the Netherlands, as established by the congress of Vienna

contains, in proportion to its extent and population, more

large towns than any single state which now exists, or perhaps

has ever existed. With an extent of territory and number of

inhabitants scarcely exceeding one-fourth of the British domn
nions, that kingdom has one city of the first class, Amsterdam

;

two of the second rank, Rotterdam and Brussels
;
and probably

as many o|[, the third class as Great Britain herself. But the

Kingdom of the Netherlands is in itself too insignificant to

enter into any competition with such a state as Great Britain

for any objects of general comparison. The various states

comprehended under the common geographical, appellation of

Italy, if that superb country was united under one head, is the

only one of the European nations which, under the view we

are now considering, could sustain any parallel with Great

Britain. But this union, s^esirable in many points of view,

would probably diminish its pretensions as a nation of large

cities. Many of these have reached their present grandeur

and extent by having been long the seat of a court or a goveru-

ment, and would perhaps decline considerably if reduced to

the rank of mean provincial capitals. But even under any

circumstances of territorial union, Italy could not be held to

comprize more than one city of the first class, viz,, Naples,

and six of the second, viz.^ Turin, Milan, Venice, Genoa, Flo-

rence, and Rome
;
whereas, as we have just seen, Britain has

two of the first and seven of the ii^cond, and these superior in

size and number of inhabitants.

The third peculiarity which I have to remark in the actual

situatiqn of ||ie British dominions is, that no nation ever had

so great an urban pop^ation, or so large .a proportion of its

inhabitants residing in towns. This peculiarity is intimately

conuected with that which I have' just described
;
but it is

i^eyertheless a very di&rent characteristic. Great Britain is

not only distinguished for the nun\^r and size of her large

cities» but for having m great a number of them on ^so small

a to?ritory. By^the census of 1811 , it was found that nearly

Wlf o^v peculation resided in towns, and at present, I ap-

prehc^n^^ jproportion ivUl, be found stiU greater* In this
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resfpect n6 nation has over approached us. The French econo-

mists weve of opinion that not more than one-fourth of the

people of France lived in towns ;
and the later statists, who have

alluded to the subject, contend that a still greater proportion of

the population is rural. This will not appear exaggerated when
it is recollected that all the lower classes of that country subsist

principally on vegetable food, and that, consequently, the greater

part of the soil being under tillage, a great number of hands is

required for its cultivation. In Great Britain, on the other

hand, the inhabitants of all classes con§ume a great quantity

of animal food, and, of course, a great part of our lands, being

in a pastoral state, require a small proportion of occupants.

In the kingdom of the Netherlands, it is supposed about one-

third of the inhabitants live in towns : in Italy about one-fifth :

in Austria, Spain, and Russia, except the province of Siberia,

where the abundance of manufactures congregates the people

in masses, not more than one-fifth. In Russia, Sweden, and

Norway, where, amongst the lower classes, nearly every family

is its own manufacturer, not more than one-ei^th or one-

ninth.

The fourth and last of these pecidiar characteristics which

1 shall remark, is, that no great nation ever employed so large

a jwoportion of its people in trade and manufactures. In

speaking thus, I leave out of the question the Italian and

Flemish rejniblics of the middle ages, and the Hanse Towns,

free cities, and United Provinces oflater times. I speak only

of‘ great and extensive countries. It will appear, I doubt not,

b) the present census, that at least half our whole population is

cmployeil in trade, commerce, or manufactures. This is a

feature altogether singular
; a circumstance to which no parallel

can be found in the ancient or modem world.

From these premises, a few observations, in the way of

corollaries, will naturally suggest themselves.

In the first place, such a state of things is indicative of

great wealth and power. A country thus situated is, beyond

any other, ])owerful for attack and strong for defence, A pro-

fusion of great cities can only be produced By extensive trade,

and can only be maintained by a highly cultivated soil. The
wealth acquired by the industry of Ihe town$9 reacts on the

U 8
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industry of the agriculturist, and it is in this that the rea

advantages of commerce primarily consist. In this way an

extensive population is gradually generated, for no maxim oi

political economy is now more generally admitted, than that

population is sure to follow close and to press hard against the

means of subsistence. An affluence of inhabitants on a com-
paratively small territory, is itself the primary ingredient of

power, and this first requisite of strength is, in the case of

Great Britain, essentially corroborated by our insular situation.

Surrounded by dangerous coasts and tempestuous seas, we can

only be approached at certain points and certain times
;

whilst,

on the other hand, as this state of things supposes and sup-

ports a powerful navy, we are able in a great degree to choose

our point of attack. »

From a population such as we have described, of which only

a veiy limited part is employed in creating the means of actual

subsistence, a very considerable portion may always be ab-

stracted for purposes of attack or defence. It is usually cal-

culated, that one-fifth part of the inhabitants of every country

is capable of bearing arms. On this,calculation. Great Britain

contains four millions of fighting men, of whom it is believed

one million might be formed into an army without any very

.serious interruption to the essentml operations of agriculture

and commerce. This supposition may seem a little extrava-

gant, but it must be recollected that, at one period during the

late war, the number ofmen under arms w^as actually calculated

at seven hundred and fifty thousand.

In the second place, such a state of things is favourable to

public liberty. The congregation of men in great masses is

found to give great force to tlie influence of public opinion
;

by the spirit of discussion which it generates ;
by the anxiety

for intelligence which it diffuses
;
by the collisions of opinion

which it engenders, and by the facility of union which it

affords. Nations purely or principally agricultural are gene-

rally under a despotic government, especially large states, for

the maxim of divide etimpera is applicable as well to internal

as to external politics. Ancient Persia and Assyria, and

moderti Russia and PolSitid, ate instances in point. The fierce

and d^dri^^fig the feudal system, which, after
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the destruction of the Roman monarchy, left scarcely any

other division of the people than those of tyrant and vassal,

could only be effectually .broken by the rise of great towns.

These communities were alone competent to resist the aristo-

cratical and subordinate despotisms into which all the nations

of Europe were subdivided, and which, as is well kno^vn,

overaw’ed the throne, whilst they enslaved the people. In

confirmation of this, it may be remarked, that the free repub-

lics of antiquity, as well as those of the middle ages, derived the?

spirit which nurtured them almost entirely from the capital

city
;
and though, in the former case, there was scarcely any

commerce to excite the activity of the j)eople, yet the mere

congregation of a numerous body of men sustained the power

of pul)lic opinion.

But the most important question remains behind. Is a

civil community thus constituted favourable to individual vir-

tue and happiness ? This is assuredly the point which it most

behoves us to ascertain, since no truism is more obvious than

that power and opulence, and refinement and splendour, and

even liberty itself, are only so far valuable as they tend to make
men wiser, and better, and happier. Is it true, then, that

Great Britain has anteceded other nations in tliese fundamental

points, as much as in those we have just described ? This ques-

tion cannot be answered without some hesitation : for we may
say, with Addison’s facetious Knight, “ that a great deal may
be urged on both sides.” On the one hand it is certain that

our situation is eminently favourable to intellectual improve-

ment. The increasing spread of instruction, and the rapid

advancement of knowledge which arc necessarily concurrent

with our career of prosperity, must ultimately advance us in

the scale of moral and rational agents. If knowledge be power,

it is also ha})piness
;

for communities as well as individuals

would all be happy if they knew how to be so. It is also

certain that the incessant struggles of competition and the

strenuous efforts for distinction which are always at work in

an over-peopled and highly refined country are favourable to

the active virtues. They operate amongst the higher classes

to provide many objects of laudable ambition
;
and amongst the

lower, afford perpetual facilities their condition,
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q,nd furnish an incessant supply of occupation, the Want of

which is sure to open the door to the incursion of all the

worst propensities and basest vices. They bring into action

all the resources of human ingenuity
;

all the aids of fortitude

and enterprise
;

all the trials of patience and perseverance; all

tlie equanimity demanded by the constant mutations ^d rota-

tions of fortune. It is not to be denied, moreover, that the first-

rate virtues of beneficence, charity, and hospitality, take root

and flourish with peculiar vigour in a commercial commu-
nity. The fluctuations of condition to which almost every man
knows himself liable, and the constant proximity of distrcss

and opulence, ofler perpetual excitements to the benevolent

affections.

These, it must be confessed, are important ingredients in the

composition of human happiness
;
but considerations not less

momentous present themselves on the opposite side, for every

thing in human affairs is on a system of compensations. It is

not to be denied that a staUi of society, in which one-half of' th(^

population is congregated in towns, and nearly a moiety of this

half crowded together in enormous factories, is highly unpro-

pitioiis to virtue, to health, and to happiness. In these huge

receptacles of human labour, it would he absui*d to expect that

the women should be distinguished for their modesty and pro-

priety, or the men for their prudence, temperance, and reguhi-

rity. It is an unhappy law of human nature, that the force of

example is most prevalent on the side of vice. A few depraved

characters scattered amongst a multitude are commonly found

sufficient to corrupt the vyhole mass : hence we may always

expect to find, in the seat of a great manufactory, all the

worst ingredients of civilized society
;

all the base depravities

of a luxurious ^nd opuleitf community, combined with much

of the grossness and rudeness of the savage state : in a word,

all the corruptions ofhigh civilization without any of its polish.

Nbr is this mode of life, generally speaking, more favourable

to health and comfort than to good morals. The constitution

of the young is impaired, and their growth retarded by exces-

sive labour and close confinement. Those of maturer age

are glad to seek relief from the depressing effects of a weari-

s(Hae and monotonous labour, unVi^holesome air, and constant
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restraints in intemperate indulgence; and all the long train of

vices and miseries to which the poor are liable, follows of
course. Nor are their prospects for the future often such as

to encourage hope or stimulate exertion. The habitual impro-

vidence of the poor is aggravated in their case by the danger-

ous fluctuation of their trade. Sometimes they are eagerly

courted with high wages, and lavish promises
;
at others, no

employment is to be had, and not enough can be earned, even

by the most unnatural exertions, to sustain their families.

Nothing can be imagined more fatal to order, regularity, and
comfort, than these vicissitudes. Heiic^ it commonly happens,

that, ill the decline of life, these poor creatures are driven to

die sad resource of parish relief. It is moreover not one of

the least evils of the manufacturing system, that it has a ten-

dency, in prosperous times, to generate an excessive popula-

tion, which, on any great reverse, is suddenly thrown on the

community as a superfluous burden. The changes of a fashion,

the caprice of public taste, or the sudden interruption of a
Ibreigii market, will reduce thousands to helpless and unex-

pected poverty.

It must, however, be admitted, that the picture of niral life

lias also its unfavourable aspect. Those who retire into the

country are apt to find themselves somewhat disappointed in

their exfiectations of rustic simplicity and pastoral innocence.

In situations where every breath of air, and every feature of
nature express nothing but peace and love, they ai-e a little

surprised to sec the selfish and malignant passions at work in

all their baneful activity
;
to find, as in the purlieus of a court,

the symptoms of “ envy, hatred, malice, and all uncharitable-

iiess.” Still we shall find that instances of utter depravity and
abandoned profligacy are of much rarer occurrence than in

great towns. In a village, every inifividusfl is known, and the

very consciousness of being conspicuous, creates a sense of

shame which is highly salutary,’ It has often been observed,

that men in a body will commit, and even justify, atrocities

which no individual amongst them would be capable of attempt-

ing* if not screened by the shelter of a crowd. We find,

accordingly, in the annals of Wesley and Whitfield, that the

great; s^en^s of their operations affy in cdlieries, factories,
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mines, canalsi and all the other appendages of a great com«-

mercial and manufacturing nation. It was there, according

to Whitfield, that the Arch Enemy’* raised his triumphant

standard
;

it was there that the harvest of lost souls was ripe

end abundant. But the most decisive proof of the compara-

tive purity of the rural population above that of the j^Lanufac-

turing districts, is the fact that the single town of Manchester

will furnish ten times more criminal prosecutions than two

Welch counties which contain an equal number of inhabitants.

On the whole, I think we cannot escape the conclusion,

that, though a certain degree of commercial and manufacturing

property is necessary to stimulate the agriculture of a nation,

and to call forth its utmost powers of production, yet that it

is not desirable that this country should proceed much further

in that dangerous career, or increase still further the dispropor-

tion between its urban and rural population. The late increase

in our numbers is so rapid and alarming, that I am afraid some

positive checks (to use Mt. Mallhus’s language) of very terri-

ble potency must soon be brought into action. The forcible

lines of Goldsmith, though that great poet knew little enough

of political economy, are applicable to the wise and benevo-

lent statesmen of all times

—

*Tis theirs to judsje, how wide the limits stand

between a splendid and a happy land.

On the Modem Ornaments ofA rchitecture^

In no age since the Augustan era of Rome, perhaps, has

decoration of the interior of dwellings been carried to greater

excess than at present
;
nor, since the days of the florid style of

Gothic architecture^ has fhe exterior received more embellish-

ment. Architectural ornaments have generally been copied

froft the antique, those especially which belong to the orders.

Indeed there is a kind of classical standard, which governs

the arfchit^ct in tlie execution of public edifices, from which

he Cirnnot with prbpwty .
dejp^. National, and regal em-

bleinSs^'^^ejrever %uitat^e^ should always be introduced in

public l)ii&dings, and in private or mixed character
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all legitimate ornaments may be displayed. Of this class

the acanthus, vignette, the branches of the olive, and leaves of

the palm, the crown of laurel, the chaplet of myrtle, and the

wreath of roses, are all proper when judiciously introduced

;

and the rose and honeysuckle flowers, and the folicles, tre-

foils, cinquefoils, &c., which so often occur on sculpture and

plaster work, are also all proper, because they are .imitations

of nature.

But in our present style of decorative execution, from the

most elaborate finishing of a regal palacv» down to the pattern

of a milk-maid’s gown, there is such latitude taken in the

display of licentious fancy, that imagination itself is baffled

to find anything in the infinite variety of nature’s works, to

which their designs can he compared, or to which they bear

the most distant resemblance

!

It is really unaccountable, that the whole tribe of our

artists, the ornamental statuary, scagliolist, paper-stainci,

weaver, chintz and cotton printer, &c. should all be “ strain-

ing their low thought to form unreal” forms and figures;

and striking out designs the most intricate and complicated,

to the utter neglect (except in very few instances) of those

numberless simple though transcciidently beautiful configura-

tions, Avhich everywhere appear in the works of nature.

This is surely a dereliction of all propriety, an exuberance

of grovelling taste which no consideration can excuse, nor

reason justify. In this age of refinement, good taste should

be the guide and handmaid in all things where invention is

necessary, and design requisite
; whatever is grotesque or

fantastic, should be banislicd from our labours of art, and

the ek'gant forms of vegetable or animal nature alone take

their place.

If it be asked, how it happens that such obliquity of fancy

(for it cannot be called taste) should so generally prevail, tlie

answer is, were these pattern-mongers to copy from nature

every body could judge of their ability as imitators, and, if

unfaithful, would decry the artist ; whereas, whilst bringing

forth his nondescript and nondescribable fd^s of imaginary

figures, he escapes the lash of the which otherwise he
would be subjected to.
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It may be granted^ that it is as ridiculous to form atone or

plaster flowers, as those geometrical frets and fanciful nothings

which are usually pourtrayed in architectural decoration:

but it may be answered that if any ornament be necessary,

that of a nondescript character is not more appropriate, as

such, than natural forms would be ;
and these latter having

a name, and many of them an emblematical character, may
be often applied with a propriety which cannot belong to the

other.

The old fashioned tapestry, notwithstanding its sombre

appearance, was in its plan much more rational than the

multifigurations of our modern paper hangings. The flrst

represented some historical event or legendary tahi, yielding

some mental information, or it taught perhaps a moral lesson

—

the eye was amused while tracing the ideas of the ingenious

sempstress
;
but in our ephemeral and gaudy ten-thousand-

times repeated paper nothings, there is no design to interest,

nor combination to amuse the eye longcT tlian a transient

glance. Even the Chinese, who, in all tlieir decorative finii?h-

ings shew rujidity itself, have escaped from tame mannerism

in paper hangings, by imitating, from ilie edge of the carp<.*t

to the ceiling, all the gradations of turf, herbs, shrubs, and

trees, upon a sky ground, enriched with figures or rather

portraits of flowers and fruit, as well as beasts, birds and in-

sects. This though it cannot deceive the spectator lor one

moment in mistaking a fictitious for a real scene, yet is

certainly far superior to European paper-upholstery, as it at

least may introduce a knowledge of natural history, which the

latter has no pretension to> indeed seems studiously to discard,

as beneath imitation.

All this vitiated taste, or fashion rather, is to be regretted
;

especially as it appears that those

Fancied fornls which on the ceilings sprawl,

And shapeless frets which decorate the wall,

are just as expensive, and difficult of execution, as the most

ete^nt imitation of vegetable or animal configuration would

be I ttitd surely when eueh vari^y of forms are presented to the

iliey deserve to be copied as transcendently superior to

the caprici^ ja^ncies of the most celebrated decorator, or of
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the most splendid fashionable designs, either in the works of

the sculpto^i BcagUolist, See* or the more insignificant designers

of figured paper or drapery. Indeed there can be no good

reason why ox-heads and garlands (now the days of sacrifices

are past) should not be banished from the frieze and entabla-

ture, to admit the far more appro})riate figures of foliage, fruit,

and flowers, aquatic as well as terrestrial, which every garden

yields ;—and for interior enrichments of cornices, mouldings,

&c., the curious and (elegant forms of the testacea, would

afford beautiful copies for imitation.

In fine, if there be any merit or propriety in the adaptation

of whatever is elegant in form, beautiful in outline, hiirmonious

in tint and proportion, and congruous in combination, such

may readily be found in thii animal and vegetable kingdoms.

Faithful representations of such objects, not only open a

fine field for the exercise of individual ability, at this time, but

also a source from which might bo drawn a large share of

public patronage, and consequent commensurate reward.

Indeed it is now pretty evident that in many things, especially

in the minor works of art, we ha\c been too long and too

rigidly impressed w'ith a. veneraliou for the works of antiquity,

or what is equally lienumbing, a passive following of tyrant

fashion
;
and that many a bright genius has been nip[)ed in

the bud,” and remained ‘‘twinkling in the socket” of Grecian

and lioman rules, who, if venturous enough to have burst the

shackles of professional thraldom, w ould have improved and

ele\ated his art, as well as himself, by designs and works

which would have advanced his profession and adorned his

country.

'

]Iiit it is not yet too late
;
a knowledge and study of the

genuine elements of taste, whether of art or nature, and a mind

embued with rational perceptions of all that is l>eautiful

and picturesque, and grand or sublime in either, will rise

superior to all precedential fetters, as well as all modern man-

nerism, and will equally regard the excellencies of the ancients,

as it will avoid the errors of some modern artists, who, in

leaving the beaten track, have deviated far and widely from

the point to which good sense and; gdo^ t^ste would have
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A list of plants, &c. which exemplify all that is elegant in

form, beautiful in outline, and graceful in posi^on, should

have accompanied the above imperfect remarks, but this must

be deferred to another opportunity,

J.M.

J)e Influence des Agens Physiques sur la Vie, Par W. F,
Edwards, D.M., &c.

[Coniinued from tlie last Number.]

In our last number we presented our readers with a general

abstract of the first part of this valuable work. The second

part refers to animals of the cold blood order, including fls/t

and reptiles. The larva: of the latter undeiHvent some com-
parative experiments detailed in the first chapter, because

they partake of the nature both of jish and reptiles^ as to

their respiratory function

;

the imperfection of their inter-

mediate state and developement of organization not inter-

fering with the objects in view, and the double mode of

aerification being exercised unequally. The skin of these

young animals furnishes them with the means of producing
the requisite changes in the blood by absorpiioUy as in the

adult, while it lives in water ; and the cutaneous respiration

goes on through this medium at a temperature which the

subsequent more perfect animal is unable to endure. The
object entertained is the influen^ of physical agents upon
the changes which these animals pass through in their form
and structure.

An important condition of their advancement to maturity

seems to be, that the nutriment suspended in the w'atur

should be in very small and limited proportions. Tempera-
ture also influences their constitutional changes.

Sometimes the larvae^ pass through the wjnter in their

primitive state ; a fact toot generally known. 'Some tadpoles

were confined within wooden boxes submersed in the river

Seine, in which holes were perforated to allow the stream to

pass through^ without the possibility of the animals' rising to

the ^ surface of the water, hnd thus to inhale air. Others

were placed in a \arge ve^l of Seine water renewed at

ihterjrifbj with j)6iwer above the surface. Ten in

twelv^^f the tots^ bo? underwent no transformation, the

otber0 through their change. But
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those of the large vessel, and not submersed in the river,

passed through uieir changes of form without the least

appearance of the phenomenon being retarded. The run-
ning waters of the Seine probably contained nutritious

matter, which the water periodically renewed was more
deficient in.

Under circumstances of moderate nourishment and tempe-
rature, the tadpoles under water did not complete their

changes but in a very partial and protracted manner, while
the greater portion made no change. The great difference

in the circumstances of the experiments seems to have been
the access to the air of those which* went through their

transformations as usual. Exclusion from light made no
diff*erence in the results, and these were solely influenced
by occasional renewal of air from pulmonary respiration.

These animals possessing a double respiration, cutaneous
and pulmonic, that is, absorbing air from the water around
them and inhaling it from the atmosphere on its surface,

renders these facts highly curious. Fish possess only the
means of aquatic respiration, and the influence of temperature
was tried upon them submersed in water deprived of its air

by previous boiling, the heat being varied from 0° to 40'".

The fish died quicker under these circumstances than the
frog species in the same situation ; but their lives were pro-
longed more in the descent of the thermometer than during
its elevatio?iy as also occurred with the experiments on frogs
and salamanders; and, in both cases, the yqunger the ani-

mal, the less it could r^ist the higher temperatures. At
40^" the young animals on^ survived about two minutes, and
the adults many more.

Fish were also submersed in closed vessels of aerated
water, and, by varying the temperature and the quantities
of water, the duration of their lives was augmented in pro-
portion to the increased volume of the liquid, the tempera-
ture remaining the same ; but when these experiments were
conducted intbpeii vessels, the contact with the atmosphere
altered tliQ phenomena. At ^.a|Q(]iall fish expired in four
hours ; and when the temperature lowered to 10° or 12°,

the same sort of animal lived several days ; and when the

water was kept clean by being changed every twenty-four

hours, the fish lived indefinitely*
^ ^

It iiif known that fish rise, periodically io'the surface, of the

waters to respire; and Dr. £d\^a]^4i^ dis^vered, that they
did so when they have vcduced. .4if vEl'fo]II^J^ 9^ ^ airjdis-
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solved ill the water to a lower standard than is requisite for

the proper aerification of their blood
,
thus renewing their

supply of oxygen.
The functions of this class of animals have always been

obscure, and their phenomena are different from those of

others. Different species of fish die at various periods when
deprived of water, some in a few minutes, others in a few
hours ; and it appears that their dissolution arises not so

^much from incapability of atmospheric respiration (for tho

experiments of Sylvester prove that they can respire pure
air), as from tlie different state of the air.

Some experiments on lizards^ snakes, and turtles conclude

the researenes among cold-blooded animals. The skins of

these, like those of the frogs and salamanders, received a
vivifying influence from the air, mainly acting, in conjunc-

tion with pulmonary respiration, to promote their existence.

Snakes and iurtlej their pulmonary respiration being insu-

lated, from their skins being guarded from atmospheric
influence, wex*e found alive ; but the lizards died in a few
hours, when the vivifying contact of the air was removed
from their bodies, and they breathed only by their mouths.

Animals naturally defended by scales transpire much less

than such as have their skins free. Thus frogs^ toads

^

and
salamanders yielded more by perspiration than lizards^

snakes, and turtle, in a given time ; and the porosity of tho

skin of course regulates the facility of transpiration in all

cases.

With these experiments and njmarks, Dr. Edwards con-

cludes the second part of his rtwearches. The third part

includes animals of warm blood, in M^hich will be found
some curious and interesting remarks on the heat of young
animals compared with that of^dults.

Dr. Edwards refutes the common notion of young animals

being necessarily hotter than adults. The heat of young
puppies was very near that of tlie parent, or one or two
degrees less, but this variation was not coi^ant. Some
new-born kittens and ral^ts were also subjected to similar

trials, and the resultsjeiiib a conclusion that the tempera-
ture of young sUAihall^ less than that of adults.

,
According to these experiments, the power of resisting the

cooling influence of the air acquires force as the animal

grows up; and those «s^mples related, in which artificial

\ eoyeriM was adoptedij^higW nudity is not the only cause

referrible
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to tbeV eonatitation. At first the sucking animal

shows little variation from th^ parent temperature; then

this becomes more and more reduced, and about the fifteenth

day it is a degree or two below the mother.

Birds, which are warmer than mammiferae, were next

made the objects of experimental inquiry, and the young
recently hatched exhibited a lower temperature than tlm
grown birds. After removal from the shelter of their nests

into a mild atmosphere of 17% in one hour they cooled down
from 36° to 19% thus losing 17° in an hour. At an elevation

of 22° the same results were obtained, and they cooled down
to within one degree of the surrounding air. The plumage
of birds has little if any influence upon their temperature.
The production of heat lies within, and not on the surface

of the animal ; and if it be strongly developed, the removal
of natural coverings docs not influence the heat produced

;

and if it be weak, their addition will not prevent cooling,

Birds recently escaped from the shell cooled to within two
degrees of the air, whereas the unplumed adult birds scarcely

lost one degree.

The distinctive character of warm-blooded animals to pre-

serve an uniformity of heat has no reference to bulk. The
eagle maintains the same temperature as the wre?i or the
tom4it, taking tlicm at the same age, and placing them
under the same circumstances ; but if cooling measures be
adopted, the lesser body parts wjth its heat faster than the

larger, though ultimately they ^arrive at the same poiiit.

The dimensions of animal^re infenitely varied ; but the giant

reaches no higher stand^d than the dwarf, nt>r sinks to a
lower temperaturel

In estimating the temperature of young "animals, it must
be taken into account that th(^y are born at difi'erent periods

of organic developement. Some come earlier into the world
than others, and some are more perfectly formed than othei*8

at their births und more camble of helping themselves.

This variation produces a dinerent standard of heat after

birth, and ^specially creates a vamty of temperature among
birds when tested at the same*|^^^s of their existence.

The season in which animals are proowed modifies their

temperature. , * **,

The influence of age in modifying temperature is common
both to mammiferae and birds, and healthy sucking

pigs cooled faster than means
of heat being more feeble. ^ P^sess
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the powr of Bupplyio|( il» ;

the^ then, TO|*t with it by i|egree8/^niKl» as^they advanch in

age» their heat becomes gradually augmented again till it

reaches the adult itandard*/ \ ' . .

Dr. Edwards nc^ diksuss the phenomena of

animal temperature more ekclusively regarding adults, and
especially among those singular creatures of the mammiferae
which form an exception to the general law of' nature
^respecting the uniformity of temperature as to ^arm*blooded
animals. These beings are what are tei^med hybernantSy
such as the dormouse^ the hedgehogs the baty the marmot,
&c., nativeaof Europe, which remain dormant during winter
without any externaLsigns of life and motion. The change
which these ujqdergo reduces them from the state of warm-
blooded animals to that of cold. Unlike the rest of their

class, the autumnal season lowers their temperature by de-

grees, till in winter it reaches so low as to be scarcely higher

than the surrounding air. Theii%f)owers fail gradually, and
their losses of heat are not repaired, till at length their

respirations become slow and feeble, and the heart languidly

urges £he^ blood through tlie arteries. In thfc state there is

an imperfect aerification of the blood, and a partial state

of ^phyxia, 'producing continued repose of the nervous and
muscular system. But the temperature of these animals

sinks no lower than the air, and remains sufticient to main-
tain a passive«oxistence, till.,Jthe returning spring raises their

heat again, and they becoi^ lively and active till autumn ;

but even in spring these animals characterised by pro-

ducing less h%t than others of thefl^ class.

If we seek to know the cause of this furious variety, we
caivonly reter iAo peculiarity of constitution, which is insti-

. tilted by nature as ada^ed to animals placed* in situations

of rigorous cold, and where tffey cannot procure sustenance

but in spring and suimner,

^
^

Our author imitated the. process of hybernation by artifi-

cial cold, and produced tW^same effects; Hud when he
irettored animation warmth, he found the animals

a3 lively as before.

, John Hiinter^nd have written on the natural his-

tory of hybernanls, IJr. Edwards regards only their

tenwrature. The on hybernaiits by artificial

cold.ppove Uiis attributable to other
^^pprivgtfnn of nutriment

;

for well
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%jb4nd in the lively season of advanced spring. The depri-

y^ion of food seems to be local consequence^ provided

for by the phenomenon of hybernation, arid not its exciting

cause. Nor does tliero appear to-be any change of organiza-

tion in these cases,^‘ but a state of constitution exists which
we are unable to account for further.

We liave, in the next place, a series of experiments showing
the influence of the seasons upon animal temperature with
the warm-blooded ; by which it seems that they produce a
variety of results : and it is demonstrated that animals of
warm blood in general undergo some constitutional changes
with the periodical returns of the seasons. When, for ex-
ample, the highest degree of temperature is attained, animals
no longer produce heat ; so that their temperature continues

below that of the air in the hot season. And, in the cold

season, if the cold bo not too rigorous, the animal's age offers

a proportionate resistance to the cooling effects of the air

as the approach to maturity is attained. An elevated and
a depressed temperature thus produce contrary effects upon
the internal powers of generating animal heat, a high tem-
})erature arresting them, and a low one promoting them.
Thus we cannot fail to observe the beautiful adaptation of
means to final cdu%s.
Upon the subject of asphyxia in warm-blooded animals.

Dr. Edwards found a great dependence between animal heat

and the faculty of living without, contact with the aiif; a state

in which the blood is not aerated by respiration, and which
is sustained by hybernaiUs while in the dormj^nt condition-

Having submersea ^nimail in water of various temperatures
successively, so as to" bring tJiem under the influence of vari-

able temperature, he found the descending scale of tempei'a-

tuve the most hurtful. The gseeruiing heat was that which
prolonged life most. Betwerii 20“^ and 10"* the results wei’o

similar to those between 20*^ and 40°. a: ^

Animals, then, of warm bWd in a state of asphyxia hold
their existence on two principal conditions relative to heat

;

one regarding the different magsi|||es by whith some deve-
lope their heat, and the other the^Ppe of external tempe-
rature. The first is proper to animal^liatur^lly, the Second
fortuitous.

Upon the respiraiim of both youn^.ftnd adult animals the

author arrives at a conclusion to that /of common
opinion, which is founded on hsiSA in young
animals being higher Findings

OCT.—DEC. 1827.
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however, as already noticed, that the parent exceeds

temperature of its offspring after birth, it is naturally con-

cluded that its consumption of air is also greatest. This was
experimentally confirmed, and is in unison with other facts.

In the first part of this work the vertebratae of cold blood
were also found to consume least air in proportion to their

dhninution of temperature. Temperature seems to act

uniformly with all the vertebratae, and their consumption of

air is in proportion. The mammiferm have a lotver tempe-
rature than birch, and tliey consume less air than the latter.

Fish and rejjtiles consume less air than the warm-blooded,
and possess a lower temperature.
The influence of tlie seasons upon respiration is considered

in the sixth chapter. Many changes occur in the atmosphere
during the revolutions of the seasons, varieties in the tem-
perature, and the pressure and density of the air. Dr.
Edwards shows that the faculty of producing heat witli

warm-blooded animals is greater in winl<?r than in summer,
the constitution of animals being adapted to their individual

climates ; and ih reference to ibe relation of this faculty to

the consumption of air, it is presumable, all other cir-

cumstances being alike, that the consumption ought to be
increased with tlie faculty of developing heat, and the expe-
riments justify the presumption.

Upon the subject of franspiraiion, it is shown that the air

not only exercises a vivifying effect upon the constitution,

but one little less important in removing a vaporous sub-

stance from the surface of the boc^% and which is separated

from the fluids before its conversion into vapour, and known
by tlie name of pe-rspiration or sweat, which transpires from
the skin. The variations in the temperature of the air pos-

sess great influence overrthis fjinction. Experiments on this

subject were detailed most fully in our last Number, relative

to cold-blooded animals ; and therefore these need not now
be repeated in respect to the arm-blooded, for the results

are exactly similar, as to traiSspiration in eqiial and succes-

sive periods, the compai^tiire influence of dry and moist

states of the air, and dmBcts of air in motion and iji repose.

Inspection of the t^le annexed to the work displays the

similarity of the effects produced by the same pJiysical agents

upon^old and wa'Sm blooded animals, and this accordance

serves to afford mutual «^pport to the different investi-

gations..,
^ ^

W4 aMved atJ^^fourth and last part of this
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Miichj however, of this part appertains to what has
been already detailed upon other animals. But the modifi-

cations of heat in the human being, from the period of birth
to maturity, will be found highly interesting. They accord
precisely with the results obtained among the lower animals
and mammiform, and present analogical proofs of the general
aj)plication of principles laid down in thejjreceding portions
of oiir notices.

While, however, we trace analogy throughout the animal
kingdom, it must be remembered that there are infinite

sources of variation arising from the .extensive variety of
species modifying those principles, whicli are governed by
a general harmony of effect. Of all animals, man exhibits

tJiis variety the most, possessing, as he does, attributes above
all the groups of his class, from his intellectual properties,

speech, &c., rendering his race unicpic and superior to all

others. Our curiosity cannot, therefore, be allowed to rest

satisfied with the general application of principles, until we
have observed their modifications in the human being as well
as in brutf.'s. It is highly interesting to iiujuire into the con-
ditions of human phenomena, and examine the forces which
man opposes in his intelligent character to the physical

agents around him. He is equally liable to their influence,

exists by their contact, and yields, like other members of the

ar.imal kingdom, to their destructive tcndencJ^ The essen-

tial distinctions ajipertaiiiing his economy are thus the

more necessary to be understood. His organization affords

him no shelter from tlie opciations of physical laws beyond
that of brutes ; but the sUperiority of his nature may be
supposed to modifj^ their iuliiieiice from causes referrible to

his strnslbility. These have formed the subject of Dr.
Edwards’s inquiry.

^

Man’s stale jind condition, at his birth, place him in very
different circumstances from those at which he subsequently
arrives. Here, therefore, we see an extensivfe field of
inquiry; and it is suggested whether, in the infantile state,

man generates less heat than in |&orc matured existence.

Dr. Edwards has shown that the ybiing of mammiferse gene-

rally, being born at the period when their eyes are open,

produce /m heat than adults. It is, therefore, presumable
that the genertiting powers of heat differ iti the two states of

existence which man goes through^ the infantile and mature.
But the power of producing heat , differs **^among adult

animals, and it is desirable to know the limits ef this fficultya
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Moreover, this power differs in different parts of the body ;

so that*, when experiments are made, we should always apply

the thermometer to the same part of the body. Among
twenty adult persons, Dr. Edwards found the average tem-

perature 36‘'. 12 : in infants from a few hours to two days

old, 34°.75 was the average. Thus we perceive that the

temperature of human infants is inferior to that of adults.

In infants born previous to the usual period, two or three

liours after birth their heat was at 32° of Reaumur’s scale.

So far we perceive a similarity in man to the mammiferae in

general.’'
,

We have next a chapter on the effects of cold upon mor-
tality at different ages. It is highly interesting to observe

the care of animals towards their offspring, in protecting

them against the effects of cold instinctively, at a period

before their own powers of generating heat enable them to

resist its baneful tendency.

Dr. Edwards endeavours to investigate the subject of cold,

so as to discover its limit of action. He examined the young
of mammifer® and birds, the former born witli closed eyt\s,

and the latter unfledged. He exposed them separately and

apart to the air, so as to be independent of each other’s

warmth, and they exhibited a temperature below their natural

standard at the period of birth, even wlieii a degree of artifi-

cial heat was applied beyond that of adult birds. The final

result of these experiments wa.^ that the application of heat

may be conducive to their developement, but is not indis-

pensable to their preservation. The author discovered, that

tlie diminution of temperature is not ecjually injurious at all

ages. The younger the animal, the less is the injury sus-

tained by cold, because the faculty bf producing heat is less

powerful with the young than with the matured animal, the

power increasing as the animal grows, and also with the

increase of cold.

Still, however, this subject is open to incptlry, for tlie

great variety of species, and other circumstances belonging to

fhe animal creation, so ^lodify the phenomena as to create

an almost endless field of investigation. When warm-
blooded animals are exposed by their parents to the atmos-

pheric influence at an early age, they are better provided

agamst the perils of cold, being born with an abundant

source of heat. But, if the cold exceeds their powers of

^ene^ing hlat, the mortality is so much readier. Hence
arises the dangeir of animals being born in the winter season.
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Two circumstances are distinguishable, the refrigeration of

the bodvj and the temperature it is capable of sustaining.

The cooling is so much less injurious with the young. If

two young animals of the same species be cooled down
equally, the youngest suflers the least. But, in order to

lower to the same number of degrees the temperature of
bodies of different ages, the external heat should be lowered

in proportion to the advancement of the animal towards

maturity > in order to compensate for the difference which the

modification of age produces.

While it is true that the younger animals suffer least from
cold, it is, at the same time, to be considered that they cool

dov/ii more rapidly. On this principle depends the mortality

of our domestic fowls and other animjils, the management
of which requires so much observation and experience in

order to rear them. In regions where the temperature is

liable to great alterations in the course of the year, man and
other vertebrated animals of warm blood are liable to suffer

in their health ; for, though cold should produce the resist-

ance derived from the necessary constitutional devlllopement

of heat, this increase of caloric, having its limits, often ex-

poses the constitution to the effects of too great reduction

of temperature, as is exemplified in the frozen regions of the

North Pole, in Siberia, and in Russia.

The young of inainmlferae, in general, were found by Dr.

Edwards to differ very materially in the duration of their

lives, in a state of asphyxia, often being limited to from five

.to eleven minutes, according to their developement at birth,

the most advanced in organization living the longest period.

Tiifi author proved these facts by placing animals in a state

of asphyxia under water ; and it is remarkable that, in all

his experiments, the voluntary motions were always first

destroyed, the involuntary outliving them. With dogs, cats,

and rabbits, sensibility existed only three or four minutes.

A pupi)y sliowed automatic signs of life,nearly half an hour.

The best divers appear to be able to remain under water

from three to four minutes.

When animals are entirely deprived of aerial contact, it

may be inquired, what are the principal functions exercised ?

When the air circulates through the lungs, it imj)arts to

the blood a peculiar quality, by which its colpur becomes

changed. Deprived of this influence from the air, the blood

acquires a dark colour, and the nervous fuTKtion is siinul-
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taneously aflfected. Among reptiles^ Dr. Edwards found
that life could be maintained by this dark blood ;

but it is

questionable whether the circulation of venous or dark
blood can promote life in animals of the warm-blooded kind.

Temperature certainly modifies their capability of exijstence.

Under 20", they live longest ; at O'", their existence is

shortest. The vitalitj'^ of the nervous system seems to be
thus directly influenced by temperature.

Of all the phenomena of animal life, those relative to the

blood’s state in asphyxia are, perhaps, the most interesting and
curious, from the loss of consciousness, sensation, and volun-

tary motion attending its disoxygenated ^ate. If, however,
animals difter so materially under the influence of a deprivation

of air, as to the duration of such existence, we may imagine a

corresponding diftereiicc relative to their respirations modi-

fied by species, age, &c. Air, the pabvlurn viUe, is not

equally consumed by all, but in ditlereiit proportions; at

least, such is the presumption from the experiments upon
animals of warm blood. The relative proportions of tliis

difierenc^are sought to be ascertained. Warm-blooded
animals of equal size and age, at their liv eliest ])eriod of age,

were the objtjcts of comparative inquiry. We must refer

the reader to the table at the end of llie work for the results.

A marked difference is observable between the quantity of

air consumed by the cold-blooded animals and that required

for the support of the warm-blooded ; and each has an orga-

nization appropriated to the individual distinctions. Thus
the structure of the reptile and fish entails the lesser con-

sumption of air, compared with that of the mamrnifene and
birds. Fish consume least air, reptiles stand next, then the

mammifertE, and, lastly, birds consume most. The two last,

however, very nearly approach each other ; so do also the

two first; and the distinction between the organization and

the consumption of air is most strongly marked between the

fish and reptiles on the one hand, and the mammiferse and
birds on the other, which, indeed, has caused their separation

ig^to two distinct groups, by the appellation of cold and warm
blooded animalSy—a distinction which clearly separates the

whole of the vertebraled animals into two groups, bearing

different physiological characters in their relations to animal

hea#ilind respiration.

The mere temperature of the blood in each group is insuf-

ficient for our knowledge of their distinctive characters. We
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further find them characterised by a consumption of air in

union with their heat, so as to unite these two functions,

and thus render them dependent upon the same organs.
Dr. Edwards fias further shown, that from birth to maturity
the production of heat goes on increasing with tiie consump-
tion of air. And thus age (as well as the seasons) has
been shown to be a modifier of animal heat ; for, as the hot
season advances, the consumption of air becomes diminished,

and when the cold sets in, it increases ; and this decrease and
increase are accompanied by corresponding developenients
of heat.

'In cases of fainting, of hysteric aild asthmatic fits, llie

principle Jiere laid down, as to the balance l)etweon the air

consumed arid heat, is instinctively acted upon by the most
ignorant persons, who open all the doors and windows to

admit cold air, and dash cold water in the patient’s face.

The addition or continuance of heat increases the aftection.

The application of cold produces instant relief. The state

of asphyxia is relieved, the senses return, the pulse beat!$ at

the wrist, and the respiration goes on naturally. The cooling

renders the air, unfit before, fitted for the purposes of life.

The eftects of temperature u])on the respiratory move-
ments are indic.'ited also in those constitutional changes
which diminish the production of heat and the consumption
of air. Organic affection of the heart or lungs may produce
this change, which entails the necessity of a change of cli-

mate, or an alteration of temperature artificially, to restore

the balance between the air and the animal heat.

A very elaborate and complete argument, and series of
cxjieriinents, are devoted to tJie subject of iranupinUion.,

and the effect upon it of the influence derived from repose of
the body and sleep, by the air’s motion or stillness, and by
the pressure of the atmosphere.

We have, however, pursued the interesting points touched
upon so far as to render it impossible to enter at present

upon this portion of the work. The imporLance of the sub-

ject demands a fuller investigation and report than we have

now room for ; and we must^^ therefore, defer it to another
opportunity.
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Experiments on Thought. By a Correspondent.

There is a very common prejudice respecting the rapidity

of thought, 'which is imagined by many to be almost unli-

xxiited ; and the opinion is very worthily illustrated by alrefer-

ence to the oriental tale of n man’s being bewitched into the

belief that he had passed through a period of seven years

duration, and full of the most striking vicissitudes
;

all in the

time that he employed in dipping his head in a pail of water.

Now the^ is no doiibt that Ave often dream of a period of

many years while avc are only sleeping an hour
;

tliat is, AVe

dream of an impression of a long continued existence, or

perhaps of some detached fact scattered through such a

period: but if any person Avill Avrite doAvn all that he can

possihjy recollect, of the separate imaginations that ha\e

passed through his mind in the dream, he Avill find that he Avill

be able to^ad them over Avith ease in less than five minutes.

It is praMble that there may be a considerable diversity in

the rapidity of thought in different peisons, as there is in that

of muscular motions: but there is no reason to think the

diversity greater. A healthy young man can run a mile in

five minutes a good pedestrian in four
;
but no man ever ran

a mile in three minutes
;
and perhaps no horse in tn^o. There

is reason to think the rapidity of thought does not differ more

materially than this in different individuals.

The rapidity of thought seems, however, more intimately

connected with that of muscular motion than by analogy only :

,

for they appear in somd^ cases to be absolutely identical.

I have often been able to count ten ij^i^ second, in audible

English words
; not distinctly, indeed, Mt so as to assure my-

self that I do hear the ten Avords in their proper order
;
and to

repeat the sounds for several consecutive seconds. If I say

the words to myself only^ that is, if I think them over, I

cannot repeat them ten times in less than about nine seconds :

I can never, for example, keep pace Avith my pulse, though it

sometfikies beats as slowly as seventy in a minute : nor can

I, by any effort, tliink over the numbers from one to lAventy in

two seconds.
,

.

If I say itpciayself the first lines of Milton or Virgil, or
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Homer, or any other lines that may be still more familiar to

me, I cannot get through them much, if at all, more rapidly

than I can pronounce them, even ^vhen I fix my undivided

attention on them.

Ther rapidity of sensation is also intimately connected witli

that of memory and of muscular action. To cast the eye over

a sentence, attending to every letter, is an operation which is

capable of equal ra])idity with the saying it over mentally : but

it cannot be made mncli more rapid. It required four seconds

to look over a sentence which occupied six in rapid rt^ading.

The operations, which succeed eacli other with this limited

rjipidity, are not incomj)atiblc with a partiol attention to other

subjects
:
just as in running or Avalking, Ave may have our

feelings very strongly interested by the sight of surrounding

objects without interrupting the train of voluntary x\|,otibns,

which seems thus to l)e so linked together in a cotitmued

chain, as to become almost involuntary. And wa may cer-

taiidy be saying a thing over as rapidly as possible to our-

selves, and may at the same time be seeing, and hearing, and

(^ven reasoning, so as to keep up wliat amounts very nearly,

though not coiTipk'tc ly, to a continuity of attention to several

distinct trains ef ideas : in the same manner as the nerves

of involuntary action are notoriously employed in several dis-

tinct trains of concatenated muscular motions and vascular

actions, and as the ear of a musician is able to follow and

re tain a dozen difterent melodies in harmony with each other

at the same time.

Dr.’ Darwin mentions an experiment which has a similar

tendency to show close connexion between thought and

sensation. He says| that if we think intensely of a deep

colour, for instance red, with the eyes closed, we shall see a

tinge when we open them of the opposite colour, or green
;

just as if we had actually looked at a red colour inst^ad'of

thinking of it. But I confess that I have never been able to

satisfy myself completely of the success of tlie experiment.

These veiy hasty observations appear to me to be in great

measure original
;
and the results of such experiments are

certainly more calculated to illustrate the nature and powers

of the human mind, than the fanciful hypoth^fe of the fashion-
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able cramologistii, with all their measurements of the heads pf

murderers, are likely to become*
Zminis.

London^ 20 OcL 1827.

PosTsCRtPT.—I find that some similar remarks have been

made by the late Sir William Watson, in Jiis Treatise on Time.

He estimated, from some experiments made in company with

his friend Herschcl, the greatest possible velocity of sensation,

Bucli as to admit of about three hundred distinct imj)rcssions

on the eye or the ear in a second. ‘‘ It is true,” he observes,

“ that whoever attends to what passes in his imagination on

particular occasions, will be struck at the apparent rapidity

with which ideas appear to flow at times, and will be apt to

suspect them far to exceed sensation in that resjiect. Jim it

is prpbable that we are ourselvcjs deceived in sncli cases.”

P. 38. But there are no direct ex[)erinients to jirove this

opinion. /X)n the other hand, a sound may be eoutinuous, and

yet consist of only about twenty ^ ibratioiis, or si ill Anver, in a

second.

HrEROGLYPiJiCAt Fragments, itlnstralhe of InscrlpVujns pi'c--

served in the British RIuskum, tvitli some remarks on

Mr. Giiampollion*s opinions. In a Leller to the Cacaliaro

San Qpintino. By a Correspondent.

My dear SJr,

You will be glail to hear tliat I have made some little

progress in the study of the Bnchorial infcriptions which I had

lately the pleasure of showing you my steps have, as usunl,

been guided by po system whatevCT : they have b(xm wholly

and though very slow# T trust they ari^ so much the

mor^Sure
;
and I hope they will at lea^t serve as an excuse

for n^y reminding ypu of the expectations you kindly allowed

me to entertmn, that you would send me copies of any thing

of the,kind tjiat yew might find among the objects entrusted to

your care T|nrin. What I have lately donij has only been

to idle of of the tablets sent by Mr. Salt
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from SacchatS, all of them about the time of the last Cleo-^

patra : to identify the Enchorial name of Ptolemy Dionysus,

and to malvc out a passage relating to a donation of much
gold and silver and gems to the sanctuary of the great

GOD AT Memphis. The different forms of the; characters em-

ployed by the writers, in the same words, constitute also a

valuable addition to ihci means of deciphering any new inscrip-

tions of a similar nature, and [ have already incorporated

many of them with my little Enchorial Dictionary.

The 4Stli and 49th plates of tlie Hiero;4ly{)hics, already pub-

lished, contain two tablets, apparently 1‘unerary, but without

any dates of the reigns : the ages of the persons seem to be

expressed in the hieroglyphical lines. In the 49tli Ave find

tiie name Ilcrenice tAvice in tlic Enchorial letters, and once

in hieroglyphics
;

followed here by Arsinoe, possibly as her

molhc'r.

This tablet, coarse as it is, abundantly shows that Hora-

pollo and Cliampullkm are both correct, imh'ipendently, as it

seems, of each other, in considering the rings, or cartouches,

as chiefly confined to the names of royal personages; and that

I inferred the contrary somewhat too liastily, from obserying

that the imitations of those rings were attached in the En-

chorial inscription of Rosetta, to several names not royal, and

from having found such rings in other liieroglyphical inscrip-

tions, without the usual epithets of kings. I had, indeed,

remarked, lliat a mysterious’’ name was sometimes observ-

able ill the manuscripts without a ring, and 1 had pointed out

the same group as a name in Lord Mountnorris’s manuscript,

Avhich Mr. Charnpollioii considers as the ti’ue name : but I

am perfectly ready to admit thai^Mr, Chamiiollion has mate-

rially improved on this hiujteas he has on many^. others.

The same line of hieroglyphics, hotrever, contributes to add

to my reluctance in admittiSjg Mr/Chanipollion’s reading of

P.T.U; a group which I considered as very probably repre-

senting these letters long before the date of his publications ;

though 1 had only fully identified the two firet characters

;

it seems to me to agree better with PETjEH than with

PIITAH
;
and I am inclined ,to think it was the beginning of

the names Petosiris, Peteharpocrates, and o&ersimiliar words,
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as il. is here annexed to the names of two (ff*"three other

deities. But 1 am by no means confident on the subject

;

and b(‘g only to be allowed a few years more to collect further

evidence, without being accused of resisting conviction.

I must also claim a similar indulgence tor my opinion

respecting the ])ird and tJie d?', which is so constantly found

between two names, that * \jot oid supposimii: d 1o

mean simply son; I confess that ’ee arguments wJiic/i

Cliampollion has drawii from the ap[)lic:ation of tiiis

to some of the Roman «,,imes, well as those which Mr Salt

has deduced from th(! iiiscnpiiojis he has publitthed,

are at least sullicient 1o siieine mu; 1 had, indeed, long be-

fore observed that the first name of one pair of rings rc ircely

ever found as the second of anotlicr, though I Tfi.ncied th(^

Minerveaii obelisk miglit alfoid an e?ccq)fion. .)ii the t'thcr

hand, f cannot explain, n})Oii Mr. Champolliou’s tlicc*ry, the

order of the names in the tablet oJ' Abydih' which might l)e

supposed to have ht^eu pur[)Ofe(dy mtonded to perpetuate this

discussion.

It is admitted that this tablet contains the names of .. :hro-

noli^cal series of kings, each chai aclerized by one ring, coii-

taiiiftTg what I have aLwavs considered as luu Unc names of the

])ersons in question. It is cosy to grant to him that they arc*

the praenomens cnly
,
as is cummoii in all modern chronology.

But how come*’ it that there :s one exception to this, and that

the reigning monarch is characterized by his second name

only, where he first occurs, and where we should expect to

find his fath^? This is precisely wHitt >vould liave been

required if the document had been f<^ed li> support my
opinion

;
though I should c^irtainly ha^ve^en very niigratoful

for an argumeat, which is^ i3a6re|ptlcuhited to increase the

difficulty than to remove'tt,,
’

An pbjection of a siinilar natdfb may be deduced from llie

tabl^^found between the legs of the sjlhinx, and copied by

Mr. Salt, H. §0. The “ Mesphr^s son of Tlmlhmosis” of the

Article Egypt is represent^ naturally enough as doing ho-

magt^^to his deii|ed father, under the form of an Androsj)hinx
;

he heen doing homage to himself, the names would

^ scarcely have been sq divided. They also occur repeatedly

afterwards in the inscription, bat never together.
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The tableflfSpreserited in Plate 51, is remarkable for the

confirmation which its date aflbrds of the accuracy of our chro-

nology of the Ptolemies, It has no pure hieroglyphics. It be-

gins immed iately with The year 19, otherwise 4, of Cleopatra

[^Neotera'jf Ptolemy surnamed Caesar : that is, the year

34 B. C.
;

afiu' thci same daf« - repeated in a form some-

what more distinct, f: ur time’s »•- the iOth, 11th, 12th, and

i;>L'h Unc *-' In tho las*. followet* by the Queen gave to the

Prlesl'i mu! High Priests , . tb*‘n Ptolemy \Aaletes?^

Qth'ri'f. CUo'patra and Ping Phlennj r^nuimed Caesar.

II. hfis before been o«Jserve<L that U^e v *n! surnamed, as it

oc\'iir?wn ihesc tablets, and in Jr. Gn yS maiiuscripb*, com-

p'-eli PAi the characters which answer hj the Neo of Mr.

(A ampollien’s Neocvks.vwi , 1 lie beginning of the group

occu el'*'*vvhore I the sense lleth and can scarcely be

read ' ETO,” win v *ve eonsidi , :he sacred or the enchorial

chnraclcrs
;
nor do w(^ lind anything nearer to this in Coptic

than I^TE, meaning “ that is,'' Avhile die characters are more

like TENli. Such arc ihe uncertainties vvhich continually

be-et ns in the applic'atioii of the best esLibiislied alphabetical

cliaraeieib even to words of v.hicli >ve know ihe sounds.; to

invx'stigatc thounl^li .e,^n by t! * is at present ‘ rest hopeless.

There are two tablets, frore die caxeuis at Sacchara, about

to ajipear in Plates 70 to 7 * of the Hieroglyphics, which

Mr. Salt sent over with piarticular interest, as being likely to

contain some useful materials for ihe comparison of the difler-

ent kinds of characters with each other. In this point of view,

however, his well-dii^Cted zeal has failed of its ^ject : for the

sacred chmaett-rs relate almost entirely to the gods and priests

of the temple, while enchorial inscriptions below them

contain dates and records donations made to

those temples. And thi^ seems td ^be .eqjially true of the

generality of double inscri^bns, which are scarcely ever

identical in this sense, although they may greatly tend to

illustrate each other.

The first in order of these tablets (H 70, 71
^
74 A) was

marked number 50 by Mr. Salt; it has seven stars at the edge

of the wings overshadowing tlje figures. It is first dated very

distinctly In the year 6 of Cleopatra ; which ought to have
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been 6 otherwise 2 ; but the second Bate was omitted

after an interval of more than 20 years, which must have

elapsed at the time of putting up thd tablet, as the subsequent

dates demonstrate. The queen* seems to be styled Isis^ but

the name of the “ younger goddess,” which is found on her

medals, does not appear in these inscriptions. In the 4lH line

the word Memphis occurs, though less distinctly than else-

where* It seems to be fonned of characters meaning Temple^

and Good, and might uaturally be read PIIE'^NUF
;
which

agrees sutficiently well with the NOPH of Jeremiah, translated

Memphis by the Septuagint, as Avell as with the Coptic

PANUF, said to have been MoyuemphiH, It is possible that

Phtliah may have been meant by the Good god, NUF ;
but

tliere is here no character at all rcsenibling the Enchorial

name of Phthah, wliich approaches to that of a figure of 4.

We next find a notice of the change of dynasty (Line 5) . .

year 7 : the Gods Phre and Horns'* and ‘ Phthah ? gave

the victory to AutocUvtor the MunificenL The
number 7 is indistinct

;
if correct it must belong to the later

of the ciouble dates of Cleopatra’s reign, which terminated in

thei^^hd or 7th, the year of the Eattle o*' Actiurn, in which

the vittory was ol)taine(i by the Emperor Augustus Caesar

^

Then follows a date of the year (>, probably of Caesar : and

the seven'iA^ft of the wings may })Ossibly relate to the erection

of the tablet in the snbsefpient year. Wc have also a donation

of gold and, silver gems.

The second tablet (II 72, 73, 74 B) has first the dale of

the year 19 ^ King Ptolemy [Anletes*]'' the Defender of the

sacred rites (L. 3) . , The year 4 of Cleopatra ‘ Neotera ?

(4) , . mdfiy years . . (o) TTife yfear 7 ? the gods ‘ Phre and
H&his and Phthah? gave f?/^victOfy to the Emperor Caesar,

‘ and Phth^ih and^ itorus who IdVed him gave the dominion of

all tnen to ? Caesar. (6) . .
gold and gems and silver in

abundance, gave them to the sanctuaryJ>f the great god in the

tSmple'of ^(S^phis . . The year 7_^ of Caesar : ‘ Mechir 18

gave tb the sanctuary of the gteat god hi . .
(8)' . .

gold and

gems and silver : . (9) Memphis.

We hstve here no subsequent year 19 to which the stars of

tli6 i^fer: and it seems therefore most natural tb
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suppose the .earliest (late» with which the

tablet comixiences : antf perhaps the seven stars of the former

niay helve, been marked by mistake for six. The interpreta-

tion of the marginal stars will be easily brought to the test of

future observations.

Plated 7J5. and 76 contain portions of a large tablet from

Sacchara^ very fairly written on chalk, of which the upper

part is broken ofi', leaving only a few traces of a hieroglyphic

inscription, which seems to have contained a date at tlie end,

perhaps the 12lh of Mechir.

(1) [In th(. , . year of Queen Cleopatra] and Ptolemy siir-*

named (Jaesaris, the divine king . . living for ever. (7) . .

Tlieyeax 9, Athyr or Mechir 9, of the great Kintj Ptolemy the

god ‘ Brother of Apis ? DroNvsus ‘ the awful ? living for ever

.
. (19) . . the great King Ptolemy the god ‘ l^rother of

T torus? Dionysus . . . mighty as the sun? . , . (20) . . .

living for ever. . (21) Tn the year 7 Mechir the 14 . . T'he

Queen Soler and King Pfolany siirnamed Caesaris living for

ever .
.
gave . . (25) . . children, for ever. 28 . .

‘ Written

and engraved l)y ? . . .

In the 79tli plate there arc four enchorial lines very dis-

tinctly written!, and lH*giiining with a date, which must be

either 24 or 28, and most probably the^ hitter, as there are 28
stars in the margin; perhaps the 1 1 th of ihle mbdih, in the

nngii of Ptolemy the sun of Ptolemy, may he live for m)er,

, Thti rest is not intelligible.

In this manner, my '‘dear Sir, I . have been ciceping, while

others havt! been flying, though perhaps a little too near the

sun. Possibly iiiy friend Champollion, and j/oxtf friend
Seyffarth, would be able Jo decipher much more of these

inscriptions ; and it is probable that^ their ^versions might
dilfer in almost every particular. In 4his qase it is unne-

cessary for me to say which of the two explanations I should

1k» inclined to })rcfer : for it is impossible to deny lo Cliam-^

pollion the merit of great industry, and deepi,, .as wdl as

extensive research. I object only to his precipitawh, and his

love of system, which, 1 think, cause him to be led away by his

own ingenuity, through u series of conclusions unsupported

by sufficient evidence.
^
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K As an instance of a hasty and 1

sh^l mention his explanation of

he cbnsiders (Syslfime, p. 82) as

plural of the future in all the verbs of the l^t nihe Mes J0f.the

hieroglyphical text of Rosetta, expressing the;, different d^spo-

sitiops of the decree, and answering to ^reOT^r^^'^^eh are

fldwhys .in the infinitive,*', and which he utility enough
reads SNE. '

'

There is absolutely incorrect in^ti^te statement, but

the reader n^tm^yinfers from it that the gtoiip in question

occurs ; either e^fefeively or principally in these nine lines.

The fact is, however, that in the first five lines, or rather half

lines, the group is found ten times, and in the remaining nine,

only eighteen, that is, about half a.s frequently, in proportion to

the actual length of the lines : nor can 1 find any where a

context that favours -Mr* Champollion’s interpretation
;
though

I have lately observed that an Enchorial group, resembling 'O,

is found almost uniformly to answer to the Greek infinitive

:

being rend perhaps MNR or MARE : but I cannot make
these characters agree either with the hieroglyphics in question,

Ofv^^i^svith the sounds SNEj which Mr, '^hampollion attributes

to jdliem.

So ]i^ is Mr. Champollion in the habit of distinguishing

j^roa^^Hpn assertions in his oWii case, that it is the less i^ur-

prM^ Wat he should sometimes confound them with respect

to others. He says, for example, >vith respect to the nature of

the Hieratic characters, which he explained to the Academy of

Belles Lettkies in 1821, suis comaincu depuis que M. Ic

Vr. Young anait public avant moi ce m4me resultat^ et de plus^

que noT^ avions M prevenus de quelqu(^ annec^s, Vun et

VgMtre, yuant au principe.de cette decouverte et sa definition,

par M. Tychsen de Goettingue.” (p. 20.) Professor Tychsen

had asserted t^s^agiibment as a probable opinion: it was

amply demonstrated in 1816; Jkg years afterwards Mr.

X^hampollion ^thinks he has a right to consider himself as a

,uew inve^k^^of the doctrine^ because he chose to neglect what

was dMl^i a neighbouring country, and to undervalue the

actual^|£^> in which" he had been anticipated, by classing it

with a lo be found in a German publication.
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Bartft|p^^HyM|B^i yointed out the rings as contain-

ing tn^ nad, indeed, said that they might be

ptve^r d^es>,<plS^oral sentences, or something else
;
but the

only ,q4e,^tion w^j, ,^ifjt was worth questioning at all, to whom
belQ]E|^^^^^m^rid|iiiy of the demonstration that they actually

were pr^^^l^cs : which, before the publication of th^

Archaeologia for 1814, was no where to be found. This pub-

lication was ttiijSffirst great step ^ier the dfiscqyery of the pillar

of Rosetta : tho second was the idcntificati^^^Of the different

kinds of characters, in 1816, by means of' the Description ,de

TEgypte : the third, the application of that identificatioii to the

names of Ptolemy and Berenice : the fourth, perhaps, was

Mr. Baiikes’s discovery in Egypt, of the natne of Cleoj)alra,

which he sent to Pjuris : and on these grounds is certainly

founded all that is at present knoAvu Egyptian literature,

for a very considerable proportion of whitfi Ave are unquestion-

ably indebted to Mr. Charnpollioii. ^

The French translator of Mr. Brownf^-^fi ingeniQtts articles

which ajjpeared in th(. Edinburgh Review, has certainly gone
a good deal out of his Avay to find matter of accusation a^nst
Mr. Champollion, He q\iotes' the text ot a memoir "jppblished

in 1821, and afterwg^rds suppressed, in order to^^pw^ that

Mr. Champollion then continued to believe that the^^]||nrQ-

glyphics were signs of things and not of sounds; and ttiit he
disagreed Avitli tliosednarnqd persons Avho had coAidered tlie

hieratic Avritipg as alplmbetical. '^1^ date of thisK^suppressed

paper is indeed of some consequence, as determining the

period at which ^ Mr. Champollion made his redMoyery of

what Dr. Young had published in. 1816 ; that fact of

the essential identity of the two systems^of writing. But the

translator might have found in the 1J%iiining* df the letter to

Mr. Dacier, dated in 182*^ the same opinion respecting these

systems of Avriting
;
that is, the hieratic nuA ^demotic, which,

he says, arc not alphabetic, but ideographiCjsMj^^^ hierpr

plyphics theaiscRes,” expressing ideas^ahd and he

adds, that he {\) has deduced from the" deictic "^^riptiou of

Rosetta a series of characters which Imve^a. sullciiSrhalp^^

OCT.—DEC» 1827. y •
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betic value,” by which foreiga

Nothing can possibly agree better tfialFthfe

which Dr, Young had long before publish||^ i a^^whig^i he

has sinc^ confirmed in his octavo volume.; and^ if Chw-*
pollion’s ideas upon this subject have somqtim^

^Ud^aWip^it has probably been more from a Iqi^ of system,

fuid a wish to establish originality, than from j|ny new disco-^

veries that he have inade^^irespecting the|.fl^b^o modes of

writing in partiql^r-
,

'

"What preci^ form's of characters may be supposed to an-

swer^o the setfe in which Jdr.^ Champollion employs the word

demotic, cannot Very easily be ascertained. It is remarkable

that his SNE” is a grdtip very commonly found in the

manuscripts of the Description dfe I’Egypte, which Mr. Cham-
pollion might possibly^call demotic

;
while it cannot be identi-

fied in the Enchorial Inscription of Rosetta. This is an

instance of the difficulty of finding appropriate terms where

we have not exact dclinitioiiSj, The difliculty is not avoided

by the use of the ^^ord Enchorial, except that it may with

perfect safety be applied to such inscriptions as are capable of

havh^g any of^their words identified with the inscription so

called on the pillar itself.
^

Tho ^/f^^cation of the chimiology of Manetho must na-

tund^^l^a work of time, even after the complete identification

of C^names of the kings, which cannot yet be admitted to be

satisfactory^ There is one discordancy, that it may be right

slightly to .point out, as it is present^pd by Plate 43 of the

Hieroglyphics : we there fifid the 29th year of the Sesenchosis

of Maik^o ;
add "Manetho allots but 21 years to this king,

who waPSie first of his dynasty, and could not, therefore, like

Philadelphus, have continued any era from an earlier period.

^t is easy to* observiS in comparing Mr. Cailliaud’s copy of

the Tablet of Abydus, as pubUsheef^y Mr. Champollion, with

|hose of our countrymen," Mr. Bankes and Mr. Wilkinson,

t^tf^ned 47th plate of the Hieroglyphics, or with the

of Mr* BuAon^ how much more hastily the

executed his task than any one of the
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very valuable inscriptions, from

a be allowed to give evidence much
mpr^ C&Vm^hle^ Mr, Chompollion, as far as it regards the

sigjnilficatipn of the ploughy'vibic^ seems to enter into the com-

p^tion Phil(ykkor^ as applied to Cleopatra and “ Ptolemy

whp are called Philometores Soteres,s(.both here

and in XfeasfSsy’s Greek Manuscript. The name of Alexander

had never occjirre4 to the author of the article EIgy^t, but he

had evidentl;^^ foresight in what way it would make its ap-

pearance whert. he observed, N. 55, “ ir ,will appear hel^eafter,

that a knowledge of the enchorial fornis may .possibly contri-

bute very materially, at some future tune, to assist us in deter-

mining it:*’ and he immediately proceeds to the subject of

PHONETIC HIEROGLYPHICS.

The plough seems to be exchanged oti the Minervean obelisk

for the dentated quadrant and chain, which may hence have

been synonymous Avith the dcntat(^l parallelogram or comb :

both perhaps having represented instruments which bore the

same name, and served the same purposes, though of different

forms : they may, for instance, have been rakes or harrows,

and may hence have borne some analogy to the plough or hoe.

Wliether they had names beginning with M, may stiQ be

questionable.

Mr. Champollion has endeavoNircd to explain the absence of

the names of our queens from the tablet of Abydus, by spying

that it must be considered as a tablet “• purely genealogical^

First Letter to the D. dc B. p. 89. A read(T is naturally dis-

posed to acquiesce in this explanation, since Mr, Champollion,

who has carefully examined it, asserts it on his own credit

;

especially as the assertion appears to be supported by a long

and minute discussion. Unhappily, however, it is only ne-

cessary to compare his brothers chronology in P. 107, with his

own Plates II. . and HI. fig. 5, from which it appears that

Amenses, Avho reigned more than 20 years, was the mother of

Thuthmosis the second, whose name is in the ta^L while his

mother’s is omitted. It is true that, with his us|^^^Ugphuity,

Mr. Champollion seems afterwards to change J^|roiind ia

the same page: for he says, that one only ofWfr brothers

or sisters was inserted, in order to ireep the number of the
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generations unaltered ; and he might

was the sister of Amenophis, whom If he had

stated this clearly, the reader might have judgetl for himself»

whether such a coincidence was or was not sufficient to sup-

port the chronology of Manetho
;
which was, however, by no

means in^vant of suck suj)port : in the article Ec^ifjwr. for

' example, iVTanctho’s chronology of this dynasty is fully

adopted and the same * cartouche’ is read Thuthmosisj which

Mr. Champollion, .after all his parade, stilh^’,admits to be

Thuthmosis : nor is there a difference of half a century in the

dates assigned to his reign by various chronologists. It was

established in the article Egypt, that the name contained that

ofThoth, tlic Egyptian Keniies, and for this reason it was con-

sidered as better established than any other of the names of

the PJiaraohs. Mr. Champollion liud never discovered tin’s

for many years afterwards : and yet we have been told by aii

Englishman in the last Quarterly .lonvoal, that to Mr. Chain-

pollioii the greater part of the dlkcoverios made by the inter-

pretation of hieroglyphics are owing I

Believe me, dear Sir, very sincerely, yours,

« ^

London, 24 Nov, 1827.

On ikel^aiutulhation of Fish, Byl, Mac Culloch, M. D.,

F.R.S., &c.

Dear Sir,

As I promised you that I would communicate to you,

from time to time, any new remarks or facts which might occur

on the subject of naturalizing sea-fish in freshwater, I am pleased

to have an opportunity of noticing a few circumstances which

miiy serve to keep alive in the public mind a snliject, from

which I cannot yet help foreboding useful results, in spite of the

neglect, and opposition which it has exjierienced from every

^rson, Ij I safely say, to whom it has been pro-

' Arnold, I am perfectly safe in saying, that,

with every individual to whom the facts

have bfe^flfescriliW, and the experiment proposed, have replied

bydowfel^or oavi]^ ' dr. cAijectiona of some kindj many, by
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^

positive disBSpFWthe very facts ; while the far greater number

have been persons, whose entire ignorance of every requisite

point of physiol6§y, natural history, and chemistry, must, of

course, have rendered their^ objections sutTiciently unworthy of

notice, though not sufficient to restrain the confidence with

v.’hich they have been urged. The satirical writers #f the day

view this as the character of the age : the more obvious aspect

which this disposition presents, is the feeling, as if he who at-

tempted, by sU^esting an improvement, to render a service, was

meditating an injury, and was an cneiu)^ fo be opposed at all

hazards. I must permit you to settkj metaphysical and moral

questions so j)rofound as to exceed iny own ingenuity.

But I cannot avoid regretting that Air. Arnold is not the rich

and idle proprietor of some of tlic tens of thousands of acres of

fn'sli water, wlicther Scotcli or Knglish^ in which a ‘ sca-fish

cannot possibly live,’ or ‘ would certainly not be eatable and,

in addition, that, instead of a not very opulent and very busied

* notary i)ublic,’ he was not in possession of some five thousand

of these acres, with as much money, and as much leisure. And
I feel bound to add to this apology for what he has not yet

done, that the expense of such a course of experiments is con-

siderable
;
at least in this comparison, A superintendent would

be necessary; and for the purpose of Inking and transporting

the fish, still more of drawing nets periodically an^ frequently,

to ascertain the })rogress of the transplanted fish, there must

be expensive assistance, for which, as yet, there can be no re-

turns ;
while that, in addition to irregularities and rocks in the

pond itself, impeding the accurate drawing and examination,

must also be the apology for the imperfection of the present ad-

ditional report as to the success for certain fishes. It is plain

that, though ten or a hundred turlx)ts were present in a pond of

four or five acres, the fact is not one that can easily be ascer-

tained. l.et those who have money, leisure, and water, and

nothing else towards the investigation of this object, restrain, at

least, their incredulity and opposition.; as may.a|^j;> they, very

safely, who never saw a fish,, except on the a London

fishmonger. .

‘

With respect now to some facts : it hatF:^eii dkM that the

water was s^lt, because this pond wusjHtuamat ase» embank-
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ment. I stated before, that it admitted the i^^leakage^ in

summer, when there was little coodpir^ive'^^'hpply of fresh

water, and was therefore brackish, or sali^. > 1 have since

ascertained the exact proportion of^aaltdn the water, at those

times when the fresh water is least. In the driest and hottest

part of on^umriier, the proportion of salt in it, as compared to

the sea without, was as 40 to 150. In another, peculiarly dry,

1827, it was one Imlf
;
and the water, having then been at the

lowest, it cannot ever be computed to exceed this. Moreover,

this period of saltness, cannot easily, even in such a summer,

occupy more than the months of June, July, August, and Sep-

tember ; or, more strictly speaking, it is probable, scarcely one

half of that time in general, in so rainy a climate
;
a climate

equalling Penzance in the quantity of rain.

In winter, that is, during live or six months, or less, if any

objector pleases, it is fresh. That cattle drink it freely, is not

an exact chemical proof
;
but I must admit, that 1 have not

analyzed the water at that period, holding the objection in great

contempt. It may be sufficient to say, that it then occupies a

space of about sixteen acres, or increases to this magnitude

from four and a half acres ; so that it cannot, at least, be very

salt, while the fish, and the mullet in particular, are found in

the remotest ditches, among the meadows. But, in defect of

an analysis,Vhich 1 have not had the means of malting, there

is a valid reason why the water should be fresh when the size

of the pond is much extended, ^^he presence of sea-water in

it, is, in all cases, the consequence of a depression of the water

witViin the sea-wall, which allows of leakage or infiltration at

the upper part, so as, high tides, to equalize, as far can be

done in the short period t)f high water, the levels Avithin and

without. This, it is plain, must cease whenever the Avater

within is higher than the sea without ; and hence it is that there

can be no access for the salt water in the winter or rainy

months. ,

, ^jEnough of the mere fact : the objictions deriv^ed from Avhich

an answer among physiologists ;
Avhile to

points in utter ignqrance of all

it is pmbable that answer is

question is simply twofold

;
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respiration and'^od. If fish can breathe indifferently salt water

or fresh, for one* week or one month, and if, in their new ele-

ment, translated from salt, to fresh, they thrive or grow, fatten

and breed* the trial 6f three weeks or three months is a sufficient

proof that they will neither sicken nor die of^ fresh water. If

they can find food, it is indifferent whether the medium is fresh

or salt. It is the misfortune of the age to understand every

thing without knowing its principles
;
just as every man is now

a physician. A few, more profound, who chance to know that

salmon divide their time between fresh and salt water, possess

other reasons, and find other objections
;
which they must be

permitted to explain for themselves. I ought not, while on this

particular subject, to omit one fact, which has come to my
knowledge since the former papers were written, on the volun-

tary emigration of a fish, supposed to be peculiarly delicate and

peculiarly attached to the sea, into fresh water. This is, that, in

Virginia, the herring ascends the rivers, even up into the most
minute communicating branches, and as far as it can reach

;

while a somewhat recent traveller describes them as being so

abundant, that it is impossible to cross the fords on horseback

during the season of their migration, without destroying them

by the horse’s feet. To proceed to the historical condition of

this pond.

1 have already stated the difficulties arising from want of

leisure and wealth in the proprietor, added to non-residence I

should say, whence chiefly Has arisen the difficulty Of tracing

the results. Let those try for themselves, who consider that all

this might have been ascertained in a twelvemonth, and
with the same means. Since the communications I formerly

made, the Pilchard has been introduced. It swam away briskly,

therefore it Avould not die of the fresh water
; but it has not

been retaken. The retaking of individual fish, to ascertain their

presence, is a fundamental difficulty, as 1 before pointed out.

The Brill has also been introduced since my former list* It

has been retaken ;
and, within one year, ha^ grown to double

the original size.

The Turbot. Fifty or sixty were about

eight inches in length. Some wero retak^ for the

purpose ofeKamination merely, like
;
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they also had grown to double the size. There is no prospect

of dying in these cases, it is abundantly plain ;
that they wilL

breed is probable, but there has been no time, nor would the

young have been taken. What is to prevent healthy fishes

from breeding ? The young, indeed, may be eaten
;

if so, it is

for want of rocS^t; or want of a proper balance in this mixed

population. No one knows any thing, either of the ordinary

growth, propagation, or destruction of fishes
;
and how then can

any one decide on what is regular or extraordinary ?

The Wrasse has be^n retaken after a considerable period;

therefore it is not dead.

The Basse has propagated
;
and so has the Brill.

The lied Mullet has been introduced, and is living.

The Whiting was introduced, and taken in good health many

weeks after, but not since.

The Grey Loach is thought to have bred considerably.

The Atherine continues to breed.

I formerly mentioned that the flavour of the several fishes

was improved : this is now more positively asserted, in addition,

of the Basse, the Plaice, and the Red Loach. Others were

mentioned in former communications.

Loss of property, or flavour, has been made a speculative

objection by the unvarying objectors. General experience has

shown, that iH' all fishes, as far as known, the access tq fresh

water, or fresh water food, improved the flavour
;
in many, in

oysters, muscles, cockles, shrimps', it is vulgarly notorious
;
as

in mere sea water they are worihless.

There is a popular objection, on this head, made by the

country gentiemen, which I must answer
; to thos^ who thin/c

about what they know, it would have been superfluous. The

salmon is good when it comes from the sea, and bad when it is

returning. Doubtless, it is
; while the reason ought to be plain,

even to an angler. It is in full health in the first case : in the

l{Uter, it has spawned ; and, at that period, every fish is pro-

portionally bad sjs the sialmon ;
many are a gre^it deal worse.

The %ult fa water, nor probably in the food ; it is in

the apawn|pgyfclid with any food the same eflect takes place, in

ail fishanij^Mrywhere. *
^ .

I former communications, that an essential point
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to ascertain, m any view oi economy, or management, would be

the proper balance of species
; to discover what kinds would so

live together' that all the species might lind food ;
might breed,

each to its useful limits, so as to be serviceable to ourselves, the

keepers of the flocks, and without hazard of the extermination

of any kind. I may illustrate what is here mrafit, by a simple

fact, in the ordinary economy of fresh water fishes in con-

finement. Pike and perch can live together, because the natural

defences of thfe perch prevent the pike from exterminating the

race, voracious as the enemy is. If trout and pike were con-

fined in a narrow water, the trout would be destroyed.

Or otherwise, it must be our object to ascertain, in an econo-

mical view, how to feed, by means of species that we do not

desire to eat, those which we do cultivate for our own uses.

This is a difficult question, wdiich can only be overcome by

time and experience
;
by knowledge

;
by knowledge, when we

are in a state of entire ignorance
;
ignorance of every thing that

relates to fishes, as great as if they were the inhabitants of

another planet. This was one great source of difficulties with

us in tliis case
;
and I, myself, must plead guilty, I fear, to a

general recommendation of introducing every fish as a mere

matter of trial
; the result of which has been mischievous. The

basse appears to have bc^cn the great enemy
;
to have eaten up

the greater number of many species, and given rto return. It

has proved the pike of this pond. This could not have been

foreseen; it is a caution for future speculators. Others will be

discovered in the course of trial. It appears also that the com-
mon crab has proved des^tructive, probably by eating the spawn
of larger fisMes. From some enemy or other, the eels,' which at

first abounded to an incredible degree, have most materially

diminished, and so have the shrimps. The latter, at least, ap-

pear to have been destroyed by the basse. Time and trial will

teach us what to do in this case ; in tlie infancy of ignorance,

man might have supposed that he could keep wolves and sheep

in one field, and have constructed a; pen for foxei and fowls,

rabbits and weftsels. We must not accuse nature df ear own
ignorance. <

The question is here a difficult one a little;#ore study
i 1 Jrf, r



of the general habits of fishes, merely aaiii'knS^'them already,

and even of their anatomy, will go far to lay the foundation of

useful rules on this head, even without a hazardous trial, which
may ultimately not become in our powet to remedy, as I much
fear may prove^e case with respect to these unlucky basse.

Not to enter oRhis further than as it may serve for a general

illustration of what is here meant, the anatomy of the mullet

proves that it lives on worms
;
on the lumbricus marinus, and

others ;
and so do its habits. So also may the very food of

others, as found in the stomach, serve to indicate their natural

or ordinary food. Reversely, the anatomy of a cod*s jaws, and

its stomach also, prove it to be omnivorous, omnivoracious.

Or, further, the anatomical character of the diodon proves that

it eats shell-fish
;
as we are equally able to limit the range of

food in the fiat-fish which have no air-bladders, and cannot

quit the ground.

But in this brief communication, I must not enter further

into this subject than is necessary for mere illustration. I may
take some further opportunity to point out the probabilities, as

to mutual food and protection, in any artificial cultivation of

this nature, as they might be derived from studying the little

that we do know about the structure and habits of fishes. All

that 1 need add here, is, that I have suggested the introduction

of limpets, periwinkles, and cockles; as affording food without

furnishing enemies : a matter which had been overlooked. To

exterminate the enemies which have been unwarily introduced,

will not prove so easy a task
;
unless, at least, we could find

their natural enemies
;
find the grea|| secret by which alone,

in all cases, man can make war on those whotii^ neither his

artillery, his physic, nor his politics can reach.

The transportation of fishes has been objected to as difficult.

I had occasion to make some remarks on this formerly, and on

the vitality of some kinds. The* difficulty is not so great as

has been imagined. The fact generally is, that fishermeni

even down to the very sentimentalists who worship the gentle

1:^1^ and are sometimes scarcely possessed of the wit of

thtsi as they would a stone
; as if they had not

and were not part of the rome
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creatioh as OUlil!iVIH|pis if that creation, which outnumbers

ourselves by millip^Hf millions almost beyond algebra to

express, was not, lUlP^urselves, under His care. They are

easily killed by violence'; they kill themselves by over-exertion,

from anatomical peculiarities ;
as every tro^fisher knows

;

that is to say, the fact, not the cause. Let mem be treated

with gentleness when taken, as if they could feel
;
and they

will not die in being removed into a cask of water. The flat

fish are all peculiarly tenacious of life, so are all those of firm

muscles generally : the vitality of the ca^:p and of the minnow
also is notorious

;
and so it is as to many other kinds. All

these can be removed and carried far, even in straw
; but in

truth, he who cliooses to make his experiments like a philo-

sopher, and who desires to succeed, will not fail.

Yet let me point out what 1 have suggested to Mr. Arnold,

among other things ; to him, whose merit as an ardent experi-

menter, always ready to adopt "a reasonable suggestion, and

never seeking for an objection, ought to stamp his character as

a genuine follower of tlic true philosophy ; the exception, in

this particular case, to every one else. This is, to adopt the

Chinese method of transporting the spawn of fishes
;
as aflbrding

a far greater facility to the introduction of species. I presume

that the general fact must be known to your readers
;
though 1

believe that I ought to doubt: because 1 quoted the same

practice from Cblumella formerly, as in use among the most

ancient Romany, among the common farmers.

This substance is perpetually brought up:&y the trawl net, very,

injuriously, as it relates fisheries; many cases, the

fishermen cdtitrive to guess tolerably well to what fish it belongs.

That it may be transported to any distance, the familiar practice

of China proves : since it is there a common article of sale in the

mQ.rkets
;
while there also, I may incidentally remark, the culti-

vation of fish for sale, their transportation to market, and their

ijQ^j^ii^l^ment in the ponds, if unsold, is as much matter of ordinary

as the management of a poultry-yard
;
while the pond

is often the most profitable part of the farm. Xheyic^SK^), who,

do not already chance to know it, may be informed, iSat

species of poultry-yard, or fish-pondt is ^ easily.«nd JregulorJjg;
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stocked in this manner, and managed£||HR^*VEher portion of

the farm : since it is even destroyed, e^Pfered to become dry

occasionally, and again renewed in thewR^season, by the means
of purchased spawn, or stock; just as, a sheep farmer buys

lambs to stock his mountains. If England is too wise to learn

of Rome or CKma, or of France and Germany, or even of the

experiments on which I have dw'clt so much and $o. often, it

must be a pleasing reflection that it is already so amply ^^i^ed
as to have passed the bounds of all possible improveinej^t^and

all possible wishes. But that I may terminate this par^bular

suggestion, 1 will only further point out, that lobsters," and the

crab tribe generally, might very easily be transported in this

manner, and that, in them, it is easily known w^hen the ovum

has been impregnated, by means of a black spot with which it

is then marked.

If I ought to apologize already for the length of this com-

munication, I shall conclude ft by saying, that whatever may
be judged of the general philosophy of this subject, there is

not and never hhs been any thing to prevent the cultivation of

fish, in ponds of salt-water at least, or the preservation of them

in any water in which they will live for a sufficient length of

time, so as to render that a depot for the purposes of a fish

store, calculated for the steady supply of a market, in the

manner Which I formerly described and proposed. If, after so

many years as this pro[)Osal has been made, London has not

seen either the facility, or the utility, it will discover them at

some future day
;
just as it discovered, ten years .after there

had been tw^enty-six steam-boats on^he Clyde, that a steam-

boat might possibly be of use on the Thames
;
just as it op-

posed gas-lights, and just as it has adopted g.T.s-lights.
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Nug^ CAirur^icce; Biographical Miscellany^ illustra-

live of a Collectiori of Professional Portraits. By W
Wadd, Esq., F.L.S. &c. 8vo. pp. 276. London, 1824
Longman and Cd., and Callow and Wilson.

Nugoi CanorcE ; or Epitaphian Mementos fin Sto7ie-cutter*$

Verse) of the Medici Family of Modmi Times. By Unus
Quotum. London, 1827. Callow and Wilson.

Maxims^ and Memoirs. By W. Wadd, Esq., F.L.S.,

Surgeon-Extraordinary to the King,, &c. 8vo. pp. 303.

London, 1827. Callow and Wilson.

We have placed these three Works together, because they
are so closely allied as to form a whole, and also because
Nugre CanortB and Nugee Chirurgicee bear internal evidence
of being written by the same pen ; and when we say furt her,

that they are characterized by good feeling and good humour,
we arc sure we are not far off in bur guess about who is * Un u s

Quorum.’ These volumes come within the scope of our
Journal, as comprising an outline of the history of medical
science, sketched in a vein of pleasantry that makes it no
less agreeable to the general than to the professional reader,

and we have derived both amusement and information from
its perusal. Like the * Gold Headed Cane,’ it helps us to

much curious modern biographical anecdote, with the addi-

tion of varied entertainment for the medical antiquary.

While, however, we recommend these ‘ Mems.,’ and com-
mend the literary loungings of contemporary practitioners,

we cannot but regret the neglected volumes of Aikin and
AValker, and lament that the lack of feeling for the atmals

and literature of theinjjprofession, should be less, active in

the medical public of this country, than with our,professional

brethren on the Continent.
‘ Nugee Chirurgiccc^ is a Catalogue Raisonnee of a scarce

collection of Medical Portraits. We believe only 250 copies

were printed ; from which circumstance, and its recording

the congregation of the greatest assemblage of medical men
ever met together, it is probable that it may some day
become a medical rarity. The author’s original intention

appears merely to have been to describe the portrait, with

some characteristic trait ; but an after-thought seems to have

occurred, and in tlie “ Memorabilia,’’ the Medi&i Family'*^

are, as it were, retouched and va^pished, so as to become
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very agreeable pictiii-es. We shair^^Hp^Rfit o^j^. readers

witn a few specimens of this gallery»a^n at random.

EURICUS CORD^.
“ Cordus, who was accustomed “ to receive his fees only at the

termination of his patient’s disease, describes, in a facetious epi-

gram, the practitioner at three different times^ in three different

characters.

Three faces wears the doctor ; when first sought
An angel’s—and a god’s the cure half wrought : -

But when, that cure complete, he seeks his fee.

The devil looks then less terrible than he. ^

“ The epigram of Cordus is illustrated by the following con-
versation, which passed between Bovart and a French marquis,

whom he had attended during a long and severe indisposition.

As he entered the chamber on a certain occasion, he was thus

addressed by his patient :
‘ Good day to you, Mr. Bouvart ; I feel

quite in spirits, and think my fever has left me.* ‘ I am sure of

it,’ replied the doctor ;
‘ the very first expression you used con-

vinces me of it,’ ‘ Pray explain yourself.’ ‘ Nothing more easy

;

in the first days of your illness, when your life was in danger, I

was your dearest friend

;

as you began to get better, I was your

good Bouvart; and now I am Mr. Bouvart: depend upon it you
are quite recovered.’ Bouvart’s observation was grounded on a
knowledge of human nature : every day’s experience shows, that
^ accipe diandotei* should be the medical man’s motto.

JOHN CASE.
“ Id'^C of* the profound pieces of astrological bombast written

by this singular genius, he gives an account of the creation of

Adam :
‘ Thus Adam was created in that pleasant place Paradise,

about the year before Christ 4002
,
viz. on April 24

, at twelve

o’clock, or midnight.’ His name was latinized to Caseus, which
was occasionally interpreted Dr. Cheese, Granger says the fol-

lowing ailecdote of Case was commuiffirated to him by the Rev.
Mr. Gosling in these terms : ‘ Dr. Maundy, formerly of Canter-

bury, told trtb, that in his travels abroad, some eminent pliysician,

who had been in England, gave him a token to spend at his

return with Dr. Radcliffe and Dr. Case, They fixed on an even-

ing, and were very merry, when Radcliffe thus began a health

:

* Here, brother Case, to all the fools your patients.’ * I thank
you, good brother,’ replied Case ;

^ let me liave all the fools, and
you are heartily welcome to the rest of the practice.*

/THOMAS DAWSON.
The following anecdote is related of him ; After he became

his neighbour Miss Corbett, of Hackney, who
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was sitting SQlitavy, piously

and pen8^f5%®“®^"fr the Bible, when, by some strange acci-^

dent, his eyes were mreqted to the passage where Nathan says to

David, ‘ Thou art the M^n.* The doctor profited by the kind
hint ; and, after a proper time allowed for drawing up articles

of capitulation, the ledy, on S9th May, 1758, surrendered herself

up to all his prescriptions! and the doctor very speedily performed
a perfect cure.

PHILIP HECQUET.
** C’est une erreur de penser que le sang soit n^cessaire k la

conservation de la vie
; on ne peut trop saigncr un malade are

the words put into the mouth of our doctor, jn the character of
Sangrado by the facetious Le Sage. Hecquet, both in theory
and practice, carried the nnii^phlogislic system to a greater extent
than any other man, and defended the ‘ boisson* and the bleeding,

saying, ‘ J’ai pour garants de mon sentiment, sur le Regime
maigi'e, les medecins les plus fameux, tarit anciens que modernes.’
He was a conscientious practitioner of his own eccentric doctrines,

and it was perfectly consistent with his character, that ‘ loin

d*imputer la inort du chanoine d. la boisson et aux saign^es, il

sortit en disant, d*un air froid, qu'on ne lui avait pas tire assez de
sang, ni fait hoire assez d'eau chaude*

“ The practice of bleeding was carried to a singular extent in
France, and it was the fashion, at one time, to bleed on the oppo-*
site side to the part affected; if the pain was on the right side,

they bled in the left arm, and vice versa. Pierre Brissot produced
a civil war in the medical world by writing against the custom,
and, in the year IGOO, was driven into exile, hy^^ edict of the
University of Paris, for thus opposing the established practice.

Sib CHARLES SCARBOROUGH
“ Was a man of great versatility of talents

; he wrote a ‘ Treatise
on Trigonometry,’ and a ‘ Compendium of Lilly’s Grammar gave
lectures on mathematics at Cambridge, and on anatomy in London.
His epitaph records that 1® was

Inter Medicos Hippocrates,
Inter Mathematicos Nuclides.

He read the lecture founded by Dr. Caldwell, at Barber-surgeons'
Hall, for many years

;
where he was the first who attempted to

account for muscular strength and motion on geometrical prin-*

ciples. He was a man of amiable manners and great vivacity of
conversation. Seeing the Duchess of Portsmouth eat to excess^
he said to her, with his usual frankness, ‘ Madam, I will deal vvith

you as a physician should do ; you must eat hss^ use more exercise,

take physic, or be sickJ
,

,
, ,

,

Dr. PITCAIRN ^Was a great enemy to quackery and^^uacksy ^ whom he used
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to say that there were not such liars in their

patients. A relation of his, one day, asking hia^Jifiiion of a
certain work on fevers, he observed, * I do not like fever curers ;

Vfit may guide a fevei*—we cannot cure it. What would you think

of It pilot who attempted to quell a storm ? Either position is

equally absurd. We must steer the ship, as well as we can in a

storm
;
and in a fever we can only employ patience and judicious

measures, to meet the difficulties of the case.’ "

Turn we now to the second article in our list,

—

Nuga
Canora; and we are satisfied that our readers will agree
with us in the correctness of our guess. It is the produc-
tion, at any rate, pf one who has lived much in the medical

world, and no unobservant spectator of the vices and vir-

tues, the feelings and failings of contemporary practitioners,

possessing tact to catch the m^iners living as they^ rise.’*

In short, it is a pleasant jeu (S^sprit

;

and we haiV it as

an omen, that in these piping times ofpeacei” the days of

Garth, Goldsmith," and Darwin may be revised, and that

the medical fraternity may again employ their leisure hours
in amusements for which their education and intercourse

\vith society so well qualify them.

After a humorous preface, in which the removal of the

College of Physicians to Pall-mall East is lamented, the

work, for very satisfactory reasons, is dedicated to the

Presidents of the two Colleges and to the Master of the

Company of Apothecaries, for the year 1927—and as a
character in one of Foote’s farces wishes he were to be born
‘‘ fifty years hence,” so should we like to have a peep at the

Clines and Coopers,” the “ Halfords and Warrens,” of

that day. We wish, with the author, that they may be

. as distinguished ornaments of their profession as those of

oui* own.
Thatifihe old college should still be preserved for medical

purpo'§?s,”1.t is proposed to turn it into a Medical Mau-
soleum,” ^hero the “ Midical Fraternity are to be buried

on the same terms as the Parisians arc at Pere la Chaise

—

and then follow the supposed Epitaphs of the present race

of the Medici.” Due honour is done to learning and
talents ; while quackery, in all its ramifications, meets with

i

’ust castigation. The names of Hebcrden, Turton, and
Jaker are noticed with the respect to which their virtues

and acquirements entitle them.

Passing froRi ihisse, we are introduced to an eccentric of
i the old Bchoo|^
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‘WH^HAUD JEBB, Bart. M.D.

cc Here, caught in Death’s web,

Lies the great Doctor Jebu,

Who got gold-dust just like Astley Cooper

;

Did you speak about diet,

He would kick up a riot,

And swear like a madman or trooper.

“ When he wanted your money,

Like sugar or honey,

Sir Richard looked happy and placid
;

Having once touched the cash.

He was testy and rash.

And his honey was turned to an acid.

“ Sir Richard was very rough and harsh in manner. He said

to a patient, to whom lie had been very rude, ‘ Sir, it is my way.'

* Then,’ replied the patient, pointing to the door, ‘ 1 beg you will

make that your way.* Sir Richard was not very nice in his mode

of expression, and would frequently astonish a patient with a

volley of oaths. Nothing used to make him swear more than the

eternal question, ‘ What may I eat ?—Pray, Sir Richard, may 1

eat a mutlin V ‘ Yes, Madam, the best thing you can take.’ ‘ O
dear! I am glad of that. But, Sir Richard, you told me the other

day, that it was the worst thing I could eat I’ ‘ What would be

proper for me to eat to-day V says another lady, ‘ Boiled turnips.*

‘ Boiled turnips ! you forget, Sir Richard, I told you 1 could not

boar boiled turnips.* ‘ Then, Madam, you must have a d d

vitiated appetite.’” •

We cannot help bringing before our readers the following

well-known “ characters’* of their day, and should have

indulged in more ample quotations from these amusing

Epitaphs,’* were we not afraid of the imputation of

inappropriateness,”

“ On a most venerable and highly venerated Surgeon^ lokely deceased*

* Miiltis illc bonis tlclnlis occidit,

Nulli flebilior quain mihi.*—

H

ok.

“ Of manners gentle, .and in soul sincere,

Removed beyond this sublunary sphere,

Here lies an honest man
Endued with caution, yet devoid of fear,

In practice dexterous, in judgment clear—

•

Excel him if you can !’*

To this, we think, may be affixed the mime of Henry

Cline
! ^

OCT,—PRC. 1827,
Z
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“ CHARLES GOWER,]®
‘ Dlscours <le bons mots T

“ Ye sons of humour, of frolic, and fun,

This stone will inform you that Gower is gone.

Poor Gower 1 eccentric, facetious, and funny,
Lik'd nothing so well as other men’s money.
Alas ! he is gone—’tis hard to say where,
The victim of mirth, imprudence, and care.

Where’er he is gone, his companions he’ll smoke,
For, cost wiiat it will—he will have his joke.

“‘I knew him well, Horatio!’” exclaims our Author—“‘a
fellow of infinite jest Y—Chairman of the St. Alban’s Club, where
oft ‘ he set the table on a roar.*—And w'ho did not know this

eccentric oddity ? Gower had considerable talents, but they were
directed every way but the right. He made medicine a plaything,

never being steady in professional pursuits. He wrote several

singular books : one he entitled ‘ Auxiliaries to Medicine ano-

ther, ‘ The Art of Painting both of which jjourtray the character

of their author. His unsteadiness led him into difficulties, and he

died in obscurity.*’

DALMAHOY.
* Thrice happy were those golden days of old,

\Vhcn dear as burgiindy p’ titans were sold.’

“ Dalmahoy sold infusions and lotions,

Decoctions, and gargles, and pills

;

Electuaries, powders, and potions.

Spermaceti, salts, sciimmony, squills.

Horse-aloes, burnt alum, agaric,

Balm, benzoine, blood-stone, and dill

;

Castor, camj)hor, and acid tartaric.

With specifics for every ill.

But with all his specifics in store

Death on Dalmahoy one day did pop

;

^
;*Aiid although he had doctors a score,

4 Made poor Dalmahoy shut up his shop.”

HENRY REVELL REYNOLDS, M.D.
‘ Oa placidum moresque benigni.’

» Here well-dressed Revell Reynolds lies.

As great a beau as ever I
* •

We m^y ^perhaps see one as wise,

But sure a smarter never.

'
• Pr. Reynolds jaaay he considered as the link between the

ancient and^wdern costume of the Faculty: to the last, he wore

a well«*{>awa|^ wig and a silk coat. He was an excellent
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specimen of a wefBBressed and well-bred gentleman. As a
practitioner he ranked in the first class, and he was one of the

physicians who attended King George the Third during his afflict-

ing and protracted malady.

“ RICHARD GRINDALL, Esq.

* fiamus quo ducet gula.*

“ Within this place Dick Grindall lies,

Who was a rare game chicken.

So, so, friend Dick, an old chum cries,

The worms have pretty picking

!

No Surgeon better lovM himiielf

;

He lov’d old rum and brandy
As much as misers do their pelf,

Or children sugar-candy.

And as for eatables—in short.

He lov’d both roast and hoil’d
;

Fish, fiesh, or fowl, of any sort,

If not by cooking spoil’d.

But though full well he lov’d good cheer,

It was a venial fault

;

Since Reason’s feast to liim was dear,

Season’d wdth Altlc Salt,

“ He was an excellent surgeon of his clay
;
that is, fifty years

before Abernethy or Cooper was dreamt of. He was also a great

oddity, but a perfect gentleman in his appearance and manner

;

never seen, by any accident, but in a well-powdered wig, silk

stockings, and shoe-buckles. He practised in the City, when the

city aristocracy resided within its walls, and Haberdashers’ Hall,

in the season, assembled all the wit, wisdom, and wealth of London
mei’cliants, in a sort of conclave of saltatory civic magnificos,”

We just remember him, and that, after a long illness, he
went round in his carriage to return thanks for .obliging
iinpiiries,” leaving his card, on which was the
remains of Dick Grindall.” ,

The third and last work we have to £|ptice, comes more
legitimately before us, and is a novelty in ^edical Btentture—

^

a sort of Sketch Book, containing mueh "entertaining^ anec*

dote, that makes the information it cogtame extkutnely

atnusing.
.

^

The work is divided into three parts, as the alliterated

title quaintly informs us—Mems., Maxims, and Memoirs.
The first i^ a chronological record, givi^,‘ ai it were, a
bird's eye view*' of the most interesting eS^gOts in the

history of medicine^ from the time of the conquest tip to the
Z 2
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present century. The second consists offcomments, or short

essays, illustrative of some of the most important facts ; and
the third of biographical anecdotes.

Under the head of Medical Books^* we are presented

with curious specimens of our earliest writers, with com-
ments ; but let the author speak for himself.

“ One of the first of our English writei*s, is .John of Gaddesden,

whose ‘Rosa Anglica,' was greatly esteemed, and he is favourably

mentioned by Chaucer. John was a man to whom nothing came
amiss ; he had an anodyne necklace for fits, and an infallible

cataplasm for gout
;
he was a dexterous bone-setter, and a good

dentist. He was very assiduous in inventing lotions for ladies’

complexions ; and was complaisant enough to cut their corns ;

and as for those troublesome animalcules, which, in those days,

used to infest gentlemen's heads, he had a most effectual method
of destroying them ; and in his celebrated book, he favours us

with a whimsical cure for small-pox.— ‘ Immediately after the

eruption, cause the whole body of your patient to be wrapped in

red scarlet cloth, or in any other red cloth, and command every-

thing abopt the bed to be made red. This is an excellent cure.

It was in this manner I treated the son of the noble King of Eng-
land, when he had the small-pox

;
and I cured him, without

leaving any marks.’
“ Such was our countryman, .Tohn of Gaddesden, who deserves

notice, moreover, as being the first English surgeon employed at

court ; and that the King (Edward 111.) wrote a letter to the

Pope in favour of him.’’

Speaking of Arderii’s manuscripts, he observes

—

“ These manuscripts, though they are more ludicrous than lumin-

ous, are extremely well w’orth the attentionof the surgical antiquary,

from the numerous illustrations they contain of the mode and

manner in which Ardcrri performed his operations ;
which, con-

er of surgery, gives us a glorious

viously to John's refinements, or

fie mentions with great praise.”

JAL LECTURES.
his anatomical lectures, they were

e lived at the period when Garrick

yered that he stood no chance with

lek lectu^^ the aao^ical lectures

le Pocto#preach ta^he pupils on

leatres, and the im|TO|lriety of ne-

; Romeo’s, apothecarf^and Dr. Last

?rs to spend the evening with, and
' f)r the rest,i^ey'|hqught Macbeth sufficient authority, to ‘ throw

physic to

^tinghim^
^re. the onVy ii
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‘‘ For this Teasony' aij^ for this reason alone, xne anatomical
lectures were afterwards ^iven in the middle of the day.

“ Dr. Hunter may be considered as the father of the anatomica

,

schools of London, and he bequeathed a fame and character to hi*
class, which has been supported with undiminished lustre to the
present day. Previously to his time, very little had been done

;

Chcselden had given a few lectures—so had Andre, and Nourso
;

and Dr. Frank Nicholls gave what he considered a systematic

course, and published a Syllabus of thirty-nine lectures. Dr. Mac-
laiiren and Dr. Marshal were also anatomical teachers. To the
Ijite Mr. Cline, however, and to Mr. Abcrnethy, we are indebted
for the anatomical schools at two of our largest hospitals.

“Mr. Cline, it is true, found a place to lecture in, but it was
liis great talents and his high character, that brought it into
notice, and subsequently, with Sir Astley Cooper, made it one of
the first schools in Europe.

“ To Abernetliy is due the sole honour of establishing the
Anatomical School at St. Bartholomew’s, now second to none ;

and it is to the advantages arising from the hospital education of
the metropolis, that London has become, within the last half cen-
tury, the most distinguished seat of medical tuition in the world.
Long may it flourish !

‘ Quicquid e6t laiidabilc, idem est beatum ct florens.’— C/cero.**

“APOTHECARY.
“ Apothecary, in its derivative sense, does not seem to allude

particularly to the sellers of medicines. AizoOiftcrf is of very inde-
finite signification, (Horronni^) a market, shop, or repository,

which may be used or applied to any other business. Chaucer and
Pegge make it Poticarrt/y while some liave derived it frb'in A-pot-
he’~carrioSy intimating, that they used to carry the medicines them-
selves, as well as sec them administered. ‘ Give me an ounce of
civet, good apothecary,’ says Shakspearc.

“ The ancient apothecaries were called PIZOTDMOl, root-
cutters ;

and root-cutters they may still be coiiskle|tt|j,. at any
rate, no one will deny to honest, herborizing Toiiit'l|HM|^r, the
character of a primitive PIZOTOMO^.

“ That they may still be characterised their

Mierborizing walks,’ and their botanic aflFbrd

very creditable proofs
;

nor is there in

history of the present '

on their zeal.^.promod|||^hose

tain to the^^ocatiop^m^ Tibi^dlity

with which^ ’^ring two centuides, d&y J^kve

their establikbtiient at;.0iklsea.
, , ^ ^

“ An activo and intelligent mey^b^r of furnished

them with a very interesting and ample memnWv.oni the subjects
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by which it ap^peftrs, that this expensivej^esign was commenced at

a time when the society was without aiiy disposable funds, when
their hall was burnt down iri the memorable fire, and when they
were obliged to draw upon their own private pecuniary resources,

to enable them t6 enter on an undertaking, ‘ whose principal

design was honourable reputation, without any prospect of worldly
advantage.'
“ Previously to tiie establishment of this garden, there had been

nothing of the kind, with the exception of a few private gardens,
the most conspicuous of which were those of the celebrated John
Gerarde, and the elder Tradcscant ; the former of these not tlieii

being in existence, and the latter in a state of neglect and ruin ;

and the locality of their position is now only known from the

records the times.
“ There was, liowever, besides these, a small garden in West-

minster, belonging to Mrs. Gape, the plants from which furnished

the first ^ecimens for the ("helsea Garden. It appears from
Evelyn^s l^bat he paid old Mrs. Gape’s medical garden a
visit in whether he begged, borrowed, or bought any
plants, dqi^^t)t"l|^pear ; that, he had a very fine garden at Saver's

Court, is wcU Itnown ; but idiat he lent it to that royal barbarian,

Peter th^ Great, when he was studying shlp<^^il(lin^ at Deptford,
is, perhaps, ' not so generally known, nor, the return
this royal carpenter made to Evelyn's politeness, (6l? the manner in

which he showed his horticultural taste, in bhing wheeled through
his landlord's ornamental hedges, and over his borders, in a
wbeel*barro\v ; a circumstance which-is recorded in a letter to the

then Secretary of the Royal Society*
“ In F^nc^, the apothecaries wore incorporated so early as

1484 not till the reign of King James the First,

i^etropolis abounded in dangerous empirics, Avho made
and many ' hurtful, false, and pernicious medicines,'

that thiiij^iy^&hipful Society of Apothecaries were incorporated in

Lo^d^^l^ffiPwithstanding a charter was given them to correct

.it was found to be nugatory with respect to those

who society ;
and, although they made

" po parliament, it is only Avithin these very

peters have been extended, and that they
' iDO^ld le^lly enter shop of any * person or persons using the

art and Mystery of ra' aj^othecary, in any part of England and
W^es, fgr the purpose, of eearchiiig, surveying, and proving
W^th!^l:|he WkreS, drugs, or any thing pr things

whatsoever, in such shops contained, and belonging to the

art or mystery ofBn apothecary; be AA*holesbme, meet, and fit for

the cure, health, and edhe of His Majesty’s subjects,^
”
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« TOBACCO.
‘tobacco’s a physician,

Good both for soUnd and sickly

;

Tis a hot perfume,

That expels cold Rheume,
And makes it flow down quickly/

“ So says an old song^ in an old play, and so said Dr. Ralph
Thorius, and the learned Dr. Everard, who Avrote a book, entitled
‘ Panacea, or a Univers^il Medicine, being a Discovery of the

wonderful Virtues of Tobacco* (1659) ; and in the frontispiece of

his book, the Doctor is represented with a pipe in his mouth.
Dr, William Butler, styled, by Fuller, the -ZEsculapins of his age,

was also a great admirer of tobacco, and that he iniglit not smoke
a dry i»ipe, he invented a medical drink, called ‘ Butler’s Ale ;

’

afterwards sold at tJie Butlers Head, in Mason’s-all^, Basing-
hall-street.

“ Sir Theodore Maycrne gives a curious speqjL]|ien of his

tobacco practice: ‘A person applying to him violent

doiluxioii on his teeth, Butler told him, that ‘ a must be
split Avith a hard wedge,’ and directed hinil^ tobacco
without intermission, till he had,.consumed an the herb.

The man was accustomed to smoke ; he thereforife ,|ook twenty-
five pipes at a sitting. Tliis first occasioned" extreme sickness,

and then a flux of saliva, Avhich, AVith gradual abatement of the
pain, ran off to the quantity of tAvo quarts. Tlio disorder was
entirely cured, and did not return for seventeen years.'

“ Ant. Wood says, that he avus much resorted to, ‘ and bad
been more, did he not delight to please himself Avith fantastical

Jiumours.’

“ Many singular stories arc related of him, perhaps they are

travelling stories, ns may be conjectured, from thejliature of the

prescription, AAdien he ordered a lethargic pars^ -llilflf^Jnto

the Avarm carcase of a newly-killed cow
Fuller paints this humorist in striking coloun^^^^miifVejSf

‘that he made his huinorsoniencss to become him;
of his profession have rather aped than imitated had
morositatem oequabilcm, and kept the tenor of

to all persons.'
<

“ The folioAving extracts from Letters from the, Bodleian^ .vb!, ii.,

will give a notion of his humour and of his mode of treating his

patients.
“ ‘ Dr. Gale, of St. Paul's schoole, assures me that a Frenchman

came one time from London to Cambridge, purposely tq.W^im,
Avhom he made stay two houres for him in his gallery, and then he

came out in an old blue gowne. The Brench, gentleman makes
him two or three very low hoAves doAvne to the ground ;"Dr. Butler

whippes his legge over his liead, and away goes into his chamber,

and did not speake with him. He kept an old mayd, AA^hose name
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was NeU. . Dr. Butler would many times j|oe to the taverne, but

drinke by u about nine or ten^t mght, old Nell comes to

him with a' candle and lanthorne, and sayes, “Come home, you
drunken bea§t.* By and by Nell would stumble, then her master
calls her “ drunken;Jjeaet and so they did “ drunken beast” one
another all th© ^vay till tloey came home.*

“ ‘ The Dr. lyeing at the Savoy in London, next the water side,

where was a balcony look't into the Thames, a patient came to

him that Avas grievously tormented with an Ague. The Dr.
orders a boate to be in readinessc under his windowe, and dis-

coursed with the patient (a gent.) in the balcony, when, on a
signal given, two or three lusty fellows came behind the gent.,

and threw him a matter of twenty feet into the Thames. This
surprise absolutely cured him.’

“ ‘ A gent, with a red, ugly, pimpled face, came to him for a
cure. Said' the Dr. “ I must hang you.” So presently lie had a
device made ready to hang him from a beam in the roome

;
and

when he was e’en almost dead, he cuts the veins that fed these

pimples, and lett out the black ugly blood, and cured him.’
“ Butler niU5t %ve been a man of abilities, for the Lord Trea-

surer Burleigh wrote to the President of the College of Physi-
cians, desiring that Butler might be allowed to practice in London
oocasionally^ and he was consulted, with Sir Theodore Mayerne
and others, in the sickness that proved fatal to Prince Henry

;

and it is reported that Butler, at hrst sight of him, gave an unfa-
vorable prognostic. The account of this case affords such an
excellent notion of the consultations and practise of the doctors

of those days, that 1 am induced to give it as stated in the ^ Desi-

derata Curiosa.’

“ The JSSipner of the Sickness and Death of Prince Henry^

' (ith Nov. 1G12.

“ * Dr, AtJcjsaS) a Physician of London, famous for his practyce,

hpuestie, an^^l^&^'ningc, Avas sent for to assiste the reste in the

cure.
“ ‘ He;j|MWprse, Avhereupon bleedinge was again proposed by

Dr. Maye^^npnd the favorers thereof, alledging that in this case

of extremilg^They must (if they meant to save his life) proceed in

the cure, as though he was some meane person.
“ ‘ This was not agrt^d to, and next day, the Physicians, Chirur-

geons, and Apothecaryes seemed to be dismayed, as men per-

plexed, yet the most part were of opinion, that the crisis was to

been seene before a dual dissolution. This day a cock was cloven

hy the hockey and (jfplyed to the soles of his feetc. But in vayne.

Shortly after it was anaounced that all hope was gone. His
Majestie then gave leave and absolute power to Dr. Mayerne, to

do what he woulde of hiraselfe, without advise of the rest
;
but the

DoctoKdid not it seems like this, “ for hec, Aveighing the greatness
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of the cure and eminencye of the danger, would not, for all that^

adventure to doe any thinge of himself, without th^ advice of the

rest, saying, that it should never be said in after agas, that he had
kylled the Kynge’s eldest sonne.**

“‘Bleeding was again propovsed by Mayeme, but Doctors
Hamond, Butler, and Atkins could not agree about it ; instead

of which they doubled and tripled the cordials,
“ ‘ Then came to assist the rest, Dr. Palmer and Dr. GifFard,

famous physicians for their honestie and learningo. The result of
this consultation was Dinscordium^ which was given in the pre^

sence of many honourable gentlemen.
“ ‘ All sorts of cardials were sent. Sir Walter Ilaivleigh sent

one from the Tower.* " •

“ Mils. MAPP.
“ No part of surgery is supposed to be so easy to understand

as hone^setting

;

it is regarded by a considerable part of the people
as no matter of science, an affair on a level with farriery, as

easily learnt, and like a heritage, to be transmitted from father

to son
;
in short, the pretensions of these people are very like

those of the man who set up as an oculist, because he had lost an
eye, or the rupture doctor, who cured hurstmi children, because his

grandfather and grandmother were both hursien,

“We are not without plenty of ignorant and impudent pre-
tenders at the present day, but the celebrated Mrs. Mapp, the

hone-setter of Epsom, surpasses them all. She was the daughter
of a man named Wallis, a bone-setter at Hindon, in Wiltshire,

and sister to the celebrated ‘ Polly Peachem,’ Avho married the

Duke of Bolton. Upon some family quarrel^ Sally Wallis left her
professional parent, and wandered up and down the country in a
miserable manner, calling herself ‘ Crazy Sally,’ and pursuing,
in her perambulations, a course that fairly justified the title.

Arriving at last at Epsom, she succeeded in humbugging the

worthy bumpkins of that place so decidedly, that i), subscription

was set on foot to keep her among them ; but her fame extending
to the metropolis, the dupes of London, a numerous ^IdSS then as

well as now, thought it no trouble to go ten miles con-
juror, till at length, she was pleased to bless t^pEifflicted of
London with her presence, and once a week drove ro the Grecian
Coffee-house, in a coach and six, with out-riders ! and all the

appearance of nobility. It was in one of these journeys, passing

through Kent-street, in the Borough, that being taken for a cer-

tain woman of quality from the Electorate in Germany, a great

mob followed, and bestowed on her many bitter reproaches, till

Madame, perceiving some mistake, looked out df the window,- and

accosted them in this gentle manner; ‘ I>—ii yo&r bloods, don't

you know me? I am Mrs. Mapp, the bone-^setter upon which,
they instantly changed their revilings into loud hiizzaa.

“ That she was likely enough to express herself in these terms,
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seems vety natural from her origin and^history; but that she

should be on visiting terms with decent people, and keep quality

company, is as unnatural. Mr. Pott, who wrote with the pen of

a master, has noticed this in no very gracious,terms :—
‘ We all

remember,’ says he, * that even the absurdities and impractica-

bility of her own promises and engagements, were by no means
equal to the expectations and credulity of those who ran after

her ; that is, of all ranks and degrees of people, from the lowest

labourer or mechanic, up to those of the most exalted rank and
station ;

several of whom not only did not hesitate to believe

implicitly the most extravagant assertions of an ignorant, illi-

beral, drunken, female savage, but even solicited her company
;

at least, seemed to eiijCy her company/’'

“ TAR ABATER.
Bishop Berkeley, who brought this remedy into fashion, was

greatly aided by the faith of the clergy, who preached it up in all

quarters. Among these, none was more strenuous than Dr.Young,
the author of the * Night Thoughts/ ‘ They who have expe-

rienced the wonderful effects of tar water,* says he, ‘ reveal its

excellencies to others^., I say reveal, because they are beyond
what any can conceive by reason or natural light. But others

disbelieve them, though the revelation is attested past all scruple,

because to them such strange excellencies are incomprehensible.

Now give me leave to say, that this infidelity may possibly be

as fatal to morbid bodies, as other infidelity to morbid souls. 1

say this in honest zeal for your welfare. 1 am confident, if you
persist, you’ll be greatly benefited by it. In old obstinate chro-

nical complaints, it protuibly will not show its virtue under three

months
;
tho’ secretly, it is doing good all the time.’

“ Such was the universality of its power, tliat it was good for

man and beast, and a sure remedy for the jdayiie /”

After this miscellaneous and amusing collection, we arrive

at the Memoirs, which is act a dry, biographical record of

birth, deatjii, parentage, and education, but a lively sketch

of charact|$ilitic particulars of eminent medical men. Wo
will select St^few of them.

“ BUTTER.
“ Mr. John Whitehurst (author of an ingenious theory of the

earth)' was the means of Dr. William Butter’s settling at Derby,

where he (Mr. W.) then resided. Mr. Whitehurst had met at

Buxton with Lord Hopetown, who had asked him what physicians

were at Derby, and upon his telling him, that there could not be

a finer opening, as the two physicians there had both declined

praetioe, his lordship said it would be a good place for Butter

;

and shortly afterwards, the Doctor made his appearance loaded

with y^coi^i^epdations, and among others, with one from Dr. Hope
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to Mr. 'Wliitehurst. ]V(p. W. was very civil to him, but before he

had beeii a fortnight in the town, Butter came and complained,

that Ka had not had a single patient. Mr. W. told him, that he
could hardly expipct sthy so soon, that he must be known a little,

and so on, which so offended Butter, that ever afterwards he con-

sidered Mr. W. as his enemy. He was very rude and coarse in

his manner, always averse to consultations, and used to say, that

nobody but himself and Sir John Pringle knew any thing of physic.

Among his patients at Derby were two brothers, opulent men,
who lived together ; one of them being dangerously ill, and at-

tended by Butter, the other brother sent a messenger to Birming-
ham for two physicians, and then told Butter Avhat he had done,

and that he intended to haA^e a consultation. Butter immediately

Avent to the apotliecary, and got some laudaninn, of Avhicli he ga\^e

large doses to the patient, so that Avlicn the Birmingham physi-

cians came, the patient AA^as in a state of lethargy. They asked
if he had been taking opium, but Butter denied that any had
been given

;
it was accidentally discoA^ered, hoAA'^ever, by means

of the apothecary, and from tliat time Butter, Avho was before in

excellent practice, lost considerably in public estimation.
“ A tailor at Derby, A\diom Butter had ^offended, once jdayed

him a trick. A curer of smoky clyinnies came to Derby, and one
day, when the tailor kiievv the Doctor was out of town, he called

on the chimney-man, and told him that Butter had desired to have
a smoky chimney cured, belonging to his best i)arlour ; and had
left positive orders that lie should go to his house and set about
it immediately. The operator accordingly went, delivered his

message to Butter’s servant, pulled out his utensils, and fell to

w-ork
;
and in a short time the marble slab, and other ornaments

of the chimney, Avere down. Butter came in w^hile he was en-
gaged in this business ; finding his jjarlour full of bricks and dirt

and mortar, his fury Avas excessive, and his' hatred to the tailor

Avas ever after implacable. The story got wind in the town, and
the hdys in the street Avould sometimes talk about chimney•tlocUrrs
as he passed.

“ Butter lived close to a churchyard, and one 4.^, seeing a
grave-digger at Avork, he asked liiin for whom he w^Jrqigging the
grave—‘ For so and so,’ said the grave-digger, pathing the tailor

Avho had so highly offended him, AAdiich so pleased the Doctor, that

he gave the fellow a shilling. This occasioned a fresh laugh at

his expense, as tlie tailor aa'ss in good health, and it w^as merely a
piece of pleasantry of the grave-digger’s. Butter and his Avife

lived in the most frugal manner, and ne\^er visited anybody. After
he came to London, a lady of fortune, who had been his patient in

Derbyshire, and wished to countenance him, invited him often to
her table, till at length Butter brought in an account of fees for

each visit.”
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“CADOGAN.
“ Universal temperance in eating and drinking has bei^^na^

sidered as particularly incumbent on a phykiniitn, in everj^finbd
of his practice. It is a virtue he is frequent]y cttged to inculcate

on his patients ; and his doctrines will have little effect if they be
not regularly exemplified in his own conduct.

“ Dr. Cadogan, however, thought it right ia try all things^ and
considered it his duty to speak expmmeiiUilly on both sides of the

question, to qualify himself to say* in the language of Dido,

—

‘ Non ignara mali niiseris succurrere disco.*

“ Thus, dining one day at a College dinner, after discoursing

most elegantly and forcibly on abstinence, temperance, and par-

ticularly against pie-crust and pastry, he is reported to have ad-

dressed a brother M.D. in the following terms :
‘ Pray, doctor, is

that a pigeon pie near you V ‘ Yes, sir.* ‘ Then I will thank

you to send me the hind-quarters of two pigeons, some fat of tlic

beef-steak, a good portion of the pudding-crust, and as much
gravy as you can spare

“ BLAIR.
“ * We physicians vyerc always politicians,* was a favourite

expression of Warren’s, but nevertheless, there are very few
instances of medical men embroiling themselves in political

troubles.
“ Dr. Patrick Blair, however, who was in the rebellion of 1745,

got himself into Newgate, and \vas condemned to he hanged. In
the British Museum are several of his letters to Sir Hans Sloane,

written in prison, soliciting his intercession, and in one of them
he writes, ‘ If you come towards Newgate, I liope you will favour

me with a call.’ Dr. Martyn,'‘the professor of Botany at Cam-
bridge, supped with him in Newgate the night previous to his

expected execution. Blair had been all along confident that he
should be reprieved; Dr. Martyn said, he sat pretty quietly till

the clock struck nine, and then he got up and walked about the

room
;
at ten he quickened his pace ; and at twelve, no reprieve

coming, he pried out—‘ By my troth ! this is carrying the jest too

far!’ The re|irieve, however, came soon after, and in due time a

pardon. Blair went afterwards, and settled at Boston in Lincoln-

shire, where he practised till his death.”

“ SIR AVILLIAM DUNCAN.
“ Sir. William Duncan once met Dr. Thomas Reeve, when the

latter was President of the College, and insisted that his name
should not follow Reeve’s, because he was physician to the king.

Reeve asserted his (Jignity as president, and the consequence was,

that each wrote his own prescription (the same they had agreed

to) and gave it to the apothecary.
“ There are many instances of medical etiquette being carried

to a great extent, but polita^tiquette in a sick room was perhaps
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neveW’i^ceede'd by. tlio follbwinp^ exhibition of it, between the

Q^^^^Ormond and a German Baron.

of OrafoAd and a certain German Baron were both

considered mode||^of pride and politeness. When the Duke per-

ceived that he ivas dying, he desired that he might be seated in

his elbow chair, apd theiii, turning to the Baron, with great coi/r-

teousnessf he requested that he would excuse any unseemly con-

tortions of feature, as his physicians assured him, that he must
soon struggle with the last pangs. ‘ My dear Lord Duke,’ replied

the Baron, with equal 'politeness^ ‘ I beg you will be on no cere-

mony on my account !*

« BAILLIE,
,

“ Not Matthew Baillie, but an Irish gentleman who had been
rejected by the College, called the next day on Dr.Barrowby, whef
was one of the censors, and insisted upon his fighting him. Bar-
rowby, who was a little pimy man, declined it. ‘ I am only the

third censor,’ said he, ‘ in point of age—j^ou must first call out

your own countryman, Sir llans Sloane, our president, and when
you have fought him and the two senior censors, then I shall be

ready to meet you.*

“ Many medical duels have been prevented by the difficulty of
arranging the ‘ methodus pugnaiidi.* In the instance of Dr.

Brocklesbvi the number of paces could not be agreed upon
; and

ill the affair between Akenside and Ballow, one had determined
never to fight in the morning, and the other that he would never

fight in the afternoon. John Wilkes, who did not stand upon
ceremony in these little affairs, when asked by Lord Talbot,
‘ How many times they were to fire V replied, ‘ Just as often as

your Lordship ]jleases ; 1 Iiavu brought a hag of bullets and aJlask

of (junpowder'
* *

“ WOODVILLE.
“ Dr. Joseph Adams, who was much with Woodville just before

his death, used to relate several traits of his firmness and seeming
unconcern with respect to death. Woodville lived in lodgings
at a carpenter’s in Ely-place, and Adams, a few days before his

death, advised the matron of the Small-pox Hospitaifo invite him
to have a bed made up tliere, that he might be better attended to

:

this she did, and Woodville accepted it. lie observed to Adams,
the next day, that he was a poor man come to die at the liospital,

and he remarked, that some of those who called on him flattered

him with hopes of his getting better. * But I am not so silly,’ he

said, ‘ as to mind what they say ; I know my own case too well,

and that I am dying. A younger man Avith better stamina might

think it hard to die ; but why should I regret leaving such a
diseased, worn-out carcase as mine V

“ 'rhe carpenter Avitli whom he lodged had not been always

on the best terms with him ;
Woodville said he should wish to
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let the man see that he died in peace with him» and as yijS^er
had much occasion to employ him, desired he might be
come and measure him for his coffin. This was donC’^j^^^iv
penter came, and took measure of the Doctor, w)sp beggea^0^%iot
to be more than two days about it ;

* For,’ said he, ‘ I shalV^tiOt

live beyond that time and he did actually die just before the
end of the next day. He got between one and two thousand
pounds by his Medical liotany, and with the money bought a small
estate, which he left to his natural daughter, being all the pro-
perty he possessed.”

We happen to know this fact, and moreover, that the
Doctor was playing at chess when the carpenter was Intro-

^duced to measure him for his wooden surtout. “ Mr.
"said the Doctor, you come at the proper season, for mi/

game nearly finished /”

The work is embellished with three etchings, which re-

mind us that Mr, Wadd not only uses the pen, but the
pencil, with facility and taste. His published works afford

amjffe proof of his povver of illustrating morbid anatomy,
but we happen to know of some unpublished folio proofs of
equal merit. To his fair fame as a surgeon, by the works
we have just noticed, he may add the reputation of being
one of the most vivacious literary illustrators of his art.

On 2^ic Douloureux,
Siu,

Presuming that popular and domestic medicine may oc-

casionally find a niche in your Journal, I beg to offer a few

remarks upon the above complaint, which has lately become,

as it would appear at least, singularly prevalent; and as I

address myself to general readers, I shall avoid all learned

terms of art, and mijiute descriptions requiring them. The
genuine tic douloureux is usually considered as a morbid

affection of the nerves of the face, very commonly attacking

the circumference of the orbit, and producing frequent and

violent paroxysms of excruciating pain
;
the disease, however,

varies considerably in intensity, and sometimes bears the

same name when attacking other parts
;

it frequently occurs

under the integuments of the head, and may or may not be

attended with external tenderness. Though opiates relieve the

pain,*they, are ineffectual ^as to its cure. Peruvian bark, in
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varlopt^nns^ has sometimes aSbrded relief, and preparations

the metallic tonics, more especially the oxides of

been regarded as giving more permanent and

ben^clal assistance. Local remedies are of very uncertain

utility, ^d electricity and galvanism have generally done more

haim than good. The division of the nerves has been resorted

to, but never with permanent, and often not even with tem-

porary benefit. The cause of the disease is unknown, and

though sometimes organic derangement would appear to

excite it, no plausible source of the mischief can usually bo

discovered. The patient’s principal solace is that the disorder

freijuently wears itself out, and as far as my experience goes,

the less we rely upon individual remedies, the better—the main

thing being strict attention to the general health, and especially

lo the slate of the stomach and bowels. These remarks apply

to the genuine Tic Douloureux
;
but it has of late years been

the fashion in physic to give that alarming name to a variety

of {)ainful iiirections, resulting from very various causes, by

whicli much needless uneasiness has been given to the patient,

and winch has often led to erroneous and even mischievous

systems of practical treatinenl. As cases of this kind are of

ev(‘ry day occurrence, a short notice of them can scarcely be

inappropriate to a Journal, the chief object of which is to

familiarize every branch of science.

Uheumatic affections of the head and face often put on the

ap[)ciirancc; of Tic
;

like it, they come on at short intervals,

and arc limited to^a small spiice
; there is, generally, more or

less of external tenderness, sometimes confined to spots upon

tlie face and scal[), not Larger than a shilling
;
at others, more

diffused. More or less of this is usually attendant upon habits

subject to chronic rheumatism, and it not uncommonly is the

leading feature of the complaint. The internal use of opiates

and sudorilics, especially small doses of Dover’s powder,

warm fomentations, and keeping the head, especially at

night, wrapped up in llannel, are sovereign remedies.

But the most common cases of painful affections, mistaken

for Tic, are those which occur in nervous and irritable persons,

and especially amongst men of business, statesmen, lawyers,

merchants, over-studious persons, and all whose miiute are
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occasionally exercised beyond their powers, who
to reverses of fortune, or sudden changes in the ^Pp^^of
their affairs, and who are constant objects of public at^tjon,
praise, or censure. For a time, the con^titutiqn, if a gdbd toe,

bears up against such wear and tear, but as you adp^fp^, one

or other symptom of a shattered .nervous syst^^j^pears,

and this, more quickly and certainly, where th^lbody has

been pampered by too good living, false spirits excited by

indulgence in wine, and fatigue relieved by narcotics, instead

of sleep. Among the host of disordered affections to which

such persons are liable, violent local nervous pains are most

common, but they are invariably relieved by such means as

contribute to quiet the mind and invigorate the body. Ab-

stinence from business, retirement into the country, regular

hours, plain food, moderate exercise, and avoiding excitement,

are here, certain remedies, and indeed the only ones, but they

are unfoi^wately not always easy of attainment, and some-

times .al^^ither unattainable. I have, however, mentioned

these ca&fstto^enjoin an early attention to the overhanging

evil, and to criticise its improper treatment. I would, upon

the first point, enjoin early attention to the first symptoms, and

when they appear let the individual seriously ask himself

vVhether it be worth while to gain a little more money, glory,

or honour, or renown, at the expense of all future comfort,

and a painful, wearisome, and probably shortened existence

;

or whethejr toch apparent advantages had not better ])e at

once conceded, and the host of evils, which will almost cer-

tainly ensue, warded off by a timely retirement ? I could

illustrate^this subject by reference to many individuals, (;spc-

cially irftBe legal and medical professions, some of whom are

harassing themselves to death by over-exertion, whilst others

(I regret to say but few) are preserving a healthy constitution,

by sacrificing a certain share of fame and emolument: the

exceeding folly, tdo, of persevering in business, when neither

mental nor bodily powers are adequate to the exertion, might

here be animadverted on, but I must, for the present, waive

such topics, and return to the treatment of those nervous pains

called Tic Douloureux, which are of such common occurrence

in the:^lse6 aUuded to* These will certainly give way under
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and retirement which has been above recommended

;

really provoking to see such means so commonly neg-

lech^C ^*Lnd the cH^rtunate patients tormented by blisters,

fomentations, ^ ekna^^vanism, and their already debilimted

stomlp^bi^fuithelp^ by gigantic doses of powdered

of iron, and other (in such cases) equally ineffective

and: Kuttful medicines. 1 write to warn against them.

I have spoken of Peruvian bark as a remedy in tic doulou-

reux. Where the painful affection so called, let it arise from

what cause it may, assumes an intermitting form,—and nothing

is more common than to have it coming on at stated periods,

generally one violent attack in the twenty-four hours,—in such,

as in other similar cases, bark has often been effective
;
but of

late, sulphate of quinine has very properly been substituted for

it
;
and as this extremely curious and valuable medicine is

now in every one’s hands, and even finding its way into &mily
medicine chests, a few words respecting its rather

abuse, may not be here misplaced. I would first^^omark, that

it is too commonly, give^Mii over-doses: iP^thep^?- produces
thirst, and a white tongue, and, what is remarkably it. excites

in most people that uneasy sensation of fulness about the

stomach, which is generally complained of after a large dose
of powdered bark, and ascribed to the indigestible nature of

the large quantity of inert and insoluble woody fibre in which

that substance abounds. For these reasons sulphate of qui-

nine is too often laid aside in cases where, if properly and
judiciously administered, it might prove of important service ;

instead of three or four grains, or even more, repeated every

four or six hours, let a grain be given once a i|lRy ;
• and if

it agree, and occasion require, let this dose be repbi^d twice

or thrice daily, either in the form of pill or solution. 1 prefer

the latter ; two drachms of tincture of orange-peel being used

as the solvent, and diluted afterwards with half a wine-glass of

water. It is not meant here to insinuate, that in obstinate

agues, and other disorders, large doses of quinine are always

improper, but to enforce the occasional mischief which they

produce, and by which the medicine is unjustly brought into

distrust and disrepute*

Decayed teeth are fertile sources of pidiAs and twitches

OCT.—DKC. 1827* e A
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abo\it the facial nerves and muscles, analogous to Tic ; and
great irritation from inflamed membranes of some cavity in

the uppcir jaw has also occasioned the^D^ I knew a person

who suftered six months from such an at^k, and for whom a

physician prescribed, in the course of tiidt period, so^^jiounds

of carbonate of iron. Symptoms then ensued, a
course of sarsaparilla was ordered, but it was Ot ho avail.

Mercurials were then given, with manifest mischief. The ex-

traction of the second grinder effected a p(irmanent cure
; its

roots were connected with a cavity of fetid discharge, which
had no sooner vent, than all the symptoms disappeared.

Without exceeding the limits which I have set myself, I

cannot proceed further in lliese remarks
;
but J. hope enough

has been said to quiet the apprehensions of some invalids who
suflcr tlicinselvf.s to be (exceedingly alarmed at the name given

to their complaint, and to be dosed with large quantities of

useless medicines, which rather aggravate than relieve it. In

many of theke cjises, tfie less that done the better
;

in all of

them, carefhl r^ercrice must be hadj^o the real exciting cause
;

and, in addition to the other circumstances adverted to, a strict

attention to diet must be enforced, and more than ordinary

watchfulness exerted o\er the stfite of the stomach and

bowels
:

plain roast and Ivoihvl, and no grease or piecrust in

the former
;
and for the latter, an occasioiial blue pill and a

tea spoonful of Epsom salt.

Medicus.

Retnarks ^ some Quadrupeds supposed by JVaturalists to he

^ extinct. By John llauking, Esq,

There is not any part of the creation more interesting to

mankind than the gigantic classes of quadrupeds, in them,

wc are able to contemplate the power of the Creator of all

things, in one of the niOsl magnificent exercises of his will.

Such, however, is the limit to this kind of knowledge, that there

is probably not any one class, even of the largest quadru-

peds^ all the species of which are, or possibly ever can be,

kuowii^^the student of *natural history. More than half of
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the surface of the earth is still undiscovered by the civilised

portion of its intolKi^ts : regions as extensive as Europe, in

Asia, Africa, are, at this time, either wholly un-

known or
^

The imperfection oF^^history is such, that the most civilised

ancient ststtes of the world have left Jittle behind but what
may be called fragments of their annals. If we include the

Gothic age, as it is called, from tfie fifth to the fifteenth cen-

tury, there are not less, out of the fifty-eight centuries which

the earth is said to have existed, than forty of them which may
be termed a blank, as far as regards profane and natural

knowledge.

The period assigned to the Deluge is seventeen centuries

after the erciation, or iijiwards of four thousand years past.

Thcrc^ arc not any known real historical annals that can contest

this event, and the natural state of the earth oilers abundant

[)roo(‘s of its reality. Under all these considerations, the fossil

remains of elephants aiid^jpthcr large tpiadrupeds, Icnown to

liavc been employed or slain by the Romans and Moguls, may
justly be considered as indc|)endcnt of any relation to that

catastrophe, and in no wise coiicern(‘(l in the discussion. Esta-

blished truths are rather disturbed and Aveakened by arguments

Avhirh are open to rcfutntioii.

The lime is not distant Avhen it Avill be generally acknoAV-

lodged that all those kinds of quadrupeds, the remains of

Avhich have been found at the very places mentioned in histojQr,

are still in existeiice
;
a fact Avhich, when proved, will be of

infinitely greater interest as it regards so grand a portion of

nature, than the single supposition that they are ^ extinct,

because avc are not accpiainted Avith the exact species which

corresponds Avith many of the fossil kinds frequently discovered

:

this being the Ibuiidation on Avhich such a conclusion is prin-

cipally built.

Naturalists have endeavoured to proAX', that such bones are

found Avheni they could only have been placed by the Deluge

:

but llie changes in the surface from deposits by rivers, earth-

quakes, and imperceptible alterations from the accretion of

vegetable mailer, and from dust, volcanoes, digging of mines,

Avells, canals, foundations, and other disturbances of^
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are such as cannot be observed or registered
;
and a few lines

will prove how diHicult and uncertaia.this4?a^^t of the question

remains to this day.
“ In quarrying limestone at Ak^t h^jpiice, a. d. 1788,

under eleven strata, separated from other by a, bed of

sand and clay,- at the depth of forty-five feet, the surface was

covered with shells, ^he stones of this bed being removed,

under a stratum of argillaceous sand, stumps of columns and

fragments of stones, like the quarry, half wrought, were found
;

and also coins, handjes of hammers, and a board, one inch

thick and seven feet long, broken, but all the pieces there, and

could be joined
;

it was like the boards used by quariy-men,

and worn in the same manner. The pieces of wood were

changed into agate’^”

“ On sinking a well on a hill near Tobolsk, sixty-four

fathoms deep in the earth, an oaken beam was found
;

it was

quite black, and not round but shaped f*’*

“ At Watlington-park, Oxford^ire, at fifty or sixty feet

depth,' many whole oaks, hazel-nuts^ a stag’s-head and antlers,

were found, and on the same spot two Roman urns J,”
“ In Oxfordshire there is a tumulus which has become a

perfect mount of stone.”

“ Ralph, the brother of Earl Widdrington, showed me many
human bones taken from whole skeletons, with British beads,

chains, iron rings, and brass bits of bridles, dug up in a

qtmrry at Blankney, Lincolnshire, which 'was probably plain

mould when these old corpses of the Britons were interred

:

and 1 saw many human bones and armour, with Roman coins,

fibulm, &c., found in a sfone-pit in Hunstanton-park, Norfolk,

beloiiglrfg to Sir Nicholas L’Estrange §.”

Very numerous instances could be added, in order to prove

that the local circumstances, when skeletons of these quadru-

peds are found, are not of a nature to disprove the historical

origin of fossil bones. From the highest authority wc learn,

that the “ bones of species which are apparently the same with

* Count Boumon ; Phil. Mag., vol. Ivii., p. 458.

t Strahlenbeiv, p. 405.

Dr. Plott's History of Oxf., p. ICl.

Trans, Abridged, vol. iv„ part ii., p. 273.
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those that still exist alive, are never found except in the latest

alluvial depositkm^^y in the fissures of caverns and rocks, in

places where thej^^^;^ve been overwhelmed by debris, or

even buried
'

Thus it appears tipt a comparative view of the exact species

now living, with that of the fossil remains, is w^hat we must

depend on to decide whether the fossil kinds'may not be still in

existence.

With respect to the very numerous theories of the earth, the

last, by Werner, has been confidently quoted in opposition to

tlie writer’s historical proofs f. But Werner himself, before his

death (in 1817), tacitly acknowledged that it is not a tenable

doctrine, and which is clearly indicated by the compilers of

Rkks’s Cifclopedia'^^ although it is generally allowed to be the

best extant. This hypothesis was formed on a circumscribed

view of the strata in Saxony, but it is found to be quite inap-

jdicable, in America for instance To a-ccount for fossil bones

of elephants, &c., being fo^d high in the north, the American

author who discovered this defect in the geological doctrine,

conjectures that those large cpiadrupeds may have migrated,

like the buffalos, during the change of seasons. This notion,

however, would not apply to Asia, the native countries, of those

animals being well supplied with leaves or other food the year

round.

With these prefatory remarks some historical proofs are

offcTed, for the probability of the following animals found m a

fossil state, not being of extinct species, beginning with the^

Elephant.

“ On sinking the foundation for a mill, near the side of a

small brook in the Bishop of Kilmore’s lands, at Maghery,

* Cuvier, Theory of the Earth.

t In the American Quarterly Review, published at Philadelphia,

March, 1827. Art. “ Fossil Remains.”

J Titles, “ Werner,” “ Fletz,” “ Transition.”

§ See two dissertations on the Geology of the U. S. of N. Americd,
by W. M‘Clure, Esq., in the Transactions of the Amer. Phil. Soc., new
series, vol. i., Philadelphia, 1818. This gentlemad had entertained a
different view in the previous volume; but after eight years' experience,

in Europe and America, he had the philosophic jpsticei, PoUly to

amend his former opinions.
^ ^ /
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eight miles from Betorbet, in the

north of Ireland, a, Xk, 1715, four large

teeth were found, with^la piece of the
^

under jawbone and part of the^skwlt^*’

of a young elephant. The teeth were
more ,solid and petrified than when
in a natural state.”

Fig. A is one of the above grinders.

B is a fossil grinder in the possession

of the Royal Society. C is the

grinder of an elephant between 10
and ii feet high, the entire skull of which was then in Wc^st-

minster*.

Itds thus apparent that two fossil elephants are of the same

species as those now in existence.

It is not improbable that the Maghery animal was conveyed

to Ireland as a present, or for exhibition. “ Fiacra, son of

Eacha Moymedon, was mortally wounded at the battle of

Caonry, which ^vas fought a, d. 380, wherein he was victorious

against the army of Momonia, (Munster). On his return to

Hy-n||ac-uais, in Meath, he died of his wounds. His funeral

iv., part ii., p. 23G to 245, and Cam-
iii., 604.

, ITrauB. Abridged,(vol.
1789,fypl.
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kacht was erected, and on his tomb was inscribed his name in

the Ogham character*.”

We here find- that the native sovereign of the northern part

of Ireland resided in Meath, the borders of which county are

not many miles frofu the place where the elephant was found.

It was at about the year of the battle of Caonry that Maxi-

mus, the emperor in Britain, aspin’d to be master of the

Roman empire. Finding tlie union of the Scots and Piets

j)revented his peaceable ])Ossc.ssion of Britain, whicli was a

great obstacle to the execution of his j)roject, he persuaded

the Pic^ts to join their forces to his, on the promise oJ* giving

them the lands of tlie Scots. Hui Scots were thus over-

powered, and were Ibrced tolly to Ireland and the adjactuit isles.

Tlic Scots, being assisted })y the Irish, Invaded the north, and

were driven) back to Ireland by Maximus, at the liead of his

troops. The emperor threatened to invade Ireland, and punish

the Irish; but the dread they had of the presence of a Roman
army, induced them to grant Maximus his own tcmis, which,

in order to conciliate all jprties, were moderate Now it is

by no means impossible that the Britisli emi)cror, on this con-

ciliating occasion, sent this veiy elephant to his Irish maje^sty.

Tacitus observes, tfiat Agricola (three centuries before Maxi-

mus) received an expelled petty king of Ireland into his pro-

tection
;

that ill maiiiKUs tlie natives vary little IVom the

Britons
;
and that the jwrfs and hiiidhujs of Irehfnd are hotter

liioirn, tliroiajli (he frequency ofj'aminerce and merchants,

than those if HritainX^

The Mastodon.

This (jiiadrnped is now known not to differ from the elephant,

except in tlie form of the grinders, and has probably been

called by the name of elephant by the Romans. Remains of

the mastodon have been found mixTed with those of the ele-

phant, in Europe, Siberia, iiwd America; and for the following

* Essay on the Antiquity of the Irish Language, by Lieut. Col. Val-

lancey, 8vo., London, 1818, p. 12.

See Gil)bon, cli. xxvii., Zosimus, b. iv., Rapin, b. i., Wars and
SporLs, ch. xiii.

t Life of Agricola,
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reasons there is every.pi^obability of this animal being in exist-

ence. . 0.

Captain C. S. Cochmite, in his Journal in Colombia, vol. ii.,

p. 390, relates thiit numbers of the camiDOirous elephants have

been seen feeding on the plains , at the foot of a ridge of moun-
tains, at Choco, in New Granada. “ Part of the foot of a

mastodon, with five nails attached, was found in a cave, with a

tooth, by a savage west of the Missouri : it was very fresh, and

perfectly resembling that of an elephant : it was obtained of a

Mexican, who had purchased it of a native*/*
** The native Americans describe the elephant as still exist-

ing in the northern parts of their country (the Missouri).**

—

Mr. Jefferson’s Notes on Virginia, p. 57.

Many bones of the mastodon were found in the county of

Wythe, Virginia, with a mass of half-ground branches, roots,

and leaves, enclosed in a kind of sack, supposed to be the

stomach, in the midst of them
; so as to leave no doubt that

they were substances which the animal had devoured, and

among them were distinguishable lib remains of some plants

known in Virginia f. Teeth of the mastodon have been found

in Little .Tartary, (for five centuries possessed by the Moguls,)

in Siberia, near the Oural mountains, and one at Harwich,

in England X*

There have been brought from Ava, found on the left bank

of the Irawaddy, in N. lat. 20'" to 21°, near the wells of petro-

leum, in narrow ravines, sand-hills, beds of gravel, ironstone,

and calcareous breccia, evidently a diluvial formation,—fossil

bones, shells, and wood. Bo|i|pof the mastodon, equal in size

to those of the Ohio, a grinds 16|^ inches in circumference, a

humerus, measuring 25 inches round the condyles, with several

* Parkinson, vol. iii., letter 26. Mr. P.^ rdates that Baron Cuvier
inclines to doubt the authenticity of this account; but Capt. Cochrane's
testimony ndw renders it vely probable to be correct. It is very worthy
of remark, that the wild elephants in America are found, as reported, at

Choco, and of tfie Mwoqii; and that Mango Capac and Monte-
zuma's ancestor, by the traditions, landed at Cape St. Helen's and
Culiacan,-~as if some elephants been let loo^e, or had escaped and

themselves to perhaps the nearest thick forests, and have re*

undbturb^,
,

.
,

Ivclop^l^, Mt^todon."
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grinders and bones of younger individuals, and fragments of

tusks : fossil molares of the rhinoceros, resembling two species

of a genus named by Cuvier Anthracotherium : bones like an

animal of the horse kind: remains of crocodiles, supposed to

be the gavial, or long-nosed alligator of the Ganges, (not now
known in the rivers of Ava.) The fossil bones were upon or

near the surlUce, more or less exposed, not decomposed or

rolled, and are of animals that died there. The bones are

petrified, and deeply coloured with iron, the substance siliceous

and very hard. The blocks of wood are^ larger than the trees

growing there, but it is not known if they are of the same

kind. “ An idle notion is entertained by many, that these

fossil remains have been generated by a petrifying quality in

the water of the Irawaddy*, but I think they are the result, as

elsewhere, of one of the last catastrophes
;

in fact, the remains

of a former world, before man was called into existence.”

—

Morniny Herald^ Sept, 14, 1827.

Bones of the mastodon have been found in Europe, mixed

with menagerie collections, ^hich cannot possibly be attributed

to any other origin than that of sports of the amphitheatre.

They arc found in western Siberia, which was conquered by

Sheibani, Genghis Khan’s grandson, a. d. 1242, and held 300

years, and whose first capital was at Tiumin f, on the river

Tura, near the Ural mountains, where the remains of the mas-

todon were found. Ava was conquered by the Grand Khan
Kublai in 1272, in a battle with the king of eastern Bengal,

in which there were a thousand elephants J, The places where

they have been found an Amerj^correspond with history and

tradition so faithfully, as to assist the other numerous proofs of

Mexico and Peru having been conquered by the Moguls, in

the year 1283, and the bones of the mastodon are there

found, as well as remains of elephants^ precisely like those of
Siberia^. With regard to the tooth found at Harwich, the

* Duchat, an author of unquestioned credit, has seen recent wood
petrified into flint by the water of a river in Ava. Rees*s Cyc.,

** Wood.’*

•I* Levesque, Hist, de Bussie, vol. vii. 244.

X Wars and Sports, p. 263.

{ Conquest of Peru, ch. x. It is. somewhat ouiiou^ that, when Pyr-
rhus for the first time broi^ht elephants ^to Italy, the Homanajjmvie
them the name of Lucanian Imlls ;

and the
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British kings Cuiieboliiae’**' and Arviragus had representations

of elephants on their coins. The bones of elephants, rhino-

ceroses, and crocodiles found in Ava are not, «as those found in

£ni?ope and Siberia, what are termed extraneous fossils
;
the

same kinds of animals being natives of the spot in Ava. The

one like the horse cannot be ascertained
;
but the kings of

Pegu, in former times, Iiad camelopards, and, therefore, pro-

bably, zebras in their calichars^ or parks
;
they also had wni-

earns, ostriches, and rein-deer
I-.

Timur Khan, grandson of

Kublai, who invaded Siberia with such powerful armies, resided

at Tali, in Yunan, N. lat. 25^ east of the Irawaddy

The writer is of opinion that all tliosc fossil bones found in

Ava are of species still in existence : they may have floated

down from more northern j)arts, the river in question being as

long as the Ganges, said to be navigable into China
;
and has

its source in Thibet,—(see Rknnell’s Memoir, p. 217.) Ac-

cording to the hypothesis of the writer, Montezuma’s ancestor

was a Mongul grandee from Assam; and mastodontes* remains

have been found in Mexico, and those beasts are, as above

related, supposed to be found alive near the Missouri.

This is the first instance the writer has met with of similar

bones not being extraneous

;

and is, therefore, a remarkable

fact, which excites the strongest suspicion that their specie's

are still living. Ava is a new world on a small scale, and this

collection of bones will, veiy jirobably, at no distant date, lead

to positive proof of tJie existence of other qiiadnijicds, now

conjectured by naturalists to be extinct. Willi respect to the

local position, it is in all probability the old bed of the river, as

big bulls in their traditions. It is probable that both people compared
them with the largest beast known to them; as elephants, if indigenous

in America before the arrival of Mango Capac and ^Montezuma's ances-

tor, would have been extremely numerous, and have had a proper name.
* Shakspeare spells this name Cymbeline

;
Milton writes Kymbeline,

which is probably the true pronunciation : see his History, 8vo. 1695,

p. 62.

t Wars and Sports,, p. 2d9.

$ Id. p. 566. The Barmans eat elejlhants. Tlic writer ivas at Dacca
in 1794, when some Burmese troops invaded the Chittagong frontier.

An expedition, undw Colonel Erskine, was sent against them
;
and on

theretur|i to Dacca of Colonel Bioujonnar’s battalion, the officers told

SomA in the skeleton of an elephant,

had devoured.
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the beds of those in Asia change in a wonderful manner.—(See
Rennell, p. 255.)

A skeleton of an elephant or mastodon, for it is not known
which, was found in a tomb in Mexico, which had evidently

been built on purpose.

—

{Clckvigero^ vol. i., p. 84.) No autho-

rity whatever dates the foundation of Mexico earlier than a. n,

1324. The Aztecs advanced from Culiacan, when they took

possession of the marshes, and founded Mexico : other Aztecs

had preceded them who had arrived by land
;
but the writer

hazarde<l a theory^' \\\ixiMoifitc::iima!s ancestors had, like those

of the Natchez and of the Jncas, arrived in America by sea

with elephants, under Mango Capa.c
;
and he has had the satis-

faction to find a coudrination of his conjectures in a decade

written by Peter Martyr, the Milanese, (employed by Fer-

dinand V., King of Castile and Arragon, and who died in the

year addressed to Adrian VI., who had been co-regent

of Spain with (.Cardinal Ximenes. “ Montezuma spoke thus

to Cortez;—^\Ve have heard by our ancestors that we are

strangers. A certain great prince, in shipsy before the memory
of all men living, brought our anexstors unto these coasts;

whether voluntarily or driven by tempest it is not manifest

;

who, loa^ing his companions, departed into his country, and,

at length returning, would have had them to lla^e gone back

again. Hut they had built houses, and joining themselves

with the womcMi of tlu! country had begotten children, and

had settled. AVhereforc our ancestors, having chosen a senate

and princes to govern the people, refused to go, and he de-

parted with threatening speeches. Never any appeared unto

this time who denied the right of that captain and commander.

We think, therefore, that the king who sent you derived his

descent from him, and all the kingdoms which we possess are

yours f.” It is impossible to know clearly what the allusions

to the return of the great commander may mean, but whatever

it be, it does not change the date. As the Mexicans coii-

sidercfl Cortez to be a child of die sun, the great prince must

have been a descendant from Genghis Khan ; and thence the

* Conquest of Mexico and Peru, p. 288-30^.

t Hakluyt, voU iv., p. 658; “and Conq[ue8t ,of tpnx alM
ch. vii.

^
‘

'
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terrors and submission of Montezuma and the Mexicans, who

had always dreaded sudi a visit.

The Aztecs had aojbumed in Culiacan and other places, from

th^'datc of the arrival of the ships, till they proceeded to Aiia-

huac. The foundation of Tenochtitlan (or Mexico) having been

in 1324, and the first king, Montezuma’s ancestor, elected in

1377 ;
therefore, the empire, when Montezuma died, had la-sted

only'144 years; and this calculation is from the most authentic

documents knoAvn, that is, the pictures in Piirchas’s collection.

In Harris’s Voyages, .vol. ii., p. 97, Montezuma is said to have

told Cortez, that it was only a century since they had been

settled where they were, meaning, probably, that it was not two

centuries.

Thus an elephant being found in a tomb in Mexico, and

others in tombs in Siberia, is an additional argument to the

strong ones already produced, for the Mexicans being the

Moguls blown from the shores of Japan, a. d. 1283, which

appears irresistible
;
and also that mammoths and mastodontes

arc not extinct, being found either living or fossil in all the

places in America, which agree with the traditions on that

subject, and with the histories of China and Japan*.

The Tapir.

The Tapir was supposed to be peculiar to the New World

:

two fossil species, one of them gigantic, have been found in

* A Roman com is said to have been discovered recently among the

Indians jn America, which has justly created sunrise ;
but others have

been found long ago. Bishop Hakewiirs book is dated, a . d . 1635 : he
says, Marianus Siculus, in his history of Spain, reports that ceilain

coined pieces of gold, engraved with the image and inscription of
Augustus Caesar, were found in the American mines

;
thereby inferring

that those countries were then discovered.” p. 310. Baton, the cousin

of Kublai, both grandsons of C^nghis, had conquered Russia, ravaged
Europe to the Adriatic, and died on his march to Constantinople, in

1256. His successor also ravaged as far as Constantinople, (P. de la

Croix, p. 3B7.) Mango (so by Du Halde, ii., 251, and Maunde-
ville, p. 275 ;

Manku by Tooke, Russ. Emp., ii., 13) was brother to

Kublai, who is considered by the y^ter to be the father of the first

Inca, smd there is nothing more pifoibable than that he and other Moguls
on the j[^anese expedition may have possessed Roman coins, the plun-

der ofJBSpgary, ]^9lapdr Dalmatia# and the Greek empire, as far as the

capitaA
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Fj:^nce, Germany, and Italy *. The remains of a tapir being

found at Florence, with those of other quadrupeds usually

exhibited by the Romans, was an unaccountable fact, till it

was known, through Sir Stamford Raffles, that the tapir existe

in Sumatra. We know that the Romans carried on a com-

merce with India, which employed one hundred and twenty

ships annually
f
and that they had the power of being supplied

with all the animals of those regions, by means of country

ships, which traded to the ports of Musiris and Barace, those

which the Romans frequented. Moreover, the author of the

Periplus, p. 36, describes Sifmatra, It appears, therefore,

evident that the Romans procured tapirs from that island, if

they be not inhabitants of Africa. The British king, father of

Caractacus, had a tapir on one of his numerous coins t; which

may be reckoned among many other proofs that the ancient

Britons were not quite so ignorant and barbarous as is gene-

rally, but unjustly, imagined. The discovery of this tapir shows

how little is yet known even of those countries in which Britain

has, for a length of years, had establishments. The tapir is

probably what the natives have reported as a river-horse^ a

much more appropriate name for it than for the African beast.

“ The descriptions of the hippopotamus,’* says Baron Cuvier,

“ by Herodotus and Aristotle, are supposed to have been bor-

rowed from Hecatajus of Miletus, and must have been taken

from two very different animals, one of which is the true hip-

popotamus, and the other the antelope gnu of GmclinJ.’*

Now, as it appears that the Indians described by Herodotus

by the name Padwij is an exact account of the Batta in Su-

matra,^—(Dr. Leyden thinks them the same word, as the Indo-

Chinese pronounce B as P§,)—^it is rendered probable that that

island was known to the Greeks, loiig before the Romans pos-

sessed Egypt. On these grounds, I venture a conjecture, that

Aristotle and Herodotus alluded to the tapir, which is amphi-

bious, but the gnu is nqt. The tapir is probably the kuda-

uyer of Sumatra, and die conda-aijeer, or rivier paard, of the

* Cuvier, Theory of the Earth, p. 257.

t Conq. of Peru, &o. plate iv.

. t Theory of the Earth,. p. 67* ,,,

} Herodotus, Thalia xeix. Rees’s Cyc.,
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Javans.—(See iVlAiisPEN’s Sumatra, third edition.) With

respect to the gigantic tapir, it is as probable that those regions

(apparently less known to moderns, as regards zoology, than to

the Greeks and Romans) may contain gigantic tapirs as onran-

otitangs, near eight feet high, so lately discovered.

Unicorn.

Many reasons have been given, in another place to prove

the jirobability of the existence of the unicorn, since whicli the

following description, of two has been met with.

“ On the other part of the temple of Mecca are parks or

places enclosed, where arc seen two unicorns : they arc shown

to the people as a miracle
;
and not without good reason, for

their rareness and strange nature. One of them, which is

much higher than the other, is not much unlike a colt of thirty

months of age : in the forehead groweth one horn, in manner

right forth, of the length of three cubits. The other is only

one year of age, and lilce a young colt : the horn of this is of

the length of four handfuls. This beast is of that colour of a

horse called weasel, and hath a head like a hart, but not a

long neck, and a thin mane, lianging on one side. Their legs

are thin and slender, like a fawn or hind: the hoofs of the

fore feet are divided in two, much like the. feet of a goat : the

outer part of the hinder feet is a ery full of hair. This beast

seemeth wild or fierce, yet tempereth that fierceness with a

certain comeliness. These unicorns were given to the Sultan

of Mecca as a most precious and rare gift. They were sent

him out of Ethiopia by a king of that country, who was

desirous by such a present to gratify the Saltan

So lately as the year 1799, a M^iomedaii African prince is

said;tQ have sent two of them to Mecca.

—

(Reks^s Cyclopedia,

“ Monoceros.*') Bell of Antermony describes one which was

killed in Siberia, near the Irtish, in 1713. Tamerlane slew

Unicorns and rhinoceroses on the frontier of Cashmere, {Sheref-

eddin, b. 4., ch. Xxx.) and there have recently been reports of

unicorns in Nepaul, which are rendered more probable to be

* 'Wop^and Sports, p, aas.

t Lewis yertomanus to Egypt, Arabia, &c., a. o. 1 503, in

Hakluyt, voi. iv., p. 162.
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tlie truth, by those references of Mr. Bell and Sherefeddin to

countries not very distant.

The British king Cuneboline had also the unicorn on his

coins, and the figure of the animal is very similar to the above

(lescriplioii The \yriter is, therefore, of opinion that these

•now described arc the real oryx mentioned by Aristotle, Pliny,

and other ancient authors f

.

HiJ’POPOTAMUS.

The remains of this beast have been found in England at

the residences of the Romans, viz.^ near T^oiidon, Colchester,

and York; and not any in Ireland or Scotland. They have

also been found in Italy mixed with great numbers of the

bones of other beasts known to have bAjn exhibited by the

Homans. This atiiinal is not known to inhabit any country

but Africa. Two were^ caught near Damietta, a.d. 1600.

They tare known to inliabit Aby.ssinia, Bornou, the Cape of

Good Hope, Senegal, and they were met with in great abund-

ance by tlie t^^'o v('.ssels, the Sion, of 200 tons, and St. John,

of 50 Ions, which sailed above nine hundred miles up Ihe river

Gambia, \.i). 1620, employed by Sir Wm. St. John The
iide^'ence is, that they inhabit the whole of that vast continent,

and that it is most probable the number of species is as grcjat

as that of eleplnuits
;
and that the fossil kinds not having been

brought from the same country as the living individuals with

which they liave been compared, has induced naturalists to

suppose them extinct. An elaborately grand Roman pave-

• AVivrs and Sports, j). 354.

t SeeT'uvicr’s Tlu^ory of the Earth, p. 80. Wars and Sports, p.- 335.

With regard to the imic!orn, Camper has remarked, that “ if this animal
was ruminant and eloven-footed, it is certain that its frontal bone must
have been di\ided longitudinally info two, and that it could not possibly
have had a horn placed upon the suture.” This remark by Camper,
when we consider how nature adapts every thing to iti^urposes, cannot
stand as a real objection to the existence of the oiyx. Ihe most eminent
naturalists have been wrong in some of their conjectures. John Hunter
pronounced the mastodon to be a carnivorous boast. Buffon, after

frecpientb considering the bones of the mammoth, conceived them to

belong to a beast six times larger than the biggest elephant; and Mul-
ler was of opinion that it must have been 105 feet in height, and 133 in

length ! Ho little capable is any human being to judge what nature
dues, or can do ! \ :

$ See Kelation of Master Wm. Jobsoa ta Purehto. vol. ii.. t.
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ment was dug up at Roxby, in Lincolnshire^ upon which is

represented Orpheus, surrounded by an elephant, lion, boar,

dog, wolf, stag, and another, which appears to be the hippo-

|M3Aamus^.

Turtle. Tortoise.

A beautiful fossil sea-turtle has recently been’ discovei-ed,*

and, by the perfect substitution of all the organic parts as well

as its locality, may be considered an interesting remain of a

former world. It is encrusted in a mass of ferruginous lime-

stone, and weighs ISOlbs. The spot on which it was found is

in four fathoms of water, and is formed of an extensive

stratum of stones, called the Stone Ridge, about four miles

off Harwich harbour*; and is considered to be the line of con-

junction between the opposite cliffs of Walton and Harwich.

It is in the possession of Mr. Deck, of Cambridge f.”
A fossil turtle was found near Harwich, embedded in a solid

block of cement-stone; another large stone, when broken, was

found to contain ‘‘nearly the whole of a human skeleton J.”
Fossil sea-tortoises have been found in (he environs of

Brussels, in the environs of Maestricht, at the village of Mels-

broeck and in the mountain of St. Peter, in the state of Glaris

and in the vicinity of Aix ; they differ in species from any of

those at present known §.

There is not ai^y of the extraneous fossil remains more pro-

bably of Roman origin than tortoises. “ The beds, the doors,

and pillars of the houses of the Greeks and Romans, were

decorated with tortoise-shell. In the reign of Augustus, this

species of luxury was at its height in Rome ||. Bruce says, the

Egyptians dealt very largely with the Romans in this elegant

article of commerce ; Martial relates that beds were inlaid with

it; Velleius Paterculus observes, that when Alexandria was

taken by Julius Cmsar, the magazines were so full of this

arHcle, ^at he at first proposed to make it the principal orna-

ment of his triumph; as he used ivory afterwards when tri-

umphing for fai$ African victories

^ jConq. of Peru, p. 450,
liiteraiy Gazette, Oct. 13, 1827, p. 303.

‘O^BMuBehse Newspaper, No. 00.

Eiurth, p. 291.

f1

1

. pt. 1 , K^s’s Cyc. “ Tortoise.'* ^ Ilfid.
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Cuneboline and his son Arviragus having had the elephant,

tapir, and unicorn on their coins ; and as the first was brought

up at the court of Augustus there is every probability of

their having possessed tortoises at Harwich, the port of the

capital of the British king.

Species.

With regard to elephants, the number of species appears to

be very great, even with the extremely limited knowledge we
possess. The writer saw three distinct Ivinds captured in one

keddah at Tippera, when he was there ’djiring Mr. Corse’s

residence at that place, and who has described them. Some
African females have tusks as large as the males, but it is not

known to be so in Asia. Le Vaillant mentions a race of

elephants which never have tusks. Two Ceylo^ elephants

were found to differ in the shape of the jaws, and another is

mentioned by Baron Cuvier, which is dissimilar to any that

had been seen f

.

Tlie Camelopard now at Paris differs in many essential

anatomical characters from the kind at the Cape of Good
Hope

"I'lie Romans and Moguls crossed the species and genera of

different animals. The crocotta was between a dog and a

wolf; the crocutaf^ between a hyiena and a lioness §. The
Moguls cross the breed of dogs with leopards, the best of

which are those of Hezercli and Tesheen in Cabulistan ; and
somii are so brave that they will attack a lion ||. Four towns

near Babylon were exempted from any other tax than the

maintaining of dogs which were supposed to be produced

between the tiger and bitch We thus may perceive how
impossible it is to be certain of a fossil species being extinct

because we are not acquainted with it.

* Milton’s Hist. 8vo. p. 62, t Cuvier, Ossetriens Fossilcs, p. 185.

J Ed. New Phil. Journal, Sept, 1827, p. 390., Here is a direct

instance, that if a fossil Egyptian camelopard had been found, it would,
like elephants, &c., have been pronounced to be an extinct species, the
modern specimens being from South Africa.

f Pliny, b. viii.
||
Ayeen Akbery, vol. i. p. 242;.^

,

Herodotus, Clio, cxci. We may conjecUire that

written for a frequent error, *

. . /
OCT.—DEC. 1827. ^ ' 2 B

,
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Ptolemy Philadelphu^, in a procession at Alexandria, had

twenty-four thousand Indian dogs, a camelopard, a white

bear, and twenty-four chariots drawn by elephants, twelve by
seven by oryxes, eight by ostriches, four by wild asses,

lind five by buffaloes*, Bajazet, in the fourteenth century,

had twelve thousand dog-kcepers. The immensity of wild beasts

slaughtered by the Persians, Moguls, and Romans, would

be incredible, were it not attested by so many different autho-

rities ;
and with regard to the Romans, no author mentions a

less number than five thousand of every description slain at the

opening of the Coliseum. These sports having been in vogue

all over the Roman empire for so many centuries, the fossil

bones which have been found are but few indeed. In Britain

there were at least five amphitheatres
;

at Sandwich, Dor-

chester, Silchester, Cacrleon, Yorkf. In France, at Paris,

CahorsJ, Vienne, Arles, Orange, Autun, Treves, Nismes,

Poitou §, and Bordeaux. In Spain, at Seville, Tarragona,

Merida, and Saguntum. In Italy a great number. The popu-

larity of monarchs and statesmen depended on their power to

indulge the people with these cruel sports. Commodus is said

to have been one of the most dexterous marksmen : he always

had with him Parthians, to teach him archery, and Moors, to

perfect him in throwing the dart. He ra| with all horned

animals, except bulls, and smote them unerringly as he pur-

sued. Lions, panthers, and other fierce beasts, he ran after in

the Peridrome, and darted at them from above with never-

failing effect, whether he aimed at the forehead or the heart.

With arrows, pointed like a half-moon, he would cut off* the

heads of the A|auritanian oslriches, while their wings were

* Montfaucon, vol. iii. p. 1 79.

t Augustan History, “ Severus,” p.253. “ Wherever Caracalla win-
tered, or but intended to winter, ftiey were constrained to erect amphi-
theatres and cirques for public games, and those within a while wore
taken down again.”—^Hakewill’s Apology, p. 443. Caracalla was three
years at York ;

and Spartian, in his Life of Severus, relates, that among
other omens just before that emperor died, (at York,) three figures

of Victory, wliich stood upon the platform near the throne, were blown
down while the games of the circus were celebrating. Tliere was a
^man road from York to WWtby (Dunus Sinus), and Kirkdale is

about half way between the port aod the capital.

4. Oyc. Cahors.”

f Marquis Maffei, p. 260^
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expanded to aid their ^leed, and they continued their course

for a time without their heads. He would expose a prize-

fighter to the attack of a panther, and strike the beast dead

before it could fasten its teeth on the man. A hundred lions

have been sent out of the dens, and all killed by him with

such certainty, that they lay close together, not a dart failing

Domitian had been equally notorious in these grand sports

in the Amphitheatre.

“ What scene sequestered, or what riulc renown.
Sends no spectator to the imperial town ?

The Khodopean hind nowr tempts the plains.

And tunes from Henius his Or|>hean .sli-H-ins.

The Sarmat, Cajsar, hies, fliy works to see
;

And gives the steed he swills -i* to share the glee.

They come, who first the rising T^ile explore
;

And they who hear remotest ocean roar.

The Aral) hasted, the Sabean liew ;

And the Cilician own'd his native dew.
With tortured tresses, here Sicambrians gay

;

There Etluops, bristling in their diverse way,
'Mid various speech, but one glad voice we find.

That hails thee father of converg’il mankind J*..”

As for the Romans themselves, according to Juvenal, these

amusements seem to have been preferred to all others.

“ Could you the pleasures of the Cirque forego,
At Fabrateria or at Friisino,

Some vilfa might he bought, for what wdll here
Scarce hire a gloomy dungeon by the year J.” v

Had the fossil animals died, or been killed by natural acci-

dents, the skeletons would generally have been found entire,

but for the most part they are scattered and broken, and are

often mixed with bones of animals resembling the species of

the present time {|. in the vicinity of Orleans in France, a

fossil roe, of a living species, was found in limestone^ along

with the bones of the palceotherium,

rnslances have occurred of bones being found, in great

numbers ; and, many feet deeper, other heaps of bones of ele-

phants and wild beasts
;
but as many amphitheatres were built

* Herodian, “ Commodus."
I* The Tartar opens a vein of his horse and drinks the blood.

T. Martial (Elphinston’s, p. 19) on the Sports of Domitian.

$ Satire iii.
.

’ >

II Cuvier. Theory of the Earth, pp. 89 and 2G3.
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with wood, and as the games were exhibited for about six

centuries, those structures w’ould require to be often renewed,

and the old bones would thus be covered over with earth.

3ritain was invaded or visited by about twenty emperors, or

those so high in importance as to become emperors of Rome ;

and York was the head-quarters of the Roman empire during

the residence in Britain of Severus and his two sons and co-

emperors, Geta and Caracalla All the collections of fossil

bones are found at the head-quarters of the Romans, or near

the several amphitheatres in the island. Bones of elephants

which have been found in France and Italy in fifteen places,

are so faithfully accurate to the road over which Hannibal

and Asdrubal Avith fifty-two elephants marched f, and Hanni-
baVs (thirhj-sevipn) all perished before his arrival at Thrasi/-

mene, that no theory Avhatcver can stand in competition with

such historical conviction If the bones found on Hannibal’s

road be not those of his Gelulian elephants, arc Ave to conclude

that the remains of the beasts lost two thousand years ago have

totally perished ; but that other bones of elephants, many
thousands of years older, have been preserved upon the same
spot, although some of them are found quite near the surface ?

At Plaine de Grcnelle, a fossil elephant Avas dug up, and at

that place there stood a Roman amphitheatre § . The great

numbers of elephants then used in Avarfarc may he judged of,

by Metelhis having captured upAvards of a hundred in the

battle of Palermo, Avhere many besides had been killed
|| ; and

accordingly fossil bones have been found, there and also at

Syracuse, where there Avas an amphitheatre. In Spain, thirty-

nine elephants^were slain at Munda, in the battle fought bc-

tAveen the tAvo Scipios and Asdrubal. At the bridge of Mari-

zanares, and at Toledo, fossil remains of elephants have been

*^Tlie emperors had Iheir families and the whole Roman court with
them. The celebrated Julia Domna, and hersisicr Julia Mesa, were
there durina: those three years. See De Scrv’iez, Roman Kmpresses,
vol. ii. p. 239.

+ Passage des Alpes par Annibal, d’apres la narration de Polybe.
Opm|^q^e aux r^cherches faites sur les lieux, par J. A. Do Luc. G6-

, , l^Prs and Sports, p. 295, J tJibbon, ch. xix. p. 177,

I Vol. li. p. 591,
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dug up ;
and at these very places Hannibal and Asdrubal

defeated one hundred thousand Carpetani, many of whom were

trodden to death by their forty elephants

If we glance at the sports of the Mongols, what a treasure

for an osteologist might be found at Termed in Sogdiana,

where the army commanded in person by Genghis Khan were

four months occupied in enclosing an immense circle, till all

the wild beasts were driven (without one escaping, under pain

of death to the soldier who fiiiled in his duty, but who was
not allowed to kill the tigers, lions, &c.) into a spacious plain,

where they were slaughtered by the Grand Khan and all the

Imperial princes and military commanders, till they chose to

permit the soldiers to end the destruction f. How many fossil

species might be discoA'ered there, of whicli naturalists have no

knowledge ! The Persians arc said to have slaughtered as many
as fourteen thousand beasts on alike expedition So long

have these amusements existed, that Hushing, king of Persia,

B. C. 8G5, bred dogs and leopards for hunting §.

Besides the fossil remains which have been found of numerous

quadrupeds, named by the Romans in their sports, they em-
ployed the following, bones of which have not been detected :

—Indian dogs, white bears, camels (one found), dromedaries,

camelopards, wild asses, zebras, quaggas, oryxes (unicorns),

Ethiopian sheep, Arabian sheep, the crocotta (bred from a dog

and wolf), crocuta (from a hyccna and lioness), little dragons,

ostriches. The gnu was known to the Romans
;
and probably

the nyl-ghau and the om-kergay (quite harmless, and the size

of a rhinoceros). In this list several of the fossil kinds described

as the ancient wild beast with a thick skin ^^(palaeotherium)

,

and the beast without weapons, or unarmed (anoplotherium),

may be found, and also those of the genus canis, and a carni-

vorous beast
II

.

Such is a short notice of this most extensive subject, to which

the writer’s attention has been attracted by the concurrence of

* Livy, b. xxi. ch. v,
;
b, xxiv. ch. xlii,

.

•

t De la Croix. Hist, of Genghis, b. iii. ch. vii. .

$ Sir John Chardin, vol. ii. 33. ^

$ Sir William Jones,, vol. v. 588. The above may possiblf^eflfti a
cross breed of the two beasts, which we find is still practised

listan, as related in the Ayee^ AkberSTf .
‘

? ^ ’

II
See Rees*s Cyc. “ Strata?^
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historical relations with the locality of fossil remains. It is

offered for the consideration of the reader, not in a spirit of

jcpntroversy, but with a desire to ascertain an important truth

iii natural history, whether his speculations be confirmed or

refuted. Whichever way a decision is awarded, it will add to

the interest attached to zoological pursuits, and the reader will

be, by these remarks, enabled to form a judgment whether the

laborious and ingenious works which have been published, since

the conviction that elephants are not human giants, (a notion

seriously .maintained so recently as in Clavegero’s History of
Mexico ^ since that of Robertson) are descriptions of the

quadrupeds of a form^world, or of the world which is now in

existpice. It is necessary to remark that these particular re-

searches relate only to animals connected with Roman and

Mogul history

;

and if it should be conceded that it may justly

be inferred, that quadrupeds hitherto deemed extinct are still

to be found in the undiscovered parts of Africa, Asia, and Ame-
rica, not half of either region being yet scientifically known, it

will givO an interest to zoology and Osteology ten fold more

attractive than a blank and unsatisfactory hypothesis of their

having all perished before the creation of man, as is often

alleged. It is perhaps the ryost remarkable circumstance in lite-

rature, that naturalists wOly allude tO the astonishing number

of beasts slain in the H^an games, although the list of them

is, generally speaking, so similar to that Of the fossil remains.

Erroneous notions concerning fos? il bones, those of elephants,-

in particular, being the most plentiful, began in very early ages

when they were considered to be human
;
and James the First

(of Bri&in) 13^ Lord Herbert of Cherbury to Gloucester, to

ascertain if a skeleton, dug up at that place, was really that of

a giant. There were found mingled with it horns and bones of

oxen and sheep, and the tusks of a boar. Lord Herbert,

Dr. Clayton, and the celebrated Harvey, thought the bones

were those of one of the Roman elephants
;
and Bishop Hake-

will received a letter from my lor(|. of Gloucester, mentioning

was not confident that the grinder was the tooth of a

discovery, perhaps, put ^^n end in England to

of prats’ bones.
'
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The next fanciful origin wa^, that these fossil remains were

those of am extinct monster, called Mammoth by the native

Siberians, their name for the walrus; but which was trans-*

ferred and confounded with the bones of whales, elephants, and
buffalos, found in that country, and such erroneous opinions

will long be entertained in those quarters.

The diluvian origin was imagined by many to be the true

one, but later careful examinations proving that the animals

died on the spot where they are found broken, and the bones

scattered about, that hypothesis could not in such instances be

maintained, and recourse was had to the supposition,'that Bri-

tain was in former ages a tropical coun^
;
but the miked fossil

remains, being those both of hot and xold climates, and of

beasts peculiar only to Africa, or to Asia, this theory appears to

be quite as objectionable as the others. The last, and the most

specious, of all the hypothetical proofs of the origin is, that

the teeth not often corresponding with those of the living

specimens which have been seen, they must be the remains of

extinct quadrupeds. There are, perhaps, fifty large regions

where elephants abound, and the teeth of very few indeed of

the animals of those countries have yet been seen. This last

appears to be, defective as it is, the strongest objection that can

be urged against the historical and the few remarks in

this essay will contribute maleriaft;^^ weaken this remaining

hypothesis. The reader who feels any interest in zoology will,

by their means, be assisted in his endeavours to untie or cut this

gordian knot. After he has decided either that these beasts are

in existence, or all extinct,

“ In his reflections, then, what scenes shall^rike I

Adventures thicken I novelties suiri)rise

!

What webs of wonder shall unravel there * 1”

Description of a cheap and portable Instrument for enabling

Young People to acquire a knowledge of the Stars, or deter*

mine their situation in t^e Heavens, By S. Lee, Esq.
^

•

There is lio science, the study of which tends so 1

large the mind as Astronomy. It opens to our view i

examples of Almighty power^ 'WiUdW, an# beneficeii

• YAngcVlir
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contemplation of^hic^ fills the^soifi with reverence and affec-

tion for the grea^ Ayitfior .of nature, and banishes all narrow

agd superstitious;«totions respecting him.

I'The cultivation of this science, therefore, cannot be too

strongly recommerided to' the attention of young people. The
eager curiosity and avidity for discovery which so peculiarly

distinguish lhat period of jife, \vh^ the reasoning faculties

begin to dqvelopc, is peculiariy fitted for its reception—and,

accordingly, amongst the better-educated classes of society,

the elements of this science are generally considered as a ne-

cessary blanch of instruction—(hough commonly limited to a

mere dogfnatic explanation of the Copernican system, and the

use of the globes.

But this superficial mode of instruction, though sufficient to

enable any one to understand the real motions of our planetary

system, and explain the apparent motions which must result

fi:om them, is hardly sufiicient to satisfy inquisitive reasoning

minds, since it leaves them ignorant of the means by which the

distances, magnitudes, and orbits of the planets and comets

were first discovered
;
and how, if lost, a knowledge of them

might be recovered froqi ol^s«rvations alone.

The most pleasing 'metJiDds of instruction will generally be

found the most eflicicjiL impossible for any one who has

had the least ex])ericnc^^"teaclung not to have perceived,

that one practical applipktion of science makes a deeper and

move lasting impression on the mind of a learner than a

thousand theoretic propositions.

An accurate knowledge of the fixed stars is the first step

to practi^jal afUjgnomy ;
it is, in fact, the alphabet of the

science. By me^ising, southing, and setting of these bodies,

astronomers are enabled correctly to measure time
; and from

tlieir apparent altitudes, to determine the latitude of places on

the surface of the globe, whilst the permanent situations which

thoj^Aintain with irespect to one another, furnish them with

marks by wl^h to trace the course of the sun, moon,

^s^^thro^gfi fh® heavens,/ JSuch>Wre the data which

(^rnlciis and Newton to upravel the seeming irre-

apparen||^tb3j and explain the beautiful sim-

l^tnilgients usuallj ' recourse to for this purpose
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arei celestial globes, planispUbres, and atlases, but none of

these afford such ready and certain means of finding or iden--

tifying particular fixed stars, as at first might be expected froi^tt

them. *
^

The Globe possesses tlfe great advairfSge of being easily rec-

tified to the place of observation and adjusted to the exact

hour of the night. It likewise exhibits all the stars in their

proper situations of altitude and azimuth ;—but the constella-

tions being delineated on a convex surface, and^ vieiTed from

without, whilst the heavens appear to ^us a concave viewed

from within, the groups of stars are seen reversed, a circum-

stance which occasions no small degree of perplexity to a
learner.

Planispheres and atlases exhibit the constellations as they

appear to the eye Avhen on the meridian, but in a position very

different from that Avhich they assume when removed far from it.

In short, except the pleiadcs and a few remarkable groups, it

is difficult to recognise a constellation in every position, without

great practice and continued obser\^ation.

The Equatorial furnishes the best and readiest means of dis-

covering or identifying any particular star, but the great price

of this instrument, and the complicated nature of its adjust-

ments, render it unfit for learnerSh.'^'^
‘

The instrument which we ar^i^i^ut to describe, is in its

principle the same as the Equatorial, tiioiigh not pretending to

any thing like the same degree of accuracy
;
but it has this

advantage over it,—its adjubtraents are more simple and ob-

vious, consequently, better adapted to the capacity of learners
;

and it can be afforded at a very moderate e^ense^ -the price

not exceeding that of a common globe.

A, B, C, D, is the stand of the instrument, composed of

three triangular pieces of wood glewed together, so .that the

plane of the upper piece, D B C, makes Avith that of the loAver

piece, A B C, an angle equal to the co-latitude of tW 'place

it is intended for.
^

On the upper piece, D B C, is described a circle^

circumference of Avhich is divided into twenty-fouE|||pki|^lM

every hour into tAvelve parts, equa^c^fiA^e minutes eacl^ 4k

From the centre of this },peip€i||i3icula(,
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plane M^j'irluck it ia deseribed, riws « pillar^ tlie top of which

appaai^'rt' H aboi^ the ehne I, which cah be Aiade to revolve

‘‘#n it as an of the cone is .
delineated

tlie principal stars Boland, and the lower edge is

divided into 365 pstrti'^bfiiresendng the days of the year.

On the top of the pilla^, is £tied a segment of a circle, K, of



a;bout 140° : vLz. 0O°- norths and 40“ of south d&(g;liUiatiom)

which may be im^die td revolve upon the pillar as an axis mde-*

pcndently of the cone. *1^0 this paj^s attached the scale,

divided into degrees of horth^ declination, corre-

sponding to those on the semicircle^-l^d-^so contrived as in

every situation to touch lightly the surface of the cone.

To the declination circle K is attached the alidade M, which

may be s(it to any degree required, and serves as an index to

direct the eye of the observer to any object, which may be

viewed along the edge of it, or through the small holes in the

sights O P.

Having described the several parts of the instrument, it only

remains to shew the use of it
;
which will bo best explained by

means of a few problems.

Problem 1. To adjust the instrument.

The instrument being made for the place ofobserv'ation, need

only to be placed on a perfectly horizontal stand, and with the

line joining the hours XII and XII on the circle, in the direction

of the meridian : the former of these adjustments may be veri-

fied by means of a small level applied to the stand at N, in the

directions B C and A N successively. If found incorrect in

either position, let a piece of cai4^ be put under that foot

(A, B, or C) from which the bubbil^Cis found to recede, and

let this operation be repeated until the bubble rests in the

middle, in both positions.

The instrument may be brought into the meridian by the

assistance of a magnetic needle fixed to the frame at N, or on

the opposite side, or more correctly by"* means of the sun, pro-

vided the time be exactly known, thus

Set the index M to the sun'*s declination, turn the circle K
round its axis, till the scale L points to the hour and minute

on the circle E F G. Then if the instrument^^be correctly

placed, the sun will be seen through the sights O, P, or what is

the same thing, the light admitted at the hole 0*wiU on

the hole P. If not, the instrument must be |uiiied till

this effect is produced. ,

The instrument being once carefoU^ adjuste^^ the meri-^

dian on any immoveable las the
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the top of a post, &c., lines may be drawn on the stand in the
direction of the sides A B, A C, or B C, by means of which it

may at any time be replo^d with little trouble.

Problem 2. The faiatrument being correctly placed and
levelled, the neset operation will be to adjust tlie conical

projection to the day and hour of observation.

Turn the cone round till the day of the month on the circle,

at the bottom of it, coincides with the hour and minute on the

circle E F G.
.

'

Example.—To adjust 15th January, at

twenty minutes past nine %;ti^|ftt‘#^Turn the cone till the

15th January on the circle attached to it coinci<les with IX h.

20 m. P. M. on the circle E F G.

' Problem 3. The cone being adjusted, and any star pro-

posed, to find its place iti the heavens.

The cone remaining at rest, turn the declination segment K
till the scale L cuts the proposed star on the projection

;
note

its declination on the scale and set the index M to the same
degree on the segment K, when the index will point to the

star, which, if the adjustments have all been correctly made,
will be seen through the sights P, O.

Example.—^To find the sbir Aldebarap
;
look for Aldcbaran

on the projection, bring the scale L to ent it, and you will find

it against 16® north declination. Set index M to 16° I\. P., and
look along the edge of it, or through the holes P, O, and you
will see the star.

Problem 4. Having observed a star in the heavens, to find

it on the projection.

Set the cone as accurately as you can to the day and hour,

then turn the declination segment round, and elevate the index

till you can see the star through tlie sights P, O. Note the

declination at the segment K« cut by the index M, and against

>0]|4ing degree of the scale you will find the star on
'

sto can be found, you may then conclude that

'or a new star.

s the ^lace of. the moon, of a planet, or a

bted" time to time, and their ap-
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Problem 5. To find the hour of the day by the sun.

Turn the segment K, and elevate the index M, till the sun

is seen or shines through the sights O, P, and the scale L will

point to the hour and minute on the circle E F G.

Problem 6. To find the hour of the night by means of a

star.

Direct the index M to the star, ao as to be seen through

the sights P, O ; then laying hold of the scale L, to keep it in

that position, turn thetcojgie till the star on the projection is cut

by the scale, when th^^y ^jthj^ixionth' on the circle at the

bottom of the cone wiu=^ with the hour and minute

on the circle E F G.

This instrument, though not capable of extreme accuracy,

might, by means of careful workmanship, and the addition of a

small telescope, be made sufficiently so for finding stars in the

day time
;
but such a one as that now described will answer

all the purposes of a learner, and enable very young people to

acquire a correct and extensive knowledge of the stars in a

very short time.

The surface of a cone has been adopted for the projection,

in preference to that of a globe or planisphere, having been

found, after repeated trials, the figure best suited to the nature

of the instrument.

An Introduction to the Conipamlive Anatomy of AnimaU^
compiled with constant reference to Physiology^ and elu-

cidated hy twenty copper-plates. By C. J. Cams, M.D.,
&c. Translated from the German, by R. T. Gore, Mem-
ber of the Royal College of Surgeons in London.

If we except Sir Everard Home’s splendid work on compa-
rative anatomy, we have no original treatise on that subject

which deserves notice ; and even Sir Everard’s lectures must
rather be considered as a series of essays on detached parts

of that branch of science, than as a r^ular and systeoiatic

view of it. We have long been acquainted with thgi.W0?k of

Dr. Cams, and have always considered it as a labc^Wfis'lnd

accurate epitome of the principal facts and authorities ii|

the study to which it relates. Prom the of
inquiry which it embraces, it is ne^^rily
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in some places a little obscure, but it is entirely free from
those speculative and hypothetical wanderings which are too

characteristic of the German school of physiology; and
though it contains some systematic notions in which we cannot

acquiesce, and a few new words, not the most harmonious in

the world, it may very safely and properly be recommended
to the student as a text-book, and to the proficient as a work
of reference. The plates by which it is illustrated are upon
an economical scale, sometimes rather too small to be distinct,

but they are otherwise accurate and carefully drawn ; and
we are aware that it is impossible |p pbyiate these objections

without incurring such l^^^fild probably render

the w'ork inaccessible to for whom it is princi-

pally compiled .
'

Mr. Gore has assiduously and faithfully executed the

difficult task of translation, and has added no inconsiderable

quantity of new and important matter in the form of notes,

rendering the English work more complete, and upon many
points much more satisfactory than the original.

Eceperiments to detemine the Comparative Value of the

principal varieties of Fuel used in the United States^ and
also in Europe^ emd on the ordinary Apparatus used for
their Combustion, By Marcus Bull. Philadelphia and
London, 1827.

The population of London and its immediate environs may
be estimated at about two millions, and the annual con-

sumption of coals within the same district does not fall far

short of two millions of chaldrons, or seventy-two millions

of bushels. Of this prodigious quantity of inflammable

matter, a very considerable portion escapes combustion, and
lodges in the form of soot in our chimneys, or is vomited forth

to contaminate and cloud the atmosphere of the metropolis

:

so great is this loss, that independent of the mere advantage

of getting rid of smoke, its prevention is an important eco<^

nomical problem ; and though the rage for smoke-burning

has pa^ed over, we are quite certain that the subject still

the most serious attention, being convinced that, of

processes of warming our

housel^^ud cooking food, at least one-third is uselessly

awaf» and might, be saved by a more economical

of common grates and fire-places,

' expenme^^, therefore, 19
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relation to these matters, deserve notice ; anci though much
of Mr. Bull’s essay is not applicable to our case, it contains

a Variety of interesting facts and information : his experiments

appear to have been very carefully conducted, and should

be consulted by all those who are engaged in similar in-

vestigations.

Meteorological Essays and Observations. By J. Frederic

Daniell, Esq., F.R.S. Second Part, 1827.

Wk hope to be able in' our next Number to enter into a
detailed examination pf the subject of Mr. DanielPs inquiries

;

at present, therefore, our object is merely to announce the

second edition of his valuable and laborious essays, and the

publication of the present secondpart

^

in which, for the con-
venience of those who possess the former edition, all the new
matter is collected. It includes the following essays :

—

1. On the Trade winds, considered with reference to Mr,
DanielPs theory of the constitution of the atmosphere ; in a
letter from Capt. Basil Hall, R.N., F.R.S.

2. On evaporation as connected with atmospheric pheno-*

mena.
3. On climate, considered with regard to horticulture.

4. On the oscillations of the barometer.

6. On the gradual deterioration of barometers, and the

means of preventing the same.
6. Addenda and notes—^among which will be found a

valuable table of the elastic force of aqueous vapour, calcu'*

lated by Mr. Galbraith from the experiments of Dr. Ure, by
the formula of Mr. Ivory,

Philosophical Transactions of the Rdyal Society of London^
for the year 1827. Part II.

The following are the contents of this Part of the Society’s

Transactions :

—

On a new form of the differential thermometer, with some of its

applications. By William Ritchie, A.M., rector of Tain Academy.
Communicated by J. F. W. Herschel, Esq., Sec. R.S.
On the structure and use of the submaxillary' Odoriferous gland

in the genus Crocodilus. By Thomas Bell,

Communicated by Sir Everard Home, Bart , V.P.R.SvV '
i

On the permeability of transparent screens of

of radiant heat. By William Ritchie, A.M., rector^pf

Cppo)unicat«d bj J.'f.Vf. 0i«(.Sy|r.
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On the derangement of certain transit instruments by the effects
of temperature. By Robert Woodhouse, A.M., F.R.S., &c.
On some of the cum^unds of chromium. By Thomas Thoijn-

son, M,D.,F.R,S. II4, andB., Professor of Chemistry, Glasgow.
Rules, and principles for determining the dispersive ratio of

glass ; add for computing the radii of curvature for achromatic
object-glasses, submitted to the test of experiment. By Peter
Barlow, Esq., F.R.S.,Mem. Imp. Ac. Petrop, &c.
On the cJiango in the plumage of some hen-pheasants. By

William Yarrell, Esq., F.L S. Communicated by William Mor-
gan, Esq., F.R.S.
On the secondary deflections produced in a magnetised needle

by an iron-shell, in consequence of an unequal distribution of
magnetism in its two hrant-hes. First noticed by Captain J. P.
Wilson, of the Honourable East India Company’s ship Hythe.
By Peter Bpiow, Esq.. F.R.S., Mem. Imp. Sc. Petrop.
On the difference of meridians of the royal observatories of

Greenwich and Paris. By Thomas Henderson, Esq. Commu-
nicated by J. F. W. Herschel, Esq., Sec. R.S.
Some observations on the effects of dividing the nerves of the

lungs, and subjecting the latter to tlie influence of voltaic elec-
tricity. By A. P. W. Philip, M.D., F.R.S. L. and E.
On tjie effects produced upon the air-cells of the lungs when the

pulmonajry. circulation is too much increased. By Sir Everard
Home, Bart., V.P.R.S.
Theory of ihe diurnal variation of the magnetic-needle, illus-

trated by experiments. By S. H. Christie, Esq., M.A., F.R.S.
On the ultimate composition of simple alimentary substance.s

;

with some preliminary remarks on the analysis of organized bodies
in general. By William Prout, M.D., F.R.S.

A Practical Treatise on the use of the Blowpipe in chemical
and rnineral analysis ; including a systematic arrangement
of sim'ple minerals,, adapted to aid the student in his pro-
gress in mineralogy^ by facilitating the discovery of the
names of species. By John Griffin, Author of Chemical
Recreations. Glasgow, 1827.

PerfoS'MING with the blowpipe is something like playing
upon.|]^ fiddle—-it looks mighty easy, but for its perfect

^ combination of skill and dexterity
confer. We are disposed , therefore,

those essays upon the subject which pre-
the beginner in the actual use of the instru-
how he is to puff out his cheeks, breathe

valve of his tongue^ and.keep up a
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perpetual -stream through the nozzle of the tube ; all which
IS much easier described than done,, and is entirely matter
<rf experimental ac(^uisition, more easily attained without
than'with the usual insti-uctions. In the little work before

us, all these matters are passed over with lit breyitj^ and
the attention of the student is chiefly directed to the appeaT-
ances which different substances exhibit before the blowpipe,
and by which minerals may be distinguished and classed.

The liistory of these cons^tute the bulk of Mr. Griffin’s

duodecimo, being preceded only by a few remarks^wpon the

different kinds of blowpipe, respecting which we have merely
to observe that justice is not done tb Mr.. Newsman, who
first suggested what is here called Dr. Clarke’s blowpipe
indeed elsewhere the author seems a little angry with Mr.
Children for recommending Mr. Newnxan’s apparatus. We
observe, moreover, that no notice is taken of Mr.'Newman’s
and several other papers on the blowpipe, which have ap-
peared in the old series of this Journal

;
nor of Dr. Clarke’s

original Essay, published in the second volume of that work,
from which, and sundry other symptoms, wc conclude that
Mr. Griffin is a pupil of Dr. Thomas Thomson. „B^ this as

it may, we bear him no malice, and very consaWtiously
recommend his book to the miiieralogical student, as a
valuable and clear epitome of what relates to .the behaviour
of substances before the blowpipe.

? 7-*

Circle of the Seaso?is, and Perpetual Key to the Calendar
and Almanack ; to which is added the Circle & the Hours
arid History of the Days of the Week, bein^a compen-
dious Illustration of the History, Antiquities^ and Natural
Phenomena of each Day in the Year, London, 1828.
Small 8vo.

The title of this book may lead our readers to suspect it ai^
an interloper among works on science.; but it touches uporr
many points of scientific inquiry, and uj^n botany ejanecially

and is compiled with so much evident
as to merit recommendation. The
each day are recorded, by which we ’

of many worthy persons and curioua
.

also a brief natural history of each
notices of the plants which on an avera
to fade, and of the birds which,

OCT.—DEC. 1327.
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Tlie merits of tlie desc^ftive poetry, which is thickly iqter-

spersed, we leave to otl^r critics. Those who are destined

to live in the ‘‘ fuligijal^ua tenebrosity” of this smoke-satu-T

rated metropolis, and to breathe an atmosphere sated with
exhalations rank and fell,” care little about the first peeping

• forth of the modest snowdrop, or the early bursting of the

golden Crocus ; but such as reside in the country will be
^ad to have their attention pleasing^ directed to the suc-

cessive products of the field, ^e flower-garden, and the
green-house.

Conversations on the Animal Economy. By a Physician.

2 vols. small 8vo. London, 1827.

We have more than once expressed our opinion on the sub-
ject of conveying information to young people in the way
of Conversations,” which in the present volumes are car-

ried on between Dr. A., Harriet, Sophia, and Charles; they
are at once instructive and amusing, and evidently the pro-
duce of one possessed of much information upon the subjects

discuss^, and, what is more to the point, of the art of
pleasantly and intelligibly conveying it.

The Conversations open with an account of the coverings

or integuments of animals ; their arrangements by systematic
writers are then adverted to, and a short but useful descrip-

tion is given of the varieties of mankind, as enumerated by
Blumenbach and illustrated by Camper. The bones and
muscles form the subjects of the fifth and sixth conversations ;

they are c<||^isely described, and with sufficient accuracy.
The brain and nervous system and the organs of sense are

next talked about. The doctrines of phrenology are fairly

explained; and in the conversations on smell and taste,

vision, hearing, and touch, the anatomy of the respective

organs, and their varieties in the diflerent animal tribes are
^eated of, the dulness of the details being relieved by phy-
Eiol^ical illustrations. The remaining conversations are
occupi<^ ^count of the principal functions of

V
organs chiefly concerned in their

^gties of teeth and stomachs are here

qtures of the heart and blood-vessels,

Nation and respiration. The prodiic-

oal systems is then noticed ; and the

"^^ing conversation is employed in the

^phenomena of growth and decay.
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We have thus briefly stated the ^tents of these volumes,

which are further illustrated by nj|^erous woodcuts and
several plates ; and are perfectly ready to commend the

performance as an extremely useful and proper book for

young persons, but not^ in our opinion, of both s6xes : we
should have been better pleased if Harriet and Sophy had
been replaced by William and Thomas; for we cannot

fancy the subjects here discussed as quite fit for young ladies.

Boys, on the contrary, ought to know much more of these

matters than they commonly do ; and for conveying such
information in a pleasing and familiar, yet neither vulgar
nor superficial style, this compilation Seems perfectly appro-
priate, and will, we trust, find, as it ought, a numerous class

of readers.

Notice of a Nno Genus of Plants discovered in the Rocky
Mountains of North America by Mr. David Douglas. By
John Lindley, Esq., F. L. S., &c. &c.

Upon his journey across the rocky mountains in April 1827,

in latitude 52® N., longitude 118^ W„ at an estimated elevation

of 12,000 feet above the level of the sea, the attention of Mr.

Douglas was attnicted by a brilliant purple patch amidst the

surrounding snow. On approaching it, he was surprised to

find that the colour which had arrested his eye was caused

by the blossoms of a little plant, from which the superincumbent

snow had not yet melted away. The wcll-knowti Saxifraga

oppositifolia immediately occurred to his recollection, and he at

first imagined he had either discovered that species, or one
nearly allied to it; bat upon a closer inspection, he per-

ceived that it was no Saxifraga, but a genus apparently new.

Specimens having been submitted to me for examination

since Mr. Douglas’s return, the following description has been

drawn up :

—

The plant forms a thick tuft consistih

branched stems, the lower of which are

tent decayed leaves and fruit of previous

are round, bright purplish brown, covered

branched, short hairs, and densely clothed^^^l^

leaves. Th^j leaves ai« a dull glauco^^gfiljaS
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linear, obtuse, about five lines long and thrce-cjuarters of a

line broad, so closely covered with liuirs like those of the

stem, that the wliole epidermis i - liiddeti. Their veins are

concealed by the hairs; but jf the latter are removed, they

appear to consist of a thickened mid-rib, and a few nearly

simple spreading venje priinarim. The flowers proceed from

the axillae of tlu? upper leaves, from three to six on each little

branch
;
at first they are sessile, but their foot-stalks subse-

quently lengthen by degrees until the fruit is ripe, when they

are from tliree-quarter.s of an inch to one inch in length, and

covered with the same sort of liairs as the leaves and stem.

The calyx is hairy in like manner, obconical, angular, willi

five equal erect narrowly triangular teeth, about the length of

the tube. The corolla is of a vivid purple colour, infund ibuli-

form, wliolly destitute of pubescence; the Inbe is a little

ventricose and rather longer than tlie calyx, its whole length

being about three lines; the innh is spreading, five-parted

with cuueate, oblong, obi use, srgnu'nts
;
the orilice is guarded

by five transversely linear calli, placed under each sinus, and

corresponding to the same munher of external depressions

of the neck of th(^ tid>c\ The anthers are linear oblong,

nearly sessile, opposiU' (he segineiils of the corolla, and a little

enclosed within the lube. Tlie oearium is superior, of an

obovate figure, oiie-cell< d, with a central, free, fiiiigilliform

placenta, the liUYcr edge of wJiieh lias fi\e teidli corresponding

to an equal i amber of peltate ovnla; the style is filiform, as

long as the tulic of the corolla, and continuous with the

ovarium
;

stigma^ a minute de pressed cnp. The capsule is

of a cartilaginous text ure, surrounded by the ])ersistent cal\x
;

ono-cclled, with live recurving val\cs
;
the seeds are two, peltate,

oblong, convex on the outside, concave in the inside, dark

brown, covered closely with minute dots or depressions
;
four

only having found, their internal organization Jias not

with the exception of the interior of

structure of the plant is determinable

:

Sjawtts tbstt it is referable to Primnlacem, of which it

’fcakweters. In fact it is closely akin both to

im From both these genera, however,
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its ovarium which exhibits the greatest instance of reduction

of ovula yet known in the order, and its dispermous capsule,

with oblong concave seeds, readily and essentially distinguish it.

I have, therefore, named it after its indefatigable discoverer,

whose active and successful researches in its native country,

richly entitle him to the distinction.

DOUGLASIA.
Nat, Onn. Prhmitacea' ; infer Priihiilain et An.lrosMcpn.

Cahjs ohconinis, an'jul.'ifu'*, CoroUa inriiiMlIbiil.'irl.^, tubo \(*n-

triooM), Ihubo piano 5-parliio, l.iucc callo linear! wlroipn; sinu. Ovnrium
unilocularc placenta central! libeni pcdicellata tunfrillilormi, marj^nne 5-dcii-

tato; ovula 5 dcntlbii<; placent.n oppoMl.i. Capnula iinilocul.iris,

ri-valvH. Semina duo c oiica\a •^rrobiculata.— Hulfnttioutnsnx (Ame-
ricjc borealis), folds indivnisj pub(5 iloribus fra-iV/«ri6wjr «o/»-

tariis.

Sp. 1. Dovylasia nivaUs.

A Dearription of tho Aurora Rorcalin sem In London on the

Eoemntj and Night of the 25^// of Septomher, 1827 ; vdth
Critical Jiemarka npon other IJescriptioiiH of the same, and
prerions Appearances ofthe ][Jctcor, hath in the Northern and
Southern Hemispheres. By li. A.’Ktmdall, Esq., E. S. A.

On the evening and night of the 25th of September last, the

liori/on of the metropolis, toward llie north, and toward the

north-west and the north-east, exhibited a remarkable display

of the meteor or })henornenon called, after tlu; nxarnjde of the

Italian philosopher Oassendi, Aurora J^orealis.

'file WTalhcr, for many days jiroct'ding, Jiad been mild,

witli alternate suiishiiie, clouds, and showers. The wand had
been generally in the west and south-west quarters; though
on the iSth and 19th it was in the nortli-west, and on the

20lh in the north-east. The barometer, at three o*clock in

the afternoon, had stood at from 30*^, 40' ^ 20', to which
latter height it had descended on the vfrom that

day to the 25th, it had remained at 291?

'

therinometer, at the same hour, hetweeii*

20th, had ranged between 65® 6' and 59?

the 25th, at 59° (>, with the wind
sky, toward the zenith, on the i
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tially clear, nnd partially coveri^d with shifting clouds. On
the north, and on the west and east of north, heavy and

stationary clouds blackened the whole horizon, to an elevation

of more than five degrees; and the southern hemisphere was

dark with dark clouds from the horizon to the zenith.

I. ]3y some, the Vurora was seen from the (iinc^ when (he

sun Avasset; hut llu* lirst appearance in the heavens, which

attracted the attention of the present Avrih'r, Avhose situation at

the moment shui out from liini tlu' iiorizou upon all sides but

the west, w^asthat of a certain breadth of red or copper-coloured

liglit, orofUglit of a colour nearly n'sembling that reflected

by an ordinary conliagration of buildings, ])ointing upward

from the Avest. Tlie colour, indeed, was dissimilar from that

Avhich is usual upon tlie occurreiice of a lire on a, cloudy

night; yet, in tiie absence of any other iriunediate explana-

tion, he should not have hesitated so mulerstand it, e\cept

for the figure within uhich n wi;.- circuniscrihed, and Avhich,

instead of being dilVusive, and lo'S and (ess conspicuous toward

ils extremities, or roumied in its outliiui, like masses of ruddy

smoke, liad the peculiarities of an equal ])readth, rectiliiu'Jir

sides, a stjuare top, aiul sharp oulliiuis. Ils height Avas con-

tinually increasing
;
hut not even that phenonieiion, nov even

the curve to the eastward, across tlu* hciaxcai^, and A^hkh it

pn^sently hegau (o add to its liguri*, \\v\v ap])i‘ar;mces abso-

lutely to dissipate tin? illusion of the existence of a fire; and

it Avas scarcely, tlierc(i)rii, till this hreadtli of colour, throAving

itself entirc'ly over the heaAcns, and di'scending, at its pro-

jected extremity, toward the east, formed an arch, of Avhich,

pcrlmps, the elevation was sc\enty degrees, (which was

not the work of many minuti's, the motion, at the same

time, being visible, but of moderate rapidity,) tliat its real

character of a jQfi^turai)jhenom(*iion distinctly impressed itself

upon present writer, its observer. W'^hile.

this, the road which ho was pur-

more into view of the nortli-westcan

Wizon; and, then, the light in the north, and to

'which, from behind the clouds that lined

the light of a rising moon, or of (he
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breaking (lay, together with the verticul projection of rays of

light, beneath and above the arch, removed every doubt as to

the cause) of the ap[)earance, by demonstrating its connexion

with an iVurora Borealis.

[t was now about a quarter past eleven o’cloc k. The sky,

beneath the lc»\ver or inner e(lg(‘ of the arch, was clear and

star-light, and through the contrast created by the ruddy

colour placed against it, appearc'cl of a ll\ely hhie. The upper

edge of the arch, in the ir.eanliuas was relieved only by the

dark gray of the clouds, \'hich, with more or Ic-ss continuity,

overhung the iqjper part ol‘ the hea\en.s. lint these latter

were now dispersing', the cioudle'^'> /onilh, which presmi tly

afterwards disclo);ed itself, was now progressively "and swiftly

preparing; and, as the clouds moved ainl lied, tlie outlines

of lh(' arch hjst their shar[>ni'ss, the colour changt'd, from

that of tire or of copiier, U) sonuMhing more or less of purple

or of the rose; it spread itself in the Mipour, and with the

\a,pour vanish('d.

IT. But this was only the cnu.dn of the stage, behind tlu^

folds of which the true scene had 'Is (*\istence. This latter,

still concealed, to a certain and nniforin height, hy a j)arjipet,

as it were, of dark and nnbroken clouds, consisted, first, in

(he ground of white light, already descrilied as riiscmihling lliiit

of a sky in the niiilsl of which clouds shut out ihc* disk of the

moon, or rather that, in which the rising swn is just about to

apfiear ;
Jind, secondly, in a range of columns, or fount. tins, or

jets of light, more coioured lhaii the ground, which, rising from

bcdiind the ridge or jiarafiet of clouds, and from and in the

midst of the wiute light, formi'd, together, not the figuie which

would ha\e been produced by their nnilbrin convergence

toward the zenith, l)ut one which bore some resemblance to

that assumed by the slicks of a fan, or t^fijl more to the appear-

ance of stalks in a flower-hasket, or in ^ For,

in this manner, the column, which, in be

called tlie central one, and which arose in the

vertical, and tlierelbre projected toward thezeiiith
;

which extended from it u|)on either side^ that is^

west or toward the east, gradually inclined more.
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toward the horizon on their respective sides ; and, as to the

outer columns on the east, inclined, not in rectilinear figures,

but in curves move or less decided. In these columns or

coruscations se'veral particulars were to be remarked.

1. That, wiiliin the 3[)ace of from one hour to tAvo, the

Avhole group, appeared to traverse the horizon together, from

tlie west of norih to the east of north, as if upon one movable

base, or as if the source of their iippearance became gradually

exhausted to the AA^est of north, and grew gradually into acti-

vity u])on the (iast of nefrth
;

alteriialiv(‘s of explanation, hoAv-

ever, Avhich might materially atfcct the theory of their pro-

duction. During the Avhole change, in the meantime, the

north preserved its s[)l(^ndour, appearing uniformly as the

focus of the lire, or as tlie pivot of the machine, or as the well

from Avliich nil else Avas supplied. The change consisted in the

appearance of columns, of more or less magnitude, strength,

and brightness, more or Jess advanced from the north tOAvard

the west, or from the north toward the east
;
but the north,

during all this variation, suflered no other change than this,

that whereas, in the beginning of the eAening, the greabir

portion of the columns rose to its west, Avhile, in the latter

part of the niglit, the grtuiter portion arose to its east. 13 ut,

bcsid(^s this general coiiliguration, and tliis united motion of

the meteor, there Avas to be observed, in the several columns

themselves, botli i lie variations of colour Avhicli distinguished

one from anotli(‘r, and the irregular and independent move-

ment of each, ahvays in the direction of its lerigili or altitude,

and situate in the iiiterior, as it Averc, of its body; and also

that pc'culiarity of form Avhich distinguishes these coruscations

from all other luminous ap})earances.

2. The colours of the columns, in that part of their height

which is nearest their base, and Avhere, as a ground, they had

only the white. Jight-of the horizon, by Avhich, and by their

niotiof^^^^ fe^Opj^operha^^^ be added, by their vividness,

they is a point upon Avhich the Avriter

and Avitli respect to the more

which he could like to enjoy a second

f(folding the phenomenon. The variety and

6(>;^e^im<es the terrible grandeur, of the colours
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exhibited in the Aurora Borealis, is the constant theme of

spectators and naturalists ; and, upon the late occasion, an

observer, apparently of more rcpjularly scientific habits of pur-

suit than himself’^, has particularly insisted upon a column, of

a violet colour, rising west of north, and the place ot which he

thinks corresponding with that of the mayiipfic pole ; a coinci-

dence from which, as it may seem, lie would believe a conlir-

mation of the magnetic theory of the ])roduction of the Aurora

to be obtained. In setting down the present description, the

writer tasks himself to the most faithful description of Avhat

he actually saw, and suppression of all desire to support or

condemn a theory, of which his mind is capable
;
and by those

rules, therefore, the whole statement will be guided. His de-

scription already diflers from Unit of soiiiii of bis fellow-wit-

nesses, as will bi^ exjnessly considered belo\v
;
but lie con-

fesses that while, in point of persuasion, he much inclines

to the idea, that all ihe light displayed by the Aurora is in

itself white, and only tinctured to the eye of the spectator by

the atmospherical medium tbrough wliiidi it is seen
;

and

while, with respect to all those deeper colours, \vhether crim-

son or purple, or blood-colour, wliicli appal the superstitious,

and are described by the picturesque narrator as ex/ii biting

the terrible in matters of vision, he judges it supposablc that the

w'hole machinery consists in the same interposition of vapour,

near the horizon, w’hich so often gives to the sun and moon
themselves the appearance of being coloured like: blood

:

wdiile, therefore, he still adheres to his opinion, that the

colours ascribed to the Aurora arc wholly extrinsic; and, to

borrow the words of a scieiititic writer, “ dependent upon the

medium through which Uiey are seen he is obliged to

acknowledge, that it did aj)j)car to him, that the several co-

lumns, in truth, were yet variously coloured, of pale, but bright

and pleasing colours, from a pale yello'w to pale pink and a

pole violet, and this in the direction of their A^ length,

—

a phenomenon which wholly cxchules,*-ife|yllSrTOO^' columns

and their colours, the influence of an interposing

effect of which would be perceived horizontally;'

whole range of columns, or part of the range,

* Literary Gazette, Sept. 29, 1827^ ",
‘
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tically nor obliquely, according to the direction of each column,

and within the limits of its sides. He confesses, also, that he

did take notice of the pale, but bright violet-coloured column;,

distinguished also by its breadth and height, and situated to

the west of north
; but which column, he is surely right in

adding, ultimately moved, with those next to it, toward the

north. He distinctly and pointe«lly observed, at the same
time, that the columns which stood due north were always

white, and that the colours of the other columns appeared to

strengthen in proportion as they were distant from the due

north, either west or east
;
and he came to a fixed conclusion,

while the phenomenon was under his eye, that, to liis judg-

ment at least, the slrength of the fire, so to say, was in that

point of the horizon which lay due north
;
and that there was

a diminished brightness, with a proportionable increase of

colour, to the right and left.

3. As to the separate movements of the columns, these, in

the first place, were quick, and forced upon the eye, while the

movement which gradually deployed or advanced the right

wing of the celestial arm, and gradually contracted or with-

drew the left, was slow, and perceived only by its results
;
and,

in the second place, while these latter were parallel to the

horizon, the former were either vertical, or in the oblique or

curved direction of the bodies of the columns. JJut this

motion consisted either in vibration, or in irregular but alter-

nate projections and contractions
;
and the motion of each

column, as has been said, was independent on that of others.

Rarely two adjoining columns were in motion at the same
time. Almost ^dways the moving column or columns were

seen to start from the midst of others, which, for the lime,

were quiescent, but which had had their turn before, and

would presently have it again. What eminently struck the

writer, however, JjfA the internal motion of that to which he

cannot give another name than that of the ap-

paecyElt k^HP^pmpIrial of the columns. It seemed to him as

if of each column or coruscation was itself com-

lines of luminous matter, arranged in the

of the qplumn, and every one of which was separately

bf mqyements similar to those of the entire
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column* or entire bundle of lines ; or as if the whole column

were like the stalk of a plant, and filled with upright and

luminous fibres* or like a skein of thread, draw’ii \ ertically or

obliquely, and of which each particular thread should have

particular motion in the direction of the whole
; or (what

he thought the comparison which jiroclainied the very nature

of the material of the columns) like fountnins, or jets of w ater

in the sun, in which every particukir jiarticle should be

moving in the general direction of the jet, and yet each moving

and shining for itself.

4. And this apparent nature of the substance of the columns

or coruscations allies itself to what (inally regards them;

namely, their form. In this ilescription, ihey have hitherto

been spoken of by the name of columns or pillars
;
and the

similitude, whicli that name suggests, is justifuMl by the general

figure of all (he lower part.-, of their bodies, whicli, unlike the

(igure of rays of light on the one hand, and unlike that of

flames of fire on the other, is a tall or lengthened object, of small

comparative diametcT or bieadth, and of which the sides con-

sist in right and nearly ])Hrallel lines. But, by the English,

these columns, pillars, or coruscations, were anciently called

so many burning spears

;

and they have also received the

names of streamers and pencills *, which two latter, in the

history of appurtenants of war, signify long and narrow,

and pointed banners or flags. Their similitude to flags is ex-

cusably fancied from their quick, capricious, ami irregular

motions; but their likening to “spears,*" is that which may
claim to be thought the most felicitous, as to the true concep-

tion of their form, as it is al.so that, the idea of wJiich contri-

butes to render the [ihenomenon the most fearful in the

* PuNCKLi.s.—PcTicills, Of for horsemen, must ho a yard and a

halfe long.” Ilarlcian MSS.,citod in an intoresting sjtnd valuable essay on the

liannors used in ih(; iMiglish army, from the Conque^litk the reign of flenry

VIII.” By N. H. N1C01.AS, P.S A.— tSet. I, lajf.

The Pensell, or Pennoncolle, was the ^
long narrow flag.”—

M

eyrh;k*s Anciknt Akmuiju..

Stream Fit.—A Streamer shall stand in the the

forecastle, and therein be put no ariiios, but a man's concefit ,^4
may be of the lengthe of twenty, foity, or sixty yards ; al^ it is ;

as a guydhomme or standardo.”— IIarlei \n MSS.
An Hem, in a bill of paieels, charged lo the Kail of AVaiwick* \n

sists of ** a great Stremour for the Ship, of xl yerdis lenghth; viij ;

brede.”—

B

anners used in the English Army, &c. V' r T/*
'
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survey of ignorance and superstition. But the -speAb*-shape

is descriptive, because the coruscations, unlike; rayjfe of light,

and unlike flames of fire, have neither the obtuse figure of

a pyramid, nor the acute one of an obeli$k, upright or re-

versed
;
but, after rising, through almost their whole height or

length, of an equal or nearly equal diameter, terminate in a.

point which is formed, iiot of right lines* like the point of a

dagger, but of curved lines, so as to form the rounded point

ofaspeoT, or that figure which is so familiar to botanists,

as spoken of spear-shaped” leaves. A ray of light, in

whatever direction it is thrown, broadens, with right-lined

sides, from the first point, of its departure, to tlJe furthest

stretch of its projection
;

a flame of fire points uniformly

upward, with the same regularity of form, excepting only as

it is liable to undulation from tlv? motion of the atmosphere
;

but, the columns, spears, streamers, or coruscations of the

Aurora Borealis, have no form but that under review.

5. About half-past eleven o’clock, or nearer to twelve,

several powerful columns shot toward the zenith; while, to

the (*,ast of north, qthers were at once curved in their form,

and projected in an angle of about thirty degrees with the

hori/on. But while, upon the west of north, the sky, above

the ridge of clouds, was entirely clear, so that, there, the

columns, played upon a ground which, formed a slight con-

trast with^themselves, here, the clouds Avere still heavy, and

the columns behind them appeared, in consequence, of a fiery

red, deepening as they approached the outer edge of the Avliole

display, at which vmu the sharpest outline, contrasted in the

distinctest manner Avith the dark sky. The light upon that

side called to dm mind of the Avriter the “ dunnest smoke of

liell,” of Macbeth
;
Avliile, as to its outer line, as seen from the

east end of Pall-mall, the sides of the stone spire of St. Mar-
lin’s church, Avhiph rose to tlie eastAvard of it in the sky, were

not Tied
;
the dark intervening sky affording

not equally so, upon account of the

of even the obscured columns. , But, in

of this columnar, or spear-like, and main part’ of

be permitted to add, that, in those tapering

their motions, (though the comparison
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may stlll'be sufficiently remote and fiinciful,) it was easy to

discern the origin of their having been resembled to weapons

of war ;
that isi to the spears of an army, raised, lowered, laid

at angles, and gleaming, glittering, crossing, and cla.*>hing in

battle. And equally, too, from their quick, varied, and sepa-

rate, and, as it were^ whimsical motions, might they reasonably

receive, in their milder displays, and in moments of more

peaceful and cheerful association, the very different name of

merry dancers!

III. Though, as will presently be found, it is the ruling

idea of the present writer, that the Aurora Borealis is a single

object, its appearance, whim immodilied by tlie accompani-

ments of clouds or logs, being mendy that of its own corusca-

tions, playing in the free ixpansc*, yc^t for the purposes of

analytical description and conlcinplalion, it is here thought

convenient to divide it into the three parts in -which, through

the temporaiy and accidcnital iiitor\cMition of the coloured arch

before-mentioned, it appeared in the night now in recollection.

These three supposititious pans, tlien, may be undersijggd as

follows : first, the arch, belt, or band which was temflorarily

thrown across the heavens; second, the main body of the

coruscations below the arch; and third, (he coruscations above

it, and in or near the zenith. It is of these only that ij^rcmains

to speak.

It was not till about midnight that the zenith itself (^liich,'

however, formed the soutlu^rn boundary to this part of th^e’dis-

play) became the scene of a class of appearances, diffoi^og,

indeed, essentially, in their form-;, from those in the hdrizon,

but closely connected, as it may lx; believed, Avith all the ma-

terials, and all the movements, of these latter. The zenith, at.,

that hour, was cloudless, and resplendent with stars, and

the air was freshened by a gentle breeie 'Itteiftrtlie south.

Between the earth and the stars above,

intervening vapour, and nothing,

spherical fluid which eludes the sight.

medium, if such only it was, coruscations

of which the appearance was, that'ic'bVet-

of the vault of heaven with

tifiUally {^booting,

spreadlB^ikh'tioi]
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sheet of thin, gauzy, white, or yell6wish-white, and nebulous,

or cloudy matter. To the vyriter, this superior portion of the

Aurora, though not^the niost lustrous, and, therefore, not the

most striking of the whole, was yet by no means the least

interesting and inviting to attention
;

for, here, as it appeared

to him, the material and the manner of operation of the

meteor \vt^re brought in^arer to the eye, and exhibited with such

a back-gionnd (the starry heavens) as ga\e a trans])arent v’ w
of the sariie matter as that, which, (as he thought,) sf.en ver-

tically, and in the horizon, ap])eanid comparatively, least,

opaque. The transparent me<tinm, however, abo\e, tlirough

which, even when shook or ^il)r^uing, and (‘\en when whitened

with light, the stars were aJw’ajs seen in more or les? right-

ness, was now in coritinnni motion; or, meteoric light or matter

was contimnilly, though irregularly, and as it were, playlhliy

shot through it. The illuminateil substance (whethei tiie

jitmosphericjil fluid, refunding the liglil of the meteor, or ine

luminous borly of the meteor itself, but prol)al)ly the biter

J

was incessantly disco^ering itself in iJiflerent places
;
now Imre,

now there, now bright, now dim
;
but far less in a maimer, or

with an appciiirance, to be compared ’with lightning, than with

such as rcs(!mbled changes of rippUi upon the bosom of a

wide-spread w ator, wlien a variable brec^/i? blows over it
;

first

in one part, and then in another
;
and now in one direction,

aftd the next morneni in a sirond. Or, the canopy of heaven,

at^tlhis time, might be said to be composed of a lace or gau/o

bearing* a figured pattern, of which the fluttering motion

continually changed the places, or hid or re-displuyed tho

figures represented
;

or the picture, perhaps, will be more

easily imagined, if com eyed in the very appropriate laiigir»,ge

of nil older hand, ivhich, ndbrring to the appearances dis-

played in the zenith, remarks, “ They break out in places

H
seen befori', skimming briskly along the

^ply extinguished, and leave behind a uni-

' This, again, is brilliantly illuminated in

and as suddenly left a dull blank.” It

3d, however, that, at least as seen by the

this mixture of white and blue, the blue

eponderating colour
j or, in other words.
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that, the fidd of the unoccupied zenith always* bore a large

proportion to the space or spaces covered, however mo-

mentarily, with light, or with the luminous substance. For the

rest, the particular mentioned in the passage which lias now

been quoted, namely, that of the residue of a dusky track,

after the departure of the white light, did not, if it was

there, attract the attention of the jiresent writ(*r, upon the late

occasion; but he certainly, in many instances, remarked the

return of the light to the plates in which it had been visible

before
;
and this features, either willi or without that of the

continuance of a dusky track, is possibfy capiilile of adding

some support to the general opinion wliicli he conceived at the

moment, which ah subsecjuent informal iim has still allowed

him to retain, and of w^liicli he proposes to make further use;

namely, that the appearauc(js in tlie /eiiitli iini only ex-

tended exhibitions of the luminous jilumoiiuMia in the hori-

zon, or their soiitherii evtnnriiUes, or the tops of columns pro-

jected from the northward, lie thought that, in the zenith,

he saw the same material, parcelled unt, atUaiuated or diluted,

spread thin, and, fcs it won^, shown w ith greater transparency,

with that w’hicli, in thicker volume, with more acccumulated

strength, intensor light, with more solitl body, and withal

behind a denser mass of asinospherical vapour, rose, and

glowed, and somidimes gloomed, in the horizon. But, be this

as it may, it is, perhaps, this upper part of the exhibition, iu

which the lights or stieamers seem to interweave, or cross and

recross each other, to dance in and out of the area, and to

indulge in motions still more capricious or anomalous than

is probably the real fact
;

it is, perhaps, ibis upper part which

lias alternuU'd, as before recalled to mow, the names and simi-

litude's of spears, gleaming, glittering, intiir[)osing and clashing

as in battle, and of merry dancers^ the latter the gayer com-

parison of the dancing north.

IV. The Aurora continued to fix the attentifl

till between twelve and one o’clock of the me
2f>lh

;
and he presumes that it continued visible til

rior light of the rising day eclipsed ils gloi}. The

warm, but oppressed with fog, through which the sun
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only at intervals
; and, between four and five rfcliidit: in the

evening, a small but steady rain commenced, and continued, or

rather incieasfed in heaviness, till after ,midnight^ Between

eleven and twelve, while it still rained, the writer, on looking

at the sky, which was covered with uniform mass of clouds,

the writer observed, from point to poini, over the north^n and

southern hemispheres, a glow of ruddy light, whic^ JKe sus-

pected, and still suspects, to have been [iroduced by fjie light

of the continued Aurora, reflected by the vapour. He took the

opinion ol a fellow-traveller, which coincided with his own

;

but it lias not come to his knowledge that any individual, him-

self ami his companion exct*pted, has formed a r/imilar conjec-

ture—nor, indeed, js it iinpos. ible tiiat it was no more than the

light of the hidden moon. The night of the 27th was star-

light, ihongli with fog near the surface
;
and ihere was then no

appearance of an Aurora, 'fhe night of the 28lh was remark-

ably clear, and there was still no return of the Aurora. The
morning of the 21Hh was warm, with continued and heavy

rain; but, after this, there ^mcceeded a week or more of

clear and, dry weather; and,. these united particulars close

the liistory of the phenomenon, as far as belong to the per-

* sonal observation oi‘ the writer. The direction of the winds,

Und the state of the barometer and thcjrmometer, were of

the saiue .general description, diiTing many days subsequent

to the appea»*ance of the Aurora on the 25th, as that w'hich

had belopged to them J||||a the .20th, and almost for many
days before, spid pf * particulars have been stated

above; ’aiM these" remarks may merit record, as connected

with the question of the ordinary duration of the Aurora,

and of thc^ weather by wliich it may be thought produced,

or which it may be thought to bring. In many instances,

it has becq observed, even in its splendour, and even in

southern several nights in succession
;
and an in-

has likewise been expected from its

this occasion, there was no remarkable

till the niglit of the fburleeiith day after

M^^^TO^^^ctober lOth), when there occurred a violent gale

south-west, accompanied with loud thunder,

vivid lightning
;

subsequently to which, as usual.
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the air, for a lew days, was felt to be cooler than before.

It has been said, that a gale of wind, from the south-west, is

always to be looked for within twenty-four hours after the

Aurora.

V. The astro'iomical writer, already more than once men-
tioned^ ipeaking of the Aurora of the 2r>th of September, de-

scribed it as “ that mysterious phenonieiion and Mr. Adams,
the meteorological correspondent of the [niblication referred to,

records it as, “ perlia[)s, as 'conspicuous as any that has iwer

been seen in England'*';” so that, assuming these impressions

in ])oth instfcice^ to be well founded, neilhei the present state

of science npon the out' hand nor the .specimen of the plie-

nomeiioii upon the other, are such as to disrourage either of

the objects oi the remaindta* of these pages ;
naiiuily, the one to

contribute, as fully as possible, to the completion of a faith-

ful account: of the Aurora, as seen in London upon the Late

occasion, by uniting, and by analysing the dcf>eriptions that

have cauglit already the eye {)f the w riti'i-
;
and the other, to

correct, and to enlarge if it sltould be j)racticable, the natural

history of this description of meteor, by the comparison of

what lias hitherto been usually written upon du- subject, either

descriptively or philosophically, as well with rho results of

the late actual observations, as -with the scvi*«-.d facts or

opinions more ancimitly registered- According ^ some, the

interval wdiich had cliipsed, since anjagual or a superior display

of the phenonieiion was wktiesseil^m London, is twenty-four

years, and, according to others, lhirty-.>«x : nor is the scanty list

of examples scientifically recorded, at ail inconsistent, from the

wide separation, as w ell as iiTcgidarity of its dates, with such a

view of the infrequency and uncertainty of any considerable

appearance in other southern latitudes. The opportunity,

therefore, now offered, ought not, perhaps^ tQ bei i^^lected; and

the waiter is not wholly without the prospegt^ a re-

examination, both of opinions and facts, soni6 »

table conclusions may be elicited, both as' to

the theory of the meteor, hitherto, the one

* Molcoroloffical Journal, Literary Gazeltc, Sopt:29Ui.
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and the other neglif^cntly overlooked, or unwarrantably contra-

dicted. The paragraphs, then, which immediately follow, will

connect and review the accounts of the writer’s fellow-obserA’er

of the 2r)lh of September ; while those which succeed will be

devoted to a brief enumeration of .statements already recorded

in books
;
though, to a certain extent, both those paths wdl

involve us in mixed investigations, historical and theorcticak

1. “ It fir^t ap[)earcd,” says Mr. .\dams, who dates from

Edmonton, in Middlesex, about eight o’clock in the evening,

as a sirong white light, much resembling the approach of sun-

rise ; and so continued till a short lime after eleven, when a

considerable; mimbi;r of dark clouds collected toward the north

and nortli-wcsl, and s(;veral sir<‘aks of a pali' whiti; light were

seen proceeding from the clouds, and reaching nearly to the

zenith. But ihe most remarkable part of the phenomenon was

exhibiled in a \.N. li. direction, where, at about 30° above

the horizon, was a small dense cloud, above which was a

broad streak curved, and cabout 10° in length, varying in colour

from a deep copper hue to a red.” “ From this,” contiuue.«

Mr. Adams, “ the coruscatio|^ were incessant, and remark-

ably bright, darting fnupieiitly to the zcmlh, where they were

freipiently crcNsui by others equally bright and numerous,

proceeding fr<)ii< the west toward the east.’"

2. The astronomical writer, who dates from Di'plford, de-

scribes the phenomenon as commencing at a quarter jiast eight

o’clock, and travelling, from west and north-wc.st, to north-

east; and the streaks, or streamers, or, as he denominates

them, the flashes, converging to the zenith,'’ and “ coruscating

with great velocity.” He also particularises the peculiar ap-

pearance of “ a streak or ('oluinu of a phosphorescent violet

tinge;” and adds, “ The red beams of light, seen in the

easterly and westerly direction [directions], were diametrically

opposite to each other, and ninety degrees di.stant from the

violetjlight (by far the most luminous, tlioiigh comparatively

which was to the west of north, and therefore could

the magnetic vierklian, which would be crossed at

^^ht jaS^les by a line joining the places of the red beams. The

^ikjutherh edges of these were accurately defined, not blending

"Vvith the adjacent azure, but most distinct from it, and per-
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pendicular to the horizon.” this gtnitleman speaks of

the general luminous aspect, as “ much resembling the tail ol* a

comet,” and says, that Ursa Major, and otln^r stars, were visilde

through its medium
; that three meteoric stars also appeared,

during the phenomenon, in the east and north-east
;
and that

the entire horizon was ol>sciired by dark, heavy clouds, from

tliwe to live degrees in heii^ht'*^.”

3. Besides these observers, two or three oth(‘”s, if not

many more, less scientific, perhaps, but yet entitled to atten-

tion, have communicated to diflinvnt ni'w.spapers lh(‘ir accounts

of the same plienomerid. “ The metropolis,” says oiu' of these,

“ was surprix^d on Tuesday light by a brilliant display of

INorlliern Lights, which but a cry seldom slray so far south.

The last whic^* we behchl in London were in the autumn of

1801, about tiv' end of September, or l)(‘ginning of October;

and the fancied prodigy filled all the superstitious heads, at

the time, witli fiyarful prognostics, and loosened the tongues of

a hundred prophets. The spectacle, then, was truly inagni-

licent. On Tuesday night (the 25th) the northern parts of the

heavens displayed, about cleveao^clock, so ruddy a blaze, as to

app(*ar like the reflection of a mighty conllagration. An liour

later, the r(*d hue was gone; but the >\hol(‘ liMiizon, from the

north to the east, was lined with a thin rl.ond, IVom which the

rays ofliglit rolk'd, or sudden rays flashc'd up, and as suddenly

vanished, to appear in a different jiart.” “ At ai)Out half past

elexeii o’clock,” sa\s a second, “ my attention was attracted to a

singular appearance of light and streakine^s in the sky. J ob-

ser\iMl it for mniiiy two hours. Tiie sky, to the north, was

obscured, for about lifleen degrees aliove the horizon, by a

druse sfratnm of black clouds; from the npjK edge of this, the

ligiit became first apparent, extending from nea»iy north-east to

north-w(^st, exceeding considerably in power that arising from

the moon just pre\ious to its rising. From this broad stratum

of jialc yclloAvisli ligiit shot lieautiful pencils, of a luminous, hazy

appearance, up to the A'ery zenith, changing momentarily in

length and intensity. During this period, the wind blew gently

from the south
;
and I frequmitiy observed, that when it fresh-

• Literary Gazette, as above.

2 D 2
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encd a little, the Aurora Borealis became more brilliant in its

appearance, sending beautiful coruscations of light, in rapid

succession, towards the zenith, and frequently passing that

point ten or hfteen degrees to the southward. I have been

assured, by those who are Avell acquainted Avith this beautiful

phenomenon, that they have not stjen any appearance of it

equal in brilliancy and beauty to this, lor upwards of six and

thirty years.” “ Last night,” says a third, we were favoured

with tliat interesting phenomenon, the Aurora Borealis, or

Nortlierii Twilight, which so often amuses and cheers our

neighbours in the north, but seldom, I believe, is seen in our

latitude. It was without those varied colours,” adds this

writer, which cause it to be a grand spectacle in those re-

gions.” “ Not far from the horizon,” he adds. “ in the northern

lieinisphere, were transparent bodies of light, eclipsing the bright-

ness of the stars, whicli, however, were perceptible through it.

From hence, beams of light, varying in degrei^s of l^rightness

and breadth, shot up towards the zenith
;
here streamers of

light Hew from the east to the /west, and from west to east.

The southern hemisphere was.,^)udless, the stars shining with

brilliancy. J^y the light of this' phenomenon, 1 could discern

the time of night which was between eleven and twelve, as well

as other objects, as they appear on a moon-light night, when

the moon i^ obscured by clouds.” “ The sky in tlic north,” we

are told by the fourth, “ appeared as if a light shone fiom be-

hind some dark masses of clouds. As I approached Hamp-
stead, the silvery light was gradually tinged with rosy sjiiral

streams, like those which soiiietimes precede the rising and

iollow the setting sun. These spiral red streaks did not appear

to move quickly
; hut they were subsequently followed by the

merry dancers, w^hich fully maintained the character bestowed

upon them by our northern neighbours. After passing through

Uampstead, I crossed the heath, and came tlow'ii what is called

Northreiid Hill, to Golder’s Green, Hendon. When you arrive

at the foot of the hill, you enter upon the open part of Golder’s

Green, where you have a clear and unobstructed view of the

..skjf from west to nortli. I never shall forget the grandeur of the

^scen^ which awaited me there. A continuous border of dark

cloud skirted the horizon completely from west to north, whilst
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from behind it, incessantly and rapidly shot up the most beau-

tiful coruscations of Avhite light, which, being relieved l)y the

dark border, added double brilliancy to the e\ cr-shifting scent'.’’

VL But, after transcribing these respective accounts, it

may be permitted, for the piir[)ose of uniting them Avitli that

submitted in the preceding pages, to remark,

1. That the account by Mr. Adams, of the appearance

worn by the Aurora at an early hour in the e\cning, is, no

doubt, entirely correct
;
and that it is easy to understand,

Irom this description of that early apf)earance, why little ob-

servation was attracted to the phenomenon till about eleven

oVlock at night, the time assigned, as vv('ll in this, as in all

the other accounts, for the commencement of the phenomenon.

2. That the “ streaks of a pale white light,” which jMr.

A.danis describes as ])rocccding, a short time after eleven,

“//nm the clouds,” must be understood, as stated by the writer

last quoted, as proceeding “/rom hehind the clouds;’^ that,

when the astronomical writer at Deptibrd speaks of Ursa

Major and other stars being through the Aurora, it must

l)e r(!Colli‘cted, that, perhaps, this remark should apply to the

medium of the thin and shifting lights in or nea *
’ i'e zenitli ; and,

*4. That it is with respect to the “ broad streak, curved,” of

Mr. Adams; the “ red beams of light,” of the astronomical

observer at IX'ptford
;
and the arch” of the |)resent description,

that Ihc! principal, if not only discordances obtains. Neither

of the other three writers appears to have seen any tiling,

whether of one “ broad streak, curved,” and “ varying in colour

from a dcc]) copper hue to a red,” or of tiro red beams,” as

sjiokcii by tlie writer at Deptford
;
while, in each of the three

accounts in which that jiart of the phenomenon is actually

referred to, the descriptions are materially dissimilar :

—

1. The writer at Edmonton mentions only a single streak,

while the writer at Deptford speaks of two,

2. The writer at lildmoriton describes his single streak as

curved, while the writer at Deptford says nothing of curvature
;

and, in describing the jiosition of the beams as “ perpendicular

to the horizon,” may seem to leave no curvature to be

understood.
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3. The 'writer at Edmonton seems to lift his “ broad curved

streak” much above the horizon
;
Jbr he first places a small

dense cloud 30*^ above the horizon, and, then, his broad streak

above the cloud
;
thus describinii a curve of Avliich the sitiuitioii

was near the zenith, while the writer at Dc^jitford is describiiif;

“ two red beams,” standini!^ perpendicularly to the horizon.

4. The writer at Edmonton places his “ broarl streak, (:ur^'ed,”

in a N. N. E. direction while the writer at Deptford records

“ two red beams of light, seen in the easterly and westerly

direction.” Lastly,

5. Thc^ writer at iililmonton seems to make roruscatlous,

‘‘ incessant and remarkably bright,” dart, from Ins “ broad

streak, curved while tlie writer at Deptlord seems ordy

anxious to place his ‘Hwo red beams,” as perpendicular pillars,

standing on either side of the rtKujnctio meridian.

VII. And, from the whole of this, from the total silence of

four accounts, and from the extreme discordance of the other

three, the present writer presumes to draw llu» following in-

ferences, including that of tli6j,^iccnracy of his own oiiginal

statcme,ut

:

1. Thai th(*. two ]Hirpendicular red beams of light, of tla^

writer at Dcjitlbrd, should be joined with broad curvc'd streaks

of a deep copper, <jr red hue, of the writer at hklmouton, to

complete the arch which has been spoken of in the (iiregoing

pages.

2. That this arch, or curved streak, with its feet east and

west, sent forth no coruscations itself; l)ut that the corusca-

tions rose beneath it, and passe<l above it.

3. That it was dejscribed upon the clouds only
;
was no part

of the Aurora
;

and, from its connexion with the clouds only,

had an evanescence which, on the one hand, wan the cause

of the various descriptions, and, on the oilier, of no de-

scriptions at all. The present Avriter ol)ser\ed this part of the

phenomenon from its beginning to its ending He saw i( rise

in the west, extend Itselffrom the north, ;uid descend in the east;

and he thinks it reasonable to ascribe the variations concerning

it, in the coincident narratives, to the ditfcreiit points of time

to which alone they really refer. The writers at .Edmonton
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and .Deptford seem to have had llieir attention fixed upon

it at d liferent epochs of its profii^ress ; and all I ho four other

writers, who have been cited, seem to speak of a time sid)-

scciuent to its disaj) pea ranee. The preseni writer does not

recollect the small cloial below it, spoken of by Mr. Adams

;

but h(i Avell r<n»iembers the clouds iibo\c it, and nlon^’ and

near the riortln'in ed^e of which it setmis to be formed.

does not recollect seeinj^ its deiinile soulhoni outline contrasted

with the azure sky
;

but he well remembers seeing thatoiilline

contrasted with Ihe dark clouds abo\e it, or to its southward;

and also the contrast of its d(‘linite nortln'ni outline, as con-

trasted with the azure sky IxMieatli.

VII J. It is necessary to take notice, also, of what is said

above, by the astronomical observer at Deptford, as to the

“ (lashc's con\ero;in<^ to the zenith,” and, further, of the omis-

sion, both by this writer and by Mr. Adams, to spc‘ak of the

cur\i‘d beam, streamer, or coruscation, to the east of north,

as d(‘scribed above. The w’hole veracity of the foregoing

descri[itioii depends upon th^ denial of a uniform comer-

gence of the streanuns, pillars, columns, or coruscations

toward the zenith; nor was it, in all probability, the inten-

tion of the writer at Deptford, to assert any such convergence,

hut only to speak of those coruscations, or shift ing lights,

in the zenith, which are described by Mr. Adams as cross-

ing each otlier from east to Avest. It is remarkable), at the

same lime, that neither the, one nor the other of these writers

have mentioned that direct reverse of convergenci' w Inch marked

the general figure and arrangement ^ the streamers or columns

of the Aurora, and which was so opposite to what would liave

been given to it by the phenomenon of comergence. In-

deed, the violent curve of the extreme column to the N. J'l.

or N. j\. Jv, shrouded, too, as that column was with a body of

dense vapour through which its light appeiired of a deep and

dull red colour, might make the description of this itself answer

to the “ broad streak, curved,” of Mr. Adams, if wc were not

certain, from other particulars mentioned, that Mr, Adams
really refers to the curve which formed part of the arch, l"or

the rest, no iiieiuiou of the real directions of the several columns

liaving been made by any obsen'Cr of the Aurora of the 25tli
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of September but himself, and especially none of the outward

curve of the easternmost column, it is satisfactory to the

writer to have found an account of an appearance similar to

this last, in an Aurora of which he will presently have occa-

sion to speak.

IX. Finally, there is an observation to be made upon that

part of the description, by the second correspondent of the

iic\v.sj)a[)ers, where it is said, that during the appearance of the

coruscations in the zenith, ‘‘ the wind blew gently from the

south,” and the s])ectator “ frc(pienily ol)servcd, that when it

fresheru^d a little, the Aurora llorcalis became more brilliant in

its appearance ton Inch it may also seem the writer’s intention

to add,—“ sending beautiful coruscations of light, in rapid suc-

cession toward the zenith, and frequently j)assing that point,

ten or fifteen degrees to (he southward.” iNow^ the reality of

any de[)endeiice of the light and motion of the Aurora upon

the freshening of the breeze, would seem loo strongly to alfect

the (pK'stion of the nature and action of the auroral matter,

to be admitted without cautious examination. In truth, what

was it that constituted the luminous matter which we saw in

the zcMiith? The stars were visible through it. Hut for luminous

appearances that Hew or skimmed along the heavens, we should

lia\e said, that the latter were clear, and that there was nothing

but the purest atmosphere between the eartli and the heavens.

Was it, then, tin? atmospherical matter which Avas thus illumi-

nated, aiul Avliicli, being ruffled by the breeze, can be supposed

to have really exhibited the appearances described by this

writer, or, Avas it not, rather, illuminated auroral matter,

which was shot through the atmosphere; and, if this last,

how are we to understand that its brilliance, and still less the

frequency and vigour of its coruscations, could have been

affected by the freshening of the breeze ?

X. But, taking, now, a final leave of tlie description of the

Aurora of the 25lh of September, and of the observations

specially suggested by it, let us here examine the several par-

ticulars which are commonly offered as part, at least, of its

toiehistoapyj an undertaking, for the greater convenience of

Avhich the given in a modern Avork of much and
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deserved reputation, shall be quoted and considered sentence

by sentence, as follows ;

I. . Aurora Borkalis, Northern Lights or Streamers
; a

kind of meteor, appearing in the Northern part of the heavens,

mostly in the winter time, and in frosty weather.

2. “ It is in th(^ Arctic regions that it appears in perfection,

particularly during the solstice.

3. “ In the Shetland Islands, the Merry Dancers, as they

are called, are the constant attendants of clear evenings, and

])rove great reliefs amidst the gloom of the long winter nights.

4. “ They commonly appear at twilight, near the horizon,

of a dnn colour, a.|)])roaching to yellow
;
sometimes continuing

in that state, for se\eral hours, without any sensible motion,

aftt'T which they ])reak out into streams of stronger light,

s[)reading into columns, and altering slowly into ten thousand

(litliirent shapes, varying their colours from all the tints of

yellow to the obscurest russet.

5. “ They often cover the whole hemisphere, and then make
the most brilliant appearance.

G. “ Their motions, at these times, are most, amazingly quick,

find tlu'y astonish the spectators with the rapid change of their

form.

7. “ They break out in places where none were seen before,

skimming briskly along the heavens
;
are siiddenly extinguished,

and leave behintl a uniform dusky track.

8. ‘‘ This again is brilliantly illuminated in the same manner,

and ;js suddenly left a dull blank.

y. III certain nights, they assume the appearance of vast

columns; on one side of the deepest yellow, on the other, de-

clining awfiy till it becomes undistinguished from the sky.

10.

“ They have generally a tremulous motion from end to

end, which continues till the whole vanish(?s.

II. “ Jn a word, we, who only see the extremities of these

northern phenomena, have but a faint idea of their splendour

and their motions.

12. “ Accolrding to the state of the atmosphere, they differ

in colour.

13. “ They often put on the colour of blood, and then make
a most dreadful appearance \

* Encyclopaedia Britannica.^ Art. Aurora Borealii.
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I. Now, witli respect to the first and second of tlie sentences

here transcribcid, there sccniis reason to doubt the accuracy

of the account which almost limits the appearances of the

Aurora to the “ winter time,’’ to frosty Aveather,” and espe-

cially to the winter “ solstice.” The frequency Avith AvJiich the

season approaching' to C'hnstmas, or that of the Avinler solstice,

is distini^'iiished by the occurrence of Aveather peculiarly mild,

insomuch tliat, almost every year, the period is marked by
observations iq)on Avhat is annually called the extraordinary

and unseasonable genialness of the AAx^athcr, coAvslips blooming,

leaves budding, and birds building their nests
;

this fre(piency

of a mild temperaturti of the air about the period of the Avinter

solstice, may justify, even under a general vioAv, a doubt of the

accuracy with Avhicli, as things of course, the Avinh^r solstice,

and frosty Aveather, are spoken of as arriving in conjunction.

I3ut, that the ap{)eararice of the Aurora Borealis is iiot [)ecnliar,

either to the occurrence of frosty weather, or to the [)('riod of

Ihc Av inter solstice, Avhether the tAVO latter phenomena, are

related or otherwise, seems probable, as Avell from thc^ mddness
of the weather at the late appearance, as from the various

seasons of the year in which the few others described in our

books are recorded to have presented themseilve.s. The earliest

mentioned Avas seen in London hi the year 1500, on the

30th day of January. The next was in 1564, on the 7th of

October. The next, in 1574, on the 14th and I5th of Noa ember.
The two pext, observed in Brabant, in 1575, on the 25th of

February, aiul 28th of September. The next, at Wurternburg,

as we are assured by Meestlin, seven times, in the year 1580.

The next, in an extraordinary manner, in the laoiilhs of Afiril

and September, 1581
;
and in a less degree, at some other

places, ill the same year. The next, obser\eti all over France,

in 1G21, on tlui 2nd of September. TJie next in 1.707 find

1708, during AA^hich two years the Aurora Avas Avitnessed live

times. The next, in the month of March, in 1715-16. The
next, in 1737, on the 16th of Becembi'r

; tJuit seen in London

in 1791, of the month of which the Avritcr is uninformed;

another in 1803, or 1804, at the latter of September, or tht?

beginm^ of October ; and this, of 1827, on the 25tli of Sep-

But, from these statements, it is now seen, that.
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exclusive of appearances of the Aurora in respect of which

the month is not particularised, ei«;lit of the different months

of the year occur by luinie
;

that is to say, the months of

September, October, November, and Dc'cember, J-tinuary,

February, Marcli, and April; leaving only four niontlis (May,

June, July, and Vugiist, the hleiitical siuiuner-inoiitlis of the

Polar regions, or months during vvhi(*h the sun visits the

Polar horizon!) hitlierto undistinguished by the phenomenon

of the Aurora, and almost cstablisliing, as tlic setason of its

occurrence, not the middle ])oint of the winter .^olstice, but

ihc whole period extending, in general terms, from the au-

tumnal (iquhiox to the vernal, beginning aX or before the

first, and ending at or after the last; or, what may lx i called

tl'i(i entire winter of tlie northern hemisphere, or the ])criod

during’ winch the snn’s course is to the sonthwartl of the tropic

of Cancer; a dethictiou from the scanty data offered by such

archives of the phenomenon as we possess, not, peiha[)s, of

trilling importance toward the establishment of the true tlieory

of tlie cause, as well .as of the purpose of its being.

2. Tlie tliird sentence, wliere it describes tlie Aurora Bore-

alis as the constant attendant of clear evenings in the Sh(*tland

Islands, and thereby a great relief to the gloom of the long

winler-niglits, is probably tainted with errors in regard to the

])lienonienon, such .as affect its whole history and pbilosofiliy.

The suggestion has just been hazarded abovc^, that at least

considerable displays of the Aurora arc probably almost as

rare, even in the Arctic regions, as in climates furtlier south;

and the truth of this persuasion, as the writer anticipates,

will fully np])ear below. fn the sentence now relerrcd to,

the word “ constant” slioiild, at least, give way to ** fre-

quent,’’ if not to “ often and a distinction should be allow'ed

for, hetweem lliose feelih' appearances which alone, it may be

suspected, are c*ven often beheld in the Shetland Islands, and

tliose extraordinary displays which make themselves visible to

their southward.

3. The fourth of the above sentences, in which the Aurora is

said to apiiear commonly at twilight, will have been seen to

agree Avith the lime assigned for the commence^ient of the

Aurora in the late example; and this, when coupled wi^the
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o])sen'fitioii in the third, that, in the Shetland Islands, it is the

constant atten<lant of clear evenings, will seem to suggest,

what, indeed, .will probably be easily agreed to, that the Au-
rora, in itself, is peculiar neither to clear evenings nor to

evenings at all
; but is in activity during the twenty-four hours,

or Avithout intermission
;
though, to be visible to human eyes,

first, the atmosph(?re must be dark, and, secondly, it must

be more or less clear. ft may also be thought apparent,

from the terms of the hvelfth and thirteenth sentences, that

too much has not been said by the present writer, of the

degree in Avhich the peculiar spectacle, upon each separate

occasion, depends, not alone of the proper and really uniform

features of the Aurora itself, but also of the atinos])here

through Avhich it is seen, Avith the appearance of Avhich its

owm appearance is combined
;
and of the conseejuent value

of a careful separation of the real phenomena of the Aurora,

from the adventitious ])hcnomena of the intervening and siir-

roAinding atmosphere. That the colours which, Avhelher visibly

connected with the atmosphere or otherwise, are displayed dur-

ing the appearance of the Aurora Borealis, are Avholly derived

from the atmospherical medium through Avhich avc behold it,

and that the Aurora itself exhibits only a pure Avhite light, is

what the Avriter greatly inclines to suspect, and Avhat may
seem to be rendered still more credible by that w^hich is ro.~

porterl by those Avho have obtained a partial glimpse of the

Aurora Australis, or corresponding phenomenon of the south.

This is described, by Mr. Forster, Avho sailed round the Avorld

Avith Captain Cook, as consisting in long columns of clear

white light;” but the whiteness, in the eyes of the narrator,

seemed to establish a difference, instead of a similitude, be-

tAveen the Aurora; Australis and Borealis, Mr. F. Avholly over-

looking the explanation Avhich his own account supplies

!

“ These columns,” says he, ‘“though in most respects similar

to the Northern Lights (Aurora Borealis) of our hemisphere,

yet differed from them in being always of a whitish colour,

Avhereas ours assume various tints, especially (hose of a fiery or

purple hue. Tbfi sky was generally clear Avhcri they appeared,

and tJaU'air sharp cold, the thermometer standing at the

freezing-point.” Noav this text is its own commentary. The
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Aurora could not h9.ve been seen if tlie sl«y hacf not been more

or less clear. But the sky was i^ery clear ; and this because the

weather was severelyfrosty. The thermometer ‘‘ was standin;y

at the freezing point.” The weather was settled frosty, and

therefore settled clear
;

for the Aurora appeared for “ several

following nights.” The atmosphere, therefore, was clear
;
there

was neither cloud nor fb^, and thence the whiteness of the

Aurora. But these views of the Aurora Australis were partial

occurrences, and were characterised, as we must conclude, by

the state of the atmosphere at a particular conjuncture, or at a

particular season of the year. In point of fact, the Aurora was

seen on tlie Kith of February, 1773, in latitude 58° 8. This

was the beginning of the Australian winter, and it might be a

very cold, and therefore a very clear beginning. But the at-

mosphere of the southern half of the globe is not always thus

translucent
;
and when it is otherwise, we may depend upon it

that the columns of its Aurora assume various colours, espe-

cially those of a (iery and purple hue,” more or less like our owm.

A friend of the present writer was in the same latitude (58® 12'

S.) in the month of March, a few years since; and, upon

asking that gentleman whether he had ever beheld an Aurora

in the Southern Hemisphere, his answer was in the negative.

The season of his visit, however, was a month later in the

soulliern winter than the visit of Messrs. Cook and l^orstcn-
;
the

\veather was thick and sleety ; it was unfavourable to any view

of an Aurora at all
;
but, had the phenomenon liappened to

[)resent itself, its appearance, wc may believe, would not have

presented that of a uniform, clear, white light.

4. In the fourth and sixtli sentences, what is said of “ change

of shape,” and “ cliange of form,” is of a nature exceedingly to

mislead such as, never having themselves witnessed the phe-

nomenon, may desire either to figure it to their imagination, or

to reason upon ils appearances. In reality, there is no such

change of shape or Ibrm as the words naturally suggest to

our ideas; the forms, under all changes, are still linear; and

the actual changes, as to form, are limited to such changes only

as can be produced with the single material of lines, lengthened,

shortened, varied iu their direction, and now fixed, now shaken,

now darting; and now joined in rapid and intermingling ototkm.
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Add, that these lines arc liiiniiious, and varied in colour from

white to yellow, red, and crimson, and, sometimes, perhaps, to

purple and to .violet
; that they play, in the lower heavens in

a field of light, and in the upper ovt'r a sky of blue
;
and the

picture of the Aurora Borealis is well nigh complete. The ob-

servation in the ninth sentence, that the v«ast columns, of which,

upon some occasions, the Aurora disphiys the forms, are of a

deep yellow upon one side, which, upon the oilier, fades gra-

dually into tliat of the sky, is to be uiuhnstood, as expressing,

that, as in the late (example, the outer edges of the colnnins,

or those next the dark or unillumiiied jiortion of the horizon,

are sharp and strongly defined; while the inner ones are less

distingnislicd from llio general field of light in v\hich they

stand; and which distinction, after all, is but a delusion of

the eye, which more readily distinguishes the variation of

colour ill the outer edge, which is so strongly redieved by tlio

dark and colder-coloured part of the sky, than the colour of tlie

inner jiart and edge of the column, which, more or less, ap-

proachcis that of the ground behind it.

5. Sentences seven and eight appear to the present writer

to convey the most accurate description possible, of th(^ appc‘ar-

anre of the Anroni in the zenith. The “ dusky track,*’ which

remains after the lights which have enlivened it are extiiignishcd,

and in whudi they are so often seen again, may seem to allest

the justice of his opinion, that these appearances in the zenith

are no other fliaii the far-projected tops of the columns which

have their bases in, or rather below, the horizon
;

tO])s

which, while they fill the .southern half of the zenith, to the

view of spectators under our parallel, must gradually descend

toward the horizon, in the eyes of such as behold them furlher

and still further to the south; till, like the topmast of a re-

ceding ship, they first scarcely remain discoverable above the

convexity of the surface intervening, and finally dip and sink

beneath it. But, upon this assumption, the ajipearaiice, and

therefore office, of the Aurora Borealis, must be conceived as

extending far |0 the- southward of even our own island ;
and

the statenient, as in the eleventh sentence, becomes more or

lesa» ma!(^urate^ that only the extremities of these northern

are ^tnessed by ourselves. In reality we are
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OTirselvcs inhabitants of the Northern heinisplicrc
;
and the

relationship of the Aurora to the wants of the whole hemi-

sphere is more extended, perha[>s, than we liave commonly

irmif^ined. It is even a contradiction to say, as in the eleventh

sentence, tluit we sec only the extremities, that is, the

Southern extreinilics of these Northern phenomena, after

liavin*; said, in ihe Jifth sentence, that “ tliey often cover the

wliole lieavens, and then makc^ the most brilliant appcuirance

unless, indi!C(l, in both of these remaihs niference is made to

the sjx'cliK le beheld under more NorlhcTly ])aralle]s, a refer-

ence wliich is furllKM* sugj^ested, together with their apparent

orif^in, in ll>e hMins of a description by Cimelin, to be cited

below, of ihe Aurora as beindd upon the coasts of the Icy Sea.

If the Aiircjra, I here, or upon the banks of the liCna or Yenesei,

is seen to risci in (he north, but. yet to stretch itself over the

\\h()l(i hemispliere, it must follow, that its extremities,” that

is, its soullierii extremities, so far from being all that is seen in

these situations, are really projected, on those occasions, so

far to th(' southward, ns to escape the ken of our non hern

optics
;

a, fact of which the explanation must be familiar,

inasmuch as, owing to the convexity of the surface of the

^lohe, tl\e horizon of every part is narrowly bounded, wlielher

iijion the South or upon the North; whence it results, that

any celestial, or even^ atmospherical appearance, stretching

only a little way beyond us to the Southward, or toward the

l^ast, or toward the West, must soon reach the liorizon upon

c‘ither of those sides, and thus cover all that, to tlie eye

of any individual, is visible of the “ whole hemisphere”

(). Hut the description, by Gmclin, of the Aurora, as seen

upon the shores of the Icy Sea, and more tlian all, the simpli-

city with wliich the naturalist is disposed to iix its birth-place

in that precise interval of the earth’s surface which divides the

mouth of the river Yenesei from that of ihe river Lena, in the

North-east of Asia, (a spot so far to the North^-erntward^ too, of

our own!) while it may possibly explain the origin or bearing

of renuirks, tluit it “ sometimes covers the whple hemisphere,

and then makes the most brilliant appearance,*' will also

afford something of an answer to such as, with the writer

quoted above, seeking to coiiuect the Auroia Borealis ivtUi.the
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Magnetic Polc\ would discover its same birth-place, or focus,

ill the North-west, or nearer to the Nortli-w’cst of Ainerica, than

to the North-east of Asia ! It may furnish a reply, also, to

Gmelin himself, who, though he tells us that, even upon the

banks of the Lena and Yenesci, the Aurora is still seen to rise

to the North or North-east of those situations, yet imagines

those very banks to be its “ real birth-place for is it not

plain, in the meantime, and this from the very statement of

the author, that, travel as far northward, or north-eastward, as

we will, the birth-place of the Aurora still retires from our

feet
;
that, even upon the shores of the Icy Sea, the joyous

phantom is still to our North^vard, or North-east, and that we
may reasonably conclude, that even a voyage upon that sea

would not carry us to the cradle in pursuit
;

that, in short, at

the North Pole, we should still behold it rise in the North, or

the North-east, or the North-west
;
that we might sail down

the Western Hemisphere, and yet only discover, that the vVurora

was now in the North behind our backs, as it had been before

in the North before our faces
;
and that, in short, so long a«

we do but admit its existence in the North, the particular soil

or sea is best described in the most general terms :

—

In Nova Zembla, or the Lord knows wliere !”

The search, too, for the paternal hearth of the Aurora Borealis

in any particular division of the Northern Hemisphere, and

especially the attempt to find it at the Magnetic or Elec-

tric Pole, is, perhaps, so much the more hopeless, after

ascertaining, as above, that each hemisphere has its Aurora
;

and after concluding, as we may have been led to conclude

with reason, that each Aurora, other things equal, resembles

the other I What is remarkable, also, is that, in the Soul hern

Hemisphere, as well as, according to Gmelin, in the Northern,

it is to the Eastward, or to the East of North, that tlie Aurora

has its apparent focus. “ A beautiful phenomenon,’' says

Mr. Forster, (Feb. 17, 1773, lat. 58*" S.) had been observed

during the preceding night, which appeared again this and

several foUowring nights. It consisted of long columns of wliitt!

light, shooting up from the horizon to the eastward, almost to

the and gradually spreading over the whole southern

part sky. iBkese columns are gradually bent «ideways
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at their up])cr extremities
;
and, though in most respects similar

to the Norllieni Ligiits (Aurora Jlorealis) of our hemisjihere^

yet differed from them in being always of a whitish colour

;

whereas ours a.ssiirae various colours, especially those of a ireiy

or purple hue. The sky was generally clear when they ap-

2
)eared, and the air sharp and cold

;
the thermometer stand-

ing at the iVeezing jioint.” This occasional bending of the

columns, “ sideways at their upjier extremities,” instead of

uniform convergence toward the zenith, observed by Mr.

Forster in the Aurora of the South, is plainly the same

peculiarity whicli was recently witnessed in London, in the

Aurora of the North, and a circumstance which, in what-

e\er way explainc(l, assists in the identification of the na-

tures of the two phenomena; and, if wc are still to hesitate,

upon account of the whiter light of that of the South, let us

believe that partietdar to originate in some peculiar coiisli-

tution of the Southern atmosj)here, from which, in one way or

another, not here to be discussed, the cause of the difference

may offer itself. ]iut Gmolin's account of the Aurora of the

North, to which the attention of the reader has already been

called, is that which is here required to follow. It is to serve

to illustrate, as will l)e remembered, much of the foregoing

:

“ This Northern Light,” says that author, begins with the

rising of single light pillars in the North, and almost at the same

lime in the North-east, wliich, gradually increasing, lill a large

space in the heavens, rush about, from jilace to place, with

incredible velocity, and finally almost cover the whole sky, up

to the zenith : the streams are then seen meeting together in

llie zenilh, where they produce an appearance as if a vast tent

was expanded in the hi^avcns, glittering with gold, rubies, and

sapphires. A more beautiful spectacle cannot be described;

but whoever should witness such a Northern Light for the lirst

time, could not behold it wdlliout terror
;

for, how'ever beautiful

the illumination may be, it is attended, as I have learned from

the relation of many persons, with a hissing, crackling, and

rushing noise, thronglioui the air, as if the largest fireworks

were playing off. To describe what they then hear, they make ’

use of the expression, ‘ Spolochi chodjat that is, ‘The ftirioTO:"

army is passing T The hunters, who, upon^ie confines^ of the^

OCT,—DISC. 1327. . 2 E ' T
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Icy Sea, follow the chase of the blue and white foxes, are often

overtaken in their excursions by the Northern bij;ht; andj upon

this oecnrreiice, their do^^s are so much frightened, (hat they

will not niovcj, but cower ol)stinat(‘ly upon the ground till the

noise is over. The weather, after the fippearance of the

Northern Light, is usually clear and calm. I have heard these

accounts, not from one p(‘r‘^on only; but from many of those

who have sj)eiit seviTal years in these very Northerly regions,

and inhabited dillereni countries from the Yenesei to the

Lena, so that no doubt of its truth can remain
;

for here

seems to be the real fiirlh-placc of the Aurora JJorealis.”

8. lipon this slaternenl itself, it is only needful to remark,

that the rising of the pillars in the North-easi, or to the l^ast

of North, rather than to the North-w'cst, or West of North,

almost at the same time with their first afipearance in tlu*

North, is not, perhaps, even as seen between tlio Lena and

Yenesei, so uniformly the case as M. Gmclin may have been

led to believe
;
and that, at all events, as aliove described, the

progress of the late display, observed in London, was, first from

North to West, and afterw’ard from West to East; the North

being always the centre, or ahvays light, while the West and

East w ere changed. The covering of the wdiole sky, and the

splendour of the scene produced, have been the subject of pre-

vious remark
;
and the observation, “ that the streams (pre-

viously called pillars) are then seen meeting together in the

zenith,” enlirely corroborates what the present writer has said of

the nature of the lights seen skimming across the zenith, and

across each other, and the deduction which he has thence made,

that the luminous appearances in the zenith are the summits

of those very })illars of which the bases are on or below the

horizon. The clear and calm weatluir which, on the shores of

the Icy Sea, commonly follows the appearance of Ihc Aurora

is, in some degree, in concord with the phenomena of its

recent appearance in London; where, without any material

change in the temperature, a succession of clear, calm, and

bright day^ Bupervi^ncd, within a day or two of the Aurora.

As to the hissing, crackling, or rushing noise, which is said

to accompany the Aurora in the more northern regions, and

jbws iwmetpies been compared to that of the furling and
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unfurling of flags, tlioro is nothing diflicnU, (knowing what wo
do of the noise of winds and of thunder,) in admitting its pro-

bahili(y, unless wluit may arise from thc^ consideration, that

llie noise might, or miglit not, be expecte<l to be licurd, where-

ever the pheiioiuenon is to I)e seen, lint the most striking

and important Iruih, coinnnmicntcd in the foregoing account, is

that Inch we cam oi but rigorously inter from tlie collective

testimony of two very distinct descriptions, ’vvhh h is aflbrded

in two of the concluding sentences. It consists in that

real infrequency, as well in the Noiiliern, as in the Southern

ll('inLspher(', of the appearance of the Amoia; an iufvqncncij

the knowledge of which is so essential to the true history of

the ])heuomenon, and therefore to its true philosophy, and

eonsc‘(|uently to much of tlui history and philosophy of nature

lit large;—an infrequency which the prescait writer has given

notice of above, as a proposition for which, in dissent from all

received authorities, he will contend ; and upon the opposite

account of wliich matter, in the general account quoted, he

has already requested the reader to suspend his judgment. It

is obvious that, as a natural phenomenon, an Aurora Borealis,

which, (hough constantly experienced in the more Northerly

regions, is but rarely observed in the more Southern
;

that is,

an Aurora Borealis which, though familiar to the Sainoiode,

(he Laplander, and even the Shetlander, is an extraordinary,

and a terrific, or at least a marvellous event, to the .Italian, the

Lrciichmaii, and even to the Englishman; it is of ions, that

such an Aurora Borealis, constant in its occiirieiice a little

birllier to the Northward, and almost the solitary spectacle of a
genmatioii a little further to the South, is, as a natural phe-

nomenon, a very ilitleiviit thing from an Aurora Borfealis

which, though far enough to the South, sulliciently frequent in

comparatively trivial magnitudes and lustre, is seen, cither in

the South or iu the North, in its greatness, and in its splendour,

but yet rarc'ly, and with, perhaps, almost equal rareness ; it is

obvious that, as natural [dicnomcna, and not less so as sights

connected by mankind with their own fortunes, the two tilings

now described are cxcc^cdingly unlike as matter of history, and
eiiually so as matter of philosophy. If we are simply to record

the occurrence, it is one thing to speak of i phenooi&I^M

SB a r
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which, in the is seen only at lon^- intervals, while it is a

“ constant attemhint” in the North
;

and another thing to

speak of tliat.which, whether in the South or in tire North, is

equally rare, and equally out of the “ constant” course of na-

ture. If we are to write the history ot nature, it is one tiling

to relate, that sncli jihenoinena, or raflier others, infinitely more

splendid, more territic, or more marvellous, than that whicli

was witnessed in London, in the month of September in this

year, or in the same month some thrce-and-lAventy years ago,

or else some six-aiid -thirty, and, to judge l)y experience, is

not to be looked for, in the same city, during twenty or thirty

years sigain ;—it is one thing to relate that, in the Shetland

Islands, such a spectacle is a ‘‘ constant attendant of clear

eVenings,” and another tiling to relate, that though, perhaps,

on clear evdnings, in the Slietland islands, somi*. small <lis-

plays of the Aurora arc not unfrequently perceived, yet, that

such an exhibition as has recently been witnessed in London,

and still more, such as, more effulgent, and more extended,

and more vigorous, and even coloured by the atmosphere

into the terrific;—that those exhibitions; in short, of winch

our naturalists and men of science would pcrsuad(j us, that,

w'hile beheld nightly by those of the North, they are known
to us by very faint examples alone ;—those exhibitions,—that

those extraordinary examples of the brightiiess and vigour of the

Aurora—are as rare, or almost as rare, not only in the Shet-

land Islands, but in Iceland, and on the shores of the icy Sea,

as ill the "Ueets of London themsehes! It' is obvious, too,

that if we are to speak of this phenomenon philosophically,

if wc are to attempt to explain its origin and use,—its source

in the natural (dements, and its office in llie natural economy

;

here, too, the solving of this question oi' thefreqiicuctj or uifre^-

quency, the constancy or the inconstancy, of these mighty

exhibitions, even in the Nortli, and under tlic Pole itself, is

matter .of foremost importance. And wliat is the testimony,

tipoh these heads, which is borne by the accounts colk'ctexl by

iimelin ? Is the Northern Light of tlie (jcrmaii naturalist,

tlijB apparently constant attendant of clear evenings, c\c*ii in the

Cpiiptries between the Lena and the Ymiesei Is tluj spectacle,

aijid the atmospherical hurley, which seems to rusli over the
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Iiuniiii«;-^roniuls of the hunters and their tlogs, and which
fVij^hlcns iJic very dogs, and y)ins them to the ground till it is

])assed, or lias seemed to pass
;

is this th(! constant attendant

of clc'ar (nenings,” or, is it a prodigy so uncommon as to defy

familiarity? jJut, if this evidence is insufficient, let us look to

what is said of its in/luence, in these countries, on the subse-

quent state of the almosplu're. So far from the Aurora being

ail altendant or folloiver of clear evenings, it seems that clear

c\ eiiiugs folloAv the Aurora ! It is said, that after its occur-

rence, clear and calm weather is ciisloiijary to follow; and,

here, the expression itself is imjdicative of the rarity of the

occurrence. If it w^ere constant, how should this result come
to be noticed ; and, indt‘cd, if the Aurora Borealis were the

('onstant attendant of each twenty-four hours, and if clear

weathc'r wiire usually in the train of the Aurora Borealis, how
could it ordinarily happen, that there should be any thing else

tlian clear weather, in the countries visited by the Aurora, or

any foul weathiir for the Aurora to dispel? Yet, such is the

established prejudice concerning this supposed frecpicncy

of the more powerful displays of the Aurora in the climates

further to the North than our owm, that a writer, quoting the

very statement above, absolutely prefaces it with the remark,

that Gmclin, in pointed terms, speaks of the Aurora as “ fre-

quent,” as well as “ very loud,” “ in the North-eastern parts

of Siberia*!” A simple perusal, in the meantirni?, i'? sufficient

to show, that Gmelin says nothing affirmative as 'o its /re-

<incucij

;

while a slight consideration of the facL.- ivhich he

adduces must satisfy us, as no doubt they satisfied Gmelin
himself, that the occurrence, even in Siberia, is actually infre-

(jiiciit

!

XL In reference, however, as well to the image presented

above, of “ a vast tent expanded in the heavens, glittering

with gold, rubies, and sapphires as also to many less

ambitious and figurative descriptions of the spectacle offthe

Aurora Borealis, (not excepting that indicted by himself,)

the author is anxious to suggest a caution against the too.

exaggerated conception of the realities intended.

* Encyclopsedia Britanaica. ' y' " ‘
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upon such occasions, arc rarely more Ilian imperfect pic-

tures, presenting but feeble likenesses, and eitlier deficient

or excessive -in the amount of Ijcauly, or of the reverse', of

whatever kind, which they attempt to cojiy from their originals
;

and the inconvenience is seriously great, whenever the object

portrayed is wholly strange' to the mind before whicli it is ])laced.

The iinperft'ct power, holh of words and written characters,

to convey j)rocise, and sometimes even toleralile ideas, of

the objects, either sensilileor abstract, Avhich they are intended

to rejjrescnt, and the* superior intelligiliility so often belonging

to diagrams or figures, or oilier resources of the art of drawing,

(the primitive, and, for so many purposes, tlie most inslnicti\e

no^de of writing *^) Avould have led the prcst'iit. writer, had

time permitted, to endeavour, as often as possible, to ('lu-

cidate by such means the several parts of the foic'going

obser\ations; but which means, at last, and in reference to the

actual phenomena of the Aurora, would necessarily fail to

convey the due, and yet no more than the due impression, to

such as are wholly without its ocular acquaintance. We arc

little aware how much, upon ordinary occasions, our under-

standing of words heard or read is assisted by our pri'xions

knowledge of the sensible objects, or of the acquired notions,

to which they refer
;
and the examples would be endless, of

the sensible objects preposterously misconceived, as well as

the proposifions made false or ridiculous, through the frequent

inadequac\ of w^ords to communicate truths entirely new

* The individual, social, and political imporlance of making Iho art of
drawing a br.mch (d ^rncral education, is a suhjtxt which the author can
never cease to ujmn the attention of liis fi llow-counlrymen, and of all

the civilised woild. it is more than hm years si nri' lie tiist endeavoured to

lead the public ( \e to its rej^ard. In Knglaiifl, and witli a vie^\ to llie

subsistence of a larje and always inen a'-insf popul ition, it is an LiH-tWTiON
IN THE Arts wliicli is the {jfroat want ; ami the art of tlrrnring, Iiesidi s bcinij;

the assistant of all hioivledge vhate\ei, is pediliarlyso of all other m'lH lliari

itself, or of all other works of the hand. A recent Semion, by tlie Jaird Bishop
of %tih#nd/WellS, preached at Wells, foi the benelltof the i)iocesan >iali<»nal

Scfi|jpla^ bears ample testimony to tlie deficiency, and oven the dangers, to

tb^ragfor nqt less thantp others, in all (he preM nl popular education ;\ind, sty

therefore, to the soundness of the author’s piiriciples, and to the Illness

remedy. His own dealj^n, however, is not only to K'meily an evil arising-

,

present practice, but also to produce an iinlepmdenl p:ood
; and,

not merely to aid the poor, nor merely to promote the political welfare of this

kingdo^,.bnt to increliise the resources, physical and intellectual, of all classes,

aa4 to i^mbto the well^ of the whole world.
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to the disciple. Even tlT^ history of opinions^ concerning the

Aurora Borealis itself, iniglit be cited upon this very [)oiut.

Tlie ordinary and natural resource, in such circumstances, is

comparison
;

but (^ven com[)arisou has been the source of

great and endless errors of description. Of the dc^gree of

resemblance proposed betweciii the known and the unknown,

there' is no common measure for the minds of the hearer and the

listener, and tlui point or points of comj)arison intended by

the hrst must often l)e mistaluai by the sec ond
;
or, if reference

is made to a similitude under one asj)eci, the imagination

conceives a niscTOblancc also under another: thus, if it is

said, that an unknown animal is as lunjo as a horse, the idc'a of

\\u\fiijuro also of a horse, is apt to l)c atl ached. A modern

English work of science premises, u|)on the subject of the

Aurora Borealis, that its appearance is so wcdl known as to

render description needless. It is true that the work referred

to is printed in the Northern part of the island, where I lie plie-

nomenon is doul)tl(.*ss more familiar than in the Southern
;

hut,

ill the foregoing pages lliernselves, it has, perhaps, been de-

monstrated as probably certain, that if it is any wherc^ snfli-

cionlly known to render description trite for the common eye,

it has at least never hitherto been described \Villi sulficient pre-

cision for the aid of speculative research. To attempt to ex-

plain its (mise, and to relate its entire history, its appearance

must first be either observed or described with accuracy
;
and

we have seen, above, that some of the most scieulific reason-

ings which have hitherto been offered as to ilie former, are

wholly inapplicable to the true peculiarities of tlie latter.

Considered sirn[)ly as a visual object, and as a meteor

dilTering from all others, and especially liom all other luminous

niekuirs, in this, tliat its duration extends to hours, if not to

days and months
;
the only resemblance, pe]‘ha[)s, that can lie

suggested, is to that description of lightning which is called hea^

Uijlifnimj, the freqmait companion of our summer-evenings.

But, here, the similitude is inexpressibly feeble ; siiig|||ieat-
lightning has nothing, i^illier of the splendour, the qv

the beauty of the Aurora.; and since the light of the l^tt^r,

however mobile, varied, and, from lime to time, increasptLi^

diminished in itself, is yet, as to general effect, contini|OlM^^
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steady, Therd remains, then, but ^ compare the phenomenon

of the Aurora with the rising or the setting Sun. In both of

these latter, as in the Aurora, the light is in the horizon, and

that light is shot upward, perpendicularly, or obliquely,

toward the zenith or toward the right and left
;
and both of

these, like the Aurora, are more or less constantly attended with

a variety of colouring, similar in hue if not in depth, and

always beautiful, and often gorgeous. W^ith the Sun, and

with the beams of the Sun, ancient description, in point of

fact, has confounded the Aurora Borealis, to the degree, per-

haps, of giving origin to some of the ancient and poetical

descriptions of the Sun, utterly inappropriate and inexplicable

as understood of that day-star, but easily recognised in the An-

rork
;
yet the dissimilitudes, at last, are numerous and great

!

Of the essential dilference of figure, both as to the beams of the

Sun, and the beams of the Aurora, in severalty, and of the in-

evitable tlilferencc of. indication of which, as to their nature,

mention has been already made ; and also as to the general or

collective figure of the beams of the Aurora, as contrasted witli

that of the rising, or of the setting Sun. The next point is the

homogeueily of colour in the beams of the Sun, however the

apparent colour may vary, as it is seen to do, from horizontal

stratum to horizontal stratum, from the horizon to the zenith,

according to the varied density of the medium between the

light and the eye of the spectator. The light, upon the

other hand, of the beams of the Aurora is heterogeneously

coloured in itself, and is so displayed; and not, therefore,

varied as the beams ascend from horizontal stratum to hori-

zontal stratum, or as crossing all the beams together, but

found in eacl' ^)iirticnlar beam itself, and attending its

direction, whetbe; vertical or inclined, and whether recti-

linear or curved. Waiving, then, any comparison in detail,

between the phenomena of the Aurora, and the phenomena of

the rising oj; of the setting Sun, but admitting that, to a certain

(legrdU^l Ime alike vast in dimensions, splendid in light, rich

in and d^rable upon the eye ; there is still nothing else

to be ^^joined, than that, at least with reference to vastness of

diiaerilionand magnitvide of the volume of light; to the quan-

tity^ d^ase4,}^ to the richness and gorgeousness of
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the attendant colouring
; there can be little risff in the asser-

tion that, vast, and splendid, and beautiful, and rich, and gor-

geous, as, wlien seen in the most favourable 'situation, and

under the most favourable circumstances^ the Aurora may be,

it is^ at last, ])ut insignificant, when compared, for those fea-

tures, to the vastiiess, the splendour, the beauty, the richness,

and the gorgeousness, more or less, from day to day, disj)layed

ill the rising or the setting of the Sun; and, that for chaster

beauty, and even for amount of light diffused, it is not even to

be likened to the silver Moon ! As a siib^stitute, too, for either,

or for both, the Aurora, in the regions of cold and night, may
justly (leniJind the admiration and the blessing of mankind

;

and, in regions cold and inclement, its rarity, not unaccom-

panied by beauty, by grandeur, and sometimes even by the

terrible in njipearauce, may \Vc\\ invite the gaze and fix the

attention of beholders
;
but, considered along with the light of

the luminaries of heaven, its claims reduce themselves iu

quality, though certainly not in degree, to a level with those of

an artificial lustre
;
and 'sve almost repeat, in reference to the

light of the Aurora, as compared with that of the Sun, or even

of the Moon, what the poet has said in reference to the lights

of our chambers:

—

‘‘ Who but rather turns
To heaven's broad beam his unconstrained eye.

Than to the jj^limmcrin^ of a waxen flame

The Moon, in the meantime, inferior as she is to the Sun,

has been “ blessed,” from age to age, for her useful light;”

and the “ useful light” of the Aurora, also, has its claims to

“ blessing,” Tt co-operates with the Sun, the Moon, and with

other agents of nature, to make, not merely the Polar regions

of tlic earth, but the entire globe of the earth, fruitful, at once,

and habitable*

!

* Tlic author has an opinion, that among* the agents of nature,” for equalis-
ing the lemperalure of the surface of the globe, is to be reckoned, not only
the Norihern and Southern Lights, but tlie entire Ocean

; and that thU agency
is the immediate object aimed at in the evislencc of Ihisiast, as one'body of
water siurounding the eutiic globe, llis evidence consists in geograjphical,

hydrographical, meteorological, and physiological facts, as also in the apparent
reason of the case, lie supposes, in consetpiencc, a perpetual circulation of .

the waters ol‘ tlie sea, longitudinally round the globe, or from Korth tO*'

ISouth, and from South to North again ; and the result of Captain Parry's la^'t
attempt to reach the Arctic Pole, as also some of the facts which have trani^
pired respecting Captaia Franklin's late land espcdition^ Appear
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XII. In a succeeding paper, the author may possibly

submit to the consideration of his render, the particular and

novel hypotheses which he has allowed liimself to form, as

to the substance, causes, and effects of the Aurora
;
hypotheses

partly dei)endent upon those facts in its natural history,

which, above, have been almost tlie t'xdusive objects of atten-

tion. At present, the leading particulars of the natural history

of the phenomenon, which it lias been attempted either to

bring or to fix in view, are tliese

:

1. That the Aurora is a phenomenon observed both in the

Northern and Southern Hemispheres.

2. Tliat, in cither hemisphere, it is observed in the general

direction of the corresponding pole of the earth.

3. That, ill the Noiihorn Hemisphere, on the shores of the

Icy Sea, or at the furthest distance north, its situation is still

observed to be the northward.

4. That, in the Southern Hemisphere, it has been observed to

the cast of the South Pole, and in the Northern, to the east

and west of the North Pole.

5. That, upon the late occasion, the place of its columns,

during the exhibition, was observed to change from the west

of north to the east of north ;
but, so as always to have tlie

north for the apparent centre of its strength.

0. That, ii the Arctic regions, the appearance of the Aurora

is said to be usually ibilowed by clear and calm weather.

7. That the appearance of the Aurora Borealis is no wise

peculiar to the winter solstice, but has been observed in each of

the eight months of September, October, November, December,

January, Pebjuary, March, and April, and may be regarded,

therefore, as loiucident with the Arctic Aviiiter
;
and that the

appearance of an -Aurora in the Southern Hemisphere, in the

month of Febrvuiry, or begimiing of the Antarctic winter, as ob-

served during the voyage of Captain Cook, in the year 1773, is

his tjiepry, iccording to which the physical use, or final cause, of the existence

of the Ocean has never previously bi on unjlcMsiood. IJ is theory afiecls the

question of Korth-west Passage, whicli latter object he suspects to have

neves (tUWned in the true direction; even the disioveries of (Japiain

appearing to him to have fallen short of asccilnining the ronirnunication

'with iftlO 'Pohic Sfsa by the channel of Davi.s'’s iSlrait.—Some introductory ob-

B^vatipni upon this in^bject have been already made in an article in the Mew
1886, (toI. xvii. p. 871.)
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consistent with the persuasion, that the Aurora Australiftt in

its turn, is a phenomenon of the vXustral or Antarctic winter.

8. That considcruhle or powerful displays of' the Aurora are

infrerpiont, even in tlie extreme Polar regions ; and that it is

very covsiderahlo or powerful displays alone, which make them-

selves visible in the lower latitudes, north or south of the

equator.

P. That no appearance Ijelongs to the Aurora itself, but that

of its coruscations, columns, spears, or streamers
;
and that

all colours, therefore, or coloured figures, not belonging to the

coruscations, but coincident in their ap[)earance, are to be

regarded only as ri'flections or refraciions of light, derived

from the coruscations by the clouds which liappcn to cover the

sky.

JO. That the colours, or coloured light, proper to the Aurora,

or seen in the columns or coruscations themselves, are varied

from column or c-oruscaiioti to coluran or coruscation, and
severally continued in the direction, and throughout the length

or height, of each,

11. That, ill the late example, the columns or coruscations

situate in the duo north, or apparent centre or focus of the phe-

nomenon, exhibited a light at least comparatively white
;
and

that the variation, from white to colour, had an apparent

relation to the comparative remoteness of each column or

coruscation from the column or coruscation in the central

north.

12. That the direction or position of the columns or co-

ruscations of the Aurora, are so far from being ucdbrmly con-

vergent toward tin* zenith, or uniformly verlieal, or from the

horizon to the zenith, that, in the late exarrq)le, they did not

converye toward th(i zenith, but, contrariwise, diverged from it

;

rsjireading themselves like the sticks of a fan, or like stalks in a

[lower-basket.

12. That the columns or coruscations of the Aurora are not

uniformly rectilinear in their figure;
;
but that, in the late ex-

ample, those on the north-eastwan I were curved outwardly,

or “ bent sideways,” as described in the appearance of tl^e

columns or coruscations of an Aurora seen in tbe Southern

Atlantic, during the voyage of Captaio C9.o^ji^.%
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Proceedings of the Royal Socidy,

The anniversafj meetin*^ of the Royal Socirly for the clcciioii

of a j)resiclent, and other oilicers, ^v•cls hi'ld as usual at. Somer-

set House, on Thursday, the 30th of No\ ember, being St.

Andrew’s day.

Till within a few days of the election, it was generally un-

derstood that the Rt. lion. Robert IV^el was a candidate for

the chair; in consequence, hoA\evcr, of that gentleman having

declined, Davies Gilbc’t, Esq., M.P., was put in nomination,

and was almost unanimously elected the lh*esident of the

Royal Society.

The late secretaries, Messrs. Herschel and Children, having

resigned their respective^ offices, Dr. Roget and Captain Sa-

bin<‘ were nominated in their places, and were duly (dected.

The accession of Mr. Gilbert to the chair having rendered

vacant the office of Treasurer, Major Kater was elected in his

place.

The following council was elected, to continue in office

until St. Andrew’s day, 1828.

Davies Gilbert, Esq.

Major Kater.

Dr. Roget, M.D.
Captain Sabine, R.A.

Dr. Ayollaston, Mtp,
Dr. Fitton, M.D.
Dr. Young, M.D.
Dr. Paris, M.D.
Dr. Prout, M.D.
br, Goodenough, D.D.
Dr Buckland, D.D.
J. W, CrokcT, Esq.

Loixl Colchester.

Sir E. Home, Bart.

Sir H. Davy, Burt.

John Pond, Esq.

jCapf* F- Beaufort, R.N.

^Emneis Rally, Esq.

Guillemard, Esq,
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In conseqiuincc of having boon elected PrcslAent pro tempore

by the council,) the chair haviiijs: been vacated some weeks

previous to the general election,) the duties of .the office were

performed by JV'Ir. Gilbert, on occasion of the present anni-

versary. After having' read over the list of members admitted,

and of those d#^ceased durini>’ the last year, he proce.eded to

announce the disposal of the Royal and Copley Medals, as

awarded by the votes of the council.

Of the Royal Mtulals, one was awarded to Sir H. Davy,

and the other to Professor Struve. Of the Copley Medals,

one was given to Dr. Pront, and another to Lieutenant P’orstcr.

On this occasion Mr. Gilbert pronounced an culogium upon
the respective receivers of the medals; and, in adverting to the

labours of the several individuals, he justified the decision

of the council, in bestowing upon them these marks of dis-

tinction, in a learned and eloquent discourse.

Proceedings of the Horticultural Society,

September 4//i,

A PAPER by Mr. Lindlcy was read upon the new hardy plants

which had flowered in the Society's garden
;
among them a

number of new shrubs were mentioned, which a])pearcd likely

to prove acquisitions to the public. A thermometer was ex-
hibited by Mr. Rregazzi, of Derby, for ascertaining the tempera-

tun', of bark-beds. It consisted of a thermometer enclosed in a
shaft of copper with a wooden handle, and a door in its side,

by which the temperature can be ascertained with precision.

It is needless to jioint out the superiority of dm plan, over the

common mode of determining this very bssential point, by
feeling of a stick jircvioiisly stuck in the bed

; the sensation of

heat when the stick is grasped iu the hand will obviously

depend in a great degree upon the temperature of the hand
itsedf. As usual, there was an extensive display of all the

choicest flowers and fruit of the season. One hundred and

seventy-two subjects of this description wet^ pll^d upon the

table. Among the flowers, the most remarkable was a new
hardy climber from Mexico, with deep puiTpIe atudded
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with glittering ^reen glands, called Maurandya Barclaiana
;

among the fruit was a fine specimen, from Lord Grantham’s

garden, of the Papaw, a tropical fruit never ripened in England

before.

Soptnnher l8//r.

The exhibitions of this day we re chiefly confiiuid to a display

of Dahlias, which for magnificence exceeded any thing of the

kind >ve ever witnessed before. Tlu^ large meeting-room was

filled with masses of tlie richest and most lively colours. In

the whole, eiglit hundred and fifty-one varieties were shown,

among vvhich the finest were from the garden of William Wells,

Esq., of Kedleaf; but v\here all arc so excellent, it is almost

invidious to j)ariicularize. The time will be nnnembered by

many of our readers when gardens in the autumn conlaiin.’d

little besides marigolds, sun-flowers, and sweet-peas; by,the

aid of dahlias and chrysanthemums the autumn has now be-

come the liveliest season of the year, and the beauty of the

flower-garden is only destroyed by the s(iverest of the winter

frosts. Among the gra|)es upon the table was a remarkably

excellent yc'llow-bcrricd kind, from Portugal, from the gard(?n

of Mr. llolford, of Hampstead, which was quite new to

this country. Apples, nectarines, peaches, and pine-apples

abounded.

October 2nd.

Among the (lowers was a fine bunch of ranunculuses, from

Mr. Groom, of \\'ahvortIi, a rare sight in October; they were

obtained by having been planted in July and carefully jjroteclod

by tulip-sluides when coming into flower. The season lor

softer fruits being nearly over, pears and apples formed the chiel'

display
;
of these a vast number, \q)wards of one hundred and

eighty of ih(? latter, were ujiou the table : the Hlenlu^iin orange,

or Woodstock pippin, pomme gris, scarlet nonpareil, court-

pendu plat, golden rfefnette, and paekhorse apples
;
and Chap-

man’s, Marif ;!^uise, and brown bcurre ])ears, appeared to us

to excel alt,^jyh:eir rivals. Tlie famous gloiix inorceau and

beurr^ pears were also exhibited, but were not

ripe.
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Ociohcr IGth.

The first number of a new periodical work, called the Poyno-

lotjical May{ixine, consisting of coloured figures of the fruits

cultivated in Great f^ritain, was placed upon the table. Among
the apples w^erci specimens of a variety sent from England

to Connecticut, i;i the year U53(>, and reimported from America

within a few years. It proved to be a kind not known at tlie

present day in this country, but still cultivated in France. In

tlui gardening books of tlui sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

it is mentioned under the name of tb-e liaute bont6. The

specimens exhibited ser\cd to disprove the opinion that many
of tlie American apples an* European kinds altered by climate

;

these, although the [iroduce of trees which have been growing

in Anunica for nearly two hundred ^ears, dilfered in no respect

from Frencli samples exhibited at a subsequent meeting of the

Society.

November GfJu

An excellent paper was read upon the method of cultivating

horse radish, in Denmark. The roots are cut into slips, and

j)huited horixontally^ the lower end inclining a little upwards,

mid the crown of the plant hanging over the alleys, by which

the beds are separated. From time to time the roots arc un-

covered, and all the lateral fibres are carefully removed, by

which the size and length of tlie roots are much jiic.- cased.

The place hitherto occupied by dahlias, was now lalu'u by

Chinese chrysantlKmiums, of which a large number, consisting

of Iwtmty-two diflerent \ aricties, was exhibited at the bottom of

the room.

November 20th»

Cuttings of the fine new Portugal grape, of whicli fruit was

exhibited on the I8tb of September, wererdistribulcd to the

members present. A few- dahlia flowers still showed themselves,

notwithstaudiiig the unusual severity of som^early frosts, and

the room was crowded with chrysanthemums, The^lqux nipr-

ceau and benrre d’Aremberg j)ears \vere tasted/ found to

retain the station which has been assigned to theia^fet;the head

of all known varieties.
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ASTRONOMICAL AND NAUTICAL
COLLECTIONS. For Jan. 1828 .

i. Ephemeris of the periodical Comet for its lieiwn in

1828
, computed with the consideration of a iiesisting

Medium. By Trofessor Encke.

Elements.

Mean anomaly 1829 Jan. 9.72, mean time at Parif?, == 0° 0' 2". 83

Mean daily sidereal motion ~ 1069". 87572.
O / //

Lonijitiide of the peWhelion 157 17 26. 2 Mean Equinox
Ascending' node . . = 334 28 47. ij 1829 Jaii. 9.72.

Inclination =: 13 20 47.9

Angle of the eccentricity = 57 38 25.2

Ephemeris^ ^

Mean Paribiau A. R. Dccl. N. liOff. Disf.

Aiiff.

O 1 // O / ti 0 .

.34603
©

23.3 26 50+ . . 22 42+ . . .19571
24.3' 50. . . 52 .34411 .18083
25.3 49. . . 23 1 .34217 .18390
26.3 48. . . 10 .34022 .17791
27.3 46. . • 19 .33825 .17187
28.3 44 29 ' .30626 .16577
29.3 41 38 .33425 .15962
30.3 37 47 .33222 .15341
31.3 33 56 .33017 .14714

Sept. 1.3 28 24 6 .32810 .14082
2.3 22 15 .32602 ,13444
3.3 16 24 .32392 .12801
4.3 9 31 .32180 .12153
5.3 1 43 .31966 .11499
6.3 25 53 52 .31749 .10839
7.3 44 25 2 .31.531 .10174
6.3 #^34 11 .31310 .09.504

9,3 ^'23

.f*'- 11
20 .31087 .08829

10.3 29 .30862 .08148

11.3, 24 58 38 .30635 .07462

45 47 .30406 .06771

30 56 .30174 .06075

15 26 5 .29940 .0,5375

23 58 14 .29704 .04670

41 23 .29465 .03961
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Mean Parisian lime. 1821). A. R. Dccl. N. • Log. DIst.

Sept. 17.3
O / //

23 22+..
Of //

26 32+ . .

o
.29224

e
.03347

18.3 2 41 .28980 .02529
19.3 22 41 19 .28733 .01806
20.3 19 58 .28484 .01080
21.3 21 56 27 6 .28232 . 00.330
22.3 32 14 .27978 .99617
23.3 6 22 .27721 .98881
24.3 20 39 .30 .27461 .98142
25.3 10 37 .27198 .97400
26.3 19 40 45 .26933 .96656
27.3 9 52 . 26665 .95910
28.3 18 37 58 .26393 .95162
29.3 3 28 5 .26118 .94413
30.3 17 27 11 .25840 .93663

October 1 .

3

16 50 17 .25559 .92913
2.3 16 11 22 .25275 .92161
3.3 15 31 27 .24987 .91415
4.3 14 49 32 .24696 .90668
5.3 5 36 .24402 .89923
6.3 13 20 39 .24101 .89181
7.3 12 34 42 .23603 .8844:2
8.3 11 45 44 .23498 .87707
9.3 10 55 46 ,23189 .86976
10.3 .4 47 .22^876 .86251
11.3 9 10 47 .22559 .85532
12.3 8 15 46 .22238 .84820
13.3 7 19 45 .21913 .84116
14.3 6 21 43 .21581 .83121
15^3' 5 21 39 .21251 ,8:2735
16.3 4 20 35 .20913 . 82059
17.3 3 18 30 .20570 .81394
18.3 2 14 24 .20223 .80741
19.3 1 9 17 .19871 .80101
20.3 0 3 9 .19515 .79474
21.3 358 56 0 ,19154 .78861
22.3 357 47 27 49 . 1S787 .78263
23.3 356 38 38 . 184 15 .77681
24.3 355 28 . 18038 .77116
25.3 354 17 11

^
.17656 .76568

26.3 353 5 26 56 ...1726S .76037
27.3 351 53 40 K 16874 .75525
28.3 350 40 22 46475 .75031
29.3 349 27 4 :l6d6^ .74557
30.3 348 14 25 44 .15^, .74102
31.3 347 1 23 .73668

Nov. 1.3 345 47 1 44814: 178253
2.3 344 34 24 38

OCX.—DSC. 1287.
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Mean Parisian time, 11)29. A. R. Decl. N. Log. Dist.

0 / // • o / n 0 ©
Nov. 3.3 343 21 + .. 24 14+.. .13943 .72483

4.3* 342 9 23 49 .13497 .72128
5.3 340 56 23 .13044 .71793
6.3 339 44 22 56 .12.583 .71477
7.3 338 33 29 .12114 .71160
8.3 337 23 0 .11638 .70902
93 336 13 21 31 .11153 .70642

10.3 335 4 1 .10660 .70399
11.3 333 56 20 31 .101.58 .70172
l‘i.3 332 48 0 .09647 .69961
13.3 331-41 19 29 .09126 .69765
14.3 330 36 18 57 .08595 . 695S3
15.3 329 31 25 .08055 .69415
16.3 32S 27 17 52 .07.505 .692.58

17.3 327 23 19 .06944 .69113
IS.

3

326 21 16 46 .06372 .68979
19.3 325 19 12 .05788 .68854
20.3 324 18 15 39 .05193 .68738
21.3 323 18 5 .04585 .68630
22.3 322 19 14 31 .03965 .68529
23.3 321 20 13 56 .03331 .68434
24.3 320 21 22 .02684 .68345
25.3 319 23 12 47 .02022 .68261
26.3 318 26 12 .01346 .68182
27.3 317 28 11 37 .00655 .68106
28.3 316 31 2 .99948 .68034
29.3 315 34 10 26 .99225 .67964
30.3 314 37 9 50

'

.99484 .67897
December 1 .

3

313 40 9 14 N. .97726 .67833
2.3 312 43 8 37 .96949 .67772
3.3 311 45 8 0 .96153 .67713
4.3 310 48 7 23 .95336 .67657
5.3 309 49 6 45 .94499 .67605
6.3 308 50 6 6 .93640 67556
7.3 307 50 5 27 .92759 .67513
8.3 306 49 4 47 .91854 .67476
9.3 305 47 4 6 .90924 .67446
10.3 304 44 3 21 .89969 .67425
11.3 303 40 2 42 .88987 .67415
12.3 302 34 1 58 . 87978 .67418
13.3 301 27 1 13 .86939 .67437
14.3 300 18 0 27 N. .8.5870 .67475

15;^ 299 7 0 19 8. .84770 .67536

vie *8 297 54 1 8 .83638 .67623

/ 17.3 296 40 1 58 . 82474 .67742
* 18.3 295 23 2 49 .81276 . 67896

».8; 294 5 3 42 .80042 .68091
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Mean Parisian timt*, 1829. A. R. N. * Log*. Dist.

o / it o / // © ©
Dec. 20.3 292 45+ . . 4 36+ . . .78771 . 68333

21.3 291 23 5 32 .77465 .68627
22.3 289 59 6 29 .76123 .68980
23.3 288 34 7 27 .74746 .69399
24.3 287 8 8 27 .73331 .69889
25.3 285 42 9 27 .71890 .70456
96.3 284 15 10 28 .70416 .71107
27.3 282 48 11 30 .68917 .71845
28.3 2Sl 23 12 .32 .67399 .72677
29.3 280 0 13 34 .65871 .73604
30.3 278 39 H 36 .64342 .74629
31.3 277 21 15 37 .62830 .75750

1830 Jan. 1.3 276 9 16 37 .61348 . 76969
2.3 275 2 17 36 .59920 .78278
3.3 274 1 18 33 .58572 .79670
4.3 273 9 19 29 .57332 .81139
5.3 272 25 20 22 .56231 .82673

6.3 271 50 21 12 .55304 .84259

Tlie opposition to the sun will he 1828, Oct. 12.34: while its

light is weak, it inay be observed on or near the meridian.

On the 10th of Nov. 1828, its distance from the sun will be the

ssiine as at the time of its discovery in 1818, and it will be consider-

ably nearer to the earth ; and on the 21.st of December, its position

wiili respect to the sun will be the same as at its last observation

in 1819 ; and with respect to the earth, its situation will be more
advantageous. The Ist of January, 1 829, it will set with the s\m.

It follows, that the most advantageous time for seeing it will be
during the whole of November, and the first 25 days of December.
It will scarcely be seen before the end of September, as it has here-
tofore never been observed more than tw^o months before the time of
its perihelion, and even iu the dark winter nights will scarcely be
visible more than 11 or J 5 weeks before that period. After the peri-

lielion it will not be visible in these parts of the wmrlcl.

ii. Elementary View of the Undulatory Theory of LighU
By Mr. Fresnel.

[Continued from the last Numb^,]

In order to complete the explanation of the Qouditions neces-

sary for the formation of the fringes, it remains to show why
a small luminous point must be employed in experiments on
diffraction, and not an object of any considerable dilhenslons*

If we resume the case of the interior fringes of thf slm4ay of
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a narrow bodjK it will be easy to apply similar arguments to

other cases of diffraction.

The middle of the central band, which is always formed by
the simultaneous arrival of rays, which depart at the same

instant from the luminous point, must be found in the plane

drawn through this j)oint and the line bisecting the narrow
body : because, since every thing is symmetrical on each

side of this plane, the rays which unite in it must have passed

through equal routes on each side, and must consequently

arrive at the same instant, unless they have passed through

different media, which is not the case to be considered at

present. The situation of the middle stripe being deter-

mined, that of every other stripe must also be determined

accordingly. Now it is evident that if the luminous point

should change its situation a little, and be moved to the

right, for example, the plane, which has been supposed,

would incline to the left, and would carry w*ith it all the

fringes which accompany the middle stripe. And if, instead

of supposing such a motion, we suppose the luminous point

to become of sensible dimensions ; the integral points of

which it is composed will each produce a group of fringes,

and their situations will be so much the more remote as the

luminous object is larger ; and ultimately, if its size is suffi-

ciently increased, they will extinguish’ each other and disap-

pear. This is the reason that, when the rays cross each other

at sensible angles, as in all the phenomena of diffraction, it

becomes necessary to employ a very fine luminous point, in

order to discover their mutual influence: and the point must
be so much the finer as the angle formed by the rays is

greater.

However minute the luminous point may be, it is always

composed, in reality, of an Infinite number of centres of oscil-

lations, and it is of each of these centres that we must under-

stand wh&t has been said of a luminous point. But as long

as they are very near to each other in comparison with the

breadth of the fringes, it is obvious that the different groups

of fringes .which they produce, instead of mixing with each

other/ io.a eonfused manner, will be superposed almost ex-

mtili extinguishing, will co-operate with each

other.
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When the two systems of waves which interfere are paral-

lel, the interval which separates their corresponding points

must remain the same for a great portion of the surface of
the waves^ that is to say, in other words, the fringes will

become almost infinite in breadth, so that a very considerable

displacement of the centre of undulation will cause very

little difference in the agreement or disagreement of their

vibrations. And In this case it is no longer necessary to

employ so small an object in order tp perceive the effects of

their mutual influence.

If the coloured rings, which arc produced by the interfer-

ence of two systems of undulations nearly parallel, exhibit,

like the fringes, and often within a very short distance, alter-

nations of dark and bright stripes; this circumstance depends

entirely on the want of uniformity in the thickness of the

plate of air interposed between the glasses, which causes a

variation of the difference of the routes of the rays reflected

at the first and at the second surface of this plate, of which

the mutual interference produces the bright and dark rings.

We shall readily be able to understand why the luminous

rays, although they always exert a certain influence on each

other, exhibit it to the eye so seldom, and in cases so much
limited, if we consider that it is necessary, for such an exhi-

bition, first, that the rays concerned shall have been derived

from a common source; secondly, that the difference betwedh

their paths shall amount to a limited number of undulations

only, even when the light is as homogeneous as possible

;

thirdly, that they shall not intersect each other at too great

an angle, because the fringes would become so small as to

bo invisible even with the assistance of a strong magnifier

;

and fourthly, unless the rays are nearly parallel, that the

luininou?object should be of very small dimensions, and the

smaller in proportion as the inclination of the rays is greater.

It has been thought necessary to insist so much at length

on the theory of interferences, because of\ its numerous

applications to the calculation of the most interesting of

the laws of optical phenomena. These considerations may
perhaps appear at first somewhat delicate and diflScult of

comprehension, notwithstanding the minutene$e of the
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nation ; but ^Vith some reflection it will be found that nothing

can be simpler than the principles on]which they are founded,

and their application will soon become familiar to the imagi-

nation.

In order to complete the bases of the general theory of

diflfraction, it remains for us to consider the jn-inciplc of

Huygens, which appears to bo a rigorous consequence of the

system of undulations.

The principle may bo thus expi*essed ; TIip inbrations of a
luminous unduhUion^ in each of its points ^ ntay he. regarded

as the remit of the elementary motions which would he trans--

mitted to that pointy at the same instant,^ from, all the points

of the undulalioji^ considered separately^ as they existed in

any one of its earlier situations.

It is a consequence of the principle of tlie co-exislence of

small motions, that the vibrations, produced at any j)oint of

an elastic fluid, by several agitations, are represented by the

result of all the velocities belonging to that ])oiijt at the same

instant, as derived from the diflerent centres of the undula-

tions, combined according to the laws of motion, whatever

may be the number and situation of the centres, and what-

ever the periods and nature of the undulations. This general

principle is applicable to every particular case. VV^e may
suppose the agitations infinite in number, of the same kind,

shnultaneous, and taking place in contiguous points of a

plane or a spherical surface : it will also be convenient to sup-

pose the motions of the particles to take place in the same
direction, perpendicular to the surface, their velocity being

proportional to the condensation of the medium, and none of

them retrograde in their direction. In this manner a deriva-

tive undulation will be produced by the union of these agi-

tations, and the principle of Huygens may be truly applied

to such a propagation. [This may be called a rigorous

consequence of the system, but it can scarcely be considered

as a proposition mathematically demonstrated : and the fun-

damental law of Huygens must perhaps be assumed as an

aji:iom or a phenomenon. Tr.]

The intensity of the primitive undulation being uniform

ihrottghOQt: thills si^face, it results from this* theoretical”
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consideration, as well as from other reasoning, tliat the uni-

formity will be preserved lhi*oughout tlie progress of the

undulation, unless any part of it be intercepted or retarded;

because the reijiilt of tlie elementary motions, which have been

mentioned, will be the same for all the points. But if a por-

tion of the undulation be intercepted by the interposition of

an opaque body, tlien the intensity of each part will vary

according to the distance from the margin of the shadow, and

these variations will be particularly sensible in the neigh-

bourhood of the tangent rays.

Let C be the luminous point, AG the screen, and AME
the wave, arrived at A, and partly intercepted by the opaque
body. VVe may suppose it to be divided into an infinite

number of small arcs, A?/?', mm, mM, nn, nn^ and

so forth. In order to find its intensity at the point P, be-

longing to any subsequent situation of the undulation, BPD,
we must find the result of all the elenientary agitations

which each of these portions of the primitive undulation

would produce there if they acted separately.

The impulse, which has been given to eyery
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primitive unduiation, being perpendicular to its surface, the

motions of the particles of ether in this direction must be

more considerable than in any other ; and the rays depend-

ing on these motions, if separately considered, would be so

much the weaker as they deviated the more from this di-

rection.

The investigation of the law by which their intensity would

be governed, according to their direction, as derived from

any separate centre of agitation, would certainly be of very

difficult investigation : but happily we are not obliged to

determine this law, for it is easy to see that when the incli-

nation to the perpendicular is considerable, the effects of the

different rays must very nearly destroy each other : so that

these rays, \vhich sensibly affect the quantity of light re-

ceived at each point P, may safely be regarded as being equal

in intensity.

When the centre of agitation has undergone a condensa-

tion, the expansive force tends to urge the molecules in every

direction; and if they do not perform a retrograde motion,

it is only because their initial velocities forwards destroy

those which the expansion of the condensed fluid would

otherwise generate backwards : but it does not follow from

this that the agitation can only be propagated in the direc-

tion of the initial velocities ; for the expansive force in a

perpendicular direction, for example, will combine with the

primitive impulse without any diminution of its effects. It

is obvious that the intensity of the undulation thus produced
may vary much at the different points of its circumference,

not only from the nature of the initial impulse, but also be-

cause the condensations are not subject to the same law on
every side of the centre of the agitated part [?]. But the

variations of the intensity of the derivative undulation must
necessarily be subjected to a law of continuity, and may con-

sequently be considered as insensible in a very small angular

interval, especially in the neighbourhood of the perpendicular

to the surfaCjf^^, of the primitive undulation
; for the initial

velocil^es of. the molecules, referred to any given direction,

being proportional to the cosines of the angles made by that

directi^^n TviUi th^ yerpendicular, these ’results vary muoh
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more slowly than the angles themselves, wliHo they remain

inconsiderable

.

If, ill fact, vve consider rays sensibly inclined to each other,

such as EP, FP, IP, meeting in the point P, which we may
suppose at the distance of a great number of breadths from

the undulation EA: and if wc take two arcs, EF and FI, of

such a length that the differences EP—FP and FP—IP may
be equal to liaif an undulation : on account of the marked
obliquity of the rays, and of the smallness of a semiundula-

tion, in proportion to their length, these two arcs will be

almost equal, and the rays which come from them to the

point P will be nearly parallel ; so lliat on account of the

difference of a semiundulation between the corresponding

rays of the two arcs, their effects will mutually destroy each

other.

Wc may therefore suppose all the rays sent by the differ-

ent parts of the undulation at AE, to the point P, to be of

equal intensity, since the only rays, with' respect to which

this hypothesis would be incorrect, are such as have no sen-

sible influence on the quantity of light which it receives.

For the same reason, in order to simplify the calculation of

the result of all these elementary undulations, we may consi-

der their constituent motions as performed in the same direc-

tion, the angles which they form with each other being

inconsiderable. The problem is thus reduced to that which

has been solved in the Memoir on Diffraction, already

quoted : To find the result of any number of systems of
jjarallel undulations of lights of the same frequency ^ when
their intensities and relative situations are given .—^The

intensities are here proportional to the length of the small

illuminating arcs, .and the relative situations are given from

the differences of the paths described.

We have considered, correctly speaking, only the section

of the undulation made by a plane perpendicular to the mar-

gin of the screen represented by A. We may now take into

account the whole extent of the undulation^ 'and suppose it

to be divided, by equidistant meridians perpendiettla# to the

plane of the figure, into infinitely thin wedgesVbr. strata;

and we may apply to all of thesc' tlie, re^oxting Whldtims
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been employee? for one section, and thus demonstrate that

the rays which have a marked obliquity must destroy each

other.

These strata, in the case here considered, ’being all parallel

to the edge of the screen, and infinitely extended, while the

undulation is intercepted but on one side ; the intensity of

the result of all the impressions, which they transmit to P,

will be the same for each of them : for the rays emanating

from them must be considered as of equal intensity, at least

for the very small extent of the generating undulation, which

has a sensible influence on the light received at P. Besides,

each elementary result will evidently be retarded by tlie

same quantity, with respect to the ray derived from the

point of the stratum nearest to P, that is to say, to the

point in which it cuts the plane of the figure : consequently

the intervals’ between these elementary results will be equal

to the differences of the paths described by the rays AP,
m P, mP, and so, forth, which are in the plane of the

figure, and their intensities will be proportional to the arcs

An?/, m\ ?w, mM, and so forth. We may therefore con-

sider the intensity of the general result as determined by the

calculation already mentioned, as belonging to the section of

the undulation made by a plane perpendicular to the margin

of the screen.

While the outline of the screen remains rectilinear, it is

sufficient, in order to determine the situations of the dark

and light stripes, and their relative intensities, to consider

the section of the undulation made by a plane perpendicular

to that outline : but when it is curved, or composed of lines

meeting at any angles, it becomes necessary to obtain the

integral effect for two directions at right angles to each other,

or for a circle surrounding the point considered. Tliis last

method is the most simple in some particular cases, as when
we have to calculate, for example, the intensity of the light

in the projeetii^^ of the centre of a circular screen or opening;

[a siipj^ificatidDi which, though sufficiently obvious, had per-

haps ifcl occurred to Mr. Fresnel, until it was pointed out

to the Translator of this paper.]

It wiJJ 'jwaw be easy tp forin a distinct idea of the method
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which must be followed, in order to calculate the situation

and the intensity of the dark and bright stripes, in the dif-

ferent circumstances under which it is proposed to compare

the theory with experiment. When the screen is infinitely

extended on one side, or is broad enough to allow us to

neglect the rays wliich pass beyond it, we are to determine,

for any point P at the distance of the place at which the

fringes are to be observed, the result of all the elementary

undulations coming from the part AMP only of the incident

wave; and comparing the intensities at different collateral

points, P, P', P", we are to find the situation of the darkest

and the brightest points. In this manner we find, for a

screen closed on one side, 1st, that the intensity of the light

decreases rapidly within the [shadow] beginning from tho

tangent CAB, and so much the more rapidly as the undula-

tion is smaller

;

and this in a continuous manner, without

any alternations of maxima and minima ; 2ndly, that out of

the shadow, the intensity of the light, after augmenting con-

siderably to a certain point, which may be called a maximum
of the first order, decreases to anotlicr point, which is the

minimum of the first order: that it increases again to a

second maximum, to which succeeds a second minimum, and

so forth ; 3rdly, that none of these minimum^ completely

vanish, as in the case of fringes produced by the concourse

of two luminous pencils of equal intensity, and that the dif-

ference between the maxima and minima diminishes in pro-

portion as we go further from the shadow
; whence we may

understand, why the fringes which surround shadows in a
homogeneous light, are less marked and less numerous, than

those which are obtained by a combination of two mirrors,

and those in white light much less brilliant
;

4thly, that

the intervals been the maxima and minima are unequal, and
diminish, as we depart from the shadow, in proportions

which remain unaltered, whatever may b& distance from

the screen at which we measure them ; a^iid^Sthly) that the

same maxima and minima, calculated teg dktances

from the screen, are situated in hyperbola^ of cur-

vature, of which the foci are the edge of the^ sciy

luminous point. All these cf^ise^Uences of
precisely confirmed by experiment.
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The general formula gives the position of the maxima and

minima for any distances whatever of the luminous point from

the screen, and from the screen to the micrometer, when the

length of the undulation of the light employed is known.

In order to submit the theory to a decisive test, instead of

determining the length of the undulation by measures of tlie

external fringes, and then employing it in calculations of the

same kind, I deduced it from an experiment on diffraction of

a very different kind ; and after having first verified it by
the fringes obtained from two mirrors, of which it repre-

sented the breadth within a hundredth part of the truth, I

introduced it into the formula wdiich I afterwards compared

with 125 measurements of exterior fringes, made under very

different circumstances ; for the distance of the radiant point

from the screen was varied from four indies to six or seven

yards, and th? distance between the screen and the microme-

ter was varied from ^tyth of an inch to more than four yards

:

and the results of all these comparisons were perfectly satis-

factory, as may be seen in the comparative table published

in the Xlth volume of the Annales de Chimie et de Phy-

sique, p. 339, 343.

When the screen, instead of extending infinitely on one

side, is narrow enough to admit some light on that side, not

too much weakened by the rapid decrease of intensity pro-

duced by obliquity, we must take into the calculation the

light on both sides, and find, for each point of the shadow,

the general result of all the elementary undulations derived

from the points on the right and left. We thus Remonstrate

that the interior parts ofthe shadow must be divided by a series

of dark and bright stripes, nearly equal in breadth, of which

the situations differ very little from those which would be

deduced from the approximative formula which has already

been given for the same purpose, when they are still separated

from the border^^^f the shadow by an interval of several of

their breadtJlf^^li^ trhen the opaque body is narrow enough,

and the^ enough removed for the observed

stripea;|#;b^N^^f;5t^a;|?. the exterior stripes, then the results

of as well as those of experiment,

longer accurate. The cal-^
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culation determines also, with remarkable prifcision, the sin-

gular alterations which the exterior fringes often undergo,

when the other series extends beyond the shadow, and mixes

its effects with those of the exterior.

I have also verified the theory by examining the fringes

derived from a narrow slit of indefinite length ; and deter-

mining, for the different points enlightened by the luminous

pencil, the result of all the elementary undulations derived

from the part of the primitive wave comprehended in the

breadth of the slit; and I have found a satisfactory agree-

ment between the calculation and the observations, even

wlien the fringes thus obtained afforded the most capricious

and apparently irregular appearances.

In this mode of considering the problems relating to dif-

fraction, we have not taken into the calculation the greater or

leas thickness of the edges of the screen, but merely the

extent of the primitive wave which is capable of sending

elementary undulations to the points for which we are to find

the intensity of illumination ; and the opaque substance has

no other effect than simply to intercept a part of the wave :

for this reason the result is necessarily independent of the

nature of the body, of its mass, and of the thickness of its edges.

Nevertheless, if the surface of the edges were very extensive,

it would be impossible to consider the portion of the wave as

quitting the slit without having received some previous mo-
dification, and it would be necessary to take into the calcula-

tion the small fringes derived from the effect of the remoter

parts of th^ slit. But while the thickness is moderate, or

the edges rounded off into a well marked curve, the small

fringes derived from this cause may be neglected, and the

emerging wavemaybe considered as of equal intensity through-

out, at the moment of its quitting the screen, especially if the

intensity of the light is to be calculated for a pretty consi-

derable distance from the screen. We mtM^^ot, indeed, for-

get, that according to the reasoning which employed,

the formulas for diffL*actiori are oilly when
this distance is very considerable, the

breadth of an undulation, since it is iii

we can neglect the rays that are:
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pan suppose all those, which are essentially concerned in the

effect, to be nearly of equal intensity. It is not, however,

surprising tha,t the same formulas will give the position of

the fringes with sufficient accuracy at small distances from

the screen, when its edges are thin, since, the mean breadth

of an undulation being but about one fifty thousandth of an

inch, a tenth of an inch becomes comparatively a very consi-

derable distance.

These are the three principal kinds of phenomena presented

to us by diffraction, when the edges of the screen, or of the

opening made in it, are sufficiently extensive to afford fringes

independent of any effect from their terminations : and in

such cases it is sufficient to make the integral calculation for

the plane perpendicular to the edges of the screen only, in

order to determine the position of the dark and briglit

stripes, and their comparative intensities. But when the

screen or the opening are of small dimensions in every direc-

tion, it becomes necessary to extend the integration to tlie

effects produced in two perpendicular planes : and the results

of the calculation agree perfectly with observation, as will

appear from two curious instances.

When the screen is circular, the calculation leads to this

singular result, that the centre of the shadow projected by

it must be as much enlightened as if the’ screen were not in

existence. It was Mr. Poisson that first pointed out this

consequence of my formulas, which I did not at first observe,

though it is immediately deducible from the theory by very

simple geometrical considerations. Mr. Arago made the

experiment with the shadow of a screen

diameter, perfectly round, and fixed on a plate of glass. The
result confirmed the fact which had been announced by the

theory. It is only the centre itself that possesses this pro-

perty, and the same brightness is only extended to a sensible

distance from this mathematical point when the screen is of

very small and when its shadow is observed at a

great distaiH^^^&T.the wider that the screen becomes, the

more circle is contracted ; and when the

screei|^.iift(:|bur an inch in diameter, we only sec a

ligm, at the distance of a yard, even with a

power^^gjqifier. It must be observed, that if the screen
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were too large, the reasoning, from which th<5 formulas have*

been deduced, would no longer be rigorously applicable to

the rays inflected into the shadow, because of their too great

obliquity, which would render it impossible to consider their

effects as equal in intensity to those of the direct rays.

iVheii we calculate, by the same formulas, the intensity of

the light in the centre of the projection of a small circular

aperture, made in a large screen, we find that this centre

will exhibit alternately a bright and a dark appearance, ac-

cording to the distance at which the shadow is viewed ; and

that in homogeneous light this darkness must be jjerfect.

This new inference from the general formulas may be deduced

from t!ie tIu?ory by very simple geometrical considerations.

Thus w’e find that llie values of the successive distances, at

which the centre of the shadow becomes completly dark, are

b = , b = !
,
b = ; and so forth;

2ad^r^ Aad ^ 1
^' Sad

r being the semidiameter of the aperture, a and b its respec-

tive distances from the luminous point and from the micro-

meter, and d the length of the undulation of the light em-
ployed. Now, if we place tlie micrometer at the distances

indicated by these formulas, we observe, in fact, that the

centre of the projection of the opening is so completely de-

prived of light, that it appears like a spot of ink in the middle

of the iilurninated part, at least with respect to the rninimums

of the first three orders, as indicated by the formulas here

inserted : those of the subsequent orders, which are nearer

to the screen, exhibiting no longer the same degree of dark-

ness, on account of the want of homogeneity of the light

employed.

There is still a multitude of other phenomena of diffrac-

tion, such as those of multiplied and coloured images,

reflected by striated surfaces, as seen through a texture of

fine fibres, as well as the coloured rings, produced by an

irregular collection of such fibres, or qjf) light powders,

consisting of particles nearly equal, between the

eye of the spectator and a luminous object; All of which

may be explained and rigorously computed by means of the

theory which has been laid down. It would, howoyer^ oc-

cupy too much of our time to. describe them> to
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show how exactly they concur in ‘confirming the theory;

which indeed appears to be abundantly demonstrated by the

numerous and diversified facts which have been already

adduced in support of it. It will be sufficient to conclude

this extract of the Memoir on Diffraction with a detailed de-

scription of an important experiment of Mr. Arago, which

furnishes us with a method of'determining the slightest dif-

ferences of the refractive powers of bodies, with a degree of

accuracy almost unlimited.

We have seen that the fringes, produced by two very nar-

row slits, are always placed symmetrically with regard to

a plane passing through the luminous point and the middle

of the interval between the slits, as long as the two pencils

of light which interfere have passed through the same me-

dium, for instance, the air, as hapj^ens in the ordinary arrange-

ment of the apparatus. But the result is different wdien

one of the pencils continues to pass through the air, and the

other has to be transmitted by a more refractive body, a

thin plate offaida^or example, or a piece of glass blown

very thin :> lh^?fringes are then Misplaced, and carried to-

wards the aide on which the transparent substance is placed

:

and if its thickness becomes at all considerable, they are

removed out of the enlightened space, and disappear altoge-

ther. This important experiment, which was first made by

Mr. Arago, may also be performed with the apparatus of the

two mirrors, if the plate be placed in the way of one of the

pencils, either before or after its reflfection.

Let us now see what inference "may be drawn from this

remarkable fact, by the assistance of the principle of inter-

ferences. The light stripe in the middle is always derived,

as we have already seen, from the simultaneous arrival of

rays which have issued at the same moment from the lumi-

nou^oiat ; consequently, in the common circumstances of

the fexperiment, they, must have described paths exactly

equal, in order to arrive in the same time at the place of

meeting: bht itis obviouis that if they pass through mediums

in whiA ligftf is hot propagated with the same velocity,

that |iencil, which has travelled the more slowly, will arrive

at the given pointlater than the other, and the point will
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therefore no longer be in the bright stripe. {The stripe must

therefore necessjirily change its placQ towards the pencil which

travels the more slowly, in order that the sjiortness of its

path may compensate for the delay during its transmission

through the solid : and the converse of the proposition

enables us to conclude, that whei*e the stripes are displaced,

the pencil towards which they move has been retarded in its

passage. The natural inference, therefore, from Mr. Arago’b
experiment,’* is, that light is propagated more rapidly in

the air than in mica or glass, and generally in all bodies more

refractive than the air ; a result directly opposite to the

Newtonian theory of refraction, which supposes the particles

of light to be strongly attracted by dense substances, which

would cause the velocity of light to be greater in these bodies

than in rarer mediums.

This experiment furnishes a method of comparing the

velocity of the propagation of light in different mediums, [or,

in other words, the refractive density, which is always sup-

posed in this theory, to be reciprocally‘^pVOj]^Ttional to it.]

If, in fact, we measure very accurately, by of a sphe-

rometer, the thickness of the thin plate of which has

been placed in the way of one of the luminous ^ncils, and
if the displacement of the fringes has been measured by the

micrometer
; since we know that, before the interposition of

the glass, the paths described were equal for the middle of

the central stripe, we may calculate how much difference is

occasioned by the cl^ge of j^osition, and this difference

will give the retardation in the plate of glass, of which the

thickness is known : so that, by adding this thickness to the

difference calculated, we shall jSnd the little path which the

other pencil has described in the air, while the former was
transmitted by the plate of glass ; and this path, compared
with the thickness of the plate of glass, will give the propor-

tion of the velocity of the light in the air, to its velteity

within the glass.

We may also consider this problem iu another point of

view, with which it is convenient to make ourselves. familiar.

The duration of each undulation, as ,we have seen, does not

depend on the greater or less , velocity wHh ^yJiich thet

OCT.—DEC. 1827.
.
20:
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tion is propagated along the fluid, but merely on the duration

of the previous oscillation which gave it birth ; consequently,

when the luminous waves pass from one medium into another,

in which they are propagated more slowly, each undulation

is performed in the same interval of time as before, and the

greater density of the / medium has no other eSect than that

of diminishing the length of the undulation, in the same

proportion as the velocity of light is diminished : for the

length of the undulation is equal to the space that the first

agitation describes during the time of a complete oscillation.

We may therefore calculate the relative velocities of light in

different mediums, by comparing the length of the undula-

tions of the same kind of light in those mediums. Now, the

middle of the central stripe is formed by the reunion of such

rays of the two pencils as have performed the same number
of undulations, in their way from the luminous point, what-

ever may be the mature of the mediums transmitting the

light. If then tljie central stripe is brought towards the

side of the penci}.which has passed through the glass, it is

because the undulations of light are shorter within the glass

than in the air; and it is necessary, in consequence, that the

path described on this side should be shorter than the other,

in order that the number of undulations may remain the

same. Let us suppose, then, that the central stripe lias been

displaced to the extent of twenty breadths of fringes, for

example, or of twenty times the interval between the middle

points of two consecutive dark stripfi^
5 we must necessarily

conclude that the interposition of this plate of glass has re-

tarded the progress of the pencil passing through it to the

extent of twenty undulations; or that it has performed within

the plate twenty undulations moro than the same pencil would

have performed in an equal thickness of air, since each breadth

of a fringe answers to the difference of a single undulation.

tljfen we know the thickness of the plate, and the length

of an undulation of the light employed, which is easily de-

duced from the measurement of the fringes, by the formula

that has been given, we can calculate the number of undu-

lations comprehended in the same thickness of air, and by

adding twenty t<p the number^ we shall have that of the
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dulations performed in the thickness of the* glass ; and the

proportion of these two numbers will be that of the veloci-

ties of light in the different mediums. Now this proportion

is found by experiment the same with that of the sines of

incidence and of refraction between air and glass; which
agrees with the tlieory of the refraction of undulations, as

will be seen hereafter.

The same experiment maybe employed, on the other hand,

for determining with extreme precision the thickness of a

thin plate of a substance of known refractive density
;
placing

it in the way of one of the two pencils of light, and measuinng

the displacement of the fringes which it occasions.

This method of determining refractive densities is how-
ever liable to some difRculties, when we wish to apply it to

n body much more dense than air, such as water, or glass, for

example
;

since it is necessary to employ a very thin plate

only, in order that the fringes may not be too much dis-

placed for observation
; and then it becomes dlfiScult to

measure the thickness of such a plate %vith sufficient accu-

racy. We may, indeed,"place in the way of the other pencil

a thick plate of a transparent substance, of which the refrac-

tive density has been ascertained by the ordinary methods,
and we can then employ as thick a plate of the new sub-

stance. But then it becomes simpler to measure its refrac-

tive density by the common method
: [unless we choose to

immerse the whole apparatus in a fluid very nearly approach-
ing to “it in refractive density, whicli may sometimes be done
without inconvenience. Tr.]

The case, in which Mr, Aragons experiment has a decided
advantage over the direct thethod, is when we desire to
dotorniine very slight differences of velocity in mediums of
nearly ecpial refractive density : for by lengthening the pas-

sage of the light ill the two mediums of which we wish to
compare the refractive density, we can increase the accuracy
of the results almost without limit. In order to form an idea
of the extreme precision that may be attained by these mea-
surements, it is sufficient to observe that the length of the
yellow undulations in air being about ,000021 E.I., there are
two millions of them in the length of about 42 inches.

aa?
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it is very easy‘^to observe the difference of one fifth of a

fringe, which corresponds to a retardation of one fifth of an

undulation in one of the pencils, that is, the ten millionth

part of the whole length of 42 inches
;
we might therefore,

by introducing any gas or vapour into a tube of this length,

terminated by two plane glasses, estimate very accurately the

variation of its refractive power.

I take the length of an undulation of the yellow rays,

which are the most brilliant of the spectrum, and of which

the dark and light stripes consequently coincide with the

darkest and brightest stripes of the fringes produced by
white light, which is commonly employed in these expert

ments, both because of its greater brightness, and because of

the more marked character which it gives to the central stripe,

so as to prevent any other from being mistaken for it.

It was an apparatus of this kind that Mr. Arago and

myself employed foir. measuring the difference of the refrac-

tive powers of air, and of air saturated with moisture at

80° F,, which is so small, that it would escape every other

method of observation, because the greater refractive power
of aqueous vapour is almost exactly compensated by the less

specific gravity of moist air* But, in the generality of cases,

the slightest mixture of one vapour or gas with another

produces a considerable displacement in the fringes : and if

we had a series of experiments of this kind, made with care,

the apparatus might become a valuable instrument of chemi-

cal analysis.

[To be continued.]

iii. Remarks on the Action of Corpuscular Forces. In

a Letter to Mr. Poisson.

My dear Sir,

' I AM very glad to see that you have been applying your

analytical powers to the investigation of the acustical effects

of corpuscular forces, and that, among many more refined de-

terminations, you have confirmed several of the results relat-

ing to jsotmding bodies, which were jmblished twenty years

ago in my Lectures on Natural Philosophy : though they

,wer^ 'generally such as might have been derived frojn the cal-

culations df Bernoulli and Euler ; which I attempted in some
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measure to simplify by the introduction of tli^ element which

I called the Modulus of Elasticity of each substance. You
have very properly observed that it is often difficult to re-

present the combination of these corpuscular forces by an

integral, since in many practical cases the integral must

vanish, where it would naturally be applied to the pheno-

mena : and, from similar considerations, I trust you will be

prepared to admit the objections that I made long ago, to

the reasoning of your great predecessor, Mr, Laplace, to

whose station in the mathematical world you appear so emi-

nently qualified to succeed.

The equation, which may be called final, in Mr. Laplace’s

Supplement to the Xth Book, p. 47, is Q cos. — 6) =
— K sin. 6. Now this, in my opinion, is a perfect

reductio ad absurdum : for Q must always be incomparably

less than K ; the attraction of the particles lying between a

cylinder and its tangent plane being always infinitely less

than that of the particles in an angular.ot prismatic edge

:

or if this were denied in general, it would obviously become

true when the cylinder itself becomes a plane, and Q va-

nishes altogether ; which will always be the state of the

problem, when the surface of the solid is so inclined to the

horizon, that the surface of the fluid may remain horizontal,

the appropriate angle of contact being unaltered in these

circumstances, as it is easy to show by making the experi*

ment with mercury.

I entreat you to consider this objection with patient atten-

tion, and to tell me if you can find any arguments to supersede

it. I would also presume to ask your opinion of my own
method of deducing the forc«^f capillarity from the elemen-

tary attractions and repulsions of bodies, at the end of my
Illustrations of the Celestial Mechanics, Art. 382 ; Appendix
A, p. 329 to 337. The volume is in the Library of the Aca-

demy ; or I should have taken the liberty of sending you a
copy, as an inadequate return for so many valuable communi-
cations with which you have had the kindljess to favour me.

Believe me always, dear Sir,

Very truly yours,

t # 4^London, 18 Nov, 1827.
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iv. Calculations of Lunar Phenomena. By Thomas
Henderson, Esq.

Principal Lun a’r Occultations of the Fixed Stars in the Months
of Jamiury, February, March, ami April, 1828 ;

calculated for

the Royal Oljservatory at Greenwich.

Date. N.imeji of Star.s.

Jan. 4 K Cancri

31 a} Cancri

K Cancri

Feb. 7 a® Librae '

22 Tauri ,

28 w Lconis

March 10 ^ Sagittarii

23 V Gcminoruin

rfCCM k Geininorum

26 /c Cancri

April 2 liibra;

Libra?

29 Librae

a® Librae

liiiruersion find

EmtTAtoii.
Mean Tinio.

Anparent Point of
UiHeinu't* of J\looIl’^

Deulindtion. J^imb.

The fifth colamn shows the apparent difference of declination between the

Star arid Moon\s centre at the immersion and emersion ; the letters N and S

denoting the Star to be north or south from llio Moon. The hixtb or last

column .shows the point of the Moon’s limb whcio the immersion and emer-

sion take place, reckoning from the vertex or hijjbest point ; the lettois 1.

and R signifying to the left hand or right hand of the obs<*iver.

An errpr of li-aeeotids in the compuied difference ordeelination bedweem

the MooRiafid Star, will be sufficient to coav rt ibe expocied Occullaiion of

Librip, on 29th April,- into an Appulse ; and a less error will considerably

affect times and p)$ces of immersion and emersion.

«
-

.
[To bs continued.]
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MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE-

I. Mechanical Science.
^

1. On the Adhesion of Screws,—^The following results, respecting

the force necessary to draw iron screws out of given depths of wood*
are by Mr. Bevan, and should be placed by the side of those he has

given with regard to nails*.

“ The screws 1 used were about two inches in length, 0.22 dia-

meter at the exterior of the threads, 0.15 diameter at the bottom,

the depth of the worm or thread being 0.035, and the number of

threads in one inch =12. They were passed through pieces of

wood exactly half an inch in thickness, and drawn out by the

weights specified in the fallowing table :

Dry beech 460 pounds

Do. Do 790
Dry sound ash 790
Dry oak 760
Dry mahogany 770
Dry elm • • 655
Dry sycamore 830

“ The weights were supported about two minutes before the

screws were extracted.
“ 1 have also found the force required to draw similar screws

out of deal and the softer woods about half the above.
“ From which we may infer as a rule to estimate ihGfull force of

adhesion, in hard wood 200.000
and in soft wood 100.000 t T=zf

d being the diameter of the screw ;
^ the depth of the worm or

thread ; and t the thickness of the wood into which it is forced ;

—

all in inches; being the force in pounds to extract the same.”
We may, from the above experiments, observe the approximation to
perfection in the art of screw making ; for had the screw been
greater in diameter, there would have been a waste of material, or
had it been less, it would not have been sufficiently strong, which
may be proved as follows : the cohesion of wrought iron has been
found, from a number of experiments, to be about 430001bs. per
cylindrical inch ;

and as the smallest diameter of screw used in my
exporirnent was 0.15, it would have been torn asunder by a force

of about 968lbs.
;
or if the hard wood had been about of an inch

thick into which it had been screwed, the screw would have been
broken instead of forcing its passage out of the wood.

—

Phil, Mag,
N.S. ii. 291.

2. Improvement in Steam-engines,—Aecorditi^ to the valuable

records kept of the duty of the steam-engines at the mines in Coni-
wall, a most important improvement has been effected in two

* See pa^c 360^ vol. xvii. of the fq^mer Beriea of thif Journal.
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instances, of enf^ses erected by Captain Samuel Grose,; dependent
entirely upon attention to the .smaller details of the machines.

The best engines, heretofore, had not done more than raise Ibrty

millions of pounds of water one foot high, by each bushel of coals

consumed, except indeed u])Oii short occasions. In one of the cases

in question, an engine at Wheal Hope, of sixty-inch cylinder, work-
ing single as usual, the duty rose to fifty, fifty-four, and fifty-five

millions of pounds ; and in the other, an engine of eighty-inch

cylinder, at Wheal Towan, the duty rose in

April 61,877, .^)45

May 60,632,179
June 61,762,210

July 62,220,820

August
thus exceeding by nearly fifty per cent, what had been eflected

before that time,

3. Improved C/ocA’.-^Among the articles displayed at the first

National Exhibition of the Obj^ects of ArLs and Industry, at Neuf-

chatel, Switzerland, last year, was a clock made by F. Ilouriet, of

Lode ; in which steel was used only in the main springs and in the

axes of the moveable parts; all the other parts were in brass, gold

alloy, and white gold. The number of pieces in gold, gold and
silver, gold and platina, is sixty-two : all the pivots turn on jewels,

and the functions of the free escapements are effected also by means
of pallets in precious stones. It had been supposed that the es-

capements and the spiral spring not being of steel, inconvenience

would result from the smaller degree of elasticity, but miincrous

trials with lavourable results have removed the objection
; and it

appears that gold, hardened cither by hammering or other means,
is more elastic than hardened and untempered .steel. The clock

had gone for six days, exposed to the contact of a magnet compe-
tent to lift twenty-five or thirty pounds^ without suffering any de-

rangement.

—

Riv, Ency,

4. Method of dividing Glass by Friction,
—^The following method

is described by Dr. Hare: “ Some years ago Mr. Lukin showed
me that a small phial or tube might be separated into two parts, if

subjected to cold water after being heated by the friction of a cord
made to circulate about it, by two persons alternately pulling in op-
posite directions. I was subsequently enabled to employ this pro-

cess in dividing large vessels of four or five inches in diameter, and
likewise to render it in every case more easy and certain by means
of a piece of plank forked like a boot-jack, and also having a kerf

cut by a saw, parallel to and nearly equidistant from the principal

surfaces of the and at right angles to the incisions productive

ofthe fork.

“By means of the fork, the glass is easily held steadily by the
hand of one operator; by means of the kerf, the string, while circii-
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lating about the jvlass, is confined to the i)art where the separation

is desired. As soon as the cord smokes,- the glass is plunged

in water, or if too large to be easily immersed, the water must V>e

thrown upon it ;
the latter method is always pi'eferable when,

upon immersing the body, the water can roach the inner surface.

As plunging is the most effectual method of ernplojdng the water

ill flic ease of a. tube, I usually close the end which is to be im-
mersed.*'

—

Sillimpjis Journal^ xih. 7,

5. Use of Soapstone in diminishing Friction, — In a letter to

Professor Silliinaii upon this subject, Mr. K. Bailey of Boston,

says, “ I understand the Soapstone has beem used for this purpose

in the extensive manufactories at Lowell, for about two years, and
with great profit and success. Besides answering the purpose to

which it is ajipliod very much better than any other substance that

can be procured, it saves a great deal of trouble and expense. It

is first Uioronghly pulverized, and tlien mixed with oil, tallow, lard,

or far, whichever may be the best adapted to the use lor whieli it is

designed. Jt is of course important to procure that wliieh is free

from grit, and it can be purified in a good degree by mixing the

powder with fill, and decanting it after it has stood a few minutes.

The lieavier jiarticles will form a sediment to be rejected. It is

used in all Kinds of machinery where it is necessary to apply any
unctuous substance to diminisli friction, and it is said to be an
exoelloiit subhtilute lor the usual composition applied to catriage-

wlieols.

Some idea of the value of soapstone thus applied, may be formed
from ihc following fact communicated by 1). Moody, Ksq., the

superintendent of the tar-works on the mill-dam near this city.

Connected with the rolling machine of that establishment, there is

a horizontal balance-whcci, 'weighing /o/zr/fr// tons, Avhich runs on
a stcf) of five inches diameter, and iiifikes from seventy-five to one
hundred revolutions in a minute. About one hundred tons of iron

are rolled in this machine in a month
;

yet the wheel has some-
limes been used from three to five wrecks without inconvenience,

before tlie s()a[)stoiio has been renewed. The superintendent thinks,

however, that it ought to be more frequently employed.
“ TIic use of soapstone was discovered at Lowell. It has been

said never to fail in producing the desired result when applied

to machinery whiclt liad began to be heated, even in those cases

when nothing else could he found that would answer the pur-

pose.”

—

Sitli?naids Journal, xiii, 192.

G. On peculiar Physical Repulsions, by M. Saigey.—I intend to

give in tliis bulletin the description of a very simple apparatus, by
means of which I have made many experiments, whteh have con-
ducted me to the following results :— .

i. All bodies exert ))etween themselves a feeble repulsive action ^
in ordinary circumstances. The repolsion between bismutli and
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antimony and tli^e poles ofa magnetic needle, is a case of this gene-

ral law, and is not due lo magnetism. Nor is it magnetism which

occasions the direction of needles formed of other substances than

iron, announced lately by M. Becquerel.

ii. A very marked attraction may be observed between a cold

and a heated body, or between two bodies of different temperature,

whether screens be interposed or not.

iii. The metallic plates in the Cabinet de Physique de Paris,

intended for the repetition of M. Arago’s experiments on magnetism

by rotation, contain more or less of iron capable of attracting a
very mobile magnetic needle. These plates, and those ofM. Arago,

were made by the same person and from the same materials.

Iv. 1 believe that, in many eases, results obtained without the

appreciable developement of magnetism or electricity, have been

attributed to these powers
;
and from well-proved experiments I

shall deduce new. results relative to the diurnal variation of the

needle, the direction of tlie plumb-line and the density, temperature

and attraction of the planetary masses .—BulU Univ. A. viii. 287.

7. On the Magnetic Effects ofMetals in Motion.—M. Seebeck has

endeavoured to determine the effects of various metals in diminish-

ing the oscillations of a magnetic needle 2-j inches in length, and

suspended by a silk fibre three lines distant from and above the

plates. The oscillations were counted from an apiplitude of 45^

to 10®.

116 oscillations above a plate of marble

112 layer of mercury 2 lines in thickness.

106. plate of bismuth 2 „
94. . platina 0.4 ,,

90 antimony 2.0 „
89 lead 0.75

89 gold 0.2 „
71 zinc 0.5 „
68 tin 1.0 „
62 brass 2.0 „
62 copper 0.3 „
55 silver 0.3 „
6 iron 0.4 „

It is also stated that he has found, from experiments, tliat by
alloying such inetal.s as are magnetic, like iron, nickel, and cobalt,

with other metals, which like antimony diminish the magnetic fin-ce,

alloys are obtained entirely neutral in their effects
;
thus the alloys

formed by four of antimony with one of iron, three of copper with

one of antimony, and two of copper with one of nickel, produce no
diminution ofthe number of oscillations, these amounting to 1 16 as

with the plate of marble. These three alloys arc, therefore, the best
for the manufacture of compasses, those of copper and nickel being
the most xnaUeable,—Annul, des Fhy. 1826. Bull. Univ. A. viii. 136,
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8. Duration of the Effvcta of Light upon the M.' Plateau

of Liege has endeavoured to determine the Icngtli of time during

which the im))ression of certain luminous rays upon the eyes

remains ; and lias given the following resiills :

Flame
Ignited Charcoal. .

.

......
White
Blue
Yellow 0".173

Red

9. On the Measurement of the Intensity of Lights hy M. Peclet.

—

A very usual photometrical process is to interpose an opaque body
between a white screen and the two lights to be measured, and
to move the latter until the shadows produced are of equal inten-

sity ; the intensity of the lights being then as the square of their

distances fi*om the shadows they illuminate. Sometimes a trans-

lucent body, as unpolished glass or oiled paper, is used in place

of an opaque one, the shades produced by transmission being

observed.

In both those methods, the apparent intensity of the shadow
\aries with the i)osition of the observer. If the shadows are ecpial

when observed from a point perpendicular to the white screen at

the middle of the distance of the two shades, they will be no longer
st> on removing from that ])osltion, and the shadow nearest to the

observer will always appear the darkest. These apparent variations

are greater as the shadows are farther apart, or with reflected sha-

dows as the screen is smoother, or with transmitted shadows as the

interposeil obstacle is more diaphanous.
The explanation given of this fact is, that unpolished opaque

bodies, like paper, plaster, &c. never disperse the light incident

upon them, in an uniform manner, more rays passing in the direc-

tion in which regular reflexion would take place, than in any other.

Hence, when two equal shadows are produced upon such a surface,

either by two equal lights at equal distances, or by two unequal
lights at unequal distances ; the shadow nearest to the observer
must necessarily appear deeper than the ojther, because it is en-
lightened by the nearest light, the rays from which are reflected in

greatest abundance away from the observer
; and, on the contrary,

the shadow further from the observer should appear lightest, be-
cause the rays which fall on it from the furthest light are reflected

in greatest abundance tow^ards the side on which the observer

stands. The reason, also, why thp clfect is greater Jis the shadows
arc further apart is evident ; and wdiy in every case it is reduced to

nothing when the observer is in a plane perpendicular to the screen
and equidistant from the two shadows.

From these facts and explanations it may be ebndioded, that, in
all ])hotomctrical measurements by reflected shadowy, the-screens

should have all smoothness removed .from them, and the! two'sha-
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clows brought ras near tog*ether as ])ossible, and even made to

touch or over-lap; or that, when this cannot be done, the observa-

tion should be made from a point equidistant from the two sha-

dows. As to the shadows by Iransinission, the a])])arent variations

of intensity are so £>;reat for small changes in the position of the

eye, as to render tlie method aftog'ether inapplicable.

—

Bull. Univ.
A. viii. 248.

10.

O/i the apparent Decomposition of JFhite Light hy a Befleet-
ing Body when in Motion .—The tbllowin^* ex])erlment is described in

the MSS. of M. Benedict Prevost and published by M. P. Prevost. A
ray ofsolar li^ht beinj>' introduced into a darkened chamber, is to have
a square piece of white paper about two inches in the side, passed

acros.s it perpendicularly to the direction of the ray. The lij^ht

reflected by the paper, instead of bein^ white, will present a small

white central portion, surrounded by the seven principal colonrs,

nearly in the order of the prismatic spectrum. When a red surface

is used instead of a white one, the decomposition of the lijjfht is

still more complete. When the paper has a slight bine tint, the

effect is less perfect than with the white paper. VVith a black sur-

face no colours appear, but a .sort of smoky shade towards the

middle. A .sintrle passage of the paper is sufficient, hut it is neces-

sary that it pass entirely through the ray, no part remaining in it.

—

Bib. Univ.—Bui. Univ. A. viii. 248.

11.

On the Barometer .—The following are conclusions at which
M. Bohnenherger has arrived relative to the barometer : i. The
surface of mercury in a tube 14. i> lines in diameter, is slightly

rounded at the edge; hut, at the distance of two lines from the glass,

capillary depressioh disappears, and the surface is level, ii. The
mercury in a tube 5.S linc.s in diameter, is convex over the whole
surface, the de])ression being .035 of a line. iii. The depression is

generally les.s in a vacuum than in the air, so that a syphon baro-

meter gives results too high, and the more so as the tube is smaller.

i\ . Barometers constructed with 4ubes five lines in diameter, do
iU)t rcipiire tapping to cause them to assume their proper height;

and comparatively slight blows easily make the mercury rise too

liigh in tubes of a smaller diameter .—A anal, der Phys. und Chem.

12.

Easy Method of reduving Baro?netrical Observations to a
Standard Temperature^ hy S. Foggo.—^^riie ex})ansion of mercury
deduced hy the diltereiit philosophers who have examined it, is given

below; omitting the results of Sir G. Shuckburgh, as being rather

too far from the mean of the oiher.s.

Expansion of mercury, from 32'^ to 212*^ P.

De Luc. . . ; . l-56th

Lavoisier and Laplace 1-55. 22th

Ualst^om l-55th

Dulong and Petit. L&5.5th

mean, l-55.43th.
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For 1° of Fahrenheit’s scale, this is etiiial to goj-n, or .00010023:

which may be called one ten^thousaridth, without the most trifling

error in practice. The barometric column may, therefufe, be re-

duced to the standard temperature of 32° F. by tht^ following sim-

ple rule, which will make a table unnecessary. Before thefirst

threefigures of the observed height place two cyphers^ inultijyly by the

temperature of the merau'y — 32°, and subtract the productfrom the

observed height. [Cxarnple; barometer 30.597, temperature of mer-
cury 74°.

74° ~ 32° ::: 42° .00305 X 42 == .128 and 30.597 - .128 =:

30. 1()9 the correct height.

When the temperature of the mercury, is lower than 32°, the

temperature is to be subtracted from 32°, aiul the product, obtained

as bei’ore, is to be added to the observed height. Thus, let the ba-

rometer be as bet()re, and the temperature 15° : then 32°— 15°=
17; .00305 x 17 = .052, and 30.597 + 052= 80.649, the correct

height.

—

Janwson^s Journal^ 1827, p. 378.

13. Diamond Lenses.—I see by the last number of the Journal

of Science and the Arts, that Mr. Varley has made a Diamond
Lens, and also a single niicrosco|)e with such motions as enable

the observer to follow an animalcule in a diagonal direction. It is

very odd, but this is precisely my plan for a microscope, which I

drew up about Amr years ago; and as I could not get any optician

to undertake it, J sent it to the Society of Arts, and recommended
them to oiler a j3remiuin lor the best diamond lens, but they returned

it. I have had a inicroscoj)e of this sort (made by W, and S. Jones,

llolborii) about a year and a half, and it answers the purpose com-
pletely

; as a person not at all used to microscopes may use a lens

of inch locus and lind a small object with it, and bring any part

of it into the field of view with the greatest facility, and follow the

motions of an auinialenlc in a diagonal direction. There are some
alterations and improveinonts, which I have since made, that have
rendered it a very comjdcte microscope

;
a drawing of which I

could semi yon, if }ou think it would be acceptable.

I am. Sir, yours, &c.

Tringhanty Norfal/Cy July 9lh, 1827. G, D.\kin.

14. Sapphire Lenses for Single Microscopes.—As it may justly

be feared that, iiotwithstaiidiiig the incontestable superiority of

diamond lenses, the cost and ditliculty attendant on their produc-

tion will enhance their value beyond the reach of the public, Mr.
A. rritcluird. No. 18, Pickett Street, has applied himself with

indefatigable perseverance to the forknatioii of Sapphire Lenses.

The valuable experiments of Dr. Brewster have determined that

the sapphire possesses a stronpr refraction than any other sub-

stance capable of giving a single image (diamond excepted)*
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while its dispeieive power is only 0.026 compared to water as

0.035. Thus if a sapphire is p^round in the same tool which will

fortn a lens of g^lass of the inch focus, it will come out about

the
j)
inch focus ; being almost double the power of the glass in

linear amplification, and more than double in superficial
;

in which
latter mode of estimation the powers of the glass and sapphire may
berated at 360,000 to 1,000,000. The faint blue tinge of the sap-

phire is not felt in thin small lenses formed of this substance, which
thus come next in order to diamond ones, and form an excellent

pu idler for those who cannot come at the latter. Many of our
first microscopists are already in possession of them, and have
honoured them with their unqualified approbation.

There is a property possessed by small single lenses formed by
precious stones, which is worthy of being comtriciitcd on : vi^. They
can be burnished fast into brass rings, and thus safely cleaned and
removed at pleasure from one setting to another. The cohesion of

glass is too slight to permit this operation, during which it is

almost sure to burst into shivers.—C. R. G.

15. On a Method of Securing and Preserving the Rowing Pins

in Boats .—Dear Sir,—To remove a petty inconvenience of hourly

occurrence, by some simple contrivance, is often ])roductive of a
greater mass of advantage than an invention of greater splendour,

and ofapparently more extensive utility.

In the accompanying drawing, you have a plan for preserving

that indispensable requisite in a boat, the towels, or rowing pins

;

the loss of which is not only very teasing, but often productive of

serious inconveniences; while the practice of stealing them from
each other forms a constant source of petty depredations, leading

to perpetual quarrels among seamen in harbours. He wlio has

been detained the better part of a day in the island of Sky, till half
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a dozen of these pins could be procured, well kno^s how to value

that trifle, the ncg^lect of which has caused the loss of his voyage,

and might have led to that of his boat and his life also.

Fixed towels cannot well be used when boats aiie to be hoisted

ill alongside, as they a^e subject to be broken; and they are often

inconvenient in getting in water casks, as well as in many other

cases. Hence, pins capable of being unshipped are preferable.

These are frqqueiuly lost, and the want is not always discovered till

it cannot be replaced
;
or else it is not replaced without loss ofthat

time which is often so valuable at sea. Very often, also, the delay

of even a minute is rendered inconvctiicnt or even dangerous;
when the boat is dragging* alongside by the painter in a heavy sea,

and the vessel is either drifting or standing .on.

The drawing requires little explanation. By pulling at the

lower pin, the two ujjper arc fixed at once, and on being unshipped
they hang secia c* from loss

;
while the lower one serves as a spare

towel, should any be broken. As not one boat in twenty thousand
is provided with this invention, which is indeed scarcely known, it

will not perhaps be found undeserving a place in your Journal.

—

1 am, &;c. J. M.

1ft. Cold Injection forA tiaioinical Preparation.— If a mixture of

varnish and vermilion Bas a small quantity of water mixed with it,

it soon sets and becomes hard. This affords an excellent compo-
sition for anatomical injection, being very beautiful and very pene-
trating, (so much so, that it frequently returns by the veins,) and
requiring no heat to be ap})licd to the subject. The writer of this

article frequently had, in the course of his medical education, the

office of ]>reparing this injection, of which he has7 however, unfortu-

nately forgot the jiroportions, and the particular nature ofthe varnish.

It was, he thinks, a spirit varnish; the water was not mixed until

the instant the injeciion was wanted, when it w’as well worked up
with 1 he syringe, and immediately thrown in; in thfe course of a
night it would have set beautifully. This particular kind of injec-

tion was invented by an American anatomist of the name of llani-

say, and preserved as a valuable secret by him for the exclusive

use of his own dissecting room. The proportions, 8cc. of the ingre-,

dients will soon be attained by a few experiments.

II. Chemical Science.

1. Extraordinary Ex2)erimcnU on Heat ami Steam by Mr. Per-
kins.—“ 1 discovcreil that a generator at a certain temperature,
although it had a small crack in it, would not emit either water or
steam. This fact I mentioned to a very scientific friend, who ques-
tioned its accuracy, and to convince him I tried the experiment

;

but he concluded that the expansion of the metal must have closed
the fissure. To remove every doubt, I proposed to drill a small
OCT.—DEC. 18-2/. 2 II
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bole through th^side of the generator, which was accordingly done*

Afler getting the steam up to a proper temperature, I took out the

plvig, and although we were working the engine at thirty fttmos-<

pheres, nothing, was seen or heard to issue from the plug-hole ; all

was perfectly quiet : I next lowered the temperature by shutting

the damper* and opening the furnace door
;
a singing from the

aperture was soon observable, and when a coal was held before it,

rapij^ 4^inbustion ensued ; nothing, however, was yet visible : but as

the temperature decreased, the steam became more and more visi-

ble, the noise at the same increasing, until tinally the roar was tre-

mendous, and might have been heard the distance of half a mile.

This was conclusive. 1 should mention that, at the aperture, the

iron was red-hot.” “The hole was one quarter of an inch in dia-

meter.”
“ The experiment atfurds some data towards answering the ques-

tion, at what distance from the heated metal the water remained*

when under the pressure of thirty atmospheres
; we may safety aver

that it exceeded one-eighth ofan inch.”

—

SUliman^sJournal^xm, 46.

On the Use of feeble Electric Currents^for effecting the Com-
hination of numerous Bodies^ by M. Becquerel.—A. highly interest-

ing memoir on this subject is inserted in th^ thirty-lifth volume of the

Annales de Chimie, the intention of M. Becquerel being to show
that electro-chemical powers may be used not only for the decom-
position and analysis of bodies, but also for tlie production of new
compounds.
The facts described in the paper are commenced by one in-

tended to illustrate future reasoning, by shewing what takes place

when a very f^ieblc electric current traverses a metallic circuit, in-

terrupj^^ in one part by a neutral solution, into which the two ex-

tremities .q£. wires forming the circuit arc immersed. Two
small copper, w^res were connected together by loops, and the two
free ends joiitied to the cuds of a galvanometer wire; the circuit

was then cut in one place, and the extremities immersed iii a solu-

tion of chloride of sodium. Then, if one of the loops be raised to a
red heat by a spirit lamp, an electric current is produced* the heated

loop furnishing negative electricity. Now if the ends plunged
*iti^ the saline solution are terminated by platina or gold wires^

no/ cnrre/it of electricity is observed; with silver terminations*

the current is very feeble ; but with wires, of zinc, lead, iron or till*

the curr^t is very energetic. These remarkable effects, highly

fmport^i in the phenomena hereafter to be considered, are no way
Connected ,*ivitli tlic conductibility of the metals ; for lead anj^ nine,

worst conductors* aro those which* with th^^^pper*

ih'e mQ$t powerful effects. The current cea8e|v^M^alher
as gflpK fethe Itop is removed*'

.

pppert and IfOiil belong to oxida<»

Ucs ^
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when very feeble electricities ore generateci in any p^int of a metBllicf

circuit, interrupted by a saline solution, a. current of electricity iit

formed or noU according aji the two similar metallic terminali&ns^

which dip into the. solution^ belong to an oxidable tr non-^oxidMc
mttal, Jf the saline solution be replaced by avi acid, then a current

will be obtained, though platina wires be used; because that kind of
fluid does not interrupt the current, *

With respect to the production of new compounds by electro-

chemical powers, very much depends u])oti the strength of the

power employed, and M. Becquerel only pretends, as yet, to indicate

a new field of research, and not to point out the precise paths to be
pursued. Two methods may be adopted. A.s an illustration, let a
tube, from 4 to 8 hundredths of an inch in diameter, be bent into the

form of the letter U, and place a plug of amianthus at the bend, to

prevent the mixture of the fluids in the liml)s: into one leg put a
mixture of deutoxide of copper and solution of the sulphate of
copper, the former will fall to the bottom ; into the other put a satu-

rated solution of common sal d also an excess of the dry sub-
stance, then communicate the two fluids by a plate of copper. Very
shortly the end pluiiged in the sulphate will be covered with me-
tallic copper, and the acid set free will act upon the oxide of copper
below and form more sulphate, so that a set of decompositions ai|^

recompositions will occur, and ultimately comparatively large crys-

tals of copper will be obtained.

Ill the other branch of the tube, a portion of the salt will be de-
composed, the muriatic acid will act upon the copper, which is

oxidised in consequence of its positive state, and will probably
produce an oxychloride, which will combine with the chloride

of sodium, and then octoedral crystals will be tormed oil the plate

of copper. The effects are pfroduced either with luscesd

When the crystals are well and inclosed
ticaily sealed, they suffer no but they are by
water into chloride of sodium of

If the voltaic experiment be for one p^^w^ ihonths, the
crystals, from being colourless and j^^pid^ bteoine S^ofet, and
mately acquire an emerald green hue,Hul. trthspareht.* IF
the chloride of sofKum side be tested, ft ^nd that,

^

evolved during the experiment. A piece of pp^er simply
in a solution of common salt, produces nothing more'llto it

muriate of which precipitates.
*

Wtifi «t2v£r.*^If a similar tube to that described

limbs lilted With a solution of salt, a plalina wire

one lintb, a Isilver. wire into the extreihi^^

coittieeted' to form a Srfltlaic cif^cuit, and
some months;, in about flileeii crystals

^

the silver l^ese wilt;|^dCml^.'iiiereese
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are known to Iv^ nnchang'ed by water : during a long experiment
they change colour, becoming, lirst, violet, then blue.

ExpcrimontM similar to that with the copper, when repeated with
the same solutihns, &c., but the substitution of plates of lead and tin

for the copper plates, produced crystalline double chlorides of these

metals and sodium.
Muriate of ammonia being substituted for common salt in these

experiments, another scries of double compounds was obtained with
copper, silver, lead, and zinc,

A double chloride of barinni and lead was formed slowly in a
similar way.

When a solution of the iodide of potassium or sodium was used
instead oi the solntion*^ of salt, then double iodides were obtained

:

thus with lead rather a rapid formation of silk^ crystals occurred
upon the lead, which, when examined by water, were decomposed,
producing iodide of lead and solution of iodide o» potash or soda.
A tube two or three times the diameter of the Ibrmer may be used
for the experiment.

The second method of producing new combinations by weak
electro-chemical powers, depends upon the electro-motive action,
which is caused whenever a metal touches the oxides, or an oxide
of another metal. If an oxide of a metal, a plate of metal, and a
liquid be put into a tube closed at one extremity, there will be an
electro-motive actiori of the metal with the oxide, and of the liquid
with both these bodies

;
and the chemical effect will be according to

the resultant of these three forces, which can only be ascertained
by experiments.

As an illustration of the effects thus produced, three tubes, from
eight to twelve hundredths of an inch in diameter, were prepared, a
little protoxide of lead being put into one, deutoxide into the se-

cond, and perdftde into the third ; solution of muriate of ammonia
and a plate of lead were then added to cacli tube. Alter a time,
lead was precipitated in the first tube, very slight chemical changes
took place in the second, but a large quantity of double chloride of
lead and ammonia crystallized upon the lead in the third, in the
form of needles. Thus very different effects were produced, accord-
ing to the state of oxidation.

Solution of salt gave similar results with the oxides of lead and
Ic^d.

’^The oxides of copper, with solutions of alkaline muriates, gave
curious results. \Vith muriate of ammonia, crystals vJrere produced
of considerable size, and different to those obtained by the former
process. In this experiment, the black and anhydrous deutoxide of

copper gradually acquired a blue colour, as if a hydrate were
formed under the indueiice of the feeble electric formed
by the arrangement.

"

Copper, its deutoxide, and solution of corrosive sublimate, pro-
duced a dtaihble chloride, crystallizing in plates, and possessing a
metallic lustie.

‘
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Crystallizatioii of Metallic Oxides.—If a solijtion of nitrate of

copper, mingled with very fine charcoal powder, or even dcutoxide

of copper, be put into a similar tube to that described in thedast
article, then a plate of copper be introduced and the vessel closed

up, in about fifteen days small red transparent octoedral crystals

of protoxide of copper will be formed on the ]daic of metal. Other
metals have been subjected to similar experiments, but probably
have not yet reraained long enough under action.

—

Ann. de Chimie^
XXXV. 113.

4.

On Bromine, by M. A. de la Rive.—M. do la Rive has remarked
a curious fact respecting the conducting power of tluids for elec-

tricity in the habitudes of bromine and water. He found, in the
first place, as M. Balard had stated, that pure dry bromine did not
conduct the electricity of a voltaic battery, consisting of sixty pairs

of plates very strongly charged, a delicate galvanometer being the

test : a similar experiment was then made with pure water, the

water being contained in a glass capsule, and communicated with
the battery and galvanometer by platina wires **, and the deviation of
the needle was scarcely sensible. Some other experiments induced
M. de la Rive to believe, that water perfectly distilled and put into

vessels made of substances absolutely unacted upon, would not
conduct any portion of electricity : the purer the water, and the

more unchangeable the substance of the vessel, the feebler does the
conducting power become, until at last it is insensible.

A few flrops of bromine were then added to the,,water, which soon
ac(iui*'cd a yellow colour, by dissolving a small portion of the sub-
stance

; being now included in the voltaic circuit, the galvanometer
needle was deviated 70°, and an abundant disengagement of gas
took place from the platina wires. These were oxygen and hydro-
gen, ill the usual proportion, proving that the had been
decomposed. i,...

From these experiments it xje^Its, that a body which does not at
all conduct voltaic electricity, otJ^ least but very h^ly, namely,
pure water, may be rendered a y^l^/good conduct^, l^y its mixture
with a few drops of perfectly substance, namely, 6ro-
wine, M. de la Rive has found the same|act to 'occur with iodi]|e,

and iodine and water; and his father had observed, in a course of
experiments made a long time ago on the conducting powe^:, pf
fluids, that diluted sulphuric acid is a better conductor than wy
much conce,nitrated acid : may not anhydrous sulphuric acid tli.en be
a non-condikdor like bromine, &c. ?*—An?iales de Chimie, xxxv.

5.

Elementary Nature ofBromine.—Iodine colours a soju^pn of
starch blue, bromine renders a similar solution orange colo^“ Hf.
A. de la msfe added a few drops of bromine to a1

* See, on this point, the statement by Becquerel, p
commiuiicatinK oMklil
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coloured blue by^iodine, and obtained a compound which ^ave two
distinct colours with starch, one brown, the other yellow

;
the differ-

ence of colour corresponding* with the two bromides of iodine de-

scribed by M. Ifalard. These compounds of iodine and bromine,

dissolved in a solution of starch, were subjected to the voltaic pile:

immediately the yellow solution became blue about the negative

pile, and orange about the i)ositive pile, indicating the separation

and places of the iodine and hromiiie. Thus the smallest quantity of

iodine may be discovered in bromine ; but when the experiment was
resorted to, to prove whether the idea thrown out, that bromine
was a compound of chlorine anti iodine, was founded in fact or not,

it gave no such indication, and a solution of bromine in starch elec-

trified for a long time together, gave no appearance of iodine.

Hence M. do la Hive concludes, that bromine contains no iodine,

but is an element analogous to iodine and chlorine.

When bromine and iodine are combined, the former passes to

the positive pole, and is consequently more negative than the latter

;

which accords with the observation of M. Balard, that it should

occupy a place between chlorine and iodine.

According to tlie Bvllelin Umverselle,when the letter to M. Arago,
containing an account of the facts above referred to, was read to

the Academy of Sciences, that body decided that the assertion of

M. Dumas that bromine was a compound of chlorine and iodine

should bo considered as retracted, and that it should be so entered,

upon the proc^s-verbal of the sitting.—A. viii. 209.

6. Quantity of Bromine in Sea-Water.—One hundred pounds of

sea-water, taken up at Trieste, treated by chlorine, ether, Ac., ac-

cording to M. Balard’s process, produced five grains of bromide of

sodium, or 3.27S grains of bromine. It would appear that, in the

sea-water of Trieste, the bromine is unaccompanied by any iodine,

and the same is the case, according to j\l . I [ermbstadt, with the

waters of the Dead Sea. In the water of the Mediterranean^ on

the contrary, iodine always appear^ with the bromine.

7. Sale ofBromine.—^The discoverer of bromine, M. Balard, has

been enabled, hy his improvements, to prepare that pectiliar body
\n quantities sumcient to permit its sale. It may be obtained at bis

ritopy Hue Argentcrie h Montpellier, or at M. Quesneville’s inanu-

’aetbry of chemical substances at Paris. The price is four francs

the gros (about fiO grains), fourteen francs the half^ounce, tind

twenty-three francs the ounce.

B. Jpi:eparatio7tnfIodovs Acid.—M. Pleischl says that, in pre-

paring this acid, three parts of chlorate of potash with ofiodine
are lo be, used, and not equal parts according to M. Semibntini ; and
also that it is indispensable to cool the receiver conaiderahly during

the i^eratiom ^ j
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9. On a peculiar Nitric Acid^ and Sulphate Potaskf hy Mr.
Phillip8.~For the purpose of preparinp^ nitric acid of the greatest

strength, Mr. Phillips mixed 70 parts of nitre with 70 parts of oil

of vitriol, S. G. 1.8442 at 60*^. and distilled for eight hours. The
nitric acid obtained was reddish yellow, weighed 46.13 parts, was
of S. G. 1.5033, and by an experiment on carbonate of lime, was
found equivalent to 34.24 of that substance ; the latter fact indi-

cates that 36.98 ol real acid was present, and the liquid acid there-

fore consisted of

Real nitric acid 36.98 or 80.16
Water 9.15 . . 19.84

46.13 100.00
Supposing* this acid to be a definite comj)omid of two atoms of

acid, 108, and throe of water 27, it would consist of

Real acid 36.90 or 80
Water 9.23 . . 20

46.13 100

The salt remaining in the retort weighed 92.87 parts; nearly this

weight of water being added find heated, the whole was dissolved,

and on cooling, a salt, con.si.sting of extremely minute filaments

resembling asbestos, was obtained, which, by capillary attraction,

retained a part of the residual solution so powerfully, that it was
necessary to absorb it by filtering paper.

Although it appeared improbable that the ci^stals could be a
variety of the known form of bisulphate of potash, yet supposing it

might be that salt with either less, or more than two atomic of water,

Mr. Phillips proceeded to its analysis. Some of the salt was readily

dried by exposure to the mr of a warm room : lOjOf grains, by mu-
riate of baryta gave 154.75 grains of sulphate ofl^yta, equivalent

to 52.45 sulphuric acid ; 109 Igr^i^s heated to redne|s, lost 21.6 sul-

phuric acid and water, and left ^S.4 graifis pf i)<int]|ral sulphate of
potash. The latter contain 35.6 grains of sulpfinrie: acid, which,
subtracted from the whole quantity Pf.. fi2.45, indicates 16.85 as

the quantity dissipated by heat
; and iliis i|^n, subtracted from 4he

21.6, indicates 4.75 water in the crystal. The quantity of
separated by heat is, therefore, very nearly half that remaining
neutral sulphate, and the salt in question appears to Ih) a semp
sulphate ofMtash, consisting of . -4

3 atoms sulphuric acid 120

2 „ potash 96

I atom water 9

expenmeatk
52.45

Mr. Phillips found it difficull to prepare the i
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from bisulphate ; and on repeating^ the attempt to procure It exactly

as before, obtained a large quantity of bisulphate, and a small quan-
tity of the peculiar salt ; although the quantity of water present is

known to have an important influence on the nature of the sulphates

produced, yet the precise circumstances on which the formation of

sesquisulphate depends, are at present unknown.

—

Phil. Mag.
N. S., ii. 429. ^

10. On certain Prop^ties of Sulphur .—The effect of heat upon
sulphur in first fusing it, but afterwards causing dirainiition of fluidity

in a certain degree ]}roportionate to the temperature, has been long
and generally know'ii, as well also as the peculiar soft state into

which the sulphur may be brought, by pouring it, when hot and
thickened, into cold water. M. .Dumas has been led to examine
these phenomena for the purpose of acquiring a precise and parti-

cular knowledge of the effects and changes.
Fused sulphur began to crystallize between 226° and 228°. Its

fusing point may be considered as 226°.4. Between 230° and 284°
it is as licjuid as a clear varnish, and of the colour of amber

;

at about 320° it begins to thicken, and acquire a red colour ; on
inezeasing the heat, it becomes so..thick, that it will not pour. This
eitect is most marked between 42S°nand 572°

; the colour being
then a red-brown. From 572° to the boiling point it becomes
thinner, but never so,fluid as at 248°. The deep red-brown colour
continues until it boils.

When the mo^ fluid sulphur is suddenly cooled, it becomes
brittle, but the tmekened sulphur, similarly treated, remains soft,

and more soft as the temperature has been higher. Thus, at 230°,

the siilphiif was very liquid, and yellow ; and cooled suddenly by
immersion in water, it became yellow and very friable ; at 374° it

was thick, and of an orange colour, but by cooling, became at first

soft and transparent, but soon friable, and of the ordinary appear-
ance ; at 428°,. it was red and viscid, and when cooled, soft,

transparent, and of an amber colour ; at the boiling point it was
deep brown red colour, and when cooled very soft, transparent,

and of a red-brown colqur.

It is not necessary, as i^ sometimes stated, to heat the sulphur
.a l^ng time to produce this effect ; all depends upon temperature.

Th,e only precaution necessary is, to have abundance of water, and
to ^yide the sulphur into small drops or portions, that the cooling
may be rapid. If it be poured Jii a mass, the interior oools slowly*

and acquires the ordinary hard state. When the experiment is

well made at the sulphur may be drawn into threads as fine

as a Izair, and .many feet in length. ^ ...
Dumas, in remarking upon this curious effect ,,of sudden

cooling, jclasses it with the similar effect which occurs with bronze.

Although difficult to assign the exact caxisc, yet he notices that the

tendency to’ crystallize can evidently be traced as inftuential over

.
some of the appcarsuiceS) the hardness and opacity, for instance^
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which always occur together when the crystalline state is assumed

;

whereas, when rapid cooling has hindered crystallTzation, the mass
remains soft and transparent, until it crystallizes, which usually

happens in twenty or thirty hours.

—

Ann, de. ChimiBt xxxvi. 83.

11. On the Fluidity of Sulphur and Phosphorus at common tem-
peratures, by Mr. Faraday.—1 published some time ago a short ac-
count ofan instance of the existence offluid sul])hur at common tem-
peratures*; and though I thought the fact curious, I did not esteem
it of such importance as to put more than my initials to the account.
I have just learned, through the Bulletin Unioersel for September,
j). 178 t, that Signor Bellaiii had observed the same fact in 1813,
and published it in the Giornale di Fisica,^^o\, vi. (old series). I
also learn, by the same means, that M. Bellaui complains of the
imxnner in which facts and theories, which have been published by
him, arc afterwards given by others as new discoveries ; and
though 1 find myself classed with Gay-!Liissac, Sir H. Davy,
Daniell, Bostock, &c., in having thus erred, I shall not rest satisfied,

without making restitution, for M. Bellani, in this instance, certainly

deserves it at my hand.
Not being able to obtain access to the original journal, I shall

quote M. Bellani’s very curious experiments from the Bulletin,

in which they appear to be fully described. “ The property which
water possesses, of retaining its fluid states, when in tranquillity, at

temperatures 10^ or 15° below its freezing point, is well known
;
phos-

phorus behaves in the same maimer; sometimes fluidity may be
retained at 13° (centigrade ?) for a minute, an hour, or even many
days. What is singular is, that, though ivater^ cooled below its

freezing point, congeals easily upon slight internal movement, how-
ever communicated, ])hosphorus,^on the contrary, sometimes re-

tains its liquid state even at 35f even though it be shaken in a
tube or poured upon cold water. But, as soon as it has acquired
the lowest temperature which itf can bear without solidifying, the
moment it is touched with a body at the same temperature, it soli-

difies so quickly, that the touching body cannot penetrate its mass.
If the smallest morsel of phosphorus is'^put Into^jcontact with a
liquified portion, the latter infallibly sdli^fies, thd%h it be onlytu
single degree below the limit of temperature ifoce^sary ; this ddes
not always happen when the body touching it k heterogeneous.

Sulphur presented the same phenomena fl$ phosphorus

;

inents of si^hur always produced the crysiballization of Cold fltud

portions. I&ving withdrawn the bulb of a thermometer w^h hiifl

been plunged into sulphur at- 120°, it came out coveiMKd with siii^
globules of sulphur, which remained fluid at 00°;

touched thes^ pne after another with a thread of glates, ihey^came
solid : although several seemed in contact, yet it teqmred

, Quarterly Journal of tSoience, xxi. S9^
f The ^Italiap Jouii^l li^ iU
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i^hotild be ioiiche<d separately* A drop of sulphur, which was made
to move on the bulb of tlie thermometer, by turninj^ the instrument

in a horizontal position, did not congeal until nearly at 30^ ; and
some drops were retained fluid at 15°, f. e, 75° of Reaumur below
the ordinary point of liquefaction.”

The Bulletin Universel then proceeds to describe some late and
new experiments of M. Rellani, on the expansion in volume of a
cold dense solution of sulphate of soda during the solidification of

part of 5 the selt in ihr The general fact has, however, been long

and well known in this country and in France ; and the particular

form ofexperiment described is with us a common lecture illustra«

tion. The expansion, as ascertained by M . Bellani.» is of the ori-

ginal volume of fluid. ,

According to the Rulletin, M. Bellani also claims, though certainly

in a much less decided manner than the above, the principal ideas

in a paper which I have published on the existence of a limit to va-

porization, and I referred back to the Giornale di Fisica for 1822,
(published prior to my paper,) for the purpose of rendering justice

in this case also. Here, however, the contact of our ideas is so

slight, and for so brief a time, that 1 shall leave the ]}apers in the

hands of the public without further remarks. It is rather ciinous

to observe how our thoughts liad been at the same time upon the

same subject. Being charged in the Bulletin with quoting an ex-

periment from a particular page in M. Bellani’s memoir, (which
1 did from another jounml, in which the experiment only was de-

scribed,) I tume^to the original place, and tliere, tliougli 1 found
the experiment I had transferred, I also found another which 1 had
previously made bn the same subject, and which M. Bellani had
quoted.

I very fully join in the regent which the Bulletin Universel

expresses, that scientific men do not know more perfectly what has
been done, or what their companions are doing ; but 1 am afraid

the misfortune Is inevitable. It is certainly impossible for any per-

son who wishes to devote a portion of his time to chemical expe-

riment, to read all the books and papers that are published in con-

nexion with hia,pursuit ; their number is immense, and the labour

(^'winnowing out the few ^^experimental and theoretical truths which
In^^many of them afe embarrassed by a very large proportion of un-
interesting matter, of imagination, and of error, is such, that most
persons who try the cP^periinent are quickly induced to make a
selection in their reading, and thus inadvertently, at times, pskss

by what is really good.

12. Separati^ ofSeleniumfrom Berzelius says*^ that

thesse substances, so much resembling each other in
. their general

properties, may be easily separated by the following process.

When sulphuret of selenium is fused with carbonate- of potash,

the alkali not being in excess, the fused mass, dissolved in wateri
leaves isel^hun undiesolved wi free frem sulpHur- - ^
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Some of the sulphuret of selenium from Lukayits, in Bohemia,

was dissolved in potash, and the solntion converted into hyposul-

phite by closure to the air at the temperature of 65® F. ; 0.1125
of the sulphuret experimented with were precipitated, and found

to be pure selenimn. The solution being of a deeper red colour

than that of the common sulphuret, a piece of sulphur was put
into it, and the wiiole boiled for a moment ; a quarter of a grain of
selenium, perfectly free from sulphur, was precipitated.

A solution of a neutral seleniate, or of onler witlt excess of base;

is soon rendered turbid by having sulphuretted hydrogen passed
through it. At first pure selenium separates ; afterwards sulphuret

of selenium ; and, lastly, mere sulphur. The solution should be
considerably diluted ; when concentrated, tlie precipitate formed is

of a flame yellow colour, but eoon becomes brownish-black, and
sulphur is deposited, sometimes crystallizing at the surface of the

deposite.

—

Fhil, Mag,y N, 5., ii. 390,

13. On a new Compound of Selenium and Oxygen—Selenic Acidy

by MM. Mitscherlieh and Nitzsch.—^This acid contains half as

much more oxygen as that discovered by M. Berzclias, and with
potash forms a neutral salt, having the same form and optical pro«

])ertics as sulphate of potash, containing no water when crystal*

lized, and prodnciixg insoluble precipitates with baj'ytic salts. The
acid is isoinorpbous with tlie sulphuric, and may with propriety be
called sclenic acid, that described by Berzelius being consi-

dered as the selenious acid.

The new acid is easily prepared: for this ^rpose selenium,

selenious acid, a selenite or a metallic selenuret is to bej^sed with
nitre. Selenuret of lead, being the most abundant source, has
been used for this purpose, being accompanied by sul-

phurct, the selenic acid is usually contaminated by sulphuric
acid. The selenuret of lead is be freed from carbonates by
muriatic acid, and the residue mixed with its weight of nitrate of
soda, and thrown gradually into a risd-hbt eimcible. Water then
dissolves out seleniate nitrate and nitrite of soda, no selenium
remaining in the residue The solution qnickly^jlldled, deposits

anhydrous seleniate of soda, and this Miig'sepaikted, by cooH^ig
crystals of nitrate of soda are formed

; these be^Kg remove, ebdlllv !

tion again causes more seleniate to fall down, and proceeding*!^
this way an imperfect separa^oii > is effected. .The seleniate, iike

the sulphate of soda, is ^most soluble in water nt To
the salt completely, the nitrite should be changed in^o

nitric acid ; but .then sulphate of soda would rentin' Ms ad liil-

ptidty formed froin sulphuret In the ore, and
rate this hsfns yet succeeded. ,

^

' But if tbe seleniate of soda be mixed wkh mdiislie of
and heated,' sdenium, nitrogen and water oom'e ^ tin

aulphuriappeating* sdaniufd mtr;
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muriate of baryja, which would then separate sulphuric acid if

present ; the clear solution is to be saturated with carbonate of soda,

evaporated to dryness, and the mixture of selenite and nitrate of
soda obtained, duzed in a porcelain crucible over a spirit-lamp.

Then proceed by crystallization as before, and a pure seleniate of

soda will be produced.
To separate the selenic acid, the solution is to be decomposed by

nitrate of lead ; the seleiiiate of lead is a.4 insoluble as the sulphate,

and being* well wnshedr is to be decomposed by a current of sul-

phuretted hydrogen, which has no action on the selenic acid ; the

solution being filtered, is to be boiled, and is then diluted selenic

acid. Its purity, as respects fixed bodies, is ascertained by its

entire volatility ; if sulphuric acid be present, it may be ascer-

tained by boiling a portion with muriatic acid, which produces
selenious acid, and then testing by muriate of baryta, a precipitate

indicates sulphuric acid.

From the isomorphism of selenic acid and its salts with sulphu-
ric acid and its salts, M. Mitscherlich concluded, that the oxygen in

the acid should be to that in selenious acid as 3 to 2 ; and to that in

bases when it forms salt, as 3 to 1. These views were confirmed by
experiments. From the decomposition of seleniate of potash by
muriate of baryta, it appeared that the seleniate was composed of

Potash 42.16 .... oxygen 7.15
Selenic acid . , 57.84 .... 21 .7!)

1®^- 100.00

Tlie composition of the acid was determined by boiling a cer-

tain weight of the seleniate of sodji with muriatic acid in excess,

and dccoipposing tlic selenious acid formed by sulphite of soda

;

4 . S8 of the salt gave 2 . 02 of selenium, from which, and the above
result, it w'ould appear that the, acid is formed of

. Selenium 61.4
Oxygen 38.6

100.0

According to Berzelius, selenious acid consists of 100 selenium,

and 40.33 oxygen^ and supposing this contains two-thirds the

oxygen in selenic acid, the latter should consist of 62.32 and
37 , 68. From the analysis above given of the seleniate of potash,

it is evident that 100 of selenic acid* saturates a quantity of base
containing 12.56 of oxygen, which would agree with the latter

estimate of selenic acid. ^
Selenic add is a colourless liquid, which may be heated

without sensible decomposition ; above that it changes,r AX^d is

rapidly resolved into oxygen and selenious acid at 554®.^ Jleated to

its specihe gravity is 2.524 ; at 512®.6 it is 2.6 ; at 509® it is

2.fi25
; but by that time selenious acid has been fotjened in it. A
of concentrated acid*>4'roiii which ihe-acleiiiouB acid had
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been removed, consisted of 84.21 selenic acid, agd 15,75 water;

but it is certain that the selenic acid begins to decompose before it

has resigned the last portions of water.
Selenic acid hius a powerful attraction for water, and evolves

much heat when mixed with it. It is not decomposed by sulphu-
retted hydrogen ; so that the latter body may be used to decom-
pose the seleiiiates of lead and copper. When boiled with muriatic
acid it produces selcnious acid and chlorine, and the mixture, tike

aqua regia, will dissolve gold or platina. Selenic acid dissolves

zinc and iron, evolving hydrogen ; it dissolves copper, evolving

selenious acid; and it dissolves gold, but not platina. Sulphurous
acid has no action on selenic acid, but instantly decomposes! the
selenious acid. A solution containing selenic acid is easily decom-
}>oscd, by first boiling it with muriatic acid, and then adding
sulphurous acid.

Selenic acid is but little inferior to sulphuric acid in its affinity

for bases
;

seleniate of baryta is not completely decomposed by
sulphuric acid. Its combinations being isomorphous with those

of sulphuric acid, and possessing the same crystalline forms, and
the same general chemical properties, present but very slight,

though very interesting differences from the sulphates. These will

be resumed by M.' Mitschorlich in a future memoir, with the

express object of illustrating the theory of Isomorphism.—if de
ChimiCf xxxvi. 100.

14. Prepaialion of Hypomlphuric .^c}d.-^||||^rding to M.
Ileeren, to obtain the greatest quantity of this l®a in the process

of passing sulphurous acid over black oxide of manganese, the

temperature should be low, and the oxide finely, divided. The
largest portion of hyposulphurio acid is formed at the commence-
ment of the operation. 5"^,.

15. Singular Habitude of Phosphoric Add with Albnme?i .

—

MM. Berzelius and Englehart differed in their results respecting the

effect of phosphoric acid on albumen; thei latter.fimnd the acid

caused precipitation of the substance, the former thj^ reverse. For-
tunately coming into company, they made epme ii^xpettments, and
discovered a very singular property of the acid. The acid in Ber-
zelius’s laboratory not precipitating albumen. Dr. Englehart pre-

pared a fresh portion from phosphorus and nitric acid, evaporating

the solution in a platina vess^ and heating it to redness, lllill

acid,' dissolved in water, precipitated both animal' mid, vegei^le
^Ibunfen abundantly. Another portion of acid, prepared by Hpro'*

in^fphosphorus in air, also precipitated albumen,fii After ooiany.ex-

periments discover the cause of difference in the acids, Br..Slnr

glehart remarked, that the two acids he had prepared, •

lost th^ power of precipitating albumen, iind in some day^ .

like the ncld of Berzelius., Xl^ chang^ tcKitk pla^
.and close^^vease^, au^ was:



upon evaporating the acid, and heating it to redness, it recovered

its precipitating power, but gradually lost it again by a day^s

repose. The cause of this ditterence escaped detection ;
it evidently

does not depend upon a difterence of oxidation. “ May it not be

supposed,” says Berzelius, “ that there exists a chemical combina-
tion of phosphoric held with wjiter, which is not formed until some
time after solution, and which is incapable of precipitating albu-

men?’*

—

Annales dc Chimie^ xxxvi. 110.

16. Economical Preparation of Dentoxide of Barivm.—This
process is due to M. Qiiesncvilie. Nitrate of baryta is to be put
into a luted earthenware retort, to which a tube is to be attached

for the purpose of convening the liberated gases to a water-trough.

The retort is to be gradually heated to redness, and retained at that

temperature as long as nitrons acid and azotic gas pass over ;
the

evolution of these substances indicates that nitrate of baryta still

remains to be decomposed, but the instant that pure oxygen gas
passes off, the fire is to be removed and the retort cooled. The
product of this decomposition is a peroxide of barium ; it falls to

pieces in water, without producing heat, disengages oxygen when
boiled with water, and is reduced to a protoxide by a strong heat.

When acted upon by sulphuric acid, no nitric acid was evolved ;

and when fiubji^cted to nitric acid, no nitric oxide was produced.
The production of this- peroxide is easily understood, for the prot-

oxide formed byjfee decomposition of the nitrate being in contact,

at a red heat, large quantity of oxygen in a nascent state,

combines wi^ it^rod is retained, unless the heat be so high as to

decompose ^^^Annales de Chimicy xxxvi. 108.

The decomposition and effect are precisely the same as those

lately pointed out by Mr. Phillips as occurring with potassium when
the nitrate of potash is decomposed by heat.—Seep. 483 ofthe last

volume of this Journal.

17. Prepdtaiion ofAluminum—Chloride ofAluminum.—^Accord-

ing to the aceoutits published, the following process has succeeded in

the hands of M. OeVsted, in decomposing alumina and evolving the

base alumimrm. Pure alumina is to be heated to redness, and then

well mixfd with pulverized charcoal ; the mixture is to be placed in

a porcelain tube, and l^ing lieated to redness, is to have dry chlorine

gaa pasted over it ; the charcoal reduces the alumina, the base
eismbtiies with' the chlorine, and om^de of carbon is formed. The
chlorbiw4PtMecninum is soft, crystalline, and evaporates at a
peraCare a little above 212° Fahrenheit: it readily attracts

from the atmosphere, and becomes hot when water is add^i^irSfit.

Being mixed with an amalgam of potassium, containin^l^^h of

tlie latter metal, and immediately heated, chloride of pb^il^^i^m is

forttfed, and the metallic base of the alumina comblnellwrth the

mercury. The amalgam* quickly oxidfses by expoailf^‘iifi^''4ir ; but#

peitig heated cm^of with ihe Mmoaphi^ mercur
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volatilized, aad a metallic button is left, having the colour and

splendour of tin, A fuller account of the researches of M. Oersted

on this subject is expected.—lleusmann’s Repertoire—PhiL Mag,
N, S, ii.

18. Mutual Action ofLime and Litharge,—^M. Fournet heated

a mixture consisting of 7.12 parts of calcined lime, and 27.89 part®

of litharge, very strongly; a coherent mass was obtained, which,

pulverized and digested in water, gave, when filtered, a perfectly

clear and colourless liquor, which, when treated with sulphuretted

hydrogen, threw down an abundant black precipitate ; hence oxide

of lead is rendered soluble in water by means of lime.— des

Mines^ i. 538. ,

19, New Chloride ofManganese discovered by M. J. Dumas.—
This chloride corresponds in proportions to the manganesic acid«

and in contact with water, produces muriatic and manganesic acids*

It is easily obtained by putting a solution of manganesic acid into

contact with concentrated sulphuric acid, and fused common salt.

Water and the new chloride are formed ; the former is retained by
the acid, the latter volatilizes in a gaseous form. The body does not,^

however, appear to constitute a permanent gas for ihotigb, when
produced, it appears as an elastic fluid having aeupreotts greens
ish tint, yet when passed into a tube, cooled to 5® or 4® Falureaheit,

it condenses into a liquid of a brownish green enj^pur.

When the perchloride is produced in a larMStebev vapour
gi’udually displaces the air present, and the mSc becomtS filled

with it ; if it then be poured into ajar with moisteO^ sides, the

colour of the gus changes as it comes into contact with the moist
air ; a thick smoke of a fine rpse.c^oor appears f and the sides of
the vesse^acquire a deep due to the tnanganesio add
formed. The water thus coloured is ebdndontly preeipitated by
nitrate of silver, and, acted upon by a solution ofpotash, produces
all tlie changes of the mineral chame1ion.;b ^

The most simple process for the prepacaimn of thi^body appears
to be to form a common green chamelicm,, to eont^ it into red
chamelion by sulphuric acid, and to evapon^ the iblutum, whfieh

will give a residue consisting, of sulpb^ " and^
potash* This mixture, acted upon by conienb^d
produces the solution of manganesih acid, into whidi
salt is to be thrown in small pi|fces, until the vapoili»^wti^bltei^
j^lourless; the latter effect is a sign that all the

and that muriatic add only is prodmihil^'

H^^bgpus compound is formed when aflihoiride is tfsodriw

piaee of^e common salt; But all attempts as yetjaade to coiHMI
a quantity for examination have failed; the ChlOTidei fHh
the coif^yijs e^ly formed and examin^^ aithouj^ it ie
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20. Preparation ofpare Oxide ofZinCy by M. Hermann.—It is

by iio means easy to obtain this substance perfectly pure ; the fol-

lowing is M. Hermann’s process : Oxide of zinc, or meUillic zinc, is

to be dissolved ' in excess of sulphuric acid, and the solution being
filtered, sulphuretted hydrogen is to be passed through, so long
as a brown or yellow precipitate is formed. Cadmium, lead, or

copper, being thus separated, and the solution filtered, it is to be
treatedi^With solution of the chloride of lime, (bleaching powder,)
by which the iron and manganese will be separated. The solution,

again filtered, is then to be crystallized in porcelain vessels, by
which sulphate of lime is rejected, and a mother liquor separated,

W'hich usually contains cobalt and nickel. The crystals of sulphate

of zinc are to be dissolved in as small a quantity of cold water as

possible, and the sulphate of lime filtered out ; then the solution,

being rendered more dilute, is to be decomposed by carbonate of

soda in slight excess^ted the precipitate well washed, dried, and
heated to redness : it is then a perfectly pure and beautifiilly white

oxide.

—

Bull. Univ. A. viii. 263.

21. Dmto-Sulphuret of Cobalt—Mix finely divided oxide of
cobalt with three times its weight of sulphur, and heat to very dull

redness, until no more sulphur sublimes. The deuto>sulphuret con-
sists of 100,cobalt + 109 sulphur; it is black; is reduced to gray

proto-aulphoret Hy a strong heat.

—

Sitterberg.

22., SeparapklS^ Bismuth from Mercury hy Potassium.—M.
Serullas has pointed a striking instance of the separation of bismuth
from merccH^^. He says a twelve hundred thousandth, and even less

of bismuth* ,‘r;^]ien dissolved in iqercury, inay .be separated and
rendered visible 'by the addition of a certain quantity of the amal-
gam ofpotassium and a little water. A black powder i%observed
to rise from the substance vf the 'nietal, and is a mixture of bismuth
and mercury in a very divided state ; it rises to the surface or ad-
heres to the vessels.

Copper, le^, tin, and silver, are equally separated, but not so
promptly, ov;so evidently to the eye as bismuth ; for they are not
associated with divided mercury, at the time of their separation, like

the latter,: with .bismqtj;.a mere atom is rendered visible, and M.
Serullas thinks that chemistry does not present a more delicate test

than the amalgam of potassium for bismuth in mercury.

—

Annaies
dt Chime^ xxxiv. 195.

23. Svlphuret ofArsenic proportionate in Composition to,

Aeid.—IA. PfafF acted upon arsenious acid by nitro-

and obtained a pure arsenic, acid soluble in water,

cent in the air. This, dissolved in 40 parts of water*
rent of sulphuretted hydrogen passed through it,

. produced a yellow orange precipitate of a
tinuing identical in composition,^, until no
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occasioned* The fluid was then perfectly free fro|(i arsenic. The
precipitate was pure sulphuret of arsenic, soluble in ammonia
when slightly heated, and composed of equal parts of sulphur and
the metal.

M. Pfaff further says that arsenic acid may be separated from iU
combinations with bases, by dissolving the arseniates in nitric acid,

and passing sulphuretted hydrogen through the solution
; an

daiit precipitate ofsulphuret ofarsenic is formed, containing no trace

of the base ofthe arseniaie decomposed.

—

Bull. Univ. A. viii. 25fl-

24. New Double Chromates.—^Mr. Stokes has obtained shteral*

new salts, by mixing chromate of potash with metallic sulphatei^.

Chromate of potash, mixed with sulphate of«inc, gave a precipitate

of chromate of zinc; and the mother liquor, by conccntratioiS, yielded

certain yellow crystals in the form of a flat rhombic prism, which

Dr. Thomson had mistaken for impure sulphate of zinc, but which

Mr. Stokes recognised as a new compound : 50 grains gave lSi33

sulphuric acid; 0.18 chromic acid ;
9.87 oxide of zinc; 8.91 potash;

12.6 water: 0.11 loss.

Chromate of potash and sulphate of nickel were mixed in atomic

proportions, and the solutions heated; after the chrotnttte of nicked ^

was separated, they were evaporated to dryness. The re^duum; dt-* -

gested in water, was Altered, and the deep red solutiohobbo^ed upon
cooling, yielded grass green crystals in thefbrm'ofjbblt^^'jftljombic

prisms; 50 grains of these, when analysed, .gav^2.S^6„sti^hurie

acid ; 0.978 chromic acid ; 8.2 oxide of ;

12.7 water.
^

^

A similar salt may be obtained *by ihixin^fehrdiM^'h^pbtBeh'

and sulphate of copper. It is of a li^t green pi'e*

cisely the same form as the j^y describe^f'*S-c^e*T
'*

" " ‘

' the second crop^crystals of bichromate of potaSh*
crystals.

—

Phil. Mag, N, S. ii. 4a

25. Dobereinet^s finely divided Plati:n(ih*^^^^^ 1^'
• >_ • n IL. it*

flt for the

combi-
Dobereiner’s process for obiaiiiing finely

performance of the experiment which he flrs^’fo

nation of oxygen and hydrogeU, at comm6iiHefoj[i>ii^tii^|^ Mit
muriate of platina with a solution of neu^^taTild^ df a
glass tube, half or three-quarters ofunfhch^i (l^dtnjt^er,

or thirty inches in length, and applf heat until the fluiit biiidbib^^

^ghtly turbid; afterwards expose itJot s^^aK
^|S. The greater part of the platiUa whl Separate from thr solu-^ .

be deposited in- of a gmish^b^k
Iftthe sides of the glai^ ; the tube ’and its* oodfente' ar

""

f
n^lass vessel containing jvater, and it is i

" m g^ ; the platina becomes almost imm^iatd|tym
Jtfce: silver,, and ma^’then be ^ei|cSly

be^qt;
with*



tipirl^of the hydrogen,” it is said, “is caused by ftbslracthtg a ^or*
iiohVof the c4loric from the oxyjreii, clFected by the platina, the
stneller the Jat^inse of the metal are, the more readily is the incan-

descence produced/' Spongy platipa for the lamps for instontaneous
light, is prepared of great power, by moistening the muriate of am-
iklOnla and platina with a concentrated solution of ammonia ; the
paste* is to be heated to redness in an eiartheD or platina

CTUQim^^IIefism€m\9 llepi^rtoire—Pkil» Mag, JV, S, ii. 388.

26, J^^ew Metals ,—Professor Osann, of Dorpat, is said to have
discovered three now mc'tals in the crude platina, obtained from
tlie Uralian mountains. One, which has occurred only in one spe-

cimefi of the ore, reseifibles osmium in sonic of its compounds.
The second forms while acieular crystals from a nitro-miiriatic acid

solution; these, wl^ heated, being softened and reduced. The
third is insoluble in mtro-muriaiic acid, and, by a particular pro-
cess yields a dark green- coloured oxide. The account as yet given
of these substances is not precise enough to allow of any judgment
respecting their claim to the character of new metals.

27. AnaJl^m of Porcelain^ Pottery, ^c, by M. Berthier.—Earthen-
ware inadtifac^res are divided by M. Berthier into three kinds,

those of-1, J^ofcelain ; of 2. Pottery ; and of 3. Crucibles, Bricks,

&c. *^6 IbUowing is the composition of certain porcelains ;

Potash. . .

Snda. - - T -

P0RCE1.AIN.

Sevres. English,
(i.) (Ii)

. . . 0.596 ‘ 0.770
.. . 0.350. 0.086
... 0.018 r

Pietimont.
(iii.)

0.600
0.0.90

Toumay.
(iv.)

0.753
0.082

|o.059

Lime . 0,024 0.012 0.016 0.100
Magnesia. 0.070 0.152 . .

Wateri . ... .. . 0.008 0.0.56 0.136 0.006

’f 0.990 0.994 0.994 1.000

(i.) Sevres service—Paste strongly heated. It is formed from
0.63> washed kutdin of Limoges; 0.105 quartz sand; 0.052 Boii-

tfeVal chalk ; 0.21 of the fine sand obtained from kaolin by wash-
ing, and which is a mixture of quartz and felspar. The glaze of
'ibie made ofa rock composed of quartz and feldspar. Wheit
reduced to a fine powder, it is found to be composed of silica .700/''

alntniiie 16^ potash 84, water’d: it fuses into a }>erfectBMM|to

rent and colourless glass.
'

Worcester porcelairt-—Paste taken from the IWI^tsbops*

iinbakedv
‘ (iii.); Porcelain of Piedniont—Paste dried. ,Tlie^ Ixtoe of Utle

n^tdaie^reiis the of Baldissero. - j/
(tv.) Pdn^elalit < Yt dialk# kBd i

composiUoti. v|t to very fuidbto, but not very^iMfv*
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Pottery.

Silica

Ncvms.
(i.)

Paris.

(n.)

Gei]|ovIa.

(>»•)

. 0.578 0.511 0.544
Mnmina . . 0.184 0.127 0.220
i.b le .. 0.226 0.063 0.064
i)\idc of Iron. . . .. 0.066 0.070 0.098-

Magnesia • • 0.024 0.038
Water ' • • • 0.173 0.020

^988 o!998 TTooI

(i.) Earthenware of Nevers—Paste of a pale red. Made of a
marie occurring close to the town ; the ^aze is a white enamel)
containing both tin and lead.

(ii.) Paste of the brown earthenware by M. Husson ai

Paris. The biscuit is red, but is covered by a l^own glaze^ co-

loured by oxide of manganese.
(iii.) Red earthenware resembling the Etruscan> and found in

the ruins of Gergovia near Clermont*

llessiim.

Silica 0.709
Aluinint'i 0.218
O\i(lo ol lion. . 0.038
Ma<:>ncsia trace

Water

Crucibles, &c.

Pan^. Kn(cli*>}i.

Ht.

Etipnne. Kemontu BtMiia. CreacoL
(ii.j (Ill ) Ov) Cv.)

0.616 0.637 0.652 0.674 (V.68() . 0.680
0.344 0.207 0.250, 0.320 0.«90' '-0.280
0.010 0.040 0.072 0.008 0.089 0.OSO

OXKn, t»c®,

.

, . trace tiace^

. • 0.103 .

.

% • 9.010

0.905 1.000 V 0.087 0.974 1.003 OMIt 0.990

Q.) Hessian crucibles— formed of a clay very with
which siliceous sand* is mixed, 1%.^ sustaiu rapid changes of
temperature without fracture, bni^^oitot retaiii-\i\ised litharge very
lung logether, and have too coarse a grain ibr'iliany purposes.

(li). Paris crucibles, manufactured by Beaufaye—they are made
from tlic clay of Aiideimes, near Namuf; part of the material

being baked and coarsely powdered, and the {Hr Its natural

state : no sand is mixed with it, and the inner surface of the ves-

sels is fm).shed with a thin coat of the unbaked ..materild* They
are said to be more refractory than the IleSsiatl Vessels) not more
liable to fly by change of temperature, and more of
litharge. , • . *

»
*

(iii.) Fragment of an unbaked crucible prepared for

^tWt-steel work* . /

which the crucibles' are made the

work)! of'fierardi^re, near St. Etienne.
^

(V.) Fragment of a used crucible from the glass woiks ofBit*
gneauXf Aear Nemours ; it had been made from the clay ofJIfeAMi'
(Seine I^rieure),

(vi.) A tted crucible from a Bohemian glass-hoot0».

* <^> BMMWvitih which' the ^ TlA.
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structed ; they Afire made of a mixture of baked and unbaked olay.

—Annales de Chimie^ i. 469*

28. On the Composition of simple Alimentary Substances^ by
Dr. Prout.—It is well known that Dr. Front has of late years

devoted that portion of his attention which he gives to chemistry,

exclusively to the consideration of organized substances, with the

object of making the knowledge he might obtain subser-

vient to the study of physiology and pathology ; and during the

lltet session of the Royal Society, a paper by this philosopher was
read, containing many important and apparently accurate results

relative to the particular subjects which he has pursued ; some
account of which wc are*desirous of giving in this place.

Dr. Prout's first object was to devise, if possible, an unexcep-

tionable mode of de()ermining the proportions of the three or four

principles, which, with few exceptions, form organic bodies; and
after numerous trials, he adopted a method founded upon the fol-

lowing well known principles. When an organic product, contain-

ing three elements, hydrogen, carbon, and oxygen, is burnt in

oxygen gas, one of three things must diappen : i. The original

bulk of oxjigen gas may remain the same, in which case the hydro-

gen and oxjrghn in the substance must exist in it in the same pro-

portions to which tl^ey exist in water; or, ii. The original bulk
of the dXygeu may be .increased, in which case the oxygen must
exist in substance in a greater proportion than it exists in

watery The original bulk of the oxygen gas may be
dimiaish^];5 which case the hydrogen must ])redoimnate.

Hence it to^'obviotis, that, in the fi^t of these cases, the composition

of a sub^lilli^^ may be deb|hnlhed, by simply ascertaining the

quantity of^!bar1)oiiic acid gdi' gelded by a known quantity of it;

while, in the other, two, the;same can be readily ascertained by
means of the same data, and by noting the excess or diminution of

the original bulk of the oxygen gas employed.

The apparatus ^•ooj^sists of two inverted glass syphons which act

the part of gasometers ; these arc connected when required, by a

small green gl$iss tube, in which the substance is to be decomposed
and burnt : the syphons are very carefully gradated ; so that the

quantity of gas iiif^,thetn can be accurately estimated ; and are sup-

pUed with cocks botli above and below, so that they can be filled

With mercury, the mercury drawn off and gas introduced, the gas
l^aDusfeff^ed*through the green glass tube, or the contents retained

ill an undisturbed state.’with the utmost readiness and ease. Tte
substance to^e decomposed, may be put into a platina

Uaboduced amne into the green glass tube, and being

% 4 spirit lamp, be burnt in the gas passing over it^ may
be mixed with pure siliceous sand ; or, what is most generally pre-

ferable, be mixed with peroxide of copper, which is toft* in

cotisequence of the excess of oxygen 'gas uscd» in in which
it w^totroclptied; After the e;s^eriment the
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correctcil /or pressure, and if necessary for temperature, and the

carbonic acid ascertained by the removal and analysis of u portion^

No correction is required for moisture, the gas always being used
saturated -with water.

i)r. Vrout considers the principal alimentary substances as redu-
cible /o three great classes, the saccharine^ the oily^ and the albu^
niinom ; and liis paper relates to the first of these. This, with
certain exceptions, includes the substanccws in which, according to

MM. Gay T^ussac and Tiicnavd, the oxygen and hydrogen are in

the same proportion as in water. Such substances are principally

derived from the vegetable kingdom, and being at the same time
alimentary^ Dr. Prout uses the terms saccharine principle and
vegetable aliment as synonymous.

*

The following tables show some ofDr.l?rout*s results with several

substances, extreme care having been taken every case to obtain
the bodies pure, and new processes often resorted to for that

purpose.

Sugar.
Carbon. Water.

Pure sugar-candy 42.8^ 57.15
I mpure sugar-candy 41.5 to 42.5 58.5^^10 57.5

Kast India sugar-candy 41.9 *58.1,

English refined sugar 41.5 to 42.,5 ^
. ,58.5\'to.^7.5

East India refined sugar 42,2 x

Maple sugar 42.1 t .> 5 i

Beet root sugar 42.1 57.^. .4

East India moist sugar 40.88 59.^/“
Sugar of diabetic urine. , to 40? 64;rjta 60?
Sugar of Narbonne honey,

'

Sugar from starch 63^8^

Amyl -

. Cfetboil, Water.

Fine wheat starcli 37.5r ' 62.5

„ dried (i.) .... : ; • ymsr 57.2

„ dried (iK)>.-^ • .56

Arrow root ’ 56.4 63.6

„ dried (iii.) 42.8^ 57.2

„ highly dried (iv.) 44,'4 55.61 *

(i.) Dried between 200"^ and 212° for twenty hours*

percent.
‘

(ii.) Part of the former, dried between 300*^ and
hpiir^lost 2.3 per cent.

- t! (Ui5?pried as (i.), lost 15 percent, ^
^ .

of the last, heated to 212° for six hours

3.2 per 2ent. more*
^

"
-

PiGNiN, or WooDX Fibre,

pulyeiifiaK^ it
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then iimlcohol; again in water, and dried in the air till

1^^ ^!»sed to lose weight,
"

* Carbon. Water,

From box 42.7 57.3

dried (i.) 50. 50.

From willow 42.0 57.4

„ dried (i.) 49.8 50.2

(i.) Dried at 212^ for six hours, afterwards between 300° and
350^ for six hours. That from box lost 14.6, that from willow

14.4 per cent.

Acetic acid . . .

.

47.05 52.95

Sugar of milk.* ... 40. 60.

Manna sugar. . ... 38.7 61.3

Gum arable. . . . 36.3 63.7

„ dried (i.) .... 41.4 58.6

(i.) Dried between 200° and 212° for twenty hours, lost 12.4

per cent. The same gum further heated to between 300° and 350°

hours, lost only 2.6 per cent., and had become deep brown.

Vegetable Acids. Carbon. Water. Cxyj^;en.

Ox^ic acid 19.04 42.85 38.11

Citric acid 34.28 42.85 22.87
Tartaric acid. ..... 32.Q0 36.00 32.00
Malic acid ... 40.68 45.76 J3.56
Saclactic acid 33.33 44.44 2.2.22

'

29. Primaration of Sulphate of. Quinta and Kinic yieidy without

s use of Alcohoh—^The follo^ng is' the process of MM. Henry
: are to be coarsely ])owdered

the

and Pliss’on : About two pou% ^ ^

and boiled with water,^aciauta^d with sulpliuric acid in the usual

manner. When the hot liqu6iK» jare cleared, recently pre])ared and
moist hydrate pf leed is to be added until the fluid is neutral, and
has acquired a feint yellow colour ; this must be clone carefully,

lest loo much hydra^ of lead be added. As the decoloration of

the decoction fe neeesi^ry, the liquid, if it remains turbid until the

next morning, must i^have a little more hydrate added and be re-

filtered, but the operation is rarely subject to this inconvenience,

being usually ftnished in a few hours. The yellow liquid contains

a tittle kinate of lead, much kinate of lime, kiiiate of cpiiuia or

cincbt^lia, a little colouring matter, and traces of other substances.

The ^washe4 deposite consists of colouring matter, combineef yvjth

oxide of lead, sulphate of lead, and a portion of free quinfe;,

pOPOtains no sub-kinate of lead.

lead, dissolved in the fluid, is to be separated by a j

of sulphuric acid, or a small current of sulphuretted hyd
~^ered liejuid is to be precipitated by adding caustiig

ly mixed into a thin paste with* water, until
r sli^l excess iii this mannier the qeihla is

^ion of Bttiphuric' hteidrreadily coovei^ this

ops
and

e, pre-

ifth is in

d. The
suTphatie,



which may be obtained in very white and silky crystals. The fluid

leilb afjter the separation of the quinia, contains a kiiiate of

almost piu*e. Bein^ evaporated until of the consistence of

it readily crystallizes in a mass, which may then^be purified by
recrystallization. The kinate of lime maybe precipitated by means
of alcohol, and then be crystallized after solution in water or diluted

alcohol
; or, by adding oxalic acid drop by drop, according to the

directions of M; Vaiiqucliii, the lime may be separated and kinic

acid obtained. Two thirds of the quinia or ciiichonia in a specimen
of bark may be thus separated, and with such facility as to ofler a
ready test of the presence of these alkalies in any wood or bark

submitted to examination .— de Chimu\ xxxv., 166.

30. Pure Narcotine prepared,—The following process is that

practised by Mr. Carpei|t6r. |>%eat one ounce of coarsely pow-
dered opium in one pint of ether for ten days, frequently submitting

it to ebullition in a water bath ; separate the ether, and add fresh

portions until the opium is exhausted
;
place the ethereal solution

in a wide-mouthed bottle, and, covering the mouth with bibulous

paper, allow the ether to evaporate spontaneously, but slowly ; as

the fluid diminishes, it leaves the sides of the botUe coated with

crystals of narcotine
;
as the solution becomes mom^dense, the

crystals enlarge and accumulate, and the bottom df the vessel is

covered with large transparent crystals, accompanied with a brown
viscid liquor and extract, which contains an acid resin, caoutchouc,

&:c. Separate these substances and wash the crystals in Successive

portions of cold ether to remove .the extract ; then dissolve them
ill w'ann ether, and evaporate > alowly as before ; beautiful snow
White crystals of pure narcotine wpl $6 obtained : those on the sides

of the vessel assume pldmose forms; they enlarge

as the solution becomes moife the bottom of the
bottle becomes covered with;^!^'n)^^ine,,\e]lsuming the rhom-'
boidal prismatic form with soth'e hmdffieaiions p^iuaccled cr^

The crystals towards the bottom are biit>.the most
minute at the top are opaque and snowvrak^^ l^ picking out the

largest and most regular crystals, again aTO-evaporating,

and repeating the same process, each time largest and
best crystals, some were obtained the eighth of ad mdh in diathetei*,

and still larger might be produced by similar

Joar., iiii. 27. '

31. Uncertain Nature of Jdtapia,^l^je\ttX\^e to

vegcto-alkali Jedapia, M. Pelletier savs' it iH'

a mixture of sulphate of lime add sulphate dfapimdn^^P

32, Pmaraihn ofpure Mcllitic Add^by M. W6hleir.-r*,C^fei^



dii^sipated; the ifsolution was filtered and left to crystallize. The
pure crystals, being dissolved in water, were precipitated by acetate

of lead, and the mellitate of lead, after being well washed was de-

composed by siilphuretted hydrogen; being filtered, the solution was
evaporated to dryness, during which the mellitic acid precipitated

as a white powder ; being dissolved in cold alcohol, and left to

evaporate spontaneously, the acid was obtained in aciciihir crystals.

In this state it is very acid, unaltered by air, very soluble in water

and alcohol, and sustains a considerable heat without change
; it

docs not fuze, but ultimately sublimes, though probably not without

decomposition. When boiled for a considerable time with alcohol,

it undergoes a pe(iuliar change, and occasions the production of a
new acid substance, resembling the benzoic acid.

33. On a New Acifi existing in Iceland Moss.—The reddish

purple colour which is product by; adding a decoction of Iceland

moss to per-sdts of iron, has been Mtribut'ed to the presence of
gallic acid, but is found by M. jraff to be occasioned by a new acid

body which may be separated in the following manner. A pound
of the lichen cut small is to be macerated in solution of carbonate

of potassa, until all that is soluble is separated ; the above quantity

will neutralize two gros* of the carbonate. The filtered liquor is

to be precipitated by acetate of lead, and the brown precipitate

produced, when well washed, is to be diffused through water, and
sulphuretted hydrogen passed through it until all the lead is sepa-

rated. The filtered liquor is acid, and by spontaneous evaporation,

yields dendritic crystals. The. crystals, when heated, carbonize,

but produce no odour like tbab' of tartaric acid, and lime is left.

If they be dissolved and -upon by alkaline carbonates, car-

bonate of lime is thrown. and alkaline salts, containing the

new acid, arc produced. C . .

•The potash salt crystallizes in quadrilateral prisms, needles or

plates, and is not deliquescent. The soda salt has similar charac-

ters, and the anijmmiia . salt' crystallizes in needles. These salts

abundantly predpitd^ the acetate and muriate of iron of a red
brown colour they^precipitate sulphate and nitrate of zinc white ;

muriate of mol^anese slightly of a clear brown colour ;
barytic and

strontian salts abundantly white ; being mixed with strong solutions

of nwiate Or acetate of lime, they gradually produce an acicular

crystalline vrifite precipitate ; acetate of silver yields an abundant
white JUi^itate, which docs not change colour in less than
tweo^pfburvhours r they do not precipitate salts of glucina, mag-
nesia, nlumine, uranium, nickel, copper, cobalt, gold or pk^a.
This substance has been named the lichenic acid, and
tinguislied from boletic acid by the diflerent character Va-
pour, tuid by forming an insoluble salt with barvta.

—

JUPf' Vniv.

Ap viii. 370.

ifirjjdemarks on thePrepdtationqfJit: Gau(ier*3f^&^f^lnmale

Aho^% aad'theaty
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of Potash^ as described in this Journal for J\jly, 1827.*—It is

stated in tlie above article, “numerous investigations induced

M. Gautier to conclude that when animal matter is calcined alone,

it yields but little cyanogen ;
that when mixed witb potash it gives

more
;
that the substitution of nitre for potash, and the addition of

iron or scales of iron, augmented the production of cyanogen and
gave a ferro-prussiate. The following is the process of manufac-

ture to which M. Gautier has ultimately arrived,’^ (for which see

the Journal, 227.)

M. Gautier giving the proportions of materials, directs

—

Blood in a dry state .... 3 parts

Nitre . . . 1 „
Iron scales . . . ij5

of the blood employed.
.

Blood not being at hand, anipatf muscular fibre was substituted,

aiui the following results were ;i;^pined. I am not aware that the

dried parts of aninial zuuscular 'fibre are more inflammable than the

coagulated and dried parts of blOod :

—

Muscular fibre .... 3 parts

Nitre . 1 „
Iron filings of the undried muscle employed.

The muscular flbre, nitre and iron filings were beat into a mass,
and partially dried by a moderate heat

;
they were then returned to

the mortar and reduced to a perfectly homogeneous greyish white
powder. This was dried and weighed, and appeared to be reduced
to nearly equal parts of nitrate of potash and' animal fibre.

The desiccation having been completed by a very moderate heat on
a sand bath, will not, as far as I ath a:^are, differ materially from that

produced by exposing the mass in; airy situation to dry,*’ as
nitrate of potash undergoes., by admixture with
animal matters at a low

^

When the desiccation was charged
into an iron cylinder, placed

tion was not anticipated in yet the mouth
of the cylinder was turned towards the accident should
occur, (which appeared to me to be morb .thi^^^^abaUQ in some stage
of the process.) In about two hours afterdbe ej|inder had been
heated, I was surprised to see its contents ejeeti^^h eqitsiderable

force, in a state ofbrilliant combustion. SupppMng something in the
above experiment had been overlooked, ahd that. If iho inateril^
had been longer in contact previously to siiibjectiifg

jdete desiccation, this inflammation would not have
experbnent was repeated with the following precautionstM^le^

fibre bad been subjected to the action of ^e pesda^fil
with the prescribed quantUy of nitrate of

boiled with water for some hours, an#theti gentljl)^#
poFatbfOp. dryness ; even now, by applying a., piece of .

iiij^e m a con
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into active combi^ipp, and if the cylinder had been a^ain charged
and aubjected to a temperature capable of producing ignition, there

cannot be a doubt, but that a similar inflaininatiun would have taken
places

'

,-However this might be, this quantity of material was now
mixed with hydrate of potash to an equal weight with the nitre

used ; and the mass subjected to the iieut of a saiubbath for some
hours, and afterwards submitted to the action of a naked tire for

rather more tiiaii an hour, and the heat brought np to redness.

No considerabJe action took place, but some particles of the car-

bonaceous matter were ejected, and produced brilliant scintillations

in tlie fire, so that we may conclude, notwithstanding the presence

of so large a quantity of potash, the properties of the nitre were not

destroyed.
. HP

CancU-8treeU Birmingham*

III, Natuiul History.

1. Squalls of Wind on the African Shores .—^The following
description is by D. M. Milnegradeii, from tiie relations of his

father. ** The approach of the squall is generally foreboded by the
appearance ofjet black clouds over the land, moving in a direction

towards the sea, at the same time that a gentle breeze blows
towards the shore. In these circumstances, the precaution which
my father usually adopted, w'as to take in immediately all sail, so
as to leave the ship under bare poles, and send the wliole of the
crew below' decks. As the tornfido approaches nearer, the rain is

observed to be gushing down jn ^rreqts, and the lightning darting
down from the clouds with; su^h profusion, as to resemble con-
tinued showers of electric paatter. When, however, the squall

comes within the distance of about'half a mile from the shij), these
electric appearances altogether cease; the rain only continues in the
same manner, As the tornado is passing over the ship, a loud cracky-

ling noise is distinctly heard among the rigging, occasioned by the
electric matter streaming down the masts, whose points serve to

attract it, and I think that I have been told, that when this pheno-
menon takes place at night, a glimmering of light is observed over
every part of the rigging. But when the sc[uall has removed to

about half a mile beyond the ship, exactly the same appearances
return by which the squall was characterised in coming off the
.shore, and before reaching the same distance from’ the ship. The
lightning is again .seen to be descending in continued sheets and in
such abundance as even to resemble the torrents of rain theiimt^es
which accompany the squall. These squalls take place evWPkf
during a certain season of the year called the HarmataAinH^^-^
The Jet black clouds begin to appear moviug from the
about nine in the morning, and reach' the sea about the

,
ailernoon. Another very sing^ilar fact iltteiiding these iMrodos is,

ailcr they have mdved put^ght Or pioe leagitesfto^^, where
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they become apparently expended, the li^htningfjs seen to ris?e up
from the sea. The violence of the wind during the continuance
of tlie storm is excessive.*’

—

Jameson's Journal^ 1823, p. 367.

2. Destruction of an Oak hy Lighimng,—M. Muncke describes

a case in which an oak, being struck by lightning, was rent and
destroyed in an extraordinary manner. The trunk of the tree was
about fifteen feet in height, a foot and a half or two feet in diameter

at the branches, and three feet in diameter at the root. The top

of the tree was separated as if by the stroke of a hatchet, and with-

out any appearance of carbonization : the trunk was torn into a
thousand pieces, exceedingly small in size when compared with

the original mass, and thrown to a great* distance. The division

and destruction was such as to sustain the thought, that in certain

cases the lightning might caiis^ ihe entire dispersion of the tree,

an opinion which was suggested fey the circumstance that lightning

whicli had fallen at Le Chateau de Marbourg left no traces of a
rafter that had occurred in its course.— IJniv. A. viii. 194.

3. Descriptmi of a Meteoric Fire-BaU seen at New Haven hy
the Rev. H. k. Dwigkt.^^The meteor appeared on Saturday evening,

March 21, 1813, a little before ten o'clock. The sky was much
overcast, but the covering thin, and the stars were in full view
towards the north where the meteor appeared. Dr: Dwight was
standing on a platform on the north side of the house looking

eastward, when the light first broke upon him, and for* a moment
supposed it to be lightning, but W#s instantly induced by its conti-

iiiiance to look at the luminary.' The fol^wing are the observations

made at the time.

i. The meteor was nt first the horizon, and,

judging from the course of a its direction about
N. 20° E. // 'V-;

, ^

ii. Its figure nearly that of ends in a slight

degree sharpened or angular. ^
iii. The length of its transverse di^niet^^ a^^&red to b about

equal to the apparent diameter of the moon wlien on the meridian,

and that of the conjugate about three foiirthis ofthe transverse*

iv. The colour rather more yellow than thak.of the Jnoon.
V. A tail of light, ten or twelve degrees wits formedV. A tail of light, ten or twelve degrees wits formed

behind it ; broadest near the body ; de&^jd'Bg
slowly for about two-fifths of its length, After whlch^;

K
mt as wide as the apparent diameter

^

ot the tail was coincident with that of the tjra%ve^^

was, far .more luminous thnu, the tAiU» and
L the toU scarcely less disUqct ftian the opp^idt^

ht all
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meteor ; they w^e of the apparent size, but much move brilliant

than the smaller stars, and after descending a little distance, dis-

appeared,
ix. Tlie meteor was visible for about eight or perhaps ten seconds,

X. A second or two before its disappearance, three much larger

sparks or luminous fragments were thrown off at once, two of them
the apparent size of Venus, the third larger. These were the last

pieces which were seen to leave the body. Their paths were at

tir&t nearly parallel with that of the meteor, yet beneath it. From
this direction, however, they all deviated constantly and rapidly, in

parabolic curves, until they seemed falling perpendicularly towards

the earth. Etich fragment became less and less distinct until it

disappeared. The largest continued visible until about 20° from
the horizon.

xi. The meteor itself disappefl^^/as suddenly as if, in one in-

divisible moment,^jit had passed Ihtb a mediuixi absolutely opaque,
or as if, at a gl^ik moment, it had lefl the atmosphere ; but a few
moments afterwards there a.distinct and somewhat extensive

illumination over that part of the sky for about a second.

xii. When the meteor disappeared, it was about 30° above the

horizon iiv the direction of N. 45° B. or 25° east of the place

where it was first seen. The direction of the path was probably

from W. by S. to E. by N. Tlie meteor was obviously going
from the observer, its path making an angle with the optic axis of
about 60°.

xiii. Between eight and ten minutes afteV the disappearance of

the meteor, there was a loud and.heavy report, accompanied by a
very sensible jar ; it did not much resemble cither thunder or the

report of “a cannon, but Was. Ipuder, shorter, and sharper than

either, and was followed by ii^^c^eptible echo.

xiv. A friend of Dr, Dwignt^^who was in Berlin at the time,

about twenty-three miles due N. of Newhaven, saw the meteor
distinctly, but made no particular observations. Ilis account ac-

corded generally with that given; but the meteor appeared to him
larger, more elevated, and somewhat more to the east in its appa-
rent place. No account could be obtained of any fragments which
had fallen from \t-^SUliman's Journal^ xiii. 35.

4. RcmarJcahle Mdeqric Phenomenony described by Chladni.—

A

noise, resembling thunder in its rolling nature, was heard at Saar-
bmek aiid^ tbe environs, about four o’clock on the 1st of April,

1826, the atmosphere being clear, and the sun shining brigliily.

During the sound, a greyish object, apparently about thrCMket
and a half in height, was seen in the air, rapidly npproa^^^^
earth, and there expanding itself like a sheet; there
silence for about a minute, after which f^nbther sound,|||ftwling
thuitder, was heard, as if it had origipal^ placMP^re the
meteor fell. Nothing was found >yl^ <^the place wiuMPrerwards

Uni^, '
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5, Aurora Borealis seen in the DayMme at Qanonmills.—^The

mornin^y of Sunday, September 9th, was rainy, with a light gale

from tlie N.J5* jieforc mid-day the wind began to veer to the

west, and the clouds in the north-western horizon cleared away

:

the blue sky in that quarter assumed the form of the segment of
a very large circle, with a well-defined line, the clouds above con-
tinuing dense, and covering the rest of the heavens. The centre of
the azure arch gradually inclined more to the north, and reached
an elevation of nearly 20°. In a short time very thin fleecy clouds

began to rise from the horizon within the blue arch ;
and throiigli

these very faint perpendicular streaks, of a sort of milky light,

could be perceived shooting; the eye being thus guided, could
likewise detect the same pale streaks jmssing over the intense

azure arch, but they were extremely slight and evanescent. Be-
tween nine and ten in the of the same dajs the aurora

borealis was very brilliant: Sd that there is no reason to doubt
that the azure arch in the morning, and the pale^ight seen shoot-

ing across it, were connected with the same phenomenon.—J«mc-
so'ti's Joi/r. 1827, p. 378.

6. Aurora Borealis in Wrangle says, that in

Siberia, when shooting stars pass across the space occupied by
polar lights, fiery beams suddenly arise in the place traversed by
the shooting star; further, that when a polar beam rises high
towards the zenith, the full moon also being high, it gradually

forms a luminous circle around the moon, at a distance of 20° or
30° from her, remains in this for a short time, and then dis-

ai)pears. * \

Minerals.^Being
mens of gypsum,

iwia v^verc evident in one

7 . On the Presence ofAvm
engaged in the exarninatioii^

M. J3ouis observed, that trac

containing much argillaceous odour common
to argillaceous minerals when OpdhiMw very striking in

this specimen of gypsum ; when it#as moistened with
solution of potash, and muriatic acid hrrohght, near, Vrhite vapours
were produced, and reddened liUnus^ ^per was very quickly ren-
dered of a blue colour in its vicinity,

It was now suspected that all mineraL.||iu%M!ane1i^; emitting-an
argillaceous odour, contained ammonia ; number of
mens were tried, being moistened witlfsnfmloito^
and examined by litmus paper. In no €ase'Vii^.#mm^ia.ab^

cornea clay it continued to be evolved more
aoqg^t.. the substances tried, were pipe elay» ^other

gypsum^ I^aris plaster, steatite, &c.
.
IBhe^ jGUltlquii^if

Fseemedt.tu'^aY.e .nQ relation to the ammonia,

ammi ^
Anmi^

conclhd^^t

e lat-tejr.

ail ea^rtha^argUlaceous s
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6. Composition of Apatite,—^Accordin^ to M. Rose, the apa-

tite fi*oni the following localtiics gave the annexed proportions of

chloride and fluoride of calcium, the rest being phosphate of lime

with ^occasional truces of iron and magnesia :

—

O. Ohio. Calc. Fluor. Calc.

Apatite from Siiavurn in Norw'ay 3. J74 4.280 4.590
Cabo de Gota in Spain 3.235 0.885 7.049
Arendal 3.194 0.801' 7.010
Greiner in the Tyrol 3.175 0.150 7.690
Faldigl, ditto 3.16*6 0.100 7.620
St. Gothard 3.197 trace 7.690
Ehrenfriedersdorf 3.211 trace 7.690

Aftnalesde Chimic,

9. Burmese Petroleum /5PeZfo.'f^*VThe gentlemen of the mission

examined carefully the celebrated Petroleum Wiells, near which they

remained for eight days, owing to the accident of the steam-vessel

taking the ground in their yiemity. Some of the wells are from
thirty-seven to fifty-three fathohts in depth, and are said to yield at

an average, daily, from 130 to lfl5 gallons of the earth-oil. The
wells arc scattered over an area of about . sixteen square miles. The
wells arc private property, the owners paying a tax of five per cent,

of the produce to the state. This commodity is almost universally

used by the Burmans as lamp oil. Its price on the s|)ot does not,

on an average, exceed from fivepence to sevenpence halfpenny per
cwt. The other useful mineral or saline productions of the Bunnaii
empire are coal, .saltpetre, soda, and culinary salt. One of the

lakes adbrding the latter, which is within six or seven miles of the

capital, was examined by the geptlemen of the mission.” Craw-
ford’s Mission to 1827, p. 306,

10. Direction ofthe Branches ^Trees,—Professor Eaton remarks
that all trees with spi^ading branches accommodate the direction

of the lower branche.s to the surface of the earth over which they
extend, as may be seen in orchards grow ing on the sides of hills,

and in all open forests ; ahd inquires what inflnence can the earth

have upon the branches on the upper side of’ a tree, which causes
them to form a different angle with the body of the tree from the

angle formed by the branches on the lower side, so that all the

branches hold a ptirallel direction to the earth’s surface,

—

BillU

JournuU xiii. 194t

11. Bffects ofLight on Vegetation,—The following observotioti#

by Professor £atun are dated Rensselaer school, Troy,
1827,. ** Clouds and rain have obscured the hemisphere
last six days. In that time the leaves of all the forests

seen from this place have greatly expand^^ But they of
a pfikllid hue until this afternoon. Withipt period ofJBut six

hmirs; they have all <^anged a beaUtifM&j^Pan. AM-
the ckly efficient cha»ife which
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serene sky, and a bright sun, we may say wit^j confidence that

this change of colour is produced by the action of the sun's rays.

Seven yfears ago, next month, I had a still more favourable op-
portunity to observe this phenomenon in company with the Hon.
J. Lansing, late Chancellor of this State. While we were engaged
in taking a geological survey of his manor of Blenheim, the leaves
of the forest had expanded to almost the common size in cloudy
weather. I believe the sun had scarcely shone upon them in

twenty days. Standing upon a hill, we observed that the dense forests

upon the opposite side of the Scholiarie were almost white. The
sun now began to sliine in full brightness. The colour of the forest

absolutely changed so fast that we could perceive its progress. By
the middle of the afternoon, the whole of these extensive forests,

many miles in length, presented their usual summer dress,

—

Silli^

7iian*s Journal, xiii. 193, *

1.‘2. Organization and Reproduction of the —^The trufle*

according to the account given of it by M. Turpltl, In a memoir
read to the Academy of Sciences, is a vegetable entirely destitute

of leafy api)endages or of roots ; it is nothing more than a rounded
subterraneous mass, absorbing nourishment upon every point of
its surface, and the reproduction of Which is dependent upon bodies
generated within its substance. Ifhe trufle is composed of, i. glo-
bular vesicles, destined, to the reproduction of the vegetable ; ii.

short and barren iilanients, called by M. Turpin, tigeUui09, The
whole forms a substance, at first white; bp,t which becomes^ brown
by age, with the exception of paHicular wMte veins. This ehange
of colour is dependent upon the presctic^ of the reproductive bodies
or frujindles. Each globular ve
internal surface, to a multituid

there are only a few of theix^

These dilate considerably,

vesicles, of which, two, thre^^j
brown, are beset with small

give birft, on its

inductive bodies, but
young vegetable,

nally other smaller.

in siaie, become
exterior surface, and

fill the interior of the larger vesiclef masses thus form^^
are the trujindks, and become trills after the death of their parenC
Thus the brown parts of the trufle are ^Hpse wiiich contain the tniA
finelles, and the interposed white yeins:,hfe Jlh€rp|M:tff Which are di^-
tilute of trufinelles. The parent lii^mplishc^%
growth and the formation of the reprodu^|i^ii podies within,

dually dissolves and supplies that alimW^
Mphifeh is prope#for them ; the cavity origiimUy

eaiAys then left occupied by a multitude qf
strqugi^ starve or 4<^troytbe otheri^ whil^

'hcre jogeth^^d^ enlarging in
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/1i^6|Iio4 ^$ci^]bied bf in which the trufle is reproduced,

co^mpi^hend the ynqrmous midtipHcatioir o
ih iSertftfn )p^ts of S*riihccm 'where.immcus^quantifles

a
.^^W^hually^ wlthooC ex^austing^ or even din^ishlng the

If tfifeT plant has no means ' of progression, 'M&w can the

(^t^fi^Meave'tbe place of their birth, andbeemne dissemi-

©yer'tfce ? TheSj[<imoire received ih^>ppVobation of the

'f94.

qf €!i}m in a stihier^raneous JR-^mtufy ,—An
iimmtatit of Deneuvre in the department of Me - die, wh»*‘’^ ex-

cavating in the locality of the ancient citadel <>f that town, louitii u

large quantity of corn which appeared to h.ive IIh u .H>»iwt,.d.

A portion was sent to M. Braconnot for

any particulars of the cavity contoiiiing it. The gram wa** noolii

on the exterior, and unchanged bi: ^ ‘.inpct aritl .need
thC‘ entire destruetioti'V^ its provimate p . It floated e

could ba^icllbshecl between the f j.ger tu a black powder, and
rubbed j^^paper left traces resembling t] :)se oi' black chall

-Being anidjf^d, it was found to consist principally of a siu/-

stance resembling ulmine in Us propeHie , ulmate of liniC 4nvl ca: •

bonaceoiis matter; the proportions were
^ * Ulmine . . . . , .

'^'^.5

Ulmate of lime, containing Some phospht le of lime
and a little oxide ofiron . I-^.O

Carbonaceous matter . • . , , 50,b
Muriates of potash lima ’ \ X ir

of potash and lime^^ • , J
j^en^ matter of consU^eMy of wax, undetetained.

Although the time darin^H^|pat^h|it^rij^^as been '•fored up is

probably ve^ long, s\iU M. thinks Ihc principal r uuse of
the change in it has biien thinks also that tl.c* same
may have been the Case with lately found in an Egyptian
tomb*, and quotes the^ibwn corn having been found at

Scarpoiie, an ancient Roman stidion, preserved in good conditiou
during eighteen centuries, in a reservoir constructed of Roman
mortar.

;^he best use -that' could bo made of the carbonized corn of
B^eiit?ttvre Wasffe ^PP^y it as a manure, for it contained the best ele-

Bubstance ofthis kind, and M. Braconnot had long siiu^
ol^ervcfikti^'frCsence of ulmine in good manure, its acidproperij^
and vegetation. He adds also that iBruy^res .ea]^
of one-fourth of a combustible matter,

ana a ciubonaceous body but little soluble in pot^^^ifihin

re^^^^ng three^fourths being a pure siliceous sand vrith^j^&.t^aco
ofimb;

,
Ifet so effectpal is this earth| ihbt> where itJmiiidt be
certain exptkis be;oMttw5^te^.—

"i|Sixt*86g,. H -.fs

‘5 '.-ss-

’*

&t^aco
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14, Quick Method of pullhig Insects to Deatk^The foflawb^

method is by M. Ricord, for the use. of naturalists. The insect is

to be tixed on a piece of cork and put under a jar or vessel witlt

a little ether; the latter being placed either in a* capsule, or on
the plate on which the jar or glass is placed : the vessel sifouW
apply closely, that the vapour of the ether may be retained, ahd^'

the air within be p> evented from changing its place. The in§ecy’

thus iij the ethereal atmosphere will soon die without*'

having t?tne "fo hurt its form or appcarance by violence.—BulL
B. tm*.

1 DrMnft on oj ‘trils by copunon Salt .
—

^IVI . Em. Rousseau had
applied coniinon^j^al' *»s u manure to a small piece of garcl -n, and
r*' ' ked *e snails had come in contact with the salt they
i-oicKly li* diing coufirfii the fact, he strewed some salt

\ii.»oa the ground nud pi a hiinoer of snails amongst it ; all

which CPme out of tncir shell and touched the salt

threv' oai a g»e<»»iisL globula froth, and in a few rainuteS^

were T*'e fac' maybe turned ic account by agriculturist*^

and f ardeners.--Bm//. D. vii' 276.

1 6. Hemarkahlc Hairy Mail .—^The following account is given
f ai. indiv'duol of this kind in CrawfordV IV^ission to Ava. As
>rinoctcd with this department ma) b mentioned the existence at

Asa of a man covered from head to foot with hair, whose history

i^ not less remarkable iNu. tliat of the' t debrated porcupine man
who excitet so much curiosity Hd England and other parts of

, Euroi)o near a cenUi’'y ago. The liair on the face of tlusliiitigular

,
being, the ears included, is shag^, and about eight inches Tong.

Oji the oroast and shouklers^^^^foid four to five. It is singular
that the teeth ate defective in number, the mb-
lares or gruulcrs being Tgiis jjcrson is a native

of the Shan country, or Eao,>1|^i^TO*n the'\banks of the upper
portion of the Saluen, or Hai Jifi^ Vivcr

; h® presented to the

king of Ava as a curiosity, ]>y the prince of that country. At Ava
he married a Burmese woman, by whom he has two daughters ;

the eldest resembles her mother, the youngest is covered with hair

like her father, only that it is white or fair, whereas his is now
brown or black, having, however, been fait whan a c^ii4, like &at
of the infant. With the exceptions mentiph^^ both tihe father imd
his child are peifecdly weU-fonned, ahdi, inde^ for.!!"

race, rather handsome. The whole family were spi^:';

to the residence ofthe Mission, where drawings
them were taken Jour. 1827, p. 368.^;^

,
;

17. Aj^icaUm ofReedies by AbsorpUmfrotn the

Tlie follAring are the resists wh®.
assiduously engaged in trying'' '

i

V
SaUs o^orphia, appU^^hl
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action upon the ^rain and nervous system, by the contraction of
the pupils, and often by dysuria and ischuria ; nausea and vomiting
are nire ; sometimes a sensation of itching is felt in the nasal cavi-

ties, and papular eruptions not iinfrequently appear upon the skin.

Extract ofBelladonna t appliedupon the uj)per surface of the feet,

produced all the consequences derived from its internal exhibition ;

such as dilatation of the pupil and impaired vision.

Extract of Squill^ while it augments transpiration, promotes the

urinary secretion, and i'acilitates expectoration.

Well powdered Strychnine supports the suppuration of wounds
tolerably well, and stimulates the locomotive system without iiicoii-

venieutly exciting the bruin. It happens also in certain palsies, such
as those which are caused by the carbonate of lead, that the power
of motion is restored without the production of those violent

shocks which have been so unpleasant to patients. M. Bailly has ob-
served, with respect to this medicine in general, that it often excites

a marked turgescence about the head, heightening the colour of
the face, which demands the suspension of the remedy, if not the
intervention of blood-letting.

Perchloride ofMercury (corrosive sublimate) produces an intense
sensation of heat, and corrodes the parts with which it comes in

contact. Sometimes, however* it has been known to relieve the
pains of exostoses, &c. The proto-chloride (calomel) also excites

pain, particularly if rubbed upon a recently blistered surface. In
this way it may cure old syphilitic affections ; but as a set-off

against these advantages, there is sometimes a difliciilty in keeping
up the action, as the absorbent powers of the surface wear out by
long continued contact.

One great advantage of the endermic practice is the exemption of
the digestive organs from an inconvenient or unaccustoinecl stimu-
lus ; and its importance must be apparent where the stomach is

incapable of retaining medicines, or the power of deglutition is

lost.

—

Nouv. Bib. Med.—Med. Hep. v. 341.

18. On the Strix Cunicularia^ or Coquimbo Owl, — Captain
Head, and every reader of bis Rough Notes,’* will, we are sure

thank us for any hint tending to throw light on facts related in that

spirited and interesting narrative
;
particularly as, in the course of

his adventures, circumstances are occasionally recorded somewhat
startling to those who are in the habit of considering whatever
sij^passes their ken or comprehension as a travellers’ tale. Thus
the concluding part of the following passage, however true to the
very letter, as we shall show, has we know excited considerable

surprise, and possibly, considerable doubt as to its accuracy.
“ The Biscacho^ is found all over the plains of the Pampas

;

WVe rabbits they live in holes, wiiich are in groups in every direc-

^
Tills animill is probably either the Cavia Paca, Spotted Cavy, or Arcto-

mys Motiax, Ferruginous Brown Marmot, though the latter is. described as
priiKripally found in North America. .
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tion, and which make galloping over these plains# very dangerousr.

These animals are never seen in the day, but as soon as the lower
limb of the sun reaches the horizon, they are seep issuing from
their holes in all directions, which are scattered in groups like little

villages, all over the Pampas. The biscuchos, when full grown,
are nearly as large as

,
badgers, but their head resembles a rabbit,

excepting that they have large bushy whiskers. In the evening
they sit outside iheir holes, and they all appear to be moralising.

They are the most serious looking' animals I ever saw ; and even
the young ones are grey headed, have inustachios, and look

thoughtful and grave. In the day time their holes are always
gvarded by two little owUy who are never an instant away from
their post. As one gallops by these owls, tJtcy always stand looking

at the stranger and then at each other, moving iheir oldfashioned
heads in a mamier which is quite ridiculous, until one rushes by
them, when fear gets the better of Iheir dignified looks, and they

both run into the hiscachos* hole,'*—(Head*s Hough Notes, p. 82.)

Captain Head has not given us the name of this owl, hut in all

probability it was the Strix Cunicularia, or Coquimbo Owl, which is

described as flying in pairs, sometimes by day, and making its

nest in long subterraneous burrows^. In the singular motion of

its head, it however corresponds with the Strix Brasil iana, or

Brownish Horned Owl, mentioned by Maregrave in his History of
Brazil, which he says is easily tamed, and can so turn about its

•neck that the tip of the beak shall exactly ])oint at the middle of
the back ; that it also plays with men like an ape, making many
mowes, (as Willoughby translates it,) and antic mimical faces,

and snapping with its bill. But for the best account we have
met with, we are indebted to the splendid conliniiation ofWilson’s

American Ornithology by Ludien Bonaparte, under the title Bur-
rowing Owl—a bird/' he ’Aat so far from seeking refuge

in the ruined habitations of his .residence within the

earth ; instead of concealing itselfin solitary recesses of the forests,

delights to dwell on open plains, in company with animals remark-
able for their social disposition, neatness, anid order. Instead of sail-

ing heavily forth in the obscurity of the eveiiin^or morning twilight,

and then retreating to its secluded abod^ this bird enjoys the
broadest glare of the noon -day sun, and flying rapidly along,

searches for food or pleasure during the cheei^l light of the day.,

In the trans-Mississippian territories of. the. Suited States, this

very singular bird resides ejpclusivdy in iSke v^Uiagis ofthe Marmot,
or Prairie Dog, whose excavations are sdr commodious, as to render

it unnecessary that it should dig for itself, as it is said to do in

other parts of the world, where no burrowing, animate exist.

These villages are very numerous, and variate in their extent, aoniev

times covering only a few acres, and at others spreading over the siil^
.

face ofthe country for miles togeth^. They are composed ofslightly

• Tiinw, ' X ..
.. i K 2
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elevated mounds,*^about two feet in width at the base, and seldom
cxccediiio^ cig^hleeii inches in height. In all these Prairie dog viU
luges, the biirrrxwing owl is seen moving briskly about, or else in

small flocks scattered among the mounds, and at a distance it may
be mistaken for the marmot itself when sitting erect. They mani-
fest but little timidity, and allow themselves to he approached suffi-

ciently close for shooling

;

but if alarmed, some or all of them soar

away, and settle dov.n again at a short distance : if further dis-

turbed, their fliglit is continued until they are no longer in view,

or they descend udo their dwellings, whence they arc difficult to

dislodge. The burrows into which these owls have been seen to

descend on the plains of the liver Platte, where they are the most
numerous, were evidently excavated by the marmot, whence it has
been inferred by the learned and indefatigable Say*, that they

were either common, though unfriendly residents of the same habi-

tation, or that the owl was the sole occupant by right of con-

quest,” We have in the statements of Captain Head, however, a

])roof that both tenants hahitualiy resort at the same time to one
burrow

; and we are assured by Pike and others, that a common
danger often drives them into the same excavation where lizards

and rattlesnakes also enter for concealment and safety.

In the above extracts we have noted in italics the striking simi-

larity to the account given by Captain Head. K. S.

19. Naturalisation ofFish ,—^We have received the following

from Mr. Arnold of Guernsey,
Sir, 16th August, 1827.

Having understood that the correctness of Dr, Mac Culloch's

statements respecting my jiond, and the attempts to projiagate sea

fish ill it, have been questioned, I beg to say that his statements

are perfectly correct ; and to add further, that during nearly four

months of the year the water is perfectly fresh, and is drunk by
cattle.

In summer, the saltness varies ; but no examination yet made
has discovered in it more than half as much salt as is contained in

the neighbouring sea-water.

I further beg leave to add, that the general size of the pond in

summer is about four acres and a half; in winter, when swellet! by
the rains, it is extended to upwards of fifteen acres

;
which will

account for the freshness of the water.

f remain. Sir, your obedient humble servant.

To the Editor of the Quarterly Journal. J. B. Arnold.

20. Mode of keeping Apples,—It seems not to be generally

known, that apples ina^r be kept the whole year round by being

* We have had no oppoilunity of cdn&uHing 6ay, and therefore can only
refer our readers to an author who has collected an interesting store of facts
relative to nutuiul science, and particokrly with regard to this bird.
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immersed in corn, which receives no injury frjm their contact.

If the American apples were packed arnonfv g;rain, they would
arrive here in much finer cuiidiiioii. In Portugal it is customary
to have a small ledp^e in every a])artiucitt, (ininiedrately under the
comice,) barely wide cnoup^h to hold an ajjple : in this way the
ceilings are fringed with fruit, which are not easily got at without a
ladder ; while one glance of the eye serves to shew if any depreda-
tions have been committed.

21. On the Cultivation and Forcing Sea Kale.—The Cramhe
inaritima, or Sea Kale, is an indigenous plant of this and other
countries of Europe, and found on the sandy beach of the sea-shore.

It has been long introduced into ou» gardens as a culinary

vegetable, but it is only within the last thirty years, that it has
been brought into general use, and subjected to a mode of cultiva-

tion, very diflerent from that which was first bestowed upon it.

The principal value of this plant is its projierty of early growth ;

appearing at table at a time when few such things can be had. It

jirocedes asparagus, for which it is no bad substitute
;
and as it

makes a dish of itself, it gives a variety, to the delicacies of the
table ; and if the opinions given of its medicinal virtues be correct,

it is well worth cultivation, and the notice wc arc about to take of
it, ill describing an easy method of having it in great perfection

throughout the winter months, and up to the time it may be
gatlicrcd from the natural ground.

Prepare one or more beds (with alleys two feet wide between)
for the reception of the seeds, in the following manner: mark out
the bed or beds two and a half feet wide, and of any required
length, as near as can be from east to west ; line oif the sides and
ends, driving a stake at each corner to ascertain the boundaries ;

dig out the earth of the bed one -spade deep, removing it to some
distance ; fill this excavation With the purest and finest sand which
can be procured in the neighbourhood, either from the sea-shore,

the bed of a river, or from a pit. It signifies nothing of what
colour it is, so it be pure, and as free from loam as it can be had ;

for in proportion as the soil of the bed is poor or rich, so will the
flavour of the plant be when dressed. When this precaution is not
taken, and when the plants arc suffered to enjoy the rich and culti-

vated soil of a kitchen garden, or the situation made so, by rich

dressings or coverings of fresh manure, the plants are stimulated

into an unnatural luxuriance, which deteriorates the flavour, impatt-
ing to them that strong disagreeable sCent and taste, resembling
common cabbage, than which nothing can be a greater drawback on
the value of the vegetable ; but when grown entirely in pure sand*

the flavour is mild and pleasant, and is relished by most palates. ,

When the bed is filled with sand an^ raised therewith about
six inches above the natural level of the ground, (and this should

be done previous to the end ofMarch, which is the sowing season,)

dtaw a drill along the iniddfe^^om'^d to end. about three inches
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deep, in which c^-op the seeds pretty thickly, as they can be thinned
out to the

'

proper distance after they come up. If the sand or

weather be dry at the time of sowing, give a little water in the driU

and immediately cover up. If the seed be good, tlie plants will

soon appear, and when they are advanced to a size large enough
to enable the gardener to choose the most promising, let them
be thinned out to the distance of six or seven inches, the distance

at which they may remain. During the summer, the bed should

be occasionally watered with dinig water ; and this for the purpose

of encouraging the gniwtli of the plants on their first setting off;

and as manure given in this shape is more fugitive than when
applied in a more solid or concentrated state, it cannot impart

rankness to the plants when they arrive at that age fit to be brought

to table.

The plants cannot be forced, nor should any of their shoots be
cut, the first winter after sowing ; but should be suffered and
assisted to establish themselves, and gain sufficient strength to

yield adequate crops, in the succeeding years.

About the month of November in the second winter after .sowing,

a part at one end of the bed should be prepared for forcing. For
this purpose, and in order that it may be done with facility and
effect, a rough wooden frame or frames should be made, eighteen

inches high behind, and one foot high in front, shaped like a com-
mon hot-bed frame, and of any convenient and portable length;

and in width, the same as the bed. Light wooden covers in con-
venient lengths should be fixed by hinges to the back ; these

may be raised at will for admi.ssioii of light and air, and, in fine

weather, may he thrown entirely back. When the frames are

placed, dig out the alleys one foot deep to receive linings of hot

dung^'Which may be banked up against both the back and front of
the frame. The surface of the bed within the frame must be
covered with soft, short straw, or hay, nine inches thick, to arrest

the heut which rises from the lining’s, and form that warm humid
region into which the shoots will advance. The temperature of
these dark frames must be regulated by due attendance ; and in

intensely cold or frosty weather, the frames at night will require

coverings of mats and litter, to prevent the plants receiving a
check.

The required supply of the family—the time for it—and the

length or number of the frames, must be judged of by the gar-

dener, and who w'ill act accordingly ; but two frames are indis-

pensable ; because the second should be considerably advanced by
the lime the crop in the first is all cut.

Young plants n»ay be transplanted ; and if they are to be had,

may be tried
;
but the safer way is to sow and plant both, to pre-

vent disuj)pointinent ; aftd in order that the roots be not tooHnuch
exhausted by forcing, one bed t^ould be forced in one year, and
another the next.

The crowns of the roots hgve g tendency to rise ; and as annual
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additions of sand will be required afler the autun^al dressing, the

beds by these additions become unsightly; but cutting ofF the

most aspiring (with its flowering stem) every summer, will keep the

whole within proper bounds. Instead of covering with dung or

litter, to protect from winter’s frost, the frames may be set on those

parta intended to be forced, to answer that ])i]rpose ; and the

uncovered parts of the beds may receive a coat of mould out of
the alleys, to be drawn back off the sand in the spring.

The writer of this began to force Sea Kale as long ago as 1798,
using hot dung within, as well as without, a frame with glazed
lights

;
but soon found that, neither the glass nor dung inside

was necessary or suitable: he, therefore, afterwards succeeded,

by the above plan, to produce the flnest cr«ps of this vegetable, at

any time in the winter months; andean confidently recommend*
such management, especially to those who have no hot-house or

hot-bed frames ; because when there is any early forced house or

frames, if old roots are properly selected and potted in the

autumn, and placed in such house or frame, where there is suf-

ficient heat, and well shut up from light by whelming other empty
pots over them, a crop may be had in this way, without the trouble

and expense ofout-door forcing.

J. M.
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in (jreek, 179

Manganesic acid, on, by M. Unverdor-
ben, 20 1

Manganese, new ciiloride of, discovered
by M. J. JJumas, 475

Muugo-Capac. suppositions respecting

him, 359, 3i;o

Mangosteen, living plants introduced

from the East Indies, by Captain

Urummoiid, 191

Mantua, Napoleon’s precautions against

sickness before, 5

1

Mapp. Mrs., ceh'bratcd bone- setter,' 34

1

Maiemnui of'ruseany, 58 ’

Mastodon, the bones of the, 356

Aliiihews, Ml*. Andrew, 1C7
^

^lanrandya Ihiiclaiana, sr new Mexican
41ifweti 12 5*’ •

'

^
Mayetao, SirTlieodore, MJJ., 3l0
Ma}o, Dr.* Heibert, on flie sensitive

plant, 76 ‘

Meadows, d inins in, cause malaria and
fever, 104

Meconic acid, Dr. Hare’s method of ob*
taining 217.

Medical garden, Mrs. Gape’s, ‘38

Melons, giounon open borders, 172
,

Meilitic acid, preparation of pure, 483
Memnon, or An^nopbis, statue of, 181-

Mems., Maxiinlfiind Memoirs, by W,
Wadd, Esq., 329

MeniBs, monarch of Egypt, 180.

Mental ppwers aflecied by residence in'

a pestilential climate, 58

Merchantmen, bad cousiruclion of Bri-

tish, 26
Merritt’s statistical notices of the popu-

lation of the British empire, 283
Metals, throe supposed new, discovered
by Professor P5aan,478

Meteoric lire ball at New HavenJ;487'
phenomenon . descriti^' by

Chladni, 488 '

Meteorological diaty fot Jitne^ July and
August, 1827, 2^6

,.y for September!
October, and November, 500 • -

' - Essays by Mr.^OanietU S'fO&f '

obsenratiotisatCbimnck; plan^

Journal ciO 169 \
I^pfcojounded by iheA3kl«eir,.^9sv^ ^

^IP^bseope, Dr. Brewer.
’P‘'i|ie'ctipg the impfoV^'meW

i
’’^— - with a Gobble
L'^lhond lens, 17

|fe—,*ah
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Mimow Pudica, ob^rvaUidsis on the
motion of its leaves,* 7,6

^

Moist air, the chief cofidnctojr of n^a-
laria, 46 v

Moisture and heat, effects oftheir com-
bination, 41

Mules, destruction of, 232
Montezuma’s address to Cortez, re-

lative to his ancestors, 359
Montfalcon, 'medical observation by, 45

Moon, on the supposed influence of

the, by M. Arajro, 222
Morphia, its extraction from dry poppy

heads, 216

Nantes, 57 ‘ •

Narcotine, pure, its prepard.tion, 483
Naval construction, observations on the

state of the Eng-lish, 25
Naval revision, commissioners of, 27

Nitre, peculiar formation of, 205
Nitric acid, lest for tlie presence of, 905

-— on a peculiar, by Mr. Phil-

lips, 467
Northern light, or streamers, described,

405
Notes to books condemned, 97
Nubia, monuments of, 184
Nuga Canora’, oi Epiiaphian' Memen-

tos of the Medici Family of Modern
Times, r^29

Nugse Chirurgicae, or a biographical
miscellany, by W. Wadd, Esq., 329

Object-glasses of M. M. CheffHer,
aplanatic, 248

Ohio, the American man of war, 35
Old .«!y.stpm ship-building, evils eii^

tailed by iV35
Opium, Dr. Hare’s test of the p^sence

of, 215
Orache, varieties of, and cultivation of,

,
by Mr, W. Townshend, 170

''Orchards, and orchard fruit, 271

Osytnandyas, statues o/, the Mandouei
of the inscription at Karnac, 189

QtVal and elliptic ciuves, evirlenced in
*

the motion of ships, the form of fea-

Ihers, leaves, and fruits, 13

Ovals, formed into elegant diagrams^
Ousirei, tomb of king, discovered by

Belzoni, 1 87
Owl, the Coquimbo, 494
Oxalate of Hme, existence of its

tals inj^laots, 214
Oxygen gas, 141

Egyptian sepulchral, disen^*

ver^dl^Be'laoiri, 187

6f it from bomidifj

Parian marbles, the, 185
Passifloras, eatable, 169
Pears, five varieties of, from Jersey, 173

tht? most celebrated. 426
Pendulum apparatus, the Milan, 155

experiments on Moot Cents,
by Professor Carlini, 153

Penilenfiary in Westminster, 52
Pennsylvania, the extraordinary length

of this American Hrst-rate, 85 ..

Persian inonarchs,' ^eir napieifij

Phonetic characters of Eg'3^^^
Peter the Great, anecdote of, 338
Petromyzon Marinus, description ofthe^^

72 .

Petroleum wells, Burmese, 490
Pharaohs, dynasty of the, 178
Philee, Inscription on tlie base of the

obelisk of, 178 ;

Phillips, Mr. Richard, 258
Phi losoph ical Transactions ofthe Royal

Society of London for 1827, part 11.

contents, 379
Phdnetic characters of the Egyptians,

176
Phosphorus, crytallization of, 206

, solutions of it in oils, 206
, its fluidity at common

temperatures, 469
Phosphoric acid, its singular habitude

with albumine, 473 f'
Physical agents, 00 the action 137

el wq.
Physicians, college o^.tbe and old

buildings, 332
llysic^ogy, 139 '

.

me al^pies fJreserv'ed' by r^oving
their ciovvn«. 228

Pine-cone, enormous, of Plrus btrobua,
from the river Columbia, 191

Pitcairn, Dr., his treatment of fever, 33$
'

Planting of trees again'i^'

contagious windi^63
Plants, on acclimitigizigr’ at Biel, in

East Lothian, 1 6;t^

report uf^ti or rare, at
Chiswick, 1 67

Platina, Dof 4y divided,477

laoalar
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ferro'prujsiate of, rematks on

ft.'Gautier's preparation, 484
'

sulphate of, 467
lEowder, on the inflammation of, when

. struck by brass, 207
^owe,r, microsipoptc, of various lensc^s,

20 , /
'

'Priestleyj^lrpr., on tlie relatioiiof ^ascsto
rej^iioition, J41

Wr. A.,; on the forming ofl

micT/)«copic lenses, 15

l^a newmi.nejal, discovered in

Jyr^j226
^J^f|^rbazo3ate of mtircury, 2 1 S ,

Dr., on the composition of
" simple alimentary substances, 481

Quadrupeds, remarks on sonio^upposed
to be ex)finct, 350

Quartz, peculiar crystals of, by Mr. \V

Phillips, 223
Quinia, rewards for the discovery, 22d«

, .sulphate of, preparation of, 482^

Raffles, Sir Stamford, relates that the

tapir exists in Sumatra, 361

Raphael, hia painting of the dispute on
the sacrament, 11

principle in his compositions,

11

trries,red and white Antwerp, 169

Red cabbage, infusion of, a chemical
toslj 27b

Reevesia, uevr^geitus of plants named,
109

Reeve, 1^, 'J'hojvis, .3 1

1

Beeves, jJiXr,, gc’fftis oi plants by
llimfrorn C'hina. and named Reovesia.
i,D9

R^ector, Aqiician, J7

U^iaction, single, i^uperior light, 16
l^moglo, R. RO^liP^discourse on the

|jjL' oVEt I and elli^Q^ptes, 1

Saigny, 45$^
^nom,
^'personal blaga4i%;.3

thpiwet,: sjalwttfiqdr

Roses, method of.«ncreasing the odouf
of, 228

'

Rosetta stone, the, its importance tp
learning and histofy, 178

Rowing pins in boats, means of securing
them, 460

Royal Society, proceedings of the, 424
Royal Navy, architectural education fot

this service, 26
Rubens, the coronation of Mary de

Medicis : character of the compo-
sition, ) 1

Saccliara, tablets transmitted by Mr.
Salt from,' 31

1

Sad, quantity of in ships, 36
Salad-herbs>oti growing them at sea, 233
Salamanders subjected to experiments,

142 ;
San Qujnitino, ‘letter to the Cavaliere,

with remarks on M. Champollion’s
. opinions. 310

Savart, M. Pelixi .67

Sapphire lenses, by Mr. A. Pritchard, 459
Scarborough, Sir Char}es,his works, 331
Screws, on the adhesion of, 453
Sea>kale, on the cultivation and forcing

of, 497
Sfilenic acid, 472
Selenium and ojtygen>seloDic acid, hew
compound of, 471

Selenium, its separation from sulphur,,

Sensitive plant, D^^^ayo’s observa-
s oi(|w'^leave3^»76

U., vessel built on hiamt,__ _.tem,'^8

Shl'p-builders, 27 ^
Ship-building, grimt principles of the
artof^^l

Ships, French, their great relative
length, 31 ^

Ships with four i^sts^
tiar jpj^^si^lip^y Whisak, king of %ypt, identified in the,

inscfiptjpljaat'Bubaste, 185
icUy#insalubrious villages of, 45

"

ickhbsa and death of Prince Henry in,
’

,
,161 ^40

'Sfienpa, mortality at^ 36 .

ato elephant in & tofhh

on the vadktiW^ci

^^aptai*, ^ ^

IP'
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Sol^^ on the tlver^ile, 1,

j^ltibUity afsab&tances lidatldimi*

tiUhe^, 209
^WBijSSio in Au^a^faH of Die l:akejQ27

^^I^Uanzaoi, inx.estisaiions^f/142

.S^wn 'Chinese method of

V tr^poAing the, 827
'Iki}u^1t0h8, experimental, 39
Sah^B of wind on the African shores^

486'
Wakefield, mineral spring

r'at,2l
Stars, Mr. Tree’s instrume^tfor gaining

an early knowledge of thenij 87 L

Sfatiitkai Notict^ by Mr«' Merritt^ 283

9t6am a^d heat| <experiments by Mr.

;

'
Petkiiis, 46< /.'V,

Steam^rigines, in^ 4.58
‘

510#. pn the mean^tised with tn-

tentiohof curihg'tu by Mr.Shaic, 287
Stoves, heating them by hot tyateir, 174'

Stmwberries, novel method of cultl*

vating, 168 .

Street, Mr, John, bh 'accKmatixkajg!^

planU^'l^l . s
, \

Strix Cu'nieulaitiia, dt Coqnimbb owl,

404
Sulphate of copper, its decomposition

by tartaric acid, 208
Solphoevanide of potassium in saliva^

208
'

Sulphur^ on certain properties^; 4^

Toilet, Geo., Esq., on the preservalipii;^.

of apples, 168
^

Tooke, Elorne, his grammatical in

inquiries, 95
Torpid animals, experiments on 300 '

.

Torpor, vegetable, 228 .

'

Transpiration ; inquiry of Dr. Edwarda^
into the causes of perspiration, Ifil

Tusks, species of elephants witboiit,8C5

Tychsen, M., of Gottingen, 316

Varley, Mr., 17.

Vases, Etruscan, 12 j
Vases, formed from theovaUT^
Villa Borghese, deserted} 52

Ville de Paris, the, her ptoji

Viper, bite of the, remedies,

r, on the poison of the, 282

fA

Vegetable; diet important, in Africa and
nindpet^ 56

/substances, condensed, and
for shtps’provisioDs, 229

great purpose cf naval

.m'dtl^^S4
uviu%Mount,'226

heavy muriatic ether, and

iloric ether, 204

ula^ims of light, theory of tb^U5(

Tar-water introdudfdaa
Bishop Berkelb^|B%

Tatiani.

Tests, cbemkajl
, meric paper,'

Theory of the oval

to an historicaf ^^ocnip^tlfl

phael, 1} ,

‘

Thomas Daws6h^M.D., btimari
Thomson, Dr. ThopuiX, 64
Thought, experimehtd^OD^ 30B'

Tic doulpumux, on, 846

Dnicorn, tha^ 862

Wadd,;W*^£844^6
’W«^h, Sir Wiiib^m, his Ueafl

" 310
,

. ' i
destruction 1

^uh,Me : .

^ , Mr^ To^^lnidns,^^
.

i^AdmirabmtffVjgateslu^^^

, :;^^iChWlier*s tests for .lbd;
' Ci^i#H!ig matter of, 215 yC^'
Wise^PrMr^W.* on the cotreettoh^

,
iqnac observations, 185 ,

'

. . ^
Wea^^r. Will^, bis analytdl':%>t ^

mti9al wa|di^2
^

cause
Tirhakai
Trartspi

Trade>

ToWi^iV.gaouble^t^i^l
Dri.Edvmidi^

;

’

(basil

a pi^ventative agidasl

;
‘ song bn, 3^

respeetbSg












